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PREFA CE

Ti1972-193 hitorical narrative marks the final volume in the Military Assistance Command, Vietrina Command History
licicbeu !i904, Our objecttive was to provide a complete, concise reference document covering the final 15 months of tile
conmn' a ltvtc and programis-through its disestablishment on 29 March 1973, The Inclusive period varies slightly with the
earlier historic% which are limited to a calendar year. Ilowcver,i Vince the cease-fire preparation began in late October, and was
virtually continuous thertafter, the fitnal 15 months is treated as anl entity. (" (" / !,,,-'. )-!J';.( / '** .".. I

A word otn the organisation of antid sources for the history may be of assistance to historians. 'The Initial portion -OVtL'.VIEW
attempts to place the MACV activities in perspective with tile developing political and military situations throughout 1972-1973.
Each OV\ERVIE~W chapter includes anl air and grounid war narrative for South Vietnam, A series of annexes follows the O)VERVIE~W,
narrating the MACV funetiotis anti the three major battles during the 1972 enemy offensive, With thle personnel drawdownt; affecting

* the Military Hlistory Branch throughout 1972, it wats necessary to place considerable reliance (tn historical summaries written within
the MACV agencies as% source documents for thle history. lRecognitcing that many historians may sech more In-depth coverage than
this volume provides, Included in addition to foottitoes with each annex is a brief bibliographic note explaining the content and
disptosition of the MACV historical library.

Throughout ithe final months of MACV's existence many contributed to the preparatiosn of this history, We especially recognize
Stilte debt owed to those MACV staff and advisory personnel and the Project Ci~l,,C( personnel, who assisted us with their time andi
* expertise. Particular %credit goes to those Military History Branch ntembsers who movedl to Hawaii ito complete the work: LTC Wrin. 11.

Seely, USA, MAJ Will. j, l'rout, USAF, MAJ James L, Tedrick, USA, and CPT Samuel 1i, Bailey III, USA, who completed the
writing, editinig. and preparation for printlogi SI15 IDennis W, Garrett, USA, anti 8114 M, Clifford Balach Jr., USA, whit prepared the-
copy and prtovided administrative supportt and SGT Jose N. M. Hlernandez, USAFt, Illustrator, Credit also goes to those who prepared
pttrtionis of the history bitt departed: L'rC Win. L, Allen, USA, the Command Historian until October; MAJ W. Scott Dillard, who
Itecanin the ItS Delegation, Four P'arty Joint Military Commission historian itt early Pebruaryj MAJ F'rederick W. Scanlon Ill, USA,
reassigited to Korea itt March; MAJ Bertraind F. Ruggles, USAFt, wht assisted during the hectic days from Novemnber to January;t MAJ
Put NA. Stevens IV, USA, for his writing and editing from mid-February to early Aprilt SFC Gerald R, Snyder, USA, the classified
miaterial custodian, for his yeoman serviceaS the only enlisted member of the branch for many monthst and Mrs. Margaret B. Slvetz,
clerk-typist during February and March, During our Hawaii sojourn we are deeply Indebted to the CINCIIAC Historical Branch: COL
Charles A. Gatzka for coordinating our move ito Camp Smith and providing magnificent support tduring our stay; to Mr. Carl Clever
ind Mrs. 11oily Tallmatn ftr their continuous patience andi assistance with our many problems. Similarly, the cooperative spirit of
nunttlroti4 people ott tlte CINCIIAC, USARI'AC, I'ACAt anid I'ACF'LT staffs eased our task anti Is appreciated. And finally, ito the'
NiivY I'uhlivAtlons indl Printing Service, i'arlfic Division, we extend our thanks for their ltmivaluablc advice and assistance,

WM K SCI-RAGE,
LTC, UISA
Command Hlistoriatn
Camp stitith, Hagwaii
July 1973
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Chapter V ' The Last 61 days 28Jan-2914pr73, Air & Oround Opns --(Page 13

Following Chapter V are' Annexes A thru D:./, 71O1.
Annex A'- The Enemy, (Pages A-i - A-72).,
Anncx B -Air and Naval Operations, (Pages B-i - B-74),
Annex C - Military Assistance to the RVNAF, -(Pages C-1 - C-94), '

Annex D - Republic of Vietnam Development, Economic Affairs, (Pages f)l- - D-4f).

Following each Chapter and Annex are numbered footnotes to' he inf ormation
containee indicating the sources for that information.
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HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM

MACSJS-H 15 JUlV 1973

SUBJECT: Promulgation of the USMACV 1972-1973 Command History
(RCS CINCPAC 5000-4)

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1k

1. The USMACV 1972-1973 Command History is pron"4lgated in response to
CINCPAC Instruction 5000.5C, 9 Mar 71, subject: Historical Reports from
Unified Commands in the Pacific Command.

2. This document contains information affecting the security of the United
States within the meaning of the Espionage Laws, Title 18, U.S. Code Sec- o"
tions 793 and 794. Transmission or revelation of its contents in any manner
to an unauthorized person is prohibited by law. The material contained
within this document is to be treated with the utmost discretion. Under
no circumstances shall possession thereof be transferred, or the informa-
tion contained therein be imparted to personnel other than those whose
duties specifically require knowledge thereof. Information provided any
individual will be the minimum required in the performance of his duties. "

3. The oyerall security classification of the Command History and of this
volume is'TOP SECRET - NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION. The security classification
for each pqe is that of the highest classified paragraph thereon. Repro-
duction ofrOP SECRET portions of the 1972-1973 USMACV Command History is
prohibited except with the permission of CINCPAC or higher authority.

4. This document will be transported, stored, safeguarded, and accounted
for in accordance with instructions contained in the current edition of the
security regulations for handling classified matter by the military service
of the holder.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

J 7ý
WM K SCHRAGE i•1

LTC, USA
Command Historian
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GENERAL CREIGHTON W. ABRAMS
COMUSMACV 3 July 1968-12 October' 1972
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GENERAL FRED C. WEYAND

COMUSMACV 12 October 1972--29 March 1973

~I.

a..

NOTE. Gencral ABRAMS departed Vietnain on 29 June 1972 to beco'men
Chief of Staff, US Army, General Weyand was acting COMUSMACV from

29 June to 12 October 1972,
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* . 'ith the end of our direct military involvement in

Soutth l'i'tuum, I ain treenicdously proud of the overall

Perfolulwallc( Of the sev eral million American military

(111d civilian p4rsons who have had a part to play here.

I ant eiqally proud of the results that hale flowed from

th," sacrifices oif the millions of South l'ictnamnese.

m)ili:ary* and civilian alike, who have fot•ght to secure

their rigqht of self-determination in the face of massive

ijutintidation by force.

S.. lit the period immediately ahead, the priority of our

ef fort should 0o to lines of action that will help to insure

that all parties recognize the cease-fire agreement for

what it is. I. c.. the only viable alternative that will lead

to the lastinq peace that the people of Southcast Asia

need and want so desperately.i

ýZENERAL FRED C. WEYAND

Saigon

7 March 1973
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OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

(U) By the end of March 1973 the Republic of the price of aggression for tlie enemy to a degree
Vietnam had entered a new phase in the struggle that woul'i cause him to hubandur his goal of
for survival, With the redeployment of the FWMAF dominance over South Vietnam, and to prepare the
and US forces, the young government was required Republic for the amsumpition of a leading role in
for the first time to rely completely on its citizens improved regional cooperation and development, To
and soldiers to pacify and defend the country. The attain these goals, the Allies carried out an intensive
concept of Vietnamization which successfully met land, sea, and air interdiction campaign against
the enemy's test during their NGUYEN HUE Of- the enemy throughout much of Southeast Asia.

fensive has been completed with the RVNAF Further, Vietnamisation-the improvem.,t and mod-
superbly equipped at a strength of 1,1 million. The ernizatlon of the RVNAF, pacification, and combat
enemy's goal during the long years of war re- operations-was designed to allow the Vietnamese
mained the same in 1972: control of South Vietnam. to assume increasing amounts of the total military
The US goal also remained the samet thwart North effort necessary to insure their country's survival
Vietnam's ambitions and help the South Vietnamese and prosperity. This strategy successfully inet the
become self-sufficient, The failure of the North to test in that the enemy's offensive was halted and
subdue the South despite committing its entire driven back while the government continued to
ground combat force stands as testimony to the function and respond to the challenge of continu.

* effectiveness of Allied efforts to make South Viet- ing toward social, political, and economic goalsI nam self-reliant militarily and politically. Social and during and after the offensive.
economic progress was dependent upon effective (U) The interrelated civil and military systemsecutrity; the progress in these areas was real, but of South Vietnam combined military authority with
less dramatic, civil functions at each level of government down to

(UI The North Vietnamese goal of gaining con- district level in order to assure that political,
trol of the South did not change during the last 15 economic, social, and military goals were achieved
months of MACV's tenure, The enemy has developed with a unified effort, While there was much sue.
a sophisticated supply system running from the cess by the government in achieveing their goals,
homeland through Laos and the Khmer Republic the major problems of pervasive corruption, inex.
into South Vietnam, This system is augmented perienced leadership In the RVNAF, lack of middle
within South Vietnam by the "shadow supply sys- management expertise, weak national identification
tem" which furnishes food, medicine, and money. by the people, a fragmented body politic, and an
To the strategies of negotiations at Paris and guer- over-reliance on the military to govern were prob-

. rilla activity in the countryside in early 1972 was less that had yet to be successfully addressed,
added a conventional invasion using infantry, tanks, (U) Vietnamization had met its first test, The
and artillery which met with little success. Faced RVNAF had successfully stopped and driven back
with failure militarily, the enemy returned to the the enemy with little assistance from AllIed ground
bargaining table and agreed to a cease-fire which forces. During the offensive shattered units were
he used as a cover to continue guerrilla activity and quickly reformed, retrained, and re-equipped. MaRjor
buildup for a future military operation, should the changes in organization and equipment were success.
cease-fire conditions not gain him political control. fully implemented, Pacification received severe set. .

(U) The basic Allied goals were to build South backs in the areas of heavy combat, but elsewhere" ~Vietnam's vefsfcec comat pobtuat elsewhere
self-sufficiency in political, economic, was only slowed. After It was clear that the enemy

i soclo-psychological, and military aspects of nation- was not going to succeed, pacification programs
"hood compatible with the Nixon Doctrine, to raise resumed it most areas, Exile governments were re-

-- All times in the Overview are ino. local times, MACV formed in refugee camps, Territorial Forces went
reorganiaed from a J-etaff to a director staff In May. All staff back to eliminating local forces, and development
deuifinatlone used In tihe Overview are director staff delgna- programs regained momentum.
tIons,

-The Overview Is based on maierial contained in the annexe. (U) It is significant that the Republic withstood
pevreit for the iround olperstir.. subehapteral. and. theref,,re, an unprecendented offensive evei though the enemy.l not footnoted, wootnoto references are found in the various had not abandoned his strategic objectives for ,

ann"one, " irces for the ground operatIons subehaptera are the Southeast Asia and continued his efforts to counter :%
Operalions ,ireoctorate (MACDO) monthly sumamaries and the
Measurement tif Progrres (MOP, Reports for the spevIflv the gains made in South Vietnam. North Vietnam's
months mentioned In the text, overall goal--- conplete domination of the Republic
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of Vietnam and establishment of a sphere of In- tiatives, It also called for the defeat of the Viet-
fluence throughout Indochina-remained. The cease- namization and pacification programs, expansioh
fire merely afforded North Vietnam a political as' of Viet Cong control of land areas, and protection
well as a military avenue in the pursuit of its aims, of base areas and lines of communication in Laos,
Hanoi's desire to conquer South Vietnam v,&I the Khmer, and South Vietnam, Additional enemy
dictated both by the desire to expand its area of objectives were revealed in numerous documents and
political control and by the need to secur,, the rich agent reports which subsequently were summarized
agricultural areas of the South, The enemy's activi- in COSVN Directive 43, dated March 1972, This
ties in Laos and the Khmer Republic were also directive reiterated and expanded the goals out.
derived from political power-seeking and the neces, lined in the unnumbered resolution and revealed
sity to control vital base areas and lines of com- other aims which included disrupting the South
munication, Vietnamese economy, improving the morale of the

(U) The enemy effort in South Vietnam required Viet Cong infrastructure, influencing the US and
a massive input of men amd materiel from North world opinion, and discrediting and removing the
Vietnam through an extensive supply and infiltra- Thieu government., The strategy appeared to be
tion system, Nearly all replacement manpower came that the enemy would demand a cease-fire in place
from North Vietnam, as VC recruitment within after seizing major land areas with a major offen.
South Vietnam had become increasingly difficult. sive, and thus force a negotiated settlement of the 41.
The vast bulk of arms and ammuition was also war on terms favorable to himself. 1,4

infiltrated. The principal corridor for this infil- (U) RVNAF and Allied organizations condocted
tration was the complex road, trail, and water net- a variety of operations and programs in a coordi.
work known as the Ho Chi Minh trail through nated attack on the total enemy system, Such opera.
the Laotian panhandle and its extension down the tions were derived from a combined campaign plan,
Mekong River corridor in the Khmer Republic, written primarily by the RVNAF Joint General

(U) Because of the pressure from cross-border Staff and signed by the Chief of the JGS and
operations in past years, the enemy, had expanded commanders of each of the Free World Military
his supply operations to the west and reinforced Assistance Forces,
his tactical units In southern Laos, To protect (U) The coordinated Allied effort was a triple.
his lines of communication he stationed major com- edged attack, including an extensive combined in.
bat elements ini the east-central portion of the terdlction campaign to prevent enemy infiltration
Khmer Republic, Although Allied air interdiction and resupply efforts through Laos; coordinated
caused heavy losses to enemy materiel in Laos and ground operations to seek out and destroy the
the Khmer Republic, the strength of his 1972 of. enemy main and local force units; and complemen. '
fensive was testimony to the effectiveness of the tary programs to neutralize the Viet Cong infras-
Ho Chi Minh trail network, supplemented by the tructure,
"shadow supply system" through which enemy units (U) The combined interdiction campaign inte-
in South Vietnam were supported with funds and grated Allied air, land, and sea assets in an effort
locally acquired supplies, especially food, medical to sever the enemy's vital logistics lifeline. The
supplies, and clothing, Despite the constant harass- keystone of the interdiction effort was an intensive,
ment, the enemy continued to infiltrate men and sustained air interdiction program, As US rede-
mitteriel until the cease-fire, when the lack of op. ployments continued, air power remained our most
po ition from the air in Laos, North Vietnam, and Important means for denying the enemy the cap-
South Vietnam allowed him to rerupply openly, at ability to build, maintain, and use his logistics
a more rapid rate, system, Air interdiction operations were targeted

(1U) By early 1972 It was believed that the enemy primarily against the enemy's major means of re.
had developed a master plan designating 1972 as supply, the trucks moving down the Laotian logis-
the "year of decisiont," It required North Vietnamese ties :orridor, as well as the road and trail network
and Viet Cong main force units to strike hard in over which they moved, and thA associated defenses,
Laos, the Khmer, and South Vietman to spread the This network provided prime targets for air inter-
Allied Forces and emphasize the US and South diction operations and were hit with B-62, TACAIR,
Vietnamese vulnerabilitics. The Republic of Viet- and gunship sorties.
nam would be the key theater of war and actions (U) The second portion of the integrated inter-
there would decide the fate of all of Indochina. diction campaign was the land interdiction effort.
The change in strategy was reflected in a COSVN Virtually all ground operations in South Vietnam
unnumbered resolution in December 1971, which contributed to the land interdiction program; how-
called for a shift in the balance of power through ever, those operations which were most directly
the use of main force warfare and political tot- involved were the cross-border operations into the
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Khmer Republic, Before the cease-fire, RVNAF tions, reacting to enemy pressures, and protecting
conducted ground operations in that part of the lines of communication,
Khmer Republic adjacent to South Vietnam's Mill- (U) The most active combat during 1072 was
tary Region 4 with the objective of destroying the performed by the air resources of the US. TACAIR
enemy's stockpiles and disrupting his lines of com- and B-52s attacked the enemy in his homeland,
munication, interdicted his supply routes, and furnished close

(U) The ocean surveillance operation, MARKET air support on the battlefield, Particularly dramatic
TIME, sought to interdict enemy resupply attempts was the rapid buildup of US air assets from other
along Vietnam's long coastline, As the year began, overseas commands in response to the enemy of-
the USN provided an air patrol outer barrier, but fensive, US Army air, in addition to reconnaissance
when the USN discontinued the effort, the Viet- and gunship support, deployed from Europe two
namese were forced to rely entirely on their inner heliborne antitank missile systems which proved
surface barrier patrol craft and outer surface bar- highly effective against enemy armor.
rier cutters, complemented by a radar network (U) The last American ground combat troops were
which could search the entire coastline of the Re. withdrawn in the summer of 19'72 after completing
public. During the cease-fire successful blocking their missions of securing friendly installations,
of enemy coastal infiltration was heavily dependent With the exception of the Korean forces, FWMAF
an preventing the enemy's capture of a South Viet. concentrated on advisory and civic action programs
namese port, until their withdrawal. Korean forces continued to

(U) The enemy offensive in the spring of 1972 secure portions of Military Region 2 and conducted
caused extensive modification of this plan as land limited offensive operations until their redeploy.
and air assets had to be diverted against enemy ment.
combat units, As of 28 January 1973 the total inter- (U) The final element in attacking the enemy
diction effort was limited, by the Paris accords and was a series of programs designed to neutralize
the Laotian cease-fire, to the Khmer Republic and the Viet Cong infrastructure (VCI). Success would
the Republic of Vietnam and its territorial waters, greatly inhibit North Vietnam's freedom in South
Even within South Vietnam, offensive operations Vietnam, for the NVA was dependent on the VCI
into enemy-held areas were forbidden, In clear vio- for guideb, i••telligence, commo-liaison, insuring a
lation of the Paris agreement the NVA used the friendly or neutral host population, ard logistical
period to move supplies from North Vietnam into support of food, medicine, and money, Until the
Laos and South Vietnam. offensive struck, Territorial Forces had conducted

(U) The second element in the total effort operations in known enemy base areas, conducted
against the enemy system was the conduct of patrols, and set night ambushes. They were com-
ground and air operations with the goal of destroy- plemented in this effort by the National Police and
ing enemy main and local force units and providing People's Self-Defense Force which provided security
security to the population. The operations conducted within the villages and hamlets. The Phung Hoang
in Military Regions I and 2 were similar. Regular and Chieu Hol Programs were also aimed at the
iIVNAF units conducted combat operations to VCI. The Phung Hoang Program provided for In-
locate and destroy enemy main force units and base telligence gathering and dossier preparation on
areas in the foothills and mountainous areas to the suspected VCI with operations targeted against in.
west. Regional and Popular Forces operated in the dividuals, who when captured were tried and sent
populous coastal areas and out into the foothills, to prison if adjudged to be VCI. The Chieu Hal
providing military support to community defense program offered the enemy-NVA and VC alike-
and local development, Because of the major enemy the chance to voluntarily surrender to the Viet-

threat to northern Military Region 1, considerable namese Government in exchange for full amnesty,
effort was devoted to denying the.enemy the ability Finally, the National Police operated a series of
to infiltrate his main force units across or around checkpoints aimed at. preventing enemy infiltration
the demilitarized zone into the area, Air power of supplies and a disruption of the "shadow supply
was used extensively to interdict enemy movement system,"
and to disrupt efforts to reinforce and destroy (Q. The focus of the US logistics effort during
mupply areas. The enemy offensive had been con- the final fifteen months was support of the RVNAF

siderably blunted by this tactic, as spoiling opera- and the achievement of a self-sufficient RVNAF.

tions were conducted prior to the offensive which logistics system, Even before the bulk of US

kept the enemy off balance, One year after the ground combat forces withdrawal was completed,
beginning of the enemy offensive, the RVNAF was the logistics emphasis had shifted to intense efforts

defensively deployed to counter the continuing to guide, assist, and support the RVNAF effort.

enemy threat, conducting limited offensive opera- At the beginning of the year two projects were
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continuing to furnish the equipment necessary to landed, the RVNAF has organized, trained, and
strengthen the RVNAF. Projects 981 and 982 had deployed a ground force of 13 ground divirions,
been initiated in 1971, designed to deliver expedit- an air force of more than 2,000 aircraft, a navy
iously the major item TOE/TA shortages, as well of more than 1,000 craft, and sevprpl "-lependunt
as secondary items and repair parts. As the US infantry and armor units, By March 1973 the
units withdrawal continued, KEYSTONE transfers RVNAF was just slightly urner 1,1 million, con-
from USARV units became a prime element of sisting of 12 Army (ARVN) 'divisions, With the
this program early in the year, The NGUYEN HUE Marine Division, which the Joint General Staff used
Offensive resulted in a massive resupply operation as a strategic reserve force, the RVNAF had the
to provide immediate replacement for materiel equivalent of 13 divisions.
lost in combat, In May a decision to increase the (U) The VNAF vastly increased its capabilities
RVNAF combat capability required the creation through 1972 and early 1978, It proved itself equal
of seven new tank, air defense artillery, and artil. to the task of doing its part to stem the Communist
lery battalions, Project ENHANCE, as it was called, offensive and to participate in sustained operations
had the objective of supplying the major end Items without the direct assistance of US military person-
required to complete equipping the new RVNAF nd1 while at the same time expanding In size and
units, Simultaneously, Project VER was initiated acquiring new aircraft to become a more sophiz-a

to accelerate the delivery of spare parts, thus ticated fighting force c a,

alleviating a critical zero balance situation in the

RVNAF direct and general support units, as well (U) The VNN assumed full responsibility for
as to determine the reasons for the zero balances conducting riverine and coastal patrol operations
and the methods to solve this problem. In late formerly conducted by the US Navy. In addition,

October the impending cease-fire resulted in Pro- it acquired highly sophisticated military equipment,
Ject ENHANCE PLUS-the expedited delivery of as a result of the US Navy redeployment, and

all undelivered balances remaining in the afore- organized a new logistics system to support the

mentioned programs, plus-additional add-on materiel increased scope of its operations.

directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, When the (U) Concurrent with the ARVN manpower build-
final shipload of ENHANCE PLUS materiel reached up, and of special emphasis in 1972, was the
Newport on 12 December, the RVNAF equipment re-equipping of the ARVN divisions with newer
posture was better than it had been prior to the weapons and equipment to increase their firepower
NGUYEN HUE Offensive, and under the terms of and overall combat capability, Emphasis on train.

* the cease-fire agreement future equipment losses ing increased proportionately to the buildup and
could be replaced on a one-for-one basis. included recruit training, officer and NCO leader-

(U) Many programs contributed toward the ship courses, and periodic refresher training for

modernization and functionalszation of the RVNAF the maneuver battalions,

logistics system in 1972, During the enemy offen- (U) Gradual improvement in the ARVN occurred
"sive a critical decision was made to activate the partially as a result of the assumption of the on- .
RVNAF Automated Materiel Management System tire ground combat responsibility as US forces
(RAMMS), a computer system requiring consider- redeployed. The experience gained in the planning

* able preparation and training time, designed to and execution of complex, large-scale, cross-border e
improve the RVNAF logistics management. The operations, starting with LAM SON 719 early in
RAMMS supported a new centralized commodity 1971, was invaluable, Additional experience gained
management organization, the National Materiel during the offensive showed that the ARVN com-
Management Agency (NMMA). When the cease- mand and control system was able to move brigades
fire came, the RVNAF was operating its own and divisions between the military vdgions without
modern computerized logistical system with residual the loeb of combat effectiveness,
US contractor support, Contractor and civil service (U) A part of the RVNAF and even larger than
technical assistance was being continued to cover the regular forces, were the Territorial Forces,
gaps, mainly in the management and maintenance which included the Regional and Popular Forces,
areas, The RVNAF logistics capability was con. These elements were charged with the mission of
sidered adequnte, provided the necessary priority assisting the regular forces in maintaining security

A, and command emphasis was applied to make the within the Republic, Regional Force (RF) rifle
system work, companies operating separately or in company

(U) The Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces groups and battalions, had the general mission of _
(RVNAF) were woven into the political/military conducting offensive operations against the enemy

structure at each echelon. In the eight years which local forces within their respective province. Their
have passed since the first American combat troops mission was to attack the enemy outside the pro-
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vince's population centers and to act an reaction phasis was directed toward three objectives, The
forces, Their success allowed the regular ARVN first, self-defense, sought to consolidate secure
forces to concentrate their efforts against enemy areas and extend security to additional areas.
main force units and base areas. Training for Next, self-government was designed to de,,'lop and
Regional Forces was restructured to meet the re. strengthen the constitutional democratic structures,
quiremente of the expanded offensive operations especially local government institutions and to in-
entrusted to them. The Popular Farce (PF) platoons prove local administration, Finally, local self-de-
provided security for hamlets or villages against velopment aimed to insure prosperity to all by
small bands of VC guerrillas in the immediate developing the local economy, reducing dependence
vicinity, The Popular Force soldier was recruited on foreign aid, and advancing toward self..suffi-
locally and stationed in his home village where he cioncy,
participated in daylight patrols, perimeter defense, (U) Self-defense at the local level was aimed at
and night ambushes, complementing RVNAF efforts against NVA and

(U) Concurrent with conducting combat opera. VC units by securing the local population. The
tions and assisting the RVNAF, MACV was involved Territorial Forces were supplemented by National
with helping the Vietnamese achieve their economic, Police and People's Self-Defense Force (PSDF) in
political, and social goals. As developed by the the internal security of the village against enemy
Government of Vietnam in Its 1972-75 Community terrorism and sabotage, The National Police,
Defense and Local Development Plan, major em- 120,000 strong, were deployed to every secure
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village in the country. In addition to the normal create a surplus market, the Government of Vietnam
police functions of upholding the law, maintaining encouraged agricultural diversification by introduc-
order, and insuring public safety, the National ing livestock, as well as feed grain, oil and tree
Police were charged with operating the Phung crops,
Hoang Program, The PSDF was composed of over (U) Ani infusion of development capital into the
four million unpaid civilians in the villages, Their rural areas was also necessary so that modern
mission was to provide security within the village tochnology in the form of mechanization, irrigation,
and assist in the local self-development and self. and fertiliz.rs can be applied to the farm land. The
defense programs. Progress in developing local Government of Vietnam Agricultural Development
self-governin- continued through 1972 and into

19)7•1. Inasmuch as nearly every village and hamlet lBank had almost 22 billion piasters available to
already had elected governments, emphasis was lend to farmers in 1972 at reasonable rates of in.I ir a d h a e l e c t e d g o e r m e t s e m p h s ie S e f - e el p e t P r g a , i
placed on tr'aining these elected officials for their terest, The Village Self-Development Program in
responsibilities, administrative reform, particularly addition to teaching democratic processes, was a
in reorganizing village administrative councils and program designed to inject development capital Into
hamlet management boards to realistically meet the rural villages, Each village received at least
differi•g needs in individual circumstances, and 300,0(00 piasters for its own self-development pro.
develophilg a sense of cooperation between elected gram projects, In some eases the Agricultural
bodies and administrators, The offensive disrupted Development Bank lent funds to the village people,
many local governments and pro-enlpted training matching their own Investment In village self.
for officials, In addition the selection of hamlet development, This loan program was a transitional
chiefs and village officials was removed from local step towards the eventual local financing of all
control and made a responsibility of the province small development projects,
chief, Although the village chief was still elected, (U) The war in the countryside caused an in.
Phis freedom of action was curtailed by this wartime flux of people Into the cities, and today over 40
e'xpedient, Local elections were due in 11972 but percent of the population lives In urban areas, As
were suspended until afte'r the offensive, However, a result of this tremendous growth, the urban
the local governments remained strong despite de. governments were able to provide only minimal
termipled enomy opposition, public services, Former developmenct plans singled

U) Vietnam's second national election, held in out tile countryside, but the Government of Viet.
October of 11971, saw President Thleu reelected nam with MACV'S advice and assistance paid special
without opposition, The stability of the national attention to Improving urban living conditions,
leadership as it governed (luring a second termin was (U) The Vietnamese economy opened strongly in
in marked contrast to the turbulent years between 10)72 with continued price stability, increased ex.
the fall of Diem and the first national elections in ports, and the dismantling of the soldiers' Mutual
11167. The accrued legitimacy of the national govern. Aid and Savings Fund, Savings and tax collections
nient could be sustained and increased if successful were also up, The economy was not greatly affected
",advancement of military, political, social, and ace. in the short term by the enemy offensive, except

" nomic progrrnms continued, for reduced interprovincial transportation, a deo
WU Econonuic self-development interlocked with crease in logging and rubber tapping, and the

political stability, Without the latter, little or no economic burden associated with refugees, A mild
progress could be made in the economic area, In recession had set in by summer due tu sluggish
Vietnomn, the farmer was basik to tihe economy, deinind for both locally produced and imported
Rleogntlung this, the Government of Vietnam in. goods, Ily fall an upturn was discernible; however,

, stituted a land reform program, known ato land-to- the uneasiness during the months preceding the
the-tiller, which provided economic and social oppor. cease-fire led to stagnation as investors evidenced
tunity to over one million Vietnhamese farm families, an unwillingness to take new risks, Unemployment
The goal to distribute titles to one million hectares reidmained high In the urban areas, The not effsrts

' of rice land by March 197't was 80 percent accom- of national tax and economic ref,,rms were expected
plished as progress continued after being interrupted to assist in getting the economy moving, A clarified
by the offensive, Since 196(9 agricultural production political situation was necessary for any real pro-
has increased in almost all areas, In 1972, for grems In any case,
the first time in 7 years, Vietnam was expected (U) The people of Vietnam have suffered great-
to achieve self-sufficiency in rice productlon; how. ly. Since the war's beginning a quarter of the
ever, the NVA offensive and severe drought pre. Vietnamese people have been in refugee status,

Svented reaching the goal. Realizing that the Disabled veterans, widows, and orphans number In
introduction of miracle 'ice to Asia would eventually the hundreds of thousands, The Government of
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Vietnam made a major effort to assist these millions reduction in US forces beginning in 19019. The dim.
of war victims with food, money, housing, and mantling and redieploymlent of the US force was a
medical care, Although the refugees problem was complex project, It was a dynamic situation requir-
far from being solved, it was a measure of success Ing careful and very flexible planning to maintain
that over five million refugees were assisted by a balanced force throughout. ench phase, Base and
the Government of Vietnam since 1964, and that installation trairiferm and closures were accomplished
fewer than 700,000 remained to be helped. in an orderly famhioa, Combat Pupport to RVNAF

(U) The progress made by the Government of in 11472 consisted primarily of air support and naval
Vietnam toward self-sufficiency and the reduction gunfire, Logistical and advisory support also was
in enemy effectiveness described has taken place reduced nK the RVNAF' became Increasingly self-
gradually and has been accompanied by a steady suf ficient.
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CHAPTER I

PRE-OFFENSIVE: JANUARY - MARCH 1972

(U) The year opened In South Vietnam with creased vilification of the US President by the DRV
progress evident in most of the areas MACV in. clearly indicated Hanoi's worry that the Chinese
fluenced; A successful Presidential election had might reduce their support to North Vietnam,
been held the previous October, abundant crops (U) Through February and March the Paris talks
were forecast, enemy influence in the countryside were an on and off proposition, On 28 March the
was at an all time low, and ARVN troops were con. US and South Vietnam suspended the Paris talks
fidently conducting operations in the enemy's base due to the Communist refusal to negotiate seriously.
areas, Yet any optimism was tempered with the Meanwhile, President Thieu was busy visiting the
knowledge that the enemy was continuing to build military regions to Insure that plans to thwart the
up his forces despite intensive air and naval in. enemy were complete,
terdiction operations. Enemy disruption had failed (C) During the first quarter of 1972 MACV
to materialize during the October elections, but concentrated on assisting the training, moderization,
the evident progress of South Vietnam's young and force structuring of the RVNAF while reorgan.
political and military system, coupled with the do. iing In the face of continued decrease in strength,
clining strength of US ground combat troops, The US had not been active in offensive combat
offered the North Vietnamese a chance to test operations for some months, The 16 US maneuver
Vietnainization before it was completed, The timing battalions remaining In-country as 1972 opened per.
of the offensive was uncertain-estimates ranged formed "dynamic defense" security of logistics in.
from President Nixon's China trip, to Tat, to the stallations in Military Regions 1 and 3. The principal
US Presidential elections-however, that an attack US combat effort was from TACAIR, US Army
from the NVA would be forthcoming. was certain, Aviation, and naval gunfire support of ARVN
The NVA would lead the attack, for the VC in the ground operations as will as the air interdiction
South had not recovered from their earlier debacle in North Vietnam, Laos, and the Khmer Republic,
of Tot, 1968. Korean forces of 19 maneuver battalions were do.

(U) President Thieu was busily readying his plaoyd along the central coast in Military Region 2,
country, pledging to yield no territory to the Com- conducting light clearing operations, During the
munists, He grieted President Nixon's 70,000 troop quarter one Korean and ten US maneuver battalions
withdrawal announcement of 1i January as an on- redeployed, On New Year's Day, US strength was
dorsement of the success of the RVNAF's moderni. just over 150,000, by. the end of March it was
zation and performance, Private opinion in the 95.000; by 1 May it was to drop to 69,000, FWMAF
Republic was less sanguine, President Nixon's wore withdrawing too, The Royal Thai Division
earlier linking of the US troop withdrawal to the Headquarters and its 2d Brigade completed redeploy.
prisoner of war release had led some South Viet- ment on 4 February, the Royal Australian Task
namese to feel that the US was abandoning them, Force withdrew on 7 March, and the Korean forces
The further troop cuts, President Nixon's offer of continued withdrawing the 100th Logistics Command
comnplete withdrawal within six months of the and the 2d Marine Brigade, President Nixon's an-
prisoner release, and Secretary Laird's statement nouncement in January of a 70,000 man reduction
that US trnops would not be reintroduced into of US forces by 1 May meant that Vietnamisation
South Vietnam caused some misgivings among the was to be continued as planned, However, contin-
populace, The peace' initiative offered by the US gency plans for the expansion of US air assets
and South Vietnam in late January was rejected were readied and implementation begani as evidence
by the Communists, who set forth a proposal of clearly indicated an impending NVA offensive,
their own, after revealing that they had been hay- (C) Reorganization of MACV was a continuing
ing secret talks with the US Presidential advisor, function, To meet lowered strength ceilings MACV
Dr, Henry Kissinger. President Thieu was re- continuously reassessed its efforts, seeking to elimi.
gorded by the Saigon presa as having bowed some. nate or combine positions as functions terminated
what to US pressure. and to restructure where necessary, The major orgo- .4

(U) However, lianol also had problems. To the nizationul change was the projected combining of the
standard negative rhetoric denouncing both Thieu MACV and 7th AF Headquarters in the late spring,
and the US there were added words of caution to Primary US concerns were security for the remain.
the People's Republic of China not to let President ing US forces and installations, evaluation of the
Nixon split the socialist unity during his visit. In. US forces structure, and retrograde of US equip.
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ment The major t~ask of MACV. of course, continued resettled lit Milicary Region 3d, supplies were being
to be amsistaru u to the Republic in accomplishing its stockpileud for relief of refugees expected in the
11ilita y, Smal riIPolitical, aUii economic gOaSIN wake of thm impending offonAlve, Such preparations

(U) In the first quarter the dominant effort were not in vain, for tI, vacification effort was
throughout South Vietnam was preparation for the about to receive a severe test,
Impending enemy offensive, expected to begin in (0) Subst~Antldl economic p)rogremN wait made dur-
early February, coincident with Tet. Fortunately, ing the first quarter' of the year. Prices remained
the offensive did rtct materialize until the end of stable, exhborts were up, an economic development
Match, giving US and Vietnamese officlials time to fund had been soet up, and the govertnment had dis..
build up defenses and close out annual pacificatitini mantled the Sloldiers' Mutual Aid] and Savings Fund
and developrment progr'ams at the end of February. which had threatened to inhibit private sector in-
Territorial Forces expanded their opetrations vestments, In addition, savings andi tax collections
throughout the quartet as enenry tertorismn Increased were up, On the negative aide, substantial economic
In each of the first three months of 1972, However, legislation was stalled in the legislature and the
village elections contintued to be carried out; Tet bde ifctwsrsnO aacteeooi
wyas .celebrated, albeit with apprehension; attd bugtdfctwsrinobanehecnmc
economic arid agricultural development were pro progress wait encouraging.
coeding nicely, (C) At the beginning of 11)72 continued emphasis

(U) The increase in enemy WteHrrois followedI was mcaintatined on RYNAF ptrogtress In achieving
a pattern consistent with previous years of increas. logistics self itufficeiency. The services assumed
Ing terrorism prior to Tat. Significant was the In. increased responsibility for depot supply and
crease In abductions In Military HReionm I and( 2 maintenac'e, to Include POL, ammunition, genvi.
as the enemy tried to gain control over the popu. aI supplies arnd equipment, port facility opera.
lation. In Military Region 3, the weak local VC~ used tMons. and an ia-country distribution system,
econotmy of force measures in, attacks on Isolated Major projects utnderway Included a depot upgrade
Territorial Foi~ce outposts, US basum, andi govern. program directed towurd miodernizing the engineer,
ment offices. In the Delta, enamy emphasis was on signal, and ordnancev depots-with emphasis on the
oiverrunninig tire operatinig bases of the Territorial AHtVN armmunitioni depots. Turnover of POL dis-
Forces, The Terri-torial Forces continued~ to counter' Lribution fvilI~t~ies was undletway, with the complete
tinemy threats through the uime of nrechnnicai turnlover of all facilities tied] to the declining US
amibushes arid night operations. Refresher trianing , support 'eciuirrrmentK, Responsibility for the In.
andi deployment of territorial ar-tillery were con.~ counrty nrovemnett of supplies was rapidly being
eluded as4 the Regional Forces conducted oper-ations mssumeod by tire HVNAF, The development of a
ciutaifld their own prrovinrces. The People's Self. resiinoiisvt loghitics symtetir capaible orf supporting
IDefonme Forcco Assumied arm11ed mel'urity r1imisions to the I1VN AF was moving ahead mre t~t rapidily thanr
free Territorial Forces for' oobilp operations. ctxpectvcl Expeditiousm equipping of the RVNAF,

(U) D~uring the (lutittet most village anti hamlet with tire US furnishing the materiel necessary to1 .
vlectiotis were hold on schedule, with more caniul. strengthen the forces, continued under Projects DB1
dates runninrg tihan lin previous years. One notable and 1182, augmented by KEYSTONE transfers front
exceptlion was litt Binh Dinih Province, where 30 tISAIIY as US units contirruedi to draw down. The
percent of tire lMlareh hantlet. elec~tions were ltost" iiogressive turnovei or US1 conmunrricul,10zIN-ulec*
patied fat' luck of cantdidates. trorrics faciliteies began early in the year, coupled

(1U) D)evelopmenrt ptroceeded~ well throtughout the withir rttracelerated trainitig program as the RVNAF
qluarter, with over' I9 percent of the Village Self- andit mnto assue oftr e iceSing rle In thgaed Tolecton
Iievel oprinutnt (VSDtI projects comipleterd Art oven admitnneo u igelrertdTlcm
better record wa~s attained( in -public works projeets4 mutilettiotis System. In *lanuary, 51, communications

A hos, deoaling with irrigation, roadsN canals, and facilitiesa were approoved for' trannsfet to the IIVNAF.
public utilities. Agricultural vrops in Military lhr Feirruary the US decided to continue operating
Regions :1 anti 4 wvre unusually large, but the land multiplex equilinrent at. SIMS sites, which resulted
reform ptrogi'am was behind schedule, Agricultural lit the SI MS retaining the flexibility tor support the
experimrentst with v~rcioum claps much as sorghumn, ItVNAlP cotmbat opetautionK.
lreanrrlt", corn, anti fruit trees were beling encourasged (Si The FY 7:1 HVNAF F'orcc' Structure Review,
it, air effort to diversify cropts and lessen the die- approved by COMUSMACV and forwaidod for

perrrerrce on rice. However, evern as Ministry of CINCPIAC and JCS appiroval lin January 11172. pro-
Social W"I'fare officials prrepared toi return B0,000~ v inicd tire LV NA F %i001 a significant i nterdictionr

r-efugees to their villages in Military Region 2 and tapnitillty arid ctpgranied tin' Territoriul Forces, Be-
1,40 reugem frm Mlitry Rgio I erebein E-umeof te 11 11111ollmalpowr celin Imose
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by the Contiolidated RVNAF Improvement and Mod- number of assigned VNAF aircraft Increased from
ernization Program (CRIMP), compensatory trade- 1,222 to 1,392.
offs were required within the RVNAF to allow for (C) VNN effectiveness in coastal surveillance
the changes; these required changoe were being operations improved with the addition of eight radar
studied by both MAUY and JGS, stations, bringing the number of operational stations

(C) Within the ARVN, the newly activated 3d In- to 10 by the end of this period. The VN Marine Corps
fantry Division was being deployed in Military experienced no changes in force structure.
Region 1 and was receiving further on-the-ground (B) During this period the major influences on
training, Several of the major elements of the 3d advisor assignment planm were the improvement in
Division was still waiting to be activated or deployed RVNAF capabilities and force level reductions, In
with the Division, Two armor units, the 20th Tank the ground units advisors were assigned down to the
Regiment anti one squadron of the 19th Cavalry regimental level except for the airborne and marine
Regiment, completed their activation, training, and divisions, which had battalion advisors; due to the
deployment during tý.,s period, The deployment of 41 Improvements of the ARVN divisions and US force
Territorial artillery platoons completed the program level reductions, several regimental advisory teams
to activate and deploy 176 units. In March MACV were withdrawn, AFGP advisors were allocated into
approved a JX$ request to reorganize ARVN area teams stationed at VNAF bases to assist in the de-
signul battalions to support the Single Integrated velopment of VNAF combat capability; as the
Telecommunications System and approved the reor- VNAF attained self-sufficiency in a particular area
ganization of the ARVN signal support battalions or at a particular base, the team was reduced and
anti signal support groups to support the Army Call- a new one built to advise and assist in some other
bration System, functional area or at some other bass. Asmignment

(C) The VNAF Increased in smie during this period of naval advisors included all functional areas of

to 44 flying squadrons with the activation of one sea operations command, riverine command head-
UH-1 squadron and one C-7 squadron, The C-7 squad- quarters, and other commands; advisor support also
ran was activated on 1 March and by the end of the extended down to individual units including ship's
month was rated operationally ready, The total riders on blue water ships,

AIR OPERATIONS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

(8) During the first quarter of 1072 the air war the visit of the American President to the People's
over South Vietnam was influenced by a number of Republic of China, Both analysis of sensor field
factors, In keeping with US national policy the readouts and visual reconnaissance apparently con.
numbers of both US Army and US Air Force air- firmed these suspicions in addition to information
craft located in-country were reduced, Some units gained from prisoner interrogation and an obvious
were returned to CONUS but others, especially increase in enemy-initiated incidents, Enemy login-
USAF units, moved to bases in Thailand. For ex- tical activity normally increased during the "dry
amnple, from 1 January to 31 March US Army air- season"; however, the increase in activity in early
crnft (fixed and rotary wing) declined from 2,098 1072 seemed higher even than the usual seasonal
to 1,015, During the same period the USAF re- Kuige, COMMANDO HUNT VII, the air Interdic-
flected a net drop of 71 aircraft; however, the Thai tiun i.inmtidgi directed at the enemy logistics net-
haoses showed a net gain of 2 aircraft and there work, especially the Ho Chi Minh Trail, was in
%vna an increase in the number of F-4- (the primary progress, Information on what was happening in
tactical strike aircraft) from 201 to 221, Thin re- North Vietnam itself was difficult to obtain due
fleeted the roturn to CONUS of some older aircraft, to severe restrictions imposed by the Rules of
S such as the B-57, and their replacement by more Engagement on overflights of North Vietnam, Never-
modern aircraft, It also included C-7 and C-123 air- theless, the enemy was becoming increasingly bold
craft which were given to VNAF, Thus, while the in the use of North Vietnam-based MIGs against
etnemy could observe a net. drop in the number of the COMMANDO HUNT aircraft and the introduc-
US1 aircraft and US airmen in South Vietnam, the tion of SA-2 missile batteries Into hitherto lightly
tactical force remained strong and in fact had best- defended areas of Leos, the southern part of North
augmented by some tacticnl aircraft on a temporary Vietnam, and even the Demilitarized Zoae itself,
basis, This signaled a recognition on the part of Construction work on the airfields in North Viet-
the responsible commanders that the intelligence nam to make them MIG capable also was observed,
indicators pointed toward an enemy off,,nsive which, along with a marked increase in cornventional AAA
it was believed, would occur either during the Tet forces by the enemy, To a certain extent this re-
holiday or perhaps would be timed to strike during (uired an adjustment of sortie allocation since more
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resources had to be committed to protect strike air- of its effort in close air support (Fig. 1.1), This
craft, was partly due to a greater ability t, communicate

(5) During the first quarter of 1972 the US flew, with the ground forces (i.e., no langauge barrier)
on an average, just slightly over forty percernt of but was also influenced by the fact that the more
the total sorties in Southeast Asia, Thus, well over sophisticated aircraft were better able to strike
half of the total effort were sorties flown by the heavily defended targets and to operate during the
VNAF and the Royal Laotian Air Porce. For the night and periods of reduced visibility, using tactics
most part the indigenous air forces were used beyond the technical capability of the VNAF air-
primarily in close air support of troops while the craft, Most of the USAF close air support strikes
US flew the majority of the Interdiction strikes, were flown by the A-)17 aircraft, whi'eas the in-
For example, during the first quarter in South Viet- terdiction mission was performed mostly by the
nam the USAF flew an average of 27 percent of F-4s,
its sorties in close air support, whereas the VNAF (S) Total USAF tactical air sorties in South
for the same period flew an average of 87 percent Vietnam declined in each of the first three months;

ATTACK SORTIES IN SOUTH VIETNAM

JAN I1e MAR APR MAY JUN I "JUL AUG P I OCT NOV IOC JAN

USAF 68 665 271 5439 0007 5697 5048 4765 2513 436 3922 641 1120

FIX90 WING ATTACK USN 8 690 12 4663 3237 3031 2044 I07 660 2036 264412273 3665

&ORTIEa USMC 0 0 0 8I 1361 I? 1940 1743 1196 1530 6876 1513 945

DAILY FIXED WINO AVERAGE VNAF 103 99 102 163 6i0 136 139 II7 II7 14t 140 111 121
SORTIES ALL 4VC 109 146 114 51 5660 456 423 409 396 346 400 304 306

USA 17205 10541 7496 9190 9801 7903 6223 5135 4792 4049 3543 2377 2464
CLOSE AIR SUPPORT I

SRISUSAF ** 41 24 92 90 115 5T 1 2 33 31 Stl t'7 1 49

VNAF * 90 94 95 94 97 $61 96 910 99 100 119 I? 99

CLONTRIB UTION f UI:0*e , E a 7 s E 2 131 37 23 I5 2?

• HAF DAILY AVERAGE ATTACK SORTIES.

•* PERCENT OF USAF ATTACK SORTIES EXPENDED IN CLOSE AIR SUPPORT
PERCENT OF VNAF ATTACK SCRTIES EXPENDED IN CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

*** PERCENT OF TOTAL CLOSE AIR SUPPORT EFFORT (ALL SERVICES) (PERCENTAGE FLOWN BY USN/USMC NOT SHOWN)

SOUTH VIETNAM

TOTAL SORTIES (ALL AIR ASSETS)

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL rAUG SEP OCT NOV f)EC JAN
LiSAF (TACAIR) 13,20., l0,954 6,220 14,990 19,070 13,460 12,164 11,031 7,446 6,573 7,625 5,122 3,250

VNAF 73,$33 65,705 75,704 73,193 69,489 67,S93 61,15• 69,519 57.361 •,47; 72,977 99,010 60,110

U8N 12 690 121 5,470 3,754 2,642 2,•23 2,201 1,739 2,170 2, ,775 2,323 3,911

UIMC 0 0 0 601 1,486 1,967 2,036 1,920 1,408 1,795 2,333 1,754 1,028

USA 114,358 132,930 114, 242 ,94,264 106,616 11,111C 50,609 70,504 63,291 64,119 50,379 39,0291 31,242
RAAF 351 79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 271, 347 210,35N 198,392 111,606 199,503 173",16 1561,104 1S5,17S 111,292 142,12.0 036, g 0 1 117,306 l06,741

Sooirce: PACAF SEASIA Ali Summary Figure: 1.1
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however, the total USAF sorties flown in SEA in- first time since early 1971, which wan interpreted
creased during these same months (Fig. 1.1). Thus, as further indication of the enemy intention to
the decline in the USAF sorties in South Vietnam launch an offensive,reflects three things; a reduction In USAF assets (S) Thfiq same trend shows In the steady increase
in South Vietnam, a growing capacity on the part in B-52 sorties within South Vietnam-from 280

of VNAF to assume the close air support role, and in January, to 481 in February, and 689 in March-
the diversion of USAF aircraft to the interdiction directed primarily against troop and supply con-
campaign. This was heightened by the visual sight- centrations, enemy defense networks, and lines of
ing of enemy tanks within South Vietnam for the communication (Fig. 1.2).

B-52 (ARC LIGHT) SORTIES
972 IN SOUTH VIETNAM 1973

B-52 JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN

MR 1 89 319 325 554 82511503 1962 1669 1559 926 913 747 775

MR 2 151 162 364 691 991 503 274 164 218 160 249 221 307

MR 3 0 0 0 36•3 363 161 108 162 195 688 5604 2 49 45

MR 4 0 0 0 0 44 40 229 312182 140 101 64 1 5H

SOUTH VIETNAM 240 481 689 1608 222312207 2573 230712154 1914 176711281 16521

Source: PACAF SEASIA Air Summery Figure: 1.2
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COMBAT OPERATIONS, JANUARY - MARCH 1972

MILITARY II4,iGION IFebruary. The second half of the month would
WU) Within South Vietnam enemy activity over- probably be characterized by increased terrorism

all remained light lin the first month of the new and supper attacks on limited objectives In an at-
year, characterized by light attackst-by-fihe and temp~t to discredit the Vietniamization program.
limited ground attacks. These appeared to be at. (C) D~uring January ARVN activity also remain.
temipts to pin government forces in place and keel; ed at ai relatively low level throughout Military
theml off hai-ialant whilt pre lltL iitiots wer madle for Region 1. In Quang Nam Province, however, a
future offt'ligivL actioni, joint Vietnamese regular army, ranger, andi Terr-iy

WC) In Mfilitavy Region I (Fig. 1-3) enemy ac- torial Force operation began on ']I December 1971,
tivity generally remained at a low level except in T'he control headiquarters for the task force wait
the cntini 1`14) Front along the Demilitarized Zone the 1st AItVN Division, The maneuver forces were
(PMNZ), wherv activity increasted sharply the last the '51it Infantry Regiment with its three bat.
few days of the mtonth. Light attacks occurred tWions, the let Hanger Group with three battalions,
against fr fidyfoces op~erating near Fire Support and all oif the Regional antl Popular Forces in the
liase (10811) Fuller andi during search operations province. When the operation terminated on 31
near Quaiig Ngai (Fig, 1-4). Ini an engagement near January 21372, reports showed that 462 enemy had

FSH ~ulli a isuwi ws taen ho Ientiiedbeen killed, 1910 taken prisoner, and that 157 In-
himself ats a intimber of the 3d Battalion, 246th dividuul and eight crew-sierved weapons had been
NVA Regimniwt. He stated that the battalion had captured, Friendly losses were 513 killed and 244
been conducting reconnaissance missions around the wounded,
fire base and that tactical activity wats to be ini- (C) The mnonth of February began with enemy
tiated south of the central D)MZ in the near future. activity at a generally low level throughout Mill.
In northeastetrn Quang Tri Province activity hi-. tary Region 1. A noticeable rise occurred during
creamed signifivnitly on, 291 January when elements mid-month, but activity returned to a low level
of the NVA 84th Ai-tillery and 81st Infantry Regi- by the end of the month. Near the DMZ enemy-
inentis conducted mi.Ned iocket andi mortar attacks Inlitiatedl activity r'emainied at a relatively constant
and one ground assgault against ARVN units and low level characterized by light attacks-by-fire
installations generailly east of FS13 A-4. A prisoner dlirected against friendly forces operating in north-
and captured documents Indicated that elements of east Quang Tri Province, The enemly continued to
the 270th NVA Rtegimient also were involved, lin Improve his road network in 'the northwest and
western Quanir Tri Province enemy construction central sections of Quang Tri Province in prepara-
octlvit~, continued on tle route network, In response tion for the future operations from these areas.
to this inteiligewev Route 9i was temporarily inter- Visual reconnaissance, photography, and sensors
dlirt'd by air gtrikesi, but the road remained In use indicate(] that enemny resupply and replacement ac-
ats the enemy's natin supply route in the province. tivities were proceeding space. In both Quang Tn K-

Setisor Rctivations and visual reconnaissance In- and Thus Thien Provinces the level of enemy inl-
,iicatecl that there. wat~ fincicased enemy logistical tiatecl activity increased sharply during the Tet
tit-t'vity lin the A Shau Valh-y, MACV J12 esitimated period. The enemy conducted attackst-by-fire against
that the onvm%, was apparently trying to extend fire supp~ort bases and the populated areas of Hue
the trafficability of Reute 648 from Ta Bat to and Phu Hai, Visual reconnaissance and sensors re-
;,uints fam't~htn south. lIn the enemy Military Region vealed the continued movement of supplies and
5~, which Included the South Vietnamese Military personnel through the A Shau Valley with subse-

*Region I provinces of Quang Nam, Quanig Tin, end quent movement eastward, probably by elements of
(Juang Ng&Li, two,, pri~onvi-8 provided information on the 5th andl 1th NVA Regiments. Elements of these
the enemy's projoeted phasc, of accelerated activity. two regiments were also identified lin eastern Thua

*Thu camnpaigmii, they said, wvas to be divided Into two Thien Province, A prisoner captured near Hue iden-
phases. The first ))hase would consist primarily tifieui himself as a member of the 120th Naval
of r'econnaissance activitius and attack preparations SapperQ Regiment and stated that he was on a re-
arnd would include liait of January and early Febr- connaissance mission. This higher level of activity
uary. 'Ihe mecond phase was to extend from mnid- suggested that Rome enemy units in northern Miii-
Febtruttry through March and would consist of tary Rtegion I had received replacements and sup-

*largu.. operations, pmobnibly in the Da Nang at-ea. plies in preparation for Increased tactical activities,
MACV J12 estimated that enemy activity during Along the coastal region of northern Military %
F!rbrumary Ilii Military Region I would remain at a Region 1 increased) enemy activity during the Tot
loNN level until the Tet holidaysh ended in mnid- holidays wag characterized by attacks-by-fire
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9against Territrial Forces, outposts, and district siveM The enemy continued to strengthen his logistical
headquarters. stockpiles and move his troops into position, In.

* (C) Although allied c~ombat activity remained creased military activity all along tho northern
light, operations designed tc. pre-empt the expected borders of Military Region 1 were noted and reports
enemy offensive were Initiated, On 7 Febuary the Indicted that he had Infiltrated troops and materiel
3d ARVN Division conducted a one-day, three bat- southward through the DMZ, There were coordinated
talion raid into the DMZ north of FSB A-2, Several attacks and harassment conducted against govern-
recently abandoned platoon positions were found in nient and allied troops. These activities, taken
addition to various munitions and weapons, After together with captured documents and Interrogation
Tet, on 21 Febuary, the 2d ARVN Division began of prisoners, lent oupport to the belief that a large
a six battalion operation in the Que Son mountain scale offensive was imminent. Enamy initiated Inci.
region and adjacent arcas. By the end of the month dents increased by about 30 percent compared with
government forces had killed 261 enemy and tary Region 1 rose from light to moderate, except
captured 27; 22 South Vietnamese troops were south of DMZ, where the enemy opened his long ex-

%killed and 391 wounded, On the same day that the pected offeinsive as the month ended. In westerni
92d Division operation bcgan, the 69th Ranger Quang Tni Province the enemy continued to in-
9Border Defense Battalion executed a hasty ambush crease his antiaircraft and artillery capability to

against an enemy company in Quang Ngai Province, the pieceeding month,
Operation HIEP DONG 129 which had begun on 30 (C) An March progressed enemy activity in Mill-
January, was ended on 18 February. This operation protect his supply and replacement activities,

4involved all of the Regional and Popular Forccs in Photography revealed the existence of enemy artil-
Quang Tin Province, The final results were 89 enemy lery and tanks three to four kilometeri north of
troops killed and 1i) captured, The local forces lost the DMZ during the month. In northwestern Mill.
15 dead and suffered 38 wounded. tary Region 1, enemy-initiated activity increased to

(C) Although thu enemy activity remainid light a moderate level. The mzjority of this activity was
9to moderate throughout the Republic in March, there concentrated in the FSB Veghel area and was

were increasing indications of on impending offen- characterized by attacks-by-fire and ground attacks
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•'against friendly forces and positions. Sig'ns of glon 1 rose to a moderate level over the preceding
enmytruck movement weereported east from the nionthi until 30 March1 when activity became intensec

A Shau Valley to points within three to five kilo- in northern Quang Tni Province, Throug/hout March
'"meters north-northwest of Veghel, According to all three I Corps divisions had major offensive .
.. agent reports, 70 to 100 patients in an enemy reedi- cperations underway to relieve enemy pressure; to *
•.cal station north of the A Shau Valley were casual- preempt, his preparations for an offensive; and to •

ties of B-52 strikes; another hospital containing air improve the ARVN posture for further combat4
," strike casualties was locatid in southwvest Thua movements, The most significant of these opera-

SThien Province. In southeast Thua Thien Province tione was initiated by the 1st ARVN Division,

there were three mining incidents on the Hue to targeted against enemy movement out of the A
Da Nang railroad. Friendly operations resulted in Shau Valley into the staging area north or Route

'•the deaths of several key enemy commanders and 547. On (1 March thu division inserted a battalion

" staff officers, The loss of these personnel contri- to conduct bomb damage assessment of B-52 strikes

huted to the disruption of the enemy's timetable made the previous day, The battalion received heavy
for increased activity in this part of South Viet- ground fire on their planned landing zone and the
nam. In western Quang Tin Province photography insertion was aborted. The 1st ARVN Division
indicated that enemy engineers were attempting to reacted rapidly to the discovery of the enemy in
link Routes 900] and 14 with a trellised road (Fig, this area by reorienting the planned operation to
1-5). According to both sensors and observers, the south in the vicinity of FSB Veghel and Baa-
enemy traffic on the route network increased. togne on both sides of Route 547. The 3d Regiment
Tactical activity was characterized by attacks-by- of the division met immediate opposition as the

fire against Territorial Forces and district head- enenmy made a determined effort to force the with-
(Juarters, drawal of the l rt Division units from this area.

(C) Friendly combat operations in Military Re- Ground contacts increased in intensity through 1•
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Mat-ch. In two Ihattlos fOIight 1). thu 2d Hntt~aLllun, (C) Beginnitiv on :10 March, the enemy Initiated
3dc Regimeint oni 17 end 18 March, the enemiy 1omt u he~avy attacks-hy-fire and~ ground attackit again!t
total of 182 killed; ft kndlv losseit were 15 killed sill friendly lnatallationm in the Gio Linn, Cam Lo,
and 66 wounded. R3-82 mtrikekt were piartlc~ularly ef- and My Loo dittrietH of Quanst Tri Province, The
feetive, rietulting In 1:11 enemy killed, long-awaited ent-my offenuive had begun,
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MILITARY REGION 2 Binh Dinh Province on 5 January 1972, the 28th
(C) In Military Region 2 enemy initiated activity Korean Regiment began Operation JAE 640-1, End-

during January generally remained at a low level ing on 16 January, the operation reoulted In 63
in the Highlands, while activity in the coastal enemy killed, one captured, and 36 individual and
provinces was higher (Fig. 1-6), In the enemy D-8 five crew-served weapons captured. Two Korean
Front (the South Vietnamese provinces of Kontum, soldiers were killed and three we-9 wounded,
Pleiku, and Darlac) interrogation of a rallier from (C) Enemy activity increased slightly during
the 28th NVA Regiment yielded information on February, Prisoners captured in Kontum Province
the intentions of the regiment for the Tat period, provided information on a new infiltration group,
including plans to employ tanks and artillery against reportedly subordinate to the :20th NVA Division,
the Beu Hot Ranger Camp (Fig, 1-7), In Pleiku The enemy stepped up activity along Route 14 mouth
Province a prisoner from the Gia Lal Provincial to Dak To, The units involved were probably ele.
Unit revealed possible enemy plans for attacks in ments of the K-2 Battalion, 28th NVA Regiment,the area, including the movetment of the 95B NVA Highway 14 was also attacked north of Pleiku City,
Regiment into a staging a ,ca east of Pleiku City probably by elements of the let Batta'tion, 95D NVA
for attacks on local inetallatlons and villages. In Regiment. Other documents captured revealed the
southern Military Region b (South Vietnamese Binh probable presence in wastern Military Region 2 of
Dinh, Phu Yen, and YCheh Hoa Provinces), enemy elements of the 83d NVA Engineer Regiment, In
activity increased slightly, On 6 January Qui Nhon Dinh Dinh Province allied installations and friendly
City was the target of a major terrorist incident, hamlets near Route 19 were struck by sapper and
In Phu Yen Province there was an Increase in mortar attacks on 8 and 19 February, From to to
ground attacks and attacks-by-fire early in Febru. 13 February Vietnamese army defenders of an out.
ary, In Khanh Hor Province, friendly installations post north of Phu My received ground attacks and
at C-m Ranh Bay received two attacks-by-fire on attacks-by-fire, On 28 February an American con.
16 January, followed by a sapper attack. In the voy was ambushed near Mang Olans Pass, In Khanh
enemy Military Retion 10 (southwestern South Hoa Province on S February a Vietnamese army
Vietnamese Military Region 2) a number of reports compound north of Nha Trang received an attack.
pointed toward an increase in enemy activity around by-fire followed by a sapper attack, From 21 to
Dulat City during the Tot period. 28 February two compounds near Qul Nhon City

- (C) The MACV J2 anticipated that enemy ac- received ground probes and attacks-by-fire, On 2I
tivity would increase sharply in February, coincid- February, in Ninh Thuan Province, Phan Rang Air
"Insg with the Tat holidays and the period of low Base was attacked by fire,
lunar illumination, The enemy was expected to (C) To counter the increase in enemy activity
beicin his offensive during the month, and to preempt the expected enemy thrust through

(C) During January friendly forces were active the Central Highlands, Korean and Vietnamese
in Military Region 2, On I January the South Viet- forces conducted several combat operations. In two

arnemse changed the name of an ongoing operation operations terminating in early February, thefrom QUANG TRUNG 11/4 to Operation SAC Korean troops accounted for 266 enemy killed while
IBINH VUONG I for the second phase, which con. losing six Koreans killed and 81 wounded, In fiur
tinued in western Konturn and Pleiku Provinces, operations begun in 1971 and terminated in time
The results of the operation through January were for the Tet holidays, the ARVN had killed 611

. 152 enemy killed, 30 taken prisoner, and 19 in- enemy soldiers and captured 404, Friendly casual.
dividual and three crew-served weapons captured, ties were 50 killed and 120 wounded.
Friendly forces had lost 24 men killed and 65 (C) During March enemy initiated incidents
wounded, began at a low level and Increased slightly, On 26

S- (C) The Republic of Korea forces began Opera- March documents captured north of Ben Hot Ides.
ticn DONG BO 18 with the 80th Regiment in tified the enemy force in the area .-s the 141st
Khanh Hoa Province, The operation ended on 26 Regiment, 2d NVA Division, This was probably the
January with only one Korean soldier killed, One enemy unit which had been in contact sporadically
hundred and twenty-four of the enemy were killed during the month with a Vietnamese army force near
and 80 Individual and seven crew-served weapons Ben Hot, Two prisoners and a rallier from the 64th

," ,*- captured, The Koreans also initiated Operation DO Regiment, 320th NVA Division, provided Informs.
KAI BI 2-1 with the 29th Regiment on 11 January tion regarding their regiment, Contacts on the 22u
In Phu Yen Province, The operation terminated and 28th of March along Rocket Ridge tended to
twelve days later with 56 enemy killed and 21 confirm the unit locations given by these sources,

- - individual and two crew-served weapons captured Prisoners captured in west central Kontum Pro.
at a loss of 20 Koreans killed and 20 wounded, In vynce indicated the presence of four enemy Infantry
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bettalions with two oupporiting artillery btain, Cities, Arallier on 29March gave Information that
Those prisoners were taken during thot longest con- led to a, heavy engagrement botwein ARVIN ranigero
tact between enemy and government forces iý Mill. and enemy tor-coo on :10 March 1972, Sapper and
tar)' Reirion 2 within a year; a battle site 31 k~ilo. Indirect firo attacks inereasted through the month, C
motors north of Kontum City. Theme sources were A bridge wam heavily damaged and an AJLVN
in iivcord that an offenuive was imminent in western convoy was ambushed northwest of Ninh Hos City,
Military Region 2; that the offensive would prob. A prisoner taken In southeastern Military Region
iihly begin In April and last approximately one 2 Indicated that fqnemy forces were planning in-

0month: and that the target would be Kontum City, creasmed tactical activity in the tialat area. All
Vietnameme army outposts, and friendly fire sup- the evlih'nce pointed toward a large scale, multi-
p)ort basem along Route 14. Enemy resupply activity battalion offensive in northwesterim Military Region

9. continued from the Khmer Republic eastward; on 2. '

11 March, a Russian-made truck carrying food (C) Although thv senior American and South
supplies and equipment was captured, Interdiction Vietnamese officials In Military Regrion 2 believed

*of lines of conmmunication continued at a plightly that a major enemry nffeneive would occur soon,
inicreased level in wentern Military Region 2, palti- frienidly combat activity In the Il Corps% area re-
cularly along Route 14 between Pleiku and Kontumn mained light duming March, The 2d ARVIN Airborne

1 22



brigade, with three battalions, of the Joint General 110 enemly bodivm in an airea where 70 structurem
Staff general reservu, was moved by the Vietnamese and four hunkerN hadl heon desttroyed, The next day
Air Force to Poilku from Saigon on 4 and 5 March the 23d4 Hanger Blattalion vombat a~ssulted into the
and conovoed to Vo Dinh on 0 March. The brigadi area to conduct further search operations, The
wa placed under the operational control of the 22d battalion runiained in the landing none area over-
ARVN Divisilon, assigneud an area of operati. na, and night and the following morning began receiving
wiveii the misidon of destroying eltments of the mortar and small arms fire, The fighting continued
320th NVA Division, TIhe most significant contact throughout the day with South Vietnamese artil.
by Lh'w airborne brigado o.utirvio on 1:1 March when lery and tactical nir in support of the rangers. Tht,
iuieients oChbiaeeggdprofteeni~my onomy eovereci the landing %one with antiaircraft

of tis bigae enage~ pat ofthefire, making resupply and evacuation of wounded
division It was mueking, The engagement continued difcl.O lMahte1th agrBttio

luitrmitenly fr nn~ ours Th aiborn sodies bgan moving toward the battle area to join and
were supported by AI1VN artillery and Vietnamese r~einforce the 231d. The 23d Ranger Battalion ro.
tacetical air, uiiuined in contact until 28 March when it left the

(C)i Other friendly units in western Kontum area nveraiuid and moved to link up with the 11th
Province continuously patrolled and eonducted bomb lRangers. The cumulative results for the operation,
claninge Asseiiiimtnt throughout their areas of re. Including those killed by air or artillery, were 181)
sponsibility, The most noteworthy incident occurredl i-1111y deadl with 18. rangwers killed, 20 missing,
on 22 March when American air cavalry elements mtid (12 wounlded, The month ended without the
on a bomb damalge asseasment mission diseovered aniticipatedi enemv offensive materializing,
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MILITARY ItEV1IN 3 trate on the security of the Saigon.Long Binh-Dion
(C) In Military Region :1 during the month of lHo& complex, The 18th ARVN D~ivision and Terri.

January enemy activity increased slightly although torial Forces assumed control of the vacated areas,
the overall level remained low, Activity was charac- The 25th ARVIN Division was given resimnnsibility
tenlsed by enemy concern over provisions and pln for the northern portion of Tay Ninh Province, The
for future tactical activities In selected areas, There 5th ARVN Division area of rempo'isibility remained
was an increate in enemy ground probe. against relatively unchanged, with its primary fi)cus along
American and South Vietnamese military bases after Route 18 from the Capital Military District to the
18 January, In Toy Ninh Provinne agent reports Khmer border north of Loo Ninh. Both the 25th and
indicated that the enemy was possibly attempting 5th Divisions positioned units along the border in
to gather and position foodstuffs prior to executing a mobile offense posture and operated on both sides
their planned tactical activity in the province (Fig. of the border to interdict enemy movement and die.
1-0). On 27 January a osiaeble contact followed by rupt the enemy's preparations before Tat, The III
eight air strikes the following day killed .15 enemy Corps Ranger Command activated a tactical cam-
troops. The dJay after that another contact and mand post at Cu Chi to control the III Corps Mobile
subseqtient alir strikes killed 20 enemy soldiers Ire- Strike Force, consisting of the 3d and 5th Ranger
sulting In the caliture of a quantity of miscellaneous Groups, the Ild Armored Cavalry Brigade, and the
munitions and the destruction of two newly con. 43d Infantry Regiment. The intensity of friindly

.4 tructed enemy base camps. A 19 January sapper operations increased during the month, although
attack at the ARVN Cu Chi Ranger Camp do. combat activity and enemy contact remained at a
stroyed 31l5 tons of ordnance (Fig. 1.9). An attack. low level, South Vietnamese forces conducted small
by-fire followed by a ground attack on a South scale operations across the border into the Khmer
Vietnamese night defense position 11 kilometers Republic for short periods of time without signifi.
riorth-iiorthwost of Cu Chi resulted in 16 enemy cant contact,
dead, Of significance during the month were severaW (C) Although the drawdown of American forces
report.s tha dealt with enewy preparations for in- was continuing in early 1972, US troops were still
created~ tactical activity in Long An Province, A engaging the enemy, On 3 January elements of the
rallier and three prisoners revealed that their unit, lot Cavalry Division made contact with the enemy
the Viet Cong Due Ho. District Local Force Unit, northeast of Xuan Loc in Long Khanh Province.
had been directed by the Central Office for South The American reaction force, helicopter gunships,

Vietnam (COSVN)-thv major enemty headquarters aud medevac support all received heavy enemy fire,
In the southern part of the Rtepublic of Vietnam-.- Results were one American killed, 14 missing, and
to conduvt combat activity after Tat against the four helicopters damageod, In Buon Homa Province
Hsu Trai provincial headquarters in Hsu Nghia Pro- American troop elements received an attack-by-fire
vines, A document captured on 23 January 1972 that wounded 18 American soldiers and one Viet.
(liocioued two plaimod phases of enemy activity in namese. At Bien Hoa Air Base on 12 January, a4
NMilitary Region :I, rhe first phasm, from 22 to 30 sappor attack In the munitions storage area caused
January, was for preparation andi consolidation, Tho the loss of several hundred tons of ammunition,
second phase was one of operations, with lonal force (C) E~nemy activity increased after 19 February,
onemy units conducting attacks on 14 and 21 Febru- although t0e over all level remained low through.
ary. 'rhe enwmy headquarters in the vicinity of Ba out the month. Tho activity was characterized by
Ria Instructed Ito subordinate units to Increase their reactions to friendly operations and by logistical
tactioal activity in order to relieve the ARVN pres- efforts in prep,"ration for increasedl tactical &ac-
curte tgainst rear service units which were transport- tivity following the Tat holidays, Although major
Ing food and ammunition through the area. elements, remained in the Khmer Republic, agent

a(C) In Military Region :1 the South Vietnamese reports indicated that some small reconnaissancio,
Initiated Operation TOAN TIRNG O1,71NC, Phase sapper, and rear service units were operating in the
VilI. All III Corps units weiw returnad to South border areas of Tay Ninh and Binh Long Pro.
Vietnam from the IKrok (Khmer) area by the vinces, Theism agent reports were somewhat sub.

*middle of January, This shift of forces was made stantiated by documents and a prisoner captured
to increase security within Military Region 8 by In February. Vietnamese army and Territorial
assumilng responsibility for the areas vacated by Forces in Tay Ninh and Binh Duong Provinces
rodeplaying Free World Military Assistance Forces wore targets for increased attacks-by-fire, Heavy

Yand to prepare for the dry season campaign. The ground-to-air firings on 12 February indicated the!
3d lirigade, lot Cavalry Division (Airmobile) re. presenve of an unknown-oisc enemy force posi.
linquished Its areas of responsibility in Binh Tuy, tioned adjacent to Routes 13, 14, and 15 in the
Long Khanh, and Phuok Tuy Provinceb. to concen- Iroun Triangle area; 13I helicopters had been damaged
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occurred in this area of operations, The 3d Brigade, on 25 March, Later the mame day three sappers

1st Cavalry Division, continued dynamic defense attempted to penetrate the perimeter of Lai Khe

operations in the Long Binh-Bien Hoa rocket belt Base Camp.
and southast of Xuan Loc, The brigade had several (C) Friendly operations continued to keep the
small contacts with elements of the 33d NVA Roil- enemy forces off balance and to disrupt their logis.
ment south of Xuan Loc, tical and replacement activities. From 9 to 30

(C) Enemy activity remained low overall In March III Corps conducted a multi-regimental

March, chiracterized by limited ground attacks. operation across the Khmer border in the enemy

sporadic attacks-by-fire, and sapper probes directed Base Area :154 west of the Dog's Head, Units partici-

against Territorial Forces and lines of communica- pating included the 'Id Armored Brigade; 3d, 4th,

tion, In Blinh Long Province there was one ground and 5th Ranger Groups; and the 46th Infantry

contact and a sapper attack against an ARVN night Regiment. On to March the 3d Armored Brigade and

defensive position nine kilometers west-southwest of elements of the 3d Ranger Group moved into the

An Loc. Later, on March 26, two contacts at the Khmer by way of Route I tu Svay Rieng. The

northern and southern extremities of the Song force then turned north on Route 109, The remain.
Be River infiltration corridor resulted in 18 enemy ini' elements of the 3d Ranger Group were lifted

killed, two individual weapons, and 11 tons of rice by helicopter to positions along Route 109, The

captured, task force attacked north and seized Kampong

(C) Enemy activity was most severe in Tay Trach without significant enemy contact, The 40th

Ninh Province, which led the American and Viet. Regiment operated across the border in the vicinity

namese commanders to suspect that this area would of the Dog's Throat Initially, then moved by hell.

be the focal point for the expected offensive, On '7 copter to positions west of Kampong Krasang, The

March ARVN and Regional Forces received attacks- 3d Armored Brigade task force continued northwest

hy.fire in two separate incidents. On 11 March, a from Kampong Trach with little enemy resistance

Regional Force field position nine kilometers south- and conducted search operations west of the Spean

southwest of Tay Ninh received an attack-by-fire River, B-52 strikes to the east of the Spean River

consisting of 100 rounds of mixed 'rocket, mortar, uncovered a substantial bunker and tunnel complex,

and recoilless rifle fire followed by a ground at- Portions of the complex were searched by the

tack by an estimated two companies, Sapper attacks 46th Regiment. Enemy contact throughout the

occurred on 21 March against the ARVN Trang operation was sporadic, The most significant re.

Lon Base Camp In Tay Ninh City West and a ferry suits were the large caches of rice, salt, and weapons

at Ben Soa village, seven kilometers southwest of captured, primarily in the vicinity of Kampong Kra.

Tay Ninh, Tay Ninh West also received 25 rounds sang; 748 enemy were killed and 20 captured, 1,114

of rocket fire. Several days later, on 23 March, 440 Indivdual and 36 crew-served weapons were cap-

pounds of TNT were discovered on the Vam Co tured, and 871 tons of rice and 48.5 tons of salt

Dong River 1,8 kilometers northwest of the Go were seized. The South Vietnamese lost eight killed

))au Ha bridge, Vietnamese army forces four kiho. and 06 wounded. All government forces returned

meters east of Lai Khe engaged an enemy squad to South Vietnam by 30 March,
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MILITARY REGION 4 The results were 111 enemy dead, 34 detained, and

(C) In Military Region 4, enemy activity remained 26 Individual and four crew-served weapons

at a generally low level. The number of attacks-by- captured. The division losses were 15 killed and 126

fire increased slightly to an average of three per wounded. The second phase of the operation coll.

day, compared to two per day during December tinued in Dinh Tuong and Kien Hoea Provinces

1971. Seven outposts were ove -run during January; through January. The 42d Ranger Group began
only two had fallen in December. Several agents Operation CUU LONG 44 on 7 January and

reported that elements of the Z-15 Regiment (also terminated it eight days later. With no friendly

known as the 88th NVA Regiment) had infiltrated casualties, the rangers accounted for 26 enemy

into Dinh Tuong Province (Fig, 1-10), A report was killed, 21 captured, and 30 individual and crew-

received of a December meeting of ranking enemy served weapons captured, Territorial Forces through-
Military Region 2 real, service and DT-1 Regiment out Military Region 4 began Operation DON KHOI
cadre on the importance of the "shadow supply on 13 January and terminated it three days later,

system" and the need for forming purchasing, coliec- In this successful operation, 489 enemy were killed,

tion companies on important lines of communication, captured. The cost of the local forces was not light;

Reports from three Hoi Chanh's (ralliers), when 61 were killed, 295 were wounded, and four were

adjusted to include recent losseb, indicated that the missing.
D-2 VC Regiment strength in Bac Lieu Province (U) In the month of February the enemy began

was etwen ,35 an 1,40 prsonel Agnts to place more emphasis on his preparations for the
rwas between 1,50 and 1,400 personnel. Agents impending large scale offensive that was planned
reported that the 806th Battalion, D-8 Regiment, to begin during the Tat holidays. However, continued
after having moved into Vinh Long Province in air attacks, including ARC LIGHT strikes, and pr.
September 1971, had returned to the vicinity of emptive ground combat operations hampered and
Base Area 487 in northeastern V!:,h Binh Pro. delayed the enemy's ability to launch this offensive
vince (Fig. 1-11). In February, Saigon's announced 2.4 hour cease-fire

(C) The MACV J2 estimated that the enemy for the Tet holiday started 14 February at 1800
planned to increase significantly both the level and hours; the enemy's announced 96 hour cease-fire
intensity of his military, 'political, and proselyting started the same day at 0100 hours. Enemy activity
activities around the time of the Tet holiday period, continued at a low level, After numerous reports
Dinh Tuong, northwestern Vinh Binh, southern of enemy plans to increase his activity before, dur-
Vinh Long, Phong Dinh, Chuong Thien, southern Ing, or after the Tet holidays, there was one sharp,
Klen Giang, and northern An Xuyen Provinces but brief, upsurge immediately following the Tet
wore to be the focal pL.'nts of this activity, The cease-fire period. This high point consisted mainly
enemy planned to support his political and proselyt- of light attacks-by-fire and small ground attacks
ing efforts against Government of Vietnam mill- against outposts, troop field positions, and district
tary dependents and civil adwinistrators with a headquarters. Four outposts were overrun in the
sharp increase in attacks-by-fire, attacks on outposts 48 hours immediately after the end of the enemy
and government offices, and limited ground attacks proclaimed cease-fire period. By the end of the
against troop field positions, month, however, the number of outposts overrun

(C) The Vietnamese army initiated various opera- was 18, compared to 28 for the same period the
tions against the enemy in Military Region 4. The year bofore. Information was received on the re-
4th Ranger Group began a two-month long opera- ported infiltration of the Z-15 NVA Regiment,
tion across the bo'der into the Khmer Republic on indicating that the regiment would operate in
1 December 1971 in the vicinity of Neak Luong. northwestern Dinh Tuong Province, The 281st NVA
When this operation ended on 21 January 1972, Sapper Battalion, with a strength of about 200, had
the rangers had accounted for 128 enemy killed, infiltrated from the north to operate in northern
07 captured, and 54 Individual and eight crew- Kien Hoe Province, Two agents reported that 32
served weapons captured. The group lost nine NVA cadremen had arrived from the Khmer Re-
government soldiers killed and 56 wounded. The public to survey the coastline between the mouths
4th Armored Brigade ended a month long opera- of the Ham Long and Co Chien rivers to select
tion on 4 January 1972 after having killed 54 of the rendezvous points for North Vietnamese ships and
enemy, captured 42, seized 22 individual and one storage sites for offloaded cargo. The most serious
"crew-served weapon, The brigade lost four killed incident in the Delta in February occurred in
and five wounded. The 7th ARVN Division began Chuon Thien Province where a Regional Force
phase one of Operation CUU LONG 7 on New outpost was overrun on 19 F-hruary. There were
Year's Day and terminated it on 15 January 1972, 59 friendly casualties, 36 of whom were killed.-an
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unusually high rate for an overrun outpost, On 20 Throughout the Delta ten outposts were overrun,
and 21 February hamlets in Vinh Long and Ba increasing the total for 1972 to 28, nine less than
Xuynn Provinces were attacked, Two hamlet chiefs the same period the year before. Evidence of sub-
and :33 People's Self Defense Force personnel were version was noted in at least 19 of the overrun
killed. On 6 February ARVN and Regional Force outposts, in contrast to a dosen such incidents in
elements engaged in a 12-hour fight in Chuong the first quarter of 1971, Reports from throughout
Thien Province, Two prisoners identified the enemy the Delta indicated that the enemy was stressing
force as the l1th Battalion, D-2 YC Regiment, the placement of agents in the ranks of outpost

(C) To counter enemy activity during February, defenders, Captured documents also revealed that
IV Corps initiated several operations, both in the some enemy battalions had dispersed into squad
Delta proper and across the border Into the Khmer simed elements to conduct operations. In the first
Republic, The most significant of these was the recorded water mining incidents in the Tan Chau
Corps wide operation DONG KHOI beginning on area of the Mekong River, four attempts sankii 7 February and ending on 9 February. The cumula- two sampans and a cargo vp"nel and slightly dam.
tive results were 225 enemy killed and 41 captured; aged an oil tanker of a Phnom Penh-bound convoy.
12 government soldiers were killed and 117 were In another incident a water mine sank a sampan in
wounded. the northern U Minh Forest area, killing 11 Popu-

(C) During March the enemy initiated activity lar Force soldiers, Sappers destroyed a bridge in
remained at a generally low level, The enemy, Vinh Binh Province and partially damaged another
seemed to concentrate his energies upon local dis- on Rotute 4 in Phong Dinh Province. An agent in.
ruptlon of the pacification program rather than dicated that the Vitt Cong cadre in the southern
upon preparations for major offensive action by 'Delta were critical of COSVN's passive attituds
large forces, His military actions were characterized toward the Government of Vietnam pacification
by light attacks-by-firs and harassing actions, in program in An Xuyen Province. Reportedly, the
addition to small ground attacks against outposts, cadre had initiated their own counter-pacification
troop field positions, and district hadquarters, effort,
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CHAPTER 2

NORTH VIETNAMESE

OFFENSIVE AND STABILIZATION: APRIL -JUNE 1972
(U) On 30 March the long.predicted enemy of. opinion, By the end of the month, the situation on

fensive struck with a fury unanticipated by the the battlefield had stabilized, as the North ap-
defenders. Despite the North's official denials, peared to have run out of steam,
there was no doubt that the North Vietnamoese, (U) The shrill propaganda of the North and the
not the Viet Cong, were attacking, using weapons NLF continued to claim widespread support and
never before used in South Vietnam, The serious, great victories in the South, However, Hanoi in.
ness with which the North regarded this invasion, dicated concern over continued support by the USSR
and perhaps a hint of their desperation, too, was in light of President Nixon's trip to Moscow.
the use of all active combat divisions against the (C) The enemy's Introduction into the war of
South, leaving North Vietnam uncovered. The first modern tanks, artillery, and other weapons meant
half of April witnessed the fall of Loa Nlnh ind that MACV had to reconsider the RVNAF force
the stalling of the Communist drive in Quang Trn structure and equipment, retain US air asoets which
Province, President Thieu frequently visited the were programmed to redeploy, and increase ad.
battle fronts and made television appearances visory efforts. During the offensive redeployments
urging civilians and soldiers alike to contribute continued on schedule with eight US maneuver
their utmost in what he described as a decisive battalions standing down by 80 June, leaving two
stage in losing or surviving, The Vietnamese public in.country, April and May saw over 80,000 US
outside the contested areas remained calm, There troops leave Vietnam, In addition, Korea's 2d
was general relief that the enemy advance had been Marine Brigade and loath Logistics Command, and
slowed, but the price in terms of casualties was Headquarters, Royal Thai Forces, Vietnam come.
sobering, Meanwhile, the US decision to resume pleted their redeployment. On 96 Apil President
bombing in North Vietnam around Hanoi and Hal. Nixon announced another MACV 90,000 space re-

Sphonul and Secretary Rogers' statement sav the duution to a level of 49,000, effective I Julry.
US would do everything noecssary to save South (c) While redeployment and Installation turnover

, Vietnam short of reintroducing US troops or using continued, MACV rapidly augmented forces to
nuclear weapons was calculated to hearten the counter the enemy throat, A detachment of US
"South Vietnamese and convince the North of our Army aerial delivery specialists arrived to assist
resolution, the RVNAF in aerial resupply of surrounded forces,

(U) The NLF called on the Southerners to assist such as those in An Leo; the USN increased their
* them in their all-out effort to smash the American's ANGLICO; while the USAF and USMC brought

coercive machinery, crush the pacification effort, additional fighter, airlift, end gunship aircraft
and topple President Thieu. Despite frequent re., in-country, In addition, the US Army and USAF
ports of their defeats of ARVN and claims that retained air assets previously scheduled for red@.
pacification had failed, their criticisms of inade. ployment, Both helicopter and ground mounted
quate Viet Cong actions and the decision to resume antitank missiles were introduced to destroy enemy
negotiations in Paris in late April belied the claim armor. The Navy added additional carriers to the
of success, task force in the Tonkin Gulf, On 15 May MACV

(U) The fall of Quang Trn City on the first of reorganized, Headquarters, MACV and Headquar-

May and lack of good news on the other battle tern, 7th AF were merged to accommodate com-

fronts gave rise to Increasing apprehension among mand and control of the expanded air war,

the urban populace, Despite his energetic visits to (U) The unprecedented scale of the enemy in.
various battlefields, President Thiou was criticised vasion during April and May left the people and
by the Saigon press for not doing enough. The Government of South Vietnam shaken, By the end
gravity of the situation prompted him to replace of June, however, the thrust had been blunted, the
high-ranking military commanders who had per- RVNAF were retaking lost territory, and public
formed poorly during the offensive, declare martial confidence in the South Vietnamese leaders was
law, and request authority to rule by decree. Prsit- growing, While pacification had been dealt an
dent Nlixon's order to mine the North'A harbors initial setback, particularly in those areas where
had a salutary effect on South Vietnamese public there was heavy combat, the government remained
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Intact, The VCI did not our-face, am In 1908, to help the major battles or were pulled In to Increase
their NVA comrades, an Indiicator of the govern- province and district capital security, This latter
inetit's increased logitimnacy, Refugoees constitued tactic resulted In greatly decreased Initiatives
the most severe civil problem facing the nation, aguintit the enemy arid unnecessary forfeiture of
particularly in Military Region 1 and northern Mili. some territory, By June, however, the government
tary Region 2, am pacification wag heavily disrupted officials were less panicky, and the Territorialm
lin those areas, Elsewhere, except for Binh Long were again seizing the initiative.
Province lin Military Region :1 and Chuong Thien (U) In May the central government suspended
Province Iin Military Region 4, the pace of daily life locul elections, relying lit the future on appointad
wan near normial, officials, At corps, province. and district level, nrw

(U) Terrarium continued genlerally high through. officials Were appointedi to replace those whose
out the quarter, asi the VC used economy of force leadership was ineffective in the crisis,

*tactics in Military Regrions 3 anid 4 to complement (U) In Military Regrion 1, almost all pacification
the NVA military actionsi, Both the NVA anid VC programs halted except those dealing with the
carried out population abductionm in the contested enemy and refugees, III an admirable display of Ini-
provincos, The p~erformantce of the Territorial tiative end effect~veneems, officials from the Minis.
Fui'cem was uneven, Sirveral battalions of Regional try of Social Welfare organized, fed, and housed

* lForces fought a mkillful dlelaying action in Quang nearly 400,000 refugees---about 18 percent of the
TO Province, withdrawving only after the ARVN regioni'm population, The refugees In camps were
had fled, F1or the momt part, the TerritorialN asl- organized under their uprooted village administra.
sumed missions front ARVN units departing 'fat- tionsm, and thle Quang Tri Province government,
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established in Thus Thlen Province, was planning the ARVN trucl' units which had assumed total
the post-hostilities reconstruction of the province, responsibility foi, trucking activities early in 1I72,

(U) The situation In northern Military Region 2 when the last US truck units completed redeploy-
"(Kontum, Pleiku, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, and Phu ment, The cargo tonnage and passengers carried
Ban) was similar to that in Military Region 1, to support the RVNAP activities surpassed all ex.
with combat and refugee care absorbing most of pectations,
the government,'s asttntion and resources, The (U) The largest US incremental drawdown was
southern nine provinces were subjected only to entering its final month when the enemy offensive
harassment by the VC. Generally, however, develop- began and continued unabated. The resulting turn-ment was at a standstill as the enemy attacks in, redistribution, and retrograde of excess materiel
elsewhere caumod local officials to become cautious, were major logistical activities, complicated by the
With considerable prodding by US advisors, June closing of Da Nang port and the retrograde of ittk
saw the Territorial Forces returned to the field Ktocks during the same period. By the and of June
and development projectr resumed, Pacification in the US combat units retrograde essentially had been
Military Region :i was disrupted mostly along theCambodian border with the loss of much of Binh completed there no longer was a requirement to
Long Province and in some isolated locales, such continue the intensive materiel retrograde manage.
us Phuoc Tuy Province, Generally, development ment program which had been in operation for
was not impeded, In the Delta, while there were no several years, Over six billion dollars worth of
large scale attacks as elsewhere in the country, cargo had been retrograded,
terrorism and VC operations increased, After nearly (U) In spite of the offensive, many phases of
200 Territorial Force operating bases were overrun the logistics Vietnamisation effort continued, On 1
or abandoned, a plan was made to reconsolidate April ARVN assumed the responsibility for ammuni.
them and eliminate those which were unnecessary. tion support of all US and Free World forces under
In the absence of heavy fighting, agricultural ac. the Single Ammunition Logistics System (SALI),
tivity continued to prosper, with land reform, In late May an ARVN committee was formed under
public works, and village self-development moving the Commander, National Materiel Managemntahead, Polls taken nationwide revealed a continued Agency (NMMA), to plan the four ARVN base
and growing confidence in the national government, depots' consolidation to form the let ARVN As.
the regular forces, the Territorial Forces, and their sociated Depot at Long Binh, The associated bass
ability to defeat the enemy, depots eventually would provide centralized control

(U) The effects of the'invasion served to depress of all technical service supplies, Service peculiar
the South Vietnamese economy. Manufacturing do. items for the VNAF and VNN would continue

nclend us people tended to postpone investments to be provided by the Air Logistics Center and the
and major purchases, In addition, rubber tapping Vietnamese Naval Supply Center, Similarly, critical
and logging were halted in the areas of heavy fight- decisions were made to activate the new RVNAF
lng, An additional complicating factor was the in- Automated Materiel Management System (RAMMS)
erueaed budget deficit resulting from costs for computer system to improve supply management,
refugee and veternn benefits, basic reconstruction, (U) Facilities transfers continued as US units
and military related activities. However, the govern- withdrew, In May the ARVN assumed responsibility
ment took strong, effective measures to control the for ammunition and shallow boat discharge at Cam
economy and to enact essential legislation, Retail Ranh port, The majority of the romaining US
sales were only slightly off, and exports remained medical facilities were transferred, along with the
high, The mildly depressed economy was expected medical materiel necessary to assure the immedi-
to recover as the military situation stabilized, ate use of the facility for patient care, In con.

(U) The enemy offensive had a majur impact on Junction with the medical facilities transfer, the
the logistics Vietnamization activities, as tactical retrograue of medical supplies arid equipment was
exigencies caused s shift in emphasis from trainng carefully controlled to assure all in-country require- i%
and planning to maximum support of the combat meints were met and the property redistributed
units, The performance of logistical elements at- properly,
tested to the progress, A prime example was the (U) The uommunicatione-electronits facilitiesi
"RVNAF Department of Defense Transportation, tranfer progressed with publication of the transition
which rapidly adapted to the large movement re- schedule In April and the continued training of
quirements generated to counter the offensive, RVNAF personnel, The Vietnamese performance
"Truck and watercraft units were deployed as the exceeded expectations, as the services provided high
continually changing situation required their sup- quality and reliable communicationn support to both
port of combat operations. A heavy burden fell to US and RVNAF forces.
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01u0lte the enemy offenmive the US troop withdrawal centinued, On 9 April, C Battery, 2/94th Artillery fired the gast American heavy
artillfIVY VeUed In VietnaM.
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(C) During May Project ENHANCE was initiated consisting of three infantry divisions, an airborne
to replace equipment losses suffered during the division, and a marine division,
offensive, fill shortfalls in the improvement and (U) RVNAF accessions after the offensive began
modernization program, and increase the capability were morp +hr- adequate to meet the looses sues
of the RVNAF, This was a major logistics effort tained and to build up to authorized strengths.
affecting all of the Vietnamese services and result- Alth agh required manpower resources were avail.
ing In RVNAF force structure changes, especially able in number there were some problems associated
within the ARVN and VNAF. with officer grade imbalance and NCO shortages

(9) The NGUYEN HUE Offensive brought about during this period, These problems were being
acceleration of the consolidated RVNAF Improve. studied by JOB with the view of restoring the tin-
ment Modernization Program (CRIMP) in terms of balances as rapidly as possible,
Project ENHANCE units, In order to accommodate (U) Because of the NVA offensive, added require.
the necessary changes, a temporary increase of ments in command, control, and support of the
18,906 spaces wAs approved pending resolution of air war competed for the remourcoe that could be
required manpower trade-off.s within and between given to all efforts, including the advisory effort,
"the services. In June it was proposed that the space In spite of these demands, the advisory program,
increase be resolved by reducing the Popular Forces while reduced in esse, continued to function in the
by a Jike number. Other changes, ultimately ap- same areas as before the NVA offensive.
proved by JOB, included the following:

-ARVN rmcommendod the addition of three (U) In the ground combat units, regimental ad-

178mm artillerý battalions, two M-48 tank battal- visory teama which were withdrawn earlier in the

ions, two ADA battalions and 680 TOW personnel. year were restored as a result of the NVA offen.
-VNAF proposed deletion of the short take-off dive, The marine and airborne divisions retained

and landing (STOL) program to accommodate an advisers down to the battaion level,

additional seven aircraft iquadrons pius assorted (U) In May, as consolidations of MACV staff
additional aircraft, base security support, improved elements and organisations became necessary due
undergraduate training, activation of a pilot to US force reductions, the MACV Training Direc.
survival school, and activation of the Oth Air Divi- torate was reorganized into the Army Advisory
sion, Group (AAO), This new organization, which became

-VNN proposed Inactivation of one river assault the Army counterpart of the Air Force and Navy
grroup, two river interdiction divisions and a reduc- advisory organisations already in existence, was
tion of 278 Viper erpft spaces to provide atotal given the responsibility to provide the operational,
of 703 manpower spaces to accommodate the in. organizational, and training advice for the four

crease of three high endurance cutters (WHEC), ARVN commandmi armor, artillery, ranger, and air.

activation off a Ltihd flotilla headquarters, and borne, AAG also was responsible for coordinating

increased security for 15 existing radar sites, No ARVN joint and combined service training matters.

major changes in VNMC force structure occurred (U) Advisors to the VNN were eliminated from
during this period, several areas, Including coastal radar stations,

(B) A Long Range RVNAF Force Structure coastal flotillas and groups, PCE/PGM ship riders,
Plan, proposed by MACV, forwarded to JOB in and various units of the Riverine Command. There

April 1972, and amended in June 1072, recommended was no significant change in the AFOP's advisory

the adoption of an RVNAF post-hostilities structure operating procedures during this period.

AIR OPERATIONS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

(U) Plans to step up the air interdiction cam- gunfire in coastal areas, since it was not affected

paign were dramatically overtaken by the events by the low visibility conditions as were aircrrft

of the NGUYEN HUE Offensive, Operational exi- operations,
gencles forced a reassessment of priorities in re- (S) A most dramatic increase (840 percent)

sponse to the enemy assault, The enemy was assisted occurred in the US tactical air effort in South Viet-
by bad weather during the first two weeks of the nam during April. The vast majority (82 percent'
offensive, which prevented the VNAF and USAF of these sorties were in close support of RVNAF'

from fully utilizing the air superiority capability troops, This marked a significant change from the
which they then enjoyed, This was countered by January to March situation whore the close air

increased flying in marginal weather, the use of support role was handled primarily by VNAF and

all weather systems, increased USAF close air the USAF TACAIR concentrated on Interdiction in

support activities, and the Increased use of naval the Khmer Republic and Laos, It wa, of course,
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dictated by the critical situation on the ground as gunships and transports, which habitually
which generated requirements for close air support operated at low altitudes, The initial usage of this
fau' beyond VNAF's capability to deliver, The USAF weapon resulted In roughly one aircraft downed
was able to dramatically increase the nortie level per' eight SA.T7 fired, (The SA-2 fired per aircraft
L,. -Z:th Vietnam by use of several methods: First, downed ratio during the same period was 64 to 1,)
USA F TACAIR resources were augmented by '72 The missile caused significant adjustments in air-
F-4s and 14 F-105s from worldwide resources, craft tantics and operatitIg altitudes; however, the
Sceond, US Navy aircraft carriers on station In the use of Infrared suppression devices and decoy flares
Gulf nf Tonhin were Increased from two to four reduced thin threat to more roeaonable proportions,
In early April adding about 130 additional aircraft Nonetheless, It remained as an ever present threat
to the til effort, Third, during April USMC air from April on, SA.2 sites were also moved into
assets were brought bWck into Vietnam as augmen- both the Dumilitarised Zone and northern South
tatlon forces, Fourth, an aircraft turnaround cap. Vietnm Itself with the resulting firing envelope
ability was established at Bien Hoa AD which
enabled Thailand-baned fighter bombers to conduct Including vonsiderable portions of Military Region
a strike in South Vietnam, land at Bien Hoa AB 1.
to rearni and refuel, anti then fly another strike (U) US Army aviation during this three month
on the return trip to the Thai bases, Lastly, sorties period reflected an Increased sortie rate while Army
were :Aiverted from Laos and the Khmer Republic units continued to drawdown and redeploy to
Into higher priority areas in South Vietnam, A CONUS, In many Instances helicopter and fixed
combination of these methods brought a tremendous wing aircraft crews gathered the only current in.
Increase in close air support sorties during April, formation available on the rapidly changing enemy
This trend continued into May with an additional movements, During the early dark days of the
1, I perent increase for that month, In JTune the offensive the Army aviation effort was crucial, as
sortie rate decreased slightly as the ground situa- It provided Intelligence, evacuation, airlift, medevac,
ticn stabilised, USAF assets reverted to the earlier resupply, and innumerable other vital functions,
pliorities, and the VNAF' again conducted the The feats of superb airmanahip and courage ameong
majority of the close air support strikes, The heavy the air cavalry assets were numerous, and those
suti.wittlon of South Vietnam's airspace by such on the ground habitually praised their efforts,
largce onlcentrtutions of aircraft and Varied types (U) An innovation of signiflance was the core.
,if Oirrift pres',nted very real command and ci. bluatiun of a USAF forward air controller and a
trol prohlons., marine naval gunfire spotter from the Air and

(S) B-52 sorties In SIEA increased 15 percent in Naval Gunfire Liaison Company (ANGLICO) who
May, 2• perent in June, and 20 percent in July, ope'ateal effectively from Da Nang, This comblaa.
The incrunse In: South Vietnam was proportionally tion permitted great flexibility and economy of re.
mut, h greater, however, am the percentage of South. sources, since the most efficient use could be made
eamt. Asia H.-52 strikes within the Republic rose of TACAIR, artillery, and naval gunfire by the
from 44 percent in March, to 90 percent In April, same team,
to 98 percent in May. AN with TACAIR, a decline (U) As US air assets continued to multiply in
to 80 percent in Sunte reflected the stabilized ground April, more resources were made available to carry
situation and the resulting change in priorities, the war to the enemy, President Nixon's announce.
Coupledi with the initial shift In priorities was the ment on 1) May that the US had mined the North
use of B.52s as it close air support weapon) in some Vietnamese harbors, effectively closing its ports,
Instances strilbes were delivered within 1000 yards and thv subsequent Inauguration of bombing in
ofJ IHVNAF troops, While this was not unprecen- North Vietnam (Operation LINEBACKER) on 10
dentae, it wai: done on it much larger scale than May markcd turning points in the effort, However,
ever before and was especially effective against It should be noted that close all' support to the
enonly forces at An Loc, Kontum, and Quang TO, troops on the ground did not suffer as a result of

(C) The enemy also stoutly resisted the allied this canmpaign. The allied troops were always able
control of the skies, In Military Region 1 alone it to count on air supput, being made rapidly avail.
,,as estimated that as many as seven regiments aible, weather permitting. In addition, the increased
of atialircraft. artillery were employed, To further use of all weather delivery systems made close air
his air, defenme, for the first time the enemy in. support more readily available, regardless of the
troduced the SA.? Strela missile, a shoulder fired, weather,
Infrared, homing missile, This presented an inmedi- (U) An Important development in the air force
ate slid serlious threat to all alicraft, but especially arsenal was the use of laser guided ordnanve-
to helicopteri and other slow flying aircraft, such the so called "smart" bombs, which were especially
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deadly to enemy armor. Part of the reason for the tieuracy and leis eortlem per targot wore, required.
Orlt r9esoures5' rreponslvenepis to ground support The mor'tion maved on one target were, of course,
needs was that the laser guided weapons Increased available for use on other tarifetm,
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COMBAT OPERATIONS, APRIL - JUNE 1972

(U) The North Vietnamese invasion occurred in April from the initial level when the invasion began
late MW.•li when the enemy made the first of three on 30 March, By 2 April the 27th and 31st NVA
major thrusts laito South Vietnam, On 30 March the Independent Regiments had forced the evacuation
304B and 308th NVA Divisions, supported by armor of FSBs A-2, A-4, C-1, and C-2 in the north in
and hiavy artillery, moved through the Demill- the vicinity of the DMZ and of FSB Fuller in the
tarized Zone into Quang Tri Province, Concurrently, western crescent (Fig. 2-2), Late on 2 April FSB
the 3124B NVA Divi•ion made an easterly push Carroll was surrendered to the North Vietnamese
toward Hue, 910 kilometers below the Demilitarized after massive artillery and ground attacks, The loss
Zone, in Thus Thien Province. On the following of Carroll left Mai Lot Combat Base vulnerable;
day, 250 kilometers to the south, in the Central the garrison was ordered to withdraw to positions
Highlands of Military Region 2, the 320th NVA east of Cam Lo. Continued enemy advances forced
Division launched its attack in Kontum Province, the evacuation of Cam Lo and FSB Anne by 4
By 4 April a third drive was underway in Binh April,
Long Province, 100 kilometers north of Saigon (C) In the face of this overwhelming enemy as-
and 000 kilometers below the Demilitarized Zone, sault, I Corps made plans to establish defensive

*E Elements of the 5th and 9th VC DivisionK, again positions along the Cua Viet River, Marine and
supported by tanks, attacked from the Khmer Re. ranger elements from the general reserve began
public. This posed an immediate threat to Saigon moving north to be employed in the 3d ARVN
down Route 13 and the Saigon River corridor, The Division area, A general lull in activity from 4-9
magnitude of the initial invasion was such that six April enabled the South Vietnamese to improve the
fully equipped divisions entered South Vietnam on defenses of Dong Ha and Quang Tri, On the 9th
three separate fronts in a coordinated attack, They of April FSB Pedro was heavily engaged by in.
used conventional tactics and introduced weaponry direct fire and ground attacks by the 203d 'rank
beyond that of a guerrilla campaign, Regiment and the 9th Regiment, 804B Division, The

(U) Among the weapons introduced were 30 items fighting was costly for the enemy. In two days of
of equipment not previously employed in South hattie in the Pedro area, enemy losses were re-
Vietnam, The enemy air defense capability won ported at 1,007 killed, Friendly losses were reported
augmented with the SA-7 surface-to-air missile, as light. However, for the most part, the enemy
which posed an increased threat to slow flying had accomplished his first 'phase objectives of

fixed wing aircraft and helicopters, Also intro- forcing the evacuation of South Vietnamese-held
duced was a series of tanks not previously seen, fire support bases,
including the T.-59 and the T-54, He had improved (C) By the middle of April the Vietnamese ground
"his armor defeating and direct fire capability with troops had begun limited counter-offensive opera.
the ST-.l Sagger wire guided missile. In addition, tions in Quang Tri Province, with the objective
the 130mili field gun, believed to be the principal of retaking lost fire bases and clearing the area of
piece for at least two artillery regiments, made its North Vietnamese forces, Little progress was made
first appearance. in the ten days that followed, On 27 April the

(U) The South Vietnamese armed forces were enemy responded by opening the second phase of
contronted with a conventional attack by the North his attack plan, Dong Ha City came under heavy
Vietnamese Army. This was an invasion in every attack by 130mm guns and 122mm rockets, This

sense of the word, At the outset, the 18 divisions was followed by a major attack from the south.
of the Republic of Vietnam were deployed through- west by elements of the 3(08th NVA Division, On
out the country, Major elements of the general t'e- the same day, the battle began to rage again around
serve, the Marine and Airborne Divisions, were Quang Tri City, The province capital was taken
already deployed to Military Regions I and 2, where under attack by enemy armor and Infantry from
the initial enemy thrusts developed, the northwest (308th Division), west (3049 Divi-

mion), and southwest (304B1 Division) following ac-
MILITARY REGION I curate and intensive heavy artillery fire against

(C) The enemy invasion forces pressed their of- Quang Tri combat base, La Vang, and the highway
fensive from the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) to (Route 1) bridge at the city. Friendly forces were
realize their two main objectives In Quang Trn Pro- forced back to within three to five kilometers of
Once. These objectives were the evacuation of the city, Renewed attacks at Dong Ha on 28 April
friendly fire support bases (FSH) nnd the occupa- and the Increasing danger to Quang Trn City led
tion of the province capital, Quang Tri City (Fig, the South Vietnamese to decide to withdraw from
2.1). The offensive intensified in the first week of Dong Ha and reorganize and reinforce the defenses
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loss of these fire bases jeopardized the defense of the district capital, The district headquarters was
Hue, As the month ended, attacks-by-fire and ground overrun after a day long battle,
probes against Birmingham and King continued. (C) Sporadic rocket attacks by the 57Cth and

(C) Combat activity in southern Military Region 577th NVA Artillery Battalions against American

1 was initially light compared to the two provinces installations at Da Nang and Marble Mountoin were

in the north. Enemy small unit attacks and light reported during the month. On .2 April Da Nang

mortar attacks-by-fire were countered by Territorial Air Base received a 122mm rocket mttaci that killed

Forces, ranger border defense battalions, and the 2d 14 Vietnamese civilians and wounded 25, American

ARVN Division through the use of increased patrol- losses were 11 wounded, one aircraft and three

ling and mobile operations, The most significant ac- trucks destroyed, and three aircraft damaged,

tivity in April centered in the FSB West and Rocket attacks continued almost daily at Da Nang,

O'Connor area southwest of Da Nang (Fig, 2.3). resulting in 58 Vietnamese civilians killed and 61

After a two-day battle on 9 and 10 April, South wounded; 16 Americans were wounded and 16 air.

Vietnamese forces were forced to evacuate the fire craft were damaged, A rocket defense pltn was im.

bases. The loss of these two itrongpoints placed the plemented on 22 April that greatly reduced the

district capital of Hieu Duc in a tenuous position as rocket attacka against these two installations.

enemy pressure increased, B-52 and tactical air (C) On a May LTG Ngo Quang Truong replaced
strikes were coordinated with government ground LTG Hoang Xuan Lam as Commanding Geaeral, I
forces in an effort to retake the fire bases and re- Corps and Military Region 1, Immediately, action
lieve the pressure against Hieu Duc, The battle for was taken to organite the battered stragglers from
PSB West continued through the rest of April. South the Quang Tri fighting and to improve the posture
Vietnamese forces met increasing resistance with of I Corps units, A Joint forward command post was
each attack, On 28 April a heavy attack-by-fire, established at the Hue Citadel by LTG Truong and
followed by ground attacks, were launched against MG Frederick J. Kroesen, Jr., Commander of the
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American First Regional Angistance Command and two 130mm guns destroyed. Marine casualties
(FRAC), Straggler control points were established were 9 killed and 38 wounded.
at Hue and Da Nang Lo aesist in the reorganization (C) Meanwhile, lot ARVN Division patrolling
of units that had been rendered combat ineffective -nerations continued to engage enemy forces along

*in the Quang Tri Province battles. The 3d ARVN Routs. 547 and the outlying firs bases, On 14 May
Division immediately began to rebuild its forces ittar two regiments of the division began an operation to
Phu Bal under a new commander, BO Nguyen Duy clear the high ground south of Birmingham and
Hinh. Bastogne. In the first two days of the operation 172

(('.) Although the city of Hue was not tinder at- enemy were killed (probably from the 5th and Oth
tack., enemy ground probes and attacks-by-fire con- NVA Regiments) and 20 tons of ammuniton and five

tinud aongthe orterndefese ine Fores ere tons of rice were captured, On 15 May a platoon of
shifted alohng the norithern deeseine Forcmleest were ARVN volunteers was air assaulted Into Bastogne.
sHiedfted ihnste mla.Tritaryial tFore im r*plementth Ground linkup was made the following day against

Hue efese lan TeritrialFores erepl~eed light enemy resistance. In the following two days,
under the control of regular force commanders and heavy fighting at the two fire bases cost the enemy
integrated irto the defensive structure, 246 dead while South Vietnamese casualties were

(C) By 8 May the lst ARVN Divisiou had begun light, The division continued to find large caches of
litnited offensive operations in an area, of operations ammunition and supplies. An air strike south of FSB
southwest of Hue, where FSB King had boen under Checkmate caused secondary explosions lasting over
increasing enemy pressure since 1 May. Ti.e division an hour, On 17 May elements of the division air
operation was designed to relieve the prsssur- assaulted into landing zones in the vicinity of FSB
against King and Sirminghasm, and to retake those Helen, using both Vietnamese and American heli-
bases to the west and southwest that had been lowt copters, Elements of this force moved overland to
to enemy action, The South Vietnamese forces were FSB Rakkasan, encountering only light resistance,
Immedliately engaged, American and Vietnamese (C) Following the 18 May marine offensive in the
tautical air support, together- with numerous B-52 north, activity in the Marine Division area of opera-
stril~ess, enabled the div~iidon elemento to make steady tion had been at a low level. On 21 May this lull
progress and inflict heavy casualties on the enemy. ended when the enemy Initiated a three-pronged at-

(C) Ground combat activity had been light in the tack, The 27th and 31st Regiments, B-5 Front and
marine area of opeartions since the fall of FSB the 18th Regiment, 325th NVA Division. with armor

% Nancy, although rocket and Artillery attacks had support from the 202d Tank Regiment and artillery
W.continued, On 8 May an intense firepower cam. support from the 8.4th Artillery Regiment, moved

pvaiga consisting of B-52s, tactical aircraft, naval suth along the coast toward FSB Nancy. The 304th
gunfire, and artillery fires was directed aga~inst N(VA Division., with artillery, tanks, and enemy units
enemy forces In southeastern Quang TrI Province, of the B-8 front, attempted to drive south down the
This program significantly reduced mortar attacks, coaatline east of Route I and one kilometer west of
but attacks by 130mm artillery continued. On 9 May P'SB Nancy. The ground attacks, made by enemy
tl~e 2d Brigade of the Vietnamese Airborne Division tank-infantry teams, succeeded in penetrating three

arried romMiltar Regon an wa plced to fivo3 kilometers into the South Vietnamese do.-
under the operational control of the Marine Division, esv oiinUeplcbyteeatcswr
Tna.se reinforcements permitted the marines to start not preceded by an artillery and mortar preparation
their first offensive operation on 13 May, when the as was the normal practice of the North Vietnamese.
369th Marine Brigade conducted a limited objective However, the marines counterattacked and resorted
operation 12 kilometers into southeastern Quangr Tni the origlnial defensive line by nightfall. In the pro-
Province, Two battalions air assaulted in US Marine caes, an enemy force was trapped behind the lines
Corps helicopters, while a third biettalion conducted t h ataogtecat
a river crossing operation across the Tach Ma River, (C) At dawn on the following day, the North
Although the plan called for this battalion to link- Vietnamese renewed their attacks, apparently in an
up with the haliborne force to the north, immediate effort to rescue the encircled forces, Heavy fighting
heavy contact with the enemy prevented it. The two continued through the morning with elements of the
battalions In the north were Inserted without diffi. 304B Division penetrating three to four kilometers 9
culty, effected t'cir link-up, and swept to the south, Into Thu& Thien Province. T'he situation stabilized
They reached the defensive line at the province in mid-afternoon. Marine counterattacks once more
border by nightfall. The results of the. operation, restored the line by 1900 hours, with the enemy
supported by American tactical aircraft and naval pocket still trapped. The results of this day's fight-
gunfire, were 243 enemy killed, six enemy soldiers ing were 302 enn'iy soldiers dead, 113 tanks des-

*and '109 weaponu captured, and three PT-76 tanks troyed, and two SA-7 missiles captured.
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(C) This increase in activity influenced South tacts while conducting patrolling operations, In the
Vietnamese commanders to commit the 3d Airborne lot ARVN Division area, activity was light after
Brigade, which had arrived in Military Region I the mid-month battles to retake FSB Bastogne, On
on 22 May, The airborne Division with two bri- 26 May the 3d Regiment recaptured Checkmate
gades was assigned an area of operation northwest against moderate enemy resistance, South Viet.
of Hue, The Marine Division assumed control of namese troops occupying Checkmate continued to
the lit Ranger Group, which had just completed receive 130mm fire through the rest of the month,
reorganizing and refitting at Da Namgr On 23 May suffering light casualties, As May ended, the divi.
two ranger battalions combat assaulted into the sion elements continued to have brief, but intense,
northeastern corner of the marine area of opera- engagements with the invading forces,
tions to assist in restoring the Tach Ma defense (C) Activity in Quang Nam Province was at a

)ins, moderate level during May and focused in the Que
(C) On 24 May the Marine Division conducted Son-FSB Ross area, Sporadic attacks-by-fire, sap.

airmoblle and amphibious assault operations into per attacks, and ground contacts were reported In
Quang Tri Province. One battalion of marines, ern- the coastal regions, In the Da Nang area on I May,
harked in US Navy LTSs at Tan My, went ashore two bridges on Route 1 were attacked by the T89
In US Marine Corps landing vehicles across Wunder Sapper Battalion. The bridges were heavily damaged,
Beach. Two hours later another marine battalion but ARVN engineers repaired them and the high.
was airlifted by USMC helicopters into a landing way was opened by nightfall,
zone east of Quang TH. Although both forces were (C) On 10 May a Regional Force outpost was
unopposed in their initial landings, contact with the overrun and a bridge was blown in the Hai Van
enemy was soon made. These two battalions joined Pass by the 582d NVA Battalion, The bridge was
forces and swept toward the south, A third inmrine quickly repaired and the outpost reoccupied, Also
battelion was airlifted by Vietnamese Air Force in the pass area, the Nam-O Bridge was heavily

A' helicopters from Tan My into a landing zone along damaged by the 582d NVA Battalion on 24 May.
the northeast end of the Thus..Thien provincial The bridge was repaired and Route 1 opened two
border, This battalion crossed the Tach Ma River days later,
and made contact with the enemy immediately. The (C) American installations at Da Nang and
operation, SONG THUAN 6.12, was supported by Marble Mountain'received light rocket attacks on 6
tactical aircraft, artillery, and naval gunfire. The and ' May, causing minor damage, On 18 May
two battalions in the north completed their sweep enemy rocket and mortar teams of the M75th and

to the south and were joined by the third battalion 577th NVA Artillery Battalions attacked Da Nang
in the early morning of 25 May, In this operation Air Base; 18 122mm rockets hit inside the perS.
"515 enemy were killed and large caches of food and meter, causing damage to the runway and one F-4
ammunition were destroyed, Five thousand Viet. aircraft, and destroying a warehouse, The runway
namese civilians were freed from enemy control. was repaired in two hours, One rocket hit the Duy
Twelve South Vietnamese Marines and four Amerl- Tan Hospital killing five patients and wounding
"cans were killed, and 36 marines were wounded, 10 others, Three Americans were lightly wounded
During the period of the operation, the Marine at Marble Mountain in a mixed mortar and rocket
Division reported heavy fighting all along the attack of 26 to 80 rounds; three helicopters were
northern front, The heaviest contact wae northeast moderately damaged, On the following day, 25
of FSB Nancy. In this region, 322 enemy soldiers rockets were found and destroyed by a search
were killed and six tanks were destroyed, The operation in the rocket belt, Only one light attack
marines lost 17 dead and 74 wounded. was reported for the remainder of the month. On

(C) On 26 May the ranger elements that had 20 May an American ship in Da Nang harbor was
been airlifted into the marine, area were in heavy moderately damaged by an enemy explosive device.
contact behind the My Chanh defense line, The (C) Elsewhere in the province, enemy pressure
ranger attack was repulsed and an enemy counter- against FSB Ross continued in the form of attacks-
attack drove the rangers into secondary positions by.fire and ground attacks against Regional Force
to the south, When these positions failed to hold, outposts. Territorial Forces and 2d Division elementst
the rangers oxfiltrated toward Huong Dinh, Ranger countered with mobile patrolling operations sup-
losses were 67 killed, 218 wounded, and 105 miss- ported by B-52s and American and Vietnamese I.

Ing, Enemy losses were unknown. tactical air, A B-52 strike on 13 May In the Ross

(C) Contact was reported all along the northern area killed 14 enemy and reduced enemy pressure
front on 27 May, but the marine defenses held. for 10 days, A high level of activity was reported
Activity was light in other parts of Thus Thien (luring the last week of the month, The town of

Province, The Airborne Division reported light con- Que Son received a heavy attack-by-fire on 22 May
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followed by a ground attack from elements of the and 12 wounded. After this battle, ground contacts
711th Division, Regiona) Forces, supported by hell. were brief, as the enemy avoided decisive engage.
copter and fixed wing gunships, repulsed the at. ments,
tack, On 27 May two Regional Force outposts were (C) On 21 June the airborne troopers beoLu.e &,a
overrun early in the morning but were retaken In volved in the enemy attack that sturok the Marines
the afternoon, On 80 May ranger border defense the day before. The enemy tanks and infantry as.
elements killed 42 of the enemy in a brief, but in. saulted across the My Chanh defense line one kilo.
tense, engagement, meter southwest of Nancy, Contact lasted througli-

(5) In northern Thum Thien on 8 June, the Marine out the day. The defending forces blocked the
Division began a two-day limited objective opera- penetration two kilometers southeast of the defense
tion by attacking north with five battalions, line, while American and Vietnamese tactical air
driving three to five kilometers into Quang Trl and artillery pounded the area, By the end of the
Province, The operation accounted for 181 enemy day the enemy had lost 51 killed, and 17 tanks end
killed, 65 weapons captured (including one SA-7 three 130mm guns destroyed, Enemy pressure con.
missile) and three tanks destroyed, The marines tinued the following day, but the situation re-
reported two killed and sili wounded, Ground ac- mained stable, The VNAF reported destroying five
tivity fell to a low level following this offensive enemy 105mm howitzere and ARVN ground forces
action, but enemy attacks-by-fire increased in accounted for 55 enemy dead, The enemy attempt
number and intensity. Seven to nine attacks of 60 to renew the attack the next day was spoiled,
to 100 rounds each were reported. Sporadic heavy contacts continued on 24 June, but

(C) On 1H June the marines again attacked to attacks-by-fire were significantly reduced, By night.
the north against objectives five to eight kilometers fall airborne forces had driven the enemy across the
Inside Quang Tri Province. During the first day river and had restored the My Chanh defense line,
the marines reported go enemy killed and 15 rockets Enemy losses for the three day period were 259
"and four SA.7 missiles captured, The enemy coun. killed, and 34 tanks, 12 artillery pieces, and one anti.
tored with heavy artillery and' mortar.-attacks, with aircraft gun destroyed. Friendly casualties were 29
approximately 800 incoming rounds reported on IS killed, 123 wounded, and 16 missing, The South
"June. The operation terminated late in the day on Vietnamese also reported that three of, their tanks
i9 June, had been destroyed and one 105mm howitzer and four

(C) On 20 June heavy fighting erupted in the helicopters were damaged,
marine area, The North Vietnamese attacked with (C) Heavy enemy artillery attacks continued
"tanks and infantry along the My Chanh defense throughout the Airborne Division area of operations
line, supported by intensive 130mm guit fire. The on 20 June, but ground attacks were light, The
marines were supported by American tactical air. enemy indirect fire inflicted moderate damage to
craft, B-52 strikes, and naval gunfire, as well as by fire support bases, The most severe damage was at
Vietnamese artillery and aircraft. For five days FSB Jack where 11 howitzers were destroyed or
heavy contacts were reported, but the marines held heavily damaged, Two Vietnamese Air Force heli.
and inflicted heavy losses on the attackers, When copters and an American Cobra gunship were downed
the assault died away after 24 June, 601 enemy by enemy ground fire; 16 South Vietnamese were
soldiers had been killed, and 23 tanks and three killed in the crashes.

S130mm guns were destroyed. The Marines lost 71 (C) In the Hue area at the beginning of June, the
killed and 179 wounded, let ARVN Division retained the responsibility for

(C) Activity in the Airborne Division area con- the defense of the west and southwest approaches
tored southwest of FSB Nancy during the first to Hue, The division also had the mission of con.
part of June, in response to continued enemy pres. ducting limited offensive operations to expand the
sure from the 308th and 304B Divisions in that area of friendly control to the southwest, adding
area, In addition to protecting this line of epproach depth to the Hue defense, Activity during the first
to Hue, Airborne elements expanded their area of part of the month was light to moderate and foucused
control to the west and southwest against light and along the fire support base line of Birmingham,
moderate enemy resistance, Light ARVN casualties Checkmate, and Bastogne, Fire Support Base King
were caused by the almost daily 180mm gun and to the north was also critical to the mutual support
mortar fires. Occnsionally equipment damage was of the other bases, Ground contacts were brief, but
suffered. The mosL significant ground attack occur- intense, and resulted in 277 enemy killed during the
red on 6 June eight kilometers southwest of Nancy, first nine days of the month, ARVN casualties for
The 9th Airborne Battalion, supported by tactical the same period were 16 killed and 75 wounded,
air and artillery, killed 80 enemy soldiers in a two (C) A heavy contact developed south of FSB
hour engagement; airborne losses were three killed Checkmate on 10 June as lot Regiment elements
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exploited a B.52 strike, Results of the contact were from succeeding and to destroy enemy forces

136 enemy killed and friendly losses of four killed, whenever and where ever they appeared.

62 wounded, and five missing. Just northwest of (C) No significant activity in theme two provinces

Bastogne another 68 enemy were killed, while six by either friendly or enemy forces was reported

ARVN were wounded, B.52 strikes were employed during April, the first month of the enemy often.

again on 11 June southeast of Checkmate, followed niv,, For most of May, activity remained light in

by ground elements exploitation, The results were Quang Tin Province, On 30 May the enemy, prob.

115 enemy killed, ably the 70th and 72d NVA Infantry Battalions,

(C) Activity increased the following week with attacked Binh Duong village, east of Route 1 Just

an increase in enemy mortar and artillery attacks south of the Quang Nam border. Several Regional

and ground contacts, The pattern of activity of Force outposts were overrun, but these were re-

sharp, brief ground engagements continued, Results stored to government control by the end of the

for the period were: 485 enemy killed, 228 by air month,

strikes; 26 friendly soldiers killed (one American) (C) In Quang Ngai Province -activity centered

and 127 wounded (three American), ARVN also lost slong Route 515 from the highlands to the coast

over 3,000 rounds of artillery ammunition in an (Fig. 2-4), Ranger camps at Ba To and Gis Vue

enemy attack-by-fire, were subjected to enemy pressure beginning on 13
(e May, reaching a peak by 24 May, An attack on 18
l (C) Ground activity decreased to a low level the May at both camps cost the enemy 79 killed and

"followig week as the American installation at Phu 110 weapons captured, while ranger losses were light,
Bai received light 122mm rocket attacks causing The enemy ienewed his attack on the next day,

minor damage, Ist Division elements reported 336 overrunning two outposts at Gia Vue and inter.
enemy killed (133 by air strikes) for the week, while dieting Route 515 between the two camps, With

S suffering 23 killed and 80 wounded for the same the support of South Vietnamese artillery from
period, PFS Bronco and the assistance of Vietnamese tacti-

(C) On 26 June a significant Increase in the cal air strikes, the rangers retook the outposts

number and intensity of enemy attacks-by-fire was and the high ground around the camps on 22 May.
reported, Particularly hard hit was FSB Checkmate, Enemy casualties were 272 killed; the rangers re-
which also received two ground attacks from ele. ported six killed and 14 wounded. Activity had
ments of the 1124B Division and the 5th and 6th returned to a low level as the month ended,
Regimentt, MRTTH, Several attacks-by-fire of over (C) In June the activity in the two southern
100 rounds of mortar and artillery were reported; provinces was light and sporadic, Infrequent ter-
Showever, ARVN casualties were light, The enemy in- roriat incidents and eapper, attacks were reported,
creased pressure on 27 June, Virtually all bases A bridge on Route I was blown on 8 June and re-
were hit, with Checkmate reporting 160 rounds of mained closed for two days, Quang Tin Province
"1.22mnn artillery and Bastogne reporting 142 rounds reported three Regional Force contacts on 11 June
during the night, Heavy ground contacts, follow- that resulted in 69 enemy killed, 24 of whom were
Ing 4)0 roundn of mortar and artillery fire in a killed by tactical air strikes, One other contact on
two-and-a-half hour period, caused the withdrawal 18 Juno resulted in 25 enemy killed with light
of the ARVN company-size security force from Regional Force casualties, Other contacts in the
Checkmate on the night of 291 June, Hleavy enemy piovincc were of minor significance.
pressure continued as the month ended, Casualties (C) On 14 June, a Regional Force element in
reported for the last weeh of the month were 267 northeastern Quang Ngul Province repulsed an
enomy killed t58 by air strikes) and 45 ARVN killed enemy attack, The next day 37 enemy bodies were
and 164 wounded, found outside the perimeter wire. Two days later,

(C) Activity in Quang Tin and Quang Ngai, the an element of a ranger border defense battalion at

Lwo southernmost provinces of Military Region 1, GIa Vuc killed 24 enemy with light casualties to

was initially very light. Thoughout the early days theomselves. On 18 June, 30) enemy were killed four

of the enemy offensive combat activity wan light- kilometers to the northwest of Quang Ngai City

to-moderate in comparsion to the level of fighting by ranger forces. A follow up of the contact yielded

to the north, Enemy operations were designed to :N0 additional enemy dead the following day, Ranger

disrupt pacification, to interdict lines of communi- losses were four killed and 16 wounded. In the

cation, and to expand control over the land areas same general area, twenty bodies were found, pro-

*• and population centers, South Vietnamese opera- musably killed by tactical air strikes, Other con.

tions were conversely designed t.. prevent the enemy tacts In the province were insignificant in June.
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MILITARY REGION 2 Battalions, wu• redeployed from the Kontum area
(C) During the period of the enemy offensive to Military Region 3, Route 14, between Kontum

thl'oughout South Vietnam, the significant fighting and Pislku, was blocked by the 95B NVA Regi.
in Military Region g was confined to Kontum, ment at Kontum Pas. The I)ass was not reopened
Pleiku, and Binh Dinh Provinces (Fig. 2-5), During during April, The enemy's main effort commenced
April, the first month of the rffonsive, combat on the nlKht of 23.24 April when his armor attacks
activity was rcetricted to Kontum and 3tnh Dinh forced the evacuation of Dak To and Tan Canh,
Provinces and was almost entirely initiated by the Fragmented government elements oxfiltrated to
enemy, Activity elsewhere primarily involved Re- friendly control at Kontum, The personnel of the
R'ional and Popular Force units, and consisted of 42ti and 4'tLh Regiments from Tan Canh and Dak
scattered defensive actions, Thin was the pattern To were thfm moved to Camp Enari (Pleiku Pro.
until late in 1972, vlnce) for reorpnlz•tlon and refittln•, The Com.

(C) The offensive was felt in Kontum Province in mender, 21hi ARVN Division, with hi• tactical com.
the middle of April when frindly positlon• along mancl poet at Kontum, began preparing for defense
Rocket Ridge, occupied by elements of the •ld and of the city, The fall of the Dak To.Tan Canh area
lid Airborne Brigades, began to receive enemy pres. isolated the ?let and 95th Ranger Border Defense
sure (Fig, •-0}, On 14 April FSB Charlte, manned Battalions at Ben Hat,, the O0th Ranl•er Border
by the llth Airborne Battalion, was overrun, The Defense Battalion at Dak Seang, and the 88th
enemy pressure continued and on 21 April FSB Ranger Border Defense Battalion at Dak Pek.
Delta fell to the enemy, On g2 April the 3d Air. These units Ruccesefully defended their bases dur.
borne Brigade, with Lhc let, gd, and 8d Airborne ing the remainder of the month,
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(C) Significant activity in With Dinh Province defense allowed the enemy to occupy strongpointit
began on 11 April when traffic onl Route 1D wasn In the north, northeast, And southeasit portions of
blocked by an enemy force entrenched at the An Khe the city, After three dlays ot heavy fighting the
Pan$s The highway remained closed until 28 April enemy attacks submidted, As the month ended ARYN
when elements of the Republic of Korea Cavalry forces were concentrating on eliminating the enemy
Regiment dislodged the enemy from the high ground stroligpolnits within the city,
overlooking the panss In mid-April attacks-by-fire (C) In May the enemy offensive began to affect
and Increasing pressure agrainst South Vietnamese Plelku Province significantly, At the beginning of
forces In Northeastern iiinih Dinh Province began, the month combat activity was centered around the
As the pressure Increased, governmn~et forces Plel Mrong Ranger Camp and the Kontumn Pass
evacuated Hail An and Hoal Nhon district capitals, raaogRue1,Nmru.tak-yfr n
On 26 April Bong Son Pass fell to the enemy, alos- light ground probes were conducted against the
Ing Route 1 and isolating the northeastern corner Plal Mrong defenders, Route 14 was blocked at
of the province, On the last day of the month the Kontum Pass for the entire month, forcing resupply
only South Vietnamese forces north of the Bon Son of Kontum by air, On 4 May an operation to open
Pass were at Landing Zone English and Tam Quan the Pals Was Initiated, The Airborne Brigade at-
district capital, tacked the pass area from the north, and the 46th

(C) Activity during the first part of May in Reuimrent attaked from the mouth. The units pro-
*Kontum Province wits enemy Initiated and consisted ceteded through the piass area but were unsuccessful

of scattered ground contacts and attacks%-by -f Ire, in opening Route 14, Again on 21 May ARVN
The enemy Increased pressure against the ranger forces, conslisting of the 2d Ranger Group, 6th
border defense battalion base camps at Boen Hot, Rainger Group, and 3d Armored Cavalry Squadron,
Polel Kiang, And Dak Pek, Friendly activity was commenced an operation to clear Kontumn Pass and ,

directed toward P~reparing for the defense of Kon- open Route 14, The first phase of the operation
tom, City, A miijor shift of AI1VN forces took place went according to plan and met only light resis-
as the Ath Ranger Group replaced the Airborne tance, Two ranger battalions were air. ahsaulte4
brigade (moved to Military Region :1) and the Into the Rock Pile with instructions to link up wit
organic regiments of the 211d Division moved Into units moving north on Route 14 in the pass Area.
Konturn City, On 2.' May the cavalry and ranger unite moving

(C) On 9 May, after heavy attacks-by-fire, the north on Route 14 met stubborn enemy resistance
teney assaulted the ranger camps of Polel Kling and progress was slowed, Fighting econtinued in the :
and lien Het, The battalion at Polel Kleng was pass area for the remainder of the month,

unable to hold and the camp was evacuated. Al- (C) As May began, the enemy controlled Binh
though the Ben liet defensive perimeter was With Province north of the Hong Son Pass except
breached during an enemy tank-infantry attack, the for Landing Zone English and Tamn Quan district
tdefendlers held, Bly the night of 10 May the situa- town, Oin I May tho Territorial Forces defending9

. .tion hall stabilized, and by the followinr (lay Ben Tail Quant withgtew to Lt Engilli.h The 403d SapI.
-l et had been cleared of ell ane ny fo rc es. prlat in(~ltnualyIcta t ' soeo

(11) Onl to May MG C Nguyen Van Toan replaced English with heavy att-acks-by-firt, and ground at-. -

Ir Ngo lDzu as Commanding Gleneral, 11 Corps takO thnihof2MyEgsh asec-
and Military Region 2 ated, The South Vietnamese moved ovorland to the

(C) Onl 14 May following heavy attacks-by-firs voast, where apptroximately 2,000 military and civil-
Against ARVtN Positions, the tetney condcuc'ted at ian personnel wet 'i evacuated by UNT to Qul Nhon,
tank-infantry iattack against Kontuni, The attack During the romaInttir of the month, no significant

was rpnisttl ltui enuty frces('am unter havy tiii activity wits reported in the province, as
sutpportinig fi tt antd t actiti lt 10.strikets, tdestroying .~heoiy activIty tiertetied andi the A RVN 40th Itegi-
aight. enemny tanks, Oit 21 May enomy~, prlr fitt. ittut s~t~ood (iown for reorgamniz.atiotn tt(I refittingw,

creased, Sevetal stialmittt devteiola-i it the tdefensive ()tIt? lii y Haumliuarters, 22d AltVN Divimion, mile1-
lites; howeivet, A IIVN fotvem were muccetoiftul ItI flrd iomt l'loiku to lift M1 anld Assumed thle
eliniiitating themi beforte niglttail. on 2n may ti~iotiiiyrot, lilit, l)inh provinee,
onvily sappvers pai(-t lletrtud tilt' defense antd occuptied WI) l)tItI I-C tot dlie 0 eveI-Vl of volitocht art livty III
tho southeast portiont of the, ttlty. The forllitwing diay Militavy Itttgiton 2 dtwrtiasvd milwigtly, III KonltuniI
tite mwin'y lituitchet attacks itlong tib northern dIC- Itov ilt,( olltitiit. akititlv uslt WIII ui Illo vtoitttit C level
tenses tof Kuntutit atul futtt wittitt the southeast sitflis iinlyM; cf otw ittliti U ~it, Imviiumt

med-tltot rd the vity. 'holit tii taks front the nothtti uOtt I c 1(1tul tti ettt vivi ptittIt t iIrootu Koltittito Oil S -

were SUIptteiMM ity h3 wiitk fwvlve tnitny tanks wertr jimi oit, Kontutit kirriviie svit 4iltionv. lit. love't
tlestroycd II thiti actiott, IPenetrition of the ARtYN ofr wtivtilt. tApermd oft untl wat, light. for the re- ,
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nmalnder of the month4 AUVN units continued clear- enter lost territory, exploit the psychological value
log operations northwest and north of the city, out of the action, unit destroy enemy personnel and
to 15 kilometers northwest and nine kilometers materiel.

*north of the city. On 17 June a successful raid was (C) In Pleiku Province combat activity was con.
conducted into the Tan Canh area. A reconnsim- taerd around the Kontum Pasil area along Route
suweo oompany from the 23id Division combat an. 14, ARVN unitm continuc'd their efforts to clear the
muulted Into a landing zone immediately north of enemy from tile pass and open Route 14 between
Tan Canh, then swept south through the city. Pleiku anti Kuntum Cities, During the first port of
seizing limited terrain objectives, Three brief, but tile month 11 Clorps reinforced the ope~ration with
sharp, engagements were nindo with enemy forcesi, the introduction of additional rangor border defensev
resulting in one ARVN wounded and 24 enemy battalions, There were 14 maneuver battalions inl-
killed. In addition, five Molatova trucks and two valved in the oporatlon under control of the 11
jeeps were reported destroyed, After approximately Corps Tactical Command Post, Slow progress was
three hours inl the area the forces were extracted, made as AIIVN units reported numeroum sharp cun-
-longc with nine soldiers from thle 22d D~ivision andi tacts and olose-in fighting aguinat a determined
7 civilianN found inl the area. The pur-pose of the anemly. Tactival air and artillery provided support

oiperation was to establish ANVN'm ability to re. and many significant body finds veere reported,
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indicuting heavy vasualties suffered by the enemy, (W) In 13l111 Dinh Province activity was at a low
Enemy rosistance began to slacken on 20 June as level the entire. month, The enemy harassed ARVN
ARYN units secured the high ground east and west and territorial units In Phu My District with
of the highway. The highway was opened on 30 sporudlk attackt.by-fire and occasional ground
June and 4 military conivoy of 86 vehicles traveled probes, South Vietnamese units were employed
from Pleiku to Rorituni City without incident. securing their fire bases and Route 1,
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MILITARY REGION 3 battalions, some understrength, and miscellaneous

(C) The enemy offensive broke in Military Region support elements were consolidated at An Loc. On

3 within a week of the invasion through the Demili- 13 April the 9th VC Division commenced its attack

tarized Zone in the North, An initial feint was with daily tank-supported ground attacks and 8th
make in northern Tay Ninh Province, when enemy Artillery Command attacks-by-fire of over a thou-
forces attacked and overran a Soith Vietnamese sand rounds per day, Friendly forces beg~an rein.

fire support base on 2 April (Figo 2-7), The feint forcing immediately and on the 15th, three airborne
firof supporient bane ond 2ApritFig, 2o Thep tent battalions air assaulted southeast of An Loc, fought
was of sufficient sise and intensity to keep the their way into the city and linked up by the 18th
III Corps Commander's attention in the Tiny Ninh of April, The Military Region 4, 21st Division's
area, and it further obscured the exact location of lead regiment reached a position 30 kilometers south
the main effort in the expected enemy offensive, of An Loc on 16 April. The 81st Airborne Ranger
Binh Long Province remained high on the list of Group was later inserted at An Loc, bringing the
likely areas for the enemy's main thrust, Accord- forces to a peak of 18 battalions, The An Loc defend-
ingly, two regimental size forces expanded their ers withstood daily, heavy attacks from 12 to 22
security operations in tho northern and western April before the enemy pressure decreased, The ad
areas of Binh Long, However, when the enemy Airborne Brigade was air landed north of C'ion
main attack was triggered in Binh Long by the Thanh on 26 April to attack north along Route 13

"assault on Loc Ninh, he had gained tactical surprise and had progressed to a position eight kilometers

,, by successfully evading and enveloping these secu. south of An Loc by 30 April. The friendly forces

rity forces (Fig. 2-8). noised the initiative during the last week of April
(C) III Corps forces were conducting primarily and began to conduct ground operations up to four

defensive operations centered in Binh Long Proi kilometers from An Loc. Resupply of the An Loc
defvinse, along Route 13 to An Loc inh Lngroh forces was primarily by airdrop, with limited heli-

vines, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ope alngRutn1doinnogiscnraB
Long, and near Chon Thanh to the south, On 4 and copter landings,
5 April enemy ground probes and indirect fire (C) In Tay Ninh Province on 5 April the enemy
against Loc Ninh, An Loc, and Quan LoS increased pressure by the 271st NVA Independent Regiment
sharply, On 5 April the enemy attacked Loc Ninh and the 24th NVA Regiment in northern Tay Ninh
in force supported by tanks and artillery, The bulk Province increased, The border ranger battalion
of RVNAF regular forces at Loc Ninh were en- positions received heavy indirect fire and ground
veloped in their forward security positions, Two attacks. Friendly positions near Tay Ninh City

ARVN infantry battalions, one cavalry squadron, also received attacks-by-fIre, and just north of the
and one ranger border defense battalion, plus the city a major ambush inflicted heavy casualties on

supporting artillery, were rendered ineffective, an ARVN battalion, Reacting to this enemy ac-
About 150 individual survivors made their way to tivity, the 25th ARVN Division withdrew its out-
An Loc. The two compounds at Loc Ninh were de- posts and consolidated defensive positions around

"fended for two days by a small force of territorials, Tay Ninh City.

a few regulars, and US advisors, The skillful em- (C) The siege of An Loc continued throughout
- ployment of US TACAIR by the US advisors May, Friendly forces, although receiving an average

prevented the immediate fall of the compounds. of 600 rounds of indirect fire daily, continued local
However, on 7 April the friendly forces were de- patrols and expanded the perimeter during the first
stroyed or captured, and Loc Ninh fell to the enemy. part of the month. Operations were conducted an

(C) To the south of Loc Ninh the 52th Infantry far as four kilometers from the perimeter on I
Task Force came under enemy pressure and was May,
ordered to move south and reinforce An Loc. The (C) During the period 10 through 15 May friend-
task force first encountered an enemy roadbock ly forces at An Loc withstood a severe test of their
after which the heavy equipment and vehicles were willingness and capability to defend against an all
ordered destroyed by the task force commander out attack by the 9th VC Division. Heavy indirect
and the elements continued on foot around the road- fire started about midnight on 10 May, followed by
block. After moving back to Route 13 further south, tank supported ground attacks from the south,
the column was ambushed and suffered heavy casu., southeast, east, and west, Eight B-52 strikes were
alties, About 850 men of the 1,000 man task force placed on the outskirts of the city. By noon ARVN
arrived at An Loc on 8, 9, and 10 April. troops stopped the attack with effective support

1C) On 6 April the 3d Ranger Group reinforced from tactical air, gunships, and B-52 strikes. An
"" An Loc avd on 10 and 11 April the 8th Regiment, unknown number of enemy were killed by air strikes

with two of its battalions, was moved by US heli. and artillery fire while fleeing from the B-52
copters to the city. On II April nine maneuver target areas,
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(C) The enaray buildup in Tay Ninh Province in isolated and had to be supplied by air, The Phuoc
April culminated in heavy fighting between the Tuy Province Chief was replaced on 21 May, On the
25th ARVN Division and the 271st NVA Indepen- 22d in a contact cant of Dat Do an ARVN battalion
dent Regiment during the neriod 28 April to 2 May, killed 31 enemy, possibly from the 33d Regiment,
In several contacts around the Angel's Wing ARVN without friendly casualties, On 24 May the 5th
killed 200 and lound evidence that over 150 bodies Ranger Group, with three battalions, was deployed
had been evacuated to the Khmer Republic, MG to Phuoc Tuy and began conducting operations in
James F. Hollingsworth, commander of the Third the vicinity of Dat Do, In significant contacts
Regional Assistance Command, and COL Le Van there the ranger group killed 75 enemy one kilo.

Tu, commanding the 25th ARVN Divisiun, estimated meter west of Dat Do on 28 May, and on the 29th

that tho 271st Regiment suffered 70 porcent casual- in the same area killed 131, while sustaining light

ties in (lead and wounded, This estimate was borne casualties.
out during the month by reports indicating that (C) The siege of An Loa entered its third month
the regiment was attempting to avoid major en- in June; enemy pressure was at a lower level than
gagements and was undergoing refitting and retrain- in May, Up to the 10th of the month daily fire of
ing. During the remainder of May little major about 300 rounds and intense ground-to-air fire ef.
enemy initiated activity was attributed to the 271st. fectively isolated the city, Very few air landed
Two Regional Force companies, making contact with missions were flown into the city the first part of
probable elements of the regiment on 11 May in the month, Consequently, there was limited ovactia-

northern Hau Nghia, killed 62 enemy and captured flon of wounded personnel and few replacements
46 weapons while sustaining five wounded, The co- were taken in. The situation began to improve on
operation and coordinatioti between VNAF tactical 8 June as friendly patrols commenced clearing
air and the Territorial Forces in operations against small pockets of the enemy from the northern parts
the 271st Regiment were noteworthy, of the city, At the same time elements of the 8th

(C) On 9 May the 25th Division area of opera. Airborne Battalion from An Leo linked up with a
tions was extended south, taking- in all of the company of the 6th Airborne Battalion 1.5 kilo-
Angel's Wing and portions of Hau Nghia and Long meters south of the city, Additional elements linked
An Provinces, This allowed the division to coordi- up on 9 June and began consolidating and occupy.

nate and direct the ARVN and Territorial Forces ing the dominant terrain on the southern approach,
oporations throughout the threat area. COL Tu On 10 June the enemy's siege of An Lee began to
shifted a majority of his maneuver elements to Hau erode as the first substantial air landed operation

Nghia Province to counter the increased activity into the city since the siege began was conducted by
there, On the 14th of May the 271st Regiment was Vietnamese helicopters, Over 100 wounded personnel
aL:iln rmfauled in northwestern Hau Nghia Province, were evacuated and 113 replacements take in, The

Thu 1st Battalion, 50th Regiment, 25th Division, next day 119 replacements were taken in and 128

r,ni.de ontact and killed 138 while sustaining 19 wounded brought out, On 11 June an exodus of re-
(lead, The next clay the 43d Regiment killed 21 fugees began; approximately 1,000 were reported
enemy in northern Hau Nghia in an engagement movir', south along Route 13. On the 12th of June

with an unidentifiied enemy unit. A Regional Force 2,000 refugees had been moved to assistance centers

unit in Hau Nghia found 41 enemy bodies on 14 in Lai Khe and An Lol in Binh Dinh Province,

May, (C) The friendly situation continued to improve

(C) The joint ARVN and Territorial Force during the remainder of the month, Although the

operation continued to succeed. On the 18th a Re- 7th NVA Division still blocked movement along
itonal Forva unit killed 47 enemy in Due Hue DiN- Route 13, its effective isolation of An Loa was

utict, we.stern Hau Nghia Province. In three contacts broken, On the 13th two additional battalions were
in Hlau Nghia on 19 May, 62 enemy were killed inserted and occupied positions on the southern
with government losses of three dead, approaches, Forces in the city were reinforced with

{C) On 10 May a battalion task force of six unit and individual replacements, The remainder of

companies moved to Phuoc Tuy Province to counter the month was characterised by sporadic enemy at-

iciressed enemy activity. On 17 May, in a crntoct tacks-byfire and small ground contacts, as friendly

six kilometers southwest of Duc Thanh, the friend- forces expanded and cleared the perimeter and con
ly force killed 92 enemy, probably members of the ducted local patrolling. The overall size of the force

274th VC Reginment, Friendly forces losses were six in An Lee rennuined about the same during the

killed and 1l1 wounded, On 20 May one-third of the month although replacements were brought in ani
town of Dat Do in southern Phuoc Tuy Province exchanges of units were made,
was lost to the :13ii NVA Regiment, Xuyen Moe IC) The 21st Division area of responsibility was

and DLIL Thanhl remained In friendly hands but were astride Route 18 bounded on the north by the 84
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east-west grid (five kilometers south of An Loc) Route 13, The 15tb Regiment was detached from
and on the south by the 75 east-west grid, On 4 the 21st Division and returned to Military Region
June the division wan reinforced when the 6th Air. 4 on 24 June,
borne Battalion and a reconnaissance company were (C) In the remainder of the III Corps area in
air assaulted into a landing zone nine kilometers June there were infrequent scattered contacts. In
south of An Loc, Sporadic contact was made as the Hsu Nghia Province on 4 June Territorial Forces,
21st Division conducted short range operations in supported by American and South Vietnamese F Ac.
the northern sector of its area, On 6 June a total uorebyA riaanSutVenmsea-
of 56 enemy were killed and 22 weapons captured tical air, killed 28 enemy, while losing 12 killed
in four separate contacts, The 6th Airborne Bat- themselves, In Phuoc Tuy Province on 11 June In a
ialn attackedporthtandontcs The Oth kirblred 100- contact supported by American tactical aircraft, 54enemy as it reached a point 1,5 kilometers south enemy, probably from the 274th VC Regiment, were

of An Loc, On the same day the 6th Airborne Bat- reported killed by air strikes, In Phuoc Tuy Pro-
talion linked up with the 8th Airborne Battalion, -vince on 16 June, government rangers killed 43

which was operating from An Loc, On 21 June the enemy in two contacts. In Tay Ninh Province on

Airborne Brigade was extracted from positions 22 June, a Regional Force company repulsed an
south of An Loc along 1trute 13 and returned to the attack on its dufensive position, killing 36 enemy
Saigon-Bien Hos area, The 43d Regiment was air. troops, On 29 June in Phuoc Tuy Province, ten
lifted in tu replace the airborne brigade, During the kilometers east of Dat Do, the 52d Regiment en.
remainder of June the 21st Division conducted gaged an enemy force and killed 68 enemy soldiers,
local operations and consolidates( its positions astride while losing two dead and 28 wounded.
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MII.ITAR{ ItEGION 4 was encircled by the 271st Regiment, C30B NVA
(C) Enemy and friendly activity in the lush Delta Division, Tactical air and artillery enabled the unit

area of Military Region 4 was localized for the to break out of the encirclement on 5 April. Govern-
most pait, Significantly, the 21st ARVN Division ment losses were 16 killed, 124 wounded, and 13
and the 15th Regiment were taken from the Delta tracked vehicles and 63 weapons lost. Enemy losses
to as.it in the defense of An Loc and the 4th were unknown. Again on 7 April a ranger battalion
Ranger Glroup was moved to Military Region 1 reported itself surrounded near Kompong Trach.
during the dark days of the early battles, Even Results were reported as 50 enemy killed against
more significantly, the Delta did not erupt in ARVN losses of four killed, 16 wounded, 40 miss.
support for the Viet Cong or the North Vietnamese log, and 44 weapons lost, Activity returned to a
while the regular army units were elsewhere, As low level for several days until, an 12 April, ARVN
was expected, enemy activity increased somewhat, ranger and armored cavalry units were engaged by
but Territorial Forces generally proved capable of an estimated four battalions of the C30B Division,j handling the problems whenever and where ever they Results of the battle were 103 enemy killed, while
occurred, There were two aspects of the ongoing, ARtVN lost 8 killed and 42 wounded, The ARVN
active, but nonetheless low level, war in IV Corps ewmreu: one wits the struggle against the enemy In elements were encircled within Kompong Trach on .
South Vietnam; the other was the croesnborder the following day, Resupply by helicopter was

operathonts in the Khmer Republic (Fig, 2-9)r abandoned because of heavy ground fire; air drop
opera itionsin the IVhCerps Repubc (in 2arl r, became t0e primary resupply means, A FANK
(C) Within the IV Corps area in early April, battalion linked up with the ARVN forces from the :

combat activity wam characterized by scattered at. wetton 16 Apr iti t ar orced aoalry

tacks against Territorial Force outposts and small west on 16 April, as additional armored cavalry

unit contacts, most of which were friendly ininated, elements pushed toward the city from the mouth,

Although activity was light, all South Vietnamase Daily attempts at relief were unsuccessful amtil 25
units were placed in a field readiness posture, A April, whei: the link-up was acoomplishei, Two
Corps wide DONG KOI operation was conducted B.52 strikes in 'the Kompong Trach area on 28

during the period 3.5 April, resulting in 175 enemy April, rerulting in the reduction of enemy pressure,

killed, 28 detained and 16 weapons captured. Friend- enabled the South Vietnamese soldiers to break.the

'ly losses were 20 killed, 116 wounded, six missing, meige with little resistance on 80 April and return

and five weapons lost. Enemy initiated activity in- to Souith Vietnam,
creased sharply on 8 April, The reduction of troop (C) During May friendly initiated Incidents
density as a result of 21st Division elements movie.- averaged 38 per clay, from a low of 17 on 1 May
to III Corps po.sibly caused the increase, Aggres- to a high of 75 on 20 May. Enemy losses from
sive action by Territorial Forces prevented the friendly initiated incidents were 3,867 killed and
enemy frasn achieving substantial gains. The 7th 1,13(0 detained, Friendly losses were 931 dead, 3,486
and 11th ARVN Divisions shifted areas of reopon- wounded, andi 435 missing.
sibility to cover the entire IV Corps area, Although (C) at the beginning of May activity focused in
contacts were widely scattered, Kicit Tuong Province the tri-border area of Kien Tuong - Dinh Tuong -

reported the most incidents, Actit ity Iticrensed also Kien Phlong Provinces, The enemy initiated activity
in Chiioiig Thion Province during mid-month as the in thiN area continued the pattern of attacks-by-fire
-,nemy concentratett his efforts toward disrupting and ground attacks against Territorial Force out-
pacification programn, IV Corps committed addi- posts, while avoiding decisive engagements with
tional forces in the north-central provinces to meet regular forces. As enemy incidents increased,
the increased enemy activity in the Kien T.jong- ARVN reacted by concentrating air strikes and con.
Kien Phong-Ding Tuong trl-border area, This area ducting mobile operations, In the tri-border area,
continued to report the highest wimbei, of incidents, activity continually increased during the first week
both attacks-by-fire and ground contacts throughout of the month, On U May a contact In western Kien
the remainder of the month, On 26 April ranger Phong Province, with elements of the 275th Regi-
elements were shifted to northern Kien Tuong to ment, 5th NVA Divi~ion, resulted in 46 enemy killed
interdict infiltration routes into the tri.border art%, and friendly losses of two killed and six wounded,
The following day elements of the 7th Division con- This contact followed a sapper attack on Mao Ieoa
ducted ground and airmobile cperations in north'wrn airfield that destroyed 43,0()0 liters of fuel, By to
Kien Tuong Province. The operation continued as May the 7th Divilsion had several battalions operat-
the month ended, Inlg with Territorial Forces it the three provinces,

(C) In the Khmer Republic, during tcross bordir Activity decreased sharply after B-62 strikes, co:i-
(,porations, fighting centered in the Kocnpung Trach rentrated tactical air support, and several mignifi-
area (Fig, 2-10(), O,• 4 April a ra,•ger battalion rant engagements,
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III g ýly tOw 4th Rlanger Grou p retu rned to Aditdional11 ranwr hvI attlion an lilt iCI ii IL l 0k ed Ca valry

* .Il fl,01 Nillitary Region I for eourganli'atiton squadronl wivre deployed to the area with the mis-
tiltiog Onl 12 May the 16th Regiment, 11th 41on of spoiling 11l11'ily atempts to Infiltraitei per.

* 0Pliiitt'i for Military Region :1 and the sjonnet andil supplies Inito wesiterni Chau Doe And
I(oiuto 1:1 operationi. At Approximately the Kien (;tiag Provinces, Although numerous small

theI~* focu s of ac'ti vity sh ifted fronm the ('001110 ter Willcpo-t id, the tmom di100 'ivisio a(1Ivo(ided
* ,. i tot the wes tern provinces of Klaiin ainy Ii(' el vio en gageniviintit. As the mu 11th ernded,

1*11i~ng 'l'ie, and An Xuyen, activity in the 44th Special Tactical Z/onei area of
CwI.l\' lly ctivity in Kion Giang Province Operatiitons wait lit it low level,

14 *,,, .jio, plitttern of att~acksi observedl in the (C) ConibIt. activity inl Military Region 4 in dune
1* ,ublir douring Apr'il, Market places were fo used lin N orthern K ien Tluon g Provloce And lin

.11i'1loot bidnswrdetodad the crosti-borller Area known its the Kl'ophaiut's Foot,

WON b~urneu. On 19) May the town of Klan At the beginning of June the South Vietnamese
wns i3ttliidied by an estimated two companies Army redeployed Additional forces to exploit sutl-

liogilniot, let NVA Division, Three ceseful encounters with the 5t~h NVA Diviaion at
1fligilila Force companies andl a ranger the end of May., Ranger battalione were also em.

WiTO committed to the area, By 24 May ployed across the holder in the vicinity of 'ruk
.ihioi 1)(4111 00 eured; howvever, the enemy Molls duinoig the i11o11th,

tii cement plaiot and the high ground (C) On I June, in reaction to intelligence infornia-
tio Vol~t. III six dlays of fighting Around tion received ol :ii May, ranger elemeiints surround-

1, Rg,14 enemy wereo killed with light ad anl enemy force approximately f Iivekilometers
1;%'N honsiltioli. The cilillnt plant wallseacured oon south of Tulk Wals, R0ight, sorties of VNAF tactical

%i oot the high ground along the coast by the all, mlipporteiltthe engagement which reslultod in 1:13
0 Hr lily oeliniy killed. Hr i ger lossesI' were Nix killod Anid 17

'V i~w wvgtr Lu(iCuAmn g Thien Province Ara ica w otunded.
wIln l imluing the last half of the month as ((C) OIil 10 JtiiilP Ii AliLrl-i iliciellee in enem~ly RAltvity

ir I hi 06A, I RB, and 1D1 Regiments at- caused A RVN to deploy iL ranger0 battalion to Klan
-. i 0LI ii tm with m ortargc and gri~lInld T'otinig Prov intce to vr ntoriL'Iii litilt atak by~ olomoi'iicts

\IIii 'l'Ti~rcitorilIl Forces were shifted to of till 275~th Regiment, 5th N VA Divitilon onl the
ropii i i the 15th Regtii ont, wh ilo hail (lit riet town of Toiy I' Blobh, Overi 20 tactical Ali-

Militaly Region I1 A moodeirate level of mollies werle flown illl sppiort of tilt contact. At
w i o iointedl throuighout the rest of thi! the 811101 t ime0 thle 12th Roegini 11t c ommllenced oipera'l-

tion Iii ll Lb 1 Clii Liay-Clii Ie aroea of Dinhu Tuoo g
Ill clii:-iiildii operactionis activity we,;li at iL 'l'VIII00'io In IiloneV 0h0 12t1 Reg,111imet URSeiilocii

i l'11hiwin tilt Koinpoli Tluch operaitioni opeat~iiilial~ i-mitiiii of uili fortu, lin Kieii 'luoni
1 i- (it :i) Aprili. Finll resuits of that Provilil, Rvesils onl tll, 110Li wueiL 1(05 cneniy killed

A-)'Pi 1,11W LT'IVi~I. kiillid huh 224 friendily with no ARlVN viisiilti(ew Accuse thlt biorder Iknutlier
Iiuii 11`1 oihsing, I;oeeitirinint fIN woil illitl. Aliii oi l tilt- i tiil) territoialc kiiiis

0 oil, Ilii town (if NIvii NIIIliltn X'liyvii l'nvivliii, kiiling
iii Iiil( I'llocle tlc Iimiii v lid- 15 v inimy mdon) iii0oing, 20 wioioiii. tint tilt 1201i

* . jifli IX 1 1 njy. lit 1.1iipoiiel ii to reports t hat (lit, 1211 ii Iginiiii vul o to iIii l ovi iii\ nitiici. will tiii
Ow I st NVA Illyuitn wevelt' o)11if Tl'illi Ilii Rogi*m1it, ritli NVA hivisuji lit till, PE-lo~iiuCHl

I iiti~iiifli Wit' teiftodinto111 tie Pot itroll if uiith Kitwi 'I'loiin, Prl'ovinre. Ill two
NI ri 1illiw iiryli. Thul following (iliy thrue tiiii'iillitai5 11ii Lii'iiiy Will' IdiI~led
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COMFIDEWTi~t
CHAPTER 3

SOTHVIETNAMESE CONEOFNIE

JULY - OCTO9BERl 1972I(U) The period from July through October wits Rations to their' socialist allieS. 0laims Of Victory
one of cautious hope its the ARVN fought to regain were supplemented with warnings that the NorthI lost territory, diplomatic moves raised hopos for Vietnamese wouldi be forcedi to undergo more (liffi-
pelace, and the US withdrawal continued, July was culties anti hardshipsi before victory was complete.
a month of hope for the South Vietnamese. The Early in July the North's negotiator for the cease-
US-USSR summit raised hopes for peace and ARVN fire, Xuan Thuy, returned to Paris, Hanoi declared
began counteroffenuives to retake lost territory in that every able-bodied citizen of working ageii would
Quang Tri and Dinh Dinh Provinces, President Thieu be mobilized to defeat the US aggressor, Exhorta-
was granted powers of emergency rule in the fields tionsi to rally their people and rather pointed
of national defense, security, finance, andi economy suggestionsm that the USSR andi PRC were sacrific-
for mix months, President Nixon's 28 June and 21) Ing North Vietnam's interests characterized Hanoti's
August announcementst of lurther US withdrawals propaganda through October, Onl 201 October Hanoi

were favorably received by tile Saigonl press, which ainnounced the peace agreement and set ill October
felt that the US had shown strong backing In the for, the signing, a dlate ignored by the US8 and
intensive air offensive directed against the enemy South Vietnam,
and the delivery of equipment to the RVNAF. There (C) During the summer nnd early fail months
was some speatilation that South Vietnam's nego- MACV continued to redeploy US troops and equip-
tiating position at the Paris talks had improved ment, assilit the RVNAF, and plan for the cease-
substantially, The announcement in July that Kore- fire. In August the last US ground combat elements,
an forces would be withdrawn after the offensive Task Forces GIMLET and GlARRY OWEW, rede-
was taken in stride by the Vietnamese, The trend ployed, From a US force of nearly 04,000 oil
was elearly toward pence; visits by MG, Alexander June, only about half that number remained by the
Haig Iin July and September andi Dr. Henry Kis- end of October, MACV responsibility for strategic
singer Iin August and October to consult with PSYOP wast transferred to CINCPACI on 1 July.,
Prosident Thied. kept nlive speculation that. a cease- MACV continued to support UIVNAF operationsi
fire wast near, Asi the RVNAF' slowly pushed the with TACAIR, 14-62, NOD'S, and US Army aviation
enlemly Wick, retaking Quang Tri City onl 16 Sep- during the periodc, Further reduction Iin the
tonmlier. and seeking to olpen lines of communication, strength of MACV causud planners to make hard
P'resident Thieu was consolidating his government, cholcom on which units and functions would be
Although virtually all of the political parties andi deletedl. Ini Implementing the I July 01,000 mail
groups denounced the Communists, they were tnot force structure, GIEN Woyand dlire~ted that the
p~replaredl to fully suppiort President Thieu, who then force structure be reviewed and modified to ILL-
formed hisl own political party, U nder his emier- coniniocloatte those 118 assets whiell contributed most
gency powersi Thieu suppended hamlet chief elve- to diestruction of the enemy, to the' assistance of
tions, reformed local administration and set strict till- Vietnamese governtment, and the combatt per-.
rules for thle press in an effort to solidify the fornaiane of the RVNAF, and to the oeceipt and
government and promote national unity, lie also time of equipment being furnimlhed under Pr-oject
continued to insist that the conditions for a cease- ENHIANCE, Further troop ruts were orcer~edi dur-
fire must InclIudie withdrawal of thet N V A /VC andI ing the period which resulted Ili additional plaunnlng
renunciation of violence If they wished a pulace inl to consolidate or eliminate functions and units. Ini-

-S, uth Vltietnm's government. Thivu also offered to stallutilon turnovers, reduced missions, aini the move
reiulgn to allow Independent elections. The Saigon of USARV/MACV SUPCOM fromt Long Biunh to
press began speculating Iin October that President Saigon resulted Inl reduced ionulpuwmir needsm
Nix~on would not sacrifice Snouth Viletna mese in- (1t) Tll. j ,rI oli frinl Joih1c th r'ough Oeto tar wits

* ~~tdurests l killa attemnp t to ga ii a p rc'-'lectionl rca s - one of slo wly h'gRi nninc retornvery for tle' people of
* ~~ fIre. Southb V letina. The en,' my was Itos y trying to

IIU) 'I'llQ Comm onl til pa Fit I)PUs' View in JUH noWasl rebul1Id his shialttered on its * as fri endliy force movd f(Vu
not as optimistic as It hadl been the previous two onl fu,' orffenuive, retaking tjuunw Tri City, the lost
months. Iiilo en0 xpjressed dlissati sfac tion with the o rdionK Otf filliill nh iPromvi nce, anud see king out
125-ISSR summit, remindilig tih' Hussiauns of obiu Ohw (.114.111 I, ki-','j hint off' hitlanuq'. P'olit~ically,
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Troopers from the ad lattellon, 21st Infantry, part of Tok FoPrte GIMLET, dismalt their hellcopters an 10 August aS they return from
the field, Task Force GIMLIT woo the lost US ground combat unit employed In V1otniell,.

there were continued rumors of a cease-fire played Phu Yen, as the rest of the region was quiet, Mili.
up in the press, while President Thieu's reforms of tary Region 3 was relatively quiet although enemy
local elections and administration were greeted activity near Saigon increased. Some enemy pressure
with apathy, Where there was little fighting, de- continued In the southern portion of the Delta in
velopment programs were resumed, The refugee Chuong Thien Province, but the enemy changed his
population had stabilized, Allowing government of- focus to Klan Hoa and Go Cong Provinces in the
ficials to focus on resettlement of refugees In northern Delta,
camps, Dr. Kimminger's late October announcement (U) The National Police and PSDF continued to
of an impending cease-fire was coincident with a assume security missions in the populated areas,
short-lived enemy attempt to capture hamlets allowing the Territorial Forces to operate in a
throughout the country, mobile role and to sometimes Join with the ARVN

(U) Terrorism remained high throughout the four for field operations. On balance, the Territorials
months from July through October, as the VC at- did well in spite of reorganizations and a lack of
tempted to remind people of their presence through training, Their performance was hampered some.
rocket attacks, bombingm, abductions, and assassinas what by a "cease-fire mentality" which extended
tions, In Military Reigion 1 enemy attention was to a degree to both sides,

focused on the three southern provinces where he (U) Decree Law 120, which abolished hamlet
was driven out after capturing several district elections and reduced the number of village and
towna. .s Quang Tri City was regained, the enemy hamlet officials, wan regarded with little interest
was driven hack from Hue, relieving the city from by the general public. The reduced number of of.
sporadic shellingg, In Military Region 2, enemy ac- ficials lessened the financial burden on the villagers
tivity continued in Kontum, Pleiku, Binh Dinh, and and allowed President Thieu to enhance his powers
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by appointing his own men to local posts, highly successful performance of the RVNAF per-

(U) Development moved out of the doldrums as sonnel at the communication sites.
land reform, public works, local revenue improve. (S) A combined JOB/MACV committee was
ment, and village self-development projects moved formed in August 1972 to identify trade-off spaces
ahead. During summer and the early fall months to support Project ENHANCE and other new re-
the economy of South Vietnam stabilised, even quirements, The final recommendations resulted in
though industrial production remained depressed. a reduction of 17 Popular Force platoons plus
On the plus side, the US in-country procurement streamlining in all the services to allow for the
program was expected to stimulate local manufac, new requirements, In September 1972 another com.

"" turing and construction. The flexible exchange rate bined MACV/JGS committee was formed to super.
policy and import subsidy program adopted by the visa and monitor the activation progress of new
government combined to stimulate exports, In addi- RVNAF units. In October MACV made several
tion, a complete tax overhaul was in the offing. recommendations to JOS with respect to the upcom.
On the negative side, textiles and beverages, the ing RVNAF Force Structure Review for FY 74,
country's two largest industries, continued below Late in October JOS submitted a study concerning
normal production, Further, the invasion and ad. RVNAF Improvement and modernization to COM-
verse weather reduced the rice corp about ten per- USMACV for consideration in the general cat.-
cent below estimates, gories of armor, artillery, air defense, ground

(C) Project ENHANCE deliveries of materiel to maneuver forces, air force, and navy, When it was
the RVNAF continued throughout the period, The determined that a large portion of the require-
replacement of combat losses had progressed so ments wore for complex systems that were logis-
that by early August the ARVN and VNMC equip- tically demanding and were in excess of current I
ment levels approximated those immediately pre. RVNAF operational requirements, COMUSMACV
ceding the enemy oflensive, A Vietnamese Navy informed the chief, JOB, that only the equipment

ENHANCE activýity to improve the supply support in currently approved programs would be available
effectiveness of the Vietnamese Naval Supply to the RVNAF,
Center (VNNSC) was completed in late August, A (C) During this period the VNAF increased in
US Navy technical team had developed a compre. sise to 49 flying squadrons with the activation of
hensive warehousing and inventories program to one C.7 squadron, une liaison squadron (0.1/U-17),
provide the VNN a capability to properly manage the and one EC-47 squadron, The formation of a C-119
VNNSC, initially assisted by a maximum advisory reconnaissance squadron to provide coastal surveil.
effort, This activity was closely aligned with a train, lance in coordination with VNN was in the final
Ing program aboard VNN blue water ships to develop stages of planning, awaiting Installation of neces-
a viable fleet supply system and to train storekeepers sary radar equipment by US contract personnel,
aboard ships to handle large supplies of repair (8) With reag'A to the VNMC force structure
p'erts which were then In.country awaiting placement JOS responded favorably to a MACV proposal that

.. on ships, a one battalion amphibious raid capability be do-
(U) The logistics facilities transfer progressed veloped within the VNMC, In August MACV re.

. as the ARVN assumed the overall responsibility quested 30 LVTP-Bs as %n addition to Project EN-
for Cam Ranh port operations on I September. On HANCE. "
I October' the Da Nang port was turned over to (St The US advisory pl)(gram, while reduced in
the ARVN; the Da Nang Port Authority assumed size, expanded several functions during thin period
control of general cargo operations and subsequently to include: mobile training teams for combat infan.
handled all port operations. Similarly, the last two try, armor, artillery, and ranger battalion refresher
major bulk POL systems at Da Nang and Long training; security training to upgrade the security
"Hinh were turned over to the RVNAF during of key logistical installations; special new equip.
"September, sent training for TOW and XM 202 flare rockets;

"(U) As part of the economic support program, special training for crater analysis and counter-
the transfer of US scrap in Vietnam to the govern- battery techniques; and advisors for Project EN-
ment was authorized in September. The Vietnam IiANCE units.
Central Logistics Agency was designated to ad. (C) The average size of division advisory teams
minister the program. Including scrap brass, the was reduced to 34 by September, The VNN ad-
kistimated value was 30 million dollars. visory strength continued to be reduced, as did the

(U) In the communications-electrunics area the AFGP advisory strength, a result of consolidations
third quarter of 1972 was the most dynamic for Mid reduetiOlnr made In rempomse to increasing Viut-
Vietnamization, The transition schedule was ac- rmueme self-sufficieney awid the continued with-
celrated as u result of the 118 withdrawal and the driuwil of US fotrte from tie litp ublit of Vietnam.
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AIR OPERATIONS IN SOUTH VIETNAM
ill) As ARVN fo rJcIes rtecov'eredl from the thovk sortie levels had Imaked at 91(l during the assault

of the initial enemy onslaught, the ground situation on Kontum in May and declined during the re.
improved niarkdly. Thu forces of the RVAZ pere mainder of the counteroffensive to a low of 160
rtillocated to place the best ARVN and VNMC sorties in October, ARC LIGHT activity in Military
units oppsiste' the greatest enemy threpts, Heavy Region :t was generally down from the April-May
titi its.utSli n itt'itt'tney troop concentrations, storage attacks ohi An Loc, where a monthly rate of :136
jiruas, aind lines of communication kept the enemy sorties was averaged, During the counteroffensive
from suatssfoliv, followilng up his initial successes, in M1lt.ry Region 1, B.5l2 activity was light in
thus gaining the nitwlh-rseeded time for the RVNAF Military Region 2. Military Region 4 had generally
to retrain. The Vietian•me•e offensive operations re- light ARC lIGH~iT support during the counterof.
iqit'ed air support not only in the form of close air fensive, except for a surge in July and August.
support by helicopters anid fixed wing gunships, (G) The VNAF continued to expend a high per.
TACAIR, and 1.-52 sorties, but also by the use of centage of its attack sorties against close air sup.
USMC aond Army helicopters to provide combat air- port targets during the counteroffensive. As the
lift for ARVN and ATNMC combat air assaults, US military situation improved, the US forces were able
.,ir cavalry units also teamed with VNAF units to to r'.tduce the proportion of their effort dedicated

struvidt' extremely valuable intelligence Information, to close air support and return to the interdiction
iS) B-52 sorties within the Republic continued effort, Whenever required, however, they returned

to increase, reaching o peak in August. of :1,407 to the close air support role, The daily fixnd wing
sorties, Of this offort by far the largest concentra- attack sortie rate rose anti fell moderately with the
tion of targets was In Military Region 1. Many of amount of enemy activity duhring .he counteroffen.
these sorties w%'rev in preparation for ARVN and sive period, US Army celose air support of ARVN
VNMC offensive operations directed toward the re- declined steadily in almost direct proportion to the
onopuite of t ttuing Ti'H. Military Region 2 B-52 continuing d rawdowni of air cavalry assets,
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GROUND OPERATIONS, JULY -OCTOBER 1972

MILITARY REGION I seven artillery pieces captured. On 22 July the
(C) On 28 June I Corps plans for a counteroff',, marines launched another combat assault into a

sive to regain control of Quang Tri Province (Fig. landing zone eight kilometers northeast of Quang
3-1) and to destroy the enemy forces ,hsere were Tri City and conducted clearing operations in the
set in motion. LTG Ngo Quang Truong seized the vicinity for two days.
initiative in the wake of the North Vietnamese (C) The Airborne Division had advanced steadily
failure to breach the My Chanh riverline defenses, as well, On 7 July airborne elements pushed into
launching a coordinated attack northward with the Quang Tri City and during most of the rest of the
Marine and Airborne Divisions, supported by ranger month combat activity centered in and around the
elements and units of the lt and 2d ARVN Divi- city. Enemy resistance in the provincial capital was
sions, The Marine Division was reinforced and then determined and well-organized, On 25 July airborne
attacked north in a sone bounded by the coastline elements breached the northeast wall of the Quang
in thi, eaut and Route I in the west (Fig, 3-2). The Trn Citadel, After constant heavy fighting inside
Marine attan4k began overland and by air assault the fortress airborne elements withdrew as a Corps

Sinto a landing zone north of Hal LAng with US directed boundary change made the marines re.
* Marine Corps helicopters providing the airlift, Both sponsible for operations within the city, The 2d Air-

the troops advancing by ground and those that were
airlifted met l,.ht to moderate resistance. The Air- borne Brigade assumed a Corps reserve mission,borne Division attacked north in i* sons generally movIng to PSB Sally for refittingt after participat. f
eotenDivision f attihayd 1torth hnighone groun n ing in some of the heaviest fighting of the counter-'•extending from Highway I to the high g~round on offensive.

the west, The 4th Itetiment, 2d Division followed
in support, The reernnaliaance company of the lit (C) During August the marines, reinforced by
Division and the K1st Airborne Ranger Group pro- Territorial Forces, continued their primary mission
vided flank ,•ecuritt sa the Airbo;rne Division of retaking the Quang Trl Citadel and secondary S

pushed three to five kilometerm into Quanff Tri mission of regaining control of the province capital,
Provinice, The airborne reported 280 enemy killed On I August 1 Corps commenced a 48-hour program
on the first day of the advancv, a&,, enemy tank and of preparatory fires to support the marine assault
five 117nin antiaircraft weapomi captured, and on the citadel. The program included artillery, naval
thr'e, enemy tanks destroyed. Thr offensive, gained gunfire, and tactical aircraft targeted at known and
momentum in the nest two days when airborne suspected enemy positions, particularly 180mm
battalions combat assaulted into landing zones eight artillery positions in the Dong Ha area, The marine
to ten kilometers north of the Thua Thien pro- assaull on 3 August failed to break the enemy de-
vincial boundary, Ground contacts were light; for fenses, although the assault was supported with
the moment the enemy forces avoided decisive con over 2,000 rounds of mortar and artillery fire into
tact, In the first three days of the attack the the citadel on that day alone, The marines reported

marines reported that 368 enemy were killed, one that 140 enemy were killed during the first three
130mm gun and two tanks were destroyed, and one days of the mouth, while marine casualties were
tank was 'aptured, Marine losses were light; 25 reported as light to moderate, ,
killed, 55 vounded, and two 155mm howitzers de- (C) Heavy house-to-house fighting continued near
stroyed and one damaged, the citadel, while to the north heavy contacts de-

(C) The marines operating east of Route 1 made veloped between the Vinh Dinh and Thach Han
steady progress toward Quang Tri City against the Rivers. A B-52 strike four kilometers west of the

Sh 1 g B ncity resulted in numerous secondary explosions, in.:• 27th and 31st Rtegiments, B-6 Front and the 18th

"and 325th Regiments, By 10 July they had killed cluding a large explosion which sent a smoke cloud
over 600 of the enemy, destroyed ten tanks, and to 10,000 feet, The west. bank of the Thach Han
liberated 1,150 Vietnamese civilians. On 11 July the River was struck by B-52s on i9 August with large
marines conducted a combat assault, with USMC secondary explosions lasting 20 to 25 minutes. The
helicopters airlifting a reinforced battalion and same day US tactical air was employed to breach

B-52s, tactical air support, naval gunfire, and Viet- the Quang Tri Citadel wall and to destroy a large
tamese marine artillery providing support. The building being used as a fortified position, As a

landing was made successfully despite a stout de- result, enemy mortar and recoilless rifle fires, which

fense on the ground, and the battalion moved had been heavy prior to the air strike, were re.

toward the other rn,Lrine forces advancing from the duced,

south, Ground linkup was made on 15 July. Enemy (C) Although top priority was given to locating
losmes were 245 killed, 17 tanks destroyed, and and destroylug ncem)y artillery, mixed attacks-by.
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Yietnaristi. Marlme. stand in the rubble of Quarto TH.

fir e agulnst mar ine elements intensified after 12 were rotated from the front line for rest atid re.
August, reaching a peak4 of approximately :1,000 fitting,
rounds on the 22d. The incrieamed air effort (U) In defense of the citadel, the NVA also em-
probab~ly caumed some rediuction in the hindIriit fire ployed a rotation syntem, The OB1 aind ((114 Reei-
lL't'tivvd by marine elemnents; however, 15,000 rounds niefts, :120B1 NVA Division, ware the~ fluct unit"
wam reported for the last week of the month, defendling the city. In mid-August the Un2tii NVA

(C) Ground fighting was heavy Around the citadlel Division elements began to be rotated in.
and In an ar'ea four to seven kilometers north- (C~) Dluring Augcust the Airborne Division WAN
norAugust Aln hmarin nebattlon emnge h exapemy fon anpoyd tho proutec th Marin e suly rioute Theare
northeast aln Phase batlione eold.Asn texape, nemdefloyeAd toe pRoutec th marinespl rison'e, whetre
jumt mouth of the vitadel iii a four-hour battle. o prtomwsbree ntenrhetb
iroutnd fighting Intensified on 24 August when the o prtoswsbree ntenrhetb

enlemy launched a series of e'mnpany-slzi' Attacks, the Thach lian Rivier, on the southeast greneraully
supportedi by mortar aind artillery fires. The con- Along the Sonic Ho, and Rotute I formed the division'm
tinctK, which started early in the morning, subsidod rear boundary, As the month began airborne ele-
latec in the day. The followingf clay the attacks were mieiltm effeetively employed tactical air and artillery
it-am Intense and focused Just south of the citadel, to engage the enemy at long range in the Hal Lang
During theme two dnym the marine% killed 2(101 of the Forost, D~uring the first four days of the month
enomy while sustaining light loses. The marines airborne, nrtillery aund tactival Air reportedly dle-
eontInued to fight well throughout August ats units stroyeci 11 tanks, eight 1lorimn howitzers, three
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122mm artillery pieces, and two 130mm guns, Addi- Intense fighting, usually of short duration, was
tionally, 11 tons of munitions were destroyed, reported as the enemy appeared to be attempting

(C) On 6 August the enemy countered with light to interdict Route 1. As an example, on 19 August
attacks-by-fire, striking an ammunition dump at enemy armor appeared from the Hat Long Forest
Camp Evans, and destroyed 63 tons of ammunition, area moving toward the highway. Tactical air de-
mostly 105mm rounds, Elements of the 304B Dilvi- stroyed ten enemy tanks, arl the TOW ground
dion launched a combined tank-infantry attack on missile systems destroyed one, The tollowing day 50
7 August against elements south of FSB Nancy. enemy bodies were found in the same area, preaum-
ARVN defenses held and the enemy withdrew, The ably killed by the air strikes. Ground activity rose
following day a lighter attack was reported in the sharply on 27 August as enemy infantry and armort
same area, and again the force was repulsed. The units (probably elements of the 308th Division and
enemy lost nine tanks destroyed in the two-day en- the 20.3d Tank Regiment) attacked airborne elements
gagement. eight kilometers south of Quang Tri, Just west of

(C) On 11 August the let Ranger Group, under the ground battle a South Vietnamese jorward air
the operational control of the Airborne Division, controller directed artillery and air strikes against
began an operation to sweep the FSB Rakkasan enemy troops in the open and reported 150 enemy
area from the north (Fig. 3-3), The operation met killed, Light activity was reported the rest of the
light enemy resistance and no significant results month In the A':borne Division are% of operations.
were reported, (C) During the first week of September the

(C) The heaviest enemy pressure centered ap- Marine Division continued its attack on enemy units
proxdniately ten kilometers south of Quang Tri City, in Quang Tri City and along Phase Line Gold, The
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marines encountered strong enemy resistance and toward Camp Evans and FSB Nancy. Increased
ware shelled continually with enemy mortars and mapper activity was also reported in the Marine and

heavy artillery. Attacks-by-fire ranged from 1,500 Airborne Divisions rear arose,

to 2,000 rounds daily and were the heaviest against (C) In the first day of the attack, marine ele-
marine units attacking the citadel, Intelligence ments engaged In heavy fighting am they inflicted

sources estimated that enemy forces used indirect heavy camualtiem on the enemy defending the Quang
fires to scromn resupply operations and unit rota- Trn Citadel, By 9 September the Airborne Division

tions in and north of the city, On 7 September the had secured the three enemy strongpoints just
let Ranger Group was attached to the Marine Dlvi. xouth of the citadel, By 12 September the marines

sion and assumed an area of operation north and had breached the citadel wall at the northeast

northeast of Quang Tri City. This action was in corner, and by the following day a company-sise

preparation for a flive-battalion marine assault on force had entered the southmast corner after heavy

the citadel which began on Sl September as part of fighting, The marine eontingent inside the citadel

a coordinated marine-airborn e attack, The Airborne steadldy Increased in spite of determined enemy

Dlvislon, which had seen light action during the def,' ,,es and heavy mortar and artillery fires, By

first week of the month, was assigned the mission latv afternoon on 14 September, three marine bat. ,'

of attacking northwest to secure the east bank of talionN were fighting Inside the citadel. The follow.

the Thach Han River mouth of Quang Tri City, The Ing day the units linked-up along the east wall

major objectives were to destroy three enemy and conducted a coordinated attack against the re.

strongholds south of the river and to prevent use maining enemy forces, By late afternoon the entire

of the river am a resupply route. As part nf the citadel wall was In friendly hands and reports in-

coordinated effort, amphibious demonstrations were dicated that the remaining disorganized enemy fled

' conducted east of Dong H. as e diversion from the north. Enemy losses in the final day nf fighting

main attack to retake Quang Tri City, Enemy forces for control of the citadel were over 700 killed, nine

reacted to the operation by increasing the pressure prisoners taken and numerous individual and crew.

"against ranger units along Phase Line Gold and served weapons were captured, Quang Trn City was

attacking from the southern Hal Lang Forest area officially declared recaptured on 15 September.
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(C) During the marine fight for Quang Tri City toward Thanh Hot, north of Phase Line Gnld. The
the ranger defense along Phase Line Gold with- attacks met sporadic enemy resistance, primarily
stood daily enemy attacks, The defense was pene- delaying actions, As these operations progressed, the
trated on one occasion, but the rangers successfully Marine Division was directed to secure and hold
counterattacked, eliminating the penetration. Mean- Phase Line Brown. Positions near Long Quang were

* while, as anticipated, the 304B Diviison increased occupied on 24 October, Toward the end of the month
"pressure from the Hal Lang Forest against the Air. heavy rains had inundated the lowlands, and the
borne Division units, but a counterattack from that advance northward was almost at a standstill, A
area did not materialize, marked increase in enemy attacks-by-fire the last

(C) Following the fall of Quang Trn City, activity two days of the month indicated enemy knowledge
decreased sharply as the marine elements eliminated of impending marine offensive operations as the
small pockets of enemy resistance remaining in the NVA shifted the majority of its fire from the Air.
city. Enemy attacks-by-fire also decreased and borne Division to the Marine Division area of opera-
marine units were rotated to rear areas for rest, tions,
refitting and to receive replacements. Toward the (C) In the Airborne Division area south of Quang
end of the month enemy attacks-by-fire against the Tri City, the attack initiate. on 30 September to
airborne elements increased as they continued their meise Pire Support Bases Anne and Barbara met
drive toward the east-southeast Thach Han River strong enemy resistance, The 209th Regiment, 312th
bank, On 30 September the division began an at- Division, defensive positions along the south bank
tack westward to seise FSB Anne, with Barbara a of the Thach Han River and in the Hai Lang Forest
secondary objective, The attack into the northern were well-organised and supported by accurate In.
Hal Lang Forest met well-organised positions, direct fire, Enemy fire against the Airborne Divi-
heavily defended by the 312th and 4l04B Divisions siaon elements averaged from 600 to 700 rounds daily.
elements, supported by mortars and artillery, Pro- Progress was slow during the first ten days of the
gross was slow the first day of the attack, but the operation; however, forward elements had reached
airborne soldiers continued to make progress, positions four kilometers east of FSB Anne and

(C) As October began, Marine Division elements two objectives had been secured along the Thach
conducted operations along Phase Line Gold and Han River against moderately heavy enemy resls-
prepared for limited objective offensive operations tance, Activity increased on 11 and 12 October as
four to five kilometers north to Phase Line Brown, units advanced into enemy base areas and secured
Initially, the operations were planned to return the an objective two kilometers northeast of Anne.
marine units to Phase Line Gold within two to Also on 12 Ocotber, the 7th Ranger Group wak
five days. These plans changed later in the month placed under operational control of the Airborne
when the marines were ordered to secure and hold Division with the mission of rear area security,
Phase Line Brown, allowing the division to commit more forces to the

WC) The first of a series of planned operations attack, The lot Ranger (roup remained the I Corps
began on 7 October when a reinforced marine bat- reserve and occupied positions on the Airborne Dlvi.
, talion attacked north along Route 560, The attack sion flank. The 3d Airborne Brigade was tasked to
",pogressed 1.5 kilometers the first day, against disrupt enemy supply routes,
moderate enemy resistance from the 27th and 31st (C) By the middle of the month monsoon weather
Regiments, B-5 Front, and on 9 October, govern. was limiting tactical air support to the Airborne
mient forces occupied Trieu Phong District Head- Division, and progress was slowed. The lot Air-
quarters where they remained for the rest of the borne Brigade assumed defensive positions without
month. Activity around Trieu Phong was moderate reaching the Thach Han River bank, On 16 October

* initially, but reduced to a low level by 15 October activity increased sharply all along the western
1972. Tactical air and B-52 strikes were employed front as Airborne Division elements advanced
north and northwest of Quang Tri in support of against heavy enemy resistance from the 304th and
the Vietnamese forces with numerous reports of 312th Divisions, Monsoon rains and increased enemy
weaponm destroyed and secondary explosions. On 18 indirect fire attacks again slowed the momentum of
October marine reconnaissance teams briefly crossed the attack, Although little ground progress was
the Thach Han River to observe activity in the Ai made, the impact of the offensive on enemy opera-
Tu combat base area in preparation for a planned tions was apparent. Artillery and antiaircraft
attack, The reconnaissance teams reported light weapons were captured in good condition, and
enemy activity, but by the end of the month the body finds attested to the effectiveness of allied
attack had not been launched, artillery and air strikes.

(C) On 20 October a marine element launched (C) On 25 October plans for the Airborne Divi-
a reconnaissance-in-force operation along the coast sion were altered, and the units were directed to
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bypass Anne and Barbara and attack to the rear July lot Division elements were forced to withdraw
of these positions to capture enemy materiel, Units from Bastogne, Hlowever, the situation stabilized
on the mouth flank would then be in a position to and LTG Truong was confident that the 1st Divi-
attack the fire bases from the flank, The maneuver sion could maintain control of the western approach
was muccessful and Barbara was reoccupied on 31 to Hue. On 27 Jui, the division was reinforced
October against moderate resistance from the 9th when LTG Truong assigned the Blot Regiment to
Regiment, 304B Division, Although the base was operate in the Prea south of FSB Birmingham, The
reoccupied, friendly control of the surrounding area 1st Ranger Group was designated the Corps Re.
had not beer. clearly established as the month serve, Enemy artillery uttacks were heavy in the
ended, Spurred by the 3d Airborne Brigade's success, lat Division area during the period 22 to 29 July
the 2d Brigade's attack against FSB Anne gained when over 10,000 rounds of fire were received in
momentum, but it had not been taken by ill October. the vicinity of Bastogne, Checkmate, and Birming.

(C) During the Quang Tri counteroffensive, ham, On 8 July and again on 13 July the Phu Bai
activity continued in the other Military Region I ammunition storage area received attacks-by-fire
provinces, During July the let Division remained and a sapper attack (probably by the CT2 Sapper
responsible for the defense of the western and Battalion, 5th NVA Regiment) resulting in 2,850
southwestern approaches to Hue in Thu& Thien rounds of artillery ammunition destroyed,
Province, Enemy activity continued to be centered (C) Quang Nam Province reported light com.
around FSBs Bastogne and Checkmate, with con. bat activity in early July, Activity increased in theI.
stant pressure maintained in this area, Checkmate Que Son area and in the vicinity of FSB Ross
wap lost, retaken, and finally evacuated because of toward the end of July (Fig, 3-4). PW and agent
the lack of cover and concealment within the base, reports Indicated that the enemy was preparing to
The Checkmate area was then controlled by friendly employ armor and 130mm artillery. On 23 July, 2d
forces occupying the high ground nearby, On 26 Division elements in the Que Son mountains killed
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70 enemy while losing 20 friendly killed. During (C) Combat activity during August in Quang
the next week oneny unitUi continued to threaten, Nam Province focused on the Que Son Valley as
as 2d Division elements killed 300 enemy while the 711th NVA Division began operations to "lib.
Buffering friendly losmes of 24 killed and 74 wound- erate" the Quang Nam lowlands, As the month
ed, Enemy probes by the 711th ti.'.•n elements began the 3d Division continued to secure the Da
continued against FSB Ross as the month ended, Nang complex and protect lines of communication,
On 31 July, a joipt 2d and :1n Divkion operation was The 2d Division conducted operations in the Que
planned for I August against enemy units located Son Valley and the Hon Tan mountain range to
northwest of FSB Ross, 2d Division personnel corn- the northwest, also known as Tiger Ridge, During
I)leted TOW antitank missile training, and eight the first week of the month activity was at a low
TOW s;,stems were issued on :10 July, The priority level; however, both the Da Nang and Marble
for air and air cavalry support to units operating Mountain airfields were hit with rocket attacks.
in the Que Son area was raised. Other contacts in The Da Nang attack on :1 August consisted of 16
Quang Nan Province were of little significance. 122mm rockets fired by the 575th NVA Artillery

(C) In August thv 1st Division maintained the Battalion and resulted in five killed (one Ameri.
defense of Hue by conducting offensive operations can) and 21 wounded (20 Americans). The Marble
designnil to keep enemy forces off balance and pre- Mountain attack on (1 August consisted of 20
erupt offensive operations, As the month began, rounds of 82mm mortar fire, wounding six, three
enemy pr-essure continued in the FSBs Bastogne - of whom were Americans, On 6 August the 2d
Checkmate area with daily enemy attacks by mor- Regiment joined the 2d Division to conduct opera-
tar, rocket, and artillery fires. On 2 August division tions in the Que Son area. Three days later a
forces reoccupled Bastogne against light enemy captured soldier from the 270th Regiment, 711th
resistance, This event marked the beginning of NVA Division, led an element of the 2d Regiment 54

offensive operations to retake Checkmate and ex- to his unit seven kilometers northeast of Ross. The
pand the 1st Division area of control to the domi- enemy was engaged and 42 were killed with no Z
nating west and southwestern terrain. Checkmate ARVN losses...•
was reoccupied on 4 August following' pre-emptive (C) Although regular ARVN forces were not
B-52 strikes, Enemy pressure continued against heavily challenged during the first part of the
Bastogne and Checkmate with 400 to 000 rounds month, Regional Forces were attacked by large
of artillery and mortar fire daily and numerous enemy forces, For example, on 11 August Regional
ground contacts, D)uring the first ten days of Forces nine kilometers southwest of Hoi An re-
August, 21 tons of munitions were captured and ceived a heavy ground attack; supported by mortar
destroyed by 1st Division elements, By mid-month fire, The territorials quickly reinforced as Ament-
ground contacts Nvcre mostly friendly initiated and can helicoptui and Vietnamese gunships supported, '

cost the enemy heavily in personnel and equip- The fighting lasted throughout the day, resulting
ment, Tactical air and B-52 strikes also took a in 93 enemy killed and 39 weapons captured, Re-
heavy toll, As an example, on 13 August 50 bodies gional Force losses were 22 killed, :12 wounded, anti
were found in a 13.52 ntrike zone, and 19 more were two 105nm howitzers destroyed, In addition, 25
found the following (lay, civilians were wounded, and so houses burned. The

(C) ist Division patrolling operations supported city of Hol An also received a light attack-by-fire
by tactical air and B.52 strikes gained in momen- which wounded nine Vietnamese civilians.
'rum and extended farther into enemy held territory, (C) Heavy fighting erupted with the 31st and
Thr 24th of August was particularly productive :AHIh Regiments, 711th NVA Division, in the FSB
for the division as 116 enemy were killed and over Ross area on 18 August following indirect fire
20 tons of munitions were destroyed. In order tn attacks th. night before, Enemy forces attacked
support further penetrationms into enemy defenses, virtually all friendly positions in the Que Son area
I Corps artilhlry units displaced forward on 2(1 end interdicted Route 5:15 in several places, Da Nang
August and began a program of interdiction of AB was also struck with 4:3 rounds of 122mm
enemy rear areas, The following day ARVN artil- rockets, resulting In one American killed, 20 Amenr-
lery struck an enemy ammunition dump 14 kilo- cans wounded, seven Vietnamese civilians killed
meters south-southwest of Baptogne, causing sec- and 27 wounded; 11 aircraft were destroyed or
ondary explosions for almost three hours. heavily damaged. Pressure continued throughout

(C) As August ended 1st Division elements the day against Ross and Que Son District head.
conducted coordinated attacks to take the high quarters as the enemy assaulted in small units and
ground near Bastogne and Checkmate up to three "hugged" closely to friendly forces, hindering the
kilometers from the basea, while the 57th Regiment, use ol airpower, Ross and Que Son were evacuated A

continued operations south of FSB Anzio, hitp on IS August, atil 2d Division elements formed
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a defensive line midway between Que Son and FSB mappers from the 91st Sapper Battalion attacked
Baldy, the Route I bridge at Cau Lau, dropping one span.

(C) By 20 August the situation had stabilized The bridge was repaired and traffic was moving
with cosusitles for the two days reported as 180 the following day,
enemy killed, 31 ARVN killed and 195 wounded, (C) The lst Division conducted search and destroy
mostly from the 6th Regiment. An unknown number operations south and southwest of FSBes Bastogne
were missing, and many major items of equipment and Checkmate in Thus Thien Province during Sep.
were abandoned during the withdrawal, By 21 tember, targeted against logistics complexes of the
August the 2d Division had repositioned forces and 124B Division. These operations, supported by B-62

% counterattacked to retake Que Son District head- strikes and ARVN artillery, met light resistance
quarters and PSH Ross, The attack was launched initially, but enemy defenses stiffened as the ARVN
with one regiment, reinforced, along Tiger Ridge forces probed deeper into his base area. Enemy fire
on the north, and one regiment along Route 535 in against the attacking forces was light to moderate
the center. On 24 Angust the 4th Regiment joined and caused light casualties, as the 1st Division ex-
the 2d Division, and two days later it attacked panded its area of control by establishing platoon
along Route 535 with the objective of securing and company strongpoints in dominating terrain
Ross, features, During the first half of the month, ap-

(C) On 24 August BG Phan Hoa Hiep was re- proximately 65 tons of munitions were captured,
placed by COL Tran Van Nhut am commander of The search operations were interrupted on 19 Sop-
the 2d ARVN Division, Late the next day the 60th tember to adjust regimental boundaries, as a result
Ranger Border Defense Battalion reclaimed the Que of the 67th Regiment's departure to join the 2d
Son District Headquarters, although enemy strong Division in the Que Son Valley operation. The Slst
points were reported still inside the compound, Regiment replaced the 57th Regiment in the area
Some of the howitzers abandoned during the with- of operation south and southeast of Hue with the
drawal were recaptured in unserviceable condition, mission of maintaining the security of Route I
Enemy forces opposing the southern axis of ad- between the Hai Van Paos and Hue,
vance took heavy losses, as tactical air and B-152 (C) On 19 September the lt Regiment secured
Atrikes supported the 4th Regiment, As the month FSB Veghel and continued operations to occupy
ended the 2d Division launched a coordinated attack the high ground around the base-designed to ex.
against Que Son and FBB Ross, The enemy ele- tend control of the Route 547 complex further
ments of the 270th Regiment, 711th Division were southwest, By 23 September activity had reached
driven from Que Son except for a small pocket on the lowest level since the operation began in August
the northwest edge of the town, but the 4th Regi. to extend control outward from Bastogne amnd
ment had not yet retaken Ross. Checkmate, I.

(C) Activity remained light in the southernmost (C) Toward the end of the month, in response to r.

provinces of Quang Tin and Quang Ngai during Increased activity by the 582d NVA Battalion in
August, but there was an Increase over the preced- the Hal Van Pass area, the 51st Regiment con-
ing month, Enemy activity was in the form of ducted operations in Phu Loc District. Although
light harassing attacks-by-fire, terrorist incidents, these operations did not result in significant en.
ground attacks against outposts, and sapper at. gagements, enemy Interdiction of Route 1 was re-
tacks, Territorial Forces reacted well to each situas duced, Meanwhile, the two regiments in the Veghel
tion and inflicted heavy losses on the enemy. For area continued to discover small caches of enemy
example, the enemy attacked three villages south- supplies as they expanded control further south and
west of Binh Son in Quang Ngai Province before southwest.
dawn on 8 August. By the middle of the morning (C) In Quang Nam Province on I leptember, 2d
octor forces had blocked the land exits from the Division elements continued house-to house fighting

area, and the Vietnamese Navy was screening the Inside Que Son District Town af,6er the occupation
waterways, American helicopters and VNAF gun- of the district headquarters on 31 August, The town
ships supported the operation. Regional Forces was completely retaken on A September against
losses were 24 killed and 89 wounded, while the moderate resistance from the 13th Regiment, 711th
enemy lost 68 killed. Division. The 4th Regiment continued its attack

(C) Toward the end of the month Territorial south of the town toward FSB Ross, and by 3
Forces conducted operations to clear Barrier Island September it had occupied the southern part of the
southeast of Hoi An, During the operation, 116 base, Meanwhile 2d Regiment troops attacked
enemy were killed while Regional Forces losses southwest to secure Nui Loc Son and cut the enemy
were IS killed and 35 wounded, Approximately 750 supply lines in the Hiep Duc Valley. This objec.
houses were burned by enemy forces withdrawing tive was occupied on 6 September and the 2d Rlegi.
before the territorial sweep, On 31 August enemy ment continued the attack to seize FBB West, -0
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(C) By 1) September Rose had been secured, and then later by tha upsurge in enemy activity in
the major items of equipment previously abandoned Quang Ngai Province. Although enemy activity in-
were recaptured in an unserviceable condition. creased in the Quang Tin provincial lowlands, ARVN
Activity decreased sharply in the Que Son area, forces made limited progress toward retaking the
probably as a result of increased activity at Tien high ground around Tlien ienuoc. The 4th and 6th
Phuoc.in Quang Tin Province by the 31th Regiment, Regiments attacked toward the town against light
711th Division and the 5th Sapper Battalion. On enemy resistance on two separate approaches,
14 September the 3d Division assumed responsibility (C) On 24 September the 4th Regiment began
for operations in the Que Son Valley, locating its an operation to retake Hill 211, the key terrain
forward command post at FSB Baldy, Operational feature in the Tien l'huoc area, but made little
control of the 5th Regiment passed to the 3d Divi. progress, As friendly units maneuvered around the
slon, gling it the 2d, 5th, 57th, and 66ith Regi- town, enemy resistance stiffened, primarily with
ments, The 2d Division retained the 4th and 6th attacks.by-fire of mortar and 130mm artillery.
Regiments, Enemy activity also inc..iased in the lowlands,

(U) Activity, mostly enemy initiated, increased The plans to retake Tien Phuoc were ag'ain inter-
sharply on 18 September in the coastal lowlands rupted by a shift of division goundaries, which
of the province, and consisted of light attacks-by- gave the 3d Division rehponsibility for Quanig Nam
fire, sappeir attacks, and terrorist incidents, The Da and Quang Tin Provinces and the 2d Division,
Nang Air Base was hit on 23 September with 33 Quang Ngai Province, This resulted in the with-
122mm rockets, wounding three US Navy personnel drawal of one battalion of the 4th Regiment from
and causing minor structural and aircraft damage, the Tien Phuoc operation before Hill 211 was re-
Rockets which landed off the base killed or wound- captured,
ed nine Vietnamese. Activity was at a low level (C) On 29 September the 3d Division finalised
throughout the province for the rest of the month, plans to retake Tien Phuoc, The 6th Regiment was

(C) In September the level of enemy activity to seize the key terrain west and gouth of the town
. that had been experienced in-the north struck the and Plements of the 2d and 4th Regiments were to

aouthern areas of Military Region 1. As the North conduct air assaults to the northwest of the district
Vietnamese realized that an assault on Hue through capital and cut enemy supply lines, The operation
the 1st Division had failed and that Quang Tri was expected to begin on 1 October and to last
City would soon fall to the South Vietnamese, they about 10 days,
turned their attention to the relatively peaceful pro- (C) Most of the activity in Quang Ngai Province
vinces in the south to relieve the PVNAF pres'sure during September was enemy initiated (Pig 5), 3,
against Quang Tri, Combat activity in Quang Tin At the first of the month Regional Force elements
Province was the highest since the invasion began conducted operations throughout the lowlands and
on 30 March, On 3 September enemy forces of the reported several sharp engagements, As an ex-
8•th Regiment, 711th Division attacked villages and ample, on 2 September the 103d Regional Force
Reglonsi Force outposts in the vicinity of Tian Battalion killed 50 enemy north of Mo Due with
Phuoc. Trritorial Forces were deployed to the light losses, Ranger border defense battalions at
area, but by 6 September the town was seriously Ba To and (tin Vuc patrolled outward from their
threatened with the fall of fill] 211. Attempted air base camps, making sporadic contacts with the 52d
assaults onto the hill were diverted because of the Regiment, 320th Division, During the first half of
heavy enemy ground fire, A ground attack by ele- the month sporadic attaclis.by-fire, usually less
ments of the 38th Regiment and 5th NVA Sapper than Len rounds, were employed by enemy forces
Regiment, supported by heavy artillery and tanks against district towns, outposts and opeiating bases,
of the 572d Artillery-Tank Regiment, was success- but these caused little damatge, An exception to this
ful, and Tien Phuoe fell to the enemy on 9I Sep- was a 30-round mortar attack against Mo Duc on 15
tember. The ARVN initially retained outposts Septembeir, which marked the beginning of the 2d
southeast of the town, but enemy heavy artillery, NVA Division offensive in Quang Ngai Province,
used for the first time in the province, forced evac. (C) On 18 September Mo Pue District headquar-
untion of the outposts, ters came under heavy pressure from the 1st Regi-

(C) The 2d Division assumed responsibility for ment, 2d NVA Division, with mortar and rocket
the Tien Phuoc area of operations on 12 September. attacks, followed by ground attacks, An American
Fighting continued around Thien Phouc with heavy advisor was among the killed. Over 100 enemy
casualties on both sides. For the next few days, were killed, and the defense held, Territorial rein.
ARVN forces consolidated defensive positions and forcomentm from the north encountered an enemy
realigned forces for a counterattack, The counter- roaclblok near the Song Ve bridge and did inot
attack was delayed initially by Hurricane Flossis, reach Mot De., Landing Zone Dragon, just south of
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the town, fell into enemy hands by late afternoon, der pressure from the 52d Regiment; however, the

The following day enemy pressure increased at Mo rangers were steadily progressing toward taking

Due and began at Due Pho from the 141st Regi- the dominant terrain around the base camp and the

ment, 2d Division, and Ba To from the 52d Regi- district headquarters compound,

Ment. Bridges along Highway 1 were blown, and the (C) In Quang Tin Province two battalions of the

enemy strongpoint near the Song Ve remained. 3d Division conducted a combat assault north of

American and VNAF gunships supported the de- Tien Phuoc District Town on 30 September. Ou 7

fenders and were credited with inflicting heavy October elements of the 6th and 56th Regiments

casualties as bad weather hampered tactical air recaptured Tien Phuoc, The enemy suffered heavy

operations. The following day the Sa Huynh Dim- losses in his defense of the town, The attack on

_ trirt Town received a heavy day-long attack, but Tien Phuoc was the first truly offensive operation

the defense held, The 2d Division began preparations undertaken by the 8ld Division since its retreat
to deploy Regular Forces to southern Quang Ngal from Quang Tri. For the remainder of the month
Province, as it appeared that a major effort would operations were conducted to clear the enemy from

be required there, the surrounding terrain and return the area to

(C) Heavy fighting continued at Mo Due, Due government control,

Pho, and Ba To until 21 September, when enemy (C) Activity during the first part of October In

pressure began to subside. For the period 18 Quang Ngai Province consisted of resupply opera.

through 20 September government forces, with tions at Me Due, Due Pho, and Ba To. The enemy
American tactical air, naval gunfire, and gunship still controlled Landing• Zone Dragon, one kilometer

support, accounted for over 600 enemy killed in south of Mo Due. This terrain feature dominated

Quang Ngal Province. Vietnamese casualties were the town of Mo Due, and its recapture was essen.

70 killed and 232 wounded. Although the situation tial to securing the area, Elements of the 4th Regi.

in the province was serious, it had stabilized as ment were employed in the Mo Due area, the 5th

small scale reinforcements and resupplies reached Reoiment and l1th Ranger Group at Ba To, and

Ba To, Mo Due, and Due Pho. The. enemy then the 2d Ranger Group at Due Pho.

attacked numerous outposts throughout the pro- (C) On 5 October three AT.3 missiles hit the fire

vince on 22 September, particularlly along Routes support base northwest of BH To, destroying the
I and 515, and increased pressure against Due only two 105mm howitzers in that area. Because of
Pho on 24 September by gaining control of Landing poor weather and the loss of the howitzers, the Ba

Zone Bronco, Also reported in the lowlands were To situation was critical; however, on 8 October

numerous acts of terrorism in various villages and the howitzers were replaced and friendly elements
hamlets, began to clear the area of enemy forces, On the

(C) The situation resembled a stalemate at the same day elements of the 4th Regiment retook

three district towns and along Route 1 for several Landing Zone Dragon south of Mo Due and consoli.

days; however, American tactical air, naval gunfire, dated positions there, On 13 October elements of

and B-52 strikes were continually hitting enemy the 5th Regiment and the Ilth Ranger Group moved ,

positions as ARVN ground troops maneuvered to from northwest of Ba To to San Juan Hill on the

locate and engage the enemy. The 2d Ranger Group northeast. Elements of the 5th Regiment were posi-

from Military 2 arrived in Quang Ngai on 26 Sep- tioned near the intersection of Routes 515 and 516

tember and was Immediately air assaulted into the to interdict enemy movement there, Elements of

Due Pho area. Additional ra'nger units were deployed the 11th Ranger Group operated west and south

to the Ba To area, and 2d Division elements moved of San Juan Hill. The units in the Ba To area met

to Mo Due and began expanding the areas of con- light enemy resistance until 15 October when ele-

* trol. Enemy forces continued to launch attacks-by- ments of the 5th Regiment's defensive position

fire against the towns, but ground attacks declined were overrun. Alter regrouping, the 5th conducted

in intensity, local security operations east of Ba To. On 30

(C) By the end of September 2d Division el- October the Ba To ranger camp received heavy

ments were on the offensive. Activity around Due attacks-by-fire, followed by ground attacks by ele-

Pho had decreased to a low level and ranger units merits of the 52d Regiment. The 69th Ranger

were progressing northward along Route 1 against Border Defense Battalion was forced to withdraw

light resistance. Elements of the 6th Regiment and from the camp and Ba To was lost to the enemy,

a ranger border defense battalion were moving (C) The 2d Ranger Group operation in the vicin-

north along Route I front Mo Due, encountering ity of Due Pho was aimed at clearing Route 1 north

strong resistance near the Song Ve bridge. At Ba of Due Pho and linking up with elements of the 4th

To the three battalions, under control of the 11th Regiment moving south from Mo Due. After two

Ranger Group headquarters, were continually un- weeks of meeting moderate to heavy enemy rests-
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t~ance, Route I was opened between Mo Due and moon season neared, 1st, Division elements began
Due Pho on 21 October, preparing to occupy and operate along a line gen-

(C) On 28 October the list Ranger Group, pre. eeally from 753 Dastogne southeast to the Hal
viously under the olnerational control of the Air. Van Pass, The blst Regiment was committed south-
borne Division, commenced operations In the Binh~ east of Hue durfint the mor'th and conducted opera-
Son and Son Tinh Districts of nort~hern Quang Nel'J Lions the 5th and 8th NVA Regiments of
Province, the MRTTH,

(C) In Thun Thien Province during October the (CC In the Quo Son Valley, Quang Nanm Pro.
lot Division conducted search alid destroy operations vince, during October Id Division elements expanded
along Route 547? southwest of P813 Bastogne and their control over the valley complex, Only light
prepared for monsoon weather, lot Division opera- scattered contacts and light attaclcs-by-fire were
tions in the vicinity of FSB Veghel uncovered reported until 30 October, when the old district
numerous caches of enemy munitions and supplies heatiquarters southeast of the new resettlement
as well as enemy cam.,Alties killed by air and artil. area was attacked by an unknown else force from
lery, For example, 1,400 rounds of mortar ammunli- the Slast Regiment, 711th Division. Territorial Forces
tMon, plus other supplies, were found south of were forced to withdraw from the old headquarters
Veghel on I October. The lot and 54th Regriments complex.
eng,,iged elements of the 32413 NVA Division in daily (C) Combat activity in other parts of the province
contacts with highly favorable results for the South consisted mostly of Territorial Forces contacts with
Vietnamese, small enemy olemet'ts along the populated lowlands.

(C) Government control was ex~panding along On 4 October an unknown usie enemy force (prob.
thle southwest approaches to Hue by positioning ably the 70th NVA Battalion and a Quang Nam VC
company or platoon-size units of the lst Division Provincial unit) attacked two small villages on
on dominating terrain; patrol and search operations Barrier Islard, Many of the villagers were abducted
were then conducted outward from these positions, by the enemy' the next day, Territorial Forces com-
As the search operaitions continued, the damage t~o bat assaulted Into the area and returned the villagers
enemy forces by B3-62 strikes and ARVN artillery to government nontrol, The Da, Nang Air Base was
became apparent. As an example, on 6 October an hit on 25 and 28 September by 122mm rouketc.
abandoned hospital complex was discovered with '78 Casualties and damage wire light, with two killed
new graves nearby. Approximately 200 rounds of (1 American and 1 Vietnamese civilian) and 10
122mm ammunition were alsio found. As the mon. wiounded (nine Americans and one Vietnamese).
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MILITARY REGION 2 elements of the 40th Regiment air assaulted into
(C) In July the low level of enemy initiated landing zones along the high ground at the Bong

activity in the II Corps area continued (Fig. 3-6), Son Pass overlooking Route 1, The remainder of
In Kontun Province combat activity was light as the regiment and the 19th Cavalry attacked through
23d Division units continued to operate northwest the pass along the highway, By the evening of 20

and north of the city. Only one significant contact luly ARVN units pushed through and secured the
occurred during the month; on 2 July elements of pass against light resistance, On 21 July the second
the 46th Regiment became engaged for two days phase of the operation began, Artillery, tactical air,
with an enemy unit 15 kilometers northwest of Kon- and naval gunfire preparations were fired in sup.
turn City. After suffering heavy casualties the port of battalion air assaults into each of the three
enemy withdrew and only sporadic, scattered small landinR zones: B.11, B-21, and B-22, Two battalions
contacts occurred the remained of the month. On of the 41st Regiment attacked north across the Lal
19 July the 45th Regiment and territorial units as- GCang River, near Hoal Nhon, linking up with the
summed responsibility for the Kontum Pass area, battalion .,t B-il and raising the South Vietnamese
releasing the 6th Ranger Group for offensive opera- flag over Hoal Nhon on 21 July, The 42d Regiment
tions in Binh Dinh Province (Fig, 3-7), The 11 Corps elements in the vicinity of Landing Zones B-21 and
Commander directed the 23d Division to organize B-22 consolidated and screened their areas with
a mobile operation to destroy enemy forces north only light contact. Small encounters and minor at-
of Kontum City to a line running east and west tacks-by-fire were the only resistance and 22d
in the vicinity of Vo Dinh. This operation did not Division elements reoccupied Landing Zone Englich
take place during the month, In addition, he directed on 23 July, The third phase of the operation began
the maximum use of Territorial Forces to maintain on 24 July, The 2d Ranger Group was airlifted to
security and discipline in the city, releasing ARVN the vicinity of Tam Quan District Town, which
units to train and rest, The division rotated two was reoccupied by noon on the 24th. Activity was
battalions at a time to their home bases for this light the remainder of the month as ARVN forces
"purpose. A US and ARVN mobile. training team consolidated their positions and conducted clearing
was dispatched to Kontum to assist in retraining operations, On 28 July elements of the 6th Ranger
the division units as replacement personnel and Group air assaulted in the vicinity of Hoeal An and
equipment were received, The regiments of the secured the town by mid-afternoon.
division were reorganized with three battalions per (C) During August combat activity was at a low
regiment instead of four, a reorganization that had level in Kontum Province, On 5 and 7 August
been planned for several months, but was delayed significant contacts were reported northwest of
by the enemy offensive, Kontum City, resulting in 57 enemy killed, ARVN

(C) In Pleiku Province, following the opening of casualties were four dead and 19 wounded, The
Route 14 from Pleiku to Kontum on 30 June, corn- remainder of the month was characterized by
bat activity was light, The highway was opened to scattered attacks-by.fire and light ground con.
civilian traffic on 6 July, Sporadic harassment and tfcts.
interdiction continued in the form of minor attacks- (C) Activity in the northern portion of Pleiku
by-fire north of Pleiku and south of the pass, but Province in August consisted of numerous wide.
the road remained open during the entire month, spread harassing attacks-by-fire, interdiction of

* (C) In Binh Dinh Province, on 1 July, the Korean itnes of communications, and contacts with small
Cavalry Regiment assumed the security respon. enemy elements along Route 14 north of Pleiku,
sibility for Route II from the An Khe Pass to the During the first ten days of the month enemy ac.
Mang Giang Pass, releasing the 47th Regiment for tivity increased in west central Pleiku Province,

% deployment to northern Binh Dinh Province. The To counter this activity and the threat to Thanh
47th assumed the mission of the 40th Regiment An, II Corps directed the 23d Division to assume
north of Phu My, allowing the 40th to return to operational control of all Territorial Forces located
Ba Gi for badly needed training, By mid-July all in Kontum, Pleiku, and Darlac Provinces, effective
elements of the 22d Division were located in Binh 14 August, These three provinces were referred to
Dinh Province in preparation for a counteroffensive as "Military Region 2 West." The command included
to retake the three northern districts. To provide all TerriLorial Forces normally under the command
additional forces for the operation, the 2d and 0th of the province chiefs, the organic units of the 28d
Ranger Groups and the 19th Armored Cavalry Division, and Task Force 21 of the 11 Corps Ranger
Squadron were deployed to the area from Pleiku, Command,
On 19 July, the first phase of a three phase Opera- (C) Task Force 21, with the 72d, 80th, and S1th
tion BAC BINH VUONG 22/8 began, Preceded by Ranger Border Defense Battalions, were employed
B-52, tactical air, and naval gunfire preparations, in the Kontum Pass area, releasing the 45th Regi-
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ment to conduct operations southwest of Pleiku operations to the west along Route 19 with an
* City. The 23d Division Commander, BG Ly Tong Ba, entire regiment, two of the battalions were employed

established the following command posts: the main in areas of operations to the south and southeast
*" CP at Konturn, controlling operations in Kontum of the district capital. US air cavalry screened to

Province; the forward CP under the Assistant Divi. the west and south, Little contact was made for the
sion Commander in Plilku, controlling Pleiku Pro. remainder of the month,
vinve operations; and the rear CP at Ban Me Thout (C) Combat activity in northeastern Binh Dinh
under the division Chief of Staff, controlling Darlac Province during the month was characterized by
Province operations, sharp, short duration, small unit contacts; scattered

. (C) On 17 August the 45th Regiment began a attacks-by-firs; and ground probes against ARVN
search operation west-southwest of Pleiku City. and Regional Force units along Route I1 The
Objectives of the operation were to clear both sides 22d Division conducted multi-battalion operations
of Highway L.•509 west from Pleiku for approxi. throughout the month, capitalizing on its mobility
mately 20 kilometers, then swing southwest and and firepower advantage to keep the enemy off
south toward Thanh An to clear and destroy the balance, On 10 August units of the division began

- enemy In the zone, The first significant contact an operation to regain additional territory. For two
was made L n 24 August, seven kilometers west- days, a two regiment task force moved west into

4 northwe.,t of Thanh An, BU Ba then revised his lower An Lao River Valley. A battalion conducted
plans in an effort to preempt an expected enemy an air &aRsuIt onto the high ground northwest uf
attack aLainot Thanh An. Instead of continuing Hoal Nhon, while a regimental-sized force attacked
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westward along the An Lao River, During the were two regimentai operations underway, The 42d
operation numerous light enemy contarts, and eight- Regiment was continuing to drive went along the
Ingo of smail groups of enemy soldiers leaving the high ground five kcilometers south-southeast of
area were reported, On 17 August the division Hoal An, The 41st Regiment was operating on the
began a four day, multi-battalion, ground and air high ground five kilometers east of Landing Zone
assault west of Tam Quan, supported by B-42 Uplift,
strikes, During the operation ARVN forces reported (C) During September combat activity remained
33 enemy killed, ARYN casualties were one dead at a low level In Kontum Province. The only signi-
and one wounded. On 23 August a two regiment ficant contacts occurred northwest of Kontum City
size operation was initiated six kilometers south. during the period 5 to 7 September, These contacts
esot of Hoai An with the objective of destroying resulted In 124 enemy killed, while ARVIN casualties
enemy forces located along Highway 506. The most were 19 killed and 89 wounded,
significant contact occurred on 26 August, six kilo. (C) In Pleiku Province activity was concentrated
meters southeast of Hoai Nhon. Forty-four enemy in the west-central portion of the province, On 4
were reported killed, while ARVN casualties were September the P1.1 Diereng Ranger Border Camp
one killed and 13 wounded, As August ended there fell to the enemy and activity shifted to the Thanh
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An area, Numerous daily contact, occurred in this the 41st Regiment was operating on the high ground
area for the next ten days as 213d Division units to the sas'. of Landing Zone Uplift, These opera-
and ranger border defense battalions continued tions were followed by the 2d Ranger (Oroup and
operations to secure Thenh An and the lines of com- 40th Regiment search operations west and north-
munications, Light contacts and attacks-by-fire west of Tam Quan, On 19i September, a sweep was
occurred as ARVN units continued clearing opera. conducted into the An hao Valley in the vicinity of
tions near Thanh An, Due Co, and Plei Djereng, Hoal An. To the south on 28 September, an opera-
On 20 September the rangers reoccupied Plel tion began in the Eiel Ca Valley, wept-southwiet
Djereng unopposed, Activity in the northern portion of Phu My, Theme operations during the month
of the province consisted of numerous widespread did not produce any significant contacts,
harassing attacks-by-fire, Interdictions of Route 14 (C) During October combat activity In Rontiim
north of Pleiliu, and light contacts with emall enemy Province remained at a low level except for a few
elements, short, but sharp, clashes, On 5 October ten kilo.

(C) In Binh Dinh Province combat activity was metors north-northwest of Konturn City, fighting
centered In the coastal plain region during the erupted Involving elements of the 44th Regiment
month and was characterized by small unit contacts of the 23d Division, The fighting lasted for three
and scattered attacks-by-fire against ARVN and days. In thin battle, the South Vietnamese troops
Regional Force units along Route 1, The 22d Divi- accounted for over 250 of the enemy killed, Govern.
sion continued to conduct multi-battalion operations ment casualties were reported as 40 dead and 172
throughout the month, capitalizing on its mobility wounded, On 12 October, the Ben Het Ranger
and firepower advantage, During the first week of Border Camp came under heavy attacks-by-fire
the month, the 42d Regiment continued its opera- followed by a ground attack, American and Viet-
tion south-southeast of Heai An, At the same time, namese tactical air and gunships supported the
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camp defenders and one Bi-52 strike was diverted placing Route 14 Kouth of Pleiku under friendly

into the area, However, communications were lost control.
with the camp at 2315 hours when the 95th Ranger (C) In Phu Bon Province where activity previous.
Borde., Defense Battalion evacuated the camp. The ly had been negligible, one significant contact
rangers continued to make their way to friendly between Viet Cong local forces and territorial unit.
linep as the month ended, On 29 October Dak Seang on 18 October was reported, Territorial Forces, re-

received an attack of approximately 1,000 rounds acting to Intelligence that the enemy planned to

of mixed artillery and mortar fire followed by a attack a hamlet ten kilometers northwest of Cheo

ground attack by elements of the 66th NVA Regi- Reo, set up claymore mines, manned defensive posl.

ment, The 337 camp defenders were supported by tions, and preplanned artillery fire and tactical air
on the approach and egress routes into the area.

American and Vietnamese tactical air strikes, The During the initial ground encounter 100 enemy were
camp was evacuated after darknees. As the month killed, while the territorials sustained one wounded.
"ended. contact had been established with two groups As the enemy force withdrew, tactical air and artil.

of the rangers between Dak Seaug and Dak Pek, lery were placed along withdrawal routes and 57
On 30 October two reconnaissance companies of the additional enemy were killed.
23d Division combat assaulted into landing sonesIntevcnt fDkToadTnCnTems (C) In Binh Dinh Province no slignificant
Sin the vicinity of Dak To and Tan Canh, The sis. contacts were reported during the month as 22d
sion of these units was to raise the South Viet. Division and territorial units continued offensive
namese flagl over these district headquarters and operations in northern Binh Dinh, On 10 October
to remain there for at least five days. Only light, Phase I of the 22d Division counteroffensive that
ineffective attacks.by-fire were reported by the began in July terminated, and Phase II was initiated,
units. In two sharp contacts on 31 October, 62 In addition to regaining lost territory during Phase
enemy were reported killed, while ARVN casualties I, the South Vietnamese reported 2,653 enemy killed,
were light. 258 RVNAF returnees, and 10,806 civilians returned

' (C) In Pleiku Province the security' of Route 14 to government control, Friendly casualties were
, between Plelku and Kontum Cities continued to reported an 470 killed, 1,662 wounded, and two miss.

occupy ARVN forces as the enemy harassed traffic Ing, In Phase II there wan a new alignment of the
in the Kontum Pass area, During the evening of Binh Dinh battlefield boundaries, The sector head.
19 October a culvert 12 kilometers south of Kon- quarters, with operational control of Territorial
turn was blown, effectively closing the road, Enemy Forces and two ARVN regiments, was- given

action pt.vpnted repair work and on 22 October a responsibility for the eastern portion of the pro.
bridge in the Kontum Pass area was destroyed, vince, generally from a line four kilometers west of
The 23d Division moved additional troops Into the Route I to the coast, stretching from Phu Cat to
area to secure the engineer units performing re- Tam Quan, The sector mission was to destroy the
pairs, Reports indicated that the enemy suffered enemy provincial units, eliminate the Viet Cong
"heavy casualties; however, activity in the pass area Infrastructure in t-e villages, reestablish govern.
delayed repair work, and the highway remained ment control throughout the hamlet, village and
closed, In southern Plaiku Province activity was district organizations, and reorganize and train
light the first. half of the month, On 20 October territorial unite to replare the ARVN units in their
the enemy incrersed pressure against the villages area of operation, as soon as possible, The 22d

* and Territorial Forces In the vicinity of My Thach, ARVN Division area of responsibility was to the
Interdicting Route 14 to the south of Pleiku, 23d west cf the sector area, oriented on the mountainous

SDivision units were deployed to clear the pockets area, The mission of the 22d Division was to destroy
of enemy resistance, Several sharp contacts were the Ild NVA Division in the An Lso Valley area
reported, but by 24 October Territorial Forces from and west of Hosi Nhon, Enemy contact was at a
"Phu Nhon had linked-up with 23d Division elements low level for the remainder of the month,
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MILITARY REGION 3 21st Division remained deployed on the Route 13
(C) The month of July was a stable period in battlefield, under operational control of the 25th

Military Region 3 (Fig. 3-8). No major battles or Division.
operations occurred, The 5th Division at An Lee (C) On 26 July the 18th Division at An Leo
conducted a perimeter defense of the city against bpgan expanding its control to the east to facilitate
frequent light attacks-by-fire and occasional gi )und future operations directed toward Quan Lol and to
probes, Light contact ocnurred, and small pockets reoccupy the fire support base there. The 5th
of enemy were encountered as the friendly forces Ranger Group secured a hamlet two kilometers
conducted local patrolling and small unit operations west on the approaches to the high ground over-
in expanding the perimeter, Route 13 south of An looking the road to Quan Loi. On 27 July the 48th
Loc was still closed at the beginning of the month, Regiment supported by tactical air strikes at-
The 7th NVA Division continued to stubbornly de- tacked and seized Hill 169 about three kilometers
fend from well-fortified positions along the road to the southeast of An Loc. On the some day the
at the 72 east-west grid line, to opertons of the 25 th sion was redue

(C) On 1 July the reluy station on Nul Ba P area of operations of the 2oth Division was reduced
mountain near Song Be in Phuoc Long Province to allow it to concentrate on clearing operations
was attacked and destroyed by the E-2 NVA Regi- along Route 13, Road clearing operations continued

ment (Fig. 3-9), Elements of a ranger border de. for the remainder of the month against light con.

fu'nse battalion counterattacked by air assault and tacts and harassing indirect fire.

resecured the site lsta on the same day, ARVN (C) During August the 18th Division began the
Forces lost 69 killed and 47 wounded, Thirty enemy month at An Lee and remained there. The 26th
were killed in subsequent pursuit operations the Division conducted clearing operations on Route
following day, plus 100 killed by air. 13. The 5th Division conducted operations in Hau

(C) On 5 July the 3d Ranger Group consisting Nghia Province and around Lai Khe in Dinh Duong
of 400 troops was withdrawn from An Leo, Approxti. Province, Battalion-mise unita were moved frequent.
thately 1,000 replacements were taken in for the ly during the month within the corps are to

remaining units, This was the beginning of the counter enemy activity as it flared from one place
SOth Division's relief by the 18th Divisiont by 10 to another,
July two regiments of the 18th Division had closed, (C) On 5 August and again on 7 August friendly
All movements were by Vietnamese helicopters forces at the Nul Ba Den communications facility
supported by American gunehips. The Deputy Com. in Tay Ninh Province repelled ground probes by
mander, Third Regional Assistance Command, BG the D-16 NVA Sapper Battalion, killing 50 enemy
Richard J, Tallman, was killed on 9 July by artillery and losing four killed and 13 wounded, On 21
fire at An Loc during a visit to finalise plans for August the enemy lost six killed in another probe,
the two division exchange, On 16 July the 18th (C) On 7 August the 19th Division started an
Division completed the relief of the 5th Division and operation to retake Quan Lol by seising the high
assumed responsibility for An Loc, On 12 July the ground Just east of An Loc, The operation moved
5th Division began deploying two regiments to Hau slowly, especially on the attacking units came with-

Nghia. in range of the well-prepared defensive positions

(C) At 0900 hours on 16 July the 95th Division of the base camp, On 28 August the division con.

. attacked from Route 13 north of Chon Thanh to ducted a relief of the attacking battalions and

the west in an envelopment of the 7th NVA Divi. continued the attack o0 the 24th, At the end of the

sion elements defending the highway, The attack month the attacking force was 600 meters from the

progressed well against light enemy resistance, The Quan Lol Base Camp.
envelopment maneuver apparently surprised the (C) On 10 August friendly forces at Lai Khe
nemy and disrupted his support. One significant annihila&Ld a sapper company that penetrated the

forward support oupply cache was captured on the perimeter, killing 40 enemy while losing two killed
18th, On 20 July the enemy strongpoint was neu- and 1 wounded, In Binh Duong Province on 12
tralised, Considerable mine sweeping and road re- August the 6th Ranger Group deployed to Phu Lol,
pair was necessary before the road could be opened On 16 Atgust the 3d Ranger Group moved from
for traffic, The road was still subject to harassing Tay Ninh to Ben Cat, Both of these moves were
direct and indirect fires at the end of month, in response to enemy attempts to interdict Route

(C) The 21st Division Headquarters and its 33d 1i south of Lal Khe. On 26 August friendly forces
Regiment disengaged from the Route 13 area on on Route 13 north of Lai Khe were reinforced by
23 July and moved to Lai Khe, On 24 July these two batoalions. The 25th Division repositioned a
units returned to IV Corps control, The S1st Regi- regiment and began to expand its area of opera-
ment and 9th Armored Cavalry Squadron of the thins along the highway.
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Provincle west of Route 18 and the northwestern conducting surveillance of the critical areas through-
vorner of Bien Hau Province, including Tan Uyen, out the region,
The division mission wait to destroy the enemy in (rl) The 8slt Ranger Group returned to Military
Its area and block enemy movement into the Bien Region 3 on 14 October from Military Region I and
lica arew The division's third organic regiment, was deployed to southern Bfii,h Duong and south
the 49th, dep loyed to Tay, Ninh under the opera- western B~ien Hom Province In a reermnaissance role
tional cnrolt of ti e Ill ( .rpg Mobile Strike Force. for tacticsl air and Artillery target acquisition, Also
C'oncurrenit with the 26th Division redeployment, on 14 October the Territorial Force bast camp at
a combined ta~sk force was organized at. Chon Minh rhanh on the Saigon River corridor In Binh
l'hanh under cmittiol of thtc 3d Armioredi Brigade Long Province was evacuated. It had been under
l1luadqcualtters, attack for several days by the 205th NVA Inde-

('i In late September, III Corps force% were pendent Regiment and had been isolated since the
shifted souith and assumed a Ldefensive posture de. North Viatnamecie attacked An Loc in April, On 19

in),el IIIn arch covering tile northern approachen October the :H Battalion, 7th Regiment, made con-
to Be igoit. The general disposition of forcell re- tact with elements of the 7th NVA Division south.
mainud the same during the month of October, re- west of Bien Cat in 1Bin Duong Province, The
sultinw Ill a concentration of forces in mouthern enemy wait caught in the open and suffered 103
lllinh Duong Prvno Icilioc fromi combined USAF and VNAF tactical air,

(C) On 1) October the 26th Division area of ARVN artillery and ground firepower. I

respniittl~iity was extpanded to Include the area (C) From 19 to 25 October ARVN forces fought
north of Phu Cuong anti east of the Saigon River mevqral battles with the 33d NVA Regiment near
in Binh Duonn Province. The 25th Division deployed the Bien lbs-Long Khanh Province boundary, The
two regiments near Phu CUOng and began to con- North Vietnamese made a concerted effort to cut
duct Operations to counter the enemy's attempt$ Route 1 In this area, but friendly offensive actions
to wrest control of the populated area from the prevented any long term interdiction of the road,
G.overnment of South Vietnam, Several hamlets On 19 October the 36th Ranger Battalion made
were contestvd throughout the month; however, contact fifteen kilometera southwest of Xuan Lee
enamy~ occupied hamlets were promptly cleared after und killed 60 enemy while sustaining only nine
South Vietnamese regular forces moved to the area, wounded, A total of 142 enemy were killed during

(C) On 10 October the Capital Military Dhitrict thc period 19i to 20 October.
was reinforced with one ranger battalion, and two (C) In Phuoc Long Province near Dong Xoai on

-other hattalions were alerted for movement. Sub. 27 October Territorial Forces enjaged the D-308th
sequently, two ranger task forcas wire deployed VC Battalion and with Vietnamese tactical air
north of Saigon along the (Jim Dinh Province support killed 100 enemy while losing two friendly
boundary, one task force east of the Saigon River killed anid seven wounded, Territorial Forces inl-
and one west, On 14 October a second 'US air, tiated a high number of small operations during
c'av'clry troop wits deployed to Ill Corps and began .the month of October with favorable results.
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MILITARY REGION 4 ing by the 275th Regiment and sustained 36 killed,
(C) In Military Region 4 In early July major 53 wounded, and 53 missing, 11 was determined later

ARVN •perations were being conducted across the that the enemy success resulted from a lack of
border in the Khmer Republic (Fig. 3-10). On 8 security by the ranger battalions as they prepared
July the 7th Division elements attacking north of night positions, Poor security was attributed to a
the Elephant's Foot area made contact with prob- shortage of leaders and lack of training and ex-tble E nts Foothe271st area madepcondt wimth probperience, Some companies had no officers and con-
able units of the 271st NVA Independent Regiment, tie smn s8 een e eris

resulting in 115 enemy killed and ARVN losses of taied as many as 80 percent new recruits.
nine killed and 46 wounded (Fig, 3-11), The division (C) On 25 July the IV Corps deployment of
made steady progress and by 8 July had advanced forces to meet the increased enemy activity inmade steadyprog res and bJuy uha adivision ganc Dinh Tuong Province was completed, A corps for-
to Kampong Rou, On 9 July the division began ward command post opened nt Dong Tam and as.
to disengage because of pressure in Dinh Tuong sumed command of the 7th Division in Klan Tuong
Province by the DTI, 218th, and 215th Regiments. Province, a ranger task force of five battalions in
One regiment remained in the Khmer and the re- western Dinh Tuong Province, and the Dinh Tuong
mainder of the division returned to northern Mill. Territorial Forces. The 15th Regiment, 9th Division
lary Region 4, Through the skillful exploitation was placed under operational control of Dinh Tuoug
of B-52 strikes the operation accounted for over Province. On 27 July a multiple battalion spoiling
700 enemy killed during the period 80 June to 0 operation started in the northwestern area of Dinh
July, On 4 July a combined South Vietnamese. Tuong. Seven preparatory B-52 strikes were em-
Khmer operation started with the mission of clear. ployed on the night of the 26th and morning of the
ing Route 1 from Neak Luong to Kampong Trabek, 27th, This operation inflicted heavy casualties on
Two ARVN ranger battalions, a cavalry troop, and the 24th Regiment, C30B NVA Division, in both
"two PANK brigades attacked east from Neak ground engagements and by B-52 strikes. Two
Luong astride Route I towards Kampong Trabek. ranger battalions, the 43d and 44th, engaged gus-
The operation progressed slowly primarily because pecned elemonts of the 34th NVA Regiment on 29
of difficulties in coordinating between the South July In a three day battle that accounted for 100
Vietnamese and Khmer troops; enemy resistance Juyiathedybtlehtacondfr 0Vietamee ad Kmertroos~ nem reistnce enemy killed with 13 friendly killed, In a small en-
was light, On 19 July in a supporting operation, an enem edt 23 n re killed an a addtona

gagement 23 enemy were killed and 53 additional
ARVN ranger battalion and an armored cavalry bodies were found, On 31 July two battalions of the
squadron attacked north from Cal Cal toward Kam. 12th Regiment combat assaulted into the area south-
pong Trabek, securing the latter on 24 July, The east of the ranger operation to exploit B-52 strikes.
FANK units consolidated their positions around the
town, The South Vietnamese left one ranger bat- (C) In Chuong Thien Province on 10 July, the 2d
talion in the Knmpong Trabek - Neak Luong area Battalion, 14th Regiment was ambushed by an esti-
and returned the other forces to Military Region 4 mated enemy battalion of the 95A Regiment and
to counter the 5th NVA Division buildup in Dinh suffered 87 killed, 102 wounded, and 106 missing,
"Tuong Province, plus heavy losses in weapons and equipment,

(C) On 8 July the 215th Regiment made an ap- (C) At the beginning of August ARVN forces
parent all out effort to capture the district town were oriented toward the 5th NVA Division threat
of Sam Giang in Dinh Tuong Province. The fight. in the northern Delta, centered in Dinh Tuong Pro.
ilg continued for five days. On 9 July four Re- vince. Early in the month ARVN and Territorial
glonal Force battalions and one ranger battalion Forces continued to exploit B-52 strikes and conduct
began moving to reinforce the Territorial Forces spoiling attacks into Base Area 470. Later informa-
"defending the town. On the night of 9 July the tion revealed that these friendly initiatives, coupled
enemy attack reached the market place hut, was with 11-52 and tactical air strikes, disrupted the
stopped with the support of American and Viet. timing of enemy plans. On 3 August the 12th Regi.
namese gunships and a Cobra fire team. The friend- trent, while exploiting B-52 strikes, killed 67 enemy
ly forces attempting to reinforce made contact two north of Cal Lay, On the next night in Kien Tuong
kilometers short of Saam Giang on 10 July and Province, 7th Division units killed 110 enemy from
suffered heavy losses, On 11 July five ARVN the 174th Regiment, 5th NVA Division, in a well.
battalions moved to Dinh Tuong av additional rein- executed night attack,
forcpments, The arrival of these units relieved the (C) On 4 and 5 August the 12th Regiment en-
pressure and subsequently forced the enemy to gaged the 24th NVA Regiment and killed 170, Also
withdraw on 12 and 13 July. The 10th Regiment in I)Inh Tuong Province, on the 8th and 9th of
pursued the withdrawing eenemy and made contact August, the 14th Regiment mrde heavy contact and
onl 14 July killiag 18, On 18 July the 67th and 70th lust 35 government soldiers killed. On 10 August
Ranger Battalions were attacked early in the even- friendly forces, again exploiting B-52 strikes in
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Ding Tuong Province, reportedi 128 enemy killed, weru found near~by. On 28i August two ranger corn-
6H Individual weapons, eight machine guns, and panies entered Kanipong T'i~bek from south an(]
four~ mortars captured, east of the Trabek River, On 26 August ARYN

(0) The frequency of large scale engagements focsrtne to iltr Rgon4Kapn
declined in the last halt of the mionth, (in 4ý August Trabek was secured by Kh-mor units, The South
in Dinh Tuong Province a Regional Force battAlion Vietnamese forces withdrew to release four ranger
exploiting a B-52 strike killed 42 oeinmy and found battalions for deployment to Military Region 1.
30 killed by air. On the same day the 14th Regi. (C7) At the beginning ul September, IV Corps
ment became heavily engaged with the DT1 NVA forces in the Delts, were oriented toward preventing
Heiriment near the Dinh Tuong -Kien Moa Pro- the infiltration of the 1st NVA Dilvision Into the
Vince boi-dersi and suffered 17 killed andi 58 wounded Seven Mountains area, initerdicting enemy logistics
while killing IS enemy. activities along the Khmer border' in the. northern

I, (C) Although major engagements declined, nusner- rlelta, and fixing and destroying main force units
oug friendly initiated %m~all contacts too',, -i toll of inI the central and southern Delta, The 21st. Dlvi-Ithe enemy, urim-ng a '24 hour period on 24 and 25 sion, after returning from the Rtoute 13 operation
August there were 71 friendly initiated contacts south of An Loc, had completed Its refresher train.
accounting for 222 enemny killed and 75 weapons hi;, In late August and was fully deployed in the
captured, rhe Territorial Porces were well rtipre- southcrn Delta by I September. On 2 September
s~mted in these contactu. the 7th Ranger Group of four battalions deployed

j (C' ) On 25 August two companies of the Z16~ to Military Region 1.
NVA Regiment attempted tn interdict Route 4 west (C) On 2 September two ranger battalions and
of Cal Lay in Dinh Tunny Province, By coincidence, two armored cavalry squadrons launched operations
an ARVN Infantry regiment uesorted by at cavalry In the Seven Mountains area, On 3 September tho
troop was redeploying from eastern Dinh Tuong to operation was reinforced with an additional ranger
the area northwest of Cai L.ay. When the convoy battalion that air assaulted into the area, The 44th
made contact, the regiment deployed, and ongagred Special Tactical Zone forward Command Post at
the enemny using the supporting artillery In a direct Chi Lang, Chau Doe Province, controlled the opera.
fire role. After a three-hour battle the road was tion, Sporadic contact was made as the operation
reopened. As a result of the engagement 51 enemy continued throughout the month. The operation was
were killed and two prisoners captured. ARVN credited by the IV Corps Commander, MG Nguyen
losses were four killed, '.) wounded, and one 105mm Vinh Nghi, with blunting the Infiltration efforts of
howitzer, destroyed. .the 14t NVA Division.

W() In the Khmer Republic ARVN began an opera- (C) On 10 September the nist Regiment, 218t
tion 22 kilometers northeast of Cal Cai on 4 August. Division, with two organic battalions and two
A battalion air ahsaulted into the area, in cooi Junc- Regional Frorce battalions, deployed to Chau Doe
tion with a ground attack by another battalion and Province under operational control of the 44th
I.avalry troop, Onl 5 August these units were rein- Special Tactical Zone. The zone boundary was
forced by another ranger battalion. Sporadic con- shifted to the west to allow a concentration of
tact was mnade oil 6 and 0 August with elements force" in the Seven Mountains area, It was shifted
of the 207th Regimient, C3013 NVA Division, r~esult- farther westward onl 22 September. Theme moves
log in 521 enemy Uiled, Were InI response to intelligence that the entire let

I(') Onl 10 August. the 11th Regiment ecigagel an NVA Division was attempting to Infiltrate In the
estiate eney bttaion 5 klomtersnorh ~Seven Mountains area and that elemenits of the

* ~~Mov Hlon in the Elephant's Foot area. The contact dvionhdardy ioe ito ha fo r-
with the 174th Regiment, 6th NVA Divinion con-. ~ Ot

tltedifurtwoday en rsuled n 2i2 nem W) inI the Elephant's Foot area the 7th Division
killed and 15 friendly killed, c --dutl anti-Iflrto n ie fcmuia

1(C) on 10 August the 7th Ranger Group was tion Interdiction throughout the month. In addition
eommitted to support besieged Kilner units at to sporadic contact, significrant supply caches were
Kanipong Traibek, Thje attack begai, fromn tho south vapiturud, Including 126 tons of rice and 215 weapons
against light and scattered resistance. Two danys on 14 wid 15 September.
la~teri significant contact was made eight kilomneters (C.) On 1:1 September the IV Carps mobile force
south of Kampong Trabeok, which resulted In 66 miade one of Its nlliot successful contacts and killed
enwwv lilfled and no friendly casualties. On 21 1111 vnemy of the ZIS NVA RegiMent, in Dinh Tuong
August. the Ranger Groujp linked up with Khmer Pr~ovince with light friendly losses. This particular
units southwest. of the city, Mass graves containing engagetment wom the result of mobility and quick
141 enemny bodies, apparently killed by tactical air, reaction on the vart of IV Corps forces,
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An ARVN patrol movig threwgh the 0ells,

(C) In September the South Vietnamese Navy in field identified the enemy in both of these contacts
Military Region 4 was integrated into the overall as the 207th NVA Regiment, South Vietnamese
offerisive campaign with the regcular and Territorial soldiers reinforced to two regiments in this area.
Forces. A naval liaison officer, placed with each On 23 October, 33 kilometers southwest of Svay
ARVN division and the 44th Special Tactical Zone Rlung, the 11th Regiment made contact in an enemyP

*Headquarters, commanded naval forces in each rear service area and captured a large cache con-
area oft responsibility, taining numerous weapons and supplies. Seven anti-

(C) At the beginaing of the month of October, aircraft machine guns and various pioneer tools,
IV Corps forces remitrned oriented toward prevent- Including 1,000 shovbel and 800 picks, were the
Ing the infiltration of the 1st NVA Division in the major Items in the cache, Casualties were 49 enemy
Seven Mountains aren, interdicting enemy logistics killed, 10 friendly killed, and 35 friendly wounded.
activities along the Khi,4er border In the northern On 4 October in the Seven Mountains area. of the
Delta, end flxng and destroyingf main force units Khmer ARVN rangers made contact and employed
in the contral and sou'thern Delta. VA atclar eutn n5 nm ild

*(C) In the Khmer Republ'c, 13 kilometers mouth- NFtcia irsltn n5 nm ild

east of Kampong Trabek on 6 October, the 3d no ARVN losses were reported,
Battalion, 10thi Regiment, accounted for 109 enemny (C) On 17 October the district town of Sam

*kliied in a combined sgreund, American air cavalry, Giting In Dinh Tuong Province came tinder attack.
and Vietnnmese tactical air operttion. Friendly Friendly forces repelled the attack, inflicting 34
l',sse:j were two killed and 11 wounded, On S Octo- enemy killed while sustaining four killed and 32
ber the same ARVN battalion made contact in the wounded. The 276th Regiment, 5th NVA Division,
manle area and killed 69 enemy, while losing nine continued to harass in the Samn. Giang area, Ele-
killed and 48 wounded, Documents from the battle. ments of the 9th Division converged on Sam Giang
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from the north and west and relieved the pressure 1st NVA Division to establish a stronghold in that
on the town, area, On 24 and 25 Outober thM 14th Regiment made

(C) On 24 October IV Corps began to deploy contact in Dinh Tuong Province with the 8th Regi.
forces from the Cal Cal area along the Khmer ment, 5th NVA Division, and killed 57 enemy,
border to the Dinh Tuong - Go Cong Province border Friendly losses were 82 killed and 136 wounded, On
area to counter Increased 24th NVA Regiment 30 October, 14 kilometers northwest of Cal Lay, a
activity. Other unit shifts included the movement Regional Force battdlion killed 49 enemy from the
of two ranger battalions into northwest Kian Glang 6th Regiment, 5th NVA Division, with friendly
Province to prevent attempts by the 52d Regiment, losses of five wounded,
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CHAPTER 4

PREPARATION FOR THE TRUCE:

NOVEMBER 1972 -JANUARY 1973
(U) The time from the end of October to the accept their failure and Joined with the North in

beginning of the cease-fire divides Into three dis. denouncing US arms shipments. However, by mid.
tinct periods, The first lasted until mid-December December Hanoi was advising its cadres that peace
during which time the Republic sought to solidify was only a tactical move to achieve objectives, After
its pnoitiun and the North Vietnamese and the NLF bitter denunciation of the US bombing raids, the
conducted a shrill campaign to convince the world Communists returned to the bargaining table and
that the US had reneged on a previous agreement. agreed on a cease-fire effective on 28 January,
The second wam the period of the intensive bombing (5) From Dr, Kissinger's announcement of n-
of Hanoi and Haiphong from 18 to 29 December, impending cease-fire in late October to the im.

4 after which the third period of resumed negotia, plementation of the cease-fire was a period of
tions began and ended with the implementation of heightened activity for MACV. Contingency plans
the cease-fire on 25 January 197., to dael with the US withdrawal and prisoner de.

(U) During November and the first half of covery had to be made, the logistical effort EN.
Decrn.bsr, President Thieu was busily preparing HANCE PLUS had to be dealt with, and on-going
'Is people for the cease fire. His hard.line stand programs in a myriad of fields had to be prepared
on cease-fire terms gained wide support from rival for close-out or transfer to the Vietnamese or a
political factions and the Saigon press. President successor US agency. Planning was complicated by
Nixon's victory and MG Haig's subsequent visit to the changing assumptions and the nooesity to

Saigon heartened the South Vietnamese. The Re- closely hold much information, Among the major
* public sent envoys throughout the Par East to ox- plans was the formation of successor agencies, Us

plain the nation's position and solicit support. At pl or mation of successoragenciesuS
home news bulletins and public meetings were used Support Activities Group/7th AF, which would
to gain popular support for national sovereignty deploy to Thailand in the event of a cease-fire, the
and self.determination- opposition to a coalition organization and staffing of a Defense Attache
government was also stressod. In addition, 5,000 Office to handle residual in-country MACV func-

military cadets and trainees were sent to the secure tions, and the US Delegation to the Four Party
villages to explain to the people the Republic's Joint Military Commission which was to implement
position on the cease-fire, inform them of the portions of the Paris accords, Personnel redeploy.
RVNAF victories and Communist difficulties, ex. ment, materiel retrograde, and the closeout of the
pose Communist ecase-fire schemes, and Inspire Military Assistance Command, Vietnam were also
vigilance in the villagers, In December, when it planned, In the event no cease-fire obtained, a
bhcame apparent that the Paris talks were again drawdown was planned to reduce MACV to 20,000
stalled, Thieu continued to exhort the South Viet- men by 1 March, 15,000 men by 1 May, and 5,800
namnes despite his pessimimm, Just prior to and men by 80 June, The three months which eventually
during the December bombing Thieu publicly in- elapsed between Dr, Kiasinger's announcement and
itugurated his Democracy Party in an attempt to the cease-fire greatly assisted the planning for a
gain a national political following, He also promul- smooth pullout of US forces,
gated 37 laws in the three-week period before his (U) During the three months preceding the
mspeclal powers expired on 27 December. Thieu did cease-fire--November, December, and Jamiary-
not seek an extension of special powers, During the attitude of the people was one of watchful
mid-January MG Haig came once more to Saigon waiting, hope for peace, and uncertainty about the
for a final meeting with President Thieu. Technical future, Except for enemy attempts to gain control
dLiocusiiiona had resumed on 2 January in Parie, and of hamlets in early October and late January, mili.
many sensed that a cease-fIre was near, tary activity decreased as the enemy retrained and

(Uý Having unsuccessfully attempted to pr.- refitted, and ARVN concentrated on popuirtlon and
rempt President Nixon on the cease-fire, the North lines of communication control, PoliticL'iy, both

accused the Americans of stalling to rush aid to sides Intensified propaganda and prosel-,ing efforts.
South Vietnam and conducting repressive police Terrorism continued high, with large increases In
operations and complained of Thieu's intransigence. January. Self-development continued to make good
The NLF claimed that the imperialists had had to progress except in contested areas, am decreased
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Lr.n,y activity allowed officials t,•) trn their at- a few hours or days. The permanent refugee popu.
it to those programs, lation was just under 700,000 nnd was a continuing
(U) The onset of the rainy season in Military burden to the Republic. Ministry of Social Welfare

Region 1 hampered both ground and air mv'vement, officials concentrated on improving life in the
slowing the pace of military operations. Sporadic camps ano assisting those who could return to

enemy attempts at population control were beaten their homes,
back by the ARVN and Territorial Forces. Pleiku (M) The uneasy stability of the late summer
and Kontum Provinces in Military Region 2 saw the economy turned to stagnation characterized by an
enemy thwarted In his attempts to capture more unwillingness to take investment risks in the final
land, while the remainder of the region was quiet. quarter, Most manufacturing lines remained de.
Military Region :i experienced a continued low level pressed, Real output appeared not to have grown in
of military activity with most Territorial Force 1972, Import activity had not regained pro-invasion
casualties falling to booby traps, The Delta ex- levels, Government spending remained high, con.
perienced an upsurge in enemy attacks of rather tributing tn inflationary pressures, Unemployment
low Intensity. Throughout the country, enemy ac. in the urban areas was a problem which the govern.
tivity Increased with the cease-fire, but nowhere ment did not address, On the plus side, the govern.
were the enemy's gains more than temporary. ment was acting to control and stimulate the

(U) Political efforts increased on both sides, economy, although results were mixed, New tax
The Republic conducted a propaganda offensive in decrees were enacted to substantially increase re.
November and December which saw 5,000 junior venue by taxing urban and rural real property,
officers and cadets dispatched to the nation's vil- Further, despite the setback caused by the invasion,
lages to explain the Republic's cease-fire position the Local Revenue Improvement Program goal of
and prepare the people for the cease-fire period, OVN 5.4 billion appeared to be within reach, Over-
In addition, pro-South Vietnam posters, banners, and all, most forms of economic activity were affected

flags were seen throughout the land as the people by a "wait and see" attitude on the part of inves.
rallied behind President Thiouls .government, The tors and consumers,
VC countered with their own campaign of terror (C) In late October the JCS announced an accele-
and night propaganda meetings, rated equipment delivery program for RVNAF,

(U) The progreas of development programs wap Project ENHANCE PLUS, In anticipation of the
generally good throughout the period, The Local cease-fire agreement, Designed to complete equip.
Revenue Improvement Program, designed to eventu- ping of the RVNAF before the terms of the cease.
ally 'insure the fiscal self-sufficiency of each village, fire agreement halted further materiel buildup, the
was going well in each military region, with Mill. input of equipment resulted in one of the most ro-
tary Regions 3 and 4 close to or ahead of the goals, markable MACV achievements of the year, Between
Land use surveys to aid urban development plans 2u3 October and 12 December aircraft delivered
and programs had been uompleted in nearly all of 4,998 short tons of cargo and ships delivered 99,851
the autonomous citips and should aid post-war measurement tons of cargo to Vietnam, In all, over
planning, Land reform, considered essential to 105,000 major Items of equipment were delivered.
popular support of the government, was progress. (C) Associated with Project ENHANCE PLUS
ilug well, hindered only by the Republic's ability to was a title transfer of all equipment and facili-
secure land already distributed or scheduled to be ties destined for eventual transfer to the Viet-
distributed, The ambitious three-year goal of one namese government and armed forces. This was
million hectares distributed would be only 80 per. (lone with the understanding that the US would
cunt reached, but the government offices to effect continue to use specific facilities and equipment
land reform continued to process applications at a until no longer needed, Certain designated facilities
rapid rate, were title transferred to the US Embassy and to

(U) Public works on lines of communication pro. USAID for their use following the US military
eoeded at a rate about equal to the enemy's destrue- withdrawal, The title transfers were completed by

tson of them, Nevertheless, progress was considered 10 November, A total of 318 facilities had been
matisfatctory under the conditions, Installation of transferred, abandoned, or dismantled by US and
electrical generators In the larger cities was on Free World forces during 1972, including th, multi.
schedule, Village self-development projects were million dollar bases at Cam Ranh Bay and Long
well above 910 percent completion, reflecting in- Binh, An additional 211 facilities were title trans-
creased local Interest, more technical ability, and ferred, but retained until no longer needed.
better management, (U) By year end 172, Vietnamese transportation,

(U) Of the 200,000 new refugees generated just ordnance, engineer, POL, ammunition, and signal
prior to the cease-fire most were displaced for only iupport units had relocated from the greater Saigon
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Reteaows were provided temporary tholter While they wilted to MUtMr to their hemp.

area to Long Bilnh under the tilt ARVN Assoc~iated until 28 March and the Vung; Tau port, although an
Depoi~t. ARVN responsibility, continued to be operated by

* u) Thet Vietnamization of aerial ports was com- civilian contractors until the same date.
icleted onl 1 December when the VNAF assumed (U I Although a few US military and civilian arl
10141c011i1illltY for aerial port activities at Ton Son visgorsi continued assisting the RVNAP' engineers

*Nhut, The LIS maintained smail detachments of with line of communication (LOCI) construction un-
mili1tary iand civilian contract personnel at several til late 10)72, only lump sum contractors and RVNAk'
air bases to handle UIS secure cargo and mail. in a engineors were active in LOC work by early 1973,I

- rvlatedc activity, the USAF air cargo tonnage Asphalt and cement plants and rock quarries were
* tiansmported within Vietnam had declined steadily all operated by the RYNAF and contractors. On I
*until December, when the VNAF transition trom January 11173 USA ID asmumed responsibility for

* C'423 to 0.-130 aircraft began. Several C,-12l3 squad- managing the LOCI program,
iong stood clown to provide personnel for C-li3O (U) The Lommunications-electirnnics transition
training, and the USAF airlift support require. pro~granm continued to accelerate and all facilities
muntot hinreasied accordingly, In retrospect the were title transferred to the RVNAF by 10 Novem-
UISAF airlift support had fluctuated throughout the her, except those retained by the US Embassy,
year, affe'ctedl by the US cirawdown, the enemy of- (S) Several major Items of equipment were pro.
fensimie, and the ENHANCE PLUS-induced VNAF vided to the ARVN under Project ENHANCE
fc~rce structure changres. PLUS; however, JOB Indicated that it intended to

(u I The final logistics port facilities of Newport use thim equipment for training and float, with no
onod cat L.ai were transferred to the ARYN on 31 new units to be created, with the possible exception
lDevembc'r. The UIS retained control uf Newvport Of thlt activation of artillery Units to compensate
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for the withdrawal of ROKFV artillery, VNMC force structure. Also added were a TOW
(C) During this time frame the VNAF received antitank company and a signon intelligence unit to

6li1) additional aircraft under Project ENHANCE provide the VNMC capability in these areas. There
PLUS. the addition of these aircraft to the VNAYF were no sipnift#int VNN force structure changes
inventory necessitated a revision to the VNAF during this period,
force structure in order to incorporate, as much as (SN In late January 1973 the results of the
possible, the aircraft into the active flying Inven- JGB/MACV FY 74 RVNAF Force Structure Review
tory, This sparked the standdown of various VNAF were approved by COMUSMACV and forwarded to
squadrons throughout the remainder of MACV's CINCPAC and JCS for final approval,
existence, the return to the USAF of older model (S) Concerning the US advisory effort, the com-
ai•craft, initiation of training programs for air and bat division advisory teams were further reduced
ground crews on the newer aircraft, and a tranbl- 15i spaces during this period, As the troop draw.
tion program to bring the VNAF from a force down continued, and an a probable ceaes-fire ap-
structure of f8 to 66 squadrons. The influx of ma- proached, the advisory effort within the training
terlel for the ARVN and the VNN was either stock- establishment was reduced among field elements
piled or issued as neuded; there were no new units and resulted in advisors operating at progressively
created in either service, higher headquarters as reductions continued,

(S) In order to provide the VNMC a one bat. (C) With the large influx of ENHANCE PLUS
talion amphibloun raid capability, in November JCS hardware entering the VNAF inventory during this
upproved the ENHANCE PLUS addition of 31 period, US mobile training teams assumed added
LVTP.5 amphibious vehicleK as substitutes for the importance with their mission of training VNAF
LVTP-7 until the latter became available in FY 74, crews, maintenance personnel, and Vietnamese In.
The required spaces would come from within the structor crews in the new aircraft,

AIR OPERATIONS IN SOUTH VIETNAM
(5) On 213 October air operations north of 201 USAF TACAIR totals for October, The Increase in

were halted, The assets of the LINEBACKER force TACAIR sorties in November abruptly reversed in
thus released were applied mostly to the inter- December, as the restrictions were lifted over North
dition campaign in Laos. The USAF also deployed Vietnam, and a high priority was given to the
the A-7 aircraft for the first time in southeast Asia LINEBACKER I1 campaign during late December,
The first A-7 missions ware flown on III October. 'T'his was noticeable In the B.52 mortie totals for
The A-7 proved to be a valuable weapons system, South Vietnam where, for the first time since the
iarticularly fur close air support, Because it had ,nemy offensive began, less than half of the total
"exciellunt navigationsl equipment, it was heavily ARC LIUHT sorties were flown in South Vietnam,
uFed during periods of marginal weather, The A-'7 E]ach flurry of speculation of a possible cease-fire
became the primary aircraft used for SAIR CAP, set off a series of ground actions to secure key
offficially assuming that committm~ent on 16• Novem- Ipointm and consolidate control prior to a ceaste-fire. .

bet, The addition of the A4.? resourcois plus the North These, In turn, increased the demand for close air
Vietnam bombing restrictions Increased the avail. support, The enemy used harassing rocket attacks"
able morties for South Vietnam, Laos, and the on alt' installations during the period from Octobr.
Khmer Republic, The largest increase was in Navy through January, striking Ds Nang, Tan Son N'hut,
mortles which had previously been utilized in Route and Bilen Hoa on several occasions, resultitil in
Pack (1, The USAF A-87 Squadron which operatad inhnor damage. The last of these attacks occurred
from Mien Hoa AB and flew mostly in South Viet- at Tan Son Nhut AD exactly 114

j hours before the
nani, was demctivated, Its phase out redured the reuse-fIre went into effect,
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GROUND OPERATIONS, NOVEMBER 1972 Al JANUARY 1973
MILITIARY REGION I (C) On I1I November the Marine Division launched

tC) A battalion of the Vietnamese Marine Divi. a four-hattalion frontal attack northward toward
sion c)'ossed the Thach Han River near the Quang Phane Line Brown. Flooding and enemy attacks-
Tri Citadel on the evening of I November (Fig, by-fire limited progress along the Vinh Dinh
4-1). The operation was planned as a limited ob. River, but the 8th Marine Battalion, nearest the
jective attack as far north as the Al Tu Combat coastline, made good progrena, A short break In
Base (Fig, 4-2), Enemy resistance was much weather conditions on 14 November permitted more
Pitronger than anticipated, and the marines were effective use of tactical air support, and 126 second-
farced to withdraw the following day after suffer. ary explosions were reported by air crews, B-52
Ing moderate casualties, The Marine Division con. strikeis were also concentrated south of the Cua
tinued planning for limited objective operations Viet River and were credited with reducing enemy
s~outh of the Cua Viet River. Indications were that attacks-by-fire as well as causing numerous sec-
thu enemy was aware of these plans, as forward ondary expusions. Howover, a planned envelopment

miarlue units were continually subjected to heavy to the west by the 8th Marine Battalion did not

rocetandartillery daily, In addition, heavy mon- River had made little progress,
sonristhroughout the month hampered ground (C) On 1'7 November, in an effoet to increase

mvmnsand limited air operations primarily the momentum of the marine offensive, ten B-52
to non-visual bombing methods, strikes were employed just south of the Cua Viet
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A Rumison-mode Molotova truick damaged by TACAlk and obe~ndoned lit Quasg TO Province,

*River, and five strikes were placed In the Dong During a relief of units an enemy attaick achieved
Ilha area, Naval gunfire also wasi increased, and the limited -riccess, following a preparation of approxi-
marines units near the coast reached ohjectivem inately :3,000 rounds which killed 27 marineii and
alonw Phase Line Browni the following day, The wounded 45. The miarines counterattacked two days
mornentum was short-iv~ed, as heavy rains and later and restored the, position against determined
swolleni streams severely restricted tactical and enemy resistance, Activity was reduced the last
logixtichl movement, Since deteriorating weather three days of the month as heavy rains and ex.
had restricted air operations to unobserved delivery tensive flooding remtricted operations.

*techniques, the LIS Navy increased gunfire support (C) During November the Vietnamese Airborne
to approximately 4,00OO rounds daily for the week Division madec significant progress toward securing
ending 25 November. FSBs Anne and Barhars areas in the Hat Lang

(C) On 25 November, the Marine Division com- Forest, but little progress wes& made toward secur.
mitted the 258th Brigade with three battalions to Ing the southeast I ank of the Thach Han River
the offensive In an area of operations between the south of Quang Tni 'T . Ljarge quantities of enemy
Thach Han And VWih Dinh Rivers, The 147th Bri- materiel wore discovered, most of which had been

*gade, also with three battallions, retained the area previously damaged by tactical aiir and B-52 strikes.
of operations from the river to the coastline, On 1 November in the vicinity of Barbara, 30 Molo

leavinir the 369th Brigade to defend Quant; Tri City. tova trucks were discovered, twn In good condition,
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(C) Spurred by the success of the 3d Airborne the end of the month, activity decreased through-

Brigade's attack on Barbara, the 2d Brigade attack out the Hal Lang Forest area when heavy rains

to retake Anne gained momentum against a stub- caused widespread flooding.

born enemy defense. Large quantities of enemy (C) In Thus Thien Province during November
materiel Were fonnd, as the brigade advanced de- the let Division was deployed along a line generally
arlte heavy monsoon rains and increased enemy from FSB Bastogne to the Hal Van Pass (Fig.
resistanc:., On 9 November the 2d Brigade initiated 4-3). Each regiment of the division provided one
a coordinated attack to seize Anne. The assaulting battalion as a ready reaction force in the event
elements were in sporadic heavy contact for 6everal enemy activity increased in the provincial lowlands,
days, but by 13 November the western portion of Phu Loc District was of primary concern as the
the firebase was under friendly control. Intensive 5th and 6th NVA Regiments were believed to be
tactical air support against heavily fortified enemy operating in the high ground south of the district
positions and 13-52 strikes to the west enabled the town, On 4 November the boundary between the
nirborne elinents to seize Anne the following day, 54th and 51st Regiments was altered to provide for
and to continue the attack to the north and west. a higher concentration of forces, Sporadic heavy
A summary of major equipment captured in the contacts of short duration were reported by the
Anne-Barbara areas included 30 artillery pieces, four 51st Regiment and Territorial Forces during the
tanks, 41 mortars, 16 recoilless rifles, 54 machine first week of November as these units moved into
guns, and 55 antiaircraft weapons, the Dong Truoi and Dong Nom Mountains,

(C) On 24 November the Airborne Division madu (C) Numerous battalion-smie operations were con-
several changes in unit deployments, The 7th ducted outward from the monsoon defense line,
Ranger Group replaced the 3d Airborne Brigade at These operations were designed to preempt any
Barbara, and the let Airborne Brigade exchanged 324B NVA Division attempts to infiltrate into the
its battalions along the Thach Han River, Three provincial lowlands and apply pressure against
days later an estimated battalion-sized enemy force lineo of communication and population centers.
attacked the 2d Brigade units defending Anne, The The operations were largely successful- however,
attack was repulsed with 34 enemy killed, while air- on 9 November an enemy force interdicted Route 1,
borne losses were 17 killed and 46 wounded, Toward 11 kilometers east of Phu I.oc, Territorial Forces
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were reinforced with an armored cavalry unit, and operation accounted for 98 enemy dead. Concurrent
the highway was reopened the following day, with the Que Son operation, elements of the 2d Regi-

(C) On 12 November, BG Le Van Than assumed rnent and one battalion of the 66th Regiment were
command of the lot Division, For the remainder deployed to the Hal Van Pass area north of Da
of the month each regiment conducted company Nang, Although an enemy force was known to be
and battalion-size operations throughout southern in the area, only light contacts were reported.
Thua Thien Province against light resistance from (C) At mid-month the 56th and 57th Regiments
the 5th rind 8th Independent Regiments and ele. exchanged areas of operations, and the 2d Regi-

Smernts of the 324B Division. Enemy attacks-by-fire ment began an operation in the Due Due-Dai Lao
* were light and sporadic and did minor damage, area, also known as the Arizona Terrftory, Activity

(C) During November in Quang Nam Province during this period consisted of widespread enemy
the 3d Division secured the Da Nang military cam- attacks-by-fire against South Vietnamese positions
plex and conducted operations in the Que Son and terrorism against government officials, On 15
Valley (Fig. 4-4). Other sweep operations were November a prisoner led the Dien Ban National
conducted into Antenna Valley and around popu- Police to a cache of 1,600 Viet Cong flags, Other
lation centers in the provincial lowlands, Theme reports indicated that the enemy was concentrating
operations were closely coordinated with the Terri- on degrading the Government pacification efforts,
"torial Forces. The 2d Regiment cnncluded the operation in the Dai

(C) At the beginning of the month the 57th Regi. Loc area on 24 November and began a sweep of
nsent conducted an operation to retake the old Que Charlie Ridge the following day, The operation
Son District Headquarters. Enemy resistance was progressed well against light enemy reoistance.
sporadically heavy, but ARVN forces seized the (C) In the Tien Phuoe.Hau Duc area of Quang
compound on 2 November and continued to expand Tin Province Territorial Forces and elements of
their control to the south and west against light the 2d Division conducted operations against the
enemy resistance. Airstrikes in support of this 711th NVA Division, In addition, Territorial Forces
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provided security for !ines of communication and Other 4th Regiment units began a sweep of the San
population centers throughout the coastal lowlands, Juan Hill urea; however, ener.-i resistance was light.
During the first three days of the month, opera- Toward the end of the month heavy rains caused
tions it the Hau Due area resulted in 29 enemy finoding and road damage, nnd the fire base at
killed and two captured, while friendly losses were San Juan Hill was forced to rely on aerial resupply.

15 killed and 20 wounded, The security of Hau Du% (C) Although activity in eastern Binh Son and
deterlorated during the first week s% the enemy Son Tinh Districts was generally described as low
interdicted the road and occupied a village between level, ARVN and Territorial Forces continually
Hau Due and Tien Phuoc. The village was retaken made contacts with small enemy units, The enemy

on 7 November, and the road secured on the Oth; targets were usually Territorial Force outposts with
however, flooding prevented overland resupply, The occasional attempts to disrupt traffic along the
6th Regiment continued operations to secure the hlghways, On 5 November all Territorial Forces
high ground around Han Due and to return nearby were placed under the operational control of the
outposts to government control, By 13 November lot Bangor Group to Improve coordination, How- •
all outposts had been retaken and reoccupied by ever, on 8 November the 5th Regiment assumed the
the Territorial Forces. On 16 November the 5th reaponsebility for the Batangan area, and the lot

treplaced the 6th Regiment in the Tien Ranger Group began an operation into the Song
Phuoc-Hau Due area. Activity continued at a low Ve Valley with the group headquarters at Mo Duc,
level for the rest of the month, This operation was designed to destroy enemy

(C) Combat activity In Quang Ngal Province In strongholds and to extend the security of the low.
November was generally at a reduced level as ARVN lands, The ranger operation made good progress as

and Territorial Forces maintained security of lines a detailed search wai conducted of the high ground

eployed c ubetween the Song Ve River and Route 1, On 12

of tonth and government Gt a s November two large caches of rice were found and
As the month began, the StS Rangeri Group was approximately 100 civilianri were returned tofriendly control. The rangers met only light enemywhile the 4th Regiment conducted operations along restnendheortonw emitdon1
R•aoute I in southern Quang Ngal Province, Ranger res beas17
units commanded by the 11th Ranger Uroup Tac- Nvme-

tical Headquarters secured thr Ba To area. The 6tb (C) On 16 November the 6th Regiment assumed
Regiment operated around Quang Ngai City (Fig, responsibility for the Batangan area and began a
4-5), search and clear operation in coordination -with

(C) Enemy pressure against ranger, units at Ba Territorial Forces, This operation did not result in
any major engagementsa however, 30 Hoi ChanhtTo increased as the month began, Following enemy ali toriendlyeunts, Aotiv erease Ho lhground attack-i supported by 123mm mortars on rallied to friendly units. Activity decreased intil

groud atauk suportd b 123m mrtar on the end of the month when several outposts were
:4 November, the 77th Ranger Border Defense Bat- again ov The oth wh en reacte were
talion was forced to withdrew to positions south- again overrun, The 6th Regiment reacted quickly
southeast of San Juan Hill, The following day the and returned the outpostr to government control,
4th Regiment was given responsibility for the Ba (C) During Decmber in Quang Tr Province
To area and two battalions were airlifted into the heavy monsoon rains and fcooding hampered opera.
urea, The rangers were returned to Quang Ngal tions along the northern front, For the most part air
City to rest and refit, Activity then returned to a operations continued to depend on non-visual bomb-
low level. On 14 November an element of the 4th ing techniques, Throughout the entire month combat
Regiment air assaulted into an area just north of activity in the Marine Division area consisted of
the Ba To District Headquarters with the mission enemy probing attacks and heavy attacks-by-fire,
of sweeping the old headquarters compound and the AttemprtH to attack north of Phase Line Gold were
former ranger compound end to deittroy enemy slowed by bad weather and s~rong enemy reals-
forces in that area. On 16 November the South tnrce, The only significant contact reported by the 1'

Vietnamese flag was ralued over the headquarters, marines occurred on 19 December as the 5th Bat.
Late that day an enemy counterattack forced the taliun repulsed an enemy counterattack killing 187
ARVN battalion to withdraw toward the north, and enemy. The marines remained In a defensive pos.

ia B-52 strike was placed ott the district headquar- ture at the end of the year.
ters, As thin battalion was attempting to link.up (C) The Airborne Division made significant pro.
with its sister battalion, it was attacked again on gress In its attack westward toward the Thach
21 November, The positions were overrun result- Han River against elements of the 312th and 325th
ing in heavy losses of seven killed, 52 wounded, Divisions. The most significant activity was cect-
anti 60 misming, 30 of whom later returned. The tered northwest of FSB Anne where a series of
unit was then moved to Due Pho to rest and refit, coordinated attacks cut enemy escape routes and
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A VNAP A-117 Policies No 00 pound bomh *ghtlnit all enemy forest. The bomb fins allow the aircraft to esosup dome$$ from Illlo leve lo
bombing run,

re Multed il it large Amount of sierricyn equipment out the nionth were sporadic and intioine
beinif captured, A suonnary of major items of (C) In Quanit Nam Province, the lid Division con.
equipmenti captured northwest i~f Antic Included 241 ducted aggressive patrolling in the Dia Nang rocekt
Individual weaponK. 177 orew-mervotd weapons, ten belt and initiated offensive operations in eastern
Un'tialvircraft Runs, 19i Moiutovit truvkis. nine T-54 D~al Loe and the Nul Da 1Ham area. Adverse weather
tanlks' and three artillery piectiv, Mlonthly casualty condiitionn continued to restrict operationil, because
figureis Included 1,8)00 enemy 0leite and 25 captured, much of the lowlands flooded during the tnonth, On
Thu South VietnUMese troops muffered 7K killed and 0I 1)eembev elemente of the 60th Regiment repulsed
4:12 woundeui. an eneomy ground attack at Nul Dau Hamti The do.

(M) Ini 1)cember thi' Airborne livibilon intitiatedi ftene was tsupported hy 11-62 strikem, tactical air
it battalion training -oi-i gra eonitisting of s hat. strikes, andi ARiVN artillery, Bly nild-nonth the 2d
Italian being moved to it rear areas for training Regiment reported light enemy reciditance In thep
vlasses; in smail unit tacticst and command and Dl~a Loc D~istrict, and Itm attack wait shifted mouth
control techniques. Following thlis one week period toward Que Son with tno significant contacts re-
thyo? battalion mnoved to the field and applied the ported. Oil 27 flevoembor the Aid Division initiated
techniques learned Iin the~ classroomi, Part of the a two axis attack Iin the Que Son Valley with the
m uccemm the division achieved during December can hoth Reghuient on the north and the 2d Regiment
lbe attributed to thin trainling program and the Onl the Mouth, Onl 2H December FS1 C'enter wast re.
rotation (if forward battalionst, allowing sufficient captured, andi the attack conitinued siouthweit to.
time for rest lind] refitting. The ulivimion continued ward 11ioi D~ue,
to attack northwesitward toward the Thach Han (C) Iin Ouing Thi Province activity was light
River as 11)72 ended, during Ilevember, only two significant contacts

(C) In Thul tc'Thi en lProv tic e du ii n g Deve misc s' the wer ri'eported ol On DIlececmbe r the 3id Battalion, 5th
lo Division deployment remained unchanged, ruing- Regiment conducted a vcorldinated ground attack
ing generally from laiatogne to the Hal Van Pass. supported by artiliery against enemy positions
Adverse weather hampered operations throughout mouth of Kv Long, Dluring the daty 48 enemny were
the month, Activity was rentricted to deep patrolling killed and one valitured with the ARVN Puf ering
to interdict linen of communictation and locate enemny light casailties. The, operations was weli-plarined
o upply polint. with little success, Conitactsi through- and aggressiveily viexerted, On 110 D~ecember- a cotii
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bined Territorial Force-ARVN operation began on south of the river while other I Corps units con.
Barrier Island with the commitment of three Re- ducted security operations to nreclude enemy infil-
gional FForce battalions from Quang Tin, two tration into rear areas and populated areau. The
Regional Force battalions from Quang Nam, and marine attack met strong resistance and heavy
one cavalry squadron from the 3d Division, Under attacks.by-fire, including an ootimated 4,000 rounds
the control of the Quang Tin Sector Tactical Com- of mortar and artillery on 17 Jenuary, On 20 Jan.
sand Post, the results of the operation were signi- uary the marines renewed the attack northward
fivant and resulted in the destruction of enemy with a feint being conducted by units inland along
forces on the island. At the close of the year 110 Phase Line Gold. The following morning a main
of the enemy had been killed, while friendly losses attack was launched along the coast and met heavy
were 31 dead. The five Regional Force battalions enemy resistance. Not unitl 28 January, the coe.ase
remained on the island indefinitely and destroyed fire day, were the marines able to &eile the south
enemy emplacements and bunker complexes, can- bank of the river and hold the position against
ducted searches, and constructed permanent out- several enemy counterattacks, The enemy %ontinued
posts. This successful operation highlighted the ef. to react violently and launched heavy attaeks.by-
fectiveness of Territorial Forces in this area, Dur. fire and ground attacks against the marine units.
Ing December approximately 20,000 refugees were On 81 January the marines were overrun and forced
returned to Tien Phuoc, This represented about 80 to consolidate defensive positions along Phase Line
percent of the people who had fled when Tien Phuoc Brown, During this operation from 27 January to
was taken by the enemy in September, 31 January the marines suffered 91 killed, 238

(C) Combat activity in Quang Ngai Province wounded. and 149 missing. Additionally, 24 M-48
was generally at a low level as South Vietnamese tanks, 19 M.41 tanks, and 94 M-118 APOs were
Army and Territorial Forces maintained security destroyed,
of lines of communication and government installa. (C) In the Airborne Division area combat ac-
tions, Elements of the 6th Regiment operated on tivity continued to center in the vicinity of the
the Batangan Peninsula, while the lot Ranger Ton Nhu Le hamlet southwest of Quang TH City,
Group operated in western Binh Son and Son Tinh Enemy elements held this key area, which controlled
Districts, The 4th Regiment conducted operations in crossing sites on the Thach Han River, On 10 Jan.
the Due Pho-San Juan Hill area, On 10 December uary Airborne Division elements forced the enemy
a combined force of a ranger border defense bat- to withdraw, which gave the division control of
talion, an armored cavalry squadron, and the 4th approximately ton kilometers of the Thach Han
Regiment Reconnaissance Company attacked an River south bank, On 11 January the lst Armored
enemy position four kilometers northeast of Me Brligado was placed under the operational control
Due, killing 29 enemy and suffering light casualties, of the Airborne Division and assumed responsibility
Activity around Me Due for the remainder of the for the southern portion of the division area and
month consisted of sporadir light contacts, On 17 part of Route 1. This was the first employment of
December the lot Ranger Group initiated operations the lot Armored Brigade Headquarters since early
In western Binh Son and Son Tinh Districts, The May 1972. On 13 January Airborne Division ele.
plan called for two ranger battalions, with two ments found 1,000 rounds of 82mm mortar ammuni-
cavalry troopm attached, to attack west astride tion west of FSB Anne while clearing small pockets
Route 529, A fire support base was established to of enemy resistance, Continued activity consisted
support the operation, Only light enemy resistance of blocking enemy infiltration into the rear areas,
was met and small supply caches were found, as During the last four days in January the Airborne
the operation continued into the new year, Sixth Division defended the south bank of the Thach Han
Regiment operations on the Batangan Peninsula River, Route 1, and the populated lowlands, and on
helped expand government control in that area, 30 January repulsed a two battalion attack,
although only minor contacts Were reported, An in. (C) In Thus Thion Province on 9 January elm.
dicator of the success of this operation was de. monte of the 3d Regiment, lot Division conducted
monstrated on 28 December when 22 Hoi Chanhs a combat assault in support of Territorial Forces
rallied to a Popular Force outpost In that area, constructing four outposts and clearing and repair-

(C) In the marine area of operations activity Ing portions of Route 554, Significant finds were
was light in early January 1978, as enemy counter. made by the division on 10 January including two
attacks were repulsed along Phase Line Gold, On Molotova trucks and one 122mm field gun. Only
17 January the Marine Division launched an attack scattered minor contacts and attacks-by-fire were
toward the Cua Viet River east of Route 560. as reported throughout the remainder of the month,
part of an I Corps plan for the period preceding On 24 January the lot Division positioned its forces
the cease-fire, The marines were to seise the area for a cease-fire with special emphasis on security
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H 01 CHANH I art tworn in as T ortitoflol Forc e volwntoeti 6y Huynh Co, o former NVA 140111lont colonel.

of the populated lowlands south of Hue, In antilc- dilvi oiun ria t rd sx l~ s o l~ r n ie"

l ution of an increasie In ilnen vy activ ity, O il 2 9 155m m how itzer s, all unserviceable, T h os e w er e

January, prior to and after the cease-fire, enemy probably the weapons left at FSB Rose when the

activity consisted of att empts to oc cupy hamlet s base was abando nled in Septe mnber 1972, On 12 Jan.

a n•d interdict , R ou te I in th e p rov ince, A R V N and wiry p oor w eather cond ith oni slow ed the att ack

Territorial Forces responded well and protected and re supply wa s• lim ited to overland means, R e. ,

11ines of commu n•ication and population centers, new ed attacks were conducted on 13 January, and"

(0) During early January Quang Nam officials terrain was secured north and south of the Quo

Initiated an all out effort to locate suspected Son Valley approach to Hiep Due, The blot Rril-,.

122m m rockets xt ura wt i and f iring• sikes, N ine R e, i enet, w h ich had m oved from Thus Thien P rov incee

gclo nal Force companies, 44 Popular Force plato ons, o il 3 January, conducted a ni ght attack on 16 ,

National Police, youth group s, and civilians par ltic k January Kild recaptured Fire Support Ba se W rest, ,

listed in this operation, O il the first day of the ( C") El nen my ,c unterattacks on 22 January delayed "

o p e r a t io n 2 4 1 •2 1n i n r o c k e t s w e r e f o u n d , ole ~n l e n t m o f t h e '2 d a n d b l ot R e g im e n t s i n t h uh r e

( C ) M ea n w h il e , t h e 3 d D iv i s io n c o n t in u ed i t s a t t a ek s t ou w a r d l li e p D u e, U n•i t s w e r e r ep o s it io n e d

attack toward Hiep) Du e and seized key terrain i n o1l •'23 January to renew the attacks; however, th e d

the. Que So n• Valley, O il 7 J hnuary elements of the attacks stalled and defensive positions were e atub-
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llowdI Tht 0op ati~l W a tormihated on 24 Jaun- of the coase-fir. enemy forcus attacked outposts
Ir n the 3lDiv ~~ision witas deployed with two west of Tani Ky in an effort to Frain cont~rol of the

ruginents in tht, Que Son Valley, one regiment in area, Territorial Forces were able to hold these
Olt Da N'ang ro'vket belt and one regiment an a outposts and repulse enemy oftorts to expand his
mi ilv rvi~ero.~ The Pilet Regimient remained under control.

flit, o liati( nol vontrol of the 0d Division, (C) Significant activity in the northern part of
W1 Activity In tiu rniovinve on 2B January coh- Quanx Noei Province during .lunuary consisted of

sisteci of onvimy Initiacted uttuckm-by-fiire against elements of the Ist Hanger Glioup and 6th Regi-
Ilth Doc Ming area and attavko-by-fire anl ground mont eaictu ring larwo amounts of enemy food
IMattocks in the (jut, 'on Valley, These attacks were supplies, On 22 January the let Ranger Group was
i pulsed and A HVN forces retained the terrain halt] relieved of the responsibility for tha western por.
prior to the (oise-fire, Throughout the remainder tion of the Binh Son-Son 'Pinh Dimtricts by elements

*of the month ild Division units and Territorial of the (Ith Regiment, The rangers moved south to
F~orces were enigagedi in clearing enemy elements 1assUIIe the responsibility for operations to retake
ft oi the( Dlid Lwe area, and at the end of the month the Ba To District Town, part of the I Corps pro-
only one hunmlut remained contested in that area. cease-fire plan. The attack was to begin on 23 Jan.

WC) lin Qjong Tin Province on 5 January, in con. oury, but poor weather conditionr and enemy ac-
Itinctdon with the 3d flivimlon operation in the Quo tivity sitalled the operation until the 27th, Ba To
So~n Vidlev, the lith Regiment occupied blocking remained In enemny hands on 2B January,
lcs;itioccs north of Tien Phuoc, Territorial Fores (C) Far-ther south on the 25th of January at
wers. also positioned lin this area to assist the 6th lask force from the 4th Regiment Initiated an opera-
ileginwrnt in blocking onemy escape routes south thIn to reoupen Route I between So. Huynh and the
of the Quo Son Valley. Over a ltklay period the Military Regions 1 and 2 boundary, where# a link-up
5ith Itogiment accounted for 143i enemy killed, 41 wmis planned with 92d Division units, The operation
weaponp capitured, and several tons of enemy equip- progroomed well until 27 January, when enemy units
tccett, ammunition. and foodstuffs captured or do- Iauniched attacks lin the area, By the end of the
strccyed, On 14 January the regimelnt moved to Tam mnonth the enemy controlled a ittilp extending from
Ny unti on 18 January initiate d an operation to the nine kilometers north of Sa Huynic to three kilo.
west againist light enemy resistance. At the time ineterit iouth.
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MILITARY REGION 2 attack and on 6 November elements of the 45th

(C) In Kontum Province, combat activity was at Regiment linked-up with elemints of the 2d Ranger

a low level during November (Fig. 4-0). The two Group ten kilometers west of Thanh An. The

reconnalssanee companies of the 23d Diision that following day the 23d Division realigned Its forces

combat assaulted into the Dak To-Tan Canh area in the area, establishing a fire support bass 12

late in October reported only light sporadic con- kilometers west of Thanh An. Following a short lull,

tact until 2 November, when radio contact was enemy pressure resumed, and late on 15 November

lost with one company (Fig, 4-'7), Shortly there. enemy fire dispersed the 22d Ranger Battalion. On

after, a third company was inserted into the area. 15 November two government reconnaissance squads

The next day stragglers of the initial company were inserted into the Khmer Republic, 27 and 83

began returning to friendly bomes after having been kilometers west of Duo Co, to monitor enemy move.

dispersed by enemy activity. On 12 November the ment and Interdict vehicular traffic, They were ex.

remaining two companies were extracwwd by Viet- tracted on 18 November. On 18 November the

namese helicopters, following over two weeks of defensive positions of the 11th and 22d Ranger Bat.

sporadic contact throughout the area, Northwest of talions, located 16 kilometers west of Thanh An,

Kontum City the 44th Regiment, 23d Division re- again received attacks-by-firs followed by ground

newed is at.o:,ck north toward Vo Dinh, astride attacks, The rangers withdrew to positions approxi.

Route 14 on 29 November, By the end of the month mately fi~e kilometers to the east and the follow.

only alight progress had been reported against ing day the 48th Regiment assumed responsibility

light enemy ground resistance and increasing enemy for the Thanh An area, The rangers reverted to

attacka.by-fire, Throughout the month Territorial base security, The 46th Regiment repoiltioned and

Forces conducted multi.company operations in the on 19 November, in three separate engagements
proximity of Kontum City. On 18 November two supported by tactical air and artillery, killed 51
reglonal companies attacked an enemy fo•rce 13 kilo- enemy of the 820th NVA Division while suffering

ineters southwest of the city, A B.82 strike was light casualties, To support the forces In the are
diverted to the area, and a, subsequent search of ARVN moved six 178mm guns to a fire base south

the strike area revealed 88 enemy bodies and the of Pleiku.

remains of two large weapons and ammunition (C) Ground contact in the Thanh An area con.
cachem, On 28 November two Regional Force com- tinued and on 20 November government elements
panins were air assaulted 11 kilometers northeast with the support of artillery and USAF and VNAIP
of Kontum City to begin a four-day operation. No tactical air repulsed an attack, killinlg 91 enemy.
significant contact was reported, and the units B-.fls supported the engagement with aircrews re-
moved southwest toward the city as the month porting three secondary explosions, USAF and
ended, Kontum City absorbed some of the effects VNAF gunships were instrumental is stopping the
of Typhoon Pamela which hlit the Republic on 6 enemy night attack, The following day B.-59 again
November, causing severe damage to the bridge struck enemy positions in the Thanh An-Due Co
over the Dak Bla River Just south of the town. area, As the high level of activity continued on 29

(C) In Pliku Province Route 14 between Kon- November, the let and 2d Battalions, 41st Regi-
tum and Pleiku was closed by enemy action as the ment, moved from Binh Dinh Province to Pleiku,
month began, By 9 November it was reported where the 41st Regimental Headquarters and the

openedl however, tr.rvl remained hasardous for lot Battalion became 11 Corps reserve, The 2d
iouveral weeks. Throughout the month the center of Battnlion deployed to Thanh An, where it wae
II Corps activity was in the Thanh An-Due Co area placed under the operational control of the 45th

of the Central Highlands. On 1 November rangers Regiment and immediately was committed to the
At Due Co reported enemy attacks-by-fire and tank operation west along Route Is. On the afternoon
supported ground attacks., Although tho rangers of 25 November the 2d Battalion, 41st Regiment,
were supported by helicopter gunships, tactical reached FSB Thanh Giso, killing 114 enemy in the

air, and B-52 strikes, the camp was avacuated late Iproeoss, while sustaining 11 killed and 96 wounded,

that n~lht. A counterattack by the Rd Ranger Group In a supporting operation west of Thanh Giao by
was planned but never materislised, and on 4 No- elements of the 45th Regiment, an additional 97
vember the II Corps commander, MG Nguyen Van enemy were killed. It was estimated that approxi.

Toan, decided not to make the effort necessary to metely 050 enemy wert killed in the Thanh An.

retake Due Co at that time. Enemy pressure con. Thsnh Gleo area during the period 15-28 Novem.

tinued in the Due Co area, and an enemy pro-dawn ber, Preparation for continuing the attack toward
tastck of 4 November forced other rhuiger units to Due Co progressed, as the 2d Ranger Group Head-

ubandon their positions and withdraw toward Ples quarters returned to Thanh An and the 22d Ranger

Djereng and Thanh An. Enemy forces pressed their Battalion was deployed to Thanh Giso on 28 No.
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vember, The following day the 45th Regiment, sup. mion elements were reported in the vicinity of Tam
iotrtvd by 28 sorties of VNAF tacticad air and B.52 Quanu and went of Bong Soni, On 5 November the
mtrikes, Iaunwhed their attack astride Route 11) to 40th Regiment completed an 11 day operation in
the west, By month's end a II Corps tactical com. the Tam Quan area, Total enemy losses during the
nmnd ipost had moved to Thanh An to control the operation were 76 killed and five prisoners cap-
operation, and on :10 November an infantry com. tured, Friendly Pnaualtion wert 15 killed and 61
pa)iy was combat assaulted into landing tones west wounded, Dlivisioto elenents returned to Route I end
of the attacking forres, The company's mission was preparedi for a five-to.Nevwn day operation east.
to secure the area and screen the advance of the southeast of Hoai An, which commenced on 10 No.

atitckidng battalions, The arca selected was to servw vomnber with the combat assault of two 40th Raei-
as a fire support bane for the continuation of the ment battalions into a landing znne seven kilometers
Attack to regain l uc Co. southeast of Hoal An, Heavy rains restricted ground

(C) At the start of November combat activity movement during most. of the month, and the IHoal
in northern Binh •inh Province was reported at tho An operation yielded onrl' minor results, On 22
same low level that had been experienced during the November the 41st RegIment with two hattalions
latter half of October, Light contacts by 22d Divi. deployed from Binh Dinh to Pielku to reinforce
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ARtVN units it- the Thanh An arels Flooding con- sance company were combat assaulted Into landing
tinuedi through the end( of the nionth; however, on 21) zones two kilomieters; south of Vo Dinh to reinforce
November the 22d Division began another operation the attack, USAF And VNAF aircraft supportedl
near liosia An am 47th Regiment units moved into the tile operation with good results, Through the re-Iarea, rnporting no cot.tact as the month ended, In mainder of the mont h the operation continued withsou1.thern Binh Dinh Province on 1 November Viet- sporadic contacts, At month's end activity wasl
Ilailese forces relieved Korean forces of the security centered around F8B November northwest of Kon-
rIlportsibility for Route 11) front the An Kho P'am turn with friendly forcest In control of the area,
to the Mang Waing Pass, No activity was reported (C) Ini Pleiku Province tile attach toward Due
Iin the area until 29 November, when a large truck Cot which began In November continued on I Do.
convoy was ambushed In the An Khe Palms, ARVN cember, as 11 Corps moved a tactical commland
and Korean forces reacted and by the next day post to Thanh An. In conjunction with the western
traffic was moving between Qui Nhon and Pleliku, movement of two 46th Regiment battalions, an

(C) 'rhrotighout the month Territorial Forces con- Infantry company combat assaulted Into three land-
ducted operations in the southern provinces. A corps- Ing zones approximately ten kilometers east of Due
wvide DONG KHOI operation which began on 2 Cto to secure the area for a five support base and
Ocoe a emntdol1 oebr nm to screen the advance of the battalions, As efforts

lommm wre 1433killd, 8 cpturd, 0 rdurnes cntiuedto establish the fire support base, long
slidHil Chahaand692 ictCongInfastuctue rngereconnaissance patrol teams and a recon-

persnne capure. RNAF asultie wee 13 naissncecompany were Inserted Into the Duc Co
killd, 30 wundd, nd 2 mising A on-ay aen n 3December, On the morning of the 5th,DONG KHI~ was terminated on :30 November, re- elements of the 22d Division Reconnaissance Corn-suitingp In 321 enemy killed, 1~3 prisoners, and fl4 pAny reported contact with elements of the 48thliol Chanihm Friendly casualties were 2(1 killed, 61 and (64th Regiments, 3l20th NVA Division followingwounded. and two missing, a combat assault into the Due Co area. A battalion

(C) In Kotituin Province combat iietlvity was at of the 41tit Regiment was combat assaulted into an
low level during December, The attack astride area two kilometers north of the Due Co ranger

R~oute 14 by the 44th Regiment, 28d Division north c'amp onl 5 December, Following a visit by MGof Konturn toward Vo Dinhi, whinh began onl 21) roan, thle 11 Corps commander, to the corps tactical
~ November, ocntinued with slight progress, as lead commadUnd post at 'rhanh An onl 2 December, four

(dlumelit-s anid the regimental commitand piost con- I 71imm guns were moved] to at position south of
thudt-ccelve attacks-by-fire. Heavy USAF tile- i'ok adfu 155mm howitzers were moved to

deal Oir support p~rodlucedl 11) secondary expl)Iosonm thdive s~,upport base wvest of 'rhanh Giao. Addl-
tol silei suvo ndury, firem In tithu aret onl 4 Devrem- tloinlly it ran ger battalion was moved tw kio-

on ;1't1th NVA Division elemients whlie repulsing to Tlhanh il 'ao as relinforcemeints for the op'iration. '
s I'vo al i attlue as. Onl 6 D e~e mbeir two battalions of (:1Ilt di t by the l11st and 415th Itegilmen t" with tile
tlt-i 1,101 Reluimlot wvithdrew III H401111 groulps undeil 'I AMIl nd 1111th HOgimen01ts' eleoiertm were frequent

4 UIIv11l, prosmure to 10811 Novemnber, Oin 0 Decemnber aR the attauk lirogrussedi, B-52 strikes, ats well as
Liditlultinal ARVN furver4 wore niuved from Peiku AHVN artillery, and USAF and VNAF tactical air-
to Kontuni to reinforce the at~ttacl toward Vo Dinh, craft and gunshipti supported the operation, Move-
-k bat il loul of tiltb 53 Regimlenit and it ranger Ire- uwnt, townid the objective wits enhanced by the

I~iIiii olliir plin~Lv~ votnibat assaullud inti) lanid- frvecuetia use, of airmohilo operationN. Onl 12 Docenm-
I bug ,ion- Iin tilt! Vo Diuinh ern. AIN an iillorv hur tiuo remaining battalion (if the 41mt Ruginwotit
phiddolv good Supornt. despitte ueulnem uttaceks-by- irmivodl it 'Ilino An, comlplet'liag (lhe relocatiloll of
firt, (III thoi artillery positions. 1Wy it Ihecunhber elt- tho IVglivotit front Ilimlt Dinh, Bly 14 December cle-
Ilivilts or tile battalon Wet e WiiilItoI'll ilIy hi the vlty HW'its or time 4) t Rughilnnmt, sup~ported by armnorud
or \'o mi tl and reportedi ilidtilrt withi m~ilil I 111ino' iU''iI lly rtmIulciul l'ostitilim two kilomelters Quant of

TIhims o'ii battalion was. Olwn witltdl-umml to 11~ti Coi, althioug~h they wero subjected to attncks-
Kiit urn rov rust atnd resupply before returnting to hy-firi, and it g rouliid aittack. Oin 17 lhcernhei tilti
tilt \'o DIIIuh area. The 511~ lv~igimint. replluel tlu, .114t. Rvigiiiiitut iouutiuitild oist. Wits nIoveti forward
1.11It vII I I I IIt 't and renIIe.wedi tilt, u1ttaub north oft to uutiligth l ctt olnuiutiII [%tilil conltrol or the(. torvkus

I 4eilhoirl its thle Ilath lukinituutit Iksmulitttil rospoti ii tII( Out- Co uvint Ait ivity subidedlti In thlt Thatul' I
sitilityv for Route 1-14 olth of 1010i.11111, 118 Ahk CnIou I. mim by Itt levo till)r, a' s thu. ratugers
11lkuutV1 01115\ k i tikS- 'VelN tiUi tiuiVIititult 111fit 1111 IuT-i me lii 111UP1 tO 1111 tiujiki g iii hL of tar-tical air .4upportI-

Htod ilight VutngIlt~vIUIt4t with Smalnl onvi'ru,% vb . Iuiuiiist kliuwii atnd stitspt-ed itI auey positionsH 41st
.uits, Adiittonidiy, at baittalioli and at uveuoninais HItglint-t vlvottuts re'ttilumel an enimey littaek three
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kilometers unfit oif Duo Co with the support of artil- (C) lin Binh Dinh Province adverse weather In
Ivry Knid gunships. On 24 December 41st Regiment early tDeeembei-continued to restrict movement as
eiefilents found a cache of approximately seven the 47th R~egiment operation mouth of Honi Ani,
tons of munitions, Including 100 1122mmn rockets, which begun oil 29 Nerventhor, made glow progress 1.
one-half kilometer oast of Due Co. ARVN units without contaot. Contact remained light until 7
operating near the Duv Co camp perimeter on 21 December whnn elements of the 47th Regiment
Dectimber dlirected 1.8 VNAF sorties against suH- reported the first significant contact five kilometers
pectcd einemy positions with good results, whllr! east-southeast of Iloidn An. IroilowinV it combat
4umtaining only light friendly casualties. Numerous aIssault into the itreit o00 (I December, the 47th Re-
l ight cont~acts with the 4801~ and 04th ltegimentit confnifiseltoe Corn 'an1y joined elements of at bat-
Wp'ro l'poittol the fullowin, dtay us olemlents of vho talion onl the gi ound and asmaultnd 3d NVA Divi-
Il st Regimen01t, sup1ported by artillery, 11anIUvcrL-d mion posiltions Inflicting tuoderute losses onl the
toward the old ritnogr camp. Bly 1400 houuir,, 21 De- onvnty A RVN artillery and UTSA P aireraft SUp.-

veihu il V nvlc iny res is our' hatd been eli minoatell portedl as 4frrounml Ic r us M11 LRi the pom~ition . ni,
riiA RVN units orcupicil the ramip, During the ii-iival (if Typhooni 'I'livris forther Iittnmpervl voill-

finai uiay', drive, ovvr 50 onem y were killed, and bat operaftions af; mporarlieconiitatm continued, with
ti0 wtunplhi 5 were eritittitd. Additionally, hod y finds friendly forcev revvivi og light nttaeks-by-fir-e, Ams
in the arvt accounted for over liPot)iueny detad, thi- 47th l~riimuut iowrittioti conttitirtd, clements of ?

%probabhly tui n rvsult of the B1-52 strikes condluctedl the Vi')ll Regimeiint olieratoli itionK Route 1 near '

'5West of Dlue Co of) 1N December, Durhig the re- Landing Z/one English uuii Tani Quto, While. 42,1
nitindet of the moniuth only light and spot-adii entomy iiginivlt unit% workedl the An iLeo Valley a;

contact was, repiorted inj the proito'nce. tand west of Iloai An writhout. sigiilfivattt 1 onta tn
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Although overall activity continued at a low level, in the region combat operationsi were limited to the
two ARVN units exectited two successful night security of lilies of communication and government
raids on enemy locationa west and southwest of controlled population centers. Territorial Forcts re-
Hoaf An during the early morning hours of lIS ported a slight Increase in enaemy activity; how.
December, killing 12 ienemy while sustaining no ever, they reaeted well, arnd no areas were lost to
friendly losses, Late on 18 December and again on the enemny,
the 19th, 41th Regiment elements, supported by (C) The area north of Konturn City became the
artillery and tactical aircraft, reported contacts focal point, of activity in the Military ktegion at
east of Helat Ali with moderate casualties reported the beginrting of the second week. The region's
on both sides, Territorial Forces operating south Senior AdVisor, BG Michael D, Hlealy, assessed the
arid east of Phu My also reported contacts onl th'e primary threit as a suspected enemy attempt to
18th and 19th and repulsed two enemny ground attack and seize Kontum City prior to the cease.
probes with no significant casualties resulting. fire, Fresh troops from the 44th Regiment and addi-
Between 20 and 26 December, only light, scittired tional artillery, including eight 105mm howitzers,
contacts were reported by Territorial Forces. A four 15i6mm howitzers, And four 175mm runs, were
Korean ambush north of Phu Cat had good re- moved to the fire support bases north of the city.

~ suits on the 23d, On the 27th elements of the 47th On 8 and l9 January an intensiva 8.52 program was
Regiment, supported by artillery, made another conducted against suspected enemy troop locations,
mignificant contact southeast of Hoal An and in- base areas, and logistical storage areas, A total of
flicted heavy casualties on the enemy while suffer. 28 B-52 etrikes were flown and probably accounted
ing only light losses, ARVN tirtillery was credited for the low level of enemy activity which followed,
with most of the enemy cast Oies, During the re- After the air strikes and ground operations to the
maining days of the month combat activity re- north of Kontum City, the anticipated enemy at.
inained light, with a slight Increase in friendly tack failed to materialize. Route 14 between Kon.
Initatod actions reported by the 22d Divililon Iin the turn and Pleiku wast interdicted as enemy elemniats,

-thorn portion of the province. probably from the 95B Regiment, 10th NVA Dlvi.
(C') In the southern provinces throughout Do- sicn, destroyed a culvert. Quick reaction by ARVN

camiber Tarit~orial Forces conducted operations. On elements restored the route within tbo day, and
(1 December People's Self Defense Force and Popu. military convoys and civilian traffic experienced
lar Force defender* successfully stopped an enemy only a slight delay. Along the coast, in the 22d
attack on a hamlet in Darlac Province u~ntil rein. Division area, the Republic of Korea forces area,
forced by a Regional Force company, Elsewhere and the southern provinces secured by Territorial
only light and sporadic activity was reported In Forces, combat activity Was at a very low level.
Phu Yen, Binh Thuan, and Lam Dong Provinces Near I-oal An, in th~e Crescent Mountain area, ei.-
until 20 December, on that date Regional Forces Inents of the 22d1 Division cleared an extenitive
in Phu Yen Province, supported by territorial artil- nm ukretpe n 2Jnayadcsate
lery alid VNAF tactical aircraft, killed over 30 were reported as light, In the southern portion of
enemny In two contacts southwest of Toy I-or. with the rewion numerous small engagements were re-
no friendly losses, Minor contiacts were also re- por'tedl as Territorial Forcem continued to auccess-
ported In Darlac and Lamn Dong Provinces, Securivy fully destiroy local VC elements and locate supply
provided by the Territorial Forces (luring Decemn. caches,
her was adequate, and the introduction of regular (C) Combat activity remained at a low level the
forces Was niot necesisary, followivig week. Activity in Kontum und Pleiko

(C) During the first week Iin January ARYVN Provinc,',i wast characterized by a shifting of units
forces initiated only Ilinited ground opuratlotv4 its the eunne-fire appeared Imminent, The Corps
following the Clhrisitmasi holiday eeaue-fire. The C'ommander dleployed, his forces to protect the high
situation around I'SB November, which hail been diensity population centers and highways io the
tenuous in late Decemnber, stabilized as the 23d Hi ghlands, Iin case tile enemy attempted to seize
Dil~vision deployed reinforcements to the area from th(emle arleas himmedintely precueding the Anticipate 11
thle vicinity of 'rhanh An Ini Pleiku Province. The cuume-flre. The mosmt mignifleant movos involved
drIve north to plau'e Vo Dinh under government t he deploymient of urost of the ARVN forces fromn
c'ontrol naind little progress beeause the A ItVN the D~ue Co, Border Hanger ('amnp area to i'hanh
ulii ts a ppea red uinablea to o rganiz'ie and miu ~tan ell An ,and P1 elki aC(it y. By veek ' eonl only one ranger
offensmive. Farther south, Route 14 betweent Kontuni bordier diefense battalioan remained Iin the Due Co

,I P1 elk u remainedi I nterdic ted until Ai Jan uary, area,~& One of tile co01M pa ale WAS Iin the eamp proper
In re info Nemenlvts Were dleploy.ved to lissimt thle iiii tb' remiainder of the battalion took tip fieldm

itngers In the road clearing opertithorns Mlsewhere positions oil the high gzrounid near' the camp. tlhe
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41st Regiment, with elements of the 21st Tank Mienc; the 417th Ilegiment operated in the Crescent
Regiment, renmained in the Thanh An area with Mountain area anid located a 20 tun cache of rice,
elementa positioned along Route 14 mouth of Camp In the southern provinces activity increased, alid
lMncarl, Route 14 between Kontuni and Pleiku con- A RVN elements reinforced the Territorial Forces4
tinueci to be open to both civilian and military In Hirch Thuant Province oni 22 January, as thu corps
traffic; however, vehicles traveling the route were dettected u threat developing in the Phan Thict
sporadically ciubjected to hareasing fire, The 41st area. Three destroyers were deployed to stations
Regiment, which wait one of the units withdrawn off the southern coast to provide naval gunfire
from the Due Co area after the camp had been support to forces operating in Binh Thuan Pro- .
secured, was redeployed to Binh Dinh Province vince, The ROK forces prepared for standdown on
along the coast to rejoin the 22d Division, Other 2rc January for future redeployment to Korea. Since
elements of the division continued to operate In the comcbat forcas in the region were spread thin, at
Crescent Mountains, east of Heal An. Although no i-anger group with two battalions began moving
major engagements were noted in the operation, fro Military Region 1 on 137 January to provide
in the first 18 days over 270 enemy were reported government preaence In the Korean area prior to
killed, while friendly casualties were light. the cease-fire.

(C) Between 21 and 24 January activity increased ()A h es-ieapoce h nm 0:;,K~ ',',,,~P. in the area north of Kontum City as the cease-fire ()A h es-ieapoce h nm c
,,'~"~ "announcement was awaited, Still concerned over tions wer-e choracterivad by hamlet infiltration,

it threat of Konturn, the 213d Division reinforced highway Interdiction, stand-off attacks, and limited
north of the city with a battalion of the 45th Rel ground attacks generally focused on Territorial
ment which combat assaulted into lancding sonos Forces, In the 23d Division area the forces north
northeast of Vo Dinh on 24 January. The same of Kontuin City were subjected to stand-off attacks,
dlay B-52 mtrikes again struck targets north of the cimii a bri-dge appruxinmately nine kilometers riorth
city, Thisi series of strikem, combined with the of the city was damagred and traffic disrupted 2
strikes on the 19th, resulted in 24 separate tfrgts-6t Picciku wan isolated from ground resupply as Hotc
struck and produced 48 aseoondary explosions, Also i1) was Interdicted west of the Mang Giang Ita
on 24 January a battalion of the 44th Regiment Noirth of the city Route 14 wits cut on the Kontuin-
combat assaulted into landing zones south-west of I'liiku Province boundary, Pleiku City wats Hub-
Vo Dinch, A fire support base was established along lected to repeated attacks of 122mm rockets an 28

MO * ,1" Route 14 two kilometers east of Ngo Trarcg with Jcmnuary' but the Intensity of fire was low, and
two lflmini howitzers for support of the three little dacciage was reported, To the mouth of the
battalions operating In the Vo Dinh area, In Pleiku vity along Route 14 In northern Darlac Province,
Province tho. ranker company occupying the Due novonal hamlets werv entered by the enemy. Terri.
Co Border Raniger Camp was forcedi to withdraw torial Forens were unable to return the hamlets to
a~fte~r extecnsive cittacksi-hy-firt, and ground attacksc. govtirtninc~t control prior to the ceaise-fire, Along
115 Spectre and VNAF' Spooky wunmhiics US Army the (!oult, the pl~terni of activity was the "ane'. Route
Ci bras, wid UiIS A F and VWNA F TAC(Al II s upported I wits Iictnd lic ted beit ween Hol oni an crd Tlain Qua cc

tice deli n dtr . TIhe ranigor comcpan y withdrew tc i lii Binh D)c in Prov ince, Fou r bridges werc deamaiteui
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~oi tilo ns Alo ncg lHout iti1) ap pro x imatelIy ncine kilo- tin' 155 ti ydy andcm six~ hani letm infiltrated Iic northern y

ncitcrg occlst of the camnp; the ranger e'lemencts eaxi. Il'icu Yen Provinve, lic Lam Dong Province TRhcce
aind noc'Unsast of the cnonp inaintncinsul their 1)(14. 20 wvic hicterdicted ancd a hamlet infiltra~tedl near
tiontis 11 Cor~ps moved an additional inftantry hat(.- tlcc ruyecn iDuc Province boundary, ARVN ancd
tal ion to Thicanhi An to prevent any poss ibis encemiy Tesrr itoia l F1 lcccH eccc t d to all of tihs oen llY cc -

dci yes farnther east anci the corps tactical vo ccccii ccll t i ityii uowsvi-Ic, fillI highways romicclicw ccIinterdci c ted
pos remainced fit. the dlistrict town to ccnctrocl oicrra- 10dIcci'hverld I icciflc iLA cynic niccid ecointestod lit cccuccth'c '

tisn; ic Uictic cirei linc Birch D~inh Province thuitl 4001 wi. Eccliccy cvaisr-firc Viociaticccil weret lit it h~igh~
locginccsrt cocndcucted openatilomi inear Tnamc Quanc Thv Ic~vi, huct o01.1 ['111111mc thec 1licitodc 1miccclet Iccfiltcci.
4 i st li~ewicccccnt cccct~iclunel cciencitions nel iver t11 Howlc, 11(t sigccifietoct. groucnd Wam lest toc the eccecicy.
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MILITARY REGION 8 east of Trang Born in Bien Hoe Province, The ob-
(C) In November, III Corps generally maintained jective of the operation was to make contact with

a defensive posture while shifting divisional units elements of the 33d NVA Regiment, However, there
in such a way that essentially they occupied areas was no contact,
of responsibility approximating those existing when (C) On 15 December the 25th Division moved a
the NGUYEN HUE Offensive began in early April battalion to Bao Tral in Rau Nghla Province. The
(Fig. 4-8). The first unit move in III Corps' rede. battalion began a sweep operation north and weat
ployment of forces took place on 5 November when of Duc Hor in response to increased enemy activity
elements tf the 8th Regiment, 5th Division deployed In that area, No major contact was made,
from Chon Thanh, Binh Long Province to the (C) On 10 December ARVN forces began an eight-
vicinity of Lal Khe in Binh Duong Province, The battalion operation In the Bien Ho s rocket belt,
"return of the 25th Division to Hau Nghia and Tay follin operatio k on Bien Hos r Bals.
Ninh Provinces started on 'I November, when the following rocket attacks on Bien Hoa Air Base,
2d Battalion, 50th Regiment and the regiinental Five 122mm rockets were captured, and several
command post moved to Hau Nghia Province, The minor contacts made near launch positions,
25th Division was fully deployed in the two pro. (C) On 27 December III Corps initiated a coordi.
vinces at the end of the month, On 20 November the nated attack into the Saigon River corridor ea.
relief of the 18th Division at An Loc commenced playing elements of the 5th and 25th Divisions, To
with renger battalions replacing the division ma. the east of the Saigon River, three battalions of the
neuver units, By 29 November the relief was com. 5th Division attacked into the Iron Triangle, On
pieted, and the 18th Division had redeployed to the west of the river four battalions of the 25th
Long Khanh, Bien Hoa, and southern Binh Duong Division attacked towards the Hobo Woods with
Provinces, A light command post from the Ranger objectives near the river, The attack made moderate
Command assumed control of the 8d, 5th, and 6th progress against light resistance, On 80 December
Ranger Groups at An Loc, Total forces were nine the attack swung generally north along the river
ranger battalions, toward Tri Tam,

(U) One major engagement occurred at An Loc (U) The month of January, except for the last
on 2 November between the 48d Regiment and an week, was a stable period in Military Region ai,
estimated regiment from the 9th NVA Division, Il The Saigon River Corridor operation in southern
this day-long battle 192 enemy were killed, and Binh Long, northern Binh Duong, and eastern Tay
friendly losses were five killed and 25 wounded, Ninh Provinces produced the most significant enemy

(C) In December III Corps remained in a bnsic contacts, During the first week of January, ale-
defensive posture with limited short range offen. ments of the 25th Division operating in the Bol
slve operations. The major units remained in the Lal Woods in southern Tay Ninh Province were
tactical areas of responsibility established in No- harassed by enemy attacks-by-fire but reported no
vember and generally conducted local operations significant contscts, A regiment of the 5th Divi.
with minor results, On 4 December the 25th Divi- sian, operating north of Lai Khe, had the same re-
sion conducted a clearing operation along the Sal. Multi, On 4 January a battalion of the 11th Division
S gon River south of Tri Tam but, failed to make engaged an estimated enemy battalion northeast of
contact with the enemy (Fig. 4-9), On the same Trang Born, near Bien Hos, Following reinforce-
day the 18th Division commenced a two-day recon- merit by another battalion, contact was broken,
naiseance in force operation south of Black Horse with light casualties on both sides, On 5 January
in Long Khanh Province that terminated with the 7th Regineint cleared the road from Phuoc Vinh

" negative results, On 10 December the 25th Division to Dong Xoai in Phuoc Long Province to permit
"started a two-battalion sweep operation in the convoy traffic from Phuoc Vinh to Song Be, The
Hobo Woods area and along the Saigon River, The convoy operation halted temporarily on 6 January
"6th Division, in coordination with the 25th Division, when a southbound vehicle hit a mine northeast of
began a two-battallon operation east of the river Dong Xoal, The operation then continued without
west of Ben Cat. Interruption and terminated as scheduled on 9

(C) On 11 December in Tay Ninh Province the January, This was the first operation of this type
51st Regional Force Group, acting on information to reach Phuoc Vinh in a year, Over 1,000 tons of
from a Hol Chanh, made contact with possible ele- supplies were delivered to Song Be, In addition,
nients of the D2 Battalion, C50 Regiment and nunerouii civiliai vehicles (05 in the first convoy)
killed 79 enemy, US and VNAF tactical air support tagged along, carrying miscellaneous wares,
was employed, Friendly losses were three wounded, (C) During the period 10 to 20 January the Sal-
On the same day the 18th Division conducted a gor Riverl Corridor operation progressed well,
coordinated airmobile and ground operation north- Friendly elements reached Tri Tam on 11 January,
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-"land a coordinated attack into the Michelin Rubber tact near the mame area, By 2I0 January the taligon'
,-Plantation was initiated, Two regiments of the 2i5lh River Corridor operation ended, ARVN forces re- I.

*).. Division and one .troe the 5th Division pushed turned to populated areasl to resume iecurity mis- k
., a iortheamt of Trt Tani, entering the plantation fronm sline and protection of lines of communceltion, •
4 the west and southwest. On 13 January a battalion Casualties for this operation during the period 12

Sof the 5lth Division made contact with elements to 21 January. reported by tJM advisors, were 402sof the 20th NVA Regiment ' This cont"ct resulted enemy killed, 86 friendly killed 207 wounded, and

•in moderate enemy and ligrht friendly casualties, By 110 missing, This offensive and the intnsimve sup-
•'mid-January 15 battalions aind the ARVN Rangeor lportingi air operations were apparenitly succiessul

,* Conmnand were involved in the.'Saigon River opera. in causling substantial enemy casualties, destroying
.* tion, Contacts were light and scattered, permitting enemy caches aind preemptingl the movement of

'•friendly forces to maneuver without glreat diffi, eneimy forcesm
cutySU) From 2-0 to 24 January, enemy activitien re-

.p(C) On 17 January, for the second time during mained at a very low level throughout Mlitairy
Sthe month, no ground contacts were reported in Region 3I, as III Corps focres conducted operationsSMilitary Rgilon 3. During the period 18 to 20 in and around population centers, After the cease-

January, the Ist and 2Jd battalions, 8lth RegilmenL fire announcement wasn made, enemy activities in."
#'were in nmoderately heavy eontact with possible ole. creased steadily up until the morning of 28l Jan-

linents of the 165lth and 200lth Regiments, '7th NVA uary, Moat consisted of ettackm-by.fire and small
Division, The enemy then broke contact, The follow, scale grround attacks, The Elan Hoa Air Bas~e

inlg day the 3d Battailon, 8th Regimenit made con- r'eveived 28.122mi'lm rockets on 20 January, and Tan
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Son Nhut Air B~ase received 331 122mm rockets on shifted to hamlet infiltration ini provinces surround.
28i January, One American wail killed at Bien Hoa, injK the Capital Military Distivct, Oil the last day
one civilian was killed and 20 injured at Tan Son of the month violations had decreased and again
Nhut, shifted to hamlet infiltration along IRoutem I and 22.

CU) Aitme the cease-fire became effective at 0800 The northern provinces remnined relatively quiet
*hours, 28 January, enemy Incidents continued in a during the post eaase-fire iuvriodl The only ter.

defin~ite pattern. Tay Ninh City and northern Hau voriAt actlvity known to have Otwui-rud in the regfionl
Nghia Province were focal points of cease-fire after the veatte-fire occurred during the night of
violations unill the end of the month, Violations 29-310 January, Both the hamlet chief and assistant
were characterized by hamlet infiltrationi, attacks. hamlet chief of Trung Nhi Hamrlet In Binh W~ong
by-fire, and lines of communication interdletion, Province were asensminated, Dluring the last lew

*Immediately following the cease-fire, violations oe- hourm of January, reports Indicated that activity
curred generally through the center of the corpo in Tay Ninh Province had stab~isedl all MilitAry
area, fr-ni Tay Nlinh City through northern Hau Region Ii hamlets were under friendly control ex.
Nghia and southern B~inh Duoing Provinces, and cupt for 131 hamlets along Route I northeast of
along Route 1 to the east, For one day emphasis Trang Hatig in Hau Nghiis Province,
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MILITARY REGION 4 An additional 71 prisoners were captured on the

(C) On I November, IV Corps had the majority 7th, The enemy was badly defeated in this battle,
of its forces deployed to counter the increased (C) Combat activity reached a low level by mid.
enemy activity concentrated in Dinh Tuong and month with most friendly contacts small and scat.
Klen Clang Provinces (Fig. 4.10), Five ARVN ma. tered throughout the Delta. Ranger units, on 19
nieuver battalions remained in the Khmer, com- November, made the first of a series of sporadic
pared to a high of 10 battalions operating thure at contacts with the 52d NVA Regiment in northwest
the peak of ARVN cross-border operationo on 20 Klan Giang Province, The rangers exploited the
October, IV Corps priorities went to operations situation, and by the 27th had killed over 200 enemy,

., within Vietnam throughout the month. Screening including a battalion commander,
forces remained along the Khmer border, with the (C) On 22 November elements of the 94th Re.
sise of the force fluctuating from one to four ma. gional Force Group were ambished in Vinh Long
neuver battalions, There was only one significant Province suffering 26 killed, 20 misaing, and four
ARVN croso-border operation during the month, wounde a nd 5 6 kilost, T e were no k own
On 20 November the 3d Battalion, 10th Regiment, wounded, and 56 weapons lost. Ther were no known
conducted an airmobile assault eight kilometers enemy losses, For the remainder of the month con.
southwest of Svay Rieng and killed 48 enemy, tact. within the Delta were few,
while losing one wounded (Fir 4.11). (C) On I December IV Corps had the majority

(0) Friendly 'initiated activity wai relatively of its forces deployed in Vietnam, Only two ma.
neuver battalions were operating in the Khmer,

high in the Delta proper during the first part of The IV Corps concept of operation continued to
the month, There were 60 friendly initiated jon. stress highly mobile Joint and coordinated opera.
tecta on I November, An average of over 180 enemy tions between regulars and Territorials, The focus
were killed daily through the 6th of the month of friendly activity remained on in-country opera.
when activity began to subside. In Klen Tuong tions for moat of the month. Near the end of
Province, 33 kilomaters west of Tuyen Binh on I December cross-border operations increased, to in.
November, elements of the 10th Reconnaissance elude twelve maneuver battalions,
Company and 7th Engineer Battalion contacted an
undetermined alse enemy unit and killed 68, with (C) On 4 December in Dinh Tuong Province the3id Battalion, .15th Regiment, exploiting B,.
ARVN looses of one wounded, On the following day ti nartalo a, kied t, exne an Batu
the loth Reconnaissance Company made contact in strike near Cal t.y, killed 25 enemy and captured
the samp area and killed 35 enemy without friendly two, with two ARVN killed and five wounded, A
losses, In Phong Dinh Province on 2 November two prisoner stated that possibly 100 enemy had been
Regional Force battalions engaged possible ele. killed by the ARC LIGHT strike, Also in Dlnh
monts of the D1 VC Regiment, VNAF tactical air Tuong Province on 7 and I December, the 3d Bat.
supported the operation, which resulted in 26 eneamy talion, 12th Regiment killed 80 enemy, while los.

killed and no friendly losses, On 8 November in ing seven killed and 22 wounded in a sories of

Dinh Tuong Province, nine kilometers northeast of contacts,

My The. the 480th Regional Force Battalion killed (C) On 16 December a major boundary chanite
24 enemy, with one. Regional Force soldier killed was made for the 7th and 9th Divisions, The 7th
and two wounded. On 10 November in Dinh Tuono Division, reinforced with one regiment from the 0"
Province, three kilometers southwest of Sam Oiang, 9th Division, expanded Its area of responsibility 10
the 410th Regional Force Battalion made contact to include Dinh Tuong and Go Cong Provinces,
with disastrous results, Friendly losses were 26 previously the responsibility of the 9th Division,
killed in action, 14 missing, and four wounded, The change was made to enhance operations in the
Enemy losses were four killed, 'rho 2d Battalion, trn-border area of Kien Tuong-Klen Phong-Dinh
16th Regiment, later reinforced the Regional Force Tuongr Provinces encompassing enemy Base Area
battalion but made no significant contact, 470, The new 9th Division area of responsiblity con.

(C) On 4 November IV Corps deployed three bat- siated of Ba Dec, Vinh Long, Klan Heo, and Vinhl

talions to Klan Phong Province in response to an Binh Provinces,

Senemy buildup near Coo Lanh, Hong Ngu, and the (C) In Klen Giang Province on 14 December US
interdietion of Route 80 southeast of Klan Van, sir cavalry elements attacked an enemy supply base
On 5 November the Rd Battalion, 10th Regiment, alongr with US tactical air support, which resulted
in a joint operation with forces from Hong Ngu in 30 enemy killed by air, 27 secondary explosions,
District, conducted m ground and waterborne on- and misceullaneous storage facilities and supplies
velopment of 207th NVA Regiment elements. This destroyed, On the 15th the strike was exploited by
operation broke enemy resistance and resulted in the air amsault of a ranger battalion.
35 enemy killed, 24 prisonerN, and no friendly losses. (C) On 17 December friendly initiated contacts
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increased In number and intensity and were con- friendly-initiated contacts throughout the military
centrated In KRin Phong and Dinh Tuong Provinces. region,
There were five significant contacts in Dinh Tuong (C) During the period 8 to 10 January, enemy
and three in Klen Phong on the 17th that accounted activity declined, A bridge on Route 4 in La Aiyen
for the majority of the 204 total enemy killed in Province was blown on 10 January. Repair of the
Military Region 4 that day, On the 19th a large bridge was a difficult and lengthy process; how-
number of small contacts throughout the region ac-
counted for 105 enemy killed, ever, a Bailey bridge was used as an expedient,

(C) On 21 December IV Corps started a combined arind the traffic flow was restored within one day.
operation with Khmer forces to open Route 2 from During the period 11 to 20 January activity con.
the Vietnamese border north to Takeo, The 14th tinued to focus around (Jhuong Thien Province, El.
ARVN Regiment attacked astride Route 2 on the monta of the 31st Regiment made contact with an
21st and on the 22d two ARVN ranger battalions estimated enemy regiment on 13 January and were
air assaulted Into the area of Konpong Chrey, successful in maintaining sporadic nontact for the
Khmer forces followed the ARVN to assume respon. next several days. Numerous other smaller contacts
slbility for security, On the 23.d of December the were made throughout the military region, attributed
Vietnamese linked iip with Khmer units south of mainly to a corps-wide DONG KHOI operation which
Takeo, No significant contact was reported during began on 15 January, This operation was scheduled
the operation. IV Corps deployed its forces east to end on 18 January but was extended three days
and west of the road and provided area socurity because of its initial success, On 21 January, when
for Khmer units conducting road and bridge repair, the operatiaii ended, over 500 of the enemy had been

(C) Combat activity in the Delta during Janu- killed, with moderate friendly casualties,
ary was characterized by widely scattered small (C) During 21 to 24 January enemy activity was
meeting engagements interspersed with periods of Ilcht and widely scattered with Chuong Thien Pro.
virtually no activity, Resupply constituted the major vines, the Trt-Border Area, and the Seven Mountains
enemy activity and many contacts, were reportAd region having the tilo&L significant combat activity,
with elements engaged In resupply activity. During After the cease-fire atinouncement on 98 January,
the first two days of the month, enemy activity enemy activity throughout the Dolta increased signi.
was at the lowest level in nine months, For the ficantly and was directed at villages, territorial out.
next five days enemy 4ctivity increased sharply as poots, and ARVN base areas and outposts, Friendly
he took advantage of the low lunar illumination, forces were actively patrolling and responding to
During the night of 3 January four bridges were enemy initiatives, Just prior to the cease-fire agree.
blown in Chuong Thien Province, three in Vinh ment sWkning, and for the remainder of the month,
Binh Province and one in Phong Dinh Province, the preponderance of enemy activity occurred In
Thirty-seven light attacks.by-fire were also re- Chuong Thien Province, and along the Khmer border
ported. Although the enemy was suocssful in do. in Chau Doe and Kien Phong Provinces, Other ac-

- stroying several bridges, commerce anti commnuni- tivity in thu military region was widely scattered
cation were not critically hampered. The enemy and of less intensity, By the last day of the month
paid a high price for his increased activity, The the situation had started to stabilize. Government
enemy killed averuge was 140 a day for the first officials reported an absenew of enemy initiatives
10 clays of the month. Friendly casualties during against primary lines of communication, and with
the same period were comparatively light, An on- the exception of a few short-term interdictions, all
going DONG KHOI operation also produced small, roads and conuls remained open to traffic,.
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CHAPTER 5

THE LAST SIXTY-ONE DAYS:

28 JANUARY 29 MARCH 1973
(U) On 27 January, OPLAN J.215 was designated tary Commission (FPJMC), was established in the

OPORD J-215, with implementation to begin con. MACV headquarters building with MG Gilbert H,
currently with the cease.fire. When the cease-fire Woodward the chief US delegate, The commission
hour arrived, 0800 hours, Sunday, 28 January 1973, provided the vehicle for establishing effective
the countdown begar, communications between the US, South Vietnamese,

(U) The new agencies, US Support Activities North Vietnamese, and Provisional Revolutionary
Group (USSAG) and Defense Attache Office Goverment (PRG) and for negotiating and settling
(DAO), formed to carry on the residual MACV ac. matters concerning the implementation of specific
tivities, were organized and activated, the DAO on provisions of the Paris agreement and protocols.
28 January and USSAG on 18 February, Similarly, An important issue for the US Deletgtion was to
the US Delegation, Four Party Joint Military Coin- ensure that the release of US PWs was proportion-
mission, was activated on 28 January, and activities al to the withdrawal of US forces, In March the
were underway to initiate its functions. The MACV redeployment of the third and fourth increments
staff and agencies personnel began the tasks of was suspended and delayed when problems arose
terminating or turning over functions and progr,1ms over prisoner releases. The US steadfastly main.
to the Vietnamese or to the US residual agencies tatned its established position and reinstituted
and of drawing down and closing out the Military troop withdrawals only after the PW releases re-
Assistance Command, Vietnam within 60 days. surned,
While effecting the drawdown, MACV personnel (U) The central FPJMCi proved an effective
supported the FPJMC and the ICCS with men and oroanisationi however, the field structure, intended
materiel, including aviation assets, to assist in in. to Implement and aupervise the cease-fire, never
plomenting the cease-fire, Close control of the US fully developed, While the US and South Viet-
troop redeployment was required because the rate namese field elements deployed to sach site, the
of withdrawal was tied directly to ho. release of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong did not, citing
US prisoners held throughout SouiI..tt Asia. inadequate facilities and the lack of security, is.

(U) When COUNTDOWN began, varly 59,000 munities, and privileges as their reasons, A total
US and Free World personnel remained in Vietnam, cease-fire did not take effect, and the FPJMC
including 23,000 Americans, 35,000 Koreans, and allied task of detecting and reporting violations
slightly over one hundred others from Thailand, was impossible because of the Communist failure
the Philippines, and the Republic of China, With to deploy field teams.
the exception of those US personnel comprising the (U) A final FPJMC task was the establishment of
US Delegation, FPJMC, the redeployment was com- a Four Party Joint Military Team (FPJMT), which
pleted on 29 March-.-on the 61st day after the would remain in Vietnam to resolve the status of
cease-fire. While It had been planned to complete missing Americans and assist in the recovery of the
the redeployment within 60 days, difficulties con- deceased remains interred in Communist controlled 0

* oerning the release of US prisoners caused signift- areas,
cant changes in the US troop redeployment schedule (U) The members of the four delegations began
throughout the two month period. The fourth and redeploying during the last week in March and the
final US increment departed Saigon within a 72. final US members departed Saigon on 31 March,

'* hour period on 27, 28$, and 29 March, as the last At 1900 hours, 31 March, the US Delogation was I

group of prisoners was released in Increments and disestablished,
flown out of Hanoi, (B) The US Support Activities Group (USSAG)

(U) Because the withdrawal of other Free World was the new headquarters organized to establish
forces was not tied to the prisoner releases, their command arranrements outside o: Vietnam to
withdrawals proceeded as planned, The majority of control residual US missions and responsibilities
the Korean troops had completed thnir departure In Southeast Amia, including the capability to re-
from Nha Tranr , Phu Cat, and Saigon by 14 March; sunie nir and naval suppoit in South Vietnam, Laos,
small Korean and Chinese elemdnts remained in and the Khmer Republic, and military action against
Saigon until 23 and 26 March, respectively. North Vietnam. Headquarters, USSAG was acti.

(U) The US Delegation, Four Party Joint Mill- voted at Nakhon Phanorn on 10 February under
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the c~ommandi of GEN John W. Vogt, Jr, USAF, the logistics effort as MACV drewdown; they would
Deputy COMUSMACV. Th,. headquarters hall been continue to cover gaps, rninily in the manairt-
organ ized andi staffed, principally with MACV hoed- merit and( maintenan ce fields.

A ~~quarters personnel, during the three months plan. (S) The ARVN logistics cul~ubility wats c~ ~
ning preceding the cease-fire, A three phased Adequate, provided the necessary priority arnd corn.
deployment began on 20 January when A sml inanul emphasis wag applied to m,&ke tile system
advance echelon moved fronm Siaigon to Nal~hon work. The basis for improved Supply management.
Phanoni. The main body bogan deploying nn 10 had beeii established tinder the 1(VNAF Automated
Februpry to meet anl operational ready dante(ito the Materiel Management System (RAMMS). Mont
15th. The remaining personnel moved during tile Supply management wasR functiornalized under the
following 45 days as they completed and tormidnateil National Materiel Managtement Agency (NMMA),
their MACV functions. A dual air opetrations vhp- Central control ()f the technical Service supplies was
ability existed at MACV anld USSACI from 10
through 14 February. At 0800 hours, 15 February accomplished by thle associated depots at Lunri Binh
COMUSMACV's command Atli control of the Air annd Da Nang, The port operutiuns hatd been trans.
warl was transferred to CONIUSSAG, along with fe i"rti to AflVN; !iik hwav enid watercraft assets
other designated functions, With thle disestohilimih wer &ideOllaite for their needs, Nipficai maeteriel Bull
merit of MACV on 211 March, operational ecommliand port hadl developed into the most. responsive logistical
of the Defensa Attache Office, Saigoni was trans. KyStelll in Vietnam, The comniuniiieationis-eleetraniics I
ferred to USSAG. Vietnamization pro;'"'amn exceeded all expectations;

(8) he U Incounry rsidal sppor of the SIMS had developed as a viable joint systemn

RYNAF was assumed by the Defense Attacht.elhalsrie hrn t prtomitnne
Office (DAO), Saigon. MG John E, Murray, USA, and Support,
the MACV Director of Logistics, was appointed (S) Effective VNAF transportation, supply, andl
Defense Attache, responsible for all Department maintenanc'e 4ysitems had heen clevelopedi however,
of Defanse activities in Vietnamz,- with hia heAd- the lack of managrement skills and maintenance
quarters in the MACV headquarters building at Tan p~roblems~ aggravated by the large influx of new
Son Nhut. The DAO was unique, compared with a aircraft under Project ENHANCE PLUS inade ex-
typical attache element, Composed of 1,2001 civilian tensive civilian contractor support, monitored by
and 60 military personnel, its mission wits to mun. the I)AO, a continuing effort.
age the Us military Assets and programs remkin. (S) The VNN logistics mystemi had been developed
Ing in Vietnam, iicluding inanagement, control, and to the point of almost coniplote Self -stiff iciency, pro.
supervision of continued regupply, malintenance, viii"! ltq materiel, repair parts, and technical a~ssI-
and contractor support, tivio , ititited to be prov.Iced. Management atid

(U I The procurement of US civilians to mvan all ti.-... tchniial Perioncilel were prillcipal Areas Ill
of the DAC spaces proved a dlifficult task, which which the 1)AO effort continued,
remained Incomplete at the end of March, Thoi. (U) The retrograde of US car proceeded

*assignment of personnel on a TlDY Itamis provided teadilly throughout theP last 60) da1 -1 the last
ail interim solution to initially organize atid launch ships sailed from Newport, Da Nang, anrd Qul Nhon
the DAO activities before the MACV millitury ptr- onl 28 March. Cutrgo totalling approximattely 151,00(11
m oniel departed, Throughout February and March, nieasuHreiiiont toins WAS retrogrndcdi hy bea. Anl addi.
as civilians arrived, they were oriented and trained tioiial (I,000) short, tonls of cargo WAS Airlifted from lit
on the job to continue the MACV Activities And, Nang And Saigon, with the inst. nirevolt departing
function.,, As the military drawdown progtressed, (in 24 March. ROKFV cargo retrogradle proeededi~
responsibilities were transferred to the DAO ele- from the seaports of Qui Nhon, Newport, and Cain
merits, Onl 29 March, with the MACV disestablish- Runh Buy, Cargo Approximating 80t,000( measure-
merit, complete respionsibility for i'esidual support ment tons was redenloyed to Korean ports between
of the PVNAP' was Assumed by the DAO. At that 211 Januatry And 14 March. The IUSARV/rNIAkV
time, operational command (if thp DA0 piassed to SUPCOM coordinated stidl supervised the cargo re.
COMAUSSAG at Nakhon lPhanom. leployrient for both the UTS anti Korean forceo,

(C) T1he MAC'V Vietnamiyzationt of logistics call. thus completing the MACV retrograde prograini
Nability wag terminated as the 1)AO a6,sulnied '11P (U) The MACV staff apenicies were involved inl

responslibility for monitoring, advising, and conitinu- terminating functiouns or transferring them to Viet-
Ing contractor siupport for ongoing logisltics peop- raianese military and civil ag-2ncies and DAD. They
rains, Throughout thc preceding fifteen mnorths, aiso provided orientation and familiarization to In-
civ)i Ian conutrac tors and ciVil Service tactical ass) S - cominng civiliinns finw ii)A0. Ani imp~ortannt upIlanneoi
tants hail Assumed an increasing portioni of the support fum.-tion aiu'ue wiivii the Soc 11 Vivtnomnesi.



failed to support tile FPJMC with facilities, equip- beaten back, but incidents continued at a high rate
ment, and food. At GEN Weyand's direction, these through February and March despite FPJMC and
tasks were assumed by MACV staff and field ale. ICCS protests, Presidsnt Thieu made appeals to the
ments, Similar support was provided the ICCS. South Vietnamese to guard againat Communist ef-

(U) On 27 February, CORDS stood uuwn, The forts to seize control of villhges in the face of
Territnrinl Forces and National Police advisory ef- increased enemy infiltration The mood of the South
forts had terminated on 27 January, on 1 Februury Vietnamese was one of caution and hope, tempered
the war victims and community development efforts with the realization that hostilities had not eided.
had been transferred to USAID. The staff manage- (U) At the beginning of the cease-fire, Coin-
ment functions of the headquarters which wev,, munist propaganda wa,; mild as Hanoi and the PRG
retained were transferred to the Office of the sought diplomatic recognition from other nations;
Special AsBistant to the Ambassador for Field the NLF asked for observer status at the United
Operations. Former CORDS civilian employees Nations. However, by mid-February Hanoi was ac-
staffed the transferred functions, cueing the South of conducting massive military

(U) With the implementation of the cease-fire, operations and repressive police actions, abetted
the advisory groups ceased their training and ad- by the US, Hanoi's continued buildup in Laos, the
visory functions, with minor exceptions, Functions Khmer Republic, antd South Vietnam belied their
not terminated, primarily associated with the main- claims of adhering to the Paris agreement, Only
tenance and operation of rnew equipment, were at Khe Sanh were they forced to remove missiles
"transferred to DAO. brought in after the cease-fire,

(U) The termination of the four regional assis. (U) Stagnation of the economy continued in the
tance commands severed direct US assistance, cease-fire period as investors and consumers re.
influence, and advice to RVNAF field elements mained cautious, As expected, prices rose just
throughout Vietnam, Consuls General of the US before the Tat holiday, but did not decline substan-
Embassy assumed the reporting and monitoring of tially afterward, The cease-fire had not brought
the military situation from, the RAC4s Originally about hoped.for resumption of the rubber and

, scheduled to standdown at X+30, support require. logging activities, Tile Republic continued to In-
ments from the FPJMC and the ICCS, coupled stitute control measures, restricting imports in
with the need to maintain reporting and reduced March, On balance, the wait and see attitude ovi.
operational capabilities, caused the RACs to remain dent since November continued to prevail, as in-
operational with minimal staffing until the final vestment commitments and consumer purchases of
'12 hours redeployment period began, durables continued to be deferred, Significant

(U) The cease-fire did not bring the hoped.for economic revival through expanded credit, renewed
"end to hostilities in South Vietnam, An enemy investment, stock and inventory replenishment, in-
attempt to grab population andi territory just be. vreased import licensing, mnd resurgent consumer
fot•e the cease-fire r'esulted in several days of demand would be forthcoming only when the p1l-
-widvspread fighting throughout tie country By tical situation clarified and tb- business community
Tet, the 3d of February, the attempts had been was willing to invest capital in long terni projects,

AIR OPERATIONS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

(C) US air operntions in South Vietnam ceased for these strikes, which included B-52 and TACAIR,
at Uo() hours 2S January 1973 when the cease-fire included close air support and an interdiction effort,
begun, US operations continued on a limited scale principally in Laos, On 15 February MACV re-
in L-.. ,and the Khmer Republic in response to linquished the control of air operations in South-
"" pecifiv requeLst of those governments., Targeting east Asia to U3SAG.
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GROUND OPERATIONS: 28 JANUARY -29 MARCH 11973

(U) Initial ceakse-ire Activity was characterized Han River, which they still maintained At the 6111d(
by enemy attempts to regain positions lost in of March, Airborne units rnacted with e,'tensivo
Quang Tri Province just prior to the cease-f ire, artillery bombardment of enemy positions, E~nemy
seize populated areas and key terrain, interdict forces which Infiltrrted airhnkrno rear areas were
lines of eommunica~tion, and conduct harasoinji at- cleared In a uhort period of time,
tacks deplirekd to limit the capability of ARVN (U) In Quang Niald Province the enemy initiated
forces to veact. RVNAF reaction was imniedinte a innior attack and seized the Sa Huynh area after
and violent, The ."xpendiotre of artillery and u5e' the cease-fire, They cained a major salt producing
of tactical air reached levels higher than those arta and a suitable deep water port, as well am
experienced during the NGUJYEN HUE Offansive. effnctively cutting the only lard line of communica-

(U) After the Initial period of ARVtN counter.. tion, Route 1, ',nto Military Region 1. The 2d Divi.
operations the situation began to mstbilize. All con- sion and 1st Ranter Group wwro slow In organizing
tested hamlets were returned to goveenment control, a counterattack to recapture the area,
and the lines of comnmunication were opened. The U InTuThnPrvcenmyfftson
ieharacter of the conflict changed. to primarily At. centrated south and southeast of Phu Dal near
tacks-by-fire and minor ground actions. around tu P'SH Anaio and northwest of Hue near the An

air ireincdent agins VNAI U, Iterntininl Lo bridge, where populated Areas were attacked
Commission of Control and Supervision (ICCS), and adiflrtd nteVge ra1tDvso
Four Party Joint Military Commission (P'PJMCi and infitreatled, an tahk-nanry attak byt thvsio
aisoraft increased. ARYN initiated several opera- alh uiment, repulsh Va Dkivisinr whichk byteft1
tions desiigned to expaiid its areas of control to 9t eiet 2t V iiin hc ot1
which tne enemy reacted strongly; thus, combat enemny tanks destroyed,

actiity ontnued TheARV useof atilery nd ) In the Dal Lao area of Quang Nam Pro-
* tacticavity cotine ishet ARsNomewa oft arlem'ained vince enemy units occupied sevetal hamlets which

-~ tactica deiral dleveish. smwa u eie were soon cleared by 3d Division elements Anti

(U) Late In the poeiod, with the JUSiehsuing Territorial Foroes. P'a-ther south in the western
spauific cease-fire directives and a reduction of W,' Son Valley, enemy units launched attack"
enemy mnaior ground initiatives, the level of corn. against ARVN forcess that had seized key terrain

bat ctiitywakfurherredued.Wit theexcp- Just poior to the cease-fire and interdicted lines
htativityf wajo furtery reduceda With tap, Tonle- 4 comnmunication leading Into the valley. After

tionof ajoreney atack atRac sap To~c nitUhtly defending the key terrain, AflVN forces
Chani and in the northern Kien Photig Provinct, wtde oadQeSn
enkemy Activity became defensivt or harassing In wihr tadQuHn
nature, consisting of attacks-by-fire, terrorism, (U)I The initial high lovel of activity wask follow.

988281ntion, ractin t ARV ruarlt opra- ed by 6 period in which the ARVN regained control
asasinmatigouns, fre actionsto aircNraft,iyoe of infiltrated areas, With A reduction in artilimry

tion an grond ire gaist arcrftexpenditures late in the period the situation in
MILITARY REGION I PnýAng Tri Province began to stabilize, In tho

(11) At the outhet of the aeuse-fiv~i, activity In Veghel ar'uc both enemy and friendly units con-
MII~tary Region 1 (Filt, 5-1) conairted of enemyv tinued to maneuver and exchange attacks-by-tire

*attempts to expand his area of control into popv. which resulted in spn-s~jdic! contacts. After clearing
latlon centers by seizing hamlets and Isolating onemy elements from hamlets in the Dal 1,oc area
defending forces by Inmterdicting lines o.- communienn 3d Divimion foa.,e expanded operations Into himtori-

* tion, Major activity wask prinmarily centered in two cally contested areas, which the enemy defordod
areas: northern Quang Tri Province andi Ba Huynh with attacks-by-fire and harassing tactics, ARVN
in southern Quang Ngai Frovince. forces in the Que Son Valley Initiated operations to

(U) Marine units which hao saized the south retake terrain lost after the cease-fire. In boouthern
bank of the Cua Viet River jutt prior to ths coase- Quang Nirai 2d Division and 1st Ranger Group
fire were soor. overrun by violont oenemy attacks, forces recaptured the Sa Huynh, area, swept southi
mid defensive positions were recvdtablished to the. to the military region border, and began returning
south, No further n 1jcr eombut Fkctivity occuried the populationi to their homes,
along the Marine Division front, Enemy units did (U) In the final weeks of Marci, the situation
infiltrate marine rea- Areas butt were clenred widihit in Military Region I stabilized nonslderably. Minor
a few weeks. In the airborno area of operiltionm Rttac ks-by -fire and small unit contactki occurred
enomy units launched heavy ind~lrect fire and grounud in fuur areas, In the Son Ho 4iver valley, south
uttaelus Against thc Pirburne elements and estab. of the An Lo bridge, and the Dal Inc area the
lished a forthrjld on the south bank of the Thach enemly continued to d cfend agrainst ARYN attempts
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to alear previously eantested areas, Minor contactiH terrain, reverted to a defensive posturie, but con-
vontinued In the Veghel area, ARVN forces in the tiniued to receive enemy attacIks.by-fire and limited
(Que Soul Valleyj, which regained some of the lost ground attacks,
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MILITARY REGION 2 Pleiku until the road was opened on 23 February,
(C) Initial enemy cease-fire activity in Military Two days later the HIuon Ho nrea was cleared and

Region 2 (Fig, 5.2) consisted of seizing hamlets Route 14 was reopened throughout the military
and interdiction of lines of cnimmunication, As the Region, In Binh Dinh Province Route I wan reopened
cease-fire drew near, the enemy launched wide. between Hoal Nhon and Phu My. Two roadblocks
spread attacks -%nd Infiltrated hamlets west of were cleared on Route 19 near An Khe, In Phu Yen
Kontum, northeast of Ban Me Thuot, southwest of nd Khanh Hoa the last of four bridges damaged

onum, sorthwest of BH , an d M e ar T Puo n so thw st of just prior to the cease.fire was repaired, which al-
DeAi, southwest of Tuy Hoa , and near Phan Thiet, lowed the 28th ROK Regiment to deploy from Tuy
After the cease-fire ARVN forces west of Thanh Hoa to Nha Trang and Cam Ranh Bay, By the mU-
An were forced back to the district town, Lines of point of the cease-fire period all hamlets were re-
communication interdiction was accomplished on turned to government control and all lines of com.
Route 14 south of Kontum and northeast of Ban Me munication were reported open,
Thout, Route 19 east of Plelku, and Route 1 in (U) A period of low activity was followed by the
northern Binh Dinh and southern Phu Yen Provinces, conduct of ARVN security operations which gen-
On the Degi Peninsula a naval coastal station was crated mixed enemy action. West of Thanh An
overrun, creating a gap in the coastal radar sys. ARVN units attempted to retake a fire support
torn, The station was reoccupied several days later bass evacuated shortly after the cease-fire, The
without opposition; however, the radar equipment enemy reacted with heavy attacks-by-fire and
was extensively damaged, ground attacks, Subsequently, ARVN units assumed

(C) The enemy attacks were followed by a series a defensive posture as enemy elements continued
of ARVN operations designed to clear hamlets and harassuient activities,
open lines of communication, In the Central High- (U) Through the end of March enemy activity in
lands the 28d Division initiated operations to open Military Region 2 consisted of minor attacks-by.
Route 14 in the Kontum Pass area, near My Thach fire and light ground contacts scattered in Kontum,
south of Pleiku, and near Buon Ho. in northern Pleiku, Binh Dinh, and Binh Thuan Provinces, with
Darlac Province. A food shortage developed in Kon. some major contacts west of Thanh An in Pleiku
turn because of the Route 14 interdiction south of Province and Hoal Nhon In Binh Dinh Province,
the city, CH.47 helicopters flew in stores from Elsewhere in the region the situation was stable,
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MILITARY REGION 3 kilonicicts mouth oif Ani Loc after dlelivering Rupplies
(U) Immediately following the cease-fire, one.-N, to the Four Party Joint Military Cormmismion Hite,

forces attempted to noise control of populated areas Two of the Amorerican were evacuated In critical
and interdict linen of communication Across the condlition, and one later (lied,
center of Military Region 8 (Fig. 5-3) in Tay Ninh, (U) An the mid-point of the cease-fire period
Hall NgOia Binh Duongr, Bien Hea, Lung Khanh, passed, ARVN initiated operations to reopen the
and Binh Tuy Provinces, These efforts were roel. eond fr-om Phuov Vinh to gongc lie Iii Phuoc ILoiip
tively successful AN enemy eilements initially ov- Proivince, Thp operation wa* siuccessful, although
cupied or lnfilti-atedl over 100 hamlets andi Inter- It resulted in minor contacts in the vicinity of
dlieted Route 20 in Long Khanh; Router' 15, 111,nd tDong Xoui and in the Song 13e-Phuov Binh arnas,
314 In Dion lloa; Route 13 in Binh Duonw; and Minor contactm and attacksi-by-fire continued along
Route '22 in Tay Ninh. After the first 24 hours the the route until AP.VN convoy operations were corn-
number of contested hamlets was reduced to About pleted, In mnid-Mareh the enemy began to restrict
30 and within ten days all hamlets were returned dlviiian traffic alongf routes In Phuoc Long, In.
to government control, and all interdicted routes tlicating at desire to tighten his control in the area,

reopened, (C) During the latter weeks In March, enemy
(U) A period of relative quiet then settled over opierutlonm were focused on the Tonic Chain outpost

tile region, Enemy activity wan limited to attacks- in Tay Ninh Province And the Ruch Bali-Ban Cat
k A by-fire and minor probing Actions, while ARVN Area in Binh Duong Province, Tonle Chain remained I

!I secured populittion centers and lines of comnmunica- in a state of siege. ARVN reaction to the enemy
tion, and reacted to enemy- Activity, Enemy attacks Activity around Rich Hap-Blon Cat was succossftil
Appeared to be directed mainly at territorial out., and the situation stabilised. ARVN security opera.
posts, possibly In the attempt to restrict Territorial tions in the area along Route '1 north of D~ue Thanh
Forces to short range securit,ýi patrols. During this in Phuoc Tuy Province resulted in minor contacts
period the enemy began constructing hamlets in Andi attacks-by-fire during late March, as ARVN
the Hobo Woods And the central Jron Triangle continued constructing outposts where there had
areas, which ARVN proceeded to destroy with little been little or no government presence in reeent
a nemny contact. Ground to air fire continued, with yeurs, By the end of the March minor attocks-by-
three helicopters 'and one L-19 shot down, and two fire, buohy traps, ground probeA, and ground to Air
other aircraft damaged. One of the helicopterx, a fire at aircraft accounted for most of the oerney
CH-47 with a US crew of five, was shot down ten Activity,
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MILITARY REGION 4 the intensity of activity there increased as enemy

(U) In Military Region 4 (Fig. 5-4) enemy ac. forces crossed the Khmer border and ilunched
* tivity was characterised by hamlet infiltration, attarks-by-fire and ground attacks, ARVN rein.

ground attacks against populated areas and wide. forcements deployed to the area, and in numerouw
spread attacks-by-fire, Although widely scattered, contacts with the l01D Regiment pushed the enemy
the effort was concentrated in the border areas of forces back into the Khmer Republic.

Chau Doe and Kien Phnng Provinces, and from (U) From early to mid-March widespread enemy
Dinh Tuoing southwest to Chuong Thien Province, efforts consisted of light attacks against Territorial
ARVN reacted quickly to the enemy initiatives Force outposts and terrorist attacks against popu.
aRNd reate d theuficyt t thed l eane lation centers, to include attacks-byefire, mining in,and after the first three days all land and water cidents, assassinations and abductions, The terrorist
Slines of communication were reported openg about attacks included a mortar attack on a school in
10; hsmlet, remained contested, During the next few Trn Ton and a rocket attack on a refugee settle.
weeks activity fluctuated in intensity but remained sent, resulting in heavy civilian caswkltles. In the
concentrated in the same areas, By early March the Hong Ngu area enemy forces renewed their attacks,
last of the contestesO hemlets was returned to gay. which resulted in major ground contacts with heavy
ernment control, enemy casualties.

(U) During the mid-portion of the 61 day period, (U) In late March the major enemy activity re.
major itativity centered in Chuono Thien Province, mained concentrated in Dinh Tuong and Ohau Doe
but also spread to Bee Lieu, An Xuyen, Ba Xuyen, Provinces with continuinir emphasis on standoff at-
and Kien Glang Provinces with attacks-by-fire anti tacks against outposts, population centers, and tar.
minor ground contacts, ARVN continued to react roriet activity, ARVN continued to react to enemy

• with security operations, During this period the initiatives and conducted security operations around
enemy also disrupted international traffic along the population centers as the last US elements departed
Mekong River in the Hong Ngu-Cal Cal area, and Vietnam.
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ix-PW CAPI William) . Hendarmar., USAF, Iright' it *hcorted to a waltino C-141 of Gbo !onr Airfield, Hanoi,
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ANNEX A

THE ENEMY

NORTH VIETNAM
1972 GOALS AND STRATEGY about the downfall of President Thleu through the

(8) In 1972, neither increased bombing, the min- defeat of the RVNAF on the battlefield and the

ing of Haiphong and other ports, nor the prospect destruction of the Vietnamniation and pacification

*of a cease-fire altered Communist war aims, which programe.4
Sam In the past emanated from Hanoi. Throughout (8) The first clear Indication that there would

tKt, year North Vietnamese Government and Corn. be a shift in strategy to the war of movement
munist Party officials continually reaffirmed Hanoi's phase in 1972 appeared in an unnumbered resolu.
intention to fight on to total victory and reiterated tion Issued by COSVN in December 1971. In essence,

the resolution called for a shift in the balance
that any settlement of the war must include both of power through the use of main force warfare
military and political issues, Hanoi's basic goals and political Initiatives, It was followed by meveral
In the war remained the domination of the Republic suprlemental resolutions which provided further In-
of Vietnam, the unification of Vietnam under a structions for the conduct of the 1912 offensive.
Communist government and the establishment of The objective of the new strategy was to strengthen
a sphere of influence throughnut Indochina, Enemy the Communist political position through demon.
activities in Laos and the Khmer Republic were strated military victories while at the same time
predicated on this latter goal as well as the neses- gaining control over the countryside through the
sity to control vital base areas and lines of com- disruption of the pacification program and con.
munication between North and South Vietnam.' sequent discrediting of the Republic of Vietnam's

(U) The long time intransigence of the North ability to effectively govern rural areas,4

Vietnamese rulers concerning their program for (8) Hanoi apparently realised in August 1972
peace in Indochina suddenly mellowed, leading many that the war of movement strategy was doomed to
to b•.lieve that a dovish attitude had prevailed since failure. Such an aesessmint probably led to the
mid-1972, Some analysts felt this was due to the breakthrough in the Paris peace talks. Numerous
failure of the North Vietnamese Army and Viet enemy documents which came Into friendly hands
Conw to achieve significant military results in 1972 in October indicated that the enemy believed a
and the resultant realisation of this failure in Hanoi, cease.fire would be signed on 31 October and wam
Any North Vietnamese concessions at the Paris making plans to utilize the period from immedi.
negotiations appeared to be only a policy change ately prior to the signing of the cease-fire until
governing the conduct of the war and not any shortly after it became effective to further his

, •ohange of purpose. Reunification in the minds of long range objectives of setting power in South
the North Vietnamese leadership was seen to be Vietnam,.

N an obsession and non.negotiable, On this point all (S) Hanoi's preparations for a 31 October cease-
factions of the ruling party appeared to be united, fire were in vain as that date passed without the
other disagreements notwIthatanding.Y anticipated cease-fire, In late November fresh prep-

(C) Viewing enemy strategy since 1967 in light arations were made for a cease-fire that Hanoi
tif this goal it is bellev,•d that at that time Hanoi once again appeared to believe was imminent, PW
made the decision to move from the guerrilla phase anti agent reports in late November indicated that
to the final or war of movement-phase in 1908. The the Communists expected a seven to ten day transi.
1908 Tet offensive resulted from this decision. With tion period between the signing of an agreetrlint
the failure of the 1908 Tet offensive, the enemy and the arrival of the International Control Com-
at last realized the futility of this strategy, and mission, Communist strategy during this transition
COSVN Resolution #9 published in that year and period was to launch attacks to quickly overrun
the subsequent Resolution #10 directed a return and hold areas seized in the earlier spring-summer'* to the guerrilla warfare phase of insurgenry, This offe~nsive antd later recaptured by the RVNAF. It"phase continued until late 1971, when the enemy also appeared that the enemy war planning to
leadership, observing the withdrawal of the bulk deactivate NVA troops in the South and retain

of US forces, determined that the time was ripe them in a civilian capacity in local VC units, This
to return to the war of movement phase, They be- would enable the North Vietnamese to maintain a
lieved that reversion to this phase wvuod bring significant covert military presence,"
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IRELATIONS WITH THE PtC AND USSR ment to the war; North Vietnamese suspicions of

JC) In previous years the Democratic Republic Chinese intentions were clearly enunciated in an
of Vietnam maintained close relations with both editorial in Nhan Dan on 17 August which indicated
the People's Republic' of China (PRO) and the that Hanoi believed that both Peking and MoscowUSR reoplying heavbiy on thira asst ande i chev were improving their relations with Washington atUSSR, relying heavily on their assistance in achier- the expense of North Vietnamese interests,11ingt() In 1972 North Vietnam's relations with thethe North consisted of large scale military and USSRI were similar to those with China, Thus,
economic aid as well as propaganda which endorsed while the USer continued to support the North

the aim .of the North and condemned US actions with large shipments of military equipment (from
in Vietnam, In 19r 1 North Vietnam continueds the mining of North Vietnamese ports in May until
mentablt, ciose relations with these two countries,1  mid-October, more than 259,000 tons of cargo for

(S) In 1972 relations between the Democratic Re- the North were delivered to Chinese ports) andpublic of Vietnam ald the People's Republic of dispatched technicians to Hanoi, it appeared that
China were marked by continuing military and after President Nixon's visit to Moscow the Sovitsgeconomic assistance, On the diplomatic front, how- were attempting to get Hanoi to adopt a more forth.

over, Chinese support of North Vietnam in the form right attitude toward the Paris peace talks, It was Y
of criticirm of such US military actions as in- believed that Soviet President Podgorny's visit to I"
creased bombing and the mining blockade of ports Hanoi in June was intended for this purpose asi
was notably restrained, This was apparently a re- well as to reassure tho North Vietnamese that their
sult of improved Sino-US relations following Pre.ii- interests had not been overlooked in discussions with
dent Nbion's visit to Peking, In January the New President Nixondu The Joint communique issued
China News Agency announced that China would at the end of Podgorny's visit indicated reneral dis-provide suppplementery "gratuituus" military and agreement over the wisdom of North Vietnamese
economic aid to North Vlctnam under a protocol actions in Laos and the Khmer Republic, the actions
signed in Peking on Januacy 22, Coming less than of the US to achieve peace, and the criteria for a
a month prior to President Nixon's visit to Peking political settlement, Based on an editorial in Nhan
this was probably intended to demonstrate continued Dan it appeared thot Hanoi. was displeased with the
Chinese support, to allay Hanoi's fears about Chinese US-Moscow summit meeting and a May 25 Moscow
intentions, and to counter" Soviet claims that Chinese Radio Vietnamese language broadcast which insisted
support was waning, Futher evidence of Chinese that Soviet-US talks were in the interest of world
Arooidwill toward the Democrntic Republic of Viet. 'ocialism,lll As 1972 drew to a close, it appeared
nam c'ame after the US mine blockade of North that large scale aid notwithstanding, Hanoi was
V'ietnamcse ports when the Chinese made avail- suspicious of Moscow's intentions in pressing for
able extensive port and rail facilities to transport a peace settlement, As with Peking the Hanoi
necessary supplies to the Democratic Republic of leadership felt that Moscow was attempting to im-
Vietnam, In addition, China supplied food to the prove its relations with Washington at the expense
North in larger amounts than for any previous of the North Vietnamese,
pcr.iods o' comparable duration," By September
i'ed:lng stepped up Its (fforts to hpln Hanoi counter ECONOMIC SITUATION
the effects of US interdi',tion and had even liven (C) In 1972, despite stepped up bombing and the
in to requests to facilitate larger Soviet aid ship- mining of the ports which created evident strains,
ments via China. By slae November it was esti- the North Vietnamese economy was able to meet
tieatd that iwither the Chinc-e nor the Russians at. least minimal requirements to aatisfy domestic
wolhl ca,•e shipment of necessary war materiel needs and allow Hanoi to continue its pursuit of
to Hanoi,', war aims. Thir. was due in large measure to ecu-

(U) The ampte material support of the Chinese nomntc and material aid from China and the USSR
was not matched by similar propaganda support. and Lhe expansion of land lines of communication
The Vietnan' war presented China with the foreign between China and North Vietnam. In several issues
poli'-y dtilemma of minimizing ,he effect of the war of the Coinmunist Party newspaper Nhan Dan which
,$ relations with the US while at the sunme time were puolished in May, food ahortages were sug-
supporting Uthe North's war effort. In an attempt gested; locali-htio were urged to step up agricul-
to ricsoilvt this dilernma Peking, while providing ex- tural production anti citizens were told to economize
tsive vtaoln mn ani t military of. to Hlanoi, was their rice consumption, Continued agriculture prub.iu..tralned in its condemnation of the US, Actors- iens were Indicated in it I December Issue of Nhan
iig L, ||stortto lis ill an August issue of the Hi.noi i)aa. 14,

Party dia,iy NhliAt Dan, China was preisuring North (FOUO) Economic problems resulting from US
V'it.11aLnI tO UL-cept a les1, then satisfactory settle- bombing and mining were brought out in an article
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The effects of intensive bombing 'an a Hanoi barge facility an 25 December 1972 Illustrate the US effort to cripple North
Vietnamese communications,

serialized in June issues of Nhatv l)an which in- Comnitunist, Party officials and in Party-sponsua'ed
dica~ted particular concern in two areas -- hinuring publicationsflh
sufficient fuodt supplies and inaintaining efficient I Si The type of aid provided to North Vietnami
cumniun111ications.1'7 I)espitt, fr~equent admisis~ons of by the Chinese, Iturcsians, andi East Bloc vountriew
hardships creat~ed by US actions, the North Viet, in 19~72 was similar to that of previous ,,ears, Mili-
naniest' leadership appeared cornniltted to pursuing tary add included APCs, tanks, M IG-110 jet. fighter~,,
its aimii to fitial victory. Throughout the year radars, and SAMN1-1 equipment at; well as coviveti-
4tatem en i to this effect were nmadl repeated I y by tion na info n Ly weapon s. Economnici aid( int i uded
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petroleumn jpoducts, food, vehbivis, eonztrojct'in -- cnonmic 11881t $1 10, P111 $36, E~ast. Europ
equipmenL~ft, Industrial inaterialls and stee pruducto, $on,
Iin )ate 10i72 there were Indications that neither Due to the blockaude kind disruption of rail Wllns
the People'sl Repiublic of China iio, the USSRI would which forced shipiments ii~to irregular mchedulam, and
balk ait continued shipmentsl of war materiel to the mo~des, only frairnientary dlata wobte. obtaled Xl
North. Each country appeared Intent ohl maintain- the balance of 1972, Shipmrtik (if combat materiel

log ik preseiwec in 'Indochina rather than yield to from the TJSSIL actuailly identified betw-jen Mily ard
the other"". lilte Decem~ber were valuedi at $19? million and front

(8) romJanury o Apil 072 ntltaryend China at $20 million, North Vietnam's Communist
IS)I'rmn anumy o Aril11)2 mlitry nd ailiem conl~ilt'ed to provideQ 11ignificanlt amounts of

hieconomic aid to the North in omillions of dollars oconomlic aill; however, datital on mmposition afil
wils all followmls volume wore too ~rastmentary to permit an estimate

-Military -USSR $20, PRC $M f pi.ll

MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE REPUBLIC
ORGt~ANIZATION poilitical leadership piomitionm, the orlemny controlled

(Si In the. Republic of Viotnam military opera- the Insurpoicy,21

tions were directed by IHaol through the High STR'ATEGY AND TACTICS
Command of the North Vietnam Armhed Forces
Oither directlyN, through major tactical headquarters )Duig17,Hnlmmtaeyctnedo

Ili he nrthrn falfof te Reublc, o thoughthe be based oil the ionit-vango scoal of the reunification
in he orter har o te Rpubic r hrogh he of North and South Vietnam under Communist

Central Office. for South Vietnam (COBVN), The rule, Ini a major change from previous years, how-
Nort VitnaeseHig Coman exr~iod ~flever, the Hanoi leadership dropped the formatr

trol over the northern Ttepuiblic of Vietnam, to strategry of protracted warfare, suhstituting In
Include thtu following Cumniimnist military regions: its place a strategty calling for a "wal. of move-
i1-5 Front, Tri Thiun flue Military Region nient" or conventional warfare in the South, This
lmvrm'l), Militarv Itegioh 8, and the H1-3 Front. new strategy culminated In the onamy~s NGUYEN
('ISVN exercisedvt tactical command over the re. HUE Offenstive which begzan in late March,
niailoder of South Vietnam (Fig, A-1). This corn- (8) The offensive consisted of ari invasion by a
niiind wils vested Iin COSVN's militarvN armn, the total of eight enemy divisions which thrust into

*so-aidled South Vietnam Liberation Army (BVNLA I the South oil the following three widely seiparateui
H en qoa i er .~fronts:

(S) E~nony units operated either am main force -Thr-ough the denillitarized enon into Quang

orý loCal fcrcu' struCtules urgnnized as divisIons, regi- Tri Province, with a concurrent push onl Hue

*furicu units were subordinate to the military regrion -In Konitum Province Iin the Central Highlands
Wlig, A -21. All NVA units were main force units, (2 divisions), .

nod North Vietnunwhe tvoo;)s madle up predom- - Ini Binh L ong Priovince 1011 kilometers north
hinnte lfltiC)4 oif the! VC main force units. Local of Saigon where the enemly lakunched a tank ý
force units, orstlnizecl as battalions or smialler, supported invasion from sancetuaries In ("Am.
Nvwc subordinate to tile province or district level bodlia (a (divisions).

*orgniatlliifoi. (evnevaiiy, they did not operate out- Tihe invasion miarked the flirst time since 1969 that
side thu province' oi district to which they Were true convyentional tactics enlipicying it fl-ceM of corn-
assigned. NVA periionnel gradually appeared hli local hined infantry, artillery, and armior hall been usmed
force units, though at a lower ratio than ill main by thvnemyul
force unitri, Include-d in the local force category ~ During teyuteevvwieenly
were gtuerrillasK, the part-time soldjiers whose mulin hig vne the yea t hcis ei nmyh whidle dpelilllo

task wits terrorism, Subcordinaetd normuicly to thu hattlefields as Quang Tri, Kontoni, and An Loc,

distriet level or lower, they did not operate farl continued the use of guer-rillak tactics throughout
from the skrco inl N0hich they lived, Coupling all South Vietnamt. Throukh this comibinattion he hoped
Vch.010lii with the political aspects of thle struggle to spread IIVNA F hy att hicklig Iin South Vietnalm's
was tile Vilet Congi lriframtructurvý IVC'I ) which Military Regtion 1 and 2 andl then striking Ini the
paraolleled the mifliturNy mtructure and guidecd the south once friendly forces were deployed north-
enemwy mih taiyN activity. Through its" hard core ward. Con ventionial military victories would then
ca1dre, matny of whow held millitary as4 well av icail to the delitruction of the IIVN A andm with
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them the Vletnamization program. The enemy also continue to weaken the Republic of Vietnam, while
expected to disrupt pacification by seizing large land the Communists would use popular grievances,
areas within the South, creating an environment especially in refugee camps and crowded urban
for a "spontaneous uprising" against the South areas, to build an anti-Thieu political movement,911
Vletnameve uvernment, By fall, the enemy had Prior to the cease-fire, enemy strategy for
failed to achieve either his military or political the Priod D ecemb er 7troh April 1 oa
objectlv,)s, which led him to conduct serious nexo- dictated hytomaer 1 onside rio a ne t

tiations in Paris, Militarily, he had been thwarted dictated hy two major consideration: a need to
by a combination of factors: failure to exploit replenish supplies and the requirement to maintain
successes and lack of Viet Cong local force partici- u credible threat to enhance political goals. Within
pleion, RVNAF combat strength and mobility, and the South the enemy would continue to defend in
US bombardment and mining of North Vietnamese northern Military Region 1, Elsewhere he would
harbors, Politically, his failure stemmed from a continue to position his forces to gain maximum
lack of supoort by the South Vietnamese people attention, concurrently causing the dispersal of
and their refusal to remain in Communist-held ARVN forces and thus minimizing the threat of
areas,29 ARVN counteroffensives, New areas of operation

(C) Hanoi's military and political setbacks com. were to be established, Main force NVA units
bined with the prospects of a cease-fire led to a would continue to resupply in place and operate
change in strategy first noted in documents captured In scattered areas to give the appearance of
in early October, Indications were that prior to occupying widespread territory.' Enemy offensive
an anticipated cease-fire the enemy was infiltrat. capabilities would be limited and not so strong
Ing new forces and weapons and deploying main as during the 1972 Nguyen Hue Offensive, There
force units in widely scattered areas of South Viet. would be no series of major coordinated country
nam to cause the dispersal of ARVN units. Con. wide attacks, However, heightened activity in up
currently, enemy units were breaking down into to regimental size could occur as the enemy at.
smaller, more flexible units capable.of supporting tempted to keep ARVN on the defensive and expand
local guerrillas, By deploying his units in small territorial gains, Enemy activity would be charac.
groups over widespread areas and employing them terized by intermittent ground action, shellings,
in extensive attacks-by-fire on population centers sapper activity, terrorism, line of communication
and sporadic interdiction of major lines of com. interdiction and sabotage,94

munloation, the enemy believed he could pm-esent a ICNV OREPHTL
facade of control over significant portions of South VC/NVA CODER OF BATTLE
Vietnam and alienate people in these areas from the (C) Owing to the enemy NGUYEN HUE Of-
government, Indications were that immediately prior fensive which commenced in late March and early
to any cease-fire enemy forces would attempt to April on three widely separated fronts, there was
occupy widely separated and relatively undefended a great deal of movement of enemy units during
hamslets in populated rural areas, Hanoi appeared the year, The following order of battle maps show.
to believe that widely distributed pockets of Coin- ing locations of enemy regiments and divisions are '.

munist control in areas otherwise controlled by considered representative of the disposition of
the Republic of Vietnam - if permitted to survive major enemy units in 3972 (Figs. A-3 to A-26). They
and become recognized by the International Con. indicate the location of enemy units at the begin. '.

trol Commission - would significantly increase ning of 1972, at the start of the offensive, in
Communist visibility and access to the local pupe- July when the offensive had been halted, in Sep-
lace, In the event of a cease-fire the enemy planned tember when Quang Trn City was retaken by
to rebuild and expand the Viet cong Infrastructure ARVN, and at the time of the cease-fireY NVA
and infiltrate South Vietnamese government agen. and VC personnel and combat strengths are shown
cles, Selective terrorism and assassinations would in Fgirres A-27 through A-29.

THE VIET CONG INFRASTRUCTURE
(C) In their attempt to gain control over South tively these organizations were known as the Viet 11

Vietnam the Communists relIed on four interrelated Cong Infrastructure or VCI (Fig. A-30).,0
front organizations: the People's Revolutionary (C) The VCI included the leadership and cadre I'
Party (PRP), the National Front for the Libera- of the party and front organizations at all levels.
tion of South Vietnam (NLF), the South Vietnam Overall control was exerted by the Central Office
National Liberation Army (SVNLA), and the for South Vietnam (COSVN), led by Pham Hung,
People's Revolutionary Government (PRG). Collec- who was also a deputy premier in the government
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of North Vietnam, The term VCI was applied to of South Vietnam south from and including VC
both the organizational mtructures and party per. Military Regions 6 and 10, corresponding to the
sonnel filling key positions within the structures, Government of South Vietnam's Military Regions
Generally stated, the VCI had two missions. In the :1 and 4 and the southern portion of Military Region
military sphere it was tasked to provide military 2 (Figt Ad1). All the political and military diret.
units with money, food, recruits, intelligence, refuge, tion for these areas passed from COSVN to subor.
and guides, Politically, it was to prepare for an dinate echelons through channels controlled by the
eventual Communist assumption of power through PlP. But the chain of command in the northern
an organization which would replace the govern, part of the country (VC Military Region 5, the B-3
mert of South Vietnam, Front, and MR TTH) was not as clearly delineated,

(C/NF) At the highest level Communist activities Apparently, both COSVN and Hanoi communicated
in South Vietnam were controlled by the PRP with VC Military Region 5 and the B.14 Front; Hanoi
through the political and military staff organi. controlled the military activities, while COSVN
sation known as COSVN, The exact relationship provided the political guidance.91'
of COSVN/PRP with the North Vietnamese Com. (C) The thrust of Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI)
nmunist Party remained unclear, Available evidence activity (luring 1972 was closely aligned with and
i indicated that the PR? worked closely with the supplemented by enemy military efforts. The be.

, Lao Dong Party (Communist Party of North Viet. zinning of 11)72 found the VCI weak both quantita.
' nam), Many of the influential COSVN cadre, while tively and qualitatively, and as a result initial

South Vietnamese, were Lao Dong Party members emphasis was placed on cadre indoctrination, Re.
who concurrently occupied responsible political pool. cruitment and proselytism were stressed in an
tions in both North and South Vietnam, attempt to develop a political base sufficient to

(C) In 1960 the Communists formed the National support planned enemy initiatives, Additionally,
Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NLF) much emphasis was placed on taxation and logistical
as a political front organization to attract nor. efforts throughout 1072, with limited success,
Communist support, Asioviated with the NLF were (C) During the initial stges of the offensive,
numeroum mass organizations designed to place the VCI exploited enemy successes through massive
large meWments of the South Vietnamese populace propaganda and proselyting activities. "Liberation
under Communist influence, governments" were also established in enemy con.

(C) In 1961) the NLF announced the formation trolled areas in an effort to administer the activities
of a military tArm, the South Vietnam National of the populace in these areas, During the latter

* Liberation Army (SVNLA), In reality, the SVNLA half of the year, as the Thieu government counter.
"was controlled by COSYN, providing the organiza. attacked anti regained control of lost areas, the
Stun and leadership required by VC military forces infrastructure suffered significant losses both in

' in the South, personnel and cadre motivation,

(C) The People's Revolutionary Government (C) By September emphasis began shifting from
(PRG), formed in 190U, was described by the Com. support of military activities to plans and prepare.
munists as an administrative body enjoying greater tiong for a politically oriented struggle, The main
ability and popular support than the government thrust of these activities included propagandising
of the Republic of Vietnam, Although this was not the populace to support the Viet Cong, military
true, the Communist~s continually attempted to in- pruselyting in an attempt to persuade RVNAF
crease their popular support and administrative personnel to desert, preparation of VC flags, and
capabilities, Front 1971 the PRG was important in planned assassination of Republic of Vietnam offi.
-strengthening Communist claims to legitimacy in eals, combined with attempts to infiltrate VC cadre

. South Vietnam, In addition, it increased the Com. into South Vietnam's administrative organizations,
munist following and support outside the South, As 1972 drew to a close, the Viet Cong Infrastruc.

,, enabling them to use the international arena and ture remained weak, Its ability to maintain a viable
particularly the Paris peace talks to effectively organization continued to suffer primarily as a
present their policies and propaganda, result of a loss in popular support, and its ability

(C/NF) It was generally believed that COSVN to effectively operate in populated areas was there.
had both political and military responsibility for all fore limited.1T

INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY SERVICES
(S/NF) The mission of the enemy In South Viet- a coalition government, and unite North Vietnamn

ntnm was to overthrow the Thieu regime, establish and South Vietnam under Communist control, North
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Vietnam controlled this effort directly and through sinationn; and produced loLal situation reports,
COSVN, which in turn controlled the South Vietnam Penetration of the South Vietnamese Government
Liberation Army (SVNLA), National Liberation a.d its intelligence and security agencies were
Front (NLF), Provisional Revolutionary Govern. among the An Ninh's aggressive espionage and
ment (PRG), ant L•u Viet Cong Infrastructure counterintelligence efforts, As required, it also
(VCI), Communist intelligence and security organi- furnished assistance in the collection of tactical
zations sul)portcd the enemy's mission in several intelligence.
areas of activity, The intelligence organization
collected and produced stiatogic and tactical Intelli- (S/NF) Although conventional military opera-

ivence through penetration, reconnaissance, and tions and the South's pacification program attempted

communication intercept operations; the security to weaken the An Ninh. the service remained ef-

organizations engaged in security investigations, fective anti retained a substantial capability to

maintenance of party discipline, espionage, sub- safeguard the reliability of enemy forces and to

version, counterespico"age, sabotage, terrorism, and conduct intelligence, counterintelligence and terrorist

abductions, The intelligence services directed their operations against allied forces,

efforts against the South Vietnamese and US (8) The Military Security Element which formed
Military Forces, while the security services were part of the political staff department of each mill-
targeted against deviates from the Communist fold tary unit functioned as the military counterintelli-
and South Vietnamese and US intelligence and gence and security arm of that unit and represented
security forces, The three major entitles which the extension of the An Ninh within the military
controlled intelligence or security operations against structure, Since the Military Security Elements
friendly forces were the North Vietnamese Strategic were subordinate to the political staff of the
Intelligence and Security Services, the North Viet- SVNLA, important functions were the preservation
"namese Security Service, and the COSVN Intelli. of party discipline and security within NVA and
gence and Security Services, These agencies were VC forces, p

4

directed against strategic long-r~ange targets as NORTH VIETNAMESE CENTRAL RESEARCH
well as tactical short-term objectives, The backbone AGENCY (CUC NGHIEN CUU)
of the COSVN intelligence and security organizations
was, the party command line extending from the (S/NF) Strategic intelligence was the province
Lao Dong party in Hanoi through COSVN to the of Cue Nghien Cuu (CNC), an agency of the North
lowest echelons of the Viet Cong Infrastructure, Vietnamese Ministry of Defense, Its targets were

"Selected elemento of the Viet Cong Infrastructure South Vietnamese, Free World Forces, and other
indirectly supported the North Vietnamese and countries considered important to the national
COSVN directed intelligence and. security services, security of North Vietnam anJ the furtherance of
The Party Committees at various echelons of the her national objectives, In 1972 the CNC was
Viet Cong Infrastructure used the intelligence and controlled by the Defense Ministry, but was also
security information collected to direct the activities tasked directly by the Central Committee of the
of their respective military units, Lao Dong Party, The CNC provided finished in.

telligence, not only to its parent ministry, but
NORTH VIETNAMESE SECURITY SERVICE to the highest policy-making levels of the North
(AN NINH) Vietnamese Government. Its school in North Viet.

(SINF) The North Vietnamese Ministry of nam also gave advanced training to military in.
Public Security functioned in South Vietnam through telligence personnel not members of the CNC,
the An Ninh, or Security Service, It was estimated (S/NF) The CNC's mission was to provide the
that the An Ninh had between 10,000 and 15,000 highest policy-making levels of the Hanoi regime
people in South Vietnam in 1972, There were An with strategic intelligence and to advance national
Ninh Security Sections at every level of VC organi, objectives by political action In countries of interest,
zattion, from the 00-man section at COSVN Head- The CNC was charged with conducting training,
quarters to 3-man sections at village level, research, and clandestine operations incident to the

(S, NF) Primurily a counterintelligence organi- accomplishment of this mission, In addition to its
zation, the An Ninh wab responsible for party primary functions of management, collection, evalus.
discipline and personnel security within the People's tion, and dissemination of strategic intelligence, the
Revolutionary Party (PRP). It functioned overtly CNC iIso provided some tactical intelligence support
as an internal security agency in VC and NVA to Cummunist forces throughout Indochina, It pro.
contlrolled areas, In areas under South Vietnamese vided combat intelligence training and advanced ,
control, it provided the security for the VCI; com- general military intelligence training for NVA
piled black and white lists; performed espionage, personnel assigned to the Indochina theaters of
counterespionage, terrorism, abductions, and asses- operations as well as to its own personnel,
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(S/NF) The organization of the CNC was a8. the CNC in Hanoi, MIO had supervisory staff con-
shown in Figure A.31, trol over all the military intelligence sections as-

(S/NF) In 1972 the CNC was capable of continued signed to VC military regions, sub-regions, pro-
high level penetration operations, collection of vinces, districts, cities, and villages, It received
tacticrl intelligence as a secondary mission, and military information collected by all these units,
continued high quality training for CNC trainees including that gathered by the People's Intelligence
and other NVA intelligence personnel, CNC modum Units assigned to the MIO components cited, Aside
operandi called for the use of agents with well from its supervisory responsibility over the in.
documented legal residence status in Government of telligence units at all levels of the VCI, MIO had
Vietnam controlled areas, In accordance with the an operational responsibility which it exercised
delegation of responsibility to COSVN for the con- through its operational arm in the collection of in.
trol of the southern half of the South (from Mili. formation through the use of agents, physical
tary Regions (1 and 10 ,outh), the CNC transferred reconnaissance, and the interception of voice and
some of its assets tL South Vietnam under the Morse code communications of RVNAF, US and
control of COSVN's ,3trategic Intelligence Office, other Free World Forces, Reconnaissance, panetra-

tion of RVNAF, US, and other allied military Instal.
COSVN INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATIONS lations, and communication interceptions were the

(8) COSVN efforts were carried on by three MIO's primary activities, The information obtained
elements: the Strategic Intelligence Office (S9O), by MIO was used In the planning of VC military
also known as B-22 or J-22; the Military Intelli. operations,
gence Office (MI0), also known as B-2; and the (S) It was estimated that about 4,000 personnel
Military Proselyting Sections, were involved in COSVN's communications intelli-

(9) B-22 (910) located in COSVN was an im- gence effort, conducted by the Technical Recon.
portant element of the CNC in South Vietnam, naissance Units (TRU) of the respective MI
responsible for operations in South Vietnam's components and of MIO, The TRUs ranged in sine
Military Regions 3 and 4. It was -directly subor- from 'four man teams to larger units with intercept,
dinate to CNC, Hanoi, but had reporting responsi- deciphering, translating, and recording capabilities,
bility to the Current Affairs Committee of COSVN, TRU. were deployed where they could react immedi-
to the Military Affairs Party Committee of the' ately to intelligence derived from allied tactical
SVNLA, and primarily to the CNC Headquarters voice communications, They submitted spot reports
in Hanoi, The 910 thus had access to top enemy mill. regarding sweeps, heliborne operations, tactical
tary and political dcision.making bodias in South airstrikes, and artillery missions, Captured training
Vietnam, The 10 hau the primary mission of col. documents and notebooks stressed attention to
lecting high level military, political, diplomatic, and allied communications security violations, Deception
economic information concerning South Vietnam and operations, particularly misdirection of airstrikes
the conduct of political action against the South and artillery fire against friendly troops, were
Vietnamese Government, To accomplish these mis. also attempted, The enemy used captured US
sions, the SIO worked through penetration agents tactical radios augmented by large numbers of
at the most sensitive levels of the South Vietnamese commercial and Chinese Communist military radios,
governmental structure, 910 agents included two (S) The military proselyting activities of the
members of the Chamber of Deputies and an Party appnrat~us were directed by the Propaganda
advisor to the President of the Republic, Being and Training Department (Cue Tuyen Huan) of the
largely asi outgrowth of the CNC, B-22's modus Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party, Military
operandi was substantially the same as that of the proselyting activities were directed by the military

, North Vietnamese agency, The SIO and the CNC proselyting sections found at all levels of the in.
continued to be the two most sophisticated and frastructure from region to village and occasionally ',

competent of the enemy intelligence agencies, at hamlet level, At provincial level military prose-
(S) COSVN's tactical intelligence requirements lyting activities were directed hy the military

were satisfied by a number of units and specialized proselyting section of the Party Committee and by
organizations, The agency exerriving overall control the military proselyting elements of the military
was the Phong Quen Bao, Military Intelligence units, The party military proselyting objective at all
Office (MIO), designated B-2, The MIO was rispon- levels was to engage all possible individuals in mill-

" sible for collection of tactical military information tary proselyting activities: civilians, military men,
on RVNAF, US Armed Forces, and other Free World their families, women, students, and anyone else

SForces in South Vietnam, The MIO headquarters who could serve the overall purpose of successfully
was located in COSVN and operated under COSVN, influencing members of the RVNAF to surrender,
but also received operational policy guidance from to defect, or to lay down their arms.28
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SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
nECRUITMENT Subordinate to it were three Rear Service Transpor-

a (C) In 1972 North Vietnamese manpower re- tation Groups: the 500th, the 559th, and the 470th,

sources in the 15 to 49 age group were 4,850,000 Of the three groups, the 500th was responsible for
" males, of which 2,750,000 were fit for military the movement of personnel and supplies withinas, o which 2,750,000 were North Vietnam; the others were responsible forservice. A quarter of thiis group was young men out-of-country operations,IU The 569th Transpor-

aged 15 to 19, The number of males reaching age tation Gruop had the mission of transportation of

17 annually was 220,000 of which 143,000 were con-

sidered fit for service and added to the conscription personnel and supplies from North Vietnam to Laos 1,
The and South Vietnam, as well as construction, pro.

tection, and maintenance of lines of communication
(C) The 1972 enemy offensive resulted in heavy and instal lations,1 The functions of the 470th

looses which forced the enemy to adopt numerous Transportation Group were believed similar to the
"steps to increase the manpower available to replace, 550th, while its area of operations extended from
combatants lost in fighting,1so Among these steps the Bolovens Plateau in Laos to, Stoeng Treng in
"were lower physical standards for the draft, ex- Cambodia, In 1972 it was estimated that the 470th

" pansion of age groups drafted, and tighter control operated four to five 1'inh Trams which transported
of absentees and deserters. In the attempt to make supplies received from the 559th Transportation
up for heavy personnel losses suffered during thu Group in Laos into the B.3 Front,4 The 470th also
I11372 offensive an abduction campaign was initiated transported rice from the Kratie area of Cambodia
SIn NVA occupied areas of South Vietnam, Youths to NVA/VC units in southern Laos and the B.3
in these areas, such as Quang Tri and northern Front,
Binh Dinh Provinces, were forcibly impressed into (S) The transfer of personnel and materiel from
the NVA, There were also isolated cases of ARVN the Kratle area of Cambodia to South Vietnam's
deserting to the NVA during engagements and more Military Regions :I and 4 was the responsibility of
freqeuntly of the NVA's capture of ARVN, RF/PF, COSVN Rear Service Groups, In 1972, one had been
and People's Self Defense Force (PSDF) soldiers identified and it was believed two others existed,
fov use as replacements in NVA main force units The 230th had the probable mission of moving
that were under strength, Additionally, civilians, material from the Chup Plantation (Fig, A-32)

a both students and evacuees in North Vietnam and southward to Base Areas 354, 713, and 704. Further
those in occupied parts of South Vietnam, were north it was believed the 220th had as its mission
used in rear services and transportation roles to the transshipment of supplies from the Ph Chhlong
free others for combat,.' No figures were available or Kornpong Cham area on the Mekong River, south
for the number of individuals in these groups re- to the Chup Plantation or southeast to Base Areas
cruited or impressed into service by the NVA, :153 and 708, It was assumed that there was another

(S) In 1972, despite being harassed during a rear service group in Kratle that was possibly
decade of sir- and artillery bombardment and occa- responsible for the movement of supplies south to
sioanal ground operations, the enemy was able to Ph Chhlong/Rompong Cham and from there south.
,maintain a steady flow of supplies and personnel cast to Base Areas 712 and 351 in South Vietnam,8,5

preplacemnents to his combat units throughout Indo. In addition to these groups seaborne attempts to
, china. While actions such as the coordinated bombing infiltrate war materiel into the South were the

und mining of the harbors and rivers caused delays responsibility of the North Vietnamese 125th Naval
and harassment during critical periods, no long. Transportation Group which maintained an inven.
term formula for the successful interdiction of tory of at least 35 trawlers,11i
infiltration routes had been developed. (S/NF) Within the Republic of Vietnam the so-

called "shadow supply system" operated by the
, O CVCI played an important role in the covert local

(C) The staff element with overall responsibility procurement of funds and supplies for enemy poli.
for personnel and logistical support of the NVA tical organizations and military units, The core of
throughout Indochina was the General Directorate the shadow supply system included lower echelon
of Rear Services, one of three directorates of the rear service groups, VrI staffed finance and eco-

SNVA High Command. The functions of the High nomy sections and forward supply councils, The
Command were similar to those of the US Joint rear Pervice groups functioned under enemy military
Chiefs of Staff, The Directorate handled the move- regions nod fronts and had specific areas of opera-

* ucnt of large military units; procurement and tions, The mission of a reast service group was
distribution of weapons, equipment, and supplies; to receive, store, and transport materiel; collect
and the construction of military establishments, taxes; and l)urchase supplies locally, The finance
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A camouflaged Communist surface-to-air missile (SAM) electronics van was photographed by USAF reconnaissance aircraft
on 29 March 1972 on a spur of the Ho Chi Minh trail north of Tchopone, Laos,

and economy sections at region and sub.region tribution. Councils wei'e staffed jointly by VCI
levels planned and man'\ged manufacturing of civilians from the finance and economy sections

Smateriel and food production. They also were the and military personnel from rear Pervice group
primary collection and allocation agencies of money staffi,37
and provisions, At district levels, these sections

* determined when and where to tax the population FACILITIES
in order to meet financial objectives, Forward (8) The backbone of the enemy infiltration net.
supply councils were subordinate to current affairs work was the Binh rram or Military Station.
emmittees at all echelons and coordinated activities Generally of regimental size, they were command I
between finance and economy sections and rear and control agencies operating within a specific
service groups. Councils at each echelon obtained geographic area. Their primary mission was the
porLers, litter bearers, and other logistical support expeditious movement of men and materiel through
personnel mainly by exploiting the population, their areas of responsibility, Each Binh Tram
Forward supply councils also managed the entry normally had subordinate to it an infantry com-
and exit points of areas where supplies purchased pany for internal security, two engineer battalions
on the open market were cached for future dis- for construction and maintenance of lines of corn-
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* A follow-up strike the next day by USAF F-4 fighter bombers damaged the van and a tracked prime mover which was used
to move surface-to-air misinnles (SAMSV along the trail.

*munirittion, two transportation battalions to trans- were located near medical facilities which could
fer supplies from one llInh Tram to another, two be used by the Infiltration groups. Because of in-
to three AAA battalions for defense against &It, creased responsibilities and security they were
attack, a comnmo-liainon battalion to maintain comn- manned by larger units than commo-lialson stations,
mo-liaison stations and assist In personnel move. possibly up to battalion size units,811 Infiltration of

* nent, and where appropriate, a water transportation both personnel and materiel followed the same basic
battaliono"' routes. Personnel movement warn via the Binh Trarn

(C) Within each Binh Tram were one or more system from conimo-Ilaison station to comnio-liaison
Lien Tramns or interstationis which doubled as conm- station, Materiel wast transported separately from
mo-liaison stations and were believed responsible transshipment point to transishipment point, all of
for the operation of two or more commo-liaison which were located in close proximity to commo-
stations which controlled personnel and supply lialison stations,
movement. To carry out this mnission the Lien (C) NVA/VC base areas (Fig, A-33) wer'e Rec-

*Tranui were located near the middle of their sector tiong of terrain located alonw traditional infil-
of responsibility. They differed fronm comma-fiaison tration routes extending front the Laotian Pan-
stations in that they had storage, facilities for food handle south to Cambodia and South Vietnam, They
which was supplied to the Infiltration groups and contained insptallations, defensive fortifications, and
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other physical structures used for the training of 559Jth Transportation Group. These organization.

personnel and units; for political, military, or uogis- had the capability of transporting vast quantities
tical headquarters; and for storage and distrib'ition of war materiel south to Cambodia and east to
of supplies.40  South Vietnam, Available intelligence reports re-

OUTSIDE THE REPUBLIC vealed that the majority of materiel shipped south
was arms and ammunition, Food stuffs were either

(8) The enemy's logistics activities began with grown by the Blinh Trams, purchased on the local
the import of war materials from other Communist economy, or confiscated from the populace, Petro-
bloc countries, Before the mining of North Viet. leum products were provided by the pipeline which
name's ports and harbors, vast quantities of war
materials were brought in by sea. After the mining, extended to the vicinity of Muong Nong in Base
however, the North Vietnamese were forced to Area (ill, The shadow supply system ringing the
satisfy their requirements by importing supplies Bolovens Plateau provided some essential foodstuffs

across the North Vietnamese/Chinese border. Supply and pharmaceutical supplies.

movement from China to North Vietnam was ac. (S) Intelligence reports Indicated that the 470th

complished by every means available to the enemy, Transportation Group operated Binrh Trams in north.

Trucks were utilized along the intricate road sys- eastern Cambodia, Their missions included the move-

tem; barges and other watercraft were active along tment of materiel south to Kratie via the Route Ili

all the major and minor waterways; and the rail anti the Mekong River networili movement of ma.

system, where repaired, was used to facilitate the teriel into South Vietnam via Route 19 and 194;

movement of materiel, and possibly the stockpiling of strategic supplies

(S) Photography revealod that the North Viet- on the western side of the Mekong River, along the

namese dispersed their storage warehouses in pre- Route 12 structure.49

fabricated buildings resembling villages, These (8) In late 1972 COSVN rear service elements

prefabricated buildings were in most cases located initiated activities in preparation for the coming dry

in close proximity to populated area!., Photography season. An agent report revealed that the NVA/VC

and agent reports both indicated that North Viet- had recruited approximately 20,000 porters for

nam relocated its war related factories into other the purpose of shuttling supplies into the South.

facilities, such as schools, hospitals, and churches, Aerial observation in Cambodian MAilitary Region
Additionally, photography revealed that the North 1 detected heavy foot and bicycle movement,

Vietnamese were storing their supplies along If the porters mentioned in the above agent report

dikes,41 were equipped with bicycles, approximately 2,000

(8) Once supplies were received in North Viet. tons of supplies could be handled daily,41'

tiam the 559th Transportation Group was responsible (5) In 19f72 North Vietnam's petroleum pipeline

for the shipment of materiel to Laos and South continued to deliver substantial quantities of petro-

Vietnam, Prior to further shipment materiel was leum products to NVA units. Photography revealed
teiporarily placed in storage areas in the vicinity apurs from the main line leading to storage areas

of three pivotal areas (Fig, A-34). In the Vinh in the buffer zone along the North Vietnamese/

area, supplies were placed in storage facilities along Chinese border, Photography also revealed the con-

major routes, From these storage sites war materiel strutLion of an additional pipeline, parallel to the

was shipped to northern Laos via Route 7 anti the original, extendintg from the Chinese border, It was

Song Ca River corridor through the Barthelemy believed that his second line became operational

Pass, The second area was located in the vicinity in October 1972, Allied attempts at air interdiction

of Quang Hhe, From this area materiel was trans- of the pipeline met with little success (Fig. A-Ii5), 4 1

shipped to staging areas north of the Ban Karoi (S) During the 1)72-1973 northeast monsoon it

Pass, The Karat Caves in this region also provided was estimated that the Laotian logistics effort would
excellent storage facilities for war materiel. The move large quantities of supplies into secure base
geographic formation of these caves limited the areas along the South Vietnamese border In an-
effectiveness of allied air interdiction efforts, The ticipation of future military and political opera.
third pivot point was located in the Dong Hol tions in the Central and Coastal Highlands of VC _
"Choke-Area", Materiel was transported to the Military Region 6. Just as direct resupply took
Ban Raving Pass via Routes 10,16 and 10319 for place in Quans Tr Province to handle the increased
further transshipment south, Supplies were trans- flow of supplies in 1972, so it was expected similar
ported to staging areas in the western Demilitarized activities would take place in the Highlands, In %
Zone via Routes 120, 103, 10'3, and 1032. conjunction with the established southern Laos road %

(8) In the Laotian Panhandle there were between network this route expansion would give the%
fifteen and twenty Binh Trams operated by the North Vietnamese an all.season resupply capability.
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(S) It was believed that with the replacement (S) The enemy effort In 1972 was comparable to
of the Navy's P-3 asitcraft by land based radar that of 1968, but more limited in personnel resources,
surveillance, the effectiveness of Operation MAR. In 1968 enemy infiltration was greatest in the areas
KET TIME against seaborne infiltration would of the B.5 Front/MRTTH, VC Military Region 5,
decline and enemy attempts at infiltration would and COSVN, with less emphasis on the B-8 Front;
increase, Since August 1969 and more particularly in 1972 the DMZ/MRTTH, B-3 Front, and COSVN
since the closing of the port of Sihanoukville in received the highest infiltration with VC Military
January 1970, a total of 20 attempted infiltrations Region 5 receiving the lowest, The pattern of in-
were detected of which 16 aborted, two were de. filtration supporting the enemy offensive indicated
stroyed, and two were successful, The inability that the enemy hoped to achieve a sufficiently wide.
of the enemy logistics system to provide adequate spread presence in South Vietnam, Cambodia, and
supplies to units in southern Cambodia and South Laos such that an in-place cease-fire would be
Vietnam's Military Region 4 was an additional advantageous to him,47
reason to expect increased attempts at seaborne
infiltration in these areas,48 NEW WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT

IN-COUNTRY LOGISTICS (C) A majority of the new weapons and equip-
ment employed by NVA/VC forces first appeared

(5) From early May 1972 there were indications drling the enemy's NGUYEN HUE Offensive and
that the NVA was utilizing direct resupply methods
for their units operating in South Vietnam, Photo were of Soviet and Chinese manufacture, In April
)ntelligence and visual reconnaissance of the eastern wire guided missiles identified by a PW as the
Demilitarised Zone confirmed the establishment of AT.2 Swatter Antitank Guided Missile System

a complementary land and water transportation were used against ARVN installations and an RF

network capable of handling an estimated 80 to outpost in Quang Tri, Kontum, and Kien Tuong
100 tons of supplies per day. Provinces, although none of the missiles were used

(S) Transshipment complexes in.northern Mill. In their intended antitank role,4 5

tary Region I of South Vietnam were fed by several (C) During the offensive several new artillery
major roads transiting the Demilitarized Zone, pieces, mortars, and surface to air missiles were
While the NVA continued to ship supplies through also employed by enemy forces. In April 130mm
"the Demilitarized Zone, the established drier routes artillery was used for the first time during attacks

"" through southern Laos were expected to support on Quang Trn and Kontum. During the same period
most materiel shipments durirrg the northeast men- 122mm artillery was used in South Vietnam's Mill.
Ksoon season, Resumed heavy use of the Loatian Pan- tary Region 1 for the first time since 1971, In
handle would allow thv North to effectively disperse April a PW captured in Quang Nam Province re-
slid ulistrIbute vital supplies and would simultaneous- vesled that the NVA 575th and 577th Artillery
ly force a diffusion of allied air resources, Battalions were issued new rockets, possibly the

* . (S) Aerial photographic and visual reconnais- Soviet 250mm rocket with a range of 21 km, The

,iance revoaled the establishment of a highlands use of 160mm mortars in Military Region 2 was

lowistih, corridor, systemnatically developed by the confirmed for the first time on 6 May when a

S' onemy in Quang TO and Thus Thien Provinces, A number of rounds were fired on the Dak Seang

""similar development was evident further south inl Ranger Camp, On 23 May two Soviet SA-7 missiles

the highlands of western Quang Nam, Quang Tin, were captured intact by friendly elements operating "

Kontum, and Pleiku Provinces. Until early 1972 south of Hue, Subsequently, SA-7s were employed

this area contained a basic river and trail logistics to a limited extent in all military regions of South

network incapable of supporting prolonged combat Vietnam, Also in May, aerial photographs of the
operations, The picture In late 1972, however, was An Lee area revealed that the enemy was using

one of a rapidly expanding east-west vehicular the Soviet ASU-57 self-propelled assault gun for

syten, the first time, On 25 June, the enemy employed

(S) The 1972 NVA invasion of the South was 120mm mortars in Military Region 4 for the first

supported by a nearly unprecedented high level tIlle,.
of personnel infiltration, second only to 1968 when (C) Prior to the enemy offensive, in February,
there were an estimated 235,00 personnel infil. two new items of enemy artillery were detected, One
tiated, The MACV I072 South Vietnam and Cam. was the Soviet 100mm field gun M19b, which is
hodia infiltration estimate stood at 143,000, with distinguished from the M1944 gun lne the 85mm
58,400 destined for the B-5 Front/MRTTH area, D-44 gun by single tires, split trailb with a box
1h,101) for Military Region 5, 30,80(0 for the B-3i section, multi-perforated "pepperpot" muzzle brake,
Fl lmL, and :15,70(1 for COSVN,411 and may be equipped with an infrared night sight.
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Ing system. The other was the Soviet 160mm mortar PT.76 tanks were used in South Vietnam's Mill-
M-160, Incorporating a longer tube and more effec- tary Region I for the first time since enemy at-
tive base plate than the 160mm mortar M1943, tacks against Special Forces camps west of Khe
allowing for greater range and accuracy. 4

9 Sanh in 1968, in Military Region 2 for the first.
(C) In April, when launching large scale attacks time since the 1968 attack against Ben Hot, and

on Quang Tri the enemy employed T-54 and T.59 in Military Region 3 for the first tim-.0 In eddl.
tanks for the first time. T-54s were also used against tion, the enemy greatly increased his use cL CS
Tan Canh and An Loc. During the same month gas during the offensive,.-

1972 ENEMY ACTIVITIES

FIRST QUARTER ACTIVITIES of communication and fires on allied installations.

(C) In South Vietnamese Military Region I dur- In March enemy initiated incidents again increased

ing January enemy activity was generally at a low slightly, Prisoners captured in west central Kontum-

level with the exception of the enemy B-6 Front, Province revealed that an offensive was imminent
where activity increased sharply the last few days of in the B.8 Front, that increased tactical activity
the month, On 29 January In the northeastern Quang would probably begin in April and last approxi.
TO Province area of Military Region Tri Thien Hue metely one month, and that the targets would
"(MRTTH), elements of two NVA regiments con- be Kontum City, ARVN outposts, and fire support
ducted mixed rocket and mortar attacks and one bases east of Base Area 609 and along Highway 14,
ground assault on allied units and installations (C) South Vietnamese Military Region 3- In
generally located east of Fire Support Base A-4, spite of a slight increase in enemy activities in
During February enemy activity remained at a January the overall level remained low, Activities
generally low level except for a-brief rise in mid. were characterized by enemy concern for future
month, In the B-8 Front, enemy initiated activity tactical operations in selected areas, After 19 Jan-
was at a constantly low level aiid was characterized uary there was an increase in enemy ground probes
by indirect fire attacks against friendly forces against friendly bases thro ighout the region. During
operating in northeast Quang Trn Province, In February, although enemy activity increased slight.
MRTTH the level of enemy Initiated activity in- ly after the middle of the month, the overall level
creased sharply with the enemy placing indirect remained low, Activity was characterised by enemy
fires against four friendly fire support bases, Hue reaction to friendly operations and logistical efforts
and Phu Bai Installations also received several at-' in preparation for increased tactical activity follow.
tacks by fire. In northern VC Military Region 6 ing the Tot holiday period, In January and February
enemy initiated activity increased during mid- there were several reports that the enemy was
February, returning to a low level at the end of preparing for increased tactical activity after Tet,
the month, In March enemy activity was at a In March the overall level of enemy initiated ac.
moderate level, except for the B.5 Front where tivities remained low, Activity was characterized
enemy activity intensified to a high level at the by limited ground contacts, sporadic shellings, and
end of the month, In the B-l8 Front, enemy activity sapper probes directed against territorial forces.",
was characterized by major attacks-by-fire and and lines of communication,
ground attacks directed against friendly forces and (C) South Vietnamese Military Region 4: Enemy
installations in northeast and central Quang Tri initiated activity in the Delta remained at generally
Province, Enemy initiated attacks also increased low levels in the first quarter, During January the
in Quang NgaI Province where they were charac- number of indirect fire attacks increased slightly
terized by mortar and rocket fires against terrn- to an average of three per day, compared with two

v tornal forces and district headquarters, per day in December 1971, There were numerous
-. (C) In South Vietnamese Military Region 2 enemy indications from documents, agents, and ralliers
* activity increased slightly during the first quarter that in February the enemy intended to increase

but remained at a relatively low level, In southern significantly both the level and intensity of his
enemy Military Region 5, enemy activity increased military, political, and proselytihg activities, In

* nd was marked by a major terrorist incident in February there was a brief but sharp upsurge of
Qui Nhon City, increased fire and ground attacks enemy activity immediately after the enemy's Tet
in Phu Yen Province, and two fire attacks on friend- cease-fire period, It consisted mainly of light in-.
ly installations at Cam Ranh Bay followed by a direct fires and small ground attacks on outposts,
sapper attack, During February enemy initiated troop field pnsitions, and sub-sector headquarters.
activity increased slightly. In general it was charsc. The most serious enemy incident occurred in Chuong
terized by interdiction activities along friendly lines Thien Province on 19 February when a regional
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force outplost was overrun, with 50 friendly casual- 5 eneiny activity remained moderate until 23 July
ties, an unusually high loss. March enemy Initiated when the '711 th NVA Division began offeonsive opera-
actions followed the February pccttern. tions againat allied forces In the vicinity of Fire
S4ECOND AND THIR) QUA14THI ACTIVITIES Support Base Ross and Landing Zone Lion, August

enemy activity continued to center around Quang Tri
(C) During Apr il in South Vietnamese Military City, Enemy attacks on the South Vietnamese north-

Region I enemy Initiated activity Increasedi to a ern flank (Quanx TrI City northeast to the coast)
high level In the B-5 Front and MRTTH and to a and western flanks (Quang Tri City sqouth to the My
moderate level in northern VC Military Region 6, rhanh River) were Initiated to tie down ARVN
In the B.8 Front, the enemy pressed in offensive fre nteeaes eivn rsueo nm
launched at the end of March with the objectives focsithearselvngpsseonnny
of forcing the evacuation of friendly fire support forces In the city. As these enemy tactics stalled
bases and of seizing Quang Tri Cityý By mid. the allied drive onl the city, the NVA attempted to
April he had achieved his first objective and In the Inflict heavy casualties on friendly forces by in-
Quang Tri City area the situation was deterio. creased use of artillery fire. In MIRTTH August
rating rapidiy as the enemy renewed his offen- enemy activities consisted mainly of attempts to
xive, IIn MRTTH high level enemy activity forced the counter ARVN thrusts Into enemy bass areas around

* ~::~ .' evacuation oftwo fredyfire support bases, Fire Suppor-t Base Bastogne. In northern VC Mill.
Reports indicated that the enemy was preparing tary Region 8 enemy activity was highlighted by
for future activities against flue and friendly fire rocket attacks on Da Nang and by the enemy capture
support bases. In northern VC Military Region 5 of Fire Support Base Ross and Quo Son district
the enemy moved to gain control Of Route 1534,ý the capital on 18 August during which the NVA em-
major vast-west artery along the Quang Nani-Quang ployed 130milm artillery in Quang Nam for the first
Tin border, In May enemy Initiated Activity d10- time. During September allied forces enuountered
croasedi to it moderate level in the 13-5 Front andi stiff enemy resi~itance as they drove to retake Quang U
'IRT'VH, while remaining moderate In northern TOr Citadel anud close off enemy suplply corridors

Military Region r),In the B-5 F'ront the enemy Into the city. After the city wait regained by friend.
Lontinieci his offensive, seising Quangc Tri City on ly forcesc onl I6 September the enemy shifted his acl-
1 May. tie then consolidated his gains and pie- tivity to tho northern Hiki Lang Forest where he

-R pared for further attacks agalinst friendly positions was uil5uceei~5ful in attemnpting to stage counter.
will the northern approaches, to flue, Enemy ac. attacks stouth of thle city, InI MRTTH enemy tactical
tivitivis were oharacterized by attacks supported by activity declined, Indicating that the enemy was
amInor andi artillery, Inl MRTTH enemy activity de- prinmariiy engagedi In resupply prior to the onset
creaoicd to a modeuracte level as friendly forces of thle rainiy "aenson, In northern Military Region
&sultilnledil tc offensive. InI Northern VC Military 5 tukctilUI actvit~y wast Widespiread as the enemy
ltrition 5 ei~emy activity romatined modieratec as the lituOicv' m'oriniiiateii attacks against four dbistrict.
nenviy consolidated hisi gains following thle friendiy hivotic(un rter, mumeeding inl capcturing Tieri Phuoc

evacuation (if Iflep Due City D~uring tile mlonth lDistriit Hetadquarters on 9i Septemnber,
of Juni.' onl thle li-6 Front enemy activity Increased (C) in South Viotnancette Military R~egion 2 April
slightly, but by the end of the month after bciffer- wit.. mciki kud by the begcinning of the enemy
Inug henvy losstes In Imenl andi mctc~tnic-i till, e'nenly N(i IJYFN I-IL Offensive, InI a serials of attacks
%yits pilitc'i-d till tilt Iv coimefct, iY it a iti io troo ps a ttac keci choitetn enrixed by the coordinated use of infantry and
north anvrosmi the My Chanh River In Opera1-ItiOuc armior thic oenemy 11-3 F~ront effectively isolated

0l.Ai M SON 72. lIn nort'th'ric W( Miiitakry vixfltci 1`1 Konttoni City by land and clotted the Ani Khe Pass,
(Intiuly cictvity wast Itccccci-ictc, Its thet c11iceii gonler. inhihitinw c'..ccppiiy to 11'i.itic and Kuntnim Cities onl
alily ~ctnicktvui offensive' opelrnt nitil to tilt, perol (iti cfIl ihwny Iil. Ity 24 Aprcil iciciny armor andi infantiy
loiw cilcici' iliciicndiatioll ccV4,'111 Tull c''n(acc Ih McndDid 'I'a o II, forcing thle with-

W ( At thc( start ocf tlte third q~uarter' t'cc'iy crirawi cc! fiiumlcc,iilv inentic fnica Rcwkect IWicwi"c,
lccciiviticcs lilt-'ccnit'c ticl iloicc. V1.n i 1cc1i Ni~l"('PiiN. ity I Mity tilt- 11c1ils friendily pocsition~ between onv'ily
al niltik a tcch0c (jutinig Nit nc Qiiccg 'Iii icuccdcrr III tilt fcii''cc ciiti cctl cýitln ('It y wits Fire Suilpport Biaise Noc-
I1,r Fr li'cmt activity citIcci aiccccc till, bictttlefo Y1.111mc Illctc Wiccl(li Dlimit lPc'vint-4', VC Military hItcigoci

* Qt cin 'li i ,1 C it.y, tht'ic heic bcy tilt- 'cicncy. TIhvil (hli' ;), cl~j,'ccic V 1110I[ ,' ~t'icicictt ci itiicciciiy cciatc'ied RI cetitie-1-

Vnency cc-iiiccccec wicic thu (icc-(ccc iccSt, KitccthWV~it, cccij fcI1,11icci. !cccc.'c'c, it,% till cudt (f tilt! 11c11t~h liccali
,,tici acicicig tilt! ('oct Viet litvec' he' cefmnided agithiuct Nicc11Di 011 Ic~ rI llccltciclcaacitvc fincd falicucl anid l'andcing
thce adacivtn'- of AItVN amid \'N NW uinitst. Inl NS10I'I'ill zoic' Eccitkiidi wet, cycicuiteci bcy friencily !uic'ccs lDur-

l'nlN. cictivity iiitpi'it-Iti'c ilclicg Houte 6111, fol-0icc in iic N ly t(cilt, iiuii ficicci c're 'ccI1~ 1 icollcLutlc ticcicl Apli'
encdiy unccitc tic witihdraw frcoic Fire Suvoi c t Ilecic' taccticlil glcdcck cudl( hi'l.ctic toi ccici'ive tiilt.l. ,cic till- lc t-
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enemy regiments supported by ten T-54 tanks at. ment, and terrorist activities in cities and along
tempted to seize Fire Support Base November, In lines of communication. In southern V". Military
this and another attack on Kontum City from 25 Region 5 enemy initiated activity dropped sharply
to 28 May the enemy failed, suffering heavy per- following a high point in mid-July, indicating
sonnel and materiel losses including three-quarters inability of enemy units to sustain significant ac-
of his tanks, At the end of th.9 month the initiative tivity without reinforcements. During the final
in the Kontum area had passed over to friendly month of the third quarter enemy activity in the
forces. In southern VC Military Region 5, enemy B-3 Front, including Kontum City, remahlued at a
forces concentrated on logistical activities and the
consolidation of April offensive successes in the low level, consisting mainly of tight moatar and

three northern diatrietm of Binh Dinh Province, ro ximate 11k m n o r obe , o n an Cita In
in the final month of the second quarter enemy proximately III km northwest of Kontum City, In
B-3 Front activity around Kontum City dropped to southern VC Military Region 5, Binh Dinh Province,

a low level after unemy units were driven out of enemy activity consisted of brief hlghpoints as it

the urban area on 7 June, The enemy lost the equiv. appeared that the focus of enemy activity was mov.

alent of two regiments in fighting around the city ing southward,

and was experiencing difficulties in obtaining re. (C) South Vietnamese Military Region 3: During
placements. food, and ammunition, B.3 Front forces April enemy activity Increased Significantly in Mili.

were also kept off balance by pressure from ARVN tary Region 1 and remained at a high level in all
offensive operations, Intensive friendly ground and parts of the region except VC Military Region 6

air oper.ations in the Kontum Pass area were Sue- and the Saigon area, A series of enemy shellings

ceseful and on 30 June a thirty truck convoy arrived and extensive tank supported ground attacks in

at Kontum from Pleiku, the first convoy to reach flinh Long Province (VC Military Region 10) re-

the provincial capital since 22 April, suited in the loss of the district capital of Loc Ninh

(C) As the third quarter began it was evident and the Quan Lol Airfield on 7 April. From the
that the enemy had suffered serious losses in the fall of Lee Ninh until July, the enemy continued

fighting during the period April through June, In an offensive against An Lee, In April indirect fire

the 13-3 Front enemy initiated activity remained at attacks often exceeding 1000 rounds of artillery
a low level, suggesting that major enemy units per day were used to pin down and harass ARVN

had withdrawn from the Kontum battlefield, In forces In the area, On 15 April a series of unsuc-

the Kontumn Pass area enemy activity was light ceesful enemy ground .ttacks supportbd by Soviet

during the first half of the month as enemy units T-54 tanks was conducted against An Loc, From

withdrew to the west to resupply and regroup, Even 20 to 29 April, An Leo reportedly received over
after some enemy units returned in late July their 4,000 rounds of mixed mortar, rocket, and artillery
activities were characterized by only scattered light fire, In the remainder of South Vietnam's Military
shellings and harassment against traffic on Route Region 3 enemy activity was characterized by scat-
14, In southern VC Military Region 5 enemy activity tered indirect fires and ground attacks on ARVN,

decreased during the first half of the month, as regional and popular forces (RF/PF) outposts,

it appeared that major enemy elements were with- government administrative stations, and sector

drowing northward to established base areas, Known headquarters. During May enemy activity remained

heavy enemy easualties and reports of impressment at a high level in VC Military Region 10, Long An,

indicated that the enemy was suffering serious mall- and Ba Rim Sub-Regions and at a low level in

power Shortages, Only token enemy resistance was Tay Ninh Province, There was no significant
met as friendly units secured the Bong Son Pass. enemy activity reported in VC Military Region 6

*After 30 July enemy activity in northern Binhi Dinh and the Saigon area, At Ant Loc elements of two
Province dropped off sharply and it appeared that enemy divisions supported by an estimated artillery

the enenmy had only limited capabilities to initiate regiment and remnants of an armored regiment

offensive action, In August in the B-3 Front, Kon- continued to attack, From 10 to 15 May An Loc

turn Province, enemy activity remained at a low reeived a daily average of 5500 rounds in conjunc-
level and consisted minhly of increased resistance tion with heavy ground attacks supported by armor,

northwest of Kontum City as friendly forces probed The 7th NVA Division blocked Route 13 to the

, to the north early in the month, In Plelku Province south, preventing the relief of An Lao by ARVN

an increase in enemy activity indicated the shift of forces, Oni 4 May the Soviet wire guided missile,

B-3 Front emphasis to the south following the AT-. Sagger, was employed for the first time in

spring offensive, In mid-August new tactics were this region, SA-7 missiles were also used around

initiated in a move to economize enemy forces An Loc and along Route 1i:, In the Long An and

while minimizing the effect of B-52 missions, These Ba RHi Sub-Regions there were significant enemy

tactics consisted of scattered indirect fires, harass- initiated activities to include rocket and mortar
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attacks, ground contacts, and interdiction of roads the triborder area and western Chuong Thien Pro.
imo waterways. During the month of June enemy vince were apparently preparatory in nature, with
activity continued at a moderate level In VC Mill- the objectives of consolidating base areas and secur.

S tary Region 10, while in Tay Ninh Province, Sub. Ing lines of communication prior to large unit
Region 1, Long An, Ba Ria, and Thu Blen Sub. actions. Along the Kien Tuong/Kien Phong Province
Regions, a low level of activity was reported. No border in particular, activity indicated the possibility
enemy activity was reported in VC Military Region of additional enemy troop infiltration. May enemy
B, and only one terrorist incident occurred in Sal- activity in the Delta was at a lower level than in
gon. In Binh Long Province the enemy continued April, but continued to be elevated in comparison
to maintain pressure on An Loc with shellingm with prior months, Activity was greatest In three

averaging 205 rounds of mixed mortar, rocket, and areas: the triborder area, northwestern Kien Giang
artillery fire daily, From 22 May the Intensity Province, and western Chuong Thien Province, In
of enemy fires on An Loc decreased. There were the first area it appeared that two enemy regi.
munlev'oUs contacts In the An Loc area, however, as ments were coordinating their efforts to attack
ARVN forces continued to clear t6w area. To the district towns, Route 4, and other lines of communi.
mouth elements of the 7th NVA Division still pre. cation, Prisoners and captured documents indicated

vented the opening of Route 13. increased enemy infiltration into the area. In north.
(C) At the beginning of the third quarter enemy west Kien Giang Province a prisoner and captured

activity in VC Military Region 10 continued at a documents gave the first solid evidence that elements
moderate level; elsewhere a low level of activity of the let NVA Division were attempting to infil.
was reported, In Binh Long Province the enemy trate the Republic, In western Chuong Thien Pro.
continued operations against friendly force* around vince the number of enemy incidentb was high,
An Loc and Route 13 and in the Minh Than ares but most were minor, and friendly casualties were
to the southwest of An Loc, An Loc received over light, At the beginning of June enemy activity
700 mortar, rocket, and artillery rounds during the began at a low level, rose sharply during the second
month, In western Phuoc Long Provfnce from 30 and third weeks, and tapered off agaln, Highlight%,
June to 4 July there was a series of coordinated of June enemy activity included two unsuccessful
ground attacks, The most significant activity ov- attacks on Tuyen Binh district town (Kien Tuong
curred on I July when the ARVN signal station on Province) which were probably designed to cover
Nui Ha Ra Mountain and Landing Zone Buttons infiltration into Base Area 470, Elsewhere in the
reeived Indirect fire and sapper attacks. In August Delta there was only scattered enemy activity, in.
enemy activity in VC Military Region 4 continued eluding two attempts to overrun district towns,
at the level of the previous month. In the An Loc Reports indicated enemy intentions to seize as much
area enemy elements attempted to contain ARVN terrain as possible, to gain control of a large
forces and interdict Route 13 immediately south of segment of the population, and to counter Viet-
the city, Other eiiemny units, elements of the 7th namleation and pacification during the phase of
NVA Diveilon and two sapper battalions, after the offensive beginning In July,
mnsuccessful attackv, around An Loc, moved south. (C) During the first month of the third quarter
ward to Lai Khe an 11 August. Other enemy units enemy activity in Military Region 4 began at a
voncelitr'ated on interdicting Route 13 between Lal modurate level, but declined from a high of 24
Khe and Chon Thanh, During September enemy incidents per day for the first week to an average
activity continued at a low to moderate level in of 14 the last week, The heaviest concentration of
VC Military Region 10; elsewheie in Military Region activity occurred in Dinh Tuong and Kien Hoa Pro.
I1 it was at a low level. In VC Military Region 10, vinces, In early July enemy fovces initiated action
enemy activities were centered around Quan Loi, to selie the triborder area in the vicinity of Base
where throughout the month he.defended against Area 470, TACAIR and B-52 strikes there and
ARlVN offensive operations, Elements of the 7th around San (iasng district town forced enemy with.
NVA Division continued to interdict Route 18, drawal to the vest on 12 July, Throughout the

(C) South Vietnamese Military Region 4: During rest of the Delta enemy activities were charac.
the first half of April tie most significant enemy terized by rocket and mortar attacks and light
activity took place in the triborder area of Kien ground attacks, In August enemy incidents were
Tuong, DInh Tuong, and Kien Phong Provinces at a low level except for a moderate increase in

(VC Military Region 2), There the 8Sth NVA Regi. the middle of the month, Most activity was con-
mo(nt was involved in an effurt. to wrest from centrated i11 Dinh Tuong Provinlce, except for the
friendly control the area generally north of Base evening of 14 August when there was a series
Ares 470. By month's end he had succeeded in this of shelllngm in Kien iola Provilce, Indicationa were
effort. Enemy operations during the month in both that the enemy was continuing to Infiltrate elements
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of a division as well as other units into Dinh enemy resistance was determined throughout the
Tuong Province, Apparent enemy targets were month as he countered Vietnamese Marine Corps
Route 4, district towns in western Dinh Tuong and Airborne Division operations aimed at regain.
Province, My Tho City, and the Cho Cao Canal. ing territory lost during the NGUYEN HUE Of.
Enemy activity during the month conjsisced of fensive. Enemy activity in MRTTH increased initi-
sporadic ground contacts, shellings, and probes ally, but fell off after the first week of November
apparently intended to divert friendly forces while as enemy units avoided contact while conserving
the enemy continued the infiltration of personnel forces in preparation for the anticipated cease-fire,
and supplies, At the close of the third quarter Similarly, in northern VC Military Region 5 enemy
Senemy activity wae at a moderate level, concerned activity tapered off during the month, The enemy
primarily toward keeping open major resupply and in this region spent much of the month in resupply
infiltration routes, Activities were characterized by activities, limiting operations tn assaults by fire,
scattered rocket and mortar attacks, ground con- harassment and terror around major population
"tacts, and small sapper attacks, One enemy objective centers, and along lines of communication to keep
in September appeared to be the establishment of friendly forces dispersed and away from his logis.
a base area in the Seven Mountains area of Chau tics corridors, While these activities were being
Doc Province to be used as a springboard for future carried out by main force units, local force units
activity, In VC Military Region 2 the enemy at. attempted to spread their Influence in the country.
tacked government outposts which were restricting side. As the year drew to a close enemy activity
the southward movement of men and supplies into in Military Region 1 continued at a low level
Base Area 470, In VC Military Region : similar except in Quang Tr Province (B-5 Front) where
activity occurred as the enemy attempted to lessen the enemy maintained an active defense, There the
government control over supply routes and to pre- enemy utilized his limited armor resources, heavy
pare forward areas east of the U-Minh Forest shellings, and counterattacks along the coast to
leading into Chuorg Thien Province,9'• blunt friendly advances in the direction of the Do.

militarized Zone At the end of December enemy
FOURtTH QUARTER ACTIVITIES forces in northern Quang Trn Province were rein.

(C) As the fourth quarter began, previously noted forced by elements of two regiments as the enemy
levels of enemy activity in South Vietnamese Mill- demonstrated his determination to defend territory
tary Region I continued, In the B-8 Front the he had seized In the spi-ing, Throughout December
enemy was largely on the defensive during the enemy units in MRTTH avolded contact with
month of October He attempted to repulse allied friendly elements, procuring food and other supplies

"4 thrusts north along Route 5660 and south intn the while awaiting political developments, At the end
Hai Lang Forest, Late in the month the enemy of the month major elements of the 324B NVA
only offered light resistance to Vietnamese Marine Division were believed positioned west and north.
Corps units north of Quang Tri City, while in the west of Hue, apparently in preparation for offensive

. i-al Lang Forest NVA units continued to resist operations in the area, In VC Military Region 5
, Vietnameso Airborne Division operations. In MRTTH enemy Initiated activity was also generally at a

except for a brief upsurge at mid-month, enemy low level, consisting of sporadic assaults-by-fire
initiated activity was at a low level as the enemy and terrorist acts such as a 3 December rocket
resupplied, attempteJ to infiltrate the coastal low- attack of Da Nang. Enemy uilts defended contested
lands, and spread his control over the rural populace, areas In response to friendly initiatives, emphasis.
In northern VC Military Region 6 enemy activity Ing the defense of supply routes into the coastal
increased during the month, but the enemy proved lowlands, The heaviest activity in the month focused
unable to prevent friendly forces from recapturing on Fire Support Base Baldy, in Quang Nam Pro-
Tien Phuoc district head'juarters on 7 October. vince, where friendly units accounted for 114 enemy
From mid-month enemy activities appeared designed killed the final week of December.
to weaken the governmpnt's control over the rurat (C) South Vietnamese Military Region 2: At the r,
populace. Activities with this objective, such as beginning of the fourth quarter the focus of enemy
terrorism and abduction, were prevalent throughout activity in the Bi-3 Front returned to Kontum Pro-
South Vietnam in late October as the enemy believed vince where the enemy forced abandonment of the
a cease-fire would be signed in Paris on 31 October Ben Ilet Border Ranger Camp on 12 October, At
and attempted to expand his control in rural areas the same time, elements of the 28th NVA Regiment
before it took effect aad International Control conducted a series of attacks on ARVN units north
Conimisslon teams arrived on the scene, Although of Kontum City, Throughout the month enemy B-3
nio cease-fire occurred, enemy activities during No- Front units appeared engaged in a coordinated cam.
vemlber were clearly oriented toward preparations paign to tie down ARVN units to provincial capitals
for the cessation of hostilities. In the B-6 Front and interdict major routes while expanding control
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over rural areas prior to the anticipated cease.fire on ing the heavily populated countryside unprotected,
:11 October, In Kontum Province late in the month At the end of the month enemy rocket and mortir
there were attacks-by-fire on Kontum City; Route attacks became widespread as the enemy attomptedi
14 between Kontum and Plelku Cities was kept to demonstrate to the rural populace that the
closed by elements of the 95B NVA Regiment, and Government of Vietnam was unable to defend
heavy enemy pressure forced the abandonment of the them, Ultimately, anticipated large scale enemy
border ranger camps at Dak Seang and Due Co, attacks failed to materialize either because the
In contrast to the B.3 Front, enemy activity in enemy lacked the manpower and materiel resources
southern VC Military Region 5 remained at a low or through poor coordination, After reaching a peak
level, The major enemy unit in the region, the 3d in late October in anticipation of a cease-fire,
NVA Division, avoided contact while regrouping enemy initiated activities dropped to a low level
and resupplying. Late in the month PW interroga. at the beginning of November, where they ro-
tion, agent reports, and captured documents gave mained throughout the month, After having suf.
indications that the enemy was planning increased fared heavy losses the enemy reverted to a defensive
activity to expand control over the populace and posture in order to regroup and refit in preparation
interdict Routes 1 and 19, As October passed with. for the resumption of active operations based on
out the anticipated cease-fire, enemy-initiated ac. developments in Paris, His activities for the most
tivity in the B-3 Front diminished after having peak. part were defensive in nature, designed to secure
nd late in the month, Throughout the month of No. his logistics network from Cambodia into western
vember enemy activity was characterized by attacks- Binh Duong Province via the Saigon Rivor and
by-fire and small ground attacks, particularly in through War Zone C into Tay Ninh Province,
northern Kontum Province. In the Kontum Pass December was marked by a very low level of enemy
area the 95B NVA Regiment harassed traffic along activity, The enemy was apparently conserving his
Route 14 but was unable to close the route. In manpower and engaging in resupply activities while
mid.November in Pleiku Province the enemy suffer- awaiting further instructions, Low cost, small risk
ed over 400 killed in ground attacks against friend, operations such as rocket attacks on Beln Hoe and
ly troops in the vicinity of Thanh An, Thereafter Tan Son Nhut Air Bases and a capper attack on an
his activity declined sharply, In Binh Dinh Pro. ammunition dump on the outskirts of Saigon not
vince enemy activity remained at a low level only permitted the enemy to exaggerate his pres-
tind was characterized by small unit actions and ence, but also screened his logistical activities else.
assaults-by-fire, As December began enemy activity where in the region,
in the B-8 Front decreased and remained at a low (d) South Vietnamese Military Region 4: October
level until the end of the month when there was enemy activity was at a low to moderate level, It
it sharp increase northwest of Kontum City, There was characterized by attempts to interdict major
olements of three enemy regiments launched a land and water routes with particular emphasis on
series of indirect fire and ground attacks from 23 Route 4, the main road leading from the Delta to
"to 27 December. The most probable reasons fot- Saigon, The enemy hoped to force ARVN units to
these actions were to protect previously captured concentrate along the lines of communication, leav-
itreas which were threatened by friendly operations Ing the countryside undefended. There were also
a•nd to cause ARVN to reinforce with units from numerous attacks-by-fire and small ground attacks
Thanh An and Due Co, relieving pressure on the against lower level Government of Vietnam ad-
enemy units there which had suffered heavy casual- minintrative centers to discredit the government
ties in November, In Binh Dinh Province thi Bd and the pacification program, Concurrently, enemy
NVA Division continued to avoid major contacts main force units were moving into the Delta from
with friendly units, Most contacts, moreover, were Cambodia in order to strengthen the enemy peal-
friendly initiated, tion prior to a cease-fire, Throughout November

(C) In South Vietnamese Military Region 3 enemy initiated activity continued at a low level,
October witnessed steadily increasing enemy ini. All available information indicated that the enemy
tiated activity which only subsided to a moderate weo continuing his attempts to infiltrate men and
level at the end of the month, Enemy activity was supplier into the Delta from Cambodia, The limited
focused in the provinces north and west of Saigon enemy activities were aimed at securing routes from
and was characterized by assaults-by.fire, ground Cambodia to permit the safe transit of critically
contacts, and interdiction of routes, As the supposed needed food, medicine, and ammunition, Once in the
date of the cease-fire, 31 October, approached, Delta enemy forces were breaking down into small
enemy activity increased sharply, with the enemy units which dispersed throughout ihe region in
attempting to force ARVN units to withdraw from order to claim as much contr3l as possible over
outlying provinces in order to defend Saigon, leav- the land and population prior to any cease-fire.
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The only enemy activity that increased in Novem- ably attempt to increase their influence in rural
be' was terrorism, which was characterized by the area; through coercion of the populace and selected
melective assamsination of government officals and assassination of Government of Vietnam officials,
the bombing of public places. These acts were prob- In the meantime, main force units would prob.
ably implemented to demonstrate the government's ably hold their cease-fire positions, consolidating
inability to provide adequate protection, to elimi- their position in the aream they controlled,
nate or intimidate potential opposition, and to (C) In South Vietnamese Military Region 2
maintain visibility without risk of heavy losses. enemy activity shifted to the Kontum Pass area
In the first week of December enemy Initiated ac. where Route 14 between Pleiku and Kontum Cities
tivity increased noticeably, In VC Military Region was briefly closed on 31 December, Thereafter,
2 the movement of supplies south was noted, prob- enemy initiated activity was at a low level, In Pleiku
ably Into Dinh Tuong Province, where reports in- Province the 320th NVA Division, after resupply
dicated serious shortages of mortar and rocket and regrouping beginning In early December, re.
ammunition. In VC Military Region 3 enemy activity sewed attacks In the Due Co area shortly prior to
was concentrated In Chuong Thien Province, typified the ceaoe-firu, One reason for the light enemy

* by attacks.by-fire and small ground attacks meant activity was the effect of B.52 strikes north of
". to disrupt the pacification and Vietnamization Kontum City which inflicted heavy personnel andr

l.programs while extending enemy influence prior materiel losses on the enemy, Anticipated offensive
N to and during a cease-fire, Following this brief operations prior to the cease-fire did not take place.

upsurge, enemy activity declined to a low level (C) South Vietnamese Military Region 11: At the
during the remainder of the month. Intelligence In- beginning of the new year enemy Initiated activity
diated that the enemy probably lacked the man- remained at a low level, the only significant event
power and supplies necessary to sustain large scale being the 4 January shelling of Bien Hoa Air Base,
operationm and would Instead employ terrorism as It remained at this level until shortly before the
the principal means to discredit Government of cease-fire as enemy units avoided contact while re.
Vietnam prInogralnm, fitting and resupplying, An upsurge in enemy ac.

"' E A Vtivity characterised by an increase in the Intensity
1473:t ENIE ACTIVITY of assaults-by-fire dhi not. occur until 25 January,

(C) In South Vietnamese Military Region I there It was estimated that the enemy's intention was
was little change to mark the beginning of 1073, to give ARVN an little time as possible to react
There were a few enemy initiated actions, the enemy to enemy initiatives prior to the effective date of
apparently content to remain on the defensive, the cease-fire, During the post cease-fire period
Thit situation persisted until the cease-fire and was the enemy was expected to increase his efforts to
probably the result of an enemy decision to con- expand political control over populated areas by
serve mun anti materiel for offensive operations at propaganda using flags, slogans, and demonstra- h
the time of the cuase.fire, In Quang Tri Province tions, as well as elimination or intimidation of
the enemny dofended thp north bank of the Thach government officials down to hamlet level, It was
Hai River against attacks by the Airborne Division also expected that the enemny would proselytite
while in the Hal Lang Forest he withdrew, aban- ARVN and territorial forces and attempt to recruit %
forces, Further to the south along the Quang Nam. (C) In South Vietnamese Military Region 4

Qunn Tin 'Province border, the 711th NVA Division enemy initiated action remained at a low level until
offered stiff resistance to ARVN advances toward :I January when there was a dramatic region wide
l110p Due, p'rotecting an advanced logistics base increase in light attacks-by-fire which lasted three
"which had been set up to suiIport enemy plans to thny', lIn keeping tip the level of terrorism which
extend control into the coastal lowlands. In Quang had grown widespr'ead in December, the enemy fired

, Ngaul Providence the 2d1 NVA Division spent the o|| towns during daylight hours, apparently intend.
nmonth out of contact in preparation for major opera- ing to produce civilian casualties, In mid-month

. tions against populated coastal areas and Fire Sup- there was also a noticeable Increase in assass.in-
port Base San Juan Hill, In MRTTII enemy units tions of hamlet chiefs and other civil servants,
atlso avoided contact with friendly forces, remain- Simultaneously lines of communication were €iii-
inig on the defensive while preparing to r'elnw the rupted as the enemy mined several bridges on major
offensive, Late in the month, as it became evident, routes In the southern part of the Delta, All these

W that a ',ase-fire was immitneint, there wert indivia. activities were designed to intimidate the populace
tluns that the enemy was making fimial preparntioun with low risk and resource expenditure on the part
foui a last minute push into the coastal lowlands, of the enemy, During the second half of January %
Additionally, It was reported that after the cease-fire enemy activity remained at a1 very low livel until
iocal force unitm and political cadre would prob- the eve of the cease-fire when it increased signifi.
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canitly as the enemny bogan Implementing his pre. (C) In South Vietnam's Military Region 2, In.
cease-fke tactical plans, Onl 23 and 24 January creased enemy Initiated activity began on 26 Janu-
he launched a series of attacksi-by-fire and ground ary and was characterized by shellings, route Intel-.
attacks along the Cambodian border' with Chau Doe dictions, anti the infiltration of local force units into
and Kien Phonic Provincemsit cil lementm of an1 eneumy rural hamlets. Route 1 along the coast, Route 14,
regiment infiltrated in VC Military Region 2. On 25 Route 20 between Bao Loc and Dalat, and other
and 26 January elementit of ýv-o NVA regimentis in major highways were reported Interdicted at various
filtrated in app~roximnately the mame@ areas&, indicating points. By I February Route I had been reopened,
that the oernmy was repeating earlier attempts to but Route 14 was still interdicted by elementst of
seime control of populated areas of the Delta islong the 115J3 NVA Regiment near Chu Pao.
the Camboudian border, Information on enemy post-

Y cease-fire plansm was fragrmentary, There were in- (C) lII South Vietnam's Military Region 3i the
dications, however, that due to supply and manpower major enemy effort began on 2'7 January in the
pr'eI ewudcnetaeLilrmisefrt iiiyo a i~ iyweeeeyfre
and on the recruitment of ytiut~hm to fill tlw, ranks briefly seized control over several outlying hamrlets.
of local force units. Other kivi, this the enemy (C) From 27 to 31 January the level of enemy
would mtress terror and assassination to mnake him activity rose sharply in Military Region 4 of South
ps'egence~ felt and weaken tho authority of the Vietnam, E~nemy incidents, characterized by harass-
Giovernmesnt of Vietnansl'" Ing fire#, light attavcks-by-fire, and attempted hamrlet

(SINF) Onl the eve of flie o&ase-fire it was esti- infiltration were scattered throughout the Delta,
mated that countrywide the enemy would concenl- Noteworthy was the absence of major enemy initia-
trmte on gaining control of real estate and the rural tives against primary routes and the low incidence
ARVN units. His operations would probably take documents and other sources had Indicated would

plae drin a hor peiodandwo confu dsione be heavily reilied on by the enemy to gain controlto mxinizeComunis gana urig-te cofuson verthepopulation,
of Nhe e hroul ou tesefi e p Repblc.odVeta (S/Nr) By the end of January military activity

tinemy activity, as expected, sharply Increased 24 wswdsraibtdciigi itist.Mc
to 4(9 hours hefore tho 8Igning of the cease-fire. of the fighting involved government efforts to
T'he heaviest fighting occurred inI QuAng TOl Pr break through recently established enemy road-
O'nce where enemny forces countered Vietnismume blncks and recover hamlets seized by the enemy

* Mar~ine efforts to secure a foothold along the south Imimediately prior to the cease-fire, Over 1,000 enemy
hilnil of the Cuat Viet River, By 30 January the cease-fire violations had been reported, resulting
masrinies had been forced back by enemy counter- In over 2,000 enemy and approxiimtatly 400 friendly
ittuttkii, both sides aplparently having suffered heavy killed, It appeared that the enemy had not scored
lossiem, In the remainder of South Vietnam's Mill- any lasting gains, ARVN counterattacks having
taruy Rogion 1, it was estimated that eniemy opera- neutralized most recent enemy successes, par'i-I
tioiis were primnarily designed t~o hold government cularly In the Tay Ninh area and In Chutong Thien
forces InI defensive positions around provincial and Province In the Delta, Government control of the
ilistrict capitals while enemy local force unite in- population hadl not deteriorated to any significant
filtrated the easily accessible village& and hamilets,. extent.

THE KHMER REPUBLIC
*(8) The Infant Cambodian -government found public in the military as well as the political arena

itself In a very preciArious position by tho end of (Fig. A-36).
1971, VC/NVA units were operating without re-

*stiraint In thep eastern and northeastern poations of NVN GOA1l8 AND) STRtATEGY
the country, and the local force units, the Khmer (8) The actionm of the VC/NVA and Khmer
Communists, represented a growing threat in the Communists In Cambodia were related to the North

*c'ountrypeide, The friendly Khmer forces were reel- Vietnamese goal of takeover of South Vietnam.
Ing froml reversvis suffered in Operation CHENLA It diii not appear that overthrow of the existing
11, udesigned to recapture Route 6 anid had yet to government in Phnom Penh anid Its concurrent re-
prove themslelves a match for the more experienced placement by n Communist rule was of paramount
VC:N\'A nalin force unite. The year 11972 loomed Importance to VC/NVA strategy. The primiary goal
asm iN ypar of serious challenge to the Khmer Ru. was to see that the Khmer Republic did not gain
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tile capability to effectively lInter'fere or lImpedo 4S) Simultaneously with the decline in combat
C ommunist Infiltration andi resupply activities ili ationsoits noticeable increase Iin enemy logistics at'-

sport of thv conflict In South Vietnam, This tivity wits reported, Enenty troop niovenientli,
utoly Ui~ trategy required that Cambodian Armed vehicuilar activity, anti riveritic traffic Indicated
Forceet (FANK) be kept in it defensive posture. that VC/NVA units In forward liumitionns along the
To this end the Communist units, through limited border were beingr resupplied from traditional bame

tittc k h ~ stianettd-off attacks, and Infrequent areas5 neart Komtponig Thom, Kompong Chani, thu
Wroumid probri4, maintained suifficienit lwiliressuil C hup Plantation at-an, anti Krativ.

the rienly Ltlit to(S) Despite the reduction in forces committedi
dt'fndi~' fx thm i staic pliiiott against the Khmer Republic, the VC/NVA managed,

The goeomntmunicvtoaperwekaind un throuwh Judicious use of indirect fires, occasional
stabe am teilte wsought to dppearwedit ind trugh wounci probes, and "elected terrorist incidents, to

stoabled activtheies, dsrupton disredit itxchaongh hold the Khmer government forces Iin a defensivo
liroiatanti acivitesdisiptig nomalexchngeposture, F~rienidly forces were9 unable to capitalixt

of goods, Isolating anti harassging urban areas. mak- oil the climinishctc threat anti extend control Into
lng travel on miajotr routes unslafe, anti through rural arems Or to nieet with and destroy Khmer Corn-
relveted ter-rorist Incidents. niunIst forces, The inemy launched at rocket and mar-

(S) The local force units, thle Khmer Communists, tar, attack, acecompanied by a wround probe, against
played a growing role Iin this strategy, They were tile capitai city, Phllnoni Penh, andi nearby Pochen-.
vincouraged to avveigrate the. wai, west of the Me. tong Airfield -on 21 March, Although the incident
itong Hi .ver. in order to take the pressure off the was 'costly to the enemy, as he suffered 901/'
vital resttpiily areas along South Vietnam's border. casualties, the attack will a psychological blow to
IHoth thle Viet C.ong andl North Vietnamese asuisted the struggling Wovei'nmont andi further served to

and sitrengthened the Khmer Communisto infra. per-suade the FANI( to maintain at nonagrrvisive
aide thut rcruiing posture. Followinig these attacks a series of terrorstructure and Organization, aie cm awutn il salOtAg'1 linidents directed against shipping

( Which stopped mlanpower rtsourceml pirovlided molne- Iin Cambodia caused further erwilomi of the people's
*tary, logistic, andl conibu supplor~t when needed, andi faith Ini the government's ability to defend thenm,

acted as at political suippor~t for their fledging re- (81 Diuring, most of the 2nd quarter the Khmer
vuluitiolnary, shadow go vLAI'll IInt. Inl turn the Khmer l'j~lpUiaii serllvedI as a Staging Jand( rePupply area forl
Communists tied down the FANK, provided 00oll12 Vt> NVA troops participating In the NGUYEN
agricultural 9u1111101, cUd playt,'ti a t-Ole In providing1j HUE Offensive against South Vietnam which coni-
security tot- the logistics s4ysitem1 NupporItinit tile wVar mtieced onl ill March, The majority of ienemy activity

In Soth Vitnam.In Cambodia wasl related to logistics as the VC/
MLIT~llARtY ACTi'IVITlIES NVA madet a major push to resupply base areas

serving (',OSVN before the Onset of the heavy rains.,(St Thle hitgh tempo)L Of th0 Willr that. characterized Enn mai force unitts targetted againsit tile
4, i' fiia monhs f IP71 harly bate duingtheKlntim Republic further declined as the VC /NVA

firs ilarte of11(7, M I Iatyactiitywas realy5th, 7th. anid 11th Divisions moved into Bilnh Long
vdo red Ilit la nua rv' its enemny in iticated gro u nd as. Province of South Vi et nam i W i ong with the 88th

's1%its fell to 1 from it previous high of H1 in aind 32t NVA liegimnintm, also probably iii Souith
I(vie i er twoill tie avvvae iianumltbe r of assnaults -by Vie tocin; and tin' 2 . Ist N VA I ndtependenot Reigmenit,
I'Ite per week ii Ph -lii itd firom 100(I to 411. The satic ile dplayed a Ion g tie 'PItly N inh P'rovinoce boridcr.
i11tt v 't it' i p st (41 in I robvia ry ats onl Iy 031 i Incdents (S Dsite tile sign ific ant rt~etortioti in available

worti teporled cii -Iuis sitice July 19(71. forces the enetity contlitied to create the immltes.
()Tho VC.NV A matin force units undarttok a sian that wo%'eitment forces were utiner constant

Illajor relocationi toward South Vietnianism Military threat of itttaok, I'l'ion P'enh received mor-tar andi
lttgions1 : and 4 border ttream, By the end of Febru. rocket attacks onl Ili April andt (6 May, which Ill
ily, tih' 15tih. 7th. atnid 1th Divisiioini, citing with cottbliuiilitio with several gr'enaude iiicidentst anti

Iliic (1t9th ArtIill er ty (Ito u, weic positioned Iin eta ec n ta ulo(01 itatiIt' AM t to 11l11ie sillpis ill tile litt thor Coill
Kotpulig Chani Province astilItiv tile Vietnam(!"(. tributeil to it geoierul feeling of uneasiness In the
(toifl tier A deccimi or itctlvity itiong Route 4 suM'- Caplital. SeVeral 1-01014, prItitIAIlly r'outes 4, 15, and
gest'e Ic thatI the NV'A Ist Dilvii iiin wits prep jarintg Ill, we ic s porad ict i y Inoterid cteil, thluse keeph iitgI
Lo OI(u e towHi'd C.111 Diioc L it.d M eni liaii Prg 'ovinlces F~A NK tied o~il the iiefeit c..
lit South Vietnatit s Ieltit This eastward deplloy- (Si lossqibly tile mlost significanit asepect of coin-
mut ofitu si gifi iIan t pc rtloit of thle e nemyit yelit- liat act ivity Ilit thie seiondt quari teri wits tile t5saumpii
101111(1 y i retITItbI et 1j1j0Ir a i'l' y red iccTii title till'rent 0 d onl by Kh1i1i0ci I oso rgeit t lout force Units Of coil.
01v liiiier. Republic. siderably miore remponlilbility for flirhtinK Iin that
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seem

part of Cambodia not contiguous to South Viet- at an Indochina peace settlement, both sides launched
nam. That the level of combat activity did not de- important offensives designed to extend their control
cline with the deployment to South Vietnam of many prior to an agreement,
NVA units was indicative of the Khmer Communist's (S) Enemy Piarr" 'milts conducted a daring attack
rising ability to conduct harassment of friendly posi. on the city of Phnom Penh on 7 October. The In.
tions and interdiction of selected lines of communtin. surgmnts managed to breach the city's defenses,
cation. They appeared to have increased both their but failed to take their designated objectives, an
political and military activity In the rural sectors eetia ln n erlu aiiy ept
and doinonst-rated an improvedi alifility to rocruit In electinal plaofth 10an aptroleumg farcilt, Despienm
the countryside an friendly forces remained tied lsn ~ fte11mnatcigfre h nm

to adefesiv posure Frindl foreshoweer, createdi a psychological crisis in the capital on the
initiated one major operation aimed at resecuringevofapsil aefrThCruCanWrK
the Siem Reap/Angkor Wat ruins from the enemy, Bridge was partially destroyed in the attack and
hut the offensive did not succeed, closed the Tonle ý:%p to shipping, Enemy mapper

(S) The paramount objective of VC/NVA troops units were responsible for five attempts to disrupt
In Cambodia continued to be the use of Cambodia shipping In the Phnomi Penh harbor. Two cargo
as a logistics base In support of the effort in South ships were slink in the harbor and another damaged
Vietnam. To meet this objective the enemy further between 7 November and 15 December, In related
focused his attention towards the development, ex. activity the regularly scheduled Mekong River con.
pansion, and security of vital supply routes with a voy Wats hit, by rocket fire on 5 December, the 20thOk
growing role In this strategy being played by the of the last 27 convoys to be attacked.
Khmer Insurgent units, J8, Enemy forces had a virtitsl stranglehold on

(B) As the offensive in South Vietntam bogged major lines of communication in thu country in
down, the enemy shifted some of his units back October, which was broken only in late Novemhsr,
across thle border into Cambodia, and the estimated Houte 5 was buck in friendly hands by 21 November,

numer f toop trgeeulagans th Kher e- but the clearing of Route 2 was still proceeding at
public Increased from 15,1000 to 7,000, The enemy year's end, The road wats periodically cut Ly puls-
concentrated onl interdicting matjor routes used by pected lot. NVA Division elements throughout the
govermnmnt forces, Routs b wats closed 'from '7 to quartor, possibly to aid in their infiltration to South
it) July before friendly trooph-could reopen It, Route Vietnam's Delta region, A Joint Vietnamesie-Khmer

2 ws ct evealtime rom.Juy o Agut, ndoperation in late December succeeded in clearing the
this Important link between Phnom Penh to the route, but construction work was necessary before
Delta region of South Vietnlaml wasl impassable the road could he opened to traffic.
ti'meh of the time. The heaviest activity occurred (5) The enemy continued to keep friendly forces
along Houte 1, near Koinpong Trbaek. Operation pinned down by frequent artillery and mortar at.
SORY4, a Joint Xhmner-South Vietnamese operation, tacks directed against population centers, Kompong
concluded its first phase with the recapture at Chunm wats hit. three times by itstand off attackit
the town, onl 24 Juluy, nnl event that prompted con, between 21 November and 2 December, and Ang

-ieable i'ejuinhilg and celebrating in the national Tasman 'e) i8amdek near T'akao were also 1
capital, But V('!NVA forces struck back in August, shelled. The major uttavks were rederved for Kom.
and supported by armIlor fur. the first timle inl Cam. pong 'l'lim, along Routuo 0. The city vwas repeatedly
hodian operationii, 1111negeci to vetake Komponst shelled throughout December, and friendly forces.1Trabek, Huwever, the KHimar Army, heavily mull. maintaining def-tnsive postitions around the town
pou-ted by tsictical ail', acquitted itself well Ill -he were subjected to periodic groun.-. probes. By the
fighting. end of tie monith the onvin~y forcee had taken. three

(8) Thereafter, the third quarter saw a con- company size outpostri around the town and forced
tinued increame of thv local Insurgents' role in the the closirnu of the airfieldt, requiring rmpupply of
fighting, The insurgents were active in Interdle-ting the town bý &i'dropi.

rodk and waterways, osýeiu~lly Route 5, which (S) While the attacks were consistent; with the '
mw-ved to ci-eate at live scmrcit,ý ini Phnom Penh, Khmer Communists' strategy of harassing lr,.utv.d
Fur-ther evidenee pointed to the VCJNNVA entrust- population ventern ill order to kevep thle FANK In
hlli more o! the mission to secure their ovci iestuiply at defenshive posture, there waci evifience that. the
vurridors to thle locals. insuvgents weri- embarking on v new, much bolder

(S) Military icctivity in the K~hmvi' Republic in- tacetiv, The enoiny would continue to place omphasio
creased shnri..l' in early October, apparent ly in on engln'emotii in w-ideiv separated areas to keep

!'ollowhig (liscliosures rewarding negotiations a~ied ,ihoultatieoumly to undurniine public confidence in

reposetoruor oI n mpnin cas-fre ~ ~ 'einwt oce tiny prsr, ndtaemesuNr.
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the K~hmer Government, Rice movements to the inunilt forces continued to dominate all of the
talpitaI would be restricted, efforts would be made torritory east of the Mekong River anti north of
to organise the population In rural areas under the Tonie Sup River and were largely responsible
Communist p olitical direction, food deliveries to for, road intordictions that threatened the supply
urbant areas would be Interdicted, and slipper andi lintes of Phnorn Penh, The Khmer Army, barely
terrorist action would Inecrase, capable of containing the Communist military threat,

(SINF) In mid-January the military situationt in appeared neither ready nor able to rogican the Ini-
the Khmer Rcliubllc remained unchanged, Corn. Ilative oil the hattlefleld~nh

LAOS
(SI'NF) As In previous years Communist forces Vietnam, North Vietnam, whose dominant military

in 1972 continued to control more than half of Laos, position on the Plain of Jars allowed it to continue
The area dominated by the Communists extended to place political leverage on the Royal La Govern-

4the lenirth of the country along the Vietnamese ment, promoted peace negotiations, Apparent motives
border to include all rugged mountain terrain were to reduce expenditures of manpower and per.
(Flit. A*37). The P'atliet Lao, the local Communist sonnel and obtain a reduction or cessation of allied
forces, roceived till logistical support from Corn. air and ground interdiction along the Ho Chi Minh
muiitit countrioN, pirimarily North Vietnam, whose Trail. As a result of stepped up US8 bombing and
forces weare stationed lii Laos where they supported ARYN cronsborcuer operations, the enemy wall forced
logistical, trainitig, and tactical activities of the to increase his efforts to expand anid protect the
P"aihel Lao, ieonducteht their own operations and trail sy'steml in southern Laos and northern Cam.
maintained an extensive supply system which pro. hodia to inoot personnel and mAteriel reqjuirements
vidud perseonnel and war, materiel to enemy forces In of Communist units operating in South Vietnam,
the Khmee Republic and South Vietnam, It was commitno tn , IWTI to hel end euey was o re uipedlt

notially thought that Hlanoi contralled the military couommit too t to holdý atirsecue&a.spl
,ntil political activitius of tho local~s through their 'tuitoheCSiara
advisor's lin Paithet L~ao units and high ranking IS) In 1912 the enemy maintained a large rear

....... ... milmbers lin the Lao Patriotic Front (Noto Lau liak service troop concentration lin southern Laos, Ex.
Xat) who %vore also mnembers of the Lao iDong Party, tensive rnaci contsruction and improvement wati Ile-

complished through the rainy season, Engineer and
COMNIULNISI' CONTROL MIECHANISM AAA forces that withdrew front Laos were corn.

(I/NFc) In Laos there were three Communist or inittod to the N(IUYRN HUE Offenoilve itt South
('011nm111m1flot dolninlteti organlilations: the Lao Pa. Vieitnam's Mvil itary Region I insitead of retoinling
til tile F"rant, 1luL ao ht I 'vopic's P arty (Plh ak l'smasan t) the Noreth frut retraidning as they hadl in previous
Ilioi). and Ia small gl'uup of Lao incmberst of the years. Although throughput of mupplits lIn the rainty

* ~~~~~Nor1th V let imut Com05 'unmunii t Party C Laoo (in g Sit141 wa5i it Wasont Uxiten soi vi, Mornt Husopp1105 c antillu od
* I (sit ~Deg ) , lhv IFr ont, the holrge st an nl ost active of to mu ve so utiiward th ro ughouLt the y eair.

tll-' thriovi wits leal and the maintli frot nigan izittiion t SI ) oil t~hi tactical scone, Iit Laos the N VA ain.ln
h0 i'l L onitii in Ioet Party, It wasm alleigedly a na tioni. utit ind anl a lilgtiesialve deafuetis e posturo III the Plain

tillsk 01-lit T Iit tiloi Wi wom!' p lugri incll orIudedi the ontten. of Jat's a rca. lin southern I ,aoA ac ti vi tiui were morei
KiW wip u~iport, flit botth the nici aa roby andl ilutdh ilorn titt offeimi lit in atori-, The In tetnt altpea red to 1)e to
Ihi. I ,ittl 1'c~upit'K stlt'W I at a iati sin o'0111IU1 t'ýgan lgl- kettp C I .:N Vonrg P'ato s Irr'egulasr forcues conifi ned
11,11 M~ilch guldi iitu nti diri ii'tt' the F~rotnt andi the to Long Thlvrng anti Houton Long in tnorthern I atos

tlollii lli its ii'iiiiu'tu NY111l hioldi slillilal't positionts In that. till til. miiajori Mekong Ul~ver popui ilation cluutters a4t

bLlus ovi-t' itlLiliitili If Cho North Vietnamiese (inom. i thiobl

poiuitiv-,d tl~l-' link htitw,','i policv' iluit'i'iloits in anoi Ill Niiy, a igt HWllt''l'an MPotioti of the NVA forv', litt

1111111L'St hl tftiiTh iis brought about at moritios

ENEl .TOTG ANDY lo':'io of *..... vi o, amoplitlls

11d lllil~ h- oi I 1111V 1)'tll 141 11.' 01 11UI

(S A lt 11st y al4 ho Nym.il 111-hV-1 111- v r imen o wtH IIlirfioiv iin hm tr tIy

am it A ra5''Irli liAe to) til la l o fitil8 11 1T i 4 .1vW5wl-id w d n t o Ilo l o 11-
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where the etivtny could concentri'tt his forces onl a (hivei~tnient onl the Other hand expressed a willing.
battl efield of lini to t Risze ando~it 11 4111 01Ili oi ginterior I tems Lo cali a orab i og halt, txceept over the Ho
lines, In southern Laos, the vunemy was requii'ei (!Ili M inh Tlrail, if It could receive reciprocal
by battlefield c~onditIions to fragnient hits foees Iin guarantees froml the Front that the termsa of the
ord'ier to keep pessure on it series of wiclels' vease-fiie Would he honored. Late in the year when

seaae oaios h fesie srtg n tho Front demlanded the formation of it now Pro.
southerni Laios was successful until the begi'nning of visional (lovernnmont of National Union, Pr~ime
the 1072-73 dry meatson when Royal Laotian Govern. Minister Souvanna Phoumais stated that he wait wiil-.
mnirt Forces launched Offensive operations which ili~ to consider It provided details were worked out
brought Muonj; Phalane, Saravane, and Paksong carefully and agreied to by Lao political parties In
hack under frienidly control for the first tine lin advance and that they were In agreemient. with
ID72, the constitution, lie further stated that a supra.

(Si At the end of 1972 the elnemy had firm (.oil- govcrrniient j~o~ltival council demnanded by this Lao
trol of the Plain of J1ars tin northern Laos, Friendly Patriotic Front whosev powerm w:ould supersede those

4forces wuore contained Iin the Long Thieng-Sarn Thong, of thle governmnent was unacceptable since the con.
comiplex anid at 1Buouni Long. The NVA could prob. lititution accorded such powersi only to the National
stabl,% capture both Rouani Long and the Long Assemibly andl Kling's Council, He was sgi-eeible K
T 1hieng-Sain Thong comnplex. Ini order to achieve however, to thle creation of a political council by

.~t I I I ~ guccess in attacks onl these areas, however, the, thle prvoposed Provisional Governmnent after the latter
elnemy would have had to mastil practically all Avail. was formied. Such at council would be responillbie

ablei forces. Thle dangerl Of 1osseN to air- attack onl to the new Provisional Cloyvern nlent'4il
such'l at V1ouncttiation of his ass~etsi and the lack of (c) Following the signing of the ceame-fire Iin
rei'ves1Y would pirobably Cause thle countly to [Adoptt Parils Lao Internal talks took onl a miote positive
thle less t'ighy course of actionl of conltinuling to aspect, Oil 3(0 Januaty thle Royal LAO Governmeunt

ainiihtain piemmurv onl Long Thiung-Samn Thong and agreed to hold daily meret-a sessions with Lao Pittrio-
"auil 00 1ogl, attacking InI str~ength only whelle tIt. Fru-it top rosen ta v es as requested by the Coln.
uutildly nlitianouve's threaitvienleti itety Control of mu lests, who weve describedi as onthusastiv about

11101 n'al of JIUai', Ill so 0thVu in 0 laoilt'ai strikes andi thep La i It. 'I'le L ao pie c, Iin commienting onl the talks.
gnou 1( li eonacts took a hva v y toll of avalaleth N VA ( cclairc'd ai groat stop fortwartd occurred", remnark-
a SMcts4 ill both muttM Atid ma tell etl in th0 lastL qjua 'ttl' Itng that they werie ntow% chaviar ten sad by a "nlew

~ m'of tile yellr.ý't aninHe ntv cof detenite, pIt ad dedl that "huonceto rth the
c'lit eo icttionls will en ter' it new phasel( Which could

I I'.~A CK N EMi(1'I'IATI'ONM Si,1d to at negotiated settliemlent of the conflict,
(C AK Ili th pi ast t he petit' negti ~ltiat Iont he Lwvvi'it (hvo Pilt- piust Homiie t'el tionlithip) butw 'i thle Parki

the Royal Lao (ili%'eri'n('ut. and thle 1,ao Patrioiti ,u'guitiat011 'ins 11ni the Lao I titerital talks andl thle
Pol"It wcei' vlusl'ly tiv'il to tilt( PlAils peaul' nIIM! abruipt 'iaiige1 lin till' Lao1 l'atiiotiv Fromi Ataillve

- - .i:.:....ii 8httwvdlittl or io piiogI'oss, lionlt iti'goitllitt's fllllOWitg thle signInIg Of tile ('01i114-Ii'lli, theire wevic

'iiititiL~id to, dvilliii ii liaitoi~llwd i' l'itirt'.ft us htltl lInt iviatiiiti* that a lanotiliil ceas~e-fire, luiht
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THE ENEMY--ANNEX 
A

I. Msg (1OU), Salgcn to SOCSTATE, 13034, 051040Z May 72, Subj: Natlonal Day Address by
051040Z May 72, SubJ: National Day Addrvng Pham Van Dong; Mxg (LOU), Saigon to SEC.
by Phani Van Dong; Mag (LOU), Saigon to STATE, 11501, 071045Z Aug 72, Subj: 20th
SECSTATE, 11561, 071045Z Aug 72, Subj: 20th Plenum of the Party Central Committee,
Plenum of the Party Central Committee; MS 17, Mmg (S), DIA-fl to COMUSMACV for MACDI.
(S), MACIA, 2:1 Nov 72, Subj: Dry Season As- 35, 8474, 201601Z Dec 72, Subj: Bloc Aid to DRV
sKssmmnt (U), UDS-Nut Stated. (C), GDS-Not Stated; MS, same as TB, p 18

2. NIS (U), MACDI, 10 Doc 72, Sttbjý 1972 DRV 18. M(g, same am #17.
Leadrshp, ., Same as #7, Vol 11, p 111-9,

., Draft Meio (C), MATCDI, 10 DMc 72, SubJ8
COSVN Cease-fire Planning (U), GIDS-Not 20 libld (
Sta IGd, ,27A MS, same a1 4 7,

4. IbidM ; MS (m), MACDO, 27 Nov 72, Subj. ComS
mand B-iefin, (U,, 1 ,2, GDS4Not Stated, 22, COMUSMACV Special Talking Papers (TS), 18

HU u oOct 72, Subj: NVA/VC Intentions and Capabili.
241P, Same as #3, ties Through 7 November (U), Gp-4.

6. Mg (S/NF.), CINCPACFLT to AIG 286 2, 2:3 MaNS (S) , MACD28 Nov 72, Subj Ceasefire
.02M211S Z ec q2, Suibj PACFLT INTSUM 2V1-72 BriefinV (U), GDS.Not Stated , M ag (S/NF),

(U), GIS.Not Stated; Mag (S/NF), CINCPAC- SECSTATE to All East Asian and Pacific DAplo.
FLT to AIG '280, 0701241Z DeS 72, SubJ: PAC- marie Poets, 18 Dac 72, Subj: INo Analysis
FNT INTSUM 274-72 (U), GDS.Not Stated. "Vietnam After the Cease(fire" (1U), GDS-Not

7. MACV CoUmmand HistorAy, 19A71, Vol V 2 (S.NF), Stated,
22'1, p C-7, Gp- 7, 24. MACV Special Talking Papers (S), 4 DV e 72,

,8. Nmsl,' (LOU), Hungr Kong to SECSTATE, 65(j, SubJ: Enlemy Intentions and Capatbilities Durin!t-

u241015Z Jain 72, Soj: PRC Ald to Notrth Viet- the 1072.t78 Dry Season (U), GDS-Not Ste a

', 1i Aj , h 215. M a Wps (C), MACDI/ISLB, 8 Jan 7 2, SubjN .
1), NIS, saIeaitu # 1. I)ip 1-2, VCiNVA oB by GVN MR for Jan. MnS, -Jul,

1 2. MS, same as #1, p 1; h1ng (C), Hong Kong to an1 d Sep 72 (U), GDS-7I, COJlUSMACV
SE'STATE, (121,1 12, 120930l I nt - Speia Taull Sitation (U S), Sep D1-NtPl'rametews of Chinecse Aid to Hlanoi (11), GI)S- 72, SubJ: Intelligence -()pei-ation~s • Force,

()',SNot Stated, Structure - Manpower (U), GDS.Not Stated,

"11, Msg (IO1), Saigon to SECSTATE, 12417, 26, Same as #7, Volb i, pit 5-41.
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ANNEX B

AIR AND NAVAL OPERATIONS

AIR OPERATIONS
(U)The year 19'72 was a dramatic one in the air for a specific purpose in a given area for a speci-

war, As the year opened, US air power was in the fled period of time" and served an the basic guide.
midst of the usual dry season interdiction campaign lines within which operational commanders prepared
focused on the Ho Chi Minh trail network, This the specific operations orders for air strikes,'

routine was shattered as the North Vietnamese (TS) For each country there was a set of rules
launched their offensive across the Demilitarised of engagement which governed operations in the
Zone, using tanks and mobile artillery, The answer. airspace above its boundaries, They defined where
ing buildup of US air power in Southeast Asia sue- and how areas could be struck and were designed

* cessfully demonstrated the validity of the concept to permit maximum flexibility while providing safe.
of sir power's worldwide mobility. Along with the guards to keep to an absolute minimum danger to
buildup a new and more devastating assault upon friendly forces, indigenous noncombatants, hospitals,
the enemy homeland was mounted with the objec- monuments or religious shrines, and other specified
tive of denying enemy tro)ops the materiel they places, As an example, the following is a list of the
needed to fight, The assault intensified and slack. targets in North Vietnam which could not be struck
ened it, direct ressponse to the political situa~tion, without positive Instructions from JCB for each
demonstrating the flexibility and responsiveness specific target and on each occasion:

of air power as an instrument of national policy, -Dams, dikes, and locks,
The struggle in the air ranged in action from the -Fishing' boats.
dogfights of Jets to the unglamorousi, humanitarian -Sampans and houseboatm in populated areas,
missions of the MEDEVAC helicopters; in altitude -Watercraft in offshore waters outside the 12

"from the invisible heigits of the B-52 to the treetop nautical mile territorial, limit unless hostile intent
level fighter runs: theme and more played a roal was shown.
as the struggle progressed to itp decisive stage. -Airfields on which third country aircraft were

(U) The precise impact of airpower was, of course, present,
-,impossibe to measure, but few would argue that -Third country shipping, including logistics

the applied airpower of the component services craft.

played a decisive role in the prevention of a major -Airborne helicopters and transport craft.

disastesr during the early days of the enemy offen. -Known or suspected hospitals or religious

sive and curtainly had a major part in the enemy's shrines,

subsequent decision to try an alternative solution -Hydroelectric power plants,

at the bargaining table. -There were also designated restricted areas in
which no combat activity was authorized; for ex-

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT ample, PW camps and third country ships within

(U) Insofar as American participation was con. North Vietnamese waters and the areas immediately

,crnied, the war in Southeast Asia was a limited one surrounding them to a distance of 400 yards,2

since its inceptioa,, Military activity was constrained (U) Rules of engagement were changed with
by a %eries of restrictions, or rules of angagement shifts in national policy; at different times air

(ROL), emanating from the highest civilian author- activities over North Vietnam were (1) forbidden;
Ity, transmitted through the Joint Chiefs of Staff k2) permitted only in "hot pursuit" or in response

"* (JCS) to the Commandcr in Chief Pacific (CINC. to fire from within the North; (:3) permitted up to
PACI, and thence to the US forces operating within 10' north latitude; (4) permitted up to 20' 80'
Southeast Asia, These were a detailed set of rules north latitude; (5) permitted anywhere in North
defining the limits within which American air power Vietnam except those areas specifically forbidden
could be applied within the theater of operations, by the ROE. Changes to the ROE were directed by
All participants and planners from commander to national authority at the highest levels,

. crew member were required to learn and abide by (U) Subordinate commanders had the authority
these rules, to make the rules of engagment more restrictive,

(U) Air operating authorities, received by air but not to loosen them. For example, representatives
cummanders from JCS throuigh CINCPAC "essen- of the Forces Armnes Nationales Khmeres (FANK),
tially identified an ahi resource that could be used tihe Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF),
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TOP SECRET
and the US Military Assistance Command Vietnam (S) In late December 1971 the Commander, 7th
(USMACV) negotiated the ROE for the Khmer Air Force requested and received a partial imple.
Republic within the JCS guidelines. They were mentation of COMMANDO FLASH, Six aircraft
then made part of the applicable operations orders, from Clark AS, the Phillppines, were dispatched to

(U) All air crewmAmbers, controllers, planners, Udorn RTAFB, Thaulana. in late January six addi-
and commanders were given formalized ROE train. tional aircraft from COMMANDO FLASH resources
ing upon initial assignment to the theater. They were deployed to Ubnn and Udorn RTASs, Thai.
were required to pass closed book examinations on land, and Da Nang AB in South Vietnam, bringing
the ROE, They were required to take recurring re- the total augmentation force to twelve, These forces

fresher training and were briefed specifically and were employed in heightening the interdiction cam.
in detail whenever a change occurred. Pre-mission paign against the enemy. In February the entire
briefings also included frequent reminders of COMMANDO FLASH force was deployed, A 20
applicable ROE,' percent increase in B-92 strikes was alse authoriuedh(TS) In February plaom were made for an addi.
RESPONSE OF AIR ASSETS TO tional deployment, code named COMMANDO FLY
THE NVA BUILDUP AND OFFENSIVE (OPLAN C103), Assets to be deployed were ten

(U) One of the more remarkable stories t• P.105 aircraft and three tactical fighter squadrono
emerge from the enemy buildup and assault on (TFS) of 1.4Ds (48 aircraft) from Kusan, Korea,
South Vietnam during 1972 was the rapid augmen- The F-10os were to be deployed to Korat RTFAB,
tation which bolstered the US aircraft inventory in Thailand, while two of the F.4 squadrons were to
response to the surprise attack, During the early go to Udorn RTAFB and one to Korat RTAFB, By
months of 1972 US forces were in the process of 19 February the US command was concerned enough
drawing downt USMC air assets had been removed to request that one F-4 squadron of the COMMAN.
completelyl USAF and USN resources were greatly DO FLY assets be moved to Clark AB for theater
reducedl and Army air inventories were similarly indoctrination and to be in a position to very quick.
declining in number, It seemed logigal for the enemy ly go to the deployment bases when required, The
to assume that this would in turn greatly restrict 35th TFS was so positioned on 16 March,"
the US capability to extend the protective envelope (5) Meanwhile, naval assets were also being in.
of air power over the ARVN forces, The enemy creased, During January and February the USN
strategy may have been based on a series of do. had maintained three aircraft carriers (CVA) on
cisive moves designed to overwhelm the South station off Vietnam, Counting regenerating time
•ietnamese Army before the US found the will or- spent off station, the CVAs maintained roughly a
the capability to re-enter the war on an expanded 1,6 (the second CVA was on station 18 of 80 days)
scale, The buildup of air power that followed was on station rate, In anticipation of the enemy attack
* tribute to the foresightedness of the commanders the carrier KITTeY HAWK was deployed three weeks
concerned and a testimony to the iffectiveness of early, arriving oa station 9 March, The CONSTEL.
modern concepts ,of mobility, whereby forces die' LATION went off the line or 22 March and stopped
persed throughout the world could quickly be con- in Japan briefly prior to return to the United States,
centrated and applied to meet an unexpected It was stli in Japan when the enemy offensive
situation, broke and was returned to station, arriving off

(TS) In early November 1971 the completion of Vietnam on 8 April. The redeployment enabled the
Increment IX of the US phasedown had reduced Navy to keep four carriers on station. However,
the number of in-theater US tactical fighter scýad- this posture could not bo maintained for long unless
rons to 11, USAF commanders felt that contin, further augmentation was given to allow for re-
gencle could arise which might require more generating (i.e,, refueling, replenishment, and minor
sorties than that force could provide. To provide repair), Also the CONSTELLATION was overdue
for augmentation, in the event it was required, the for return to the United States, To solve this prob.
Commander, Pacific Air Forces (CINCPACAF) Ism, on 6 April the MIDWAY was ordered from the
Operations Plan (OPLAN) CI01/COMMANDO Eastern Pacific area (EASTPAC) to augment West-
FLASH was created, This plan called for TAC,.IR ern Pacific area (WESTPAC) aaaotN In addition,
forces in Southeast Asia to be bolstered by up to SARATOGA was ordered from the Atlantic fleet to
18 F-4 aircraft from the 405th Tactical Fighter Joint the Pacific fleet, Finally on 27 May ORIS.
Wing (TFW) at Clark Air Base, the Philippines. KANY was deployed to WESTPAC to relieve the
The deployed aircraft would go to Da Nang, Ubon, CONSTELLATION and the AMERICA was sent
and Udorn and be integrated into host units, Au- from the East Coast to the Pacific to relieve CORAL
thority to implement COMMANDO FLASH rested SEA. This deployment enabled the Navy to keep the
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 4  desired four carriers on station at all timen. The
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antisubmarine carrier TICONDEROGA was also dis. for sorties in Military Region I and over North
patched to the South China Sea briefly in May but Vietnam. At the same time a group of Marine A-4s
was not configured for the type mission needed in of MAO 12 begarn operations from Bien Hos AB,
Vietnam and thus was returned in early JunsT Vietnam (see USMC air operations).

(5) In February the Commander in Chief. Pacific (8) USAF commanders quickly realised that
Fleet (CINCPACFLT), ADM Bernard E. Clargy, further augmentation would be required beyond
advised ADM John S, MeCain, Commander in Chief that of COMMANDO FLASH and COMMANDO
Pacific, that the lot Marine Air Wing at Iwakuni FLY, On 5 April GEN Creighton W. Abrams made
Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS), Japan was a request for additional TACAIR deployments, The
available to augment TACAIR resources in the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied the same (lay by setting
event of an unsmy assault, At the time a decision up a string of aircraft deployments known collec.
was made not to employ the USMC assetsl how- tively am CONSTANT GUARD (TAC OPLAN
ever, when the NVA offensive struck, it was quickly 100),K
decided to utilize this resource, Two USMC F-4 (S) The complete operation was composed of six
squadrons, VPMA 115 and VFMA 232, were ordered separate movements. The first of these, CON.
to leave 6 April for deployment to Da Nang Ali, STANT GUARD I, consisted of moving the 334th
By 8 April 26 aircraft were in place at Da Nang and 8i1(1th TFS of 18 F.4P1' airoraft each from
and by 11 April the newly formed Marine Air Seymour Johnson AFB, North Carolina to Ubon
Group (MAU) 15 was flying combat missions from RTAPB, Thailand and 12 F-.05 aircraft of the 5611t
Do Nang. On 10 April another Marine Unit, VFMA TFS from McConnel AFB, Kansas to Korat RTAFB,
212, was ordered to Da Nang from Kaneohe MCAS, The second phase, CONSTANT GUARD IN, involved
Hawaii with 12 additional F-4 aircraft, They arrived the deployment of the 308th TFS and 58th TFS
at Da Nang on 15 April and by 17 April were flying from Homestead and Eglin AFls, Florida respec.combat missions, The USMC units were employed tively to Udorn RTAFIB Thailand, The third phase,
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CONSTANT GUARD III, moved the 49th Tactical The main purpose of the move was to modernise
Fighter Wing (TFW) complete with headquarters the force and to return temporary assets to their
from Holloman AFB, New Mexico to Tahhli RTAFB, normal stations,3'
Thailand, The fourth phase, CONSTANT GUARD
IV, entailed the movements of two C-130 squadrons AIR OPERATIONS OVER NORTH VIETNAM
of 16 planes each from Langley AFB, Virginia and (TS) In November of 1968 President Lyndon B,
Little Rock APB, Arkansas respectively to Ching Johnson ordered a halt to US offensive air opera.
Chuan Kang AH, Taiwan,", tions over North Vietnam, Rules of engagement

(S) At the same time he had requested increased were established which permitted US8 aircraft to
TACAIR capability, GEN Abrams had requested enter on combat missions over North Vietnam
increased B.52 assets, This in turn required addi. only in "hot pursuit" of aircraft which had taken
tional suport in electronic warfare aircraft (EB-O0) hostile actions against allied aircraft or which had
and tanker aircraft (KC.135), Forty.nine addition, acted in support of VC/NVA activity, Fire could
al B.52s, 32 KC.135s, and 10 B-6Oe were dispatched be directed against surface to air missiles (SAM)
to the Pacific area. sites only It these sites had Just fired on allied

(5) Thus, during the period from 1 April 1972 aircraft, The ROE permitted unarmed reconnaissance
to 24 May the US had augmented its combat air aircraft overflight of North Vietnam below 20'
fleet by nearly 500 aircraft, which permitted the latitude, They could be escorted as far as 19' lati.
very large increase in the sortie rate, The capability tude by combat aircraft, which were only permitted
to bring worldwide assets to bear, to transport en. to engage the enemy in response to enemy initiated
tire air wings with their men and equipment across action, Over the next year and a half several speci.
the globe and have them fully operational in such fic exceptions were granted to permit the striking
a short time, was a capability that the enemy of specific installations which presented a clear
probably underestimated but which was impressed threat to US aircraftt however, permission was
upon him in a very forceful way, Within a short rarely and reluctantly given due to the political
time the enemy faced the largesttair fleet he had sensitivity of the matter,
yet confronted, The price of his miscalculation came (TB) At the beginning of January 1972 the ROE
high. for North Vietnam were the saime as they had

(S) On 25 September CONSTANT GUARD V been in April 1970, a summary of which followsl
was executed, The USAAF deployed 48 F-Ill tautlcal -Enemy electronic warfare/ground contr6l inter.
fighters of the 42Dth TFS and the 480th TIPS to cept sites in North Vietnam could not be attacked
Takhli RTAFB, Thailand from Nellie APB, Nevada at any time 'unless specifically authorised as part
nnd redeployed the 49th TFW to its home base at of an approved operation,
Holloman AF3, New Mexico, The F.-i1 added a -SAM/AAA sites and associated equipment
new diniension to the LINEBACKER campaign (See could be struck in immediate protective reaction
Air Operations over North Vietnam), It was poe- only when south of 20' latitude north,
aIble, after their addition, to have night, all weather -Incursions of North Vietnamese airspace north
capability usitg low level attack techniques, LINE- of 10" latitude north were not authorized without
BACnER SpHERRY, as these missions were named, JCS approval except when In Immediate pursuit
began operations on 28 September, the night after of hostile enemy aircraft, Immediate protective re-

r~rivatl at Takhli. action against SAM/AAA sites north of 20' latitude
(S) On l0 October 1972 CONSTANT GUARD VI was authorized under the prudential rule, These

was executed to realign the force structure. The air operating authoritieA remained constant through
8154th TFW with 72 A-7 aircraft deployed from the end of March 1972, when the opening of the

Myrtle Beach APE, North Carolina to Korat enemy offesilve necessitated their alteration,"'
I(TAFB, Thailand, The equisition of these assets
released the following TDY assets; January 'T'hrough March 1972

-The 85th TFS returned 18 F-4s from Korat (5) As 1072 opened, the US phasedown continued

RTAFR to Kunsan AB, Korea, to progress, The enemy was becoming Increasingly
-The 58th TFW returned to Eglin AFB but left bold about using MIG interceptors to attempt to

their F.4s at Udorn RTAFB, stop the US interdiction effort in Laos, Of a total
-the 623d TFS redeployed from Udorn RTAFB of 316 incursions of Laotian airspace by MIGe in

with IS F-4a to Clark AB, January, the majority came from ?huc Yen Air-
-The 3108th TFS redeployed 19 F.4s from Udorn field in North Vietnam, Attempts to neutralize

RTAFB to Homestead AFB. enemy ground-controlled intercept (GCI) radars by
-The 4th TFS and 421st TFS moved 48 F-4s the use of AGM-75 missiles failed on two uccasions,

from Takhli RTAFB to Udorn RTAFB. and the enemy fired a total of 31 SAMA against
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U2SN and USAF aircraft. Onl III January a MIG 21 trations."' On 3i April the authority was extended
was downed by a 13SN PF04JI it dogfight. There to 171 :0' north latitude and then to 18' on 4
were no US aircraft lost in North Vietnam during April, On 5 April offensive TACAIR strikes against
the mnonth, A new enemny airstrip with 5,3001 foot North Viptana were authorized under the code
runwaym7 was noted under constr'uction north of name FREEDOM TRAIN. On 0 April operations
Khe Phat. Nortli Vietnam, Estimates onl completion were to be extended to 10' north, All through April
hidicatoci operational rvadiness sometime around authorities were broadened u ntil operations were
M arch. authorized below 20' north except for specifically

(S) D~uring February there were only eight MIG forbidden targets, On May 2 reconnaissance was
incursions Into Laos froma Phuc Yen-, however, authorized up to 26' 211' north, and on May 9 JCS
SAM firings increasled to 52, clowning thrue US extended offensive operations to all areas of North
aircraft. D~uring one two-day period 40 SAMs Vietnam below the P1W Buffer Zone (the PRC
were fired at US reconnaissance and strike aircraft, Buffer Zone was that area within an nautical miles
Intelligence soure.s noted the greatest buildup of of the Chinese border fronm the Laotian border
SAM activity ever south of 200 latitude. There were east to 106' east and then within 25 nautical miles .
six SAM regiments of four battalions oach as of the Chineme border to the Tonkcin Gulf) except
opposed to half that number one yoar ago, A USAF those areas exempted. For purposes of command
F-41) downed a MIG onl the 21st of February, ex- and control the territory of North Vietnam was

pendng hresSparow issles gaist i. Tere divided into Route Packs (HP) andi responsibilities
peendin thre Saircrafost toMIssls auains th i ot. h.r were assigned as follows (Fig, B.1)t RP 1 was

wereno S arcrft lst o M~s urin th moth, asaigned to COMUSMACV control and considered
(8) In March. there were four' MIG engagements, an extension of the battlefield, HP 5 and RP 6A

three of which resulted in downed MIGs, There were asxigned to Commander in 01hief Pacific Air
were a total of 25 SAM# expended against USAF Porteso (CINCPACAF). Commander In Chief, Pacific

A , and USN aircraft, SAM sites *were extu 'nded further Fleet (CINCPACFLT) was assigned RP 2, 3, 4 and
southward with two sites being located within eight flB, A committee composed of ropresentatives from
miles of the Demilitarized Zone. This extended the these tasked organizations was established In SEA
threat envelope to 111 milos Insidie South Vietnam, to coordinate items of mutual interest, It should be
Fourteen of 30o reconniaissance sorties were flired noted that the initial operations ordor and all sub.
upon dluring this period. There were no US aircraft sequent ones contained these or similar words:
downed inI March inside North Vietnam.19 Attacks will be conducted so as to minimise

'lhe ffeit'i~danger to the civilian populace to the extent
(8 ntengto 11*rh17 h ot feasible without compromising effective.

(5) n te niht f ~i Mach 17w he Nrthness. It Is ossontial that the atrike forces
Vietinniese shattered the quiet of Quang Trn Pro- are completely familiar with current re-
vinvu by launehing the heaviest artillery barrage strictions, and exercise care in weapons em.
minve the Tot Offensive of 19609. The reason for this ployment to minimize civilian casualties and
outburst of activity was not ttpiiarlint at thle timle, avoid known or suspected hospitals anti

*bitit bectnie clear shortl, afterward 'when, on the reiligious shrines, POW camps, and third
next morning, an enemy force estlimated at. 80,0001 vountry ohippinrt 4

men surgted across the Demillitarized Zone #Anti
p~oured Into South Vietnam toward Quang Tri City. April and May 1972
on that historic- day the air war, which had cot). (8) lDuring April, activity Increasod dramaticeally
tinlued to wind down ev1n III thle fave of anl e1nemy ii response to thle enemy offrrnsive. There were

*buildup, entered a ncw phatic, Gone was the tinemy 1,oon US sorties clireetmd agrainst North Vietnamn
pretext of civil war or popular uprising. The ')ntry cltwlng the month, Sortie tarquting wast directed
of ewight uniformed NVA divisions Into South Vitt. toward destroying tht enemny's capability to eon- r
nato ended the charadei. All air nisseta ivere mm- tinite the offensive inI South Vietnam, Onl 10 April
meldiately pressed into service In the South, Only the PIa iol-HaiphonW areas were struck on Opera.
after thle intensity andi scope of the inemy effort Lion FREEDOM PORCH BRUAVO. a combined
was fully roalized woo action takfin to carry the- tissaikut by USN and USAF TA(IAiIR anti USAF

4war to its source, tile liemocratic' Hopubiic of Viet. [1-5l2o in North Vietnam, A total of 82 B-52 Porties
U11n1. were flown nort~h of the. Demilitarized Zone. E~leven

('178 On 2 April the laint Chiefs of Staff (JUS) US airroa"ft well. lost to enemly action lil follows:
directed 'rACAIR strikes and ilaval gunfire. aiupport nine to 801's, on., to a MIG, andi one tu AAA,
on the Nortb up to 11r) miles north of thle Dvmili- Sevqn hundro(I andi 6evotty s~en SAMo. a rvr
tul'ied Zone to be direl~tedl agiainst supply conlc..n- tuiumbc, were fired at US aircraft.
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(8) The emily Part Of May saw a continuation plan consisted of a small strike operation supported
of the FREEDOM TRAIN operation, followed by by chaff (aluminum strips dropped by aircraft to
the Initiation of LINEBACKER operations, The confuse oesney radar), Iron Hand (F.105s specially
most dramatic event occurred on the 9th, when conf~g,,r.-4 to work against enemy fire control
USN aircraft from the USS CORAL SEA (CVA radars), strike, escort, and-combat air patrol (CAP)
48) mined Haiphong harbor and its approaches, sorties. The mission flow (Fig, B-2l) was based on
using delay action fuses set to arm 72 hours after an H hour of 0300Z, 10 May 1972, Weather recon-
Mowing. The next day the approaches to the other naiseeance, search and rescue CAP (SARCAP), bar-
North Vietnamese harbor3 and some of the inland Hier CAP (BARCAP - escort for electronic counter-
waterway networks were sown with MK-36 des. maue icrf) h A ea 1H-iO

trucor omb (a ai-drppe min) st t ar Hh~i~~sand 2 A-Is), plus two photo reconnaissance
simultaneously with the iiaval mines dropped at aircraft were to follow the strike by 5 minutes
Haiphong, The President informed the world that. for bomb damage assessment (BDA) photography,
neutral shipping had 72 hours to leave Haiphong making a total of 88 aireraft to support 82 strike
before the mines self-armed (as he spoke Navy aircraft over the target. Figure B-2l also Illustrates
aircraft were sowing them). This was part of a hoa h iso a ie n oriae ncoordinated plan Involving all services and directedho temisnwatmdadcorntdad
against the logistics network of the enemy. Its shw tecopxiyfteoerinFge -
objective was to deny the North Vietnamese armies shows the placing of the various support elements

in SuthVietam he eanswit whch t fiht. and also shows refueling traekN used in the ap-
* ~~~The mining wee merely the beginning, for the month p~aht h agt

of May saw a 200 percent increase in US air (S) Results of the mission, as reported by air-
sorties over North Vietnam, Of theset, 87 percent crews, weret
of the attack and 73 percent of the support sorties -Twenty-two K-84 loser guided bombs and seven
were flown by the USN. On the 10th of May a MK-64 elactro-optically guided bombs were dropped
new operation, code name LINEBACKER, was on the bridge, causing heavy damage.
initiated. -one hundred eighty-four MK-82 unguided

LINEBJACKER I bombs were dropped on the Yen V'ion railroad yard,
(TB)As he stuaion n te Soth ontiued cutting tracks and damaging boxcars and ware-

(TSo A rhtrluot situaision was mde Soto exconiutedth houses.
opito A whicbecame knwnas m INe BAoexcuteh -Nineteen AGM-45s and six AGM-78o weret ex-

hoperation w asc initated knwit thespLIEBCifi R. pended by the Iron Hand force as suppression
Jctivertof i asoatin tiNothd Viehtnam spcfrom outid against 42 reported SAM firings. The entire forcet
roucesit of isuolydetroing exisVitingm stomokpieso encountered heavy concentrations of AAA over the
materiel, and supyesiminaing mxititar stcmmand and target ares. Nine MIG-I9m and seven MIG-flis were
monteroal, functeiminsTepatng devlopedy tacom plishn observed, of which three were downed with an ex-
conthese obuectioes, inelunded elspeific acateorpiesho pencliture of 81 air intercept missiles.

%targets which were to be struck, First were lines of UA AARlse eetoF4 ondb
communication (LOC) targets. i~e., bridges and rail (8)1 cAnnon10Ma fie misoosoe ot italines, including the critical northeast rail line, ()Atr1 a isosoe ot ita
which tied the Hanoi area to China, This line was (now known am LINEBACKER) were planned daily
designated as the first priority target system. The and flown when weather permitted,
isorthwest railroad, which also functioned asi a back- (S) Throughout the first three months of the
up logistics corridor from Hanoi to Chins, was also campaign the esie of the strike force remained
given high priority, Hridges, railyards, rail spurs, relatively constant at eight to 12 bombers per
arid tunnelm, plus stored logistics materials vital to mission. Guided ordnance primarily was used to

*the war effort, were also included as were Petro- inflict the maximum damage on the specific targets
leuni 4torage areas and pipeline and distribution while at the same time rmininizuing collateral damage
sN'steni,,. Electrical production plants and distri. to the surrounding civillan areas, Two types of
hution systetms were also targeted,'-' guidedi bombs were availabl,, -ulsectro-optical guided

(U) Because the codeword LINEBACKER had (EOGI3) and laser guided (LGB). EOOBs were used
not reached the field, the firsit strike was flown under againtit high contrast torgets, such aso large bridges

Y the code name' ROLIANCI THUNDER ALPHA. The Although fairly good results were obtained from
primary targets were the Paul Dounier railway these weapons during the early phases of LINE.
and highway bridge andi the Yen Visit railroad yard. BACKER, their use was limited throughout the
Strike tactics called for guided ordnance on the campaign because of high individual cost, low rail-
bridge aini unguided bombs on the yard. The mission ability, and vulnerability of the aircraft to ground
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fine huingh thelivt y 4 Ass ai sresult, werelrewere ed's lave-rtTed baalmbs ni hrov d veyeffectivey Tloed

to destroy then suidnd tdarget warn rithuionedtina noarphwest harolin alorne thad enem torey of which

ornace bee ovrl fetai IEAilewr a destrowye aindi ofe was damagedo , Tho then

of teir ctuucy nd tuirhighdelieyaltiuse oh f trgtio weour railroad bridges, aans tw which

*opuratlotis wasi that the strike element slts was yards were removed from the Rystern, Further

*determined by the numbur of targets rather than outagoo were reported to the south, The end result

tidiffiult of eac indivClual target'l
the ii~it~u~ ' ~'' -was to force the enemny t~o take to the highways,

niaautlt with predictable fury, On 10 May, 41 MIOR illg petroleum1 PiP0elines1 and fuel storage areas
roise to mleet the Challenge of thle US aircraft. primne targets, along with highway bridges. In de.

Eleven of these were destroyed, an wire six of the figtelnso oiinetoi h nm a

17 1TIt TIkilgtl month there were 42 AMltdn the li-nes ofcinctt eMarchn, Ith waem hsti

aircrafthic dowrinted si4U211rif h SAM/ r thrt-nin MIGis sneMrh tws a

firins whch dwnedsix S altaft TheSAM/ mated that suppliesi flowing from the nurth were -4

loss ratio stood at 721l (i.u., 12 SAMu fired per US not sufficietit to support sustained operaitions,1'4

aircraft loss).I
(8) A 1 June ib02 HQ FACAF intelligunce som. June Sleptcntbee 1972

11a11rY analysed19L the assault, 011 thL North'% Icigistitls (S) During the mnonths of June, July, and Aumust
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* the Intmnhity of the LINEBACKER effort con- trations, and enemy linas of commnunication.
tinued to increase, June saw an eleven percent (S) Heavy use of night raids by both the USN
increase in sorties over North Vietnam, as comn- and USA charactcrised July and August but this,
pared to May, and the July to August sortie totals too, t~apered off in September as the weather became

*reflected a fui ~hor six percent increase for eac worse, Over the entire period, June through Sep-
mionth, These increases can be at least partially tember, the USN furnished over mixty percent of

attribvtotd to Increased US air assets being avail- tho effort In both attack and support sortics over
able am augmentation forces arrived in Southeast North Viettnam. 10
Asia, pluo the improving situation in South Viet- (5) The USMC entered the air war over North
nam, which reduced the priority of operations there Vietnam during July'. Marine activity Included TAC-
and made more sorties available to LINEBACKER AIR strikes in RPs 1 and 2 and ýhe use of USrAC
planners. The September sortie total was slightly helicopter gunships in hunter-killer (MARRUK)
lower primarily clue to marginal weather, ats the operations directed against the enemy wasterbo 9

autumin transitional season began, There were two logistic craft (WBLC). This was an attmcpt to l

tropical stormis during the month which produced counter the enemy efforts to circumvent the 'US
conditions of reduced visibility over North Vietnam mine blockihde by unloading neutral merchant ships
und also forced the naval task forces in the Gulf on to lighterage offshore. The MARHUK units,
of Tonkin to withdraw to Piater waters for short deployed on landing platform helicnpter (LPH)
periods of time, ships which were operating in the Gtilf of Tonkin,

(5) B.52 activity in North Vietnam also increased proved to be a very effective way co hinder the

in June, July, and August and decreased slightly enemy effort,
i'1 Septemiber, Tarpating for these strikes was con- (5) Efnemny air defenses during the period June
fined to Route Packs 1 and 2 and was directed through September continued at a high Invel, The
for the most part, at storage areas, troop concen- surface to air missile (SAM) proved to be the

IX,



most effective enemy weapon, downing 22 US air- MIGS DOWNED BY US AIRCRAFT
craft in firing 1,232 missiles for a SAM fired: US TyPt USAF USN/USMC TOTAL
ahicraft downed ratio of 56:1. During June and MIG 17 ................................ 0 15 15
July the North Vietnamese MIGs downed twelve US MIG 19 .................................. 9 2 11
aircrialt in asi to air combat while losing eleven of MIG 21 .................................. 40 8 48
their own, In August and September, however, a
total cf fifteen M IGs were downed with a loss of TOTAL ......................................................................... 7 4
only one US plane. Tactical adjustments account US AIRCRAFT DOWNED BY MIGS
for the abrupt reversal, Enemy antiaircraft artillery TYPE USAF USN/USMC TOTAL
reaction continued to be intense, especially around F.4 ............................................ 21 3 24
high priority point targets,'z F-105 ........................................ 1 0 1

Air to Air Com bat - The M IG Killers A-7 ............................................ 0 1 1

(C) A byproduct of the LINEBACKER operations RA.. .................. 0 1 1

over North Vietnam was the attainment of the TOTAL ................................................................ .27
coveted status of "Ace", awarded to those who by Source: PACAF AIR SUMMARY Figure: 11-4
their direct action downed five enemy aircraft, Not
since thQ Korean War had America produced an ace, of Lhe 20th parallel was halted by Presidential
On 10 May two men qualified simul'oneously for order, Another factor which reduced operations was
entry into that elite circle, Navy LT Randall Cunn- the relatively poor weather, All of these combined
Ingham (pilot) and his radar operator, LT (J,g,) to produce a 14 percent decrease In sorties over
William Driscoll, were flying a flak support mission North Vietnam. LdN aircraft provided 58 percent

* over Haiphong, Cunningham's flight was engaged of the attack sorties and 64 percent of the support
* by a flight of MIGs, In the melee that followed, ýiorties over the north,
* three MIG 17s wc.e downed by this team from the (8) Air to air combat reaults were six MIG 21%

USS CONSTELLATION. Returning to the carrier and one MIG 19 downed with two USAF F-4D
"" low on fuel, Cunningham and Driscoll were shot f(kling to enemy airmen, October witnessed a 3 per.

down by an SA-2 missile and were forced to eject cent decline in night sorties with 21 percent of the
over the Gulf of Tonkin, but were safely r(covered attack and eight percent of suppoit sorties being
by a search and rescue helicopter. Their bag of conducted at night, USAF aircraft flew 38 percent
three, added to two which they had downed earlier, of their armed reconnaissance sorties at night and
filled out the magic number of five, It was also the USN armed reconnaissance night sorties ac.
the first time that a non-pilot (Driscoll) had ever counted for 19 percent of their effort, These figures
been accredited as an ace; however, in an aircraft represent an 89 percent increase of night sorties
as complex as the F-4 the radar operator was or part of the USAF and was due to inereased
equally important in acquiring the target and výec- ' 4 the r-.11 airerant. In fact, all of the 440
toring thp pilot into the "kill" position, By Septem- k'-ih sorties were flown at night, and 270 of these
ber, three USAF officers-CPT Richard "Steve" were targeted into RPs 5, 6A, and eB. USN night
Ritchie, CPT Charles D, D.llevue, and CPT Jeff sorties were confined to RPs 2, 3, -4 4 with the
Feinstein-had also become aces, exception of 116 missions within RI.

(U) In a special category wae US Navy Chief (S) There was 211 SAM firings duing October of
Radirnian Larry B. Noweil. As a radar contrelier which 142 were directed at USAF aircraft and 60 at ,
aboard the USS ('II'CAG(O in the Gulf of Tonkin, USN/USMC aircraft. Losses to SAMe accounted for
Chief Nowell vectored aircraft on MIG intercepts, He two USAF F-4s and one USN A-7 for a 70:1 SAM/
is credited with successfully completing intercepts kill ratio, During the same period there were 824
resulting in twelve MIG kills, For his accomplish- AAA reactions within North Vietnam xhich ac-
ment Chief Nowell was awarded the Distinguished counted for only two aircraft lost, one USAF F-111
Service Medal, the first Navy enlisted man to win and one USMC A-G,
Lhis award in combat in modern times, (8) The bombintt hult north of the 20th pL,,allel

(U) Figure B-4 shows the alt' to air scoreboard continued during Nnvember, This rculted in a
for 1 Jan 72 to 31 Jan 73. reduction of TACAIR sorties as attack and support
October 1972 - January 1973 sorties dropped 32 and 14 percent respectively,

(S) LINEBACKER operations (luring October were MIG activity was minimal and there were no signi.
affected by the Imposition of two reEtrictiono. On ticant engakements. On the other hand, SAM
17 October sorties over North Vietnam were re- activity was very high with 166 SAMe being fired

. ustricted to a total of 150 per (lay, including support at US aircraft, 89 of which were fired at the B-52s,
sorties. This greatly cut down on the number of There were three US aircraft lost to SAMs, in.
uttack sortico•. On 2:1 October all bombing north cludlng the first B-52 combat loss of the war. Since
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May, 144 SAMe had been fired at B-.2s, resulting percent, This was partially due to the bombing re.
In two hits In addition to the one loss, This was a strictions- however, USAF TACAIR sorties showed
ratio of SAMs fired per hit of 48:1 and a ratio of a two percent increase due to an increase In combat

* 144 SAMe fired per loss. There were 666 AAA re- support sorties as part of the special campaign. dls.
actions which caused the lost. of five USN aircraft, cussed below, known as LINEBACKER 11. USAF
There were also two F-il1 aircraft which were lost attack sorties for North Vietnam actually decreased
to unknown causes in RP 1, by four percent for the month, The strike and armed

(S) The US Navy flew 50 percent of the attack reconnaissance effort drnpped a substantial 18 per.
a end 60 percent of the support sort,,s over North cent from November, By far the most significant
Vietnam. The reconnaissance effort decreased dur- event of December in the air war over North Viet-

* ing the month by 31 percent. man was the l2.day campaign directed against North
(8) The decreases mentioned above were partially Vietnam from 18 through 29 December, which was

offset by a significant increase in B-52 sorties over given the code name LINEBACKER II,
the North to 846, All of these were targeted in RPs (S) One unique aspect of this campaign was the
I through 4 with RP I and RP 3 receiving the fact that nearly all sorties in thin camp.ign were
majority of the strikes, These strikes were directed flown in RPs 5 and 6, A second was that 46 percent
at truck parks, storage areas, and transshipment of the strike sorties in LINEBACKER II were
"points in an effort to interdict the flow of men and flown by B-52 bombers, This intensification of air

4 materiel to the South, operations resulted in extensive damage to enemy
' LN AIinstallations, There were three distinct phases to

-LINEBACKER 11 LINE13ACKER II operations, Phasoe 1 (18 to 20
(S) December 1972 witnessed an historic shift in December) was characterized by a total of 315 B-52

the air war over Nnrtý Vietnam. During the first night sorties directed against 11 target complexes
8I days of the month a bombing halt was in effect in the Hanoi area, The giant bombers struck in three

north of the 20th parallel a& an adjunct to the waves each night, preceded by support aircraft in.
peace negotiations; however, this restriction was cluding CAP/ESCORT, SAM suppression aircraft,
lifted on 18 December, The overall level of TAC. and chuff dispensing aircraft, Phase 11 (21 to 24
AIR sorties flown in the North decreased 11 per. December) baw somewhat of a reduction in the sortiecent firom November, USN sortie, dropped by 24 rate with 120 sorties being directed against six
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targets, There was al.o a shift in the areas and one Marine F.4, There were four US aircraft
targeted, On the 5th nignt (k.2 December) Haiphong lost due to unknown causes over North Vietnam
was the target, and on the 3th and 7th nights Long during December; two USAF F-11.s, one USAF
Dun Kep, Thai Nguyen, and six SAM sites con. F-4, and one USMC A-6.
stituted the targets. Only one wave per night of (S) By far the most prevalent threat to US air.
B-52a was utilized and the support package was craft during LINEBACKER II wait the SAM re-
modified to provide more F-4E aircraft with CBU action, A total of 1,321 SAM@ were launched at
for use in SAM suppression, Phase III of the opera. American warplanes over North Vietnam, all but
tion saw cO00 sorties diricted at 18 target complexes 71 of which were directed to counter LINEBACKER
and five SAM sites, Tpctics were slightly modified ,I operations. B-52s attracted 1,032 SAMe, The
in that while only ont. wave was used per night, each enemy downed 15 B-52s with SAMs resulting in a
wave included more sorties. On 26 December 120 ratio of SAMe fired/B.52s downed of 88.8 to I for
B-52 sorties were contained in one wave and struck December. TACAIR fared better with a 96,8 to 1
seven targets iimultaneously, Seventy-two of these SAM fired/aircraft lost ratio. There were three
struck the Hanoi ares, 80 the Haiphong area and losses by TACAIR to SAM*. All of the B-52 losses
18 Thai Nguyen, On 27i December the Hanoi area were within ten miles of Hanoi, See Figure B-5 for
was struck with 30 sorties, nine of which were enemy air order of battle.
targeted against SAM sites, The last two days of (S) Targeting for LINEBACKER II included
the B-52 effort iaw most sorties directed against railyards, shipyards, command and control facilities,
the Lang Dang railroad yard and two separate SAM warehouses and transshipment points, eommunica.
support facilities, tions facilities, vehicle repair facilities, power

)DE II opra plants, railway bridges, railroad rolling stock, truck(S) During the entire LINEBACKER Iopr, parks, MIG bases, air defense radars, and SAM

tion B-52 sorties all struck at night, Also operating ard AAA ses, r ir d amage assess-
at night were F-111is and USN TACAIR strikes and AAA sites, Preliminary bomb damag assess
providing diversionary attacks and SAM suppres- ment (.DA) indicated that the enemy received very
slon, The daylight TACAIR effort was mostly sus- heavy damage,' t More tangible evidence was ob.
tained by A.7& and F-4a bombing visually or with served in the enemy's difficulty in radio broad.t,ORAN techniques, depending upon the weather casting and other military and civilian communica.
overAh target, tions, Especially crippled was the long distance

communications capability,
(S) Naturally, the enemy also responded vigor- (S) January 1978 saw a cessation of all US of-

ously to LINEBACKER I1, The total number of fensive operations and tautiial reconnaissance on
SAMS fired during the 12 day offensive was the 15th, Prior to that date, the level of opera.
greater than during any previous month since the tions had declined appreciably from December,
SAM made its appearance in the theater. The ex. Overall, the majority of the effort in January over
pected heavy MIG concentration never did materi. the North was supplied by the USN. The attack
nilzv, There were 27 MIG reactions during the mortise of the USN decreased, but the support sqrties
month, only one of which was not associated with nvarly doubled, Both the USAF and USMO efforts
LINEBACKER II operations, All of the reactions declined sharply, producing an overall 52 percent
were by MIG 21 aircraft, Two factors which con. decrease for the month of January in total sorties
tributed to this comparatively low level MIG effort over North Vietnam, There were 535 B-B2 sorties

Intre int.nsive jamming activities directed against over the North, down from 1,353 in December. The
enemy ground controlled intercept facilities plus vast majority of the effort was directed against
numerous strikes against airfields early in the RP 1 und PP 2, No sorties were flown in RP 5 or
operation, Most MIG reections were at night and RP 0. One MIG 21 and one MIG 17 were downed
40 percent were by a single MIG. There were some during the month, No US aircraft were lost over
instances noted of simultaneous engagement of US North Vietnam to MIGs; however, one B-52 and
aircraft by both SAMe and MIGs on the periphery one USN A-6 were lost to SAMs and one USN F-4
of the high threat areas, No B-62s wmre downed was lost to AAA,9'
by MIGs, Three US planes were lost to daytime w t
MIG activitics, two USAF F-4s and a USN RA-5. Enemy Air Defense Threat
On the other hand, five MIGs were downed in air (S) The North Vietnamese SAM order of battle
"to air combat. 'Tv of these fell to USAF F-4n on 31 March 1972 consisted of " total of 85 opera-
(one day and one at night) and one to a USN F-4J tional SAM sites and 4 confirmed operating areas
(daylight), The two remaining MIG losses were (COA). Of these, 18 sites were in Route Pack 0
"credited to B-52 tailgunners. to provide defense for the Hanoi-Haiphong area,

(8) Enemy AAA fire accounted for three US (8) The AAA threat picture at the start of the
aircraft, two USN aircraft (one A-7 and one A-6) offensive on 31 March was uncertain as the US
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had not been flying over Route Packs 5 and ( for introduction of the ZSU-23.4 self-propelled AAA
photo reconnaissance with any regularity and did system into North Vietnam. The ZSU-23.4 was a
not have the added advantage of airerew reports, four-barrelled 2a3mm weapon with the gun dish
The threat picture was possibly heavier than what radar providing on-board fire control, This radar
is described here. Basically, AAA defended the In- operated in the J-band and was not detectable on
dustrial, strategic, and populated areas with call- the majority of radar homing and warning (RHAW)
bars up to 100mm, Most of the information on equipment employed in Southeast Asia. fr.ctical
AAA deployment was based on photo rpeonnais- reconnaissance of 1I July confirmed two ZSU-284s.
sance that in some cases dated as far back as 1968. near the Phuc Yen airfield, and on 14 September
Very few high threat areas (HTA) were established Intercept of a gun dish radar was confirmed for the
for small caliber AAA. This was primarily due to first time in the vicinity of Hanoi,
the inadequate photographic data. (S/NF) By 28 October, the combined results of

(S/NF) on 31 March 1972 the North Vietnamese US air-to-air and air-to-ground activity had re-
fighter inventory consisted of approximately 93 duced the enemy inventory to approximately 132
MIG-21s, 33 MIG-19m, and 120 MIG-Iff/17s, for a in.commission aircraft (40 downed by USAF crews,
total of 246 aircraft, This figure, however, could 21 by USN/USMC crews, and 14 lost to other
lead to an exaggerated picture of what the North causes),
had in terms of effective aircraft, By subtracting (S) The North launched 2,701 surface-to-air
the aircraft in storage, the US estimated that they missiles during LINEBACKER I operations, which
had a total of no more than 190 in-commission air- resulted in the downing of 38 allied aircraft and
craft. 41 aircraft damaged. In RPs 5 and 6, SAMs ac-

(S) Prior to the offenslve the North Vietnamese counted for 24 aircraft downed and 23 damaged.
surface-to-air missle order of battle (SAMOB) (S/NF) During the early stages of the offensive
carried an average of 3'? operational SAM sites and SAM% were launched in barrage at 6 second inter.
8 COAs, In RPs 5 and 6 the main concentration of vale until s total of six were launched, Later, this
operational SAM sites was in and immediately number was cut back to three, and finally, to two
around the cities of Hanoi and Haiphong, The SAMs at six second intervals, These tactics were
SAMOB in this area averaged 18 operational SAM normally used against all types of aircraft, regard-
sites, There was very little change in the deploy- less of aircraft mission,
mnet of. SAM sites during the month of Aprill (S/NF) The North Vietnamese employed a varn.
however, in May, the North increased the number ety of methods to degrade the early warning
of operational sites in RPs 6 and 6 to an average capability of RHAW equipment. For example, ex.
of 24 sites. The general trend of deployment of the cept for the i nitial launch indication light, use of
additional sites was towards the north and northwest the Fansong F optical tracking systemn provided no
in an apparent effort to provide coverage for the target tracking RHAW indication, An added bonus
Kep and Yen Bat airfields as well as the northwest of this system was that it permitted low altitude
rall line and highway networks, The trend during the tracking of the target, down to 300 feat, However,
remainder of the offensive was to increase SAM this system was effective only when visibility was
coverage in RP (l to encompass a larger area and fair to geodi
includv the northeamt rail lines. Although the average

number of operational sites decreased from 24 during (S/NF) The North Vietnamese may also have

the month of May to 18 sites and 3 COAs as of 23 employed track-on-jam techniques, This technique

October, the North provided maximum coverage in manually tracked the source of jamming and at-

RP 6 by deploying the sites away from the center tempted to guide the missile towards the source.
of the Hanoi-Haiphong areas, resulting in less dense This tactic was not dependent upon visibility and

coverage, but including a muqh greater area, the only RHAW indication to aircrews was a '.'

(S/NF) Both photography and aircrew firing momentary launch light, However, if aircrews fol-

reports were used to identify the AAA threat. Signi- lowed standard jamming procedures, this tactic did V.,

ficantly, there were more small caliber AAA HTAs not present a significant threat,

established after the initiation of LINEBACKER I (S/NF) Late in the year encounters in which air-

than for the beginning of the offensive, due to the craft were downed or narrowly missed were usually

combined advantage of aircrew reports and in- associated with short launch warnings, which in-

creased photo reconnaissance at lower altitudes, The dicated that the guidance signal was being delayed,

trend witnessed since 31 March was an increased Employing this techniquo, the enemy simply kept

use of small caliber AAA (up to 57mm) and the the guidance signal off until after booster separa-

widespread deployment of 28mm guna, One very tion and provided total radar pulse (RP) supres.
significant development in the AAA threat was the sion for 6 seconds. This tactic was especially effec.
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tive when used in conjunction with the Fansong F quo or possibly an attempt at area denial. The
. system, balloons wore reported in the Hanoi, Yen Bal, Thai

(S/NF) Another tactic used successfully was the Nguyen, and Xep areas,NH
high/low launch. Using this technique, one missile (S/NF) Analysis of MIG tactics employed during
was launched on a high, leading trajectory followed LINEBACKER 1 revealed that MIG tactics were
by a second missile on a low trajectory, This straight out of Soviet tactics manuals and changed
tactic was effective in that while evading the initial only when the US overcame each of their techni.
throat, the aircrew might not see the second missile ques, The MIG.21 FISHBED was the mainstay of
or distinguish a second RHAW indication, This the air defense interceptor force and was usually
tactic was normally used against low altitude launched from either Phuc Yen or Hanoi Ola Lam
targets and could be used with any of the previously airfields, After scrambling, the MIGs generally
mentioned tactics, This also appeared to be the proceeded to proe-stablished holding areas before
primary SAM tactic used against F-111i when they being vectored towards an engagement. The melee-
were re-introduced into combat late in 1972. tlon of holding areas appeared to be dependent upon

(S) AAA reactions against aircraft other than the the Ingress route of the USAF strike force,
F-111 generally involved all calibers, although very (S/NP) Between two to six MIs were usually
few 100mm firings were reported by aircrews, Fire launched after the North Vietnamese air surveil-
control radars were quite commonly employed in lance provided early warning of an ingressing strike,
strategic locations and were associated with 57mm They were usually launched in elements of two
or larger AAA weapons, fluring June and July the and normally fought in these elements, One MIG
North Vietnamese used balloon aerial mines which, in the element usually attacked while the other
in some Instances, detonated as our aircraft passed, covered. By remaining In an offset trail, the second

• Seventeen balloon incidents were noted: however, no MIG was able to come in on the US plane's tail
aircraft were damaged or seriously threatened, This after the first MIG overshot and was pursued, A
tactic appeared to have been a harassment techni- variation was a head-on overflight, When our
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fighter-bumbers reversed in pursult, the second MIG gun crew quicker reaction and had higher pr-PActical
or another flight of MIGs trailing the diversionary and cyclic rates of fire, thus Increasing the prob.
flight would then be in a favorable 6 o'clock position, ability of a hit, Additionally, caliberr. up to 57mm
On several occausions two flights of MIGs used a had tracer rounds, which allowed the gonners to
high/low tactic whereby two MIGa would first dive correct their fire for more accuracy, Most F li
into a formation followed by two additional MIGA aircrews reported that AAA wat directed at them as
attacking from the 6 o'clock low position, At times they released their ordnance, or upon the sound of
MIG launches wore timed so that their ground- their aircraft, This indicated that the AAA defenses
controlled intercept (O1I) vectoring could be run were having difficulty acquiring the F-Ijls during
against fuel-limited egressing aircraft, the hours of darkness, Of interest, AAA activity

(S/NF) The one constant that appeared to be in RP I involved the use of mortar flares fired
common to all the tactics used was that the MIGs by the enemy to heights up to 4,000 feet in an
engaged only when the pilot or his G0I controller apparent effort to illuminate the aircraft,
perceived a clear-cut advantage, When the TEA- (S) There were no MIG reactions noted against
BALL weapons control system was initiated by the F-111 missions, This was probably due to the para..
US in early August, much of the enemy's offensive meters within which the P.111 operated (darkness
advantage was negated, and the MIG kill to loss and high speed, low-level flight),94 See Figure B-5
ratio improved dramatically. for enemy AOB, A summary of sorties Into North I'

(S/NF) During tho early phases of the P-111 Vietnam is shown in Figure B-6.
strikes, very little reaction was noted from thm
North Vietnamese, However, after they gained ex. AIR OPERATIONS IN
perlance and knowledge of the F-111 operations, THE KHMER REPUBLIC
they appeared to make only minor adjustments to (TS) Air operations in the Khmer Repiiblie by
their defensive tactics, The moat effective SAM US forces were governed by a complicated act of
tactic appeared to be the use of the high/low rules of engagement, The majority of US antivity
launch technique discussed earlier, Although no was within an area referred to as FREEDOM DEAL
F-Ills were known to have been downed by SAMe, (Fig, B-7). The US Government, COMUSMACV,
crews have reported six near misses out of 15 and the Government of the Khmer Repnblic nego.
sightings, tiated a rather complicated set of rules of engagnp-0

(8) Typical AAA defensive reactions against ment within these areas, In September 19172
F-ills operating in RPs 5 and 6 primarily involved authority was extended to operate In the rest of
the use of small caliber AAA due to both the low the Khmer Republic in direct support of the Khmer
altitude and high airspeed at which the F-111 Army (FANK),'The vast majority of the US effort
operated, Most of the reactions were from 23mm was expended within FREEDOM DEAL and for the
and 37mm AAA, although reports of 57mm fire purpose of interdiction of enemy linem of communi-
were also common, Small caliber AAA offered the cation,"A

NORTH VIETNAM SORTIE SUMMARY
1972

MONTH JAN FI MAR APR MAY JUN
ATTACK SORTIES .............................................. 61 182 132 1,885 5,862 6,310
TOTAL SORTIES* .................................. 973 2,182 2,034 4,722 10,9r2 12,121
USN ATTACK SORTIES ........................ ..... 14 34 68 1,250 3,920 4,151 _
USAF ATTACK SORTIES ................................ 47 148 64 6a8 1,919 2,125
USMC ATTACK SORTIES ................................. 0 0 0 7 23 34
B-62 SORTIES ........... 0 0 0 0 1 771

1972 -t

MONTH JUL AUG SIP OCT NOV DIC JAN 71

ATTACK SORTIES ............................................... 6,493 8,896 O3,3116 4,999 3,401 3,050 1,621)
TOTAL SORTIES* ................................................ 12,879 13,316 13,233 11,308 8,909 7,894 6,731
USN ATTACK SORTIES .................................. 4,175 4,746 3,0337 2,674 1,710 1,380 8oa
USAF ATTACK SORTIES ................................ 2,310 2,112 2,297 2,241 1,600( 1,548 71(0
USMC ATTACK SORTIES ............................ 8 38 102 84 79 119 50
B-52 SORTIES ... .............................. ............. 308 572 411 016 846 1,381 535
Shcludei 1.9l2.

Source: PACAF Fiuee i-6
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(B) During the first half of 1972 air operations (S) By June the situation in South Vietnam had
in the Khmer Republic were heavily influenced by stabilized. As US air resources increased and the
events taking place in other areas of Southeast ground situation in the South improved, 77 percent
Asia, For example, in January ARVN terminated more sorties were used in the Khmer Republic, A
LU.•.border Operation TOAN THANG, because the welcome and significant addition was the return
troops Involved were needed in Vietnam to counter of USMC sorties to the Khmer skies, Overall sorties
anticipated enemy moves in Tay Ninh Province. almost doubled, and B.52 sorties went from 22 to
Ground activity in the Khmer Republic was the 107, There wan one aircraft lost in the Khmer Re.
lowest in six months, Air activity decreased by 135 public in June, that of a forward air controller,
percent in total attack sorties, B-82 sorties were ((S) During July a slight decrease occurred in
the lowest in four months, This was due to lessened all categories of air activity, while enemy ground
requirements following the withdrawal of ARVN activity increased, The Khmers were able to re-
elements, There were no US aircraft lost in the capture Kompong Trabek,90
Khmer Republic during January. (

(8) In February the total attack sorties increased (S) During Aufust the enemy risd the initlai
slightly but the focus was shifted to sn inter- tive from FANK forces within the Khmer Republic,
diction effort directed toward hammering the infil- Enemy strategy seemed to be the defense of their
tration routes to South Vietnam. USN aircraft were critical lines of communication to South Vietnam's~Mltr Reio treso roe and 4,ut Bytn usin guerilla opere
used in the Khmer Republic for the first time since Military Region 2,11, and 4, By using guerilla opera.
Novmeber 1971, VNAF activity, on the other hand, tions against FANK communications and simul-

reflected a drop, since there were fewer RVNAF taneously applying pressure in widely dispersed

forces in the area, B.-52 sotrties increased slightly and areas, the enemy was able to prevent the concen.

were also directed primarily at the enemy's logistics tration of forces necessary to launch offensive
44 not, One Innovation worthy of note was the placing operations, Pressure was applied heavily against
oft aOnher i sotterio n worth AC-11t gunshtipsn Route 1 and the lines of communication to Phnomof a Khmer spotter in VNAF AC-ill? |unships,

which gave much more effective ground control of Penh and the area around Kompong Trabek. The
these strikes, There was one US o;2A downed in appearance of enemy T-54 and PT-70 tanks in thethe Khmer Republic during February, area for the first time reflected the enemy's newthe Khmer Republc duroung F aryssmet Ndetermination, While the armor somewhat increased(S) In March enemy ground harassment of PANIC the enemy capability, it also made them moreforces increased, The capital of Phnom Penh was

rocketed, Making up for an overall decline in the vulnerable to air attack w
number of attack sorties, the B-52 raids increased (8) The increased activity was also refloated in
significantly to a six month high, VNAF activity a 71 percent increase in USAF TACAIR. sorties and
continued to decline, A significant loss to the Khmer a 40 percent increase in B-52 strikes, VNAF air

.4. Republic occurred when the services of the USN sorties also increased 27 percent during the month
helicopter gunships and the VAL 4 "Black Pony" with the bulk of the effort being applied in support
Squadron ceased operations in protection of ship of FANK/ARVN operatlone on Route 1, The USMC
convoys to Phnom Penh, This protection was then contributed 211 attack sorties during August, which
furnished by VNAF TACAIR during daylight'and more than doubled their effort from the previous
.USAF A-37s by night, There were no aircraft lost month, '4

during March in the Khmer Republic, (S) Convoys to Phnom Penh were escorted ex-
(,S) The reallocation of resources in response to elusively by VNAF assets, The initial plans for con-

the NVA offensive in South Vietnam caused air taent daylight coverage by VNAF light helicopter
activity to decrease to the lowest point since March teams proved to be beyond VNAF capabilities,
iof 1070, B.52 sortieti dropped from 256 in March especially in light of the level of activity in South
to 48 in April. VNAF sorties also decreased, The Vietnam. Instead, VNAF kept eight A-37s oni
addition of 31:1 USN sorties did not overcome the ground alert to respond to convoy calls, After three
l decrease in other areas, 'There were no US air. hours these assets were released for other uses as
craft lost in the Khmer Republic during April, required if they were not needed for daylight con-

(S) USAF TACAIR attack sorties dropped an voy operations, Control of these assets, when used
additional 41 percent during May, B-52 sorties were for convoy attack reaction, was exercised by one
the lowest In over a year, and VNAF sorties de- of three U-17 aircraft which flew cover over the
dclned 615 percent, VNAF did distinguish itself dur. convoy and acted as a forward air controller, Night
ing May by providing outstanding support for the (!overage was provided by two VNAF C-119G gun-
river convoys, using gunships. These were the dark ships augmented, when required, by one helicopter
dayp of the North Vietnamese offensive in South light fire team iconuisting of two helicopter gun-
Vietnam, and the Khmer sorties were preempted ships and one command and control helicopter)
by higher priority targets, which was kept on ground alert at Neak Luong,
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located about half way between the border with a shortage of pilots, The tremendous increase in
South Vietnam and Phnom Penh, VNAF assets caused by the execution of ENHANCE

(S) September witnessed an intensification of the PLUS (an accelerated logistics turnover) notes-
effort and increased enemy success, especially sitated that VNAF withdraw large numbers of pilots
among the Khmer Communist (KC) units. The from combat for transition tabia,,ml into new air-
enemy continued the strategy of applying major craft types, US Marine activity decreased from 224
pressure at several points to prevent concentration sorties to 126 in November.
of YANK forces. Indeed, the strategy seemed to be (S) The month of December witnessed a general
succeeding, The war saw a decrease in TACAIR decrease in military activity, even though both sides
activity (51 percent) and at the same time a 64 initiated offensives during the month, The overall
percent rise in B-52 activity with 297 strikes, Most level of military activity was the lowest in three
of the B-52 raids were targeted on enemy lines of months, B-52 activity dropped sharply (from 163
communication, storage areas, and troop concentra.
tions, It was quite difficult to evaluate the effec. to 48 sorties) from the previous month. This dB-Stivmness of air bombardmelnt, however, since YANK cease• was mostly duel to th. diversion of B.52
fores wofaire bombardment, howeve, sne YDA, K resources to the stepped up attack on North Viet-
forces were not trained for accurate HDA.27 nam, TACAIR activity In, the Khmer Republic In.

(S) In October military activity increased sharp. creased by 44 percent, The majority of the USAF
ly, reflecting the most widespread operations since activity was A.7 sorties. USMC A.4 sorties from
late 1971, The enemy launched a concerted drive Bien Heo accounted for nearly all of the Marine
to interdict supply routes and isolate Phnom Penh Corps' effort In Cambodia, which reflected a 24
and other urban population centers. Sapper tactics percent increase for December,
were also used with the ultimate objective being (8) The renewal of peace negotiations in January
to topple the Lon Nol government by causing popu. 1978 led to an icrfeae in enemy activity in antuciy
lar uprisings. To counter this threat ARVN forces 197iledot a cease-in nemy activity i an•'+ pation of a cealsef ire, NVA/VC activity Wasl
moved into the Parrot's Beak area, bringing their directed toward South Vietnam, with several NVA
own air support. The relative lull in South Viet. units leaving the Khmer Republic and crossing Into
nam's Military Regions 9I and 8 also contributed,". Consequently, VNAP sorties increased 96 percent South Vietnam, Khmer Communist activity in.monthTes Incmbined UA aercend creased, and the war became more of a struggleover the previous month, The combined -USAF and between FANK and the KC, During January
VNAP attack sorties rose only five percent, how TACAIR and B-82 activity rose significantly from
over, as the USAF attack sorties declined by 48 696 to 1,057 sortie, USA? sorties reflected a slight
p r so aincrease, but the greatest part of the Increase was
of the A-37 squadron formerly stationed at Bien accounted for by a 119 percent increase in the
Hoa AB. USMC sorties remained at essentially USMC effort and a 270 percent increase in the
the same level, B-52 activity decreased by 80 per- USN effort within the Khmer Republic. B-52 sorties
cent, dropping from 297 to 215. Sortie activity by also incref ed from 4t in December to 189 In Janre
the Khmer Air Force (AAK) T-28 fleet showed a also in franu 48 in Necembernt 11 in atu
60 percent increase during the month, ary, On 99 January the Lon Nol government unilat-

( do n norally announced a halt in FANK military activity,
(S) Toward the end of the month the intansity US sorties ceased at that time; however, in early

of military operations increased still further as February increased enemy activity forced a re.
rumors of a possible cease-fire caused both sides nowal of operations and US air was used In support
"to jockey for position, of FANK by request of the Khmer government,15

(S) Duriutg November 1972 YANK forces devoted A summary of air operations in the Khmer Re.
most of their efforts to breaking enemy strone noius public for January 1972 throurh Junuary 1978 is

, and trying to reopen vital lines of communication shown in Figure B-8,
"which the enemy had earlier cut, With Increased

0 air support FANK troops had considerable success
in reopening three major routes, Enemy activity (S/NF) Pilots operating in Laotian airspace faced
continued to concentrate on the preservation of a very complicated situation with respect to rules
lines of communication and rear sanctuary areas in of engagement (ROE), Laos wan divided into five
Laos., The Khmer Communists continued to harass major zones, each of which has its own set of ROE.
government forces by cutting lines of communica. The logic of the divisions (Fig. B-1) was dictated
tion to Phnom Penh. US TACAIR increased slightly by geography and political sensitivity, The first
(from 185 to 218), mostly directed by US forward division made was to separate the Laotian pan.
air controllers. VNAF activity plunged to an all handle from the main part. The area within the
Stime low, declining from 381 sorties in October to panhandle wan known as STEEL TIGER. The re.
20 in November. This reduction w'ns attributed to mmande' of lAos was known as BARREL ROLL.
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KHMER SORTIE SUMMARY
1973

MONTH JAN pit MAR APR MAY JUN
TOTAL SORTIES .......... . ............ .............. 40...3,338............ .. 3,33 1,711 999 1,380

* ATTACK SORTIES ...... .......................................... 1,480 1,758 1,814 911 417 1,181
USAF ATTACK SORTIES ........................ ...... 785 943 871 406 239 445
USN ATTACK SORTIES ............... ......... ..... 6 107 16 98 16 44
USMC ATTACK SORTIES ................................. 0 0 0 0 4 106
VNAF' ATTACK SORTIES ............................... 560 468 671 374 181 390
B-411 ATTACK SORTIES ........ .............................. 109 Igo 286 48 27 196

1972

MONTH JUL AUG Sep OCT NOV PIc JAN 71
TOTAL SORTIES ................................................... 1,3I w 2,019 1,395 1,304 770 742 1,057
ATTACK SORTIES .. ......................... .................... 1,018 1,731 1,156 1,011 583 579 370
USAF ATTACK SORTIES ................................... 415 gas 897 400 381 233 383
USN ATTACK SORTIES ..................................... 2 4 8 6 6 24 89
USMC ATTACK SORTIES .................................. 85 211 106 234 120 156 341
VNAF ATTACK SORTIES .................................. 853 1,398 194 391 20 130 180
13.42 ATTACK SORTIES ....................................... 149 190 297 215 18 5 19

Sourest SIADAI Figurel 1.

STEEL TIGER EAST was the site of main infil- usually in the form of seasonal offensive in the
tration routes into South Vietnam, STEEL TIGER Plain of Jars area, Weather also accounted for
WEST, on the other hand, bordered friendly Thai. seasonal fluctuations in air oampaigns. such as the
land and required different ROE, There were also series of interdiction operations known as COM.
more populated areas within STEEL TIGER WEST, MANIO HUNTeI
In the BARREL ROLL area, the northern segment, (8) After a 31 percent increase in January, air
bordering the People's Republic of China and the activity in Laos decreased in the four subsequent
"northermoot part of North Vietnam, was of obvious months until the month of Juno saw the lowest
political sensitivity, The possible ramifications of level of activity since 1905, July activity continued
an incident in this area required extremely restric- ltvthis lowtiv el,
tive ROE, Until the invasion of the South by the at this low level,
North Vietnamese, the border area with the Hanoi (8) Enemy antiair measures increased consider.
"reinlme was also politically sensitive, BARREL, ably in January as MIG and SAM activity also In.
ROLL WEST bordered Thailand, To further com- creased. This more than offset a slight decrease
plicate the problem there were special operating in AAA reactions, The result was a shift of target.

.' u•ruas with•in the main subdivisions, ing with more emphasis placed on the destruction
(TS) According to the sensitivity of the area, ap. of AAA defense targets and lines of communication,

""propriate clearances were required before strikes After two US aircraft were downed in January,
were authorized, In the case of BARREL ROLL the AAA threat decreased somewhat in February
VWEST the JCS and the US Ambassador to Laos but remained a matter of grave concern for the

had to concur even in the return of hostile fire, In grunships, Only one aircraft was lost in February but
other areas forward air controllers, often with a in March ten were lost, which represented the most
Lauti-n officer or forward air guides aboard, were aircraft lost in this area since April 1970, AC-10
icuituc to control ordnance exponcliure. In areas aircraft were restricted from the Toelepone area in

,. virtually unpopulated, save for the enemy, the rules STEEL TIGER as a result of enemy SAM and AAA
were much less rigid, activity,

(S) Weather patterns were also highly influential (8) March saw an increase in 'rACAIR activity
in the conduct of operations in these areas, The even though the weather was appreciably worse
greatest activity occurred during the dry season titan the previous month, GEN Vang Pao's defense
(roughly November to April), During much of the of his headquarters on the Plain of Jars required
rem•ainder of the year roads were impassable. clu.e alt' support as did ground offensives conducted
Therefore, the dry season was marked by surges in both BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER, The
of activity, when the enemy greatly increased logis. purpose of the latter was to further disrupt
tical and infiltration activities, This would be ac- enemy supply lines, In fact, during March, sensor
compaliled by a step up in enemy ground activity, detected vehicle traffic did decrease,
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Ir
(8) During April a sharp decrease in air activity continued to decline in number, and the daily average

occurred due to several factors, The monsoon rains attack sorties dropped to two, 8.52 sorties increased
made ground movement well nigh impossible and from 20 to 128 with most targets parts of the login.
thus decreased the need for air support and also tical system in eastern STEEL TIGER,81
cut back the necessity for interdicting lines of (8) Air activity in the Laotian skies durinrg Octo.
communication, However, the diverting of resources ber marked a significant deiarture from the norm.
to meet the NVA offensive in South Vietnam was In past years during this month preparations got
perhaps the biggest factor in the decline. Two air- underway for the annual COMMANDO HUNT in.craft werm lost in Laos in April, terdiction campaign in response to the dry season

(S) During May ground activity decreased even buildup of enemy logistics activity, which did not
further, thus reducing air support requirements. materialise in 1972.
The enemy went on thn defensive, being content (8) Total US attack sorties increased somewhat
merely to keep ground pressure away from its lines during October with 884 missions flown as opposed
of communication, Once again, however, it was the to 586 during the previous month, USAF attack
diverting of aircraft to counter the offensive In sorties actually declined slightly (from 540 to 460)1
South Vietnam which had the greatest influence however, USMC sorties increased from 88 to 281
ai the reduction of air activities, and more than offset the loss, B-52 sorties, which

(S) In June air activity declined to the lowest are in included in the above totals, also increased,
level since 1965 in Laos as higher priorities else- from 20 to 219, RLAF activity jumped sharply, An.
where in SEA consumed nearly all air assets, The Ing from 2,270 sorties in September to 8,886 in
weather continued to virtually immobilize ground October, The increase in sir activity occurred in
forces, July continued this trend, interrupted by a spite of a period of cloudiness caused by the effects
slight flurry of activity in support of a friendly of tropical storm Lorna during early October. Prob.
offensive in the, Plain of Jars, which was repulsed,.$ ably a more significant factor in the increase was

(B) During August ground activity in Laos re- a greater availability of sorties due to restrictions
malned at low level as (EON Vang Pao's offensive placed on operations over North Vietnam,
in tie BARREL ROLL area bogged down due to (8) Within Laos most of the activity was in the
enemy resistance and a lack of air support, The BARREL ROLL area with 540 attack sorties, Also,
ennemy pushed back but was unwilling to further 129 B.5-2 sorties were flown in BARREL ROLL
extend his supply lines, There was a slight increase mostly against truck parks and storage areas. Most
in air support even though two tropical storm syn. of the TACAIR strikes were in close support of
tanis transited the area, resulting in marginal operations on the Plain of Jars and Bolovenn Plateau
operating conditions in the STEEL TIGER urea area, with the remainder interdiction or armed recon.
for approximately two-thirds of the month. Never. naissance missions,
theless, US attach sorties increased, wit), the major. (5) The month of October saw the first use of
Ity being applied in the BARREL ROLL area, The the A-? and •-111 aircraft in STEEL TIGER, The
dally average attack sortie rate decreased from 6 A-7 was used in close support, whereas the P-111
II July to 4 in August in STEEL TIGER but In., was used to fly armed recov\naissancs,
creased from one to six pert day in BARREL ROLL, (8) During November total sorties Increased
The majority of sorties were in support of troops, significantly, from 884 to 1,868; however, total
The enemy was content to hold the ground he had, sorties of all services declined slightly, from 10,625
which left him In good position for any possible to 9,P91, Attack sorties in both BARREL ROLL
dry season offensive plans, and STEEL TIGER incroasod by 300 percent and

(S) The month of September saw improvenment 45 percent respectively, The USAF flew 71, percent
ih tho weather, but ground activity remained light of the sorties within Laos (1,389) and the USN
* as (lEN Vang Pao'o offensive made some progrNess, and USMC six percent (81) and 23 percent (175)
Some of this success may be attributed to a con. respectively, In spite of the fact that enemy activity
sicierable increase in air support as the total attack Increased during the dry season, the added close
sorties more than doubled, USAF attack sorties air support enabled significant gains on the ground
increased by 2213 and USN/USMC assets contri- by friendly troops,
buted 44 aciditlonal sorties, This was the first use (B) In BARREL ROLL, USAF attack sorties
of Nuvy and] Marine aircraft in BARREL ROLL climbed from 307 to 610 with most of the increase
since li70, Eighty-seven percent of the total sorties due to the use of F-Ill fighters in BARREL ROLL
were in the BARREL ROLL area, as the daily for the first time, accounting for 4b5 of the sorties,
average there climbed from six to sixteen attack Heavy use was made of the ground beacon tactic,
sortios, US losses, unfortunately, also hi URased, as whereby ground supplied range and bearing to the
three US aircraft were lost, STEEL TIGER sortiep target were entered into the fire control system
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with the. bencon servingw is a olIvotol offset aim the enemy, in early January, hastened to introduce
point. as many supplies as possible through Laos into

(8) In STEMF, TIGER attack sortlet, nearly South Vietnam prior to the cease-fire effective
trpled, with the. increased support backing frier~d- date, Attempti; to stop this supply flow and the
yoffensive operations. T,,c UJSAF supplied 728 gerierally increased military activity accounted for

40) tie4. (67 percent) including sor-ties by the A-7 the 68 parcert increase In total sorties in Lawi1 for
(127) find F-111 (8,1), se. well as the F-4, USMC January. The enemy also significantly bolstereud its
m-tivity In STEEL TIGER increased sharply from air defense cap)abilities, There were sixteen areas
:17 morties in October to 274 in November, most of in Laos identified as high threat areas and at least
whivii (2314) were in diract support of friendly five NVA AAA regiments were operating In Laos.
oprtos n SC - a ond akn hr were Indications that the enemy was install.

theflit.marnesdrrat lst hee snc th UMC ngSA.2 misl ie nteTchepone and Saravane

(S) he ont of ecebersaw slghtuptun () Bsicalytheabove activities in Laos could
in ota 4otiecout I Las. hi wa patlydue be ubdvidd itothree main types: TACAIR,

to htte wethe inthetargt iioain pit oftwo B-52s, and fixed wing gunships, TACAIR was used
typhong%%,i(- swet *thrughthe egin, he ithan airborne forward air controller (PAC) when

I'SNICI sortia. count (ropped slightly but this was employed In close support of troops, The PAC
Inure than offmet by an Increase in UISAF sorties, identified and marked the targets which wereV
vapeciiaiiy hin the BIARREL ROLL area. Over 500 usually punned to him fromt the ground commander.
mCIrtles in IIARIM, ROLL were flown by F-111 Examples were troops in the open, tanks, guns,
[IlI-eraft using, ground beacons to obtain offset posi- mortars, and enemy staging Aireas, When weather
tiots, .B-512 sorties droppecl fromt 160 to 192 as assets prevented visual target acquisition, long range navl-
wure dlivertedl to the higher pr~ority LINEBACKER gation (LORAN) or- radlar deliveries on targets

I I r mpa~rnsufficiently distant from friendly positions 'wss

I St Ae in other areas, the improvnient in the used, In those areas where a MIG threat existed,
- slttil of the jpelne negotiations ii Paris led to at the tactical aircraft used air to sir- missiles for

spurt oif military activity by buth sides, Each wanlted plrotevtion against MIGn.
tobi it. th le most ýavorable position should it ceuas- (S) Giunships ivere ut'ed in a dual raol in Laos

ar occur. involving buth close air sutpport and interdiction
IS) I 1iom logisticIII) activity also Inieriehaditas (if the flow oif enemy I.Lipplips,

1972
MONTH JAN Fle MAR APR MAY JUN

ATT'lACK sonTIES ... . 3.1zD2 11.4484 12,(90(l 15,290) 2,486( 2,10)4
'I TOA (1, I8 l 0 I0 E S,.S 23),034 20,604( 22,814 12,7 1 K 19,7031 7,493
IISN ATTAC K SOICHES.. 2,716 2,5013 31,651 710 To 13
"'Sid-' ATTlACK SORT'iIES 5,148 4,425 5,6441 1,brin '740 379)
I'SA HlIA) AI'TA.2k SMIIWI'S 84:1 61:3 264 0 (0 0
VNAFr tTA CK1' S801','IES 104 142 ill 24 U 0)

I' 111,A10" ATT'iACK) SOI IlIES 4,4)41 1,705 12( 2,I)4)4 2,01:1 1,714
l)F52 SOIRTIES 0 71 502 (617 11M 3VI 711
I *"lIN', K'A 1< 1 uL'lIES (a 0 0 61 20 2

1972
MONTH JUL AUG SEP OCT Nov DEC JAN 73

A'l'TiA('K 8MCNITIES I,1111 WIN5 3.1256 4,720 5,0(97 5,3116 8,492
'('I 'AlA SORI (1ES . 9:0H1 1,80 S,264 I 0,fl2r) 11,901 10, 4715 1419)1) (
11.'4N A'lI'TA('( SO,~RTIE 2 17 12 14 H41 11 4111
I'SM I ATT'Al' K SORT11'IE .15211)4 290 4K61 60(2 1 3~ 161(1o 2,1973
I'SA IIEIO ATlTACK( SORI 'lES 09 0I 0I 0 0 (1
\'NAF ' ,\.ME S(IRT'IES Ha 0 0 2t 0

1Al-'A Al TAl'K S~llIES 1:17 ior1',20 319 ::2 :141 4,4142
Il- 40 S it 'I.S 1 20) 123 2ha 160 01( 380

I'IN vi' .11,l11alx S'll(l'11s 6 :1)4 0 S) 4491 30H) 631;

%,outcj. bEADAD Figure. 6.10



(8) B-52 forces were also used for saturation gible to COMUSMACV for the conduct of the airI t~rikes which could either be interdiction or close war, Parallel organiz.ations existed in that MACV
suppor-t of troopm in contact, Enurmy troop concen- and 7th Air Force functioned as separate organi-

trations, bivouacs, and storage areas were prime zations. The Commander of 7th Air Force served
targets; for the giant B-52s, as the single manager for air assets in Southeast

(S) All strikes within Laos were controlled Initi- Asia and was responsible for coordination between
al ly by an airborne command post locasted aboard the component services and other assets (such as
a C-130 which then either passed them to a FAC Strategic Air Command aircraft) not under his
for control or assigned a target for a nonvisual direct operational control for purposes of Larget
drop.114  coordination, mission direction control, and estab.

(S) Another important contribution to the air lishment of air safety procedures,
effort In Laos was the numerous sorties by USA
armed 'ir'licoptero; however, these ended In March, (U) In May 1972, 7th Air Force and MACV

(S) Total attack sorties were composed of a Headquarters were Integrated for operational pur.
combination of USAF, USN, USA, VNAF, and poseis and colocated. The 7th Air Force commander

A brahdwn s icludd i Fiure became the Deputy Commander MACV. This struc-
B-10. ssts ture continued until 15 February 1978, when the

B-lUUS Support Activities Group (USSAG) was acti-
1IISAF Alit OP'ERATIONS vated at Nakhon Phanom ItTAB, Thailand and as-

(C) Asi 1972 began, the USAF in Vietnam was Burned command of the air war in Southeast Asia.
In it dual status, The Commander, 7th Alir Force The comnmarder of the 7th Air Force became the
wore two hats in that he also merved as the Deputy USSAG commander~fin USAF Air Order of Battle
Commatnder MACV for Air and as such was respon- is shown in Figure B-11.

USAF AIR ORDER OF BATTLE
31 Jan 73

AIRCRAFT TYPE DA NANG TAN SON NHUT TOTAL
ECC-47 .......................................... .... ..L . .7 0 '7

20 38 68

Noe 7AC-iIMh ut DoNae mn loan fe~ rom VNAF mot shown,

TIHAILAND) BASES**

*AIRCRAFT NAKHONGRN
TYPE KaRAI PHANOM TASLI UIION UDORN IJ.TAPAO TOTAL TOTAL

A A-7_........(15 0 0 0 0 0 06
A AC- 130.... ... .. ...... 0 0 0 119 0 0 13 1
C-130 ...... ........... 8 21 0 0 14 43 4381

01or: . I.. .1. 1 0 0 11 11
EH-0l............22 0 0 0 0 0 22 22 f
EC- 121.. ........... 7 ( I0 0 0I 7 7

E0-4 .. ..... ... 0 0 21 28
F P-4. .................. 21 0 0 1011 91 (1 221 221
F-l106........... .. 24 0 0~0L 0 24 24
F-1ll.. .............. 0 1) 4K 0 (1 49 48
0.2 .. .... . 0 0 0 0 0 3H
() V -i.........'. 40 W11( 0 0 50 63i
l{F-4. 0 0 0 21 021 21

* TTAL.....147 88 418 17>. 112 14 546 (104

SAC Aircraft Inventetv Not Available. 2

$ource: SEADAD Fig. 6.11
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Tactical Air (TACAIR) close liaison, some confusion resulted from this
(U) One of the most flexible weapons in the US arrangement,•7

arsenal was tactical air power, Because of its (S) The FAC was responsible to mark the target
tremendous versatility it was used in many roles and ensure, insofar as possible, the safety of
in the air war in Southeast Asia, The three main friendly forces and noncombatants in the area of
areas of employment were in close support of the tarret, When weather or the enemy threat
troops in contact, interdiction, and counterair ac- precluded the use of a FAC, the TAC aircraft could

tivity, use either long range navigation (LORAN), or

(8) As a close support weapon the tactical fighter radar means under ground control. In these latter
events, however, the pilot was limited to targets
located some distance from friendly forces, Where

varying its ordnance it could give the ground corn- enemy AAA or SAM threat was high, fighter air.
mander an optimum target effect, The normal craft were sometimes used to perform the forward
strike procedure, weather and enemy threat per- air controller funution, They were less vulnerable
mitting, was to use a forward air controller (FAG), to enemy countermeasures, but the altitude and
These men were specially trained in the control of speeds at which they operated gave less ground
ait' strikes, Usually they flew in light propeller- visibility, and they had less time over the target,
driven aircraft with ability to stay over the target (S) A major problem that FACs encountered was
fur a long time and with slow speed to enable better a result of the enemy's introduction of the Russian
visibility of the ground, Altitudes flown varied with SA-7 Strela (NATO designation GRAIL) missile In
the enemy threat. Normally a FAG was utilized in Military Region 1 on 29 April 1972, After its first
the same' area as much as possible to increase his appearance In South Vietnam in Quang Tri Pro.
familiarity with the terrain and to enable him to vince the use of the misrife also appeared in the
note changes from day to day,11 vicinities of Dak To, Kontum, and An Loc, During

(S) The essential control link for proper utili- the period 29 April through 30 June 1972 about
zation of TACAIR in the Republic was the forward 175 Strela missiles were launched against US and
air controller (FAC), After he identified a target, allied aircraft, Thirteen USAF and eight VNAF

the FAG requested air assets from the Direct Air aircraft were lost due to Strels firings, This
Support Cerets' (DASC), one of which was located represented an 8:1 kill ratio as compared to about
in each military region, When the enemy offensive 60:1 for the larger SAM (SA-2) missile, Only one
opened, three of the four DASCK in the Republic jet aircraft wns lost during the period to the Strela
had beet turned over to the Vietnamese Air Force system.138
(VNAF). At thi'ee of the four DASCs a US presence (S) In addition to the Strela hazard, the forward
was maintained in Cte form of a Tactical Aui Sup. air controller encountered other problems which
port Division (TASD) consisting (prior to the offen- taxed his ingenuity to the utmost. For example,
slve) of seven officrs and 18 enlisted personnel. in the battle of An Loc, a very small area of opera-
Their, mission was to coordinate between US forces, tions existed, The tactical situation dictated that
FWMAF, and RVNAF, They were also available to massive air support be furnished to permit the
give technical advice to VNAI personnel. Their link emergency situation on the ground from turning
to AIVN field units was an alt liaison officer at into disaster for ft'iendly forces. The FAG on the
corps and division levels, Their function was to scene was confronted simultaneously with coordl.
offer ndvice on employment of air resources and nating the airspace, controlling strikes, performing
to effect liaison with the TASD, visual reconnaissance, and coordinating aerial re.

(S) When the offensive began, the number of supply. He also controlled some VNAF TACAIR
FACs was increased. Aircraft and FACs were also and was required to advise aircraft of such safety
sent from Thailand to the Republic. At the TASD hazards as AAA and B-52 strikes. He was further
a USAF colonel wam assigned as directot' and senior required to schedule special mission aircraft such as
liaison officert to the ARVN corps commander, The Cobra, Stinger, and Spectre gunships. Responsibility
TASD team was also augmented with TDY person- for following the rules of ungagement also fell on
mul, The TASD assumed complete control of all US the shoulders of the FAC, He had three radio nets
TACAIll utni 128 FA(' activiLy within its rempec- to monitor at one time and simultaneously handled
tive military region, as many ag ten sets of aircraft above him.

(S) Thv 7th Air Force Tactical Air Control (S) The siLuation destribed above indicated the
Center, known as Blue Chip, allocated assets to the need for a changi., The solution arrived at by 7th Ali'
'l'ASh s who in turn assigned sorties to the FACs Forte was to assign it King FAC, or cotmmand and
in their rergion, VNAY assets continued to be con- control FAC, who flew above the battle. He was
trolled by tiheir owt I)AS(' and while there was assigned sorties from the Tactical Air Support

.B-28
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The threeo primary torwaord ai control altcfaft from top to bottom the 0-1, the OV-11O, arid the 0-.2
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Division which he turned over to one of the two (U) The mission of ADVON was to be a forward

PACs who worked below him for actual ordnance extension of SAC headquarters to provide the

expenditure. This freed the King FAC somewhat MACV and 7AF Commanders with bombing and

and greatly facilitated his mastery of the very aerial refueling expertise, ADVON's job was to

complex battle picture, Everyone was pleased with optimize the use of B-52 and KC.135 aircraft

the results. As one commander expressed it, the through close coordination with the MACV staff.

FACe were "leading contenders for the most valu- Their biggest responsibility was to pass target
able player award," information to SAY planners on Guam, who in turn

(S) The TACAIR fleet performed magnificently monitored all SAC missions over Southeast Asia.

during the dark days of the offensive, The veteran The ADVON was organized into major operational

A.1E provided the most accurate support with their divisions: bomber, tanker, intelligence, and adminis-

slower airspeed, but they were also more vulnerable tration.

and could not carry the payload of the F-4 Phan- (U) The bomber division assisted in planning
toms, whose capacity for armament was prodigeous. B-52 missions after targets were received from the

This large payload led BG J, R, McGiffert III, MACV Director of Intelligence, Three bomber teams,
Deputy Commanding General, Third Regional made up of four men each, worked around the clock
Assistance Command, to term the F.4 "a tremen- to develop this target information for relay to 8AF
dous weapon" and most valuable against troop where appropriate wing staffs Incorporated this

concentrations. However, in McGiffert's opinion the data into their overall flight plans, If higher
A-37 provided the best compromise between pay- priority targets appeared before the bombers ap-
load and accuracy. proached their release point, ADVON could direct

(S) During the An Loc operation two problems air target changes to maximize the B.52 effective-

emerged, Some planes had a very limited time over ness, The bomber division also monitored each

target and never expended ordnance, Others got mission for emergencies and bomb damage assess-
"oumped" by higher priority missions, thus did ment (RDA) reports.

not get to expend their ordnance, Tilming was not (U) The ADVON Chief was directly involved in
always right. The second problem was to get the daily target selection process, Each morning

TACAIR refuelled, re-armed, and back into the key MACV officers reviewed targets that had been

battle as soon as possible, The answer seemed to nominated by the military region field commanders,

be a nearby turn around facility, which was estab., A numerical value was given each target, based on

lished at Bien Hos' AB.sI current intelligence and tactical value. The target
selection panel evaluated the target list and matched
the approved targets with the available B-52 assets,

verdict was the same, Airpower clearly prevented It was a detailed procedure, but one that was
a South Vietnamese defeat, As the SRAC chief of required for proper B-62 utilization,
Staff, COL J. E, Pizzi, neatly summarized: "Un-
doubtedly, air power played a critically important (U) The ADVON tanker division received fuel

'ole, As one looks back one could say that there requirements from 7AF planners, determined refuel-

were many 'ifs' on the battlefield, for example. , if ing altitudes, set rendezvous times, and planned

it had not been for the TOW missile at a critical fuel loads to be given each fighter aircraft, The

point in time, the battle could have been lost. How- tanker specialists then mated the many fighters

ever, one 'if' is a certainty-that if it had not been with KC-136s in one of several predetermined air
for US airpower the battle would have been lost.'40 refueling areas. Finally, operational orders were

sent our to each tanker unit relaying mission orders,
SAC ADVON (U) Working with both the bomber and tanker

(U) One of the attached elements in the US- specialists was the Intelligence division, which
BIACV Headquarters complex in Saigon was SAC gathered, analyzed, and disseminated current in-
ADVON (Strategic Air Command Advanced Eche- telligence data not only to ADVON, but to the fly.
Ion), an element of SAC headquarters The ADVON ing units and SAC headquarters as well. Their
team was a forward area planning and operationm primary function was to snalyze the enemy threat
element that worked hand-in-hand with MACV and in the targets and refueling arews. The intelligence
the 7th AF. It was ADVON's job to work with division also gathered bomb damage assessment
SAC'4 8th Air Force (SAP) at Andersen AFB, reports and reviewed all strike reconnaissance
Guam to match B.52 bomber and tanker resources photography to evaluate B-52 effectiveness,
in the Western Pacific with tho combat require. (U) The remaining organizational element of SAC
ments uf MACV arid 7AF, The ADVON Chief served ADVON was the administration division, This section
usa the pertional representative of the Commander-in- provided the necessary administrative support for
Chief, SAC (CINCSAC) in Vietnam. the entire ADVON,41
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Use of ARC LIGHT Sorties Battalion was inflicting heavy casualties until B-52
(C) During 1972 use of the giant B-52 bombers ordnance hit the enemy force and virtually anihi-

increased sharply, It was proven to be a weapon of lated it, ending the attack, Often the enemy, fleeing
tremendous value, combining destructive power with from the ARC LIGHT strike, was a perfect tp.ePt+
a very tangible psychological effect, Flying at an for the application of conventional artillery and
altitude where it could normally be neither seen TACAIR strikes.40
nor heard by the enemy on the ground, the first (S) On the night of 12-13 May the enemy, ex-
indication of its presence was a series of explosions ploiting extremely bad weather, launched a heavy
of almost unbelieveable intensity, attack on An Loc supported by armor. From the

(S) The objectives of ARC LIGHT (B-52) bomb. north and east the enemy poured in direct fire from
ing were: tanks which were able to operate freely In the

-to aid the defense of friendly forces and cities absence of TACAIR40 The key factor in stopping
under attack, the enemy onrush was a total of six B-52 strikes,

-to interdict enemy lines of communication, after which the tanks stopped firing for the rest
storage areas, staging facilities, and means of of the night, Two enemy tanks were destroyed, and

-to support friendly ground initiatives. (S) B-52 sorties were of two types, one in which

-to conduct spoiling operations against enemy the B-52 crew did its own navigation to the re-
attacks e lease point and one in which ground radar (MSQ)

--to attack enemy fixed and semi-fixed facilities, vectored the aircraft to the release point, The latter
-to exploit to the fullest the psychological of. method enabled the B-52s to operate as an all-

feet of heavy aerial bombardment and destroy the weather system, The system, named COMBAT
enemy's will to fight.42 SKYSPOT, was also used for combat airlift drops,

(8) During 1972 the B-62 became increasingly From five locations the MSQ radars guided the air-
important as US forces continued to draw down, craft to the ordnance release point, In the month
and ARVN forces began to carry more and more of June, as an example, 36 percent of the B.52
of the load, As Figure B-12 clearly indicates, the sorties were controlled by COMBAT SKYSPOT.41
sortie rate shows a steady upward climb, dramati. (S) Whenever the B-52s flew in close proximity
cally increasing subsequent to the offensive, The to North Vietnam, or any other high threat area as
sortie rate in July was almost triple that of Janu- defined by th Air Force intelligence, they were
ary, Total ordnance expended by B-52s rose from adeompsnin d by search and rescue aircraft and pro-

'22,000 tons in January to 54,000 tons in July,4  ftective air elements, Included in the team of pro.
(C) During the height of the enemy offensive the tective air elements were MIG suppression combat

vast majority of the ARC LIGHT strikes were air patrols, support aircraft equipped with anti.
targeted within the Republic of Vietnam with a radar homing missiles, and electronic counter-
heavy concentration in three areas: Quang Tri and measures aircraft,40
Thua Thien Provinces in northern Military Region
1, the Kontum-Dak To area in Military Region 2, Aerial Refueling
and An Loc in Military Region 3. When the battles (U) The stepped up air war would not have been
for these areas were at their critical stages, the possible without air refueling provided by SAC's
B-52s were used in direct support of friendly forces "flying gas station." The limited range due to
with some strikes as close as 800 meters to friendly heavy bomb loads required fighter aircraft to rely
forces, In April over 50 percent of the B-52 strikes on the KC-136s to provide fueling, Similar to the
in-country were directed at the enemy artillery early model Boeing 707 commercial airliner, the
positions and troop concentrations around Kontum KC-135 could take-off with up to 33,000 gallons of
City,44  jet fuel, the equivalent of three railroad tank cars,

(S/NF) The value of the B-52 to the beleaguered This was enough to replenish four to six F-4s or
garrison at An Loc can best be Judged by referring one B-52 on a normal mission. More aircraft could
to some comments of observers of the battle, Dur. be serviced if less fuel was required,
ing the course of the battle the enemy introduced (IT) A typical fighter mission ever North Viet.
the SA-7 missile and also increased the number nam required the fighters to link up with a KC-135
of antiaircraft artillery pieces, This seriously inter. enroute to the target area, Weight restriction
ferred with the available air support with one ex. caused by heavy bomb loads restricted the fighters
ception-the B-52, The B-52 missions dropped tons to internally contained fuel tanks, Because of the
of bombs on enemy troops as close as 600 to 800 high dang configuration of externally carried bombs,
meters from defensive positions. One large enemy they had to replenish their fuel in the air in order
force engaging the 81st ARVN Airborne Ranger to give them the range to strike their targets,
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THOUSANDS ARC LIGHT ORDNANCE DELIVERED (TONS)
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KC-135 DATA
SOUTHEAST ASIA 1972

_JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 17 MONTHLY OWERAGI
SORTIES 79 246 436 667 796 725 652 636 666 600 699 1044 625.0
AIR REFUEL 114 253 450 702 622 737 669 019 67? 627 703 1150 626.9

DIRECT .. . ..........
FLYING HOURS 41k Ills 2066 3040 3484 3115 3058 3010 2714 3367 2912 4686 274.0

SAC 0* .-.. OT'S 219 216 220 30 B_.s 326 368 529 450 490 331 467 358,9
AIR REFUEL 6 21 22 23 20 14 l6 57 IT5 167 170 131 9o.7

INIREC FLYING HOURS 978 1045 1047 1450 1644 190 11336 1710 1680 1941 1423 217T 1477,3

SORTIES 1053 937 1089 1213 1S87 2305 2493 2291 2661 1991 1636 1914 1768,0
FIGHTER AIR REFUEL 6357 5785 6674 6933 9906 11766 10936 102865 11462 6053 8796 9807 8671,9SUPPORT

FLYING HOURS 4428 3646 4449 5633 8190 7957 7489 11133 3075 9747 7716 9034 7724.9

SORTIES 101 92 97 114 129 116 1 26 121 120 126 129 126 115.6

RADIO AIR REFUEL 0 0 0 2 6 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 I
RELAY FLYING HOURS 992 935 993 1289 145t 1390 1425 1315 1373 1479 1414 1476 130016

HOURS ORBIT 762 672 768 654 633 597 630 595 190 653 611 676 666.8
. .. ,SORTIES 4 10 2 3 2 1 1 4 a a, 4 a ,, v

PACAF*** - -- - _ _-

AIR REFUEL 25• II? S "'Is 0 3 4 23 5 I I5 0 37,5
INDREC FLYING HOURS 213 56 " 10 4 6 a 17 44 15 I 7 13284.8

SORTIES 1494 1503 1640 2325 3160 3473 3170 3561 3902 3409 1792 3553 2694,0
TOTALY AIR REFUEL 6_737 S 176 7152 7678 10756 12620 11I2 10961 11319 8146 9664 10766 9606.0ACTIVITY,,

FLYING HOURS 7023 7002 65011 ,422 14761 13765 11314 17261 91S11 105ilt 13403 17301 13264,8
SAC FUKL OFFLOAD-ML 4,4 14,4 35,4 55.9 64.5 58.2 51,1 46,7 153,5 50.2 7.5 68,9 46,7
"OTHER FUEL OFFLOAD- 60.7 54,0' 63.6 160,9 77.1 71,6 59t. 01.1 104.7 74,8 76.6 62,9 7312

AVERAGE AIRCRAFTPOSSESSED 53 5 4 53 77 110 142 III 164 164 46 1562 119.8

AVERAGE CREWS POSSESSED 74 12 91 124 16 241 2 73 2 77 27? 253 20 8 191613
AV ERA GE SO RqTIES PE R A OFT- 26,2 25.9 29 .3 30 ,3 26,9 24 5, 2. 21 .6ii *8 23.6 23,0 20.7 21.9 24 .2 '
AVERAGESORTIEIPERCREW 20.2, 3 2.0.31 15,6 17.1 14,4 13.4 1i,9 14,1 135 12.7 '13 14.7

• SAC DIRECT AErIVITIES ARE PRIMARILY IN SUPPORT JF SAC RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS,

SAC INDIR CRENEDEPLOYMENT 
LOGISTICS, FERRY, TEST HOPS AND HIGHER HEADQUARTERS

SUPPORT."PACAF INDIRECT ACTIVITIES INCLUDE FIGHTER DEPLOYMENT, REDEPLOYMENT, FERRY AND TRAININO.

AETES, AIR REFUEL SHOW, THE NUMBER OF SORTIES REFUELED, HlOURS SCHCDIJLED, HOURS FLOWN, AIR REFUEL,
AND FULL OFFLOAD DATA ARE NOT AVAILARLE FOR MAY, JUNE, A JULY FOR TAKHLI, DON MUAND & KORAT,

S•ource', SAC Tanker Monthly Activity Reports Fisurs ll.13

lU) Pre-determined refueling tracks allowed the Air Command, thereby keeping a residual tanker
fighter and tanker to rendezvous using a combine. capability to support the continuing daily missions
tion of ground and airborne radar, Normal procedure that had to be flown,SU A summary of tanker
called for two of four fighters to fly together, As statistics is shown in Figure B-13,
they joined up with the "tank," each took his turn
on the refueling boom, usually not more than five Fixed Wing Gunships
minutes each. The giant B-52s took about 15 minutes (U) During the majority of the war in Vietnam
to get a full load, Tankers flew in one of 15 air the enemy regarded the night as his friend and ally,
refueling tracks, ADVON programmed the most He used stealth and the concealment afforded by
efficient use of tankere in a specific time en. the darkness and quickly became the master of the
velope, set altitudes and rendezvous times, and night attack, Much of his movwment of supplies
allowed for the amount of fuel to be off-loaded to, and personnel occurred after dark. To meet this
eBach aircraft. challenge the fixed wing gunshlp was developed

(U) In April 1972 during the deployment of addi- and soon became greatly feared by the enemy.
tional F.4s to Southeast Asia, tankeru again Circling patiently overhead, the gunship awaited
demonstrated their vital role. A squadron of 18 the enemy presence to unlearh its deadly sting.
F-4s flying from the west coast of the United (S) To pierce the curtain of darkness the gun-
States required 12 tankers. These tankers were ship had a series of sophisticated sensors and
selected from KC-135 units throughout the Strategic optical de.ic'es to augment the eyesight of the crew,
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For example, a joy., light level television system especially (luring the nights of the northwest
produced a relatively clear picture of the ground, monsoon, On a number of occasions a single gun-
using available light, This was particularly valu- ship destroyed or damaged twenty-five trucks on
able for the interdiction campaign, as it etiabled one mission. Prior to the enemy offensive, inter-
close patrol of roads, trails, and streams without diction was the primary use of the gunship; how-
the necessity of using the 2KW searchlights with ever, some close air support and base defense work
which the gunship was also equipped. Another ex. was also done,05

ample was the use of infra-red sensors which picked (S) There were two principal aircraft used for
up the contrast between the warm engine, or even
the tires, of a vehicle and the cooler surface of gunship operations by the USAFt, the A-adK E
the roadbed, If the enemy used radar to search for Stinger and the AC.1S0 Spectre (both A and E
the gunship, this, too, was detected. There was a models were employed), Both of these offered high

special sensor which detected moving targets. lift capacity, long time over target, and slow speed
Another extremely valuable sensor worked on the characteristics, which made them ideal gun plat-

principle of detection of electrical interference caused forms, The main armament of the AC-119K Stinger
by the ignition system of vehicles. While it was consisted of four 7,62 miniguns capable of firing
capable of daylight operation and, on occasion 6,000 rounds per minute plus two 20mm Gatling 'p

was used in this manner, the gunship usually guns capable of firing 2,500 rounds per minute. The
hunted by night, cloaked with the invisibility af- AC-1.0A Spectre was armed with two 40mm Bofors
forded by the darkness, 11 cannon capable of firing 120 rounds per minute

(5) The gunship mission was twofold, that of and two 20mm Gatling guns with a rate of 2,500
armed reconnaissance and that of close air support, rounds per minute. There were five AC-180E air.
Because of its ability to detect and destroy vehicles, craft in Southeast Asia, all of which were equipped
the guniship became the deadliest truck killer of all with a 105mm gun in addition to the 20mm and
aw'd wai used to patrol the Ho Chi Minh trail, 40mm armament, On these, the 105mm gun re-

¢!I..

4'.-. *4

U.

The AC-1iOl Speclie Plove A@9ll co'rhio Iwo 20mm Gothinsg sum iforwardi, one 40mm cannon, and a 10 msn sn.
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placed the aft 40mm gun, giving an armament con- infra-red sensors were available as backup. Lacking
figuration of two 20mm Gatling gund and one 40mm such backup, 200 yards was the minimum distance
Bofors cannon in addition to the 105mm gun. This from friendly troops that the gunship would engage
system was nicknamed Pave Aegis, The primary under normal circumstancssn0
advantages of the system were first, the aLil-ii, of (S/NF) The enemy broke off many contacts
its :16 pound 105mm projectile to put 5,6 pounds without further struggle when gunships appeared
of high explosive (HE) on the targvot as i.ompared on the scene, Gunships were fosequently the only
to 0,6 pounds of HE for the two-pound 40mm support available during the crmial hours of the
projectile; second, a more visible ground mark when offensive, For example, on the orning of 25 May
using white phosphorus ammunition to identify the initial attack on Kontum City was repulsed by
targets for accompanying fighters and, finally, gunships and some VNAF TACAI1t. At Kontum
better survivability for the gunship. All of the gun- gunships were used for flak suppression while i[.
ships used computerized fire contrrlnM cargo aircraft were attempting airdrops, The gun.

(S) As of December 1972 USAF gunship P-sets ships used their 2KW light to briefly Illuminate
were located as followe:r 4  the drop zone and give the pilot visual confirmation

Ubon RTAB Thailand 9 AC-130A Spectre of its location, This somewhat improved the ac-

Da Nang AB Vietnam *9 AC-119K Stinger curacy of combat airdrops, The gunohips also acted

Bien Hoa AB Vietnam *6 AC-I19K Stinger as forward air controllers on occasion and were
*AC.119K assets in Vietnam were turned over to one of the prime sources of reconnaissance infor-

VNAF in November 1972 and were on loan to the ruation,'01

USAF after that time, (S) The nature of gunships necessitated that

(S) The critical situation which occurred as a they avoid areas with a known SAM (SA.2) threat,

result of the enemy offensive led to greatly expanded Their relatively slow speed made them extremelyvulnerable to this threat, They were not normally
use of the gunship for close support of troops in con- vt
tact, The gunships were sometimes the only air scheduled in such locations,

support available during enemy contracts, This was (5) The SA-7 missile caused a very serious prob-
not a new role for the gunship, as its original lem to the slow moving gunships, which were not
development had been for that 'purpose. Later considered safe in an SA-7 area if they flew below
versions of the gunship, however, were even more 1,000 feet, This temporarily eliminated the use
effective in employing massive firepower due to of the AC-119 in high threat areas as the bullets
their possession of better sensors and improved from the 7,62mm began to tumble at 4,500 feet
armament, The ground units increasingly used and were rendered ineffective at that altitude, The
gunships as a result of their experiences during 20mm cannon was seldom used above 7,500 feet.
the enemy offensive, It was at An Lee that emphasis After a short interval infra-red decoy packages
for the Spectre shifted from interdiction to support (flares) became available, providing an effective
of troops in contact and close air support, Spectre counter to this threat,n5

crews were provided with crude, hand drawn maps (S) The gunships were particularly vulnerable
of the city, and one pilot recalled his instructions during daylight operations, since the orbit over
from the qround as "go north along main street the target was easily observed. It was relatively
for three blocks, turn east there, and hit the second easy to drivo3 the gunships off the target, etspecially
house from the corner." The ability of Spectre to when 37inm and r7mm AAA arrived on the scene.
destroy buildings within 10-20 meters of friendly This was more of a problem to the AC-119Is since
troops was especially advaitageous,'6" they operated at 5,500 feet altitude, whereas the

(S) During periods of inclement weather or AC-130 gunships, at 10,500 to 12,500 feet, were
darkness the gunships were still effective if the above the main threat/All A summary of gunship
ground units had an 1-band radar transponder statistics is shown in Figure H-14.
beacon, The use of this equipment enabled the gun-
ship to detect the beacon and thus the position of Credible Chase Combat Evaluation

the friendly ground unit was fed into the computer, (S) Messages were received on 17 and 1N Febru-
'rhe ground observer gave a range and bearing to ury 10172 from JCS and CINCPAC, respectively,
the target he wanted to be struck, This was set which directed all planning and programming of
into the computer as an offset. Thin a few rounds Credible Chase combat evaluation in South Viet-
were fiýed as the piane orbited overhead. After nam to be canceled, This project was an attempt
these wore adjusted by the ground unit, the plane to develop a program for the VNAF in which
fired for effect. Even in total darkness the gunship ground senmors were to be monitored by special air-
was abie to fire within 100 yards of friendly peoi- craft with a short takeoff and landing (STOL)
tions provided either the low light television or the capability.
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(S) On 18 February 1972 a message from the perimeter operations,

Chief of Staff, USAF said that in lieu of the corn- -US technical/training assistance was limited to
bat test, the Tactical Air Command would plan that necessary for perimeter operations.
and conduct a CONUS operational test and evalua- In response to the above direction MACV provided
tion of the Credible Chase STOL aircraft and RVNAF the remaining equipment on a one-time
related sensor equipment at Elgin AFB, using maxi. issue basis without Military Assistance Service

Smum feasible participation by VNAF air and ground Funded support, The RVNAF Joint General Staff
crews.60  

was advised to take appropriate action to incorporate
Herbicides commercial procurement into the South Vietnamese

Defense Budget,
(S) On 2 March 1972, MACV and the American (C) Five AGAVENGO helicopter sprayers were

Embassy received joint DOD/STATE authority and provided to JOS in May.'"
guidance to provide RVNAF with a limited herbicide
operations capability, The authority included the Search and Rescue
following: (U) One of the reasons for the outstanding

-US authority for the use of herbicides remained moriale of US airarew members was that in the
unchanged from 1971. evLnt they were downed, they knew that every

-MACV and the American Embassy were per. possible effort would be made to rescue them. This
mitted to provide RVNAF with remaining in-country confidence was a vital factor in maintaining the
US helicopter and ground spray equipment, This espirit of air units. There was a practical as well
equipment was provided for the purpose of en. as a humenItarian concern in the rescue effort. The
hancing the security of firebase and installation cost of. training a pilot or aircrow member was
perimeters where other methods of vegetation con. hundreds of thousands of dollars, In 1972 alone the
trois were not possible or feasible, men rescued and thus able to fly again constituted

-South Vietnam wan to be encouraged to estab. enough manpower to supply aircrews for a wing,
lish commercial sources for herbicide supply, The (U) The Third Aerospace Rescue and Recovery
US forces were authorized to provide herbicides Group (3d ARRGP) was charged with providing
to support US and RVNAF requirements until com. a combat search and resces (SAR) capability in
mercial sources were established, Southeast Asia and providing the tactical forces re-

-RVNAF was not to be encouraged to develop quired to rescue and recover personnel engaged in
a herbicide capability beyond that necessary for combat operations in or adjacent to hostile terr-.

USAF FIXED WING GUNSHIP SORTIES
1972

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

AC130 1 2 2 267 278 210 143 97 135 141 136 131
SOUTH VIETNAM .-...-- - - -

AC119 4 13 24 159 225 130 212 227 157 119 149 79 "
-- -- ...... ..... ....

AC130 439 381 403 55 60 16 29 11 12 17 91 143
LAOS I

AC119 262 208 256 102 47 36 34 44 62 62 12 0

AC130 0 '10 2 33 49 74 76 115 51 59 60 23KHMER
REPUBLIC AC119 0 0 0 0 21 77 43 10 1 0 1 0,

AC130 263 393 407 355 387 300 300 223 198 217 287 297
TOTAL BY TYPE- -- - -

AC119 439 221 280 261 293 243 289 281 220 181 162 79

TOTAL 702 614 687 616 680 543 589 504 418 398 449 376

Source PACAF Figure: B-14
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Tgh. HH-51 J1I~Y Green Giant,

tory, Their arti Lo f responsibility encomlpamilod all -The JRCC handled raeticu in the Republic of

area of inv tiam 131 million square milesi. Vietnam, North Vietnam, Laos and the Khmer

(C') Hieadquarter's 3d ARROP wall located at Tanl Republic south of 14 degrees north,

Son Nhut All Vietnam. The unit was responsible -The HOC at Nakhon Phanom, when directed

for the Command andi control of all USAF aerospace by the JRCC, controlled those missions Iin Thailand,

rescue arid recovery forces in Southeast Asia, In Laos, Republic of Vietnam north of 14 degree%

addition it had coniinvind and control of all other north, and all of North Vietnam west of five miles

USAF", USN, USMC', and USA air- resources Involved Inland fromi the Gulf of 'ronkimn

Iin search and rescUo olieratiols. Thin control was.........hc USN normally hantdled remmues Over water
vxorcimod~ through the Joint Rescue Coordination or up to five miles inland Iin North Vietnam,

LCroter (. M iC)WýIlclh Was Collocateud with the 7th InI rescule opurationsm, however, time was of the

Air Force Tactical Air Control Center, (Blue Chiipý usemienc mul theme Kevixi-aphic divisions were not
slnd the sub-r-egional Rescue Coordination Center pei miLtdet to Interfere with at rescue, If eircumnitaticei

(RCM at Naluhon Phatnow HrAFB, Thailandi Trhe dictatedl otherwise. The nearesit available rescue

*heoadquartets waii under operaitional control of the vehicle which could salfely accomplish the mlission

Cur. mander, Seventh Ali Force, and the Commander, was utillnod regardless of time mervice to which It

:Id ARRGP merved on the 7th Air Force staff as belonged. Intersevvive cooperation in this area was

DIir~etoi of Aermspace Rescuti. Sub-units were located never ie:4m than outotanding. Statinticsi were not

Wi a ll ulietUdOaIit bilses used as; beduluwn by the tivailmihle on USN andi US~A rescue offortsi; how.

11SAF In SEA except M~en Hoa, CNevur thu remainder of this Item clenerihes the

(C) When it situation requiring the uime of roesut! IHSAlP ruesue tiffort.11IU

resourcem wais reported to the JHCC from ainy (11) Tlo muroniplimh the Combat SAil rmhiiicii the

%source, at decision was madie am to %%h)o should handle 3d AI1(1W 1 was equippled with the following type

the rescue. As at rough rule the areas were divided it IIvll crft:

115 follows: -Th e l1I-53 Jolly (Jrevii Guiant litlicolptem was
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the rimry lng ang airreWrecveryvehcle orbtedneaby I a osshostle rea

Thshlcpe a ngon lra taei -TeK-3Pdohlcpe rvddlc]bs

theprimarysTh ion 3 r ang armorw prectreionaneas rbsted nearabyinalesy throughtile a seao. teroo

poiNt thruipheutt Sothrea7,t Asin i a It wee alx resh n tsuca ie supporrta oteast sion kitsesigwhdre

equipped with a refueling probe which mated with create a foam corridor through which an approach
a drogue on the rescue King aircraft, The hoist In to a burning aircraft could be made for rescue
the helicopter could he used with a stokes litter purposes,
or a special jungle penetrator which could be lowered --On rescues in hostile areas a fourth member

'Aand recovered through the dense foliage. It was the of the BARl task force was tho accompaning tactical
ability to refuel which gsve the helicopter the long fighters (IIIMOAP). The function of the RESCAP
ranve required for distant rescue. was to protect the Jolly Green Giants, to assist In

-TheRO-BOPKin a~craf pefored he ole locating the murvivors, to suppress hostile fire In the
of airborne coordination center to direct the rescue area of the rescue, to keep the Dnemy away from
effort from on or' near thie scene. The King was also the downed airmn,~n andi to recommend the safeft

*the airborne filling station for the helicopters. Be.. routes of Ingress and egress for the helicopters, .

cause of Its vulnerability, the 110-130P did not The IIESCAP function was ptrformeci up until No-

usually go into the high threat areas, but rather vember by the A-lIE, known, when performing this
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duty, as the "Sandy." It was a rugged airplane, (S) The BAR mission was part of the planning

well-armed with an excellent close support weapons in any large strike, The rescue team orbited in one

system. Its main disadvantages were that it was of several tracks which were located out of the

slow and thus lost critical time in reaching the high threat area but close enough so they could
rescue area, and secondly, it had no aerial refuel- reach a downed pilot or crewman quickly. For ex-

ing capability, In November the alert committment ample, on a LINEBACER special mission to North

for RESCAP was assumed by the A-7D, which also Vietnam, the BAR orbits were usually located in
retained the functional descriptor Sandy, This eastern Laos in the area known as the Gorilla's

change offered advantages. The A.ID could reach Head (eastern BARREL ROLL). The BAR mission
the scene much faster and could also search a wider in high threat areas was also given combat air

area in the same period of time, The A-7D could patrol (SARCAP) to protect it from the MIG
also refuel in the air from KC-135s and could thus threat, As a measure of effectiveness, during the
stay in the vicinity for a long time, It was an North Vietnamese offensive from So March to 16

SEARCH AND RESCUE STATISTICS

1972

MONTH JAN Oil MAt APR MAY JUN JUL AUG lip OCT NOV OIC JANTI

COMBAT
SAVES ........................... a 3 17 10 IS9 11 '7 6 19 6 12 so 10

NON COMBAT
SAVES .............. 4 6 2 10 9 10 14 2 14 17 8 7
BAR
SORTIES* .................. . .. . . . . .. . 89 75 99 247 129 806 158 90 88 118 204 198 35

i Includes all terties chareable te the resues Sendys, K109e, end ether aireraft ea well es the hllleaptei ,

RESCUES PERFORMED BY AIRCRAFT AND BY CATEGORY OF PERSON RESCUED

AiRCRAFT USAP USN USA PWMAF CIV TOTAL
'C/NMC C/NC CNC C/NC C/NC C/NC

HH.48 ................................................................. 9/16 0/2 3/0 /1 0W 0 21/111
,, H .58 ................................................................. 83/21 19/9 87/4 81/1 85/9 285/46

HC.180P ............................................................... 0/83 0/0 0/2 0/0 0/5 ,0/40'*
TOTAL ................................................................ 92/70 19/11 90/6 40/4 35/14 276/105

I C-Cembetl NC-N.e Cembet
"* MIDIVAC
Source I3d ARROP Records Figurea 3.15

excellent close support tactical fighter. It also had August, 182 alrcrew members were downed in South
sophisticated electronic equipment which gave it an and North ViWnam. Of these 182 crewmen, 83 were
all-weather navigation capability lacking in the recovered.0 4 A summary of rescue statistics in shown
A-iE. in Figure. B-15,

(C) The BAR area had to be approached cautious-

ly, as the enemy frequently captured survival radios Airlift in the Republic of Vietnam

of downed pilots and activated the distress signal, (U) USAF aircraft provided vital logistics sup-

The condition of the downed airman was also a port within the Republic of Vietnam, Because of the

factor in how the rescue was conducted, If he was nature of the terrain and the large enemy presence

injured, crewmen from the rescue aircraft had to go it was frequently possible for the enemy to inter-

and get him, dict ground lines of communication. When this

(B) The BAR task force normally consisted of occurred, airlift was used to bring in vital cargo, ,

two HH-53C Jolly Green Giants in a high/low Even when alternate modes of transportation were

configuration (i.e., one at treetop level and one at available, airlift was used when speed was es-en-
higher altitude), an HC-130P King, and four to six tial, as in the case of perishable materials. The fact

Sandy. In addition, there was other aircraft that airlift was available for cargo delivery greatly

support as FACe, MIGCAP, IRONHAND, ECM, enhanced the logistical situation. It was possible to .

or others as demanded by the circumstances of the maintain relatively small stock levels of material in

mission. The King acted as airborne mission co- a centrally located, computer-controlled supply eyo-
ordinatur to direct the entire effort.05  tern and, within a very short time, airlift spare
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USAF AIRLIFT IN SOUTH VIETNAM

MONTH SORTI$S PAX CARGO (TONS)

JAN 72 ................................................ 8,749 95,976 9,988
F E B 72 .............................................................................................................. 60 #1 76,280 7,841
MAR 72 ................................................ 4,103 62,087 6,219
APR 72 ................................................ 5,126 67,654 17,597
M A Y J 2 .......................................................................................................... 439j9 61,775 19,141
J U N 72 ............................................................................................................... 4,219 61,78 1 16 ,064
JU L 72 ..................................................... .............................................. 32384 55,106 9,655
A U G 72 ............................................................................................................... 2,833 47,727 8,415
S E P 72 ............................................................................................................... 2,469 50,96 1 5,970
O C T 72 .............................................................................................................. 2,171 44,881 4,840
N O V 72 .............................................................................................................. 1,964 38,180 5,687
DEC 72 ................................................ 1,671 48,786 5,006
JA N 73 ............................................................ ............................................... 2,273 127,016 4,869

Source: SEADAB Figure: 1.16

parts to field units, This reduced expense and zone approach light pattern wam simply not possible,
duplication of effort enormously, A summary of for the many fires in the area made it indistingulsh-
USAF airlift effort is shown in Figure B-16. able,

Combat Airdropm in South Vietnam (C) It was obvious that a system was required
which would enable the drop to take place P.bnve

(C) During North Vietnam's invasion of the the range of hostile ground fire, The standa:d CDth
South commencing in late March 1972, Communist from high altitude was not feasible because the
infantry troops attacking in multidivision strength slow rate of descent led to excessive drift and thus
employed the strategy of completely surrounding a high rate of loss. From 19 to 23 April experimen.
a defending AHVN force and choking off supply tation was conducted with a locally devised system,
lines, The successful deployment of the airdrop using a tic around the skirt of the parachute which
resupply mission often meant the difference between would prevent it from opening fully. The tie was
the holding or abandoning of a strategic defense cut by a time delay cutter after the chute reached
position. The situation at An hoc was a classic a preset altitude, Release of the tie enabled the
example. The city was surrounded on 9 April, Dally chute to open fully and a normal rate of descent
aerial resupply, using airdrop procedures, was was attained prior to impact, Many problems were
critical to the successful defense by the ARVN. encountered with parachute malfunctions, leading
Civilians who had failed to evacuate the city were to an unacceptably high loss rate,
aloo dependent on successful airdrops for food, All (C) Meanwhile, from 281 April until 3 May, all
USAF aerial resupply drops were flown with the drops were made from low altitude using standard
C-130 aircraft, CDS procedures. Battle damage remained unac-

"(C) On 15 April 1972, MAACV requested the first ceptably high, Night drops were safer but finding
P6' of an extensive serles of airdropped supplies to the the drop zones was extremely difficult and often

ibesieged ARNVN forces at Ali Lee. Five daylight the men on the ground could not find the bundles
sorties were accomplipthed between 15 and IS April, in the darkness, Two more C-130s were shot down

0lesults we,-v satisfactory, but all aircraft suffered and 37 received battle damage. Two VNAF C-123s
moderate to severe battle damage, culminating in were also downed, and several sustained battle
an aircraft loss on the 18th of April, Up until this damage,
point the standard Container Delivery System (CDS) (U) On 4 May the first drops were made using W
was used, Very close cooperation with the forward the confined ballistics system (CBS) high altitude
aint controller was required both from the standr low opening (HALO) system. First, 30-second time
point of prevntr ing collisions over the target area delay cutters were used, and later, 50-second delays
and also to obtain advice on the safest approach were utilized. The former provided a drop altitude i
path, All of these precautions did not eliminate the of 5,700 feet and latter, 8,600 feet. On 8 May it
greatest danger, enemy ground fire, which was in- wAs necessary to initiate use of a second high alti-
tense on all approaches to the city. At night the tude drop system. This was the usc of a slotted
ground fire, while still intense, was less of a prob- high velocity descent chute, which landed cargo
"leni, but tilu crews had extreme diffidulty locating at a high speed (105 to 120 ft/sec as opposed to
the drop zone. Setting up the standard night drop 26-30 ft/sec on a soft drop). To absorb the addi-
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A C.-JO executes d high oltitude low epenlng resupply air drop.

tional kinetic energy, six layers 'of honeycombed another HALO system was employed. This was the
parking were placed under the bundle, Although it F1B system utilizing two chutes, The first was a
was found unacceptable for items such as ammuni- high speed chute depluyed immediately on exit from
"tion or explosives, it was satisfactory for some items the aircraft, This high speed ehute stabilized the
such as canned goods, dry stores, and water cals load to a lower altitude where a barometric switch
(if they were three-quarters or less full), The major and cutter device released a second chute, resulting

- advantage was accuracy, which ran around 97 per- in a soft landing, On 1 June the new system was
cent in the drop zone. The disadvantage was the made operational, In spite of some initial problems
danger of ruining the cargo, Another drawback was with parachute malfunctions the FIB system was
that the slotted chutes required were in short retained while evaluations were being made.65
supply,

(U) To conserve on scarce parachutes and to pro. (U) A summary of airdrops is shown in Figure
vide a softer landing for some commodities, yet B-17,
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AIRDROPS

JUL 72 AUG SIP OCT NOV DEC JAN 71
*Scheduled Sorties ......... 0 N/A 119 94 82 110 88

Sorties Flown ............... 95 120 103 92 78 98 81
B1undles4 Dropped ............. 1,502 1,659 1,458 1,299 962 1,100 1,168
B~ondiles Recovered ............ 1,390 1,589 1,326 1,220 90.4 1,006 1,133
Pervent ...................... 92 ~ 95''. 901/1 93 9q 9411s s7f' 9 A
MOMl Jamuary to jurs. figures not .svIllble,
Source: MACDO Figure: 1.17

USAFPal'rticipation in bomber could be dropped in a single mission, in
Psychological Operations actuality three. to seven million was a more practical

(S) When the enemy launched the NGUYEN rhange. However, B-62 assets were limited and
HTUE Offensive, the USAF resumed participation priority was given to combat strikes. Further, the
in psychological leaflet operations in North Viet. large number of aircraft needed to escort the Il.52s
tram, which had oean halted In 1968, The normal precluded frequent use of B-52s for PSYOP missions.
method for leaflet delivery was to use the wind (TS) Still a third alternative was the use of
drift technique. This involved dropping leaflets the AQM-341 drone aircraft (unmanned) to drop into
from a very, high altitude over areas of suitable risk high threat areas, This did achieve some success,
and allowing the prevailing wind to carry them into especially In. the Hanoi and Haiphong areas; how-
enemy areas classified as high threat, Some success ever, due to a relatively small leaflet capacity the
was achieved usinig this technmique either from Laos cost waei prohibitively high, and the desired satura-
or oIver the Tonkin Gulf; however, the winds dur- tion could not be obt~ained by uming this method
ing 11)72 were rather sporadic and sustained leaflet texclusively,"' 1

oprtin uigthis metholdwere not possible, The (S PSYOP sorties flown by US aircraft fromt
1,itandvpswere moescesu hntoeover March 11972 through January 197:1 are shown in

tile Gulf oif Tonkin. Prior to the offensive the windi Figure, B-19,
drift technique had never been used above the 19th (S) In an effort to Increase psychological pros-
parallel, USAF participation in PSYOP was tiedi mure on the North Vietnamese leadership for a

*directly to the, oper-ating authorities nnd rules of negotiated peace settlement, a program was ini-
*engagnlent InI tffect at the time of drtop. For ex- tiated to distribute mini-radios, These radios were '

toniile, when air strike missions above the 19th distributed lin Military Regions I and 2 lin South
lIMI-101lC were prohibited, so Were PSYOP' nllIIiions Vietnam, areas of Laos and the Khmer Republic,
In the areu, As tile areas of combat operations were and in North Vietnam in conjunction with regular
changed inl accordatice with national policy, so it leaflet drops, In December four B-52s dropped
%%was with PSYOP, mnifi-radiois in the panhandle of the North, Other

(TS) The wind drift technique was not suevessful radius were disseminated In float bags off the
InI wetting significant numbers of leaflets Into the North Vietnamese coast for the tide to carry ashore.

*heavily populated areas of the. North, such us the Simultaneously, C-lfl0s dropped mini-radios In Laos,
Ilinnoi and Illalphotig areas, The (C.130 obviously the Khmer Republic, and South Vietnam, A total of
cou1ld not overfly these areas for direct irup; there. (11,000 mini-radios were disseminated during Decem-
fruru, suni, ii Itt-rniat I vt was needed, One anmwer ber and January 11)73, approximately 48,000 by air-
s~leeme 11) hv thle use of higher performance air-. craft and balloon, and 1:1,000 by float bag.17

rntwhivl' could overfly the areac with minfimalM N-AIODIEIAIN
* longkhmer. Tho F'-4 aircraft was cacpable of being (on1-(Dc7 Ja 73

figured to this mission; however, to drop an effec- LOATO
tiveLnuCATIONo NUMBIAtivenumbr ofleaflets would require dilverting North Vietnam ............... ........................ 30,532StI-11M liTI-aft and~ emcortt s which were employed in South Vietnam ........................................ 10,290

I lic hiight'l pirluity Interdiction campaign, Another Laos ...... ... . ..................... ................... 14,676
polvinh~c encounte'red was that for leaflet dro0ps, the Khimer Republic.............................. .... .... 5ý ,496
F'A- used til h 1Inic e t erna I pod used for chaff dils-
I~ersa1. 'The~se wer II In 5110 t suppl y andi pri orit y had TOTAL...... ............... . . ............. ..... .... 61,000
to lit, grivenl to the chaff Inussion. (ITS) Operation TEMPO SURGE was designed to

(TS) A second alternative steein'( to be the use saturate large areas wvith leaflets Immediately prior
oif B3-52 aircraft for PISYOP drops. Although it was to the cease-fire, From the President's speech an-
es4timanted that as many Lis 30 million leaflets peri nouncing the forthcoming coase-fire until it actually

. . t'1 ~B-42
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went into effect (24 January 1100 hours to 28 USNS C'ORPUS CHRISTI BAY, the Floating Air-
January 0800 hours), 13 C-130a and two B-62it drop- craft Maintenance Facility, anchored in Vung Tau
ped 170 million leaflet~s throughout the Southeast Harbor,
Asia theater of combat operations except Iin North (U) Due to personnel rediuctions the 34th Group
Vietnam,614 Headquarters was inactivated onl 15 September 1972,

1)5 RMYAVIAIONand its missions, functions, and remaining person.
US AMY VI AIONnel "'sre amalgamated with the 1st Aviation B~ri.

(U) During 1072 Army aviation units were gade, The direct support companies previously
steadily withdrawn from South Vietnam, Even dur- subordinate to the 314th Group were retained anti
Ing the early days of the NVA offensive Army assigned to th~e combat aviation group headquarters
aviation units continued to draw down, The follow. In each military region. The Aviation Supply Ac.
ing comparative strength figures illustrate this tivity, Army Materiel Management Center, and
trend, the Floating Aircraft Maintenance Facility were as-

signed directly to lst Aviation Brigade Headquar-
US8 ARMY AIRCRAFT IN THE ters, This amalgamation saved valuable personnel

REP'UBLIIC OF VIETNAM spaces and permitted t~he continuation of the mis-
FIXED WINO ROTARY WING TOTAL msbus and functions -if both heaciquart-rs.

I JN 2..............24.18..20.1 JA 72....,,,.,,,,.,,,24 1,49 2098(C) USN CORPUS CHRISTI BAY, the Floating
1 APlH 72 ................ ,, -167 868S 1,015 Aircraft Maintenance Facility (FAMF), departed
1 SEP 72 .. ................ 75 554 (320 Vung Tau Harbor on 31 October for Corpus Christi,
I IJAN 7:1 .. ......... .... .. (17 427 4114 Texas, its home port, The FAMF quartered the lot

:11 JAN 73-.. . ........(17 4231 4910 Transportation Blattalion (Aircraft Maintenance
(U) US Army aviation units in Vietnam were D)epot) (Seahoirne), headquartered at the United

under the comnmand ocf thv Commander, 1mt Aviation States Army Aeronautirul 1)epot Maintenance
Blrigade, who also wats the USARV Aviation Offiver. Center, (AHADMAC), Coripus Clhristi, Texas, The

-iring the fit-st half of 11972 MCG Robert N. Mackin- FAMPF sorved as the only depot repair facility Iin
n commandied the brigitdt, On l8 July 11072 N0 USARY for aircraft components, avionics equip-

ii 1<1 tinon tel in clols iwd comm nand to BG l1uak V. ma tnt, a irc raft armament systenms, anrd parachutes,
liackinull. 0pitrattionll control of the combat airt It also performed direct and gitnLeral support main-
groups (CAG') wag vested with the commanders of toluinr( ats reqluiredl,

* the regional assistance commands In which they were (U I The 1st A viation Briwaciu wais tasked with
located ( Fig. B19-~). providcinrg corn to and11, Staff pIn inin gIII, ad ml II 1st rativ e,

(U1) The 1st Aviation Brigadle /11SARV Aviation anld loglistical SopIervisiori of aIssigned or attarhud
Staff rclccoval lt1 I cets icatr froito Long lmill to aviation groups and sob-uniti sm Additionally, the
th Sitlgcmn MAIAV Anne\ in Svpitvtniwr 11172 andc IcII-gaitik iwivllvid plannling, coordilinot loll and Staff
aissunudt tiit* staff ntmi fuitiutios if tin :1th enrlsupiiervlsiotc to insure opitimumtt utiliziation of Army
Support C roup lladilouc rtvrs, wh ich writ lt1111Cti.- lvilut ion idsiidirIves4 wit(hill Iiho Riliuli le of Vi~t-t

va toil '' naum. Tht, (onutiarilrr, Ist. Aviottico Briigadle servedl
(U) TPhe 3-Ith (b'tieral Sopliort. (Group \was ti-spriti- am advisor to the Commanlder, 11SAi{V onl nititterm

iblde fol. all dipeLt sotipport air~craft t110ieiti -c pertaining t~o Atrmy aVialtilon.ThI D~istriburtion oif Army
plair par-ts, supply, transfer-, widr retrograile for- aircraft arid unit. locations are mhowii li Figut-em
US8AR HVlalieraft. 'I'lU kI-011 grou L'C0Ilnpli~hk its misur11KilB-20) and 11-21,
iby cirit rollirng an al-ircraft dirvect support Iallnitenl- (C) Aftvr 14 Mlarch 19173 the only 0S Army air-
lotic volitiiltty hitt e ritlili11tniry t-vgoi i m a well asm cl-lft teiltaitiiiig Ill Viettiarto were thos bieting Olimd
tic, Aviatiotn Suppijly Activity andi Armiy Nltterit'Ie to itipior~t tilt. ,iltlct or iXNI A1 I ri-it Vietniam,
MIticitticcit~livl itiu T al lo Still Nitut Ali, uccil Oit 111i1l thic Pol Jaty Iilict Militilry ICiiitillssiorc,

U S AlRMNI A VI ATION A SSETS
:11 Jan 1197:3

At RCR A F MR I MR a MR I MR 4

01l-11 2 21) 20It
All-I is 36 i
CI I-17 111 0l 9

tI0 24 0

'urce: lit Avn 00t* G-3 Figutoe 8.20
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1ST AVIATION BRIGADE UNIT LOCATIONS*

F TRP, 4TH CAVALRY-N Y

2D %NANG

' \ •L\ 11TH CBT AVN GP k'

62ND AVN CO (CORPS)
0 TRP, 17TH CAVALRY
142ND TRANS CO

17TH COT AVN GP
57TH AHC
H TRP, 17TH CAVALRY

S- .IAN SON
EAGLE CBT AVN BN (PROV)
1,29TH AHC ,
180TH ASHC "'-]••
H TRP, 10TH CAVALRY NINH 60TH AHC

F TRP, BTH CAVALRY 201ST AVN CO (CORPS)

F TRP, 9TH CAVALRY 604TH TRANS CO

BINHA12TH CBT AVN GP 9

59TH AVN CO (CORPS)
COMMAND AIRCRAFT CO
388TH TRANS CO
HQS, 1ST AVIATION BRIGADE

i!! r ~~CAN THO •'."].,164TH CBT AVN GP

S• 18HT AVN CO (CORPS)
• " C TRP, 16TH CAVALRYS~611TH TRANS CO

. COMPANIES AND LARGER UNITS

Soul Source: lit Avn Ida Figure: 6.21
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ARMY AIR REDEPLOYMENT
Increment XIII (1 July •S3 August 1972)

UNIT RIDIPLOYMINT/DIABTIVATIOt4

37th Signal Battalion Flight Detachment .......................................... Deactivated
73d Signal Battalion Flight Detachm ent .................................................................................. Deactivated
196th Light Infantry Brigade Headquarters Detachment ........................................................ Deactivated
822d Aviation Detachm ent (Divisional) ........................................................................................ Deactivated
48th A ssault Helicopter Com pany ............................................................................................... USAREU R
F Battery, 79th A erial Field A rtillery ........................................................................................ Deaetivated
88th M edical D etachm ent ................................................................................................................ Deactivated
229th A ssault H elicopter Battalion ................................................................................................ Deactivated
362d Assault Support Helicopter Company .................................................................................. Deactivated
861st Aerial W eapons Com pany ...................................................................................................... Ft. Benning, Georgia

Increment XIV (1 September • 80 November 1972)
34th General Support Group Headquarters ................................... Deactivated
131st Surveillance Airplane Company ............................. ... ...... Ft. Hood, Texas
197th M edical D etachm ent ............................................................................................................... Deactivated K
313th Aviation Detachm ent (Divisional) ...................................................................................... Deactivate d
430th M edical D etachm ent ............................................................................................................. .. D eactivated
478th Heavy Helicopter Coomany .............................. ...................................... Ft. Benning, Georgia

Source: 1st Ayn $do 6.3 Figure: 3.22

ARMY AIRFIELDS CLOSED
1972.1973

MR AIRFIILD/HILIPONT LOQCAIION DATI CLO|UD
a Vung Tau Army Airfield....................................................... Vung Tau '7 Jun '72
8 Lasslter Army Heliport ...................................... Bien Hoa 29 Jul 72

(reactivated 1 Nov 72)
2 Kontum Army Airfield ..................................................................... .... Kontum 20 Aug 72
3 Long Thanh - North Army Airfield ....................................................... Long Thanh 5 Sep '72
I 1 M arble M ountain Arm y Airfield .................................................................... Da Nang 5 Sep 72
8 Headshed A rmy Heliport ....................................................................... .. Long Binh 4 Oct 72
1 Hue-Phu Bat Army Airfield .................................................................. Hue/Phu Bai 20 Oct 72
3 Sanford Arm y A irfield ............................................ ................................... Long Binh 21 Oct 72
2 Ninh H oa A rm y A irfield ................................................................................ Ninh Hoa 8 Feb '73
1 Tan M y Arm y A irfield ................................................................................... Tan M y I Feb '73
3 Bien H oa A rm y Airfield ............................................................................... Bien Hou 12 Feb 78
2 A n Son A rm y A irfield .................................................................................... A n Son 4 M ar 73
2 Pleiku Army Airfield ................................... Plulku 14 Mar 73
2 Nha Trang Arm y Airfield ............................................................................. Nha Trang 14 M ar 73
1 Da Nang A rm y A irfield ............. ................... ...... ................................. Da Nang 14 M ar 73
4 Can Tho A rm y A irfield ................................................................................. Can Tho 14 M ar 78M
3 H otel 3 Arm y H eliport .................................................................................. Tan Son N hut 14 M ar 73

Source: lot Ayn Ids G.S Flgurl 3.21

(C) During the year the programmed drawdowns Forces, consisting of the Capital ROK Infantry Dlvi-
reduced the number of 1st Aviation Brigade units sion and the 9th ROK Infantry Division, were located
in Vietnam, A resume of these actions is shown in in Military Region 2 along the coast from Nha

SFigures B-22 and 1-23. Trang northward to Qui Nhon.
(U) Army air support to the ROKFV was the

lot Aviation Brigade '.rimary mission of the 129th Assault Helicopter
Aviation Support to ROKFV Company and the 180th Assault Support Helicopter

(U) 1st Aviation Brigade continued to provide Company located at An Son, as well as the 60th
aviation support to the Republic of Korea Armed Assault Helicopter Company at Ninh Hor, Further
Forces (ROKFV) serving in Vietnam. The ROK aircraft support was provided by the US Army
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Health Services Group Medical Evacuation Teams tami Army Airfield and operating in northern Mili.
(DUSTOFF) at Nha Trang and An Son and the tary Region 1 had been extremely difficult due to
120th Command Aircraft Company at Tan Son the mounta~inous terrain blocking communications.
Nhut,12 This problem was overcome by establishing a corn-

(UJ) Figure FI-24 fin a resume of the support munications base In Hue, This base provided flight
rendered to ROI< forces for 19~72-73: following service, tactical situation information,

ROKFV SUPPORT and ground communcations to the supported units.
MONTH SORTIES HOURS Aircraft could remain at low altitudes and still

JAN 72_................................. .... 11,516 3,576 maintain effective communications,
FE3 '72 ............................... I........12,407 3,702 (C) The mid-intensity AAA environment In
MAR '72 ..................................... 13,491 3.532 northern Military Region I was most effectively
APR~ 72 .. ,...............................,...l,......... 12,871 3,425 countered by nap-of-the-learth flyling, Although 57mm
MAY 72 ............................... ...... 16,2238 4,0:41 and larger AAA did not appear, the existing 37mm
JUN 72 .........................,,,...,.........,....l... 1,1,087 3,418 and 23mm threat was successfully countered with
JUL '72 .........,..... ..l..................,........... 15,185 4,404 low level flying, The moat effective enemy AAA
AUG 72 *..........................,...,................ _.5973 3,783 used was 51 caliber avid 14.5mm machine guns. This
SEP 72 ..................................... 14,50 4,015 fire. wast disciplined and accurata and, when used
OCT '72 ..................................... 12,522 3,7'76 with interlocking fires, effectively denied an area I
NOV 72 ............................... .....13,729 2,853 to airmobile operations. Pilot experience indicated
DEC '72 .................. ,.,......................... 13,742 2,038 that NVA small arms fire was not as effective as
JAN 73 ,...........,.,,,.. .......................,.... 17,035 3,523 VC small arms fire in Military Region 3, indicating
Source; lit Ails Ids 0.3 Figure: 1.24 a possible lack of air defense training among some
Tactical Doctrine units deployed from North Vietnam,

(81 During 1972 there were no major changes in (U) The enemy's introduction of the SA.7 Strela
basic tactical doctrine, with the exception that air mfissile Into South Vietnam in April posed it parti-
cavalry units utilized "pink teams" consisting of culai' problemn at altitudes from 200 to 9,000 fqf
a single light observation helicopter and a single du to tho fact that airerew members were in et
gunship, rn ,ther thart teams of two each, aiwar it f at missile launch and thus could not initiato

any type of evasive action. This threat was signifi-
Introduction of Airborne Antitank Mipimilesv cantly reduced with the Introduction of specially

~~~ ~(U) Due to the enerny's use of armoe ohce developed infrae suppression kits which tvor,
for the first time in the Vietniam conflict, the lidded to the aircraft as a passive measure to reduce
United States introduced the tube launched, opti. the Infrared signature and to diminish the SA.V'i
cally tracked, wire iguided missile (known as TOW) effectiveness. The Infrared suppression kits were
to vounter the NVA armor threat., The airborne deployed to the field on 26 May and proved to be
TOW systL'ml (XM-26), one mounted onl eacht of two vury effective on observation, utiiity, anri armed
11l1-1i T helicopters, proved to twicoefciewa htilicopters, AII active countermeasure In the form
IconsK system. Allvurah-, rv~llbtlv, and e.xtremlely of low-level, nap-of-the-earith flying also Iccvvdit, to r
mlohih', this s ysteil Wits itsel iti Millitarny Rueglo s Ill it va lidi and effective tech niqute foi- counitering e
l, 2, and 31 during the NVA offensive. It defeateud thll SA-7 ocimsile threat.
a variety of vehicles ranging; from Chines,! lPT-76 Ili of the Air C'avalry Units
tankst and Soviet trucks to captured ARVN M-41 CDutohenpfteeahsyloflinto
tanks anti 21/ ton trucks, Numerous antiaircraft flit- huear Wto the nap-of-u-aroth uistyle ~ lingthuliil
sitesi and enemy captured 1015mmv howitzers were tl lvc12'WSfreit dpuisritoue
destroyed or- netitravliad. 11, oldi (mviivlt of lvuttinw two lIwht uisrvtliucitor lciii-

(11) The 98-li (M-22) tImissile syittem ya W its iilc,,i-'c)~s ulo011)cout forwarcd and scr-eeningw withl tilt
Introducedi Into Vietnam In Niity to counlter tilt )4ciKIIdIIIS lhinci111, flying~ IIIit umct triuck plitternc, Tlins
armor threat lin Military Region I. Six systelts, 'dlli tilt' couccifacic a4nd cooltt, mcii)scj hehiliciOw Wiicgu-

vachi mounted onl a U1li-1 helicopteI roe 1 civ,'iimo- SlddlN ItIcti 1101-11101YilSi It i11110i Aliftfr ico8Itiinl, hlut
orlitely ufftective Ill engwaging county 111.i11(a lit tilt I'Mist-4i otrencet difficullts Ill obtatliing lucllicmatv

Q uii g TH a rea anil were u sei ext ens Ivv i y ci ~ v till~ (c it( tirgislii flit- 1,011 [flSpottedl. li1141 vileo-
destroying enemy bunkers and ii tructurem thpcoughl.. roriicg icictiioity willc overaill 1cissicm control %%,ill

outl Military Rtegioni 1. Tlhco 8S-il iystvn K ITcc meAtl ~ Q 'i ll tilt I-oil" micIc(i Itimid cclitcri ,,Iisollvi-. Ill tilt,
troraced o CNUSc~c i Ocobe lt7~i 'ikli 'Ilit' tilt,11-11ihl llxt, 10iictitft. Ellcrocctf ill till,troravi t CNI18oi :1 ctbe 171. issjioni Illita tice cninliliclit't. briefeid tice ctircrvwm onill

E~nemy Acir Irternse till, icicci huic',cccieiicI, whidi ilcfc'cncntloc (Vc.4 till
*(('.W1 (Controcl of airviraft batied at Miarble Nuonm- icctici, lov, iwtn ort kicowit ecnemy units, till.beip
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C em Ii*ftI pull Mailt,,iance CM a Cobria gunilrlp.

Or ' rivit l ov iidft vfariis O ivi n visa mentt due to Night Ilawk opertations, rIhe vt' offuitito

rvlil milieIlv vlto of11 illý A atu IIel wNam large roiwatds tu unyune downting it Night Hatwk
tti'ld VI-totilJAt 11phj ailgat cniimttndtii, aircraft, indivathig the progriama effectivullelig,

whiu diree o ht 1,1 team. Tg e LOll cneot a1~u Two Inniovation"i greatly tIncreased ONi effective.

p-ivu tel l t ilt tmle o done w 1,0 LOi KII. 01e WLIs to kei.OJ3 ali ARVN offiver, who ,ouldI
ii I'M most ofterote o ond wri gritint Imme india te poical tlvtt al-At ittc to fir to ot 11111.

Althuli' It tok1011 11 t uo R ~llot Iec a I iilko atirbotne In0 l tho LcU llima ml andi cun titt

th.Sut h VM tiliit groldIlmI hiflital., S helit-optett; thu other Innouvation wits to work Night

Ht'viullI \%llth rprttiail i ttl~lil1I%' llawk with US!AFI AC.1 11K Stltwigu afrertft, These

lit-it of ait uvits-lr l in'4I't Ill lk tu11-1tu imtuity nvivir-il- tttt1%tilolls wt-Ill high~Ily MIIILstliflaI int It-fenditi u allied

liviltl , Illotit of thesei 1nliutR %yurt. tilixing ille all- Iinstallatioins lIt thtu D a Niltg nevit.

litvuliy oLtf-ktlivly to uobtititi u'il l-arte and tilltiily W ) 'I'l( 1 s11 o141 f A II N atI'It rim. pinaiiitis fit, I

111111111OJI~efill thlii th caa%'lry ttuuu tlltfrot Iuiaoing US~ Muhlltr- in Iti,1

,Nig~ht H~a~tk andi N~igt (Iperollonti vidd it vlint. reltiotnhhii huvtwmtll th it- iiuppoitil

W)N~ight Iltwi 0Illjatlit 011 1Wntijuiol 11,N F 'lUOuli. li tirilt- suppoi'hltin tillt, h e ltiu tI- ifle p~latoont

LI, n\~t reotsuIit iilivatuul thatilgi tu hwil VC tilt' abitlity it rig ilowti&Il alituinft fot teoveriy, 'luc
A li liv rt l-lHolllp W.11-itly I-vlti ed l~v~t 1111I. vvl orkinfizid w ll rid li'l it re ove do litll rew
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or aircraft, to lightly cordon egress and entry routes flight regulation operations were provided each
into enemy positions, and to conduct limited ground VNAF pilot, The Army Advisory Training Team
patrolsTh completed its mission on 4 September 1972,

VNAF Helicopter Augmentation Plan let Aviation Brigade
1U) The 1st Aviation Brigade was tasked to pro- Flying Safety Record

vide assistance to the VNAF in converting two (U) Front I January 1972 until 31 January 1973:
existing VNAF CH-34 helicopter squadrons to UH1 1st Aviation Brigade units flew 548,301 flying hourn
squadrons and activating 15 UH.1 squadrons and 3 with only 92 accidents. This rate was 16,8 accidents
CH-47 squadrons, The program also provided up. per 100,00o flying hours,74

graded training to over 600 VNAF pilots and 200
VNAF maintenance personnel by providing over 180 Army Aviation Airlift
in-country flying hours to VNAF UH.1 pilots and (U) US Army assets were also utilized to pro.
more than 110 hours of flying time to VNAF CH-47 vide vital and in some cases life giving support
pilots, Maintenance personnel received 30 days of by way of airlift. Figure B-25 shows the airlift
classroom instruction followed by several weeks of summary for US Army aircraft,
on the job training, All pilots and personnel lived
and worked daily with Army aviation personnel Aeromedical Evacuation
during their trainihg. There were over 308 UH.IH, Detachments (DUSTOFF)
"100 CH.47A, and 100 OH-IG aircraft transferred (U) The mission of medical airlift in Vietnam ft

(luring this initial program and the subseqeunt was performed by Army aviation assets under
ENHANCE and ENHANCE PLUS Programs, operational control of the MACV Command Surgeon

(U) The final unit to be activated under the through the 75th Evacuation Hospital and the US
VNAF Improvement and Modernization Helleopter Army Hospital, Saigon, As 1972 began there were
Activation Plan 71.60 was the 24lt VNAF Medium five locations in.country from which meromedical I.

Hlelicopter (CH-47A) Squadron. The unit was ac. servives were performed, Northern sections of the
tivated at Phu Cat on I May 1972: A 25-man Army Republic were serviced by the 571st Medical De.
aviation assistance team was formed and attached tachment (HA) located at Da Nang, Coverage for
to the air force advisory team at Phu Cat for Military Region 2 was provided by the 247th Medi.
further training of the VNAF pilots, enlisted crew. cal Detachment (HA) at Nha Trang and the 237th
menmbers, and maintenance personnel, The Army at Phan Rang and An Son. Military Region 3
team consisted of 1V officer aviators and 12 enlisted coverage was provided from Long Binh by the 159th
flight engineers, They provided further training to and 283d Medical Detachments (HA). At Binh
the VNAF officer pilots and enlisted personnel of Thuy coverage for Military Region 4 was provided
the 241Nt Squadron in flight techniques, airmobile by the 57th Medical Detachment (HA), As the US K
planning, operations, maintenance, and crew duties drawdown progressed, the detachments in Military
for the CH-47A helicopters, Instruction was given Regions 3 and 4 were relocated and consolidated.
on the job during actual flight operations and in The operations center was moved( to Long Binh
the classroom, Approximately 80 hours of visual and later to Saigon, As the year ended the 57th

ARMY AVIATION AIRLIFT IN RVN

MONTH PAISINOIRS CARICO (TONS)

JAN 72•................................................. 288,302 27,287
FEB 72 ................................................. 205.,358 10,035
M A R 72 .. ........... ....................................... .................. ..................................... 10 1,3 2 0 16 ,2 36
A P R 72 .. . . . . ...... .. .... ................... ..... ........ .......................................... 136, 117, 13,288
MAY 72 ........................................................................... 156,465 13,589
JU N 72 ............................................................................................. . . . . . . . 127,790 10,48 1
JUL 72 ........................................................................ 108,455 b,905
AUG 72 .................................................. 117,117 P,147
SEP 72 .................................... ....................... 134,006 7,785
O C T 72 ................... ........................................... 10 7,08 1 0,02 2

"" NOV 72 ............... ...... ......... .. ............ ....... . ....... 3,612 8,3(5
"" DEC 72 .................................................. 84,088 6,877

J JAN 78 ......... ......................................... 811,120 8,086

Source: let Avn Sde G.3 Figure: 3-25
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Medical Detachment (HA) at Saigon's Tan Son were under the operatioJnal control of the Com-
Nhut AB provided I)USTOFF nit-lift for Military mander, 7th Fleet. Air amsets, with the exception
Regionm fl andi 4, Military Region '2, to includle the of two land-based units, were located aboard the
Korean forces, was covered b y the 23'7th from An attack carrier (OVAl Strike Force offshore (Task
Son and Plrilu -ild 247th from Nha Trang, The Force 77). ('VA assets~ were under control of the
571st at Da Nang covered Military Region 1. ('VA Strike Group (Task Group 77.4) (Fig. B-27).

(U) The mission of the helicopter ambulance
detachments was to provide aeromedical evacuation (IVA D~ispouition
to US forces, FWMAF, civilian war casualties, Re- (S) During 1072 the US Navy had from three to
public of Vietnam military personnel, and other seven attack aircraft carriers (OVA) operating In
personnel am directed, To accomplish their mission the We~stern Pacific area (WESTPAC), Prior to the
the helicopter ambulance units used the ITH-1l1 NVA offensive three were so assigned. This did
helicopters, equipped with a hoist, and could use the not mean that there were always three carriers on
jungle p~enetrator or the collospibie litter as station at once, On the contrary, one or more
needed,7ff might be off station for R&R. replenishment, or

(U) The 57th Medical Detachment (HA), located repair work, In the first three months of 1972 the
at Binh Toy Naval Air Station (until relocated In on station rate was 1A4 carriers on station per
April), provided training for DUSTOF'F crews of day, During the height of the buildup, when there
the Vietnamese Air Force, Flying with American were for a brief time seven carriers assigned, it
aircraft commanders, over thirty Vietnamese pilots was not Intended that more than four should be on
were trained during the first quarter of 11)72. At the line simultaneously, Figure B.2K shows the
the same time the mediers and crew chiefs were CVA on station data.
trained for their duties, The success of their efforts (S) Each OVA averaged 610.70 aircraft strike
enabled the American units to be withdrawn, and sorties per day, so that with four carriers on the
VNAF assets took over DUSTOFF coverage of the line the Navy was able to sustain an average sortie
Delta area,16 rate' of about 250 per day.7"

(U) A synopsis of medical evacuation statistics (S) The normal deployment of carrier assets
follows in Figure B1.26, (with four carriers on the line) was one OVA

positioned to the south for employment In Military
LIS NAVAL Alit OP'ERATIlONS Regions I and 2 andi North Vietnani,7  There were

(C) Naval air forces operating In Southeast Asia two operating areas established and these, in turn,

DUS'I'(Fl (51HI)EVAC) STATISTICS 1972 AND) 1973
NUMBER OF PATUITS IYACUAWC 1972 '1971

US PATIENTS.................................................................................. 2,858 so
FWMAF PATIENTS...........................................................................'1,094 149)
ARVN PATIENTS ............................ I. ......... .. ......................................2,774 25
iWN CIVILIAN ............ .................................................... I............. 1141 2
OTHER...................................... ...................................................... 39 0)
TOTAL................................... . ........................................................ 91105 2566

OPERATING DATA
NUMBER OF TIMES HIT BY HOSTILE FIRE ....................................... 3 7 0
NUMBER OF HOIST MISSIONS (PATIENT) . ............................ _........- 70 1
NUMBER OF TIMES HIlT BY HOSTILE FIlRE.-........................... ......... 0 0
(ON HOIST MISSION)
NUM13ER OF CREW KILLED., ... ......................I.........I....I................ .... 1 0
NUMBER OF CREW WOUNDED ................ .................... ................... 6 0
NUMBER OF PATIENTS KILLED........I................. ............... I....... ................. 0 0
NUMBER OF PATIENTS WOTJNDED ...... .................................. .....1-.. 0 0
NUMbER OF AIRCRAFT COMDAT LOSSES ................................ ....... I... 2 01
TOTAL NUMBER OF MISSIONS FLOWN.........................................11,3781 467
TOTAL FLIGTI~ HOURS .... ....................................... ....... ............ 13,351 6561
AVERAGE NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT ON HAND ................................... 302 27
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE? OF AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY_ ....... ............ 78.5 88.5

As of 6 February 197J.

Source: USAHSVCGPV Figure: 5.26
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SEVENTH FLEET ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND RELATIONSHIP

CINCPAC

CINCPAC FLT

l COMSEVENTH FLT 1 II 1"
Ubmmmma Vc

TASK FORCE 77
CVA STRIKE FORCE

TASK GRUP 77.
CVA STRIrKE GROUP

TASKUNIT77.TASK UNIT 77.4.2
CVA ESCORT UNIT

TASK ELEMENT 77.4.2.1 TASK ELEMENT 77.4.2.2
ESCORT DESTROYER ESCORT DESTROYER

COMMAND

.nag.,', COORDINATION

CVA-ATTACK AIRCRAFT CARRIER

Source: COMSEVENTHFLT Figure: B-27
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OVA -ON STATION
1 JAN 72- FEB 73

CVA 972~ 1973

ENTERPRISE- - - - - - - -

KITTYHAWK-

CORAL SEA-

M IDWAYu

HANCOCK

ORI SKANY-

* RANGER

CONSTELLATION m

AMERICA.-

ISARATOGA I-u
Source: CINCPACPLT Figurei B-28

were subdivided into northern and southern halves. provided by the (WA ill 1lue semi-clircle dluring the
The first operating prea was circumiscribed by u day and the gold at night, Sta~ioneci north anid
line 35 nautical mi1les (NM) from Yankee Station went of Yunkee Station was a ship decsignat~edi as

* (a point designated its ZZ by COMSEVEN'rHFL'r), Red Crown, The function of this vemsl, which was
Tile northern half was known as Yankee Station a guided mrissile destroyer or cruiser, was to Serve
North or the blue semi-circle. The other half, X'an- us an aircraft control center, As such it performed

*kee Station South, wan designated the gold mem1i. several vital funcetions. First, It established a Post.
circle. The second operating area was centered on tive identification Radar Advisory Zone (PIRAZi

*destignated point WW to be located a minimnum of through which ali aircraft ingressing or egressing
*75 tum to the southeast of point ZZ, It was sub- the operating area were required to pass for iden-

divided niorth and south into the red and gray tification purposes,71I When MIG Incursions occur-
semi-circles. One carriter was assigned to each red, Red Crown controlled the Intercept, It also
semil-circle. Coverage of Military Regions :1 and 4 providled MR, warning advisory information and
was provided by the carrier in thle gray semi-eircle buffer zone warnlings its advisories to pirevenit
when required. v'iolationc of Chinese air- space. Reud Crown was

*(S) Aircraft fromt each carrier were assigne~d a positioned so as to sweep with its radars down the
meaepat'- altitude foi- ingress and o-gresst to prevent Red River' Valley Into the heart of North Vietauami.
collisions of aircraft, Minimum altitude separations The ehip desiignated ais Red Crown was normally
were observed in selecting these areas, equippewd with the Tabsm missile and the Naval

(S) Barrier combat air, patrol fur tile force wits Tactical Dasta System t NTi)S a computerized

B3-5:3 -
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control system which enabled monitoring of multiple gained by looking at the deployment schedule for
flights simultaneously. Having the guided missile USS KITTYHAWK (CVA 63). The KITTYHAWK
ship also control the MIG combat air patrol mini- left San Diego 17 February 1972 for the Western
mized the danger of launching guided missiles at Pacific area, This was one month before her ached-
,enemy aircraft when friendly aircraft were in the uled deployment, She had been alerted on 8 February
vicinity, Another vital by-product of Red Crown for her early deployment with no reason gilen, She
tracking was that if an aircraft went down, its last was not given the usual ORE (Operational Read,-
position could be noted. This was extremely valu- ness Exercise) periud in Oearl Harbor, but pro-
able in the subsequent BAR effortNu ceeded immediately to the coast of Vietnam, On

(C) The typical carrier daily schedule was a D March she began conducting strikes directed at the
rigorous one. The first takeoffs and recoveries were enemy buildup in Military Regions I and 2 in South
normally before dawn, and it was usually late into Vietnam, For the next twenty days KITTYHAWK
the night before all aircraft were recovered, Thus, pilots averaged 11/s sorties per day per pilot, The
"the crews could normally expect to be at flight ship returned to Subic Bay on the 28th after four
quarters twelve to fifteen hours each day. Nor days of encountering engineering plant problems.

* was this the only duty for the crew, To sustain a She was scheduled to be in port until 6 April.
carrier on a heavy operations schedule, it was When the enemy offensive struck on 31 March, she
necessary to refuel the carrier, take on fuel for was redeployed on an emergency basis five days 1%
the aircraft, take on ordnance, and take on stores, prior to her scheduled sailing. She arrived off
provisions, and perishable items. This was done Military Region I and conducted missions on 3 April
roughly every third day and was known as UNREP and then began strikes in the Dong Hol area of
or underway replenishment, North Vietnam on 6 April, This began a 52 day

(U) There were several methods used to transfer period on the line with only two standdown days
fuel and cargo at sea. The first of these was for due to engineering problemsSt
the auxiliary ship (ie.,, tanker, refrigerator, am- (S) Naval air operations have been previously
munition, or cargo ship) to come"alongside the discussed as part of the country-by-country sum.
ship to be iesupplied, attach refueling lines or maries, It should be noted that the US Navy assets
hlghline rigs b~tween the two ships and pass the provided many elements of the support packages
cargo over from one to the other, used for strikes in North Vietnam, The proximity

(U) The second method used was actually a re- of the carriers to the target areas gave the USN
finement of the first. By the use of a fast underway aircraft a very substantial time over targets, which
replenishment ship, it was possible to simultaneously was especially helpful on MIGCAP, BARCAP, and
rearm, reprovision, and refuel, This greatly speeded ECM missions,
up the evolution; however, it also complicated the (U) For a discussion of mining operations in
problem of receipt and stowage aboard. North Vietnam see Naval Operations, this Annex.

(U) The third method was to use helicopters Use of "Smart" Ordnance
(VERTREP) to transfer the cargo aboard, This (S) One of the topics often raised for discussion
was used for special cargos and was often used was the use of the so-called "smart" ordnance and
while the other operations were in progress, whether or not its effectiveness justified the high

(U) Whichever evolution took place, the com- cost of the system, Perhaps one example will assist
bined actions of the sea, the fact that the two in bolstering the argument for Its use on point
ships were steaming at relatively high speed, and targets, The sequential photographs (Figures B-29
the ever-present threat of breakdown or steering to B-31) show the Ninh Binh Railroad and High.
casualties, all required that the lines between the way Bridge in North Vietnam, The first photo shows
ships be hand-tended, These operations were often the bridge intact on 14 May with the railroad track
accomplished at night and sometimes in very rough approach on the south bank interdicted by bomb
, ua conditions, It was not unusual for a carrier to craters followin6 a conventional strike, The next
finish a long day of flight operations only to go phuto depicts the same bridge on 4 July after ten
alongside an auxiliary ohip for replenishment, If conventional ordnance strikes had been directed
stores or ammunition were being transferred, then against it during the interim period, The photo %
getting it aboard the receiving ship was only half shows that both banks of the river were heavily
the problem. Once aboard, the material had to be cratered and the bridge itself had one short section
properly stowed. On large ships forklifts and eleva- which was hit, repaired, and again intact at the
tors were available, but on small ships all the time of the photo. The third picture shows the
cargo was moved by hand. bridge on 19 July after two Walleye II electro.

(S) A measure of one ship's schedule can be optically guided bnmbs had been dropped on it, The
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whole center span has been dropped into the water exposure to countermeasures during the one Wall-
and obviously required major repairs to put it back eye II drop than in the previous ten sorties dropping
in service, Another point in favor of the "srmart" conventional ordnance,Mu A summary of naval air
bomb wan that there was considerably less pilot statistics is shown in Figure B-32.

SUMMAR1Y OF US NAVY AIR ACTIVITIES (SORTIES)
ATTACK/TOTAL

MONTH LAOS KHMIR RIPUILIC KYN 1iVN

"JA N 72 ............................................................... 2 ,716/8 ,070 0/6 8 8 0/0
"FEB 72 ............................. . ......................... 2,563/2,929 167/174 690/090 0/0
M A R 72 ............................................................... 8,651 /3,651 16/16 128/128 0/0
APR~ 72 .......... ...............1.11-............ 718/1,075 66170 4,786/5,470 1,250/8,524
M A Y '72 ............................................................. 7 I/73 12/12 8,189/8,784 8,920/7,602
JU N '72 ................................................................ 18/17 44/44 2,028/2,642 4,151/7,917
JU L 72 ................................................................ 2/14 2/2 2,048/2,223 4,178/8,469
AU G 72 ................................................................. 17/18 4/4 2,188/2,201 4,746/9,145
SEP 72 ............................................................... 12/12 8/8 1,660/1,739 8,987/7,940
OCT 72 ............................................................. 14/14 6/6 2,026/2,110 2,764/6,819
"NOV 72 ................................................................. 1,388/2,477 6/6 2,727/2,775 1,716/6,088
DEC 72 .............................................................. 114/124 24/24 2,014/2,8328 1,88 8 f3,842
JAN 73 ............ .......... ................................... 491/521 89/89 3,665/3,911 868/4,974

Source: SIADA Figuret 1-12

COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS FOR MARINE AIR

CINCPAC ,
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US MARINE CORPS AVIATION pp~ne Islands. There they awaited receipt of the

(U) US Marine Corps air assets were reintro- execute order from the Commander, Seventh Fleet

duced into Vietnam for the first time since May for the deployment to Vietnam. At 1744 hours on 6

1971 as part of the tactical air buildup in response April the execute message was received and was

to the North Vietnamese invasion. This was dis- relayed to Cubi Point. The lead element of VMFA
cussed previously at the beginning of the Air Opera- 232 arrived at Da Nang AB, Vietnam at 2133 hours

tions section in the context of the overall TACAIR the same day with the lead element of VMFA 115
buildup. During their service in Southeast 4sia, arriving just 15 minutes behind.. All aircraft were

USAC air units were under the operational con- in place in Da Nang by the end of the second day.

trol of the Commander, Seventh Fleet through the By the end of the fourth day. 27 F-4s, all required

First Marine Air Wing; however, mission direction support elements, and required personnel were in

authority for USMC strikes was vested in the place. Nine hundred eighty-four Marines and over

DEPCOMUSMACV for Air. This was in accordance two million pounds of cargo had been airlifted to
with the long standing policy of having a single Vietnam. Crew orientation required two days and

manager for air resources in Southeast Asia (Fig. on 9 April the first USMC combat missions were

B-33). flown. It was a demonstration of the great mobility
The assets for Marine Air Group (MAG) 36 that and flexibility of tactical air power.
were deployed with amphibious vessels off Vietnam IS) On 12 May 1972 the Commanding General,
were under operational control of the Commander 1st MAW was alerted to deploy two squadrons of
Seventh Fleet. USMC Air Order of Battle is shown A-4 aircraft and support elements to Bien Hoa AB,
in Figure B-34. Vietman. VMFA 211 with 17 A-4E aircraft and

VMFA 311 with 15 A-4g aircraft reported the
USMC Redeploynments capability to deploy within 12 houis. Once again.

(S) On 5 April 1972 the First Marine Air Wing part of the aircraft were sent to NAS, Cubi Point
(MAW) received a warning order from Fleet to await the execute order. On 16 May at 0609
Marine Force Pacific to be prepared to deploy two hours (Saigon time) the order to execute deploy-
tactical squadrons to the Republic of Vietnam. The ment was received. By 1750 hours (Saigon time)
squadrons selected were VMFA 115 and VMFA 232 there were 27 A-4 in place at Bien Hoa. The other
based at Iwakuni, Jaoan. On the morning of 6 April five arrived the ext morming. After area indcc-
the First MAW received word that the Joint Chiefs trination and an area checkout ride with a USAF
of Staff had issued an execute order for the move- A-37 pilot familiar with the local area, the Marines
ment. The two squadrons were immediatley launched were ready for combat and flew their first missions
to go to Naval Air Station, Cubi Point in the Phili- on 19 May.

AM
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USMC Alit ORDER OF BATTLE

Do Nore AS RVN (MAC If FWD) US$ Tripoli ILPH-101

*VMFA 115 12.F4B 0 HMM 165 I4.-CH4OL)
VMFA 202 15.F4J~ * -CH53D
VMFA 212 12-F4J US evr1D9 4-UHi E
H & MS 12 Dot. 4-TA4F HM US7 Dont, ILPO-SI

Siom Hoe ASl RVN (MAO 12 FWD) HMA 309 Dot. 1,AHIJ
VMFA 211 17-A4E *0** USS SMot Ridge (LCC.191
VMFA 811 15.A4E o~oHML 'JO7 Dot, U$OiaaLPJ 2-UHIE

MMo Hm Phong RTAF1 (MAO 15 FWD) 11MM 104 14-CH46
VMA115 11-44B 4-CH53

VMFA 282 124Ii4J 2-UHIE
*VMA(AW) ass 12-AGA 2*AHlJ

VMCP 162 Det, 4-KC113OF US$ Cleveland ilP.110I'.
H & MS 86( Det. l.CH401D JMA 319 '7-AHIJ

*Arrived Do None 14 April, moved to Nam Phone, Thailand It June,
SDeparted Do oNam It June to MWA Kaneohe, Heweli,

00Arrived Do Nang 14 April, departed 10 Jun. for MCAI Iwakuni, Japan.
000Arrived sign Hoe It May, deported 2 February 1971 for MCA$ Nalha, Okinawe end MCA$, Iwekuni, Japen,

Source: lit MAW Plg9urei B.34

(8) In accordance with national policy to reduce remained at D& Nang during the move to Nam
the US military presence In Vietnam the Marines Phong, warn ordered to return to Kaneohe MCAS,

4were tasked to provide a planning schedule for the HAWAII,
relocation of Marine Air Group (MAO) 15 to Nam IS) On 2 February 1978, following the signing
Phone, Thailand, On 17 May SO A. W. O'Donnell, of the Vietnam cease-fire, MAO 12 was returned
Deputy Wing Commander, lst MAW and a USN/ from Bien Hoa to Naha, Okinawa and Iwakuni
UJSMO survey team conducted an on Bite Inspection MCAS, Japan as part of the US withdrawal,53l
of Nam Phone, On 22 May O'Donnell warn named Hinployinent of 1.18MC Air Assets
Commander of Task Force DELTA and given re. s n1 a 1711M 0 fte3tMrn

Hivintlbiltfo r the opuiedin f of Nwamu MCog Jaugn Amphibiouis Unit located off the coast of Vietnam

toamen it in wrvas atqiedfom wkniMA, aa participated in Operation SONG THANH 8-72,

to ) Aftei the ieek l~~~tof ruuswr cnet This operation includied a vertical Assault wherein
* tS Afer treeweek ofarduus ork onvrt- units of the VNMC wore airlifted by USMC hell-

Ing the bare runway, Nam Phone was roady to re- copters near Hue. This wasl the first counteroffen-
*ceive the first complement of aircraft. On 15 June sive action taken by the South Vietnamese Marines

lead elements of MAG 15 arrived at their austere since the NVA offensive began in March. The
new location, and V1MFA 115 brought 11 FA4B air. assault was comprised of approximately 1,100 Viet.
craft to Nam Phone, pausing enroute to fly combat 1Iamese Marines landing In two waives in two
mismions over South Vietnam. On V? June the first separate landing zones, One helicopter was downed
combat missions from Nam Phong wore flown to by enemy fire and was ordered destroyed. Two
strike in Military Region I of South Vietnam. A other helicopters received light damage, One crew.

* detachment from VMCR-152 with four KC-13OFi tinember was wounded, HMM 104 provided resupply
tanker aircraft was attached to Task Force DELTA and MEDEVAC for the operation,
to provide refueling support required by the longer (S The 3lint Marine Amphibious Unit (MAU),
rangnle misosion. Onl IS June N'MFA-2:12 arrived with with composite squadron HMM 164, remained on
iS F-0J aircraft, completing the relocation of MAG' station off the coast of South Vietnam, providing

* 15 from Dii Natig. VMFAtAW).533 with 12 A-6l air. support for 11th Marine Amphibious Brigade con-
ciaft, wus reamsigned fromn Iwakuni MCAS Hndi tingencies. The 33d MAU, with composite squadron
also Joined Task Force DELTA, commencing com- 11MM 105, also on station off the coast of South
bat operations imimediately, A detachment with three Vietnam, participated in Operation SONG THANH

0 CH-46Ds arrived at Nanm Phone to provide support U-72 on 211 June 19172, with the helicopter Insertion
for MAC, 15. On 18 June IVMP'A 212, which had of two Vietnamese Mar-ine battalions.5 4

4
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(S) On 11 July HMM 164 and HMM 165 provided launches on the evening of 12 August were the first
airlift for a combat assault of 800 Vietnamese ouch night mismions to be flown from Nam Phong,
"Marines southeast of Quang Tri City, Heavy auto. MAO 16 units flow co.ibat and combat support sor-

* matic weapons fire was received on the approach ties comprised of close air support, fighter cover,
to the landing zone, One CH.f3 was downed by an and electronics countermeasuros in North and South
BSA- Strela missile, The aircraft crashed and was Vieti am, the Khmer Republic, Laos, and over the
destroyed by fire, killing two crewmembers and Gulf of Toakin, After the restriction on bombing
forty-eight VNMC soldiers, who were officially above the 20th parallel in North Vietnam was im.
listed as missing and presumed dead. There were posed on 2)3 October, the participation of MAC 15's
only seven survivors, Two CH.-4(t were downed by P-4s in the BAR CAP mission was discontinued.
ground fire but were later retrieved by CHR-Ss, The group's F-4 and A-0l aircraft concentrated on

(S) During the months MAG 15 (FWD) was close a&ir support and interdiction sorties in Mill.
located at Da Nang, close support and armed re-
connaissance missions were flown in Route Pack tar Regions I and 2 in South Vietnam,
(RP) 1 in North Vietnam, in Military Regions I (S) MAG 12 assets from Bien Hoa Al flew corn-
and 2 in South Vietnam, in Laos, and in the Khmer bat sorties mostly in Military Regions 8 and 4 in
Republic, When their location was changed to South Vietnam and in the Khmer Republic, Most
Nam Phong, sorties were targeted in Military of these were in close support of ARVN troops in
Region 1, BARREL ROLL, in Laos, and lRP 1 in Military Regions ,3 and 4. The use of offshure assets

North Vietnam, VMFA(AW)-53:3 conducted all from LPDN is covered under Naval Operations,HN
weather and night systems ordnance delivery mis. (U) A resume of USMC sorties is shown in Figure
sion. as fragged by the 7th Ahi Force, The A.6 B.35,

USMC COMBAT' SORTIE RATE

ov 44 4f 4# .' 01-' 4# .4' .O' ' TOTAL

I72 APRIL 223 223 214 0 0 0 3 43 0 0 0 730

MAY 369 497 510 e62 0 1l 312 141 0 0 0 lost

JUNE 297 341 426 earn 4e 646 0 80 8i3 0 14 1411

JULY 345 0 101 ?11 313 727 0 I10 7? 19 7 26?1

AUGUST 329 0 194 792 199 775 0 94 73 204 106 1415

"SEPTEMBER 293 0 247 694 212 720 0 96 0 179 190 3751

OCTOBER 269 0 314 762 261 ?90 0 63 0 262 ?7 1036 0

NOVEMBER 413 0 494 17?34 230 718 0 114 0 293 145 3151

* DECEMBER 3?0 0 354 744 176 740 0 136 0 les 0 2666

%, l973 JANUARY 570 0 432 615 174 646 0 53 0 313 0 2646

FEBRUARY 220 0 246 0 114 0 0 0 0 791 0 6l

Source: IMFPAC Figure: 1.35

NAVAL OPERATIONS %
IN'rITOI)L'CT'ION induntrial self.sufficiency, the North required assis-

(U) Hy virtu, of its territorlal configuratioi, tance frun mnore technologically advanced allies, This
North Vietnam had a heavy dependence upon sea- was especially true with respect to the sophisticated
borne linem of communications. Because of a lack of weapons of modern warfare, The advanced air de.
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fense system of North Vietnam, for example, wns from the USS CORAL SEA (CVA 43) swooped low
almost totally dependent upon the resources of the over the approach channel and the harbor of Hal-
USSR and the People's Republic of China. The phong, laying their deadly cargo of MK 52 naval
North Vietnamese received 90 percent of the materiel mines, The President stated that the mines would
for the war effort through the port of Haiphong, jelf-arm at 1800 hours on 11 May (Saigon time),
The American decision not to reduce Haiphong allowing foreign merchant ships three periods of
earlier In the wai led the enemry to believe that daylight for safe egress,.1

they would be afforded continued use of the port (U) The mining of Haiphong centered on Cua
facility, Nam Thien, a narrow channel in the Canal Maritime,

(U) The measured response of naval forces to the which was dredged into #he harbor, It was approxi-
changing national policy and shifting tactical situa. mately one mile long and 500 yards wide, dredged
tions demonstrated the flexibility available to the to a depth of 6,1 meters, Ocean.going ships had to
possessor of seapower, traverse this passage to enter Haiphong; thus, when

(C) U. naval forces operating off Vietnsim were the channel and the approaches were mined, the port
under the operational rontrol of the Commander, was effectively closed, At the time the mines were
Seventh Fleet (COMSEVENTHFLT), Assigned to laid there were 36 foreign merchant ships in Hal.
the Seventh Fleet were a series of task forces phong Harbor, Twenty-eight vessels were trapped In
grouped by funotionj a commar,d force, patrol force, Haiphong by the mine barrier. Of this total, ten were
logistics forco, cruiser/destroyer (surface) force, of Soviet registry and five were Communist Chinee,s

, amphibious force, carrier (CVA) strikl force, mine Three ships were Hong Kong.based British, three
countermeasure force, and fleet marine force, From Polish, two Cuban, one East German, and four under
these assigned assets the Commander, Seventh Fleet the flag of Somalia, There were also two Chinese
formed task organizations as required for specific ships trapped at Vinh and two Soviet vessels at Cam
missions, Direct liaison was authorized between the Ph%,56
Commander, Seventh Fleet and the CVA strike force (U) The mines presented a dilemma to the enemy
commander with COMUSMACV for, purposes of because of the flexibility in their employment. The
coordination of effort (Fig. B-36), CVA operations mines were approximately five feet long and rough.
are discussed under air operations,." ly 12 inches in diameter. They could be set either

MINE WARFARE to lay on the bottom or to rise to a preset depth,
(S) The decision to close enemy harbors by the They could remain dormant on the bottom for a

"use of air-dropped mines was one of the turning preset period and then arm themselves. There were

points of the war, Such a course had been proposed several methods of detonation, The most commonly
some years earlier; however, for various reasons it used detonator was magentic, wherein the magnetic
had been rejected, A contingency plan for the min- field of a ship would be detected by the minie sens.
Ing was in eximtence when the decision was made, ing circuits, setting off the mines as the ship

* and mines were already aboard Seventh Fleet passed overhead, Another variation was a pressure
ammunition ships, Although these mines had been sensitive mine which detected variations in pressure
"loaded aboard the ammunition ships without con- caused by a vessel passing overhad, Thus mines
Scealment, there was no evidence that the enemy could be set to detonate only when a vessel of a
was alerted or toole any countermeasures against certain size passed overhead. A small ship such as
the mine contingency, The relatively light opposi- a minesweeper would not detonate a mine set for
tion encountered by the mining aircraft tended to large vessels, A third type of mine employed in.
lend credibility to the belief that surprise was corporated ait acoustic detonator which was set off
achieved,.None of the mining aircraft were lost, by sound waves emitted by a ship's screws, The

(S) On 6 May 1072 ships on station off Vietnam mines could also be armed with any combination
were alerted by CINCPACFLT to the possibility of of the above, To further complicate the enemy's
mining operations in the near future, On 8 May sweep problem, a counting device could be used to
COMSEVENTHFLT and Commander CTF 77 were detonate the mine after the conditions for detona.
warned that Operation POCKET MONEY, the min- tion had been met a .ertain number of times, The
ing of North Vietnam's harbors, was to be ti- enemy, with limited minesweep capability, was faced
plemented. On 8 May the order to execute was with an almost insurmountable task,.1'
received, effective 0900 hours on 1) May (Saigon (TS) Although the flexibility mentioned above was
time), In the early hours of 9 May, US Navy ah- available to the US, the mines actually laid In
craft and surface units conducted raids in the area North Vietnamese waters had only magnetic sensing

Saof the approaches to Hlaiphong harbor, Then, at detonators, There were 813 MR 52.2 sea mines laid
precisely 0900 hours, as President Nixon was an- in the approach channel to Haiphong Harbor, These
inouncing his decision to a startled world, aircraft were augmented in other locations by MK 30 DST
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MOD 2 bombs (fused to act as mines), It should be magns ic detonation circuits) were seeded in thu in-

uoted that a relatively small number of mines were land waters of North Vietnam and in other suitable

,mployed to seal the port of IHaiphong. Because of harbors of North Vietnam."" During September and

its single narrow possage the port was easily and subteqeunt months some MK 36 DST MOD 4 bombs

effectively closed with mines. During the period P with magnetic or acoustic detonating circuits were

to 15 May, 1,110 DSTr bombs (a bomb fitted with employed. From 4 to 8 August 1972 solar storms
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caused fluctuations in wagnetic fields sufficient vent the landing of cargo, To assist in this process
to detonate those mines which were set on maximum the Commander, Seventh Fleet positioned US
sensitivity, In subsequent weeks the areas contain. Marine Cobra helicopter gunships aboard the USS
ing MK 36 DST MOD 2 bombs were reseeded, The DENVER (LPD 9) in the vicinity of the offshore
8i6 MK 562 mines in the Haiphong approaches were anchorages, Their initial success forced the enemy
reseeded on 11 August, By 6 December these mines to unload at night, Although the aircraft were not
had all pasoed the date of self inactivation, and it designed for night operations over water, the
was necessary to remine the area, Reseeding opera. marine fliers developed techniques which enabled
tions were completed by 16 December 1972,.'1 them to perform with great effectiveness during

(U) The success of the mine blockade was virtu. hours of darkness, Because of the constant pressure
ally complete, On 22 May VADM William P. Mack, on the enemy, the flow of supplies was reduced to
outgoing commander of the US Seventh Fleet, told a mere trickle, for the small coastal steamers had
newsmen that daily reconnaissance flights of Hal. insufficient tonnage. Unloading lighterage was a
phong harbor had convinced him "no ship is going slow process at best and had to be done at night
in or out to our knowledge,'".5  when there were no USN air or surface units in

(S) It was well into November before it was re- the area, A period in excess of a month was re-
ported that one shallow draft vessel had managed quired to unload a five to six thousand ton vessel,vs
to escape Haiphong. It was only after US naval Another measure of the effectiveness of the US
units had been withdrawn from above 20' latitude operations was evidenced by an enemy attempt to
as a gesture of goodwill during the Paris peace float supplies in on the tide, using ropes or swim.
talks that the vessel managed to escape, While the mere to pull in rafts of cargo, On 18 August the
enemy eventually acquired a few small craft USS EVERSOLE (DD 789) picked up 16 bags of
capable of minesweeping, there was no evidence of rice floating in the water 6 miles east of Hon La
any serious attempt to sweep the mines, anchorage, That to much effort was expended to

(5) The enemy warn faced with an enormous obtain rice indicated a severly strained logistical

logistical problem due to the mine blonkade, Ninety situation ashore,"4

percent of the foreign commerce came by sea, (S) To ensure that no ship captain could enter
From the USSR, North Vietnam received three- a mirefield unaware of its presence, the rules
quarters of her war materiel, Roughly 90 percent of engagement provided for the establishment of
of it came In by ship, Thus the enemy was forced i notification line composed of surface units known
to realign its entire logistical system while simul, collectively as the Gulf of Tonkin Group (CTG-'77,2),
taneously conducting a full scale offensive in South These units were tasked to notify third country
Vietnam and defending desperately against an un. shipping of the existence of mines in entrances to N
pipecendented naval and air assualt on the homeland, North Vietnamese ports and that movements to.
Since the sea line of communication was severed, words ports would involve risk, The notification
the North was forced to turn to rail, inland water, line was established on 14 May as a combined opera-
and highway netwvorks to move commerce and war tion of the US Navy and the Vietnamese Navy
materiel. This greatly heightened the impact of the (VNN). During May only three vessels were de.
:omplemnntary air campaign aimed at these not. tected crossing the notification line, All three were

* works and at storage areas, pipelines, and trans. Chinese Communist vessels and continued north even
"shipment points, Interdiction became more effective though two of them acknowledged the notification,
"""with the development of advanced model "smart" Ships were notified using all appropriate means in-
hombs. There was evidence that at least 110,000 cluding radio transmissions on distress frequencies,
tons of shipping turned back rather than brave the signal flags, flashing lights, land hailers, and
milnefields, semaphore, Offshore lighterage was to be attacked

,(S) The enemy dId attempt to circumvent the only after it had entered within the twelve mile

mine blockade by the use of offshore anchorages limit, Lighterage inside the twelve mile limit could
located at lon Nieu, Hon Matt, and Hon La. The be attacked as soon as it was clear of any third

procedure was to bring third country merchant country ships, after taking the precaution to prevent

ships to the offshore anchorages and offload them hitting the ships."

to lighters. In his announcement of the blockade (5) Even nature appeared to be assisting in the

the President stated that, while the ships would blockage of the North Vietnamese port of Hal-

not be attacked under these conditions, the lighters phong, An intelligence assessment made in Novem-
"would he subject to destruction between the ship be' 10372 indicated that the Haiphong ship channel

"" and the ishore, Naval air and surface units were was limited by a sand bar across the lower reaches

assigned surveillance of the areas with instructions of the Cua Nam Trieu, Prior to the mining, drcdging

to attack waterborne logistic craft (WBLC) to pre. kept the bar at a depth of 10 feet which, when
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Wseships of the US Noav steam Into the (aif of Tonkin,

* combined with a ten foot tidal effect, allowed mer. of mines implanted prior to the peace settlement.

chant vessels with up to a 20 foot draft to enter Their undertaking was a dangerous one with little

the harbor at high tide, After the mining began, a of the glamour, but much of the hazard of combat,
* US source estimated that silting had occurred at the Using aerial (helicopter) sweep techniques as well

rate of one foot per month, Thus, in November, the as conventional minesweepers, they stayed behind
depth over the bar probably had decreased to to clean up the residue of war,
eleven feet at low Uide, At this depth, entry of
loaded merchant ships would be limited to those SJ1RFACE OPERATIONS

* with 20 foot drafts, This would exclude approxi. OFF NORTH VIETNAM
* rmately two-thirds of the merchant ships which (S) Naval gunfire operations in North Vietnam

normally called at Hlaiphong, even if the mines were initially known under the code name SEA-
'* were removed. Considering the capabilities of the DRAGON and later included under FREEDOM I-

North Vietnamese dredgers, It was estimated that TRAIN, then LINEBIACKER, The reestablishmentof
, two months would be required after the rcmoval of naval gunfire operations in the Nortlh came on the
* the mines to restore the ship channel to its premin. morning of 5 April 1972 as part of the US reaction

ing level,"" to the NVA offensive in South Vietnam. Established
(C) One of the last oparationo of the Vietnam as a surface task group, the naval force was initial. 0

War was given to the men of Task Force 78, the ly authorized to strike targets between the Demili-
mine countermeasure force of the US Seventh Fleet, tarized Zone and 17'33'N, On 5 April, this zone was
Theirs was the job of sweeping the eneiny waters extended to include targets as far north as 18'N.
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ANNEX C

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO THE RVNAF
(C)i The Republic of Vietnam was the test case air, naval, artilltry, logistics, and other support

for implementing the Nixon Doctrine and a new capabilities of the RVNAF to the degree that effec-
US planning approach to Asia, Vietnarnisation was tive independent security could be maintained; and
both a goal and the program through which that Phase 111, the ultimate measurement of the success
groal would be achieved at the earliest practical of Vietnamization, called for reducing American
time, The constituent elements of Vietnamization- presence to -a military advisory nisasion and finally
nImprovement and mdriaonof RVNAF, paci. withdrawing as South Vietnam became capable of

ficaion an cobatopeatins-wre nsearaly andinjthethreat without US military presence,'
interwoven and every effort was made to maintain (U) In 1972 the process of Vietnamizatiori was
and strengthen their natural mutual dependence, dealt a severe, though temporary, setback in the
In fact, it would have been counterproductive to form of the NGUYEN HUE Offensive which be.
the basic premise of Vietnamizatlon to attempt gan at the end of March and continued in varying
division of these elements. One aspect of the Nixon degrees throughout the year up to the cease-fire
Doctrine anticipated that threatened nations would in January 1978. Despite the strain placed on the
provide the necessary manpower for their own de. RVNAII as a result of the offensive, it amplyk
fense, Vietn~mization referred only to that portion demonstrated to the world its ability to perform
of the war effort which the South Vietnamese them. successfully as the last US combat elements were
gelvon had carried as a large and heavy burden withdrawn from action and the American advisory

fo omany yas1effort was inexorably scaled down. As the Inst
(U) The Vietnamization program. was cast in American forces were withdrawn after the cease-

three phases., Phase I consisted of turning over to fire, American equipment and money continued to
South Vietnam the ground combat reaponsibility help support the maintenance of the RVNAF, but
asrainst VC./NVA forces; Phase TI developed the it wats no longer a US effort; Vietnam stood alone,

ORGANIZATION FOR ADVISORY ASSISTANCE
%U.) As the last US combat units redeployed in A secure onvironment throughout South Vietnam

1972, MA.CV functions and activities were altered which perinitted and fostered further expaension of%
to fit the requirrtments of the changing situation, the economy~ and the national development programns '

Primary combat responsibility, with the exception under the direction of a stable national government
of strategic air, was assumed by the RVNAF; which represented and was supported by the people.
concurrently, MACV turned its attention to the -Ultimate Combined Objectives.,*
advisory effort and to providing logistical support A free, independent, and viable nation of the
to the RVNAF'. While US long range objectives Republic of Vietnam, functioning in a secure
retmainedi unchanged, the MACV mission was adapted eni'ironrn~ent both internally and regionally.3

to the changing US role in Vietnam, (C) The 1072 enemy NGUYEN HITE Offensive
caused a temporary setback In the accomplishment

NATIIONAL OBJECTIVES of US objectives, By the end of the yeptr, however,

US Objectives in Vietnam South Vietnam had reestablished its authority over
(C) US objectives In Vietnam, which served as most of the territory lost during the NGUYENI

the basis for the MACV mission, consisted of HUE Offenaslve and the Intermediate Combined
three progressive phases, As outlined in the 1972 Objectives were on their way to being met,
MIACV/RVNAF Combined Strategic Objectives Plan Government of Vietnam National objectives
(CSOP), the three phases wers: (C) The fundamental objectives of the Govern.

-hpitrc'rnciate Combined Objeehiven.' ment of Vietnam an stated In the 1972 CBOP
Expoasion of areas of secure envirornntent to remained the same as those enunciated in the 1970

encomnpass najor cities, heavily populated areas, CSOP,4 They were to:
and printaruj lines of comunicatior which would -D~evelopj and preserve depnocracy,
provtide a favorable environment for coniitiued -Re formt socie tyj to im-prove social justice.
p rowth and strengthening of political, economie, -Preiverve the teriritorial integrity and inde-
andl social institutions. prui-nence of the Republic of Vietnam,

-Interme diaote Combntited Operations.- -Ach ic tie peace.
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THE COMUSMACY MISSION future without outside. interfei'ence.'s
Evolution Terms of Reference

* (9) The first formal COMUSMACY mission (S) MACV Dire'rtive 10-11 further prescribed
statement in a single source document did not the following termn of reference:
appear until 1960, Prior to that time the mission a. COMUSMACV is the commander of a ouburdi-
was derived from directives an~d guidance from nate unified cominand under the op-rational corn-
RECDEF, the JCS, National Security Action 'Mem- uanmd af CINCPAC.
orandums. and 3 MAY 1968 CINCPAC Instructions b'. COMUSMACV in the Commander Designate of
entitled "Terms of Reference for COMUSMACV" the Central Region SEA TO Field Fot-ce (CCRSFF),
which outlined COMUSMACV military responsibili. Commander Designate of the SEA TO Field Force
ties, Finally, In October 1909 COMUSMACV ap- (CSYF), and Commander Designate of the United
proved a formal statement of mission as basic States Forces Southeast Asia (COMUSSRASlA),
guidance for MACV planners. The essentials of In his designated capacities he develops v"-d ia pre-
the document were that COMUSMACV would, In pared to ex~ecute Plane responsive to thoe# of SEA-
pursuit of US objectives: TO land CINCPAC,

-Provide itaxinmum advioe and assIstancee to the c. COMUSMACV serves an the military member
RVNAF and other appropriate Government of Viet. of the US Mission Council for purposes of ooordi-
nam agencies, nation with the Chief of Mission ott all matters

-Manage US Governament civil and military field relating to US military activities in the Republic
*activities required to support continued accelerated of Vietnam".

pacification, civic action, and an area, security d. In addition to other responsibilities, COM.
pro grati fot, the Republic of Viettinam USMACV is the representative of the Secretary of

-Plan and conduct US in41(tary operations fit Defense and CINCPAC with. -respeet to the United
Vietnam and, at directed or approved by C)NC. State# Military Assistance Program (MAP) and the
PAC in peripheral are-as, in coord 'ination with other Military Assistance Servicte Funded (MASF) Pro.
Free World and Vietnamese Armed Forces, gramn (hereafter collectively ref erred to as military

*-Maintain plans for a comprehensive air and assistance) in the Republic of Vietnam,.
naval campaign in the Republic of Vietnam. (1), COMUSMACV or his designated represen.

(S) In 1070 after the cross-border operations in tative, as the military member of the US Mission
Cambodia, 4 revised mission statement made COM- Council, coordintates with the Chief of Mission for
USMACY responsible fort mnilitaryj assistance mnatters to the extent provided

-The succeissful resution of the US military for by law, and ih accordance with executlive or-derit
opcrations, mtilitary assistane, anid advisory pro. c-nd such, other instructions as the President may
pramsf to promote national security and national promulgate, He coordinates inilitary assistance ac-
developmenit in. South Vietnam, and for auithorized tivitiles with. US Govervnment agencies represented
US military activities fit areas adjacent to the Re. in the US Mission which are concerned with the
publin oa! Vietnam, which contribute to attainment of rxecution of foreign assistatice legislation. COMUS-

* . the US object ives in. the Republir of Vietnam, The MACV will keep thie Chief of Mission inforined con-
ob jectitce is to allowv thr people of South Victuan: ern1ing current ond prospective military assoistance
to determine their fut re without outside Inter. planeo and progra~ms, Unreooltied differencoes betweent
ference, the Chief of Mission and L'OMUSMACV will be

referred to the Secretary of Doefense through CINC-
1972 Mission Statement PA C,

(U) Both the 1971 and 19'72 mission statements (9) Administrative and logistical support of the
were expressed in the same terms, derived from USMACV relating to mnilitary assistance normally

*the statement by SECDEF that "the mission of wvill be provided by the Republic of Vietnam in ac-
US forces in Southeast Asia is to allow the people cordance with the Pentalateral Agreement of logo,
of the Republic of Vietnam to determine their own and implementing arrangementst thereto, or by the
future without outside Interference." An stated in Amtericani Emnbassy in the Republic of Vie linent, or
the revised MACV Directive 10-lip Terms of Re. by an administrative agent as diree ted by CINOPAC.
ference for USMACV, dated 3 August 1972, the Airlift support for mnilit-ary assintance administr'ative
mission of COMUSMACV was tot use. will be provided fronm. aircraft assigned or 7?ade

*-Assint the Government. of the Republic of Viet- available to COMUSMACV, Flying hours cost. for
nnin to defeat externally directed and suipported this purpose uill be reimbursed by mnilitaru assis-
Co:miutils, subversion and aggrevsion in order to tance funids.
attain an environmnent which will allow' the people e. COMUSMACI' is designated Single Military
(of the Republic of Vietnam to determnine their RepreseOntatitle in the Republic of Vietnam, lin this
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MACV COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS
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capacity, COMUSMACV is raeoponelbile directly to forces and military agencies, Command relationships
*CJINCPAC for coordinattion of matters of joint cov- within MACV varied from direct command to co-

vern connected with the relations hips among all per. ordination and cooperation (Fig. C-1). Specific
sonnet iN the country area of concern uho are under uommand relationships were either determined by

*the jurisdiction of, or accountable to, the DOD on operational requirements or as needed to achieve
une hand, and the local people, local govornnwnt objectives established by higher authority, The
off icial#, and American Ambassador on the other. following extract of MACV Dirsctive 10.11 defined

%The authority of COMUSMACV in ouchk matters er COMUSMACV's responsibilities and functions as
tends to all personnel, military or. civilian, under the commander of a subordinate unified commandi

% jurisdiction of or aaccuntablc to the DOD, regard.
loss of whethtr or not they are assigned to the Paoo. R~ESPONSIBILITIES AND
f ie Comipand (PACOM). A# single Senior Military FUNCTIONS OF' COMUSMACV
Reprosent~tive in the Republie of Vietnam, COM- (S COM USMACV, as coinmander of a subordi.
USMACV serves as the military point of contact nate unified command: I

* f~~~or and provides military, support to the US Missiond,() eris opainlcnto ofll S
Vietnam, as appropriate.' forces and military agencies assigned for the accom.

FUNCTIONS OF COMUSMACV plishment of his missions.
Command Responsibilities (R) Consults with the American Ambasesador
(S) In 19)72 COMUSMACV continued to exercise on (IS political and basic policy matters. Divergent

operational command of all assigned US military views between COMUSMACV and the Amarican

C,-
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Amnbassador will be reportetd to CINCPAC by COM- (1) Unless otherwise directed, represents CING.
USMA CV, PAC at SNACOORD meetings,

(8) Keeps Owe American Ambassador ful~ly ji.- (2) RKeeps CINCPAC and JCS informed on all
formned, especially concerning all high level contacts aspect~s of SEACQOQRD, including timely notification
with of ficials of the Republic of Vietnami, and on of agenda items and report. of prooeedinga.0
major RVNAP military plans and pending opera. Military Assistance Functions,
tions. (8) With the redeployment of the last US corn-

(4) Planes for and lia prepared to conduct milii- bat units In early 1972, and the assumption by
tory operations an directed by CINCPAC. RVNAF of primary combat responsibility (loam

(8) Discharges UIS military responsibility to th strategic air), military assistance received addi.
Republic of Vietnam in accordance with CINCPAC tional emphasis as a major responsibility of COM-
policies anid directives. UB9MACV. Ac~cording tisthe following extract from

MACV Directive 10-11, COMUSMACV, for matters(6) Assists the Government of Vietnam, and pertaining to military assistance:
the RVNAF In planning for military operations,()Iguddb hpoiesad rcdrs(7) Develops coordinated US/Republic of Viet- (e ) fort gidted biiay Asepsistaande Maonurltesnanti military plans as directed by CINCPAC. e ot nteMltr sitneMna h

(a) Esatblish@# policies and procedu~res perta-in. F'oreigni Assistance Act. applicable DOD directives
irg to the effective operation, maintenance, and and instruction.s, and such. other directives ca8 muse
mane gement of communicationan-eltootronlos faoilltitte be issued front time to time by appropriate au.
required for command and control, Administers and thority.
supervises joint liesquencal coordination, and pro (5) Makes recommendations to CINCPAC co".
oo4sces and validates commnunicatIons requirement. corning military assistance to the Republic to VNet.
ini the Republic of Vietnam in accordance with narn to include force structure modification of the
PACOM eom municationuescototronlcs ins tructions, RVNAF and the preparation and submission of the

(P) Exercises coordinating authority over all JtVNAF Porce Struvture List (FSL).
US military intelligence and counter-Intelligence (8) Develops military assistance plans and
wiltse/lements operating in the Republic of Vietnam. programs in cooperation with the Chief of the US

(10) Montitors rese~arch and development, teat Mission. and other US Governmental agencies In the
and evaluationi and combat developmnents (RD T&E Miss ion, and submnits then: to CINCPAC.
and CD) activities of MACV Service Component() bO1tan reosontetiitin f

* Commanders hi: the Republic of Vietnam, materiel furnished and personnel trained by the
(11) To the extent agieed upon by thc US and us,

Athe counitries concerned, controls and coordinates (8) Administers military sales troansactions in
operatio-ns of third counitry milit4ry contingents and accordance woith current instructions.
provides military and military assistance support (6) Provide. appropriate advisory aervief and
therefore. technical assistance to thle Repu~blic of Vietnam on

*(12) Coordinates issuance of Army and Air military assistance,
Force Exchanige privilegres: controls identitfication (7) Makes recommendations to CINCPAC con-
procedto-es:, determines comtmo,: rationin:g policies; cerniny off-shkore prociurenent of m1litary oas~is.
and coordinates mereh-a.ndise control procedures in tlc aeilo evcs
the Repvblic of Vietnam. (8) W'lorks directly wpith the military depart.

(18) Coordinates the development of labor pro. meuts and appropriate iniiltry area comimainds on
'istiona in the status of forces agreements or other the' deiieloprnent of arrangements far receipt and

?PHIMP me outllihj-tt)cointry agreements and forwards trantsfer of military o~saisance materiel, dispoaal r
ieca~itedutonso su~ch. matters to CINCPAC. of MAP/MASY excess property, and training and
(14) Represmnts the US forces position in formal srie nteRpbi fVenm

discussions with the American E'n~basty and. repre. (9) Provides advice and assistanceo to the Re..
S seutoatives of the Government of Vietnam on mnattoe,' public of I'ietncan with respect to the O1m4tuat

pertaining to the u tiliza tion of civilian employfees ieapons developmont pro gra a: wea pans producation,
in: the Republic of Vietnat?01 and of f-Rhore' procu,'ementf matterm.

(10) Provide, the point of contact for the
BEACOOIII) Rlepresentative Republic of Vietnam Concerning the exchange of 1

(B) COMUSMACV, as CINCPAC in-country re- iNforuati~u on. forces, bu~dget, weapons, and ra pa- 0
presentative, provided military advice and Informn. bilities,
tion to the Coordinating Committee for US Missions, (11) Provides linfimon with tin Reputblic oif
Southeast Asia (SEACOORD). For SEACOORD Vieltina with 'respect to anyV other military oassis.
matters he : tanice requirepments or logistical mpatters of the
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DOD and perform•. ech other functions as may joint and combined plans, policies, cone pts, and
be required under foreign assictancs legislation. program# concerning US oivi4/milltary support for

(19) With regard to the Republic of Vietn,~a pacification and development.
i mplementation of that portion of its military (8) Provide. advice and aeaiotanoo tj ' ..'e.
program /inanced by other US agencies with US. public of Vietnam, including the Minietry of Rural
owned local currency, develops and smcutee a Development (MORD), the RVNAF Joint General
program of review and observation to serve as a Staff (JOS), and other appropriate Government
bahoi for reporting to the Chief of the US Milsion of Vietnam agencies on US civil/military support
and the Chief, US Agency for International Do. for paoiflcation, including US advisory and logic.
veolopmont (USAID), when the execution of the ties support.
budget is not being carried out in accordance (J) Develops requirement# for military and
with the agreed to security budget and the term. civil assete (USI/Fre world (PW) and Govern.
of the covering agreement. ment of Vietnam) to support paoifiatiton and de.

(13) Develop#, manage,, and control. the logis. vetopment.
tics programs for military assistance to A rmy of (4) Coordinates with the other agencies of

the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and Regional the US Mission, Vietnam, in the planning of paif i.
"Faorces (RP)/Popular Porcse (PP), cation and development activities,

a,, (5) Provides focal point for economic wor.
(14) Reviews and approve# MAP program& /are to include population and resource control, and

, developed for the ARVN by the Army Advisory for civic action by US force*.
Group (AAG), for the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) (6) Evaluatec civil/military pacification and
and the Vietnam.se Marine Corps (VNMC) by the development activities, including provision of ceou.
Naval Adtvisory Group (NAG), and the Vietnamese rity by US/PWIGovernment of Vietnam military
Air For#e (VNAP) by th, Air Fores Advisory force., and report, on progress, statue, and prob.
Group (APGP), lomc of the pacification and development tupport

(18) Advise. and au18t4 the Rfqublie of Vist. effort,12
nam in the organisation and compoetition of Its

* Armed Force. i" accordance with approved corn.
bin~ setrategy, (0) An additional function of COMUSMACV

(16) Advise# and assists the RVNAF in the was to sit as a permanent member of the US Mission
logistics support of force development and opera. Council which was presided over by the US Am.
tionh ae directed, baseador, The Council served as the means for

(17) Servo# as the single point of contact for coordination and cooperation by military and
matters of interest to the Tripartite Deputesc and civilian agencies of the US Government in achiev.
provides liaison between the deputies and MACV, ing national objectives in the Republic of Vietnam,
RVNAF and Force. Arms## Nationales Khmeree As enumerated in paragraph 9, MACV Directive
(PANE) Joint Staff.1o 10-111

9. (C) UNITED STATES MISSION COUNCIL,
Pacification Functions The US Miecion, consisting of the American Em.

(U) In 1979, as in 1971 and eanier, support of bassy, USMACV, USAID, US Information Service
the Government of Vietnam pacification program (USIS), and Office of the Special Assistant to the

" was a major responsibility of COMUSMACV, Paci. American Ambassador (OSA), has been. established
fication support was stated in a new Four Year to implement programs to achieve US objective. in
Community Defense and Development Plan (1972. the Republic of Vietnam, While these US agencies

,* 197'7) which was intended to be a logical evolution respond to the direction of US agnocles at the na.
from the 1971 Community Defense and Local De. tional level, local guidance in provided by a miston,
velopment Plan (CDLD) and the Pacification and council that has been established to ensure an ito..
Development Plane of preceding years." grated US effort in the Republic of Vietnam. The

(B) The functions of COMUSMACV in regard council is composed of the American Ambassador
to pacification were contained in paragraph 8d, (Chief), the Deputy Ambassador; COMUSMACV;
MACV Directive 10.11, which is cited below: Deputy to COMUSMACV for Civil Operations and

8d, COMUSMAC Is charged with US civil/ Rural Development Support (DEPCORDS): Mini.-
military responsibility for support of paoifIcation ter Counselor /or Political Affairs; Director, US.
and development operations in the Republic of Viet. A/:) Mihister Counselor for Economic Affairs,
'iam under the overall authority of the American Director, U$SS; Counselor for Administrative Al.
ti tmbaomador, For pacification. matters COMUS. fairs. Special Assistant for Press Affairs; and
MACV: Director, OSA, The relationship botween USMACV

(1) Develop# and supervise# the esooition of attd the ather elements o/ the milsion team is one of
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eooi1dinirtwio rand cuiijwratitiv Ito come oif diffecreni'ae the merger of HQ MACV and HQ 7AF to acconi-
oif v0en betwi'cn thn' Chief of Miss iot atid COMUS. modate command and control of the air war and
IlIAC1', 'ranh in firet toi comnitrieotc svoh differencem the establishment of &an Army Advisory Group t~o
lo natiuonal autthoritirs, COMUSMA(7V oomm~unicui. facilitate the consolidation of Army-related ad-
tiont miill hi' /ori4)Crdiid throuagh CINCPAC.11 visory aotivlties.ifl

(U)ý MACV Directive 10-11, dated 8 August 1979,
MACV SERVICE COMPONE~NT COMMANDERS listed the following service component commands,

(C) AccordinK to MACV Directive 10-11, the comn- subordinate commands, subordinate units, and de.
manders of the US Army, Navy, and Air Force tachnienta:"
components in Vietnam were, Jie, US Army Vietnam/Military Assistance Com.

(1) Army Component Comittainder.: Command. mand, Vietnam, Support Command (USARVI
ing General, US Army, Vietngtn (CG, USA RV). MACVSUPCOM).

(5) Nav'al Component Commander: Commatnd- b. US Naval Porees, Vie tnam (NA VFORV).
rr, US Naval Payters, Vlietntam (COM!NAI'POR1'), c. US Seventh Air Force (TAP),

(J) Air Force Compontent Commian~der: Corn. d. First Regional Assistance Command (IPRAC).
mcinder, 7th Ahr Force (CDR, 7AF). e. Second Regional Asisistance Command! (SRAC).

*(C) Coineident with the redeployment of US 1. Third Regional Assistance Command (TRAC),
forces the number of common functions previously p. Delta Regional Assestance Covmiand (DRAC).
performed by each service component commander h. MACI' Special Trooops (MA CST).
diminished. According to MACV Directive 10-11, L, US Armty Advisory Group ('AAG),
CG, USARV; COMNAVFORV; and CDR. 7"F J. US Naval Advisory Group (MAO).
shared the following functions: kc. US Air Force Advisory Group (AFOP).

-Discharged component command functioins for 1. Wuth Military Intelligence Group,
uni-service matters in Vietnam. on. 509th Radio Research Group,

-.Exercised operational control or commanded it, Su~b-Unit One, First Air and Naval Gunfire
assigned and attached units. Liaiston Company (jot ANGLICO),

-Provided logistical support for service peculiar o. 15110 Aviation Company (AS).
items, p. Capital Military Asslstanoe Team (CMAT).

(C) With respect to logistics, administrative, q. Vietntami Regional h'schangs.
technicsl, and other matters of uni-service interest, RESP'ONSIBIL4ITIES AND COMMAND
MACV mervice component. commanders could receivieRLTOSIS F OPNN
instructions from and were authorized to communi. COMMATINDSSUBORDNT CO CON MANT S
cate through unilaterial service channels with their ANOMATACDS D SUNRINTS O UNCOM ADS
respective military service at PACOM level.14  ANG, UATTCEDUIS FUMACVSUIO
1972 MACV SERVICE COMPONENT (C) USARV/MACVSUPCOMd, with asuigned and
COMMANDS AND SUBORDINATE attached units, was assigned to Headquarters, US

* COMIMANDS ANI) UNITS Army. Pacific (USARPAC) with station In South

(S) The redoeploynient of US ground eombat Vietnam. CINCUSARPAC exercised command less
*units, ulocreaming force levels, and the transition to operational control of USARV. COMUSMACV ex-

a pure advisory role resulted it, the reorganization ercised operational control of USARV/MACVSUP.
of MIACV in Mlay 19'72. According to COMUSMACV COM, According too MACV Directive 10.11, the CO
OPIAN .1.124, dated 25 June 19'?2, the Military USARV/MACV.SUPCOM will:
Ammistance Command, Vietnam consisted of a HQ (1) Dincharpoe Army compontent comma~nd funo.
MACV. an Army Advisory Group (formerly MACV tliops for etni-savrviee Armay mtatter. int Vietnam,

*Training Directorate), a Naval Advisory Group. (2) Advise COMIISNAC11 on US Army Combat,
an, Air P'orve Advisory Group. MACV Special c'uiibit supporit, und comb~at serv'ice support matter#,
Troops (formerly USAHAC and MACV HQ Conm- (m) Provide COMUSMACY1 with US Army forces
mandant), small Regional Assistance Commands, a /or the ronduct of cambat avd combat su pport
UISARVIMACV Support Command, and US operat. operationh inl Vietimmn.
ing units assigned to COMUSMACV, (4) Commitand assigned or attached US Army

(5) Trhe organitation depicted In OPLAN J-214 units and US Armyp developed base# and facilities
* focused on retention of command and control of the in Vietnam as directed by (OMUSRAIACV.
*air war in Vietnsm, the maintenance of a viable (8) K'eep CINCUSARPAC itnfointod of all US

advisiory effort in the training, technical, logistics, Army compontent fitnetimits perforined in support
and pacification and development &reas, and the of COMUSMACV.
flexibility to adupL to future redeployment actions (6i) Direct and supervise, the US Army logistics
at various force levels, Salient features Included support system (less thoater traffic management
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funetions which remain with COMUSMA CV) in air opera tions, tactical airlift, air traffic control,
Vietnri'ni In addition to comm~on supply, com. search and rescue operations, close air support, and
mnon service support of all typen for US advisors reconnaissance operations, and provide communi.
and F'WMAF, and US Army peculiar support cations and navigational facilities an required,

4th-roughout Vietnam, support of other US military() xriemsondecon fMAVttia
bervices, ageicies, and contractor# is provided on air assets, including available reconnaissance air.
a common service or cross-service basis ao specified craft, to provide close air support and reconnais-
in current applicable or future onttersorance support sance for operation# conducted in the Republic of
agreements, Vietnam, in accordance with MACV Directive 05-4

(7) Perform base development as directed of (C) and other areas as directed,
ports, brnches, depots, air bases, landlinteR of corn. (6) Exercise operational control of FWMAF
mtt~idiation, and otan or INs~talltions in the military uttits designated by COMUSMA CV.
regions exlcept for bases/facilitIes assigned to other()CO IISalmitraropain.nte

serv"ices, 7 oriaealmltr i prtosi h

(8) Conduct US Army comtponent planning to USMACV area o~f responsibility, including those
support COMUSMACI' operation plans. of US, FWMAF, and VNAY units which were not

(0) Provide administrative, logistic., and service assigned or attached to 7AF,
support to Headquartoer, MA CV, and other ac. (8) Function as air defense commander anid eo-
tivitiev, (ts directed, ereise overall air defense responsibility within the

(10) Coordinate real estate functions and activitiest Republic of Vietnam and ot/r areas as directed,
of rill US forses and FWMAF in the military regions Authority ewoerimed over USARV air defensed re-
as directed, sources will be ospeifisd in. MACV Directive 98.4 (C)

(11) Perform the funotionts of US area coordi- and 98.8 (C).
notot' in Vietnam as provided for In MACV' Direc. (9) Conduct US Air F'orce component planning
tiv'e 10-., and be responsible for overall air planning to sup-

(19) Be prepared to sodecnte contingency plans port COMUSMACVI operation plants/for current or
as directed by COMUSMACV* proposed operations,

(18) Provide communIcations and navigation (JO) Provide weather and aerial port services foar
facilities as required in the military region., and COMUSMACV through attached units,
provide ovnneoinssupport to the US military (11) Coordinate real Msato functions and aotivi- I
advisors, to ARVN units, VNN, FWMAF, and the tics for all US forces and FWMAF on air bases
RAC orga~itiiation as directed, where 7AF had primary missionio requirements,

(11) Provide intelligence anid cou~ti-efriitelllgencoe (10) Performn manpower authorization and per.
suipport to COMUSMACV as directed. sounnd functions for assigned US unite in Vietunam

(18) Perform nusnpower authorization and per-. as directed by CINOPACAF.
sounot functions for' assigned US Army units ase (1Y) Keep CINCPACAF Inflormeod of all US Air
dirvcted by CINCUSARPAC.17 Force component functions performted in support

of COMUSMA CV. .
*CDR, 7AF (14) Provide intelligence and counterintelligence

(C) 7AF with assigned and attached units was support, as directed by COMUSMACV for purposes
*assigned to Headquarters, Pucific Air Force (PAC- of tar-get developteut./amsepessmnt in support of

AF'), CINCPACAF exercised command less opora- air/ground operations or campaign planning.
tional control of '7AF elements stationed in the (15) Be prepared to eaccute contingency plane
Republic of Vietnam. COMUBMACY exert'(setl as directed by COMUSMACV.
operational control of '7AF. Logistics support was (1o) Perfor~n RDT&E and CS. I
provided by USARV/MACVSUJPCOM except for' (17) Provide logistics support to FWMAF iii uc-
service peculiar items which were provided from its cordance withi established agreemtents.
own service resources, According to paragraph 12c., (18) Perform airfield maintenance for assigned
MACV Directive 10-11, CDR 7AF w4ill: air bases.

(1) Exaercise command and direction of all tactical, (19) On even numbered fiscal years, assume the
tactical su pport, bass support, au'.l training units chairmanship of the JVREC, and with the CO.

* assigned at' attached to 7AP'. USARV/MACVSUPCOM, be responsible far mis-
(f) Sorile as Air Force comiponvint comtinandec' lot' sian evaluation, omttmanid supervision, and support

COM~USAMACV and discharge Air Force comtponent (to include logistical and administrative support)
voinmpander functionse for4 uni-service Air Force of Vietnam Regional Exuchange activities,18
maotters in the Reptiblic of Vie tnam,

(3) Serve as Deputy COMUSMAC1'. Regional Assistance Commands (RAC)
(4) Conduct und coordinate offensive and doefensive (U) By early 1972 RACs had replaced previous
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US corps and dive.Kn4 1eadquartors as senior head. capability by advising and supporting RVNAPquarters in each of t1-- Vietnamese military region&, military and paramilitary commanders and staffssignifying the and of the TIS combat role in the at all levels in operations, ittelligence, psychological
Republic of Vietnam. In Military Region 1, ovorations, personnel management, and combat sup.
First Regional Assistance Command (FRAC) port and combat servtoe support activities,
replaced XXIV Corps on 19 March 1972. In Mili- (11) Assist and advise in the formulation and
tary Region 2, Second Regional Asaitance Group eeuc.,os, a/ all plank, policies, and programs which
(BRAG) was redesignated BRAC on 13 June 1979 support pacification and dovelopment in the MR.
following the death of Mr. John Paul Vann and his to include oivic action by US units.
replacement by 10 Michael D. Healy. Earlier, on (19) Develop, in coordination with C0 of the
30 April 1972, 11 Field Force, Vietnam had been RVNAF corps/MR, recommendations for ARVN
replaced by Third Regional Assistance Command materiel, personnel, and organisational require.(TRAC) in Military Region 3, while in late 1969 ments in the MR and submit to COMUSMACV.
the Delta Military Assistance Command (DMAC) (18) Develop rooomme.4ations for material, per.
was established as the last US forces withdrew oannel, and organisational requirement# for RF/PP
from IV Corps/Military Region 4, DMAC was re. and paramilitary forces in the MR and submit todesignated the Delta Regional Assistance Command COMUSMACV.S(DRAC) on 80 April 1971, (14) Observe and report to COMUSMACV on the

(U) The senior US representative in each RAC utllisation of materiol funished and personnel
functioned as senior advisor to the Vietnamese trained by the US in the MR area of responsi.
corps commander and exercised operational control bility.
over forces designated by COMUSMACV, He was (15) Assist the RVNAF bi/ coordinating the use
also responsible for CORDS operations in the mili. of available US support assets in saoh corps/MR.
tary region.' (id) Provide accurate and timely reports of(C) The functions of the CO. of the RACs au RVNAP operations.
stated in MACV Directive 1011 werei Regional (17) Perform sneo coordination function@ as
Assistance Commands (RAC) are assigned to directed by the area coordinator in accordance with
Headquarters, USMACV, Logistical support ts pro. MACV Directive O.4.90
vided by USARVIMACVSUPCOM and as outlined (C) The Capital Military Advisory Team (CM.
in current joii,, directives, CO, FRAC, SRAC, AT) was under the command less operational
TRAC, and DRAC will: control of COMUSMACVi CO, TRAC exercised

(1) Serve as the US Senior Advisor to CO of the operational control. Administrative and personnel
RVNAF Corps/Military Region (MR), reports and requirements followed command chan.
o() Sert e aM CO R. the Army Support Element nls, USARV/MACV6UPCOM provided logisticsof the MR. support. The Commanding Officer, CMAT was

(8) Exorcise command of the province advisory responsible for missions and tasks assigned by CO,
teams (PAT), of the corps troop advisors (CTA), TRAC, MACV Directive 10.11 stated that the* 'd division asoistance team# (DAT). Commanding Officer, CMAT, will,:

, (4) Exercise operational control of US units des. (1) Advise and a#ssit the Military Governor of
ignated by COMUSMACV, Saigon and the Commanding General, Capital Mill.

(5) Conduct, in coordination With CGO /the RV. tary District (CMD), with particular emphasis o.NAP corps/MR, US unilateral, combined US/FW. the effective defense and security of Saigon.
MAF, and combined US/FWMAF/RVNAF combat (8) Exereise operational control over all US ad.operations, visors to military and paramilitary force# within

(6) Provide for security for designated critical CMD (to include Territorial Forces, PSDF, and
US and Republic of Vietnam installations in the police) in matters related to the defenes of theMR. Capital, Exercise command and control over ad.

(7) Be prepared to esecute contitngency plan. visors to ARVN units assigned to CMD,as directed by COMUSMACV, (8) Establish and maintain effective liaison and
(&) Provide intelligence and counterintelligence coordination with all forces and installations in

a& directed by COMUSMACV, CMD (US and ARVN) to ensure a coordinated(0R) Provide advice, assistance, and support to the plan for the defense and security of the Capital."1
IlRVNAF at corps, division/special sone, province, Army Ad.isory Group (AAG)
and district levels in planning and emecuting co.
ordinated pacification and development projects, (C) Army Advisor Group (AAG) was assigned

(10) Provide assistance to the RVNAF corps/MIR to Headquarters, MACV. However, by mutual agrae.
in developing and maintaining an effective military nient the normal command functions of personnel
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administration and military discipline were accom. MACV Directive 10.11, paragraph 12f,, Chief, NAG
plished through designated service channels, with will:
liaison being maintained between AAG and 11uad. (1) Exeercise command of ol utntits and elements,
quarters, MACV. All logistics support wne p."..ided including the Marine Advisory Unit, of the Naval
by USARV/MACVSUPCOM, The Chief, AAG will: Advisory Group.

(1) Exercise oommand of subo dinate advisory (8) Advise and assist the VNN and VNMC in
teams, achieving a state of combat readiness through appli.

(6) Advise and assist the ARVN in achieving a ration o/ proper techniques, procedures, and tratining,
suate o eo combat readiness through application of (Jt) Advise and assist the VNN and VNMC in th#
proper techniques, procedifres, and training. conduct of combat operations through US advisors

(8) Advise and ausist the ARVN in the conduct directly under the conmmand of CH, NAG.
of conmbat operatio e through US advisors directly (4) Develop, in eoordination with the VNN and

m under the command of AAG less those OPCON to VN1MC, recommendatIons /or VNN and VNMC per.
the RAC, sonnet and orpanixational requirements and submit

(4) Develop, in coordination with the JGS, recom, to COMUSMACV for approval,
pnenodatlons for ARVN personnel and organizational (8) Devoelop, in coordination with the VNN and
reqgirements within their oogsthmance and submit to VNMC, recomimendations for VNN and VNMC
COML'SMACI' for approval, materiel requirements.

(8) Develop, in coordination with the ARVN, re. (6) Develop the MASF Progrant ?or VNN and
rommendatio-s for AR1'N nwterlcl requirements. VNMC and submtit to COMUSMACV for review and

(6) Provide advice and aetistance to the Central approval,
Training Command in the development of an o/fec. (7) Manage and control the logistitt program /or
tive military training system for ARTIN, to include military assistance and service peculiar Items to
evolving doctrine and training literature, annual T'NN and VNMC, coordinating with other USMACV
teaining ammunition requirements, training budget, subordinate commanders and staff elements as ap.

V and facIlIties development programming, propriate,
(2.( Pla.n, prepare, and speoute the Army portion (8) Observe and report to COMUSMACV on the

of the milit-ary assistance training program, ittilixotion of mtateriel furnished an$ personnel
(8) Observe and report to COMUSMACV on the trained by the US,

utiliotioii of materiel furnished and personnel (1i) Advise and assist the VNN and VNMC in

traiped by the US by reports fropt, adrisore under military stupport o/ pacification and development to
cuipntoid of AAG lees thase under OPCON to the hiclude peychological operations,
RAC, (10) Coordinate all pacification and developmtent

(9) E•ercise coordinating authority over the program, nativities with CORDS advisors,'5

MAC1' advisory effort on all joint service training Air Forte Advisory Group (AFGP)
matters.

(10) Coordinate all training matters involving (C) As were the other advisory groups, AFGP
lmuibined/Joint US, FWTMAr, and R17NAF partici. was assigned to Headquarters, MACV. Similarly, by

potion. mutual agreement the normal command functions of

"* (JI) Coordinatc and coudtct as directed third personnel administration and military discipline

vc' intry trainigy within the RVN. were accomplished through designated service chan-

(19) Serve as MAC11 proponent agency for RV. nels, with liaison being maintained between AFGP

NAP oi-tho-job training programs. H ~ and Headquarters, MACV. Logistics support was
provided by USARV/MACVSUPCOM, except for

Naval Advisory Group (NAG) service peculiar Items which were provided by the
" (C) The Naval Advisory Group- (NAG) was as. Air Force component commander. Paragraph 12g.,

"signed to Headquarters, MACV. By mutual agree. MACV Directive 10.11, defined the functions of the
"ment the normal command functions of personnel Chief, AFGP as follows:
"administration and military discipline were accom. 19g, The Chief, APGP, will:
plished through designated service channels, with (1) Exercise command of subordinate advisory
liaison being maintained between NAG and Head. teams and operationti conitrol of designated unites,
quarters, MACV, Common supply and common aerv. and detachments,
ice support was provided by USARV/MACVSUP- (5) Advise and assist the VNAF in achieving a
COM, except service peculiar items which were pro- state of combat readineei through application of
vided by NAVFORV. Chief, NAG served as Senior proper teolniques, procedures, and training,
US Advisor to the Chief of Naval Operations, VNN (3) Advise and ansist the I'NAF in the condiet
and tW the Commondant of the VNMC. According to of combat operotions,
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(4) Develop, in coordination with the VNAF, re. 525th Military lntelligenee Group
coinnrendations for VNAF personnel and organi. (C) The 525th Military Intelligence Group was
zational requirements and submit to COMUSMACV assigned to Headquarters, USARV. USARV ex.
for approval, ercised command lost operational control, COMUS.

(3) Develop, in coordination with the VNAF, re. MACV exercised operational control through the
commendation# /or VNAP materiel requirement#. Director of Intelligence. USARV/MACVBUPCOM

(6) Develop the MASF program for VNAF and provided logistics support. The Commanding Offi.
submnit to COMUSMACV for review and approval, nor, 5*8th Military Intelligence Group will:

(?) Manage and control the logeatio program fjr' (1) Ng-erane. command of subordinate nitite,
military assistance and service peculiar items to (8) Eucrolue supervtinon of and support for the

VNAF, coordinating with other USMACV subordi. US Army intelligence effort as directed by COM.
,iate commanders and staff elements as appropriate, USMACV.

(8) Observe and report to COMUSMA0V on the (W) Provide intelligence and counterintelligence
utilization of materiel furniahed and personnel trait,, support as directed by COMUSMACV,
ed by the US, (4) Provide the US Army component elemente to

(9) Advlise and assist the VNAF in military sup. combined US/ARVN intelligence doeumtent, euploi.
port of pacilication and development, to inelude Wation, and Interrogation activtieseh2
psychological warfare,

(10) Coordinate all pacification and development 509th Radio Research Group

activities with CORDS advisors, (C) The 509th Radio Research Group was as.
(11) Provide Intelligenoc and eouinterintelligeonce signed to US Army Security Agency, Pacific (US.

to COMUSMACV and VNAF,24 ASAPAC), USASAPAC exercised command lest

operational control. COMUSMACV exercised opera.
(CV *Spe wa s MabsTe ational control through the Director of Intelligence,
(C) MACST was established 1 Jianuary 1972• us. USARV/MACVSUPCOM provided logistics support.

ing assets of the US Army Headquarters Area Com. The Commanding Officer 509th Radio Research
mand (USAHAC) and the Headquarters Common. Group, provided COMU$MACV communicationsi
dant, MACV. It was assigned to, and under the security, and electronic warfare support under pro.
command of, COMUSMACV. MACST activities were visions of AR 10.122.1
under the supervision of the Chief of Staff, MACV.
MACV and USARV staff elements channeled mis. Sub.Unit One, lbt ANGLICO

, dons and requirements through the Chief of Staff, (C) Sub-Unit One, lot ANGLICO, FMFPAC was
"MACV, Operational control was exercised by CG, under the operational control of COMUSMACV,

, TRAC for matters pertaining to defense and CO, FMPPAC, exercised command less operational
security, The functions of MACV Headquarters control, Administrative and supply support was
Commandant were assigned to MACST. USARV/ provided by USARV/MACVSUPCOM and NAV.
MACVSUPCOM provided logistics support. MACV FORV, as arranged separately. Marine Corps supply
Directive 10-11, paragraph 12h., stated that CG, channels provided support for Marine Corps peculiar
"MACST wrill: equipment, According to paragraph 12k,, MACV

(1) Provide udgintistrath'e, lovintical, and limited Directive 10-11, Su.b.Unit Onte, Ist ANGLICO will:
personnel services mupport to US and F0WMAF forces (1) Provide Headquartere, MACV, US Army,
in the greater nietropoltton Saigon area, lee. USAF RIfVNAF, and FWMAF advice and assistance in
nativities oat Toai Soe Nhut Air Base, but inoluding planni•ng, coordinating, and employing naval gunfire
the MACV corn plet, support .hlp. assigned for support of In.country

( () Act as the .Sub.Zoue Coordinator for all tnat. forces and per/ornm each other duties as directed by
t.ere except defense against ewternal attack for the COMUSMACV,
greater metropolitan Saigon area, lees USAir ac. (5) Provide personnel to plan, coordinate, and

% tivitie. on Tant Son Nhut Air Bat, but including control naval gunfire support for all forces, as

the MACV complrn , dirented by COMUSMACV,rp
(j) Emecute the area coordination remponelbllties d

anmigned in MACV Directive 104. 131st Aviation Company (AS)
"(4) Exercise military Justice reoponelblltloe in (C) The 131st Aviation Company (AS) was as.

"accordance with MACV Diretaive 87-3 and per. signed to Headquarters, USARV, USARV exercised
.finet general orders, command leas operational control. COMURMACV

(5) Serve as Commander, US Artnmy Element, exercised operational control through the Director
Headquarters, MACV., of Intelligence, USARV/MACVSUPCOM provided
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logistics support, The Commanding Offiner, islet eoordivatiov and coo pt-ration, Eoach commander re.
Aviation Company (AS) w'ill: taim, operatfiontal control of his respective national

(1) Provide visal, phoitographic, infrared, and tortes. Under thin arrangement, RVNAF retains all
side looking airborne radar Nurveillance and other tot riturial roesponm ibil ties,
missions an directed by COMUSbIACV. b. Subordinate Level,

(5) Prov ide imnagery interpretation reports a" (I) The basic conniept mun'erluittg command re-
(l) Prnsonoi, welinelgn um ay lationships between USIPWMAP/RVNAI' is one(8) rý,idrweeky Itoligone nmmay."of mission aaaamplishmtent through mutual support,

Vietnam Regional Exchange coordination, and cooopmration, Componentse or units
(U) The Vietnam Regional Exchange was under of one nation's military force ftay he placed under

the command loss operational control of Headquar. the operational control of a military commander
ters, Pacific Exchange System (PACEX). Opera. of different national origin only if a military work.
tional control was exercised by COMUSMACV ing agreement between the two nation#s concerned
through CG, *USARV, and CDR, 7AF', who pro. provides for such control, However, when the vir.
vided command supervision and support through cuminstaneoi of the tactical situation require a coin.
the Joint Vietnam Regional Exchange Council bined operation involvingp the forces of two natione,
(JVREC), The chairmanship of the JVREC watt thee ooumnanders of the lot-teo involved maty agree
with the CG. USARV, during even numbered fiscal to a direct su~pport relationship, an defined in JCS
years, MACV Directive 10.11 stated the Vietnamese Publication 1.
Regional Ewchanige toll: (9) An a titatter of poliey, US fores# will not

(1) ProvidIe merchandise atnd services of notes. be placed under the comm~and or operational can.
sity and on~veniencef, not furnished from federal trot of allied commtiander., However, thin restrictioniIA
appropriations, to authorized patrons at uniformly does not preclude temporary direc~tio of US fareas
low price#, by RVNAF commanders or th. temtporary tactical

* ~(0) Goeneate reasonable oa~rn~tge for' the support direction of RVNAF' or FWMAF' by US corn.
of miliitary welfare and recreational programs, ittnders under certain aicnsa cSuch dineo.

(J) Provide anl ocdmange service responsive to lion. includes designation of targets or, objective#,
all F'WMAY in the Republic of Vietnam5,0  timing, durationg of the supporting action, and other
RVNAF and FWMAF Relationships intutosnecmsnary for coordination and f/or ef.

(S) COMUSMACV generally exercised opera. ficionwy, The tacticn, meothods, and procedures to
4, tional control over P'WMAF while command less be employed should be based on mutual agreememt,
%operational control remained with the contributing Matters of this nature which cannot be resolved by

country. An excoption was the Republic of Korea subordinate US coinm~anderm woill be referred to
Forces, Vietnam (ROK11V), whose relationship was COMUSMACV,
that of coordination and cooperation."1 The rela. (8) National unit integrity will be maintainted
tion of MACV to RVNAF and FWMAF was defined (it all levels, of
In piaragraph 13, MACV Directive 10.11, cited (4) USMACII advisory teamis at all ehelons
below: perform the combat liaison function betweeon the

1.(C.) RE1hATIONSHIPS OF UNITED STATES US. F1WMAY, and RVNAY in additiont to their
* MILITARY ASSISTANCH COMMAND, VIlET. prima~ry mtission of advice, nosmhnitonc, and opera.

NAM - REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED tio~nnl support of Ri/NAP,
FORCES - AND OTHER FREE WORLD MILl. V, Release of UiS Milifa)V Information, Release
TARY ASSISTANCE FORCES, VIETNAM, of US military informationi tu representotives o/

n. Natiotial Lettel, The relationship between COM. the Republic of Vietnam will be pmade only In no.
USMACV and Chief, JGS, Ri/NAF, is one of cor-dance utith, disclosure authority dirsetives5'

IMPROVING THE RVNAF FORCE STRUCTURE .

BACKGRtOU ND factors outlined In a OINCPAC message of 28
* (C) The Consolidated RVNAP' Improvemont and November 1969 resulted in the establishment of a

Modernizantion Program (CRIMP) evolved in several combined MACV/RVNAF Joint General Staff (JOS8)
stages from a basic plan submitted by MACV in Improvement and Modernization Planning Commit.
May 1II68, CRIMP was designed to provide an im- tee. The key factor influencing the action of the
proved balance of RVNAF combat forces with an committee was guidance frorn the UIS Secretary 3

increased capability in the areas of firepower, of Defense that the objective of Vietnamiastion
tactical mobility, and logistical support, Planning was the progressive transfer ,if Increased combat,
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responsibility to the government of Vietnam, The CINCPAC on 21 January and by JCS on 18 Febr.
committee provided recommendations concerning uary.
South Vietnamese force structure increase proposals Force Structure Recommendations
which were presented hv President Thleu to COM- (TS) The following were the important capabili-
USMACV anti Ambassador Bunker on 12 January tieS added to the RVow AF force structure as a result
1170, Implen.rntation of the proposals included of the reviewd
phasing of RVNAF requirements over the FY 71.73 -Reinforcement of Military 'Region I with the
time frame, considering availability and complexi. newly created 3d ARVN Infantry Division and the
ties of equipment and the extensive lead time re. 20th Tank Regiment,
quired f'or tratining in certain skills,.3 -Three additional High Endurance Cutters

(S) The following programs and associated RV- (WHEC) to enhance the VNN reaction role in coan.
NAF force ceilings were subsequently approved by tal surveillanen,
the US Secretary of r'"fenAe,'14 -Provision of a significant interdiction capability

PROORAM DATI APPROVED PORCI CEILINGS for the VNAF to include a maritime air pitrol of
Program I ............ 23 OCT 68 801,216 eight additional aircraft, conversion of one 0.47
Program I squadron to an AC.47 gunship squadron, and the

Modified . ...... 1 NOV 68 850,000 addition of a forward looking infrared sensor

Program II .......... 18 DEC 68 855,894 (FLIR) maintenance capability,
Program IIA ... 28 APR 69 875,790 -Five squadrons of short takeooff and landing
Program 11 (STOL) aircraft and 50 photo intelligence person.

Midway ............ 19 AUG 69 958,773 nel to permit swift exploitation of acquired targets.
Program II Midway -Transfer of the Song Than Base to the VNMC

Accelerated ...... 6 JAN 70 908,860 from the US lot Infantry Division,
Program III -Formation of 41 Regional Force group head.

(CRIMP) ....... 5 JUN 10 1,018,316 (FY 71) quarters (three in Military Region 1, three in
1,092,087 (FY 72) Military Region 2, five in Military Region 8, and
1,100,000 (FY? 7,1) 10 in Military Region 4) to provide command and

control elements to add flexibility to the employ.
FY 78 FORCE STIIUCTURE PLANNING ment of Repional Force companies,
Force Structure Review -- Formation of seven Regional Force battalion

(TS) In October 11071 CINCPAC asked MACV to headquarters to provide command and control ele.
review the FY 73 RVNAF force structure to ensure ments In Military Region I to increase the rtspon.
that RVNAF would hat,. the necessary forces to sivensos and flexibility of Regional Forcu companies,
replace the planned redeployment of US and free -131 additional Regional Force companies (28
world forces, Within the 1,1 million manpower level, in Military Region 1, ten in Military Region 2, 17
MACV was asked to address such areas as pro- In Military Region 8, 76 in Military Region 4) to
viding RVNAF an interdiction capability, reinforcing improve pacification coverage and to assume many %
Military Regions 1 and 2, developing an air cavalry of the missiont previously performed by US and
capability, increasing the medium lift helicopter free world unite, M
copability, and increasing the amount of self-pro- - Establishment of the National Materiel Manage-
pulled artillery. Also to be considered were faster men Agency (NMMA) to provide a centralized
activation of units, improvements in command and computer center for logistical administration and

control, leadership and morale, logistics, individual management of RVNAF ammunition and equip.

and unit training, and assessment of the manpower innt'"n
resources capability to maintain the 1.1 million man Force Structure Changes
force level, Interdiction was of paramount iepor. (5) The NGUYEN HUE Offsive brought about
tasce; conmnernts were requested on new and Is. acceloration of the CRIMP in terms of Project EN.
proved methods of interdiction, expintlded sensor/ HANCE units, Am the possibility of a cease-fire
radar capability for delivery end readout, additional increased during the year, CRIMP was completed
AC-I11 aircraft, a mini-gunship concept, and modl. and additive equipment was provided by Project EN.
fication of the A.37 for interdictlonerf HANCE PLUS, In order to assimilate these changes

(TS) The FY 73 Force Structure Review was plus the changes approved by the FY 73 Force
alpproved by COMUSMACV on 12 January 1972 And Structure Review, it was necessary to determine
prusented to CINCPA. by a MACV briefing team on where a manpower trade.off could be made In order
15 Junuary '1172. The review was approved by to permit RVNAF to remain within the 1,1 million
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man level, Pending resolution of this question, capping the Project ENHANCE requirements and
COMUSMACV requested a temporary increase of identifying the additional manpower space exchanges
16,905 spaces, the total divided as follows:g' required (Fig, C-2).4-

YRVN ........ 4I........... 450,367 (TS) In reviewing the entire situation, the JGS
VNN ...................... 40,931 nnminated the following exchanges to cover the
VNAF _.................. 14,245 adjustments required for the RVNAF ceiling, the
VNMC .................... 61,453 VNAF non-STOL manpower spaces, and the in-

"" "F ........................ 807,107 creased manpower requirements to meet Project
PF I....... ...... 242,802 ENHANCE:

TOTAL 1,116,905 -To most the 1,1 million FY 73 ceilings:
Inactivation of 554 PopularjTS) In March JC3 approved the request with the Force platoons ............................... 16,006

proviso that actual RVNAF manning could not Decrease in the Popular Force
exceed 1.1 million,55  CINCPAC tasked MACV in pipeline .............................................. 839
May to identify 16,905 spaces which could be given
up within the RVNAF,.8 On 19 June MACV re. 16,905
sponded, proposing Popular Force spaces be reduced, -To meet the VNAF non-STOL spaces (4,100)
subject to a possible reevaluation in the future, and the Project ENHANCE increases (5,146):

(TS) Also included in the COMUSMACV 19 June Further decrease in Popular
"" 1972 message were force structure change pro. Force pipeline .................................... 1,576

posals affecting the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) and Decrease in Regional Force
"% the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF): pipeline ................................................ 880

"-VNN proposed inartivation of one river assault Decrease in ARVN pipeline ............ 9,607
group, two river interdiction divisions, and redue- Decrease in VNAF pipeline ............. 65
tion of 2'73 viper craft spaces to'provide a total Inactivation of an additional
of 703 manpower spaces to accommodate the increase 142 Popular Force platoons ............ 4,118
of three high endurance cutters (WHEC), activation
of a third flotilla headquarters, and increased secu- TOTAL........................9,246
rity for 15 existing radar sites, TOTAL trade-offs .........s....................... 28,151

-- VNAF proposed utilization of 4,100 manpower (TS) MACV and JGS exchanged many letters con.
spaces originally programmed for the short take-off cerning additive equipment, acrelerated delivery
and landing (STOL) program as trade-offs to &c. of previously approved equipment, and rapid identi.
commodate direct support of additional aircraft, fication of trade-off spaces to provide manpower
base security support, inmlproved undergraduate train- for operation and support of the equipment, The
Ing, a0c'atIon of a pilot survival school, and acti. expedient solution was to gain spaces from a re-
vation of the 6th Air Division. The decision to use duction of Popular Force and pipeline spaces. COM-
the STOL spaces was prompted by repeated COMUS- USMACV suggested to the Chief, JGS, that other
MACV staterienits that there was no military a"

" 'requiremcnt for the aircraft and the results cited alternatives be explored, The 28 July COMUS-
in the interim operational test and evaluation MACV message requested CINCPAC/JCS accept

report for the STOL aircraft.A0 On 3 July 1972 the trade-off proposals for planning purposes
,JCS: only, pending the result,4 of a joint JGS/MACV

.- Approved, for planning purposes, elimination force structure review.
,.. of the 16,905 Popular Force spaces. The 8/72 Committee .se

-Approved the 708 manp6wer space trade-offs (S) A combined 7GB/MACV committee was
for VNN. formed In August 1972 to identify trade-off spaces

S--Approved, for planning purposes, the 4,100 to support Project ENHANCE and other new re.
mua2powt.r space trade-off for VNAF, pending final quirements, The committee, named ýhe 8/72 Com.
decision on the STOL program. Additionally, JCS mittee by JGS, initially reviewed over 18,000
requestedi that MACV provide corresponding non- candidate spaces presented by RYNAF agencies

, STOL trade-offs on an alternate basis for the and commands as their lower priority workloads
4,100 VNAF spaces and a complete report of all and related spaces, JGS employed 'he method of
organizational changes required to support Project requesting each RVNAF agency/command to iden.
ENHANCE, Including space increeses and recom- tify 10) percent (central agencies/headquarters) or
mended changes by fiscal year,4' On 28 July 1972 5 percent (other units except combat units which
COMUSMACV responded to the JCS rcquest, re- were exempt) of their total spaces and snbmit them
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PROJECT ENHANCE STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS
VNAF SPACES VNN SPACKS

32 U H -1 ........................ ................. * 8 W H E C ....... ..... ............... ...., . .............* .* . 01

6 S F -5A ........................ .............. 65
2 A-37 Sqdns............................................. aARYN

12 RC-47 ....................... ...... ............. * 8 175mm Arty Brut .... ,,,,..... ,,,.........,...................l,872
1 AC-119K Sqdn . ...................................... 2a M-48 Tankc Brens..... ............................. 1,874
1 EC-47 Sqdn ............................................. _ 02 ADA Bus ....... ,..,......,.......,....,.....,............................ 898

I -7 S dn ....... ............... ......... ... O W ................................. ...... .... 3
I C-119 Sqdn..... .................. .................... TW................8
2 CG-47 Sqdns .................................... 807*** TOTAL Project ENHANCE

Spaces Required.......................................65,146
*Manpoer~ requiremsents established In PY 71 PYNAP Petits Structure.

'*Manpewer reoimeeltciet addressed is the It Jeee COMUSNACY Message, For the C-t1111 Squedren IMetitine Pettell, 10 spaces Ned bees
prevoslysi approevd and an additional III spaces had been requested ec It icc.,

"'9419 spaes. for the tirst C14-47 iosiledte hed bee requested on 10 Juno; thloinsimsts# identified so additional 107 spaes~ for the second
1sqeedte.

Source: MACDO Figurel C-20

to the combined committee for review, The final to a requirement of 17 platoons (498 spaces of
result wasl identification of over 12,000 trade-off which 25 spaces remained in the Popular Force
spaces, pipeline).

(8) The trade-off spaces were obtained In two (B) A recap of Phases I and 11 is as follows:
phases, The initial phase (6,198 spaces) wasn im- SERVICE PHASE I SPACKS
plementeod on 27 October 1972 by JGB Order 4964 ARVN............. .... i.............................8,6
with inactivation or reduction of affected unite of. VNAF .............................................. 475

*fective I November 1979. T he intenft was to pro. VNN ................................................ 16t
vide these spaces for Project ENHANCE units, VNMC .............,.................,...,,..................... 0
The balance would be held in reserve for future Regional Force .,.................._.... ............... 1,787
requirements. Popular Force ...... ... ................ 0

(5) The primaury purpose of forming the 8/72 69
Committee was to preclude continued employmentTOA

*of Popular Formso spaces as trade-off&. The pro- SERVICE PHASE It SPACES
*coss tookc three months and provided a disciplined ARYN.............................................. 4,024

means for JIGS to Impress the need for resource VNAF.............................................. 1,240
insiasssi~ment. a:: thte participating agencies and to VNN ................................................. 8890
mndicaten that the hpaces, were centrally controlled VNMC .............................................. , 0

*by 305. However, Project ENHANCE PLUS re- Regional Force................................... _210
*quired expeditious Identification of trade-off spaces Popular Force .................................... 1,914

to support new units. This required implementation
% ~~of Phase 11 reductions and identification. of further TOTAL .............................................. 7,708

%.
trade-off spiees, The immediate source Identified St) The 10,905 spaces (approximately 588 Popu-
by JCIS wast a further reduction of Popular Forces lar Force platoons), that were Identified and
spoices. Initial esttimatem for VNAF Project EN- approved for inactivation to reduce the RVNAI"
HANCE PLUS requirements, based on previous authorized ceiling to 1A1 million, were to be Inac-
aircraft utilization rates and crew ratios, would tivated on a phased basis from March 1978 through
have remulted in a requirement 'for an additional 30 June 1973, Figure C-8 is a recapitulation of
66 Popular Force platoons (inactivation of these RVNAF FY 73 authorized strengths.48
66 platoons slang with Phase 11 reductions were
Implemented on 22 November 1972 by JOB Order LONG RANGE RVNAF
5460 effective I December 1972), However, after FORCE STRUCTURE PLAN
a comprehensive reevaluation of all VNAF aircraft (U) MACDO had the responsibility within MACV
utilization rates and crew ratios, the initial anti- for the devcloprment of the RYNAF force structure,
mate wall reduced by over 3,000 spacos thereby for the preparation of the MACV input to the
providing the capability for meeting other FY 73 CINOPAC Military Assistance and Sales Plan, and
immediate requirements and FY 74 requirements. for the Joint Strategic Objective Plan. To affectively
Further, it provided the means for reducing the discharge these responsibilities it was appropriate

additional 66 Popular Force platoons (1,914 spay 's) that a long range force structure plan for RVNAF

1-4T6 R'
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I1VNAF AUTHORIZED STRENGTHS, FY 71
APPROVED PY 71 fY 75

CRIMP$ CHANGES ADiUSTID S1INEGTHI,
ARVN ... ,... .. ................... ......,... 450,387 +898"* 450,7600C
VNAF .................... ....... ................ 61,458 +18,054 64,507
VN N .................... . .... .. ..... ........... 40,981 -1,189 89,742
VNM C ............... .......... .................. 14,245 +157 14,402
Regional Force ...... ............. ,..... ........... 807,107 +17,454 894,561
Popular Force ........ ......... 9. ....... 42,302 19617I74114"O" 306,098

TOTAL$S................................... ........ 1,116,905 -16,905 1,100,000
Imcludes temporary oboy@ ceiling authorihation of 14,901 spaces,
Includes 1,S07 awaiting dlitrIbutien for PV 74 end pending requIiromsets FY 71 strength is 445,955,

" Actool change extiluding 1,10? spaces above (at 661 Is -1,414.
"'Includes 19,401 spaces for Rgisemi PVoice Uloatlilon/Soe~lI Tactical Command Pest ISTCMI aisrodo program end 16,909 spaces to redoce to

1.1 million ceiling,
Sourest MACDO Figure: W

be prepared. To ac~complish this planning, a WU~l- maintain Ito overall strength throughout the year
ihg memorandum, CSAM 72-09, was prepared and in moot months actually refleuted Increases.
charging MACDO with coordinating the activities (U) During April 1972 a series of measures was

*of as MACV planning group which would develop a taken to provide manpower asisests to RVNA?
long range force structure by 15 April 1972, The immediately.
study group would develop the poist-hostilities force -A Ministry of National Defense (MOND)j
requirement and Incremental reductiona in RVNAF Communique of 12 April, followed by JT(2 Posta
to meat that force level. Message 14784 dated 18 April and JGB Memo 1886

(B) On 21 April 1972,- COMUSM1ACV approved dated 26 April, provided for an amnesty period for
the Long Range RVNAF Force Structure Plan. draft dodgers and deserters, The amnesty period
This p~lan was a first effort to develop s viable, lasted from mid-April to the end of May,
supportable force for defense of the Republic in -JGB Postal Message 14202 of 18 April reduced
the post. hostilities period. It was not meant to the training time for basic trainees from twelve to
dictate the actual size or configuration of specific nine weeks,
unitts that~ the 'United States would support. The -3GB Postal Messsage 15444 of 20 April provided
ljong flange RVNAF Force Structure Plan, for. for the conversion of Regional F'orce personnel
warded to JOB on 80 April 1972, proposed a post. to ARVN on an individual basis, A later Menmo
hostilities army structure composed of four infantry 2492, dated 8 June 1972, authorized the use of comi-
divisionsm and an airborne division,44 MACV amended plete Regional Force and Popular Force combat
this proposed structure by suggesting retention of units to replace combat units of infantry divisions
the Marine Division In lieu of an infantry division, which wtrc no longer capable of performing com-
in light of the Marine Division.'s demonstrated high bat operationa due to losses, In the latter case,
degree of professional competence and reliability, Regional Force and Popular Force personnel were
Thus the RVNAF pont-hostilities structure would not converted to ARVN,
contain three Infantry divisions, an airborne division, -3GB Memo 1386 of 24 April provided for the
and a marine divivion,4' Am of January 107.3 the restoration of military laborers. These personnel
IdIan was still under situdy by J0B, were to be released to their parent units for duty.

-Military personnel awaiting trial for minor
II'INAF MANP'OWERI PRIOCUREMENT offonses were released to their parent units by

(C) At the beghinning of 1972 the assigrned RYNAF JOS5 Memo 1369 of 24 April,
strength Including ARVN, VNN, VNAF, VNMC, and -JGB Postal Messages 15439 and 16038, dated 20
Regional Fnrce/Popular Force wase 1,046,254, com- and 25 April respectively, called for the immediate
piared to the authorixed 1(VNAF force ceiling of apprehension of all illegal PSDP members and their
1.1 niillion.40 Induction into A.RVN.

(C) At the time of the North Vietnamese in. Three addition measures wera isgriously considered
v'anion, force strengths had hicreased somewhat and but either riot fully implemented or not implemented
an of 31 March the RVNAF hkJ an assigned strength at all:

*of 1,056,380.47 -The 7ecall of the 38 to 48 age group, This was
(C) Despite heavy casualties resulting from the Implemented initially but theni cancelled because

Invasion and an Increasing number of desertions, of the serious drain it would Impose on the expe-
the RVNAF was abls through various means to rienced labor force,
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-The recall of personnel detached to governmeat cessions were provided within four months, By 31

agencies except the national police, This was not August the RVNAF assigned strength was 1,097,.

* implemented for the same reason as above. 15'7.4 b.

-The induction of the 1.7 year 'old age group, (U) Although the JOS committee was disbanded

This was not implemented at the time because of in September, the lower level committees were re.

"problems created by not having a sufficient in. tamned, The chiefs of staff of the various sectors

"ductee base for, the following year in this age were the chairmen of their respective province com.-

"bracket, mittees, However, due to the fact that the chairmen
(C) On 1 May 197 GEN Ceo Van Vies, Chief, were military and the problem of manpower we.

JGS/RVNAF, signed and issued Memorandum 1716 considered to be a civilian one, the Prime Minter
. which directed the formation of the JGS Manpower directed that province chiefs would assume the chair.

Resources Control and Support Committee. This manship of their committees effective 1 January

organization was empowered with the authority 1973, It was felt that this action would produce

a end responsibility to assure RVNAF a timely and more effective conscription,

uninterrupted flow of manpower during the period (C) As in 1971 the problem in manpower pro.

of increased hostilities. Subordinate to thi, commit- curement was primarily in conscript accessions. The

tee were committees established at province and see- RVNAF norm~ally met its total accession goals, but

tor level by direction of the Prime Minister on 4 conscript fill for the ARVN infantry battalions

May. The province and sector committees were to re- posed a major obstacle because few volunteered

port to the JGS committee on a daily basis, Through for this duty, The VNN, VNAF, VNMC, Regional

"the efforts of the committeeb and the normal re- Force, and Popular Force were able to achieve most

cruiting procedures, approximately 150,000 new ac- recruiting goals with little difficulty, although a

• , 1.•" " • . .
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critical shortage existed in the VNAF due to the comnittee for the express purpose of developing
level of schooling required atid the limitation of and recommending a revised law that could be
the training base, As of 31 January 1973 the as- applied in both peace and war, The specific areas
signed strength of RVNAF was 1,085,70$,411 of study includedi

-Policy and criteria for obligated national service
ItVNAF Monthly Assigned Strengths for draft age males,

JAN 72 .... .............................................................. 1,052,642 - Simplified deferment categories and tightened
F E B 72 .................................................................. 1,051,481 criteria,
M AR 72 ................................................................ 1,056,880 - M obilization In place policy and procedures,
A PR 72 ..................................... .. ..................... 1,061,378 - Denm obiligation,
MAY 72 ........................... 1,070,042 -Term of service,
JUN 72_ ................ .......... 1,097,218 -Policy of draft exemptions,
J U L 72 ..................... ......... ........... .......... .......... 1,099,299
AUG 72 .... .. ..................... ................... 1097,122 (C) The combined committee finalized a proposed

SEP 72 ................................................................. 1,097,157 m ilitary service law for subm ission to the M inistry

OCT 72 ..................................... 1,098,736 of National Defense on 19 October 1972, The pro.

NOV 72 .................................... ..................... 1,09) AFp posed law was Intends'd to summ arize and clarify

DEC 72 .................................................................. ,LOW8 :. • the series of past laws, decrees, and ordinances

JAN '/8 .............. ........................................... 1,095,708 and contained the flexibility so sorely required in
the past, Pertinent articles of the proposed law

Mobilization Efforts During 1972 were:
(U) It was apparent early in 1972 that the exist. -Three categories of mobilisation: normal, par.

Ing moblilzation laws did not contain the flexibility tial, and general,
to produce the required resources when needed, On -Service (active or reserve) by all able.bodied
8 July 1972 the 1968 General Mobilisation Order males from age 10 to 50,
was amended by Decree Law 2/772, The major -Specific ternm of service under normal and par.
aspects of Law 2/72i tial mobiliiationi release of service member when

-Eliminated the requirement to call 39 to 43 strength permitted under general mobilization; maxi.
year olds before 17 -year olds, mum accessions to permit discharge of 'senior

-Provided for release of RVNAF members when servlce members,
strength permitted. -Establishment of reserve force elements,

-Eliminated the deferment system and astab. -tDeferments on selective basis under normal
lished mobilization in place, and partial mobilization; mobilization in place un-

-- Gave the government authority to activate der' general mobilization conditions,
personnel who were mobilized in place, -Its application to reserve servicerien and to

(U) It Is significant to note that for the fires all servicemen when involuntary extensions were
time the law provided for discharge based on implemented under partial and general mobilization,
force strength, This new provision accomplished (C) The proposed law was signed hy President
a foundation and legal basli for the expansion of Thiou on 21 December with only minor changes,
discharge options, The mobilization in place con- After submission of the proposed law on 19 October
cept was initiated as a method of insuring greater 1972 the combined working committee continued to
(ontrol and accountability of all personnel of mill, meet for the purpose of studying an efficient and re-
tnry age who were not serving in the RVNAF for sponsive system that would provide for the rellase
any of a number of legally recog'nized reasons, of servicemen with long years of service as the
Personnel mobilized in place would continue in their RVNAF force structure reached the assigned
civilian status and be paid by their present eam- strength ceiling; additionally, the committee would
ployer. They would not be entitled to military pay study and make recommendations on the methods
or allowances but would be subject to military con- and problems of demobilization, This second task
trol and discipline when failing to maintain the was to be a long term endeavor and had not been
conditions of mobilization in place, and they could finalized as of January 1973,51
be activated when required, Since mobilization in

place wan a new concept, the deferment system AItVN Strength and Force Structure
was extended until new procedures for mobilization (C) On 1 January 1072 the ARVN force ceiling
in place wore dieveloped, This occurred in December wan 444,177 an opposed to an assigned strength of

1072 anti was effective during the first quarter of 407,963. Despite losses incurred as a result of the
1973.ni) NGUYEN HUE Offensive, the ARVN assigned

(C) On 14 August 1972 a joint MACV/MOND strength increased steadily through the year, In
directive was published, establishing a combined July 1072 a new ceiling of 448,953 was approved,
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MONTHLY ARVN CASUALTIES (KIA)
RATE PER 1,000 ASSIGNED

"70" (1971-1973)

,• 7,~6 0 .. .. ....

5 .0 , . . .. . .

4.0 ,
3,0

1o0

JAN FEI MAR APR MAY JYUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL
r'.

11971 .,mm_ 1439 ,117 1? ,804 770 746 502 329 388 5145 582 302 388 7,862
1972 i 339 ,447 725 2,724 2 •079 1,777 1,434 1,44l3 1.614 1,866 923 685 .e655

and1973 mn 1,006 
106Sourcet MACOD Figural C.4

and by 81 July the assigned ARVN strength was of several units under Project ENHANCE, Major400,419 or approximately 103 percent of authoriza. items of equipment were further provided under
tion, Throughout the remaining months of 1972 and Project ENHANCE PLUS, but as late as Januaryearly 1078 the assigned strength fluctuated due to 1073 JBS indicated that it intended to use this equip.
casualties and desertions. Figrue C-4 shows the ment for training and float with no units to beARVN casualties by month, Desertion rates are created, A possible exception which was still pending
discussed In a later section, Monthly assigned in January 1973 was an activation of artillery unitsntrengths of ARVN since January 1972 are listed to compensate for the withdrawal of ROKFV artil-
below: lerytU The major additional units added to the force
JAN 72.... ........................... 415,53(6 structure were as follows"luP E 72.................................. ............................ 417,373 -- A ntitank capabilities w ere significantly in-MAR. 72............ ................ 421,263 creased by the addition of tube launched, optically
APR 72 .... . ........................ ...... 427,041) tracked wiregulded (TOW) missile sections to 26
MAY 72 ............................ 431,215 of the infantry regiments, three airborne brigades,JUN 72 ............................ ........................... 456f,620 and seven ranger groups, as well as to I, II, and III

A JUL 72 ............................ 460,419 Corps headquarters, Additionally, 106mm and 90mm "AUG 72 ................................. 464,8S8 recoilless rifles were distributed to selected maneu.
SEP 72 ............................................... 466,709 ver units that faced the greatest enemy tank threat,
OCT 72 ............................. 467,362 -Two additional M-48 tank battalions were addedNOV 72 ............................ 461,045 to the II and Ill Corps reserve,DEC 72 ... ................................................... 45 8,473 -A n air defense capability was enhanced byJAN 7a................................................................... 451,4110 providing two additional A DA battallono, each corn-

(S) ARVN force structure changes that took place primed of two M.55 batteries (24 weapons each) andin 1972 included the reorganization and activation one M-42 battery (24 weapons each),
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- Three 175mm a% tillery battalions were added to MAY 72 ................................................ ..... .. ... 42,780
provide additional long range artillery and counter- JUN 72 ................................ 43,505
battery capabilities. JU L 72 ..................................................................... 44,070

- Army Strategic Technical Departments (ASTD) AUG 72 ....................................................................... 42,842
were added to the Airborne Division, the rang•v SEP 72 ....................................................................... 42,887
groups, and the 44th Special Tactical Zone to pro- OCT 72 ....................................................................... 42,726
vide a tactical signal intelligence (SIGINT, cap- NOV 72 .................................................................. 42,429
ability and to offset the continued drawdown of DEC 72 .................................................................... 42,186
U S forces. JA N 73 ...................................................................... 42,086

(5) Major items of equipment provided under (S) The major VNN force structure changes for
ENHANCE PLUS worst FY 73 decreased the authorized watercraft from

72-M-48 Tanks 1,080 to 1,523, included the transfer of three high
30-M-41 Tanka

117-M-118 APCs erdurance cutters (WHEC) to VNN assets, which
44--05mm Howitzers enhanced surface surveillance and coastal Interdic-
12-l155mm Howitzers tion capabilities; caused a reorganisation of the
8-1-1Tmm Howitzers VNN Blue Water Headqusrters; and included addl-
8-M-706 Armored Cars tional speos for coastal radar sites., Project EN.

(5) THANCE PLUS did not provide any additions or
The complete ARVN force structure in changes to the VNN force structure, As of January

January 1973 at!17 the VNN force structure consisted oftI
11 infantry divisions (85 regiments, 105 9 7, riverine craft

battalions) 110 harbor defense craft
1 airborne division (3 brigades, 9 bat- logistic and support craft

tal4ons) 9 oistal support craft
7 ranger groups (21 battalions) 411 costal surveillance craft
7 armored cavalry squadrons (non-divi- 1,528 craft totals'

sional)
3 M.48 tank squadrons (I deployed, 2 in VNAF Strength and For@e 8trueture

training) (C) On 1 January 1972 the VNAF force ceiling
38 border defense ranger battalions was 47,058 as opposed to an assigned strength of
5 175mm artillery battalions (2 deployed, 49,475, In July 1972 a new ceiling of 64,507 was

3 in training) approved aRtd as of 81 July the assigned VNAF
41 105mm artillery battalions (80 division- strength was 48,817, or approximately 76 percent

al, 5 non-divisional) of authorisation. Throughout the remaining months
15 185mm artillery battalions (11 division- of 1972 and early 1973 the assigned strength in-

al, 4 non-divisional) creased only slightly and as of 81 January 1978204 106mis artillery platoons (2 howitzers the assigned strength was 54,849,
each)

4 air defense artillery (ADA) battalions VNAF Monthly Assigned Strengths
(I deployed, I in training, 2 to be cc- JAN 72 ................................... 49,849
tivated ).b4  F E B 72 ....................................................................... 49,152

M A R 112 ....... ................................................................ 49,832
VNN Strength and Force Structure A PR 72 ..................................................................... 50,879

(C) On 1 January 1972 the VNN force ceiling was M AY 72 ................................................................... 50,820
40,081 as opposed to an assigned strength of 42,207, JUN 72 .......................... 50,10
In July 1072 a new ceiling of 89,742 wao approved, JUL 72 ..................................................................... 48,817
and a• of 31 July the assigned VNN strength was AUG 72 ....................................................................... 49,454
44,076 or approximately 111 percent of authorisation. SEP 72 .............................................. 50,589
Throughout the rem aining m onths of 1972 the as. OCT 72 ...................................................................... 51,029
signed strength decreased approximately 2,000, and NOV 72 ....................................................................... 50,858
as of 81 January 1973 the assigned strength was DEC 72 ................................................................... 51,629
42,086, JAN 73 ............................. 54,49

VNN Monthly Assigned Strengths (5) The major VNAF force structure changes dur.

JAN 72 ..................................................................... 43,122 ing 1972 were the result of Projects ENHANCE and
FEB 72 ......................................................... 43,144 ENHANCE PLUS. While ENHANCE basically ac-
MAR 72 ............................ 42,915 ctlerated the delivery of already scheduled aircraft,
APR 72 ...................................................................... 42,790 ENHANCE PLUS resulted in the formation of
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additional squadron%, The following are the major VNMC Monthly Assigned Strengths
changes that resulted; JA N 72 ..................................................................... 14,381

-Two additional CH-47 sqi-,drons were added FEB 72 .......................... 14,827
to provide a medium helicorter lift squadron for M A R 72 ..................................................................... 15,411
each of the four m ilitary regions. APR 72 ...................... ........................... ..... .... 15,277

-Three additioni A.87 squadrons were added MAY 72 ....................... ............................. 15,775
to provide an impruved irose air support and inter- JUN 72 .................................................................... 17,081
diction capability in the near border areas. JUL 72 ...................................... ..... ....... ....... 17,391

- Two additional F-5A squadrons and the early AUG 72. ................................................. 116,886
, activation of three F-BE squadrons with F.5A air- SEP 72 ...................................................................... 16,674

craft provided additional close air support and in. OCT 72 .............. ..................................................... 17,179
terdiction capability. Three of the six F-5A squad- NOV 72 .......................... 17,100
rons were to be employed for air defense, DEC 72 .......................... 16,128

"- Additional UH-1 helicop~ers were provided for JAN 78 ...................... .............. ... ........ ....... ... 14, 9
improved direct support of ground forces by In-
creasing the,unit equipment of existing squadront (TS) In June 1072 JGS responded favorably to
and eventually adding three additional squadrons a MACV proposal that a one battalion amphibious
for a total of 19 UH.1 squadrons to support tho raid capability be developed within the VNMC, In
four military regions, Additionally, one SAWi August MACV requested 30 LVTP.5s as an addition* MEDEVAC squadron was located in Military Rsgio), to Project ENHANCE.n?
Sand eight SAR/MEDEVAC flights were dintri- (S) Following a series of exchanges concerning
buted in the remaining military regions to provide the advantage of the LVTP-7 versus the LVTP-5,
emergency service to combat forces. in November JOB approved the ENHANCE PLUS

• -Ten additional EC-47N were added to provide addition of 31 LVTP-5 amphibious vehicles as
inareased airborne radio direction finding (ARDF) substitutes for the LVTP-7 until the latter became
capabilities as US forces were withdrawn. available in FY 74, The 187 spaces to be used for

-Thirty.five 0.2 aircraft were added to replace the amphibious company would be supported from
a like number of 0.1 aircraft, thereby providing within the VNMC force structurs,.M Additionally,
superior performance capabilities in the mountainous a TOW antitank company was provided to give the
regions of Military Regions 1 and 2, VNMC an Ihiproved antitank capability. A Strategic

-Two Nquadrons of C-130 aircraft were provided Technical Detachment (STD) was also added to
to increase VNAF air transport capability in terms provide a tactical signal intelligence capability to
of total aircraft capacity and outsise loads, Addi. offset the loss of support previously provided by
tionally, the aircraft simplified the logistics eys. US forcesA 11 The basic force structure of the VNMC
tern by eliminating the C-12le from the VNAF as of January 1973 consisted of one division of nine
inventory, maneuver battalions and three 105mm artillery

"* -Consistent with the process of Vietnamisation, bettalions,"/
S. undergraduate pilot training capabilities were im.

,'proved to provide the basis for increased reliance Territorial Forces Strength and Force Structure
on in-country training in T-37 and UH-1 aircraft. (C) Significant CY 72 ceilings and assigned

, -One AC-119K, squadron was added that pro- strengths are shown In Figure C-6,.1
vided increased firepower and truck killing cap. (TS) In May 1972 a Joint JGS/MACV committee
abilityAe propoced a force structure change for Territorial

(TS) A detailed summary of the VNAF force Forces which would convert 307 Regional Force
°', structure as of January 1973 is shown in Figure C-5, group headquarters to Regional Force battalion

headquarters and would activate 45 sector tactical
.VNMC Strength and Force Structure command posts (STCP) to provide command and

"(C) On 1 January 1972 the VNMC force ceiling control of the Regional Force battalions/'m On 31
was 14,072 as opposed to an assigned strength of May JCS approved the plan, and a phased implemen-
14,312, In July a new ceiling of 14,402 was ap. tation began which was essentially completed by

SProved, and as of 31 July the assigned VNMC the end of 1972.41-

strength was 17,391 or approximately 121 percent (S) As space requirements involving ENHANCE
of authorization, Throughout the remaining months and ENHANCE PLUS materiel developed, JOS
of 1972 and early 1973 the assigned strength flue. habitually identified Territorial Force spaces for
tuated only slightly until the last two months of trade-off. In August the 8/72 Committee was formed
thim period, As of 31 January 1973 the assigned to identify trade-off spaces from within the entire
st,,igth was 14,879, RVNAF. By January 1973 the committee identifiud

e, C-21
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VNAF FORCE STRUCTURE

UNITS AUTHORIZATION ACTIVII/OPHL FUTURE FORCE
AS Of JAN 71 AS OF JAN 71 STRUCTURE

Fighter Squadrons .............................. 8-A-i 3/8 A-I fl-A-I
7-A-S8 7/5 A-87 10-A-S8
1-FSA 2/0-FSAO* 6-F-5A

19

Air Defense Squadrons ...................... 8-F-SE 0/0 M-5E 0
Gunship Squadrons ............................. 1-AC-47 1/1 AC-47 I-AC-47

1-AC-119G 1/1 AC-119G 1-AC.119G
1-A.C.119K

Helicopter Squadrons .. ........... 16-UH-i 16/16 UH-I*** 21-UHIi
.-CO -4 2/1 CH0.41 4-.H-47

Recon Squadrons ................................. 1-EC/RC-4'7 1/1 EC/RC-47 1-11MC/RO-4
1-10-47 1/0 E0-47 I-30-47

1-N-Rh11G

Transport Squadrons .......................... 1-0-119 0/0 0-119e
1-0-47 0/0 0-47*
8-.-lS8 1/1 0-i284,
8-1-T07 8/1 0-7 8---

2/0 Q.180" 9-. -180

5

Tralninr Squadrons .................... I-I-411 I1i T-41/ 9-T-411

T-87/ T-87/ T-87/UR-1 URII- 11-1

Liaison .................................................. 8-8./U-17 8/7 O-I/U-17 8-O-2/U-17/
0-1

Special Air Mifition Squadron ........ 1-VO-47l 1/1 VC-47/ 1-VC.47/
UH.1/ UN-1 UH-1/
U-17 U.17 0

TOTAL ................ 5................................. 4 Squadrons 51/89 Squadrons 66 Squadrons
*Uhdtl#$ bing nectvcloted to support EINHANCI PLUS. All would be Inectiveted by the end of Jenuery 197,11,
"• ENiHANCE PLUS eetivetlIno,

$'*Represents at invreeut of I squedrens at It UK aesh, Ivereehe of the UK of 16 existing oquedrens frem II to 11 aircraft, end fermetlem of 2
IAR/MEIVDlAC dedlieted squadrons lene with 24 Ul and on with 14 US),

Sources MACDO Figure: C.5

RF/PF STRENGTH CEILINGS
I JAN 72 I JUL 71 I JAN 711

Regional Force Ceilin g ...................... 290,985 324,561 324,501
Assigned ......................................... ..... 283,947 300,640 300,805*
Popular Force Ceiling ........................ 25,027 206,028 206,028
Assigned ................................................ 246,814 227,950 218,9080*

Daoee not Include these personnel transferred tram Popular Forces,
"Doe" not Include 1,741 personnel transferred to ARYN and Relienel Forces,

Source: MACDP Figure: C-6
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16,905 Popular Force and 1,737 Regional Force CINCPAC for approval on 27 January 1973, CINC-

trade-off spaces for the 1,1 million coiling require. PAC approved the review and forwarded it to JCS
trint.04 on 6 February. The review, conducted under direc-

Regional Force Structure tion of the JG• Itnt the force structure within the

(As of Jan 78) authorized RVNAF resources, Participating RV.
TYPO UNITS AUTHORIZID STAINGTHS NAF aenes and commands were told by the JGS
Combat .............. ............. .................... .. 261,576 cochairman that the US would not support any
Combat Support .......... ............................ 8,878 further increases in equipment above programmed
Combat Service Support ........................ 22,602 levels and that proposals for new unit activations
Training Base ....................................... .... 8,350 must have corresponding equipment trade-offs as
Hq Units ................................................... 14,019 well as manpower space trade.offs. Accordingly, no
Pipeline ...................................................... 18,860 cost data were provided for FY 78 or 74 force
Awaiting Distribution ............................ 776 structure changes mince these changes would be

TOTAL ......................... .... 824,561 accomplished from within currently available or
programmed equipment, However, VNN had two

Popular Force Structure long lead time requirements that were already ap.
(As of Jan 78) proved by CINCPACFLT and included in the FY '74

TYPO UNITS AUTHOilZC1 STRINOGTI MAS? programi PF.107 Patrol Frigates to replace
PF Platoons ............................ ........... 194,271 the aging Patrol Craft Escorts (PCEs); and for.
Pipeline ............................................. ........ 11,?a rocemant Coastal Raiders to replace the Yabuta,

Kien Miang, and Command Junks, CINCPACFLT
TOTAL ................. ................................... 206 ,028 later revised requirements to replace the aging

PCE& by indicating that the employment of PF.107s
as attrition craft should receive continuing study in

(U) The Women's Armed Forces Corps, (WAFC) service channels,67
had an authorised strength of 1 percent of the ARVN (U) Many of the significant RVNAF force strut.
total strength, but'was only a part of the contribu. ture changes that had occurred during FY 78 were
tion of women to the country's defense. As of Decem. described, Additionally, there were several FY 14
ber 1972 here were 4,884 WAFC, 8,106 National force structure proposals, commonts on JCS special
Policewomen, 465 female Revolutionary Development items of interest, ongoing studies, and unresolved
workers, and more than a million volunteer women Issues that could later impact on future RVNAF
in the People's Self.Deffsnsi Force (PSDF). In. combat capabilities and resource managpment,
cluding the PSDF, 10 percent of Vietnam's popu-
lation was involved in defense in one way or another; FY 74 Force structure Proposals
of this number at least 30 percent were women, (5) Although overshadowed by significant in.

(U) The WAFC wire assigned to different units creases in combat capabilities brought about by
oftyn close to their homes after graduation and Projects ENHANCE and ENHANCE PLUS during
advanced training, Of the 4,384 WAF0, 138 were FY 7B, FY 74 force structure provided increased
attached to the Air Force, go to the Navy and capability, especially in the support areas, to re- V
fotur to the Marines, The others were dividtid among place withdrawing US forces, ,
regular ARVN unit:a and militia units of the -- ARVN Proposals:
Regional Forces, In September of 1972, 2,033 (1) The Long Dinh Depot, activated by J3s in
WAFCi were based in the Saigon aroa, BOH In Mill. FY 73 because of massive logistical problems, was
tary Region 1, 175 in Military Region .2, 881 in Mill. proposed for authorisztion in FY 74,
tary Region 3, and 526 in Military Region 40 () Artillery suivey platoons were proposed to

(U) WAFC end of year strangrths were as (2 rilr uvypatoswr rpsdtoU) AC ed f rstnt eprovide an electronic survey capability at each corps
to Increase accuracy and responsiveness of RVNAF

19o.-1,486 1969-8,882 artilleiy assets,
1966.-2,203 1970-4,189 (8) Single Integreted Military System (SIMS)
1907-2,701 19171--3,182 teams would be establinhed for inspection and
1908-8,918 1972-4,984 evaluattion of newly acquired SIMS sites as well as

REVIEW OF FY 74 FORCE STIRUCTURE maintenance of ICS circuits throughout Vietnam.
(TS) The combined JGB/MACV FY 74 RVNAF 14) Mobiliation offices would be established at %.

Force Structure Review, which commer,ýaot' on 2P the sector Irvel under the Director of Mobilization ýY
November 1972 and culminated In the JGS final to provide definitive lines of ,uthoilty and respoi•.
proposal on 12 January .i978, was submitted to sibility in the oonscription oi m nv-iwer for the RV.
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NAP and to provide a more precise method of continuing effort to increase accessions beyond
conscription through by-name draft&, losses due to combat and desertions, Such an effort

-VNAF Proposal: VNAI1 was to became self. must include maintaining a tight control on draft
suffcisit n vaiou suportares sch a liuiddeferments, losses due to combat and desertions,

oxygen producLion and electric power production. effective methods of Identifying draft evaders, and
-VNN Proposal: VNN would improve logistics continued efforts at recruitment and reduction In

nmanaitement through proposed additions of store. deserters.
keepers and revised logistics management activities -Plans to develop a reserve force should con.
at various levels of the VNN. 0 ider the economic effects of the flow of personnel

-VNM Prposa; A amhibius ractr cin. through the active duty and reserve systems. More-
-VnMC wsproposedal: Ane orampibaioustacto oemn- over, study should be undertaken to determine the

panywaspropsedas he ogansatonaleleent feasibility of using the military as a means to do-
to employ the LVTP-5s provided under Project EN. velop, civilian skills determined necessary by the
HANCE PLUS, Trade-off spaces were provided from National Manpower Committee and the Ministry of
within VNMC resources. This proposal was later do. National Planning and Development.
oainated by CINCPAC as an approved FY 78 force -Force levels must be compatible with existing

stRu egichange virce Prpoal Inenlrainet national planst for economic stability and growth.
-Regona Fore Popoal: ntenalrealgnmnts The economic effocts of a continued diversion of

wer~e proposed for two additional subsectors form- a large proportion of the labor force away from
ed in response to a Department of Interior decree, nonmilitary economic activities must be weighed

-Multiservice Proposal: An increased emphiasis carefully against thes milita-ry need for personnel.
on upgrading inspection capabilities was evidenced -Force structure planning that included reduc-
by additions and realignments of spaces for in. tion in force must be closely coordinated with
creasing IV, activities throughout the RVNAP. government economic planning to insure optimal

Commlrio o JC spcial111emaof nteestutilination of the released personnel. Demobilisa-
(ommntson CS pecal Iemsof nteesttion would result In a major redistribution of labor

(TS) JC8 requested that seven items be con. between' the military and civilian sectors of 'the
sidered during the Force Structure Review and that economty. Unless offuntting programs were developed
comments be Included In the report. The itenis of aslid undiertaken. unemployment with attendant poll-
interest werei tical Instability could result.
Alrinpowrin mid mstrioraiiel rjinesttms .!toiooted w~it )'ouuibiftp of relvilinhu sonit votermn. flNAY

* in prolil00 file i'caei:'u deplovollow capolififtn of soldiers4 in Well1) of the contribjutionts experian@ood
A, AR N divisions, mov lloutd mke to file soonownlp and the leadershiip

(To) It was concluded thati and lldliiharji skills they could olefr to PSDF uimts
* ~~-The general reserve units of RVNAF (Air. ond villag ovvnstI

borne and Marine Divisilons and designated rangrer (TS) It wats recommended that continued em-
.4 roupt., had continualiy demnonstrated a country- phusis and US assistanbe be directed toward con-
* wide decploymecnt capability. tinuing and finalizing efforts currently unde'-wsy
-,-Manpower structural and personnel comiddsra- in planning for reloau. from active duty alid do-

tiono~ wore not doemed significant constraints to mobilization of selected servicemeon and establish-

of ARVN infantry divisions. The impaot of RVNAP1 force struc~ture ov ROKFV
h-1iffcl's, if rnnu, of clisoontent at tole village lelvel *reds-ployinout,
rattyrd byj ilpgroding ftepuinat F'nroel and Populair (TS) It wais concluded that:

).,l~cell, -Replacement of ROKFV forces had been studied
(T.;) It wns concluded that there was no specifi. by MACV/JGS on a recurring basis since MarchI

cally idientified und statistically supportable evi. 1972. JGS accelerated unilateral planning for this
donce of discontent at the~ village level as a direct contingency In Into October 1972 onl thte basis of ar,
result of the Regional Force upgrade program. How- Imminent cease-fire.
ever, there were several aspectsi of the program that -.308 plans Included replacing the XOKFV
couild, in time, prove fertile areas for village level with Inter- and Intra-military region redeployeniit
discontent, of existing maneuver forct~s: two rangers groups
Eeriin~i~i aind palitival effects of the eurrent V'iet. in Military Rtegion 8 anid/or Military Region 4
n1Puiiiv oar nr1potvel. policies, and the 21sit kM-48) Tank Sciiadron (ENHIANCE

(T19) It was recommnended that: equipment).
.-A policy reinstating a regular flow of service. -3(18 proposed aictivation of 12 artillery sections

mien through the military must. be supported by a (2 tubes each) for deploymunt in Military Region

i:~F~~ C-24P w
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2, the caliber of sections (105nim or 1filimm) con. -(TS) Conihined Arms Units: The RVNAF utili.
thigent on availability of weapons, sation of tank and armored personnel carrier assets
The impalt, of other current studies of nped/ifc vee wasn the subject of numerous discussions with the
ments of the RVNAF Pores Structure, JOB, They ware encouraged to ihitegrats mechanized

-(TS) AMIN fRanger Rcorganisation: Through. infantry and tanks into combined arms elements
out CY '72 there were various proponals for realign, by developing new units within existing equipment
Ing the ARVN ranger organization Including the assets, Several proposals were developed and con.
formation of a ranger division employing the miderad by at combined JOB/MACV committee re-
Ranger Comman~d Headquarters and three of the commending a brigade usied unit in each military
seven ranger' groupst The organization would have region, Because the recommendation was Indefinitely
required extensive activation of combat support postponed, it was not known whether combined arms
and combat service support units as well as US units would be formead
Rupport of a significant equipitvtent, shortfall. While -(TB) Repional Pot-as battatione and sctoor tac.
augmentations to the combat power of existing Haul euim and post progprani: The program to
structurem might profitably be considered, the strengthen command and control structures of
MACV position was that additional structures such Regional Force units by upgrading Regional Force
as the division proposal could not logically be sup. company group headquarters to battalion huadquar.
p~orted. JGB later revised the proposal to the formsa. term and by creating sector tactical eommand posts
tiun of three mobile ranger groups Into brigades (STOPs) for control of a given number of upgraded
emplloying 741 additional mnanpower spaces and battalions encountered sanie difficulties, Combined
significuant items of signal/transpoirtation equip. JGOE'/MACV inspection teams determined at several
mont. After COMUSMACV approval in concept In points in the progression throughout the various
August 1972, the Chief, JOS postponed the reorgani. phaset that significant problem areas such as equip.
cation because of the high level of organizational ment shortages, severely stained leadership pools,Il
turbulence, JOB was continuing to study riinger re. and a lag in operational deployment of the BTCPs
organization and its relatioi~ilhi ps to. Vietnamese was hampering the progress of the entire program,
ground border security, JOS was cautioned that It might be prudent to do.

-(T1s) Do frto-I in rt 1on of (I nationll" do/onie plati, lay prelviously projected dates for completion of
libly sytcent avid it /oal' yjear dol/mis. pben On 0 each phassi however, COMUSMACV continued to
S ep~tenmber 1072 the Prime Minister requested MACV pledge full support of the program,
astilltalnet in (1) asseaminix and improving 1tVNAF -(TB) 1'NYAP Muritimen Air' Putt-at Squa~dron.,
planning capabilitiets, (2) integrating Ministry of TVie need for the Maritime Air Patrol Squadron
National Defense (MOND)) planning and tliat of employing RC.1lUO aircraft was being reavalu.
other governmental ministries and agencies, and nted because of costs and difficulties related to in.
(3) achievingu botter allocation fand utilization of stallation of the APB.122 radar on the aircraft,i rsourcus. The end result of the committee was a Results of this reevaluation could require revisions
sP'stemt for orchestrating proposed PPBB efforts to the FY 78-74 RVNAF force structure at some

h of the MOND), *IGS, avid subordinate agencies, Fully future date.
Imiplemented, the mystcn would achieve; the cop. A ii maielysin of the ritrirnti Ittus a/ Vof rrritoridal
ability to project mtrategic options, military require. JForees ill 1ietnanil,
iituntt, tind costs well into the futurel the vapiability (TS) It was concluded that in 1072 Regional
to Integrate millitury planning with that of other Forces were significuntly strengthened at some ex.
llninltVIVIs to an extent not previously recognised; ponseo to Popular Forces utrengt~h, As a result of
and a diseiplinrd~ system that would force military JOS ciecision planning, additional Popular Force
plannters to undurstand and accept resource man. strength reductions were used to fund regular forces
ageniont. to ensure that budget expenditures achieved increases inclading those made in direct response to
natoadeesprgamdojcieTuom Projects ENHANCE anad ENHANCE PLUS. Plan. p

mitte popuvalwasappovol b COMSMAV nng or utue rlesandstrengths of Territorial
and orwrde toChie, JS RNAFandthe orcm ws bingundertaken in both a unilaterial

LEAI)EiIHII' EVALUATION AND) hTIUCl'IJIE formal efficiency rating system within the RVNAF.
(C) A method for the evaluation of an individual'st E'ffivivnlcy reports Were rendiered annually for of.

overall effectivenemas existed In the official and ficerm anid semniannuslly for enlisted mien, Individuals
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CQNW40EM7TIA1
in leadership pokitiona who received an overall un- officers and attempted to correct the situation.
sathifaetory report were considered inept leaders However, the problem was compounded by the fact
and dismissed from their duties through adminis- that the requirement for effective leadership in the
trative procems, In practice subordinate commanders sectors and subsectors kept a considerable number
through whorn reports werv routed normally took ,,f senior field grade officers from serving in tac.
aetion to relieve such Individuals ptior to formal tics] units, As part of a long ringse plan for im.
reiief action by the JGS, However, there are no proving RVNAF leadership the JOB began work on

statistics available to substantiate this, an officer careur management program. This prog.
(C) A problem in th6 RVNAF leadership effec. raw envisioned a basic career development plan

tiveness in 1072 was the shortage of officers in the that included all services and provided career
appropriate rank assigned to command positions, guidance for schooling, training, and assignment of
In June 1072 there were 104 ARVN maneuver bat. all offirfers and NCOs, As of 31 Deemeber 1972 the
talions, of which only four were comnmunded by program was in the final stages of development.
lieutinant colonels, Forty were commanded by (C) RVNAF leadership and motivation training
majors, 38 by captains, and two by lieutenants, By received considerable emphasis during 1972 at the
the end of October 1.972 only one of 108 ARVN various training centers and service schools, Al.
maneuver battalions was commanded by a lieutenant though there was some indication that small unit
colonel, Seventy were commrnded by majors, •8 by leadership improved, it was virtually irmpossible to
captains, Throughout the year, JO0 recogninad the determine how much of the improvement wan due
problems of having maneuver battalions commanded to the increased training,
by company grade as well as lowor field grade (C) The North Vietnimese invasion of March 1972

KEY POSITION CHANGES
(1972)

PRVIMOUS INCUM|INT . N RIPLACIMINI IPP DAIS
LTG NGUYEN VAN VY ................... MOND. ..e........... ... ............................. TRAN THIEN KIEM............. ........ 2 APR 72
COL NGUYEN Q 00( TUAN .......... Jl/JGS ..................... ................ COL IAI DUO OHUAN ........................ I JUL 12
COL TRAN NGOC THONG ............... AG/JGS ....................................... COL TRAN VAN THAN .................... 2 AUG 12
COL PHAM VAN TIN ..................... ,CHIEF, Je .................................... COL CAO MANH THANG .............. 16 AUG 72
DO PHAN DINH SOAN ................... CDR, ARTY CMD ...................... LTG NGUYEN XUAN TIUNH ........ 26 JAN 79
COL PHAN HOA HIEP ................... CDR, ARMOR CMD ................ 80 LY TONG HA .................................. ID OCT •2
COL NGUYEN NGOC THIET ........... CDR, MP CMD .. ................. COL NGUYEN HUU PHUOC ........ 90 JUN 72
C0L THAN CONG LIEU ..... ......... CDR, ROR CMD ...................... DO DO KE GIAI ................................ 10 AUG 72
LTG DU QUOC DONG .................... .0DR, ABN CMD ........................ 00 LE QUONG LUONG .................... 11 NOV 72
LTG HOANC XUAN LAM, ................ CDR, I CORPS/MR I ......... ... LTG NGO QUANG TRUONG ............ 2 MAY 72
MG NGUYEN VAN HIEU ................. DCDR, I CORPS/MR I ........... LTG I-AM Qt'ANG THI ........... .10 MAR 72
MG PHAM VAN PHU ......................... CDR, 1ST INF DIV ................... DO LE VAN THAN ........................... 11 NOV 72
MG NGUYEN VAN TOAN ................. CDR, 2D INF DIV ................. BG TRAN VAN NHUT ................ 25 AUG 72
BG VU VAN GIAI .............................. CDR, OD INM DIV ................ D NGUYEN DUY HINH ................. 9 JUN 19 2.
LTG NGO DZU ................................... CDR, 11 CORPS/MR II ........... MG NGUYEN VAN TOA4 .............. 10 MAY 72
MG LE NGOC THIEN ....... ........ ZDR, 22D INF DIV ................... HG PHAN DINII NIEM .................... 25 APR 79 J
RO VO VANH CANH ..................... CDR, 221D INF DIV ................... DO T1AN VAN CAM ............... 19 OCT 72
COL LE VAN HUNG ..... ...................... CDR, OTH INT1 DIV ................... DB0 THAN QUOC LIrH ................ .4 SEP 72
MG LAM QUANG THO ................. CDR, 18TH INP DIV ............... DO LE MINH DA .............. 4 APR 72
LTG NGUYEN XUAN THINH ......... CDR, 28TH INF DIV ............... RG LE VAN TU ............................... 25 JAN 72
LTG NGO QUANG TRUONG.......... CDR, IV CORPS/MR IV...... MG NGUYEN VINH NOl ................ 8 MAY 72
MG NGUYEN VINH NUHI ........... CDR, 21ST INP DIV ....... ........ HG CIUONG DZENH QUAY ......... 2AUG 72
DO TRAN VAN HAI ........................... CDR, 44TH SP TAC Z ............... COL HOANG DUC NINH ....,........... 12 MAY 12
LTG LE NGUYEN KHANG ............... . DR, MAR DIV ......................... DO BJUI THE LAN .............................. 5 AUG 72

VNAF ...... N........................... ........... s..... •N igriiiuivant changes. However, additional ass~gnments were mado due to
force st.ructure Increases,

VNN ............................................ ..... No mignificant. changes., However, more positions ware establisihed due to in.
'.rwised numbers of mission'i a4 a resulL of th-) US withdrawal,

Sourcei MACDP Figure: C.7
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showed that the RVNAP was leas hssitant to relieve resulting changes in key positions throughout the
Ineffective com~manders than had boen the case in corps and division staffs, Figure C-7 shows a list.
prior years. In May 19'72 tht commanders of I and 11 Ing of significant key position changes that occurred
Corps were replaced. During the period April through durinig 19i72, In addition to those indicated in Figure
October 04ia, sever of 11 Infantry division comn- C-7, 20 province chiefs and three training center
mandiers were replaced. Somie of thetie actions were commundnria ware replaced or received new assign
as a direct result of their performance during the mien.i~ during the yew?,
invasion, In other instAnces the action was taken
in an effort to place strong leaders in command (U) It lis necessary to remember that the Viet-

apositions. The turbulence caused by theme command narnese and 113 concepts of leadership were not the
position changeR was further complicated by the same and were influenced by different constraints,

a 'saw

.d is

144

LTG Noo Queoins Tracen 00~t) Qrmmander, I CorpoA/llitaty A"Ino1r~, and GIN Coo Yoii Vito accompany Pribldent Tl a at QU6112 TH
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While there was general agreement on the basic time In grade for promotion for most grades. Most
principles, there was considerable difference in RVNAF' officers appeared to be enthusiastic about
the methods of applying those principles, as well the chanxes and felt that they would have a signi.
as the values and attitudes by which leadership ficant impact on the promotion system.7 1
effectiveness is measured. Such things as the im-
portance of political influence or the kin relation- iIVNAP DESERTIONS
ship could not be properly evaluated by utilizing (C) Desertions in recent years had been the
an I merican approach to leadership. The problem greatest single source of RVNAF marpower losses
of cffective evaluation was further compounded and served one of the biggest continu!ng problems
by the tendency to judge the quality of the RVNAF confronting the RVNAF leadership, In 1912, a period
leadership without giving sufficient consideration that included the NGUYEN HUE Offensive and
to such mitigating factors as the dilution of capable some of the heaviest casualties of the war, 70
leaders i, the increased force structure; combat percent of all manpower losses were desertions,
casialties of the more aggressive leaders; the cul- Total gross and net desertions are shown in Figure
tural, political, and ethnic influences; and most im- C-9
portantly, the quality and motivation of the soldiers (C) Specific causes of desertions were numerous,
being led, with the most frequent relating to the close family

T(U) RVNAF assetssment of the leadership prob- kinship ties existing within the Vietnamese culture,
lem was e.sentially one of recognizing that overall Other factors suen as the intensity of combat opera-
leadership among NCOs and officers had improved tions, poor living conditions, long family separations,
but that further improvement in 1973 was both low apprehension risk, limited punishment, and the

necessary uiid desired,70 impact of ineffective leadership in combat were allIfactors that had been identified in the past and otill
OFFICER AND NCO PROMOTIONS existed as factors contributing to the high number(C) Officer promotions during 1972 were consider- of desertions, The Vietnamese recognized desertions

ly lower than the quota• or goals projected at the as a major problem r#id instituted a number of
beginning of this period, Although. the North M'iet- measures to reduce them, A desertion control om.-
namese invaricrn of March 1972 resulted in 'numer- mittes at JGS level and others at subordinate levels
ous recommendations for battlefield promotions, down through regiment and sector were formed to
many officers could not be promoted because they analyze desertion statistics and causes and recom.
did not meet the exacting criteria, The AG/JGS, mend control programs, with concurrent emphasis
insofar as was possible, gave the officers non. by senior Vietnamese officers on command and
hattlefield functional promotions in lieu of per- leadership aspects, This was accomplished by fre.
manent promotions. Although non-commissioned quent directives to commanders and by staff visits.
officer and enlisted promotions also fell short of In addition, nationwide roundup operations were
the ann-,al goalp, the larger percentage of promo- conducted by military units and the National Police
tions within the non-commissioned offiner and en. to apprehend deserters hiding out in the cities and
listed grades occurved as a direct result of the villages, A national identification system which re-
North Vietnamese invasion when President Thieu quired turn-in of civilian identity cards by soldiers
authorized liberal promotions of.personnel who were made it more difficult for the deserter to escape
serving in units which had performed exceptionally detection, Further, punishment for deserters was in-
well In combat, Figure C-8 reflects the promotion creased, In the field POLWAR indoctrination of
"results for the year 1972, In September 1972 MOND soldiers and local government officials became more
convened a special committee to review RVNAF frequent. Attempting to get at the roots of the prob.
promotion policies. In late October MOND received lem, RVNAF made efforts to improve the morale of
the committee recommendations which were then frontline units by improved pay and living condi-
forwarded to President Thieu *for approval, The tions, standdown time, reinstatement of ordinary
most significant revisions approved by MOND were leave suspended after March 1972, and better care
the institution of an "up or out" promotion system of dependents, MACV studies indicated that there
and a change in the time in grade requirements were no easy or short term solutions to the RVNAF
for certain officer promotion,. Officers in the desertion problem. Rather, desertions would be re-
grades of captain, major, or lieutenant colonel could duced as multiple actions were taken on a broad
be released from active duty if not promoted at front and as leadership and national allegiance im-
the end of seven years in grade, while first lieu. proved.7.
tenants would be released after five years in grade. (C) In early February 1973, subsequent to the
Additionally, officers would have to be in grade cease-fire, a survey was made to determine if an
for a period of three years before becoming eligible upsurge of desertions occurred at the time of the
for n permanent promotion. This generally increased cease-fire. There had been some increase in the
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UNCLASSIFIED
1972 PROMOTIONS

RVNAF NON-.TIATLBFIELI
STRIINGIIIIS ANNUAL FUNCTIONAL mLEFIEBL) TOTAL

PKIMOTIONS PROMOTIONS PROMCITIONS PRMNOTIONS
RAODL AtMI AS9C A, OTA USED QUOTA USFD WOTA USED 201A. USED

GE3N (S iTARAS) 1 0

CWIN (4 STMAR) 30 1

LTG 14 1V 2 1 3

MG 76 16 2 2

10 163 43 22 7 29

TOTAL GEN 264 79 24 1d 34

COL 901 513 45 30 44 31 32 20 121 81

I'}TZ 3,581 2,074 338 250 216 75 110 49 664 374

5LaJ 9,225 5,141 704 488 396 255 172 146 1,272 889

CPT 23,348 12,609 1,939 1,581 2,305 444 971 166 5,215 2,191

ILI' 595 218 595 218

2L'I' 46,419 51,816 595 126 595 126

ASP 5.1. 412 280 27 791 439

TOTAL OFF 83,7311 72,277 3,537, 2,761 2,961 829 2,755 762 9,2W3 4,352

NON-PATTLEIP18L
RVNAP ANNUA FUNCTIONAL BA'ILPLIWEBL TOTAL
STREING11S I' aOKiA IONS PROatMIONS PROMOTIONS PROV9l ION5

GRADE. AUTTH A5SO QUO TA USED QU11 QOA USMt QUOTA USID~ re SD

NISO 1CL 8,769 6,892 928 7b63 535 373 1,463 1,136

WC, 29,949 18,125 3,761 2,0(18 2,207 1,461 5,968 3,524

SVC 66,314 66,496 3,700 2,095 4,026 2,994 7,732 5,899

SISG 118,410 97,151 12,137 11,21,s 5,693 4,113 17,830 15,328

TOTAL NCO 223,442 188,^64 20,532 16,141 12,461 8,941 32,993 25,892

CFC 145,137 89,333 18,450 12,347 16,7Z6 10,934 35,186 23,281

CPL 143,300 109,429 31,661 28,191 27,105 17,97/ 27,105 46,168

I'lic 149,596 157,194 48,391 30,155 48,391 30,155

P\rV 148,291 251,078 I
rWIAL DI 586,324 607,034 50,111 40,538 92,232 59,066 110,682 99,604

PF PLAT CDR 7,047 7,280

'I MEDD0S 189,449 211,605

cRANl TOTAL IIoo,10000 1,086,860

Ov.ue to Incomplete Q)D22 reports a tot., of 2,022 personnel are Lmaccounted for when the total assigned gs indicated

Is compared with actual assigned strength as of 31 Dec 72 (1,089,882). A by rank and force distribLution or 12,022

could not be obtained,

Source: AG/JGS Figure: C-I
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TOTAL RVNAF DESERTION RATES
30

27

24

21 , .- ,M , ft I o 16,s ,

I '1 %

JAN FED MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC.

, 11 '' 1, 10.2 L1 6 ll6 18 .I 18.1 18,1 36. 8 193

-1 I7 B,7' HATE 18 I,:QUAL T 0'TIIIN U00-7 IRATE LL,',S T1i11 NUMPIN OFT I , 01 1 I'I!i,

S .JHI ,;,T 'jO 1I 1,1T"AkY CONTROL IN A ON. MONTH I ,l•.1 1 ), "

Source: MACDP Figure! C.9

number of demertioni due to JGS Postal Message desertion was not a major problem confronting the
0:1083/TTM of 04 January 1I97: which ruduced RVNAF during thin critical period. and there was
the time from 14 day" to 48 hours for establishing no significant increase in desertions after the cease.
an Individual am a deserter. it was generally con. 'fire, Thin wan largely attributed to increased com-
cluded, however, that despite fears to the contrary mand emphasis down to the small unit level,

ARMY ADVISORY GROUP

MACV TlRAINING n)IIRECTO.IATE: mission, with attendant responsibilities, Pontinued
I'itEI)ECESSOIt OF THE ARMY into 1972,
AI)VIMOIIY' GROUP (C) The Director of Training was the principal

(C) The Training Directorate, ITS Military An. American advisor to the Central Training Com-
nistance Command, Vietnam, was formed in July mand for training and related matters, He was I
11171, MACV General Order 2088 redosignated the also charged with primary staff responsibility for
former Schools and Training Advisory Dletach. various specific tasks, He wan required to provide
ment as a new staff agency of MACV Headquarter,. advice and assistance to the Central Training Com- 0,

The new organization was given the ms,,ion to sand to help in the development of an effective
adviso and assist the Central Training Command system of military training for the RVNAF, Tits
(CTC) of the Joint General Staff anui its subordl. systeai included preparation of doctrine and train.
nats components in all facets of training, This Ing literature, annual training ammunition require. !
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IIBWDS IIIL
ments, the training budget, and programs for of Training was given operational control of the
development of facilities, Other duties of the Train. USARV Individual Training Group. The organisa.
ing Directorate involved planning, preparing, and tional chart for the Training Directorate is shown
executing the Army portion of the Military Security in Figure C-10.
Assistance Training Program. The organization was (C) The Plans, Programs, and Analyshf Division
also charged with the coordination of training provided advice and assistance to the Vietnamese
matters that involved American, Free World, and Central Training Command on the development
South Vietnamese armed forces participation. The Cntraraiin om the Developm
director was given coordinating authority over the and preparation of the RVNAF Training Develop.
MACV advisory effort in RVNAF training matters, ment Plan, The division also supported the corn-
Finally, he was given the responsibility to commana mand in monitoring the execution of this plan,
and support the Training Directorate and its as- Another function was to prepare evaluations and
signed field advisory elements, summaries of statistical data pertinent to the

(C) To support the performance of these duties, Training Directorate areas of interest, One task
the Training Directorate was organised into four was the development of long range plans for the
functional staff divisions and three advisory de. improvement of the training base, This staff ale.
tachments. Thevo latter were charged with advising meant was also responsible for the preparation of
and assisting the Armor, Artillery, and Bangor material submitted by the Training Directorate in
Commands of the ARVN, In addition, the Director recurring reports to MACV.

TRAINING DIRECTORATE (MACT)

"OFFICE or rHi
DIRECTOR

ADMIN OFFICE 1 f

TRAINING CENTER SERICE SCHOOLS PLANS & P~ROGRAMS SUPPORT IRORiM
DIVISION DIVSION DIVISION DIVISIONAROCM

POLICy, DOC ] SCHOOLS BRANCH RVNAF P I P ADMIN SVC
BRANCH BRANCH BRANCH

ADVISORY TRAINING THIRD COUNTRY PAC & LOG RANGER CMD
TEAMS BRANCH P 5 P BRANCH BRANCH

J i

FIELD LIAISON TRAINING TOE & FISCAL UITO
BRANCH TEAMS MOT BRANCH

OFFSHORE TECHNICAL
BRANCH TRANSI BR

Source t MACT Flours: C 10
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(C) The Training Centers Division provided ad. units and their American advisors, The detachment
vice and assistance to the Central Trailtng Com. gave advice on force structure and operational em.
sand on military training and related matters for ployment to the Armor Command and its subordi.
ARVN and Regional and Popular Forces a•oluding nate elements,
schools, intelligence, airbornA, and special forces, (C) The Artillery and Ranger Command Advisory
Command and control of the fiel,; advisory elements Detachments similarly, advised and assisted their
was a function of this division, as was the respon. Vietnamese counterpart commands,
ilbility for the direction of the advisory effort at FORMATION OF THE ARMY

Sten national training centers, These training centers ADVISORY GROUP
were Lam Son, Due My, Chi Lang, Dong Do, Van (C) As the withdrawal of American forces con.
Kiep, Quang Trung, Pleilu. Phu Cat, Coo Lanh, and tinued during 1972, consolidation of MACV staff
Hem Cam, They also monitored training at the train. elements and organizations became necessary, The
Ing centers of the lit, 2d, 6th, 7th, 9th, •Rth, 21st, Training Directorate was one of the major com.
22d, 23d, end 25th Divisions, The Training Centers ponents affected, It became the nucleus around
Division was also charged with monitoring the ad. which the Army Advisory Group (AAG) was
visory effort at the Vietnamese National Non-Com. organised,
missioned Officer Academy, It advised and assisted (C) There were several reasons for the establish.
the RVNAF on all matters pertaining to organizs. ment of the AAG. It was, in the first place, an
tion, training, testing of personnel, operations, and attempt to consolidate the Army advisory effort
logistics, It also advised on curriculum planning within South Vietnam. Such an organisation pro.
and matters pertaining to doctrine and policy in vided a single point of contact for handling the
addition to monitoring training center operations, efforts of the advinors, Consolidation also pro.

(C) The Service Schools Division provided advice eluded duplication of effort and allowed space
and assistance to the Central Training Command on reductions, As the American participation in the
the operation of the RVNAF service school system. ground war continued to decline, the new AAG
It was the action agency for the execution of the assumed the ground combat advisory role hitherto
Army portion of -the Military Security Assistance exerted by MACV, Finally, the organisation was
Training Program, This division served as the to parallel the advisory elements already established
MACV proponent element for on the Job training by the Navy and Air For6o,1 4
of RVNAF with American units, It commanded the (C) The AAG was established as a result of an
field advisory elements and directed the advisory action memorandum published by the MACV Chief
effort at fourteen Vietnamese gervice schools. These of Staff on 8 May 1972, This memorandum provided
schools included the Command and General Staff that the new advisory group would be organised
College, the Vietnamese National Military Academy, through the consolidation of exisvingp Army-related
the Artillery School, the Armor School, the Infantry advisory activities, Province and district advisory
School, the Armed Force Language School, the teams were not included ii. the reorganisation, Only
Junior Military Schoolb at Vung Tau and at Pleiku, those advisory elements chtarged with the mission
the National Defense College, the Signal School, the of providing advice and assistance to the Army

SOrdnance School, the Engineer School, the Political of the Republic of Vietnam were brought together
Warfare College, and the Transportation School, under the new advisory headquarters, The memoran.
The Service Schools Division also monitored the dun 4tated that "The MACV Training Directorate
training at fourteen other service schools, ranging (MACT) provides the nucleus of the AAG into
from the Logistics Management School to the MIill. which are transferred the Airborne Division Assis.
tary Dog Training Center, tance Team, Strategic Technical Directorate Assils.

(C) The Support. Division .provided advice and tance Team (STDAT), the USARV Individual
akssitance to all elements of the Central Training Training Group, and the ACofS, J4, ARVN

Command and the Training Directorate on facilities, logistic advisors," The headquarters element for
budgets, logistics, and tables of organization and the Army Advisory Group was to be created out of
equipment, existing Training Directorate resources, which were

(C) The Armor Command Advisory Detachment. augmented as necessary to provide command and
advised and assisted the Commander, Armor Com. control for the newly expended missions and func-
mand, on all matters pertaining to personnel, train. tions of the ARVN advisory headquarters, The
Ing, organizatlon, intelligence, psychological warfare, reorganization was not to affect duty stations for
and logistics. The detachment advised the command advisory teams and detachment6, The Army Ad.
on armor doctrine and policy, It monitored Viet- visory Group, less the logistics advisors, was
nnmese armor units by personal contacts with the directed to be established on 15 May 1972.,4

C-2
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(C) The logistics advisors were originally iche. in the development and publication of training
duled to be transferred to the Army Advisory literature and in ARVN combat and logistical doc.
flroup on 1 July 1972, but the military situation trine, Development and management of the US
created by the Communist offensive caused a post- funded portion of the ARVN facilities improvement
ponement, Both the Chief, Army Advisory Group, program was an additional ashignment, AAG was
and the MACV Director of Logistics were con. also charged with reporting to COMUSMACV on
cerned that a transfer of personnel at that time RVNAF utilisation of material furnished by the
might have caused # dioruption in the logistics effort United States and on the use of personnel trained
needed to sustain the RVNAF in their campaign under American auspices, A final mission, but never
to counter the enemy offensive, They also feared put into practice because of the delay In assigning
that a reorganization would hinder the successful the logistics advisors, was to provide advice and
completion of Project ENHANCE. Accordingly, assistance to the Central Logistics Command to in-
the Chief, AAG, initiated action to defer this shift clude management of the American staff and field
in logisticians, which had been approved by the advisory programs,
MACV Chief of Staff In June; however, the trans. (C) In order to accomplish the expanded mission
fer was never accomplished, and the advisors and increased responsibilities, AAG was established
remained under the control of the MACV Director of with an authorized strength of 8,300 personnel, The
Logistics,.7 AAG was organized as a major subordi. organisation provided for nine directorate staff
nate command on a p.ir with the Regional Assia-, elements and a comptroller who was special assis.
tance Commands within MACV. With this ohange tant to the AAG Chief of Staff (Figure 0-11),
came a different focus in mission, The Chief, AAG, (C) The AAG advised and assisted the Joint
was charged with the overall mission to advise General Staff on budgetary matters within the AAG
and assist the Army of Vietnam to achieve a high area of concern, to include analysis of applicable
state of combat readiness and to improve the con. portions of the Government of Vietnam Defense
duct of combat operations through the application Budget, AAG also recommended, justified, program-
of proper techniquer, procedures, and training. mod, and monitored the use of joint support funds

(C) The new organization was given the respon- in advancing Vietnamese armed forces programs,
sibility to provide the operational, organizational, The comptroller submitted and executed applicable
and training advice for the four ARVN commands, Military Assistance Service Funding (MASF) and
armor, artillery, ranger, and, airborne, Included prescribed procedures for use and internal control
within its purview was the management of the of all American appropriated fundk. He recommend.
American staff and field advisory programs. The ed financial management policies and served as the
advisory group was assigned the tasks of planning, financial advisor to the Chief, AAG.
programming, budgeting, and managing the Military (C) The Office of Administration and Manage-
Assistance Program (MAP) funded Vietnamese ment provided administrative and personnel sup.
Army offshore training program, AAG was also port to all staff and advisory elements of AAG.
given the duty of coordinating the MACV advisory This function included the requisitioning and as-
effort which involved joint service training matters, signment of personnel and development of personnel
to include programming, monitoring, and reporting. policies, plans, and estimates, This staff element also
A corollary of this was the assigned mission of co. maintained data on manpower requirements and 6.

urdinatini Joint US, FWMAF, and ARVN training strengths, In addition, it was assigned responsibility
"matters, Other responsibilities included the com- for recommending, processing, and monitoring AAG
mand and conduct of training in South Vietnam of personnel policies,

- Khmer combat battalions and selected specialists, (C) The Plans, Programs, and Special Actions
and the coordinating, monitoring, and supervising the Directorate was designed to assist and advise the
execution of the efforts of the US Military Equip- ARVN in the attainment of a high degree of com.-
ment Delivery Team, Cambodia (MEDTC), insofar bat readiness, This agency was also charged with
as these activities had an impact upon Khmer com- advising and assisting the Joint General Staff in
bat training programs. The Chief, AAG, was eam- developit, effective plans for the Vietnamese
powered to coordinate other third country training Army, It was tasked to provide advice and assis.
as directed by COMUSMACV. tance to the ARVN in the development of combat

(C) AAG was tasked to give assistance to the self-sufficiency through close support of the Viet-
Vietnamese Joint General Staff in the form of namese Central Training and Logistical Commands,
recommended changes to ARVN personnel, materiel, It was also the staff agency specifically tasked to
and organiuational structure, In the area of tactics, execute the Army portion of the Military Security
the new advisory element was directed to provide Aesistance Training Program, a carry-over from the
assistance to the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces Directorate of Training, The directorate developed
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long range plans and monitored the execution of Directorate) was designed to provide advice and
Kthe FANK training program. Similarly, the direc- assistance to ARVNK RVNA ", and AAG elements

toratfi planned, prepared, and monitored special and organizations on matters concerning logistical
programs involviuig third tounitries, allied forces, facilities, training aide, training films, and audio-
and American Joint military forces. It acted as the visual equipment, Some of its more important
principal point of contact with the Military Equip- functions were to:
mlent Delivery Team, Cambodia, and functioned as -Provide translation services for technical man.
the office of primary responsibility for preparing uals, field manuals, and doctrinal publications as

Kthe reports required of AAG, needed by the RVNA" Publications Review Board,
(C) The Field Liaison Directorate was established and assist the Joint General Staff in the publication

to coordinate with the appropriate elements of the of documents within the purview of AAG.
Joint General Staff and to schedule nnd conduct -Act as the Installation coordinator for allK
inspection snd liaison visits to the field advisory American activities on the Joint General Staff corn-
elements of the AAG In order to monitor support of pound.
the field elements and to determnine their degree -Coordinate logistical support for all AAG @s.c
of compliance with official directives and policies. nhents and deviclop, in coordination with the Joint.
It provided liaison to the subordinate organizations General Staff, the recommendations for materiel
and interface with the Regional Assistance Corn- and training ammunition requiremrentsK
mands and the Joint General Staff, -Act as the proponent agency for United States

(C) The Logistics Support Directorate (not to be funded construction and vuhabilitation programs for
confused with the canceled Logistics Advisory the Vietnamese armed -forces and assist the Joint
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General Staff and AAG field advisory elements in RVNAF TRAINING, IMPROVEMENT,
base development planning, new construction, re. AND MODERNIZATION
habilitation, and maintenance programming. (U) In the first months of 1972, RVNAF train.

(C) The Training Directorate provided advice ing continued to develop along the lines established
and assistance to the Army of South Vietnam with in the preceding year. Because of the overall re-
the purpose of helping them to aihteve a high duction in American forces in Vietnam, tlhe MACV
state of combat readiness through ýhe application Training Directorate was assigned a manning level
of the proper techniques and procedures of military of 856 US military spaces to be met by I May
training and education. It was charged with ad- 1972, To attain this goal and accomplish the ad.
vising and assisting the Vietnamese Training Com- visory mission, increased emphasis on RVNAF
mand in the training of RVNAF personnel. The motivation and self-sufficiency was necessary.77
directorate was the principal point of contact for
information relating to activities at Vietnamese Motivational Training
service schools and training centers. The remaLider (C) Motivational training received, priority at-
of the assigned duties of this new staff element tention from the beginning of 1979. The American
were those for which the earlier MACV Training advisory effort and the work of the Vietnamese
Directorate had been responsible, These included JGS Central Training Command were closely co.
command and control of the American field advisory ordinated with the JGB General Political Warfare
elements at the service schools and training centers Directorate to insure an Integrated effort and to
and the monitoring of the training conducted there, prevent duplication. The organisation through which

(C) The Combined Arms Directorate was respon. this goal was to be attained was the Joint Morale
sible for advising and assisting the ARVN Armor, and Motivation Board, Established in August 1971,
Artillery, and Ranger Commands and the Airborne this board had representation from MACV, the
Division to achieve a high state of combat readi- Central Training Command, and the General Poll.
ness through the application of proper techniques, tical Warfare Directorate. Its purpose was to review
procedures, and training, This staff, element was and improve motivational training methods and
further charged to advise and assist the Vietnamese design other training methods to improve the
Army in the conduct of combat operations through RVNAF soldiers' will to fight. The board met at
the use of its assigned field advisory elements, regular intervals and developed specific tasks that
The directorate was specifically tasked to provide were approved by the Chief, Central Training Com.
advice and assistance to the commanders of the mand,
Armor, Artillery, and Ranger Commands and the (U) A project first Initiated in 1971 but continued
Airborne Division on all matters pertaining to into 1072 was the production of a MACV/
personnel, organization, force structure, training RVNAF motivational film, After some initial diffi.
programs and scheduling, logistics, operations, in- culties, the film was completed (luring the third
telligence, doctrine, and policy, It coordinated and quarter of calendar year 1972, When the film,
directed United States air assets for the Airborne "Growing Under the Colors," was reviewed before
Division. The directorate also observed and reported final printing and distribution by the POLWAR
on the quality of ARVN training and utllisation of Department and the Chief, Central Training Com.
the material furnished by the United States, mand, several changes were recommended, Because

(C) The rANK Training Command was assigned theme changes required additional funding, distri.
the mission of advising and assisting the Khmer bution of the film was delayed for three monthsIN
military units undergoing training in South Viet. (U) In addition to film-making activities, the
nam to achieve a high state of combat readiness Central Training Command brought up to date
by means of tOh apollLuliun vt proper n their plans for Improving the motivational training
procedures, and training, It was responsible for for RVNAF recruitA and students. Students were
conducting basic and advanced combat training and to be made aware of the importance of the course
small unit leadership training for Khmer personnel that they were attending, Student commanders
and units and providing specialist trainInW as re- were given new responsibilties in assuring that
quired, In additiun, it established and supervised political warfare training was accomplished. The
the maintenance programs within FANK unite Training Command also improved the capabilities
undergoing training, of the instructori and cadre of the various schools

(C) The Strategic Technical Directorate Assis- by giving them additional specialized training,
tance Team was assigned to the Army Advisory (U) Concurrently, the Central Training Comn.
Group and conducted special training for selected mand sought to improve the command and leadership
personnel and units,7i Its activities are reported abilities of the RVNAF, They directed that corn-
separately in Annex I, mand and leadership programs from platoon leader
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to Command and Staff College be improved, To that (U) At the 15 August 1972 mootlng of the Joint
end the Training Command also considered the General Staff Central Training Command morale
preparation of additional field manuals on command motivation meeting, the consensus of opinion was
and leadership. Leaders at all levels were en. that the goals of the program for the last year
couraged to study and use the five motivational had been attained, However, shortcomings were
training handbooks that had been diotributec by noted in the training of cadre in proper motivation
the Political Indoctrination Department of the procedures. The committee attributed this to the
General Political Warfare Directorate. interruption caused by the NGUYEN HUE Offen.

(U) Stress was placed on the improvement of siye and felt that the problem would not be resolved
political activities at the various service schools completely until motivation offices were established
and training centers, The Central Training Com- and functioning at the training centers,
mand had as one of their goals the assignment of (U) To continue the progress made during 1972,
political warfare cadre to each student unit so that the program for 1978 was discussed, This program
motivational training could be accomplished during had many objectives and met many of the recom.
informal activities in addition to formally scheduled mendations that had been independently proposed
classes, A complementary effort was devoted to by Brigadier Serong, One objective was to continue
improving recreational facilities, sports programs, to imprnvo POLWAR programs and to present them
and entertainment for new recruits and students, to a wider audience. The interest of the Joint
Student commanders were given new responsibili. General Staff in improving motivation by beginning
ties in assuring that political warfare training was at high levels was set forth in a directive to
accomplished, prepare and present a one-week program to the

(U) Plans were also made to improve the environ. staffs of the Vietnamese corps to train them in
ment in which the new recruit or student found motivation and its importance, Motivation offices
himself. The Training Command sought to improve were to be established at the training centers and
mess facilities, reception areas, and living quarters, cadres were to be trained in proper motivation
as well as providing free services -such as haircuts, techniques, In addition, emphasis was to be con.

tailoring, and transportation, The command also tinued on the student ration supplement, with stress
wished to provide ansistance to students who were to be placed on both the quality and quantity of

faced with personal and family problems. Planning the food being served. The committee indicated
was inaugurated for apranging transportation and that they might seek assistance from the Army Ad.
overnight facilities for families who wished to visit. visory Group in expanding the budget for this
the new recruits and students,f1' program, The committee also set as a goal the

(U) Another project concerning motivational development of a program to provide command in-

training wis initiated under MACV auspices in formation, entertainment, and reading material for
January 1072, A contract was granted by the Train. the trainees, Intermediate and advanced motivation

ing Directorate for a detailed study of improved programs and greater emphasis on political warfare

motivational training techniques, which included a courses at the service schools were also proposed
review of those aspects of Communist motivational for 1973, The development of a script for a train.

training programs that might have potential value ing film on leadership was propoed, although no
to the RVNAF program, This contract was awarded planning was done on the project, The committee

to retired Australian Army Brigadier F, P. Serong stated that they were considering the MACV pro-

in March,hU posal to study Viet Cong motivation techniques for
(C) In July a three part report was cnimplated by possible application within the Vietnamese armed

forces; however, the American impression at the
Brigadier Serong and transmitted to the Army Ad. meeting was that this proposal was not well.
visory Group, This report had three specific objec. received by the Vietnamese members of the coin-
tives: mittes,5 2

-To examine the Communist technique of person- (C) Progress in the area of motivation training
nal motivation and to determine the weaknesses and for the Vietnamese armed forces proceeded smooth.
strengths of that system, ly though slowly through 1972. The preparation of

-To similarly examine the nature of motivation the motivational filml training of the cadre as well
within the RVNAF, as the studentg: greater concnrn about the problems

-To extract those elements of the North Viet- that faced the individual soldier, particularly family
namese and Viet Cong system that appeared to be matters, money, and food; and the realization that
suitable for adoption by the RVNAF,.1 greater stress was needed on training in political

(C) The study prepared by Brigadier Serong was warfare were but steps in the right direction, Im-
still under review by the Army Advisory Group as proving the immediate environment of the service.,
of,•.anuary 1978, men through better livinp accommodations, enter-
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tainment, and most important, better leadership, training would be conducted within the assigned
were also steps In the right direction, division area of operations. Corps maneuver areas

Training Centers to be designated and facilities of the division train-
(U) A critical area of concern for both the log centers would be augmented by the national

MACV Directorate of Training and Its successor training centers as necessary. The master training
command, the Army Advisory Group, was the program which would pre 'cribs certain categories
operation of the Vietnamese armed forces training o eurdtann ol epbihdanal
centers and the quality of the Instruction and by the Central Training Command, All tactical

traiingconucte threJoin efort on he art divisional infantry units would be trained at all
triigcodce th er Jmrcndioint effornts ond the Cart levels to include field training exercises and army
ofthal Tameriang Cmandviory telements Geeald Stheffn training tests, Regiments and divisions would also
terae Trininv omadlfthvoiteedal.f undergo command post exercises. Division annual

wereinvovedtraining programs would be submitted to the Cen.
(U) One of the major continuing Joint projects tral Training Command for appro- ai before they

was the development, review, and Improvement of were implemented,
the arnsy training programs used by the Vietnamese, (U) Initially, unit instructors were to be assisted
Measures were periodically taken to improve all by cadre from the division training centers until
aspects of these training programs, Revisions of the training proficiency of the unit officers had been
the following training programs were undertaken established. Where required, ARYN special mobile
during 1972: training teams would be utilized to supplement

-The twelve week ARVN/Retional Force recruit unit training within each corps area, Unit ad-
training program. herence to the annual refresher training programs

-The infantry battalion refresher training pro. would be verified by Central Training Command fitold
gram, inspection, In addition, quarterly reports of pro.

-The ARVN/Regional 'Fores reconnaissance gross were to be submitted to the training command
company unit training and refresher program,byteorscmadsIpmnaio ofts

-The six week ARVN / Reional 1lorce leader. nytew programws cmadersige tomcleranteattionmenthi
ship preparation training program.noprga wadeiedtaclrtetanm t

-The 16 week Non-Commissioned Officer Acad- of self-sufficiency by the ARVN in addition to
emy nfanry tainig prgrastrelngthening the ARVN command structure and
emy nfanry tainng pogra. 55 providing mandatory combined arms training at

(U1) Before other Army training programs came se.ch echelon,
under review In calendar year 1972, the Central (U) As a result of Joint staffing and review by
Training Command revised the standard method of the AAG and the Central Training Command the
proposing changes, This changed approach came process for development of army training programs
about as a result of an Army Advisory Group pro- (ATPs) was streamlined and systematised, Pro-posal, On 28 July AAG presented an outline concept ponent agencies were clearly specified and were

*to COMUSMACV for improvement of ARVN effec- better able to develop expertise in depth on the
*tiveness through the use of unit training. COM. type of training required for a given program,

USMACV and the Chief of the Joint.General Staff Continuity in monitoring the status of individual
agred t thegenralscop ofthereviionand ATP& was possible now more than ever before,

approved the project for further development, The Thswee eloecagstteerirme
new program called for units to conduct annual Theshware methode Thangew atpoahe borler foruit
ARVN refresher training from individual through befoazre thetend, of e now2 depelopetand breview of
division level. This was a joint project of the Army allfore weefrthe mosd par cdee opm lentanred iewo
Advisory Group and Central Training Command, l Tswr o h ms atcmltd8

(U) There were several concepts incorporated Combined Arms Training
in the now program. First, beginning in January (U) Proper use of the combined arms available
1978, APVN refresher training for Individuals to the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces wast an
through units of division sise would become a area of concern to Vietnamese commanders and to
stated matter of Joint General Staff policy and Cen- their US advisors at all levels, The issue became
tral Training Command master training directive, increasingly critical an US forces continued their
Concurrently, recruit training would become a Cen. withdrawal In 1972, As a result of a program
tral Training Command national training center begun In 2971, the RVNAF Combined Arms Hand-
responsibility, with a 200 recruit training capacity book was prepared for publication and dissemination
remaining at the division training centers. This to Vietnamese units in February 1972, This hand.
action would make available additional space In book was also sent to training centers and service
the division training areas for unit use, Refresher schoois, Combined arms training was underway at
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the Pleiku National Irraining Center and at IIVNAF of Combined Arms Operations were soon partially
iservice schools by the end of January 1912. rewarded, The Chief, Central Training Command

(U) Both the Joint General Staff and Its. US ad- authorized the publication of a periodic combat in-.
visors worm concerned that improvement in the formation bulletin based on the report of the Comn-
Integration and employment of combined arms con. bined Arme Committee. Distribution of this informs-

*tinue. To accomplitsh this, an RVNAF committee tion reached company level in all ARYN units,
under the chairmanship of the Infantry School Com- -Territorial Frorces, service schools, and training
mandant was formed, which was charged with the conterset I
responsibility to compile the lessons learned through
battlefield application of combined arms doctrine. Advanced Marksma~nship Program

*Ultimately, these findings were to be incorporated 1,U) Amevican and Vietnamese interest in improv-
Into a revised edition of the Combined Arms Hand. ingr the quality of training and thereby enhancing!
book. the proficiency of the Vietnamese Armed Forces

(U) In Oci~ober 1972 and agasin in March and May was not limited to the issues of unit training and
1972 GEN Abrams wrote to GEN Vion, the Chief of AT~a, The Central Training Command and its US
the RVNAF Joint General Staff, to stress the need advisors worm also concerned about the ability1
for top level emphasis to accelerate the acceptance the ARVN mervicemen to fire their individual
by liVNAF commanderu of the doctrine, procedures, weapons effectively.
and tvaining necessary to makes effective use of coin- (U) During January 1972 the Central Training
bined arms, Weaknesses in this area were made Command and the MACV Training Directorate
evident during the NGUYEN HUE Offensive, completed the development of a 26-hour advanced

(U) The efforts of COMUSMACV and the work marksniai'hip program. Desiicnod to) improve rifle
of the advisors who assisted the RVNAI" Committee firing skills learned during the 52 hours of basic
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mirrksmansh'p training, this programi was proposed ledgeable of the tactics involved and who were in.
as a substitute for the 2d..hour M-16 rifle refresher torested in taking part in the program. This program
prograsm. The Chief of the Central Training Com-. was finally canceled in July 1072 when the test and
mand approved-the new program and aftetr a teat evaluation revealed that even selected formier enemy
evaluation period in February by AIT unit#, it was, soldiers who were working with American units
Incorporated into the instruction at all training know no more about enemy tactics, mines, and
centers in May 1972.16 booby traps than the raw recruits off the streats

Innovationis in RVNAP Training of Saigon.84
(C) In their efforts to introduoe Innovations into (C) In order to assist the American advisory

the ralingof he VNIA an FAK, he ACVteam% engaged in efforts, to improve the quality of
thtrainivng Drcofathe R Fand itss Aceso, the ACVy Vietnamese training, a monthly newsletter was
Adisoryg Direcptorat seveand lt scesso, AogthesArm published which was designed to disseminate In.

Adisre th rouprdn took shever ma nd st p ositAmong thes formation and convey comments and policy from
weretheupgadin ofthecomand osiion of the Training Directorate and later the Army Ad.

the 11BARV. Individual Training Group, the Instiga- visory Group headquarters to the senior American
tion of the Kit Carson Scout Program, the publics. advisors assigned to the Vietnamese training
tion of a monthly newsletter, and the uste of centers, In addition, It Included Items of interest
mobile training teams for Vietnamesa retraining submitted by all branches of the command con.
as well as PANK training (the employment of earned with training of the Vietnamese, as well as
mobile training teams In these roles will bx- dis. pertinent information from other agencies, Few
cussed later), These efforts were carried on through. areas of training were left untouc~hed by the publi.
out, calendar year 1973 and Into 1978. cation, whose interests ranged from misfire pro.

(U) As a result of a MACV manpower survey cedures with the M-72 Light Antitank Weapon to
and a visit by the USARV Inspector General to combined arms training, Its publication continued
the UOARV Indiividual Training Group sites, action 80 Dahl", until the cease-fire early in 1078."0
was taken to change the grade structures of the
training group. The recommendation wa~s mdae that
the grade &uthorised for the Commbrnder, USARV
Individual Training Group, be upgrailad from lieu-
tenant colonel to colonel. A parallel recommendation
was made that the grade authorised for the corn.
mandar of each of the training sites be'raised from
tnajir to lieutenant colonel. This change was desir. '
able lesosuses It would provide Increased experience
and supervisory control at each leocation. Moreover,
the site commanders would then have rank equi.
valent to that of the commander of the PANK
battalion undergoing training. These recommend&-
tiono were ultimately approved and, placed into '
effect by Hfer~dquartots MACV.07

(C) In November 1971 a trial program using Kit
Carson Scous as assistant instruators in teaching
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army tactics Wo
RVNAF recruits was Initiated at the lies Cam
Training Center, Two months of testing and evalus.'
tion revealed that these former enemy enlisted men
wee* not sufficiently knowledgeable to increase the
instructional capability of the training center. Based
upon the recommendations of both the commandst
of the training ceno.or and of his senior American
advisor, a new program that would use former Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese Army officers in the
same capacity was proposed to the Vietnamese
Central Training Command. After it wau determinbd
that no former enemy officeru were availabla, the
decision was then made to conduct another test usingt
available formner enlisted enemy who were know.
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effect of these steps was a significant increase in program, By the end of the year training had been
the number of recruits entering the replacemernt completed for g0 infantry battalions, mix ranger
stream and ultimately Joining combat units, The battalions, and ten ranger border battalions, and
original p~lan had called for 186.180 recruits to training for other unite was in prngress, The train.
complete training during calendar year 1972, The ing was conducted by joint US/ARVN mobile
revisions enabled 359,91`0 new soldiers to enter the training teams ender the control of the FANK
rcpiacement system during thi year. Training Command (FTC), In addition to the FTC

(C) In related steps to obtain the maximum ef- elements, other US personnel were furnished by
fort to strengthen existing Vietnamese army units, training center field advisory elements, and 1st
certain types of training were halted, All regular Special Forces Group, Airborne, Okinawa, As a
army and Regional Force refresher training ceased result of in-country space reductions, all special
until further notice, along with refresher training forces personnel were withdrawn before 1 December,
for non-commissioned officers,03 ARVN personnel included instructors furnished by

(C) As the enemy offensive continued, the Viet- Central Training Command and interpreters fir.
namese Joint General Staff and its US advisors nishod by JI of the Joint General Staff, This pro-
became concerned that certain ARVN units that gram continued into early 1973.41
had been heavily engaged during the first weeks (C) Although the major retraining effort of the
of battle might need retraining, This was especially
true of those units which had received large in. mobile training teams was with regular Vietnamese
fluxes of now replacements, The Vietnamese Army military formations, other teams were formed and
units in Military Region 1 were of particular con- deployed in response to specific enemy threats, The
ceM. two most important were in reaction to the threat

from enemy armor and the danger to the security(C) On 24 April 1972 the Director of the Train- of allied installations,
ing Centers Division of MACV Training Direc- of aDuinstallations,
torate visited the northern I Corps battle area and (C) During the period 24 June to 1 August 1os2. determined that the 8d ARYN Divli~on needed re- a tralinin teani composed of two US officers and
training before it was committed again to heavy five Vietnamese instructors trained 60 Vietnamesetraiing efor It as ommited gainto havy officers and non-commis sioned officers on the opera.combati however, the tactical emergency did not tion and employment of the TOW antitank missle
permit this, Later tactical developments on the tee n a Traninme nt Anothe mOW anti ta in.
Quang Tri front increased the urgency of this re. at Dank Da Training Center Another mobile train.
training mission, When the enemy took the city in lug team composed of instructors from the United
*iho first week of May, the 3d ARVN Division wae States Army Infantry School at Fort Banning,
combat ineffective. Georgia, conducted instruction on the TOW for key

(C) A team of 312 US officers and non-commis- Vietnamese Central Training Command per-sonnel(C) tem o •2US fficrs nd on-ornls, during the period 10 to 22 July.
stoned officers was drawn from the rANK Train- drn thes ero 10 to agaJuly
Ing Command and dispatched to the Dong Da (C) Successful enemy sapperd attacks against
National Training Center to conduct % three week petroleum and ammunition dumps throughout South
on-site retraining program, which began with one Vietnam had caused serious logistical problems for
"battalion of the 56th Infantry Regiment in May, the RVNAF, To counter these attacks, a special
and was to continue with the other combat units training team program was designed by the FANK
until the 3d ARVN Division was again combat ef- Training Command to assist Regional and Popular
fective, Force, who guarded key logistical installations,

(C) A retraining program was also initiated for Security training teams, consisting of six Ameri-
the 2•(th Tank Regiment which had similarly been cans and eight Vietnamese with interpreters were
rendered combat Ineffective as a result of its par. assigned the training mission. Ultimately nine of
"ticipation in the battles around Q'uang Tri, A team these mobile training teams conducted the required
of Americans from the FANK Training Command, training of the logistical base socurity forces. Train-
augmented by three instructors from the Vietnamese Ing at all Installations was completed in Novem-
Armor School, established a program of retrain- ber."s
ing which continued until July,911 (C) Although the enemy offensive had disrupted

(C) The mobile training team program for re- the routine of RVNAF training, the Vietnamnene and
training of ARVN units involved in the NGUYEN their US advisors reacted swiftly, Flexibility in inodi.
HUE Offensive in Quang TO Province proved so fication of training 3chedules to apeod replacements
successful that It was expanded to include all ARVN to the fighting baLtalions was only the first step,
infantry battalions, Ranger battalions and ranger As the offensive continued and other needs were
border battalions, in addition to some Regional and identified, additional training was conducted, At
Popular Force elements, were also added to the the same time the requlirements for effective future
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training were evaluated as revision of training and civil engineering, Preliminary findings from
programs continued.'9  the study, however, were that additional instruc.
VIETNAMESE SERVICE SCHOOLS tors with graduate degrees in the majors fields

(U)EThAe key VI COL aprofesiowould be required before a meaningful majors
(U) The key of a professional armed force lies program could be implemented. Further, the need

in a sound rystem of military education for officers for concentrating on developing sound fundamental
and enlisted men alike, Within such a system a courses was of greater priority for the immediate
nation not o0,y strengthens its present defense but future.
also builds for the future. Realizing this, the Re- (U) US assistance was provided to improve and
public of Vietnam Armed Forces, with the assis- modernize the physical plant of the academy, Spoof-
tance and advice of its US advisors, developed an fi,-ally, the MACV Training Directorate provided
extensive service school system, As Vietnamizatlon a US electronics technician in January 1072 to repair
became increasingly Important, it was reflected cue audio equipment in the language laboratorieB,
with success in the service schools, This system of and contractor installation of engineering laboratory
military education ranged from technical training equipment was finished by civilian contractors in
offered by the Power Generator and Air Condi. May,
tioner Maintenance School to the academic educa- (U) A continuing piolvtlem was the failure of the
tion of the National Defense College. Vietnamese government to authorize the academy

(U) The Vietnamese system of service schools authority to award a Bachelor of Science degree,
was for the moat part, however, concerned with Although there had been considerable optimism
the training of the future leaders and commanders that degree granting authority would btý given prior
of the Vietnamese Armed Forces, The young offi. to the graduation of Class 25 on 15 December 19'72,
cer could receive his commission in several ways, this proved to be a false hope,
but the preferred way was through the Vietnamese (U) Vietnamisation of the major school education
National Military Academy at Dalat, From there and training functions was completed by the end of
he 'ould go to one of the schools-offering instruc- 1972. There was still room for improvement in man-
tion in his branch of service. Later in his career agement, maintenance, and standardization of in-
he might attend the Command and General Staff struction, howevwr, and the US field advisory ele-
College and, finally, the National Defense College, ment assistance concentrated in these areas until it
"All of the schools below the Command and General was withdrawn,
Staff College level offered instruction to non-coin (U) By the end of 1072 the Vietnamese National
missioned officers and enlisted men simultaneously Military Academy was in a period of transition
with the training given to the officers; some of from one of dynamic, spectacnlar growth to one of
them were devoted exclusively to the technical consolidation and phasi l'"ptovements based upon
training of enlisted men, limitations of fundin' , -. I ;lualified personnel, The

Vietnamese National Military Academy fuur-year curriculum & functioning and Iniprov-
ing, The graduates of the institution had demons-

.. (U) The Vietnamese National Military Academy trated their military qualifications in the armed
was fourncded at flue in 1948 and moved to Dalat services. The quality of their education was evident
in 1960. The academic and military instruction by their successful pursuit of graduate degrees in

,. originally followed a three-year curriculum, but its
program was e'tended to four years in 1961, The

combat situation by 1962 requir,.d more junior offi- Thu Due
* cere and the academy was placed on a wartime (U) One of the largest and most important mili-

"footing with a two-year program of instruction, tary educational and traiiing installations in the
"The US advisory effort had been concerned with Republic of Vietnam was located at Thu Due, Bien
the academy since 1955, In the intervening years Hoe Province, In the mid1060s an officer candidatm
much was accomplished In converting the school Into school was established there to prepare students
a true academy that produced officers with a limited for reserve officer comrmirsions, The installation
but sound basic college education and a broad was progressively expanded as the war continued.
knowledge of military subjects.0o Special courses were added to the curriculum In

(Ul During 1972 the faculty of the academy artillery, engineering, ordnance, transportation, and
with their US advisors continued efforts to improve signal communicationa through the years, By 1058
the curriculum and the quality of the instruction, the school had graduated and commissioned almost
A committee of the faculty began studying the 3,300 reserve officers, Branch schools then developed
feasibility of developing a curriculum that would out of these special cowrses. By the 19t,0s the com-
provide majors programs in electrical, mecharnical, bined schools became known as the Thu Due Mill-
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Cadets of the. Vletnamese National Military Academy pens lon review.

tary Schools Coripiex, Increased military needs dispute over the land rights to the area, This prob-
caused further' expansion and the development of lem remailned unsolved in the last quarter of calen-
adiditional facilities to accommoda' ) more diversified liar year 11172. Concurrent with the development
training. The complex eventually became too large of the pruposed school site at Hearcat, the school

*in size and the Artillery, Signal, Ordnance, Trans. began development of tank and artillery ranges
portation, and Engineer Schools were transferred near Long Thanh to the south of lBearcat, Corn-
to other locations, The Tnjraitryv, Armor, Band, and pletion and use of the range facility wasl held up,
Martial Art and I'hy~ial Training Schools re. however, because artillery, tank, and mortar fire
mained at Thu Due after the shift.l(P9 presmented severe hazardo to civilian and military

aviation operating from airfields in the area. 10 8
Infantry School (Ui) When the enemy offensive began in April

(U2) The Infantry School at Thu Duc was the miost 1972, the established routine of the Infantry School
impurtiant of the Vietnamese service schools with was brohen. By the end of April the classes in at-
a combat arms orientation. As the war expanded tesidance at the school %ve- e performiing guard duty
in 1971 and 19112, the Infantry School also expanded. in Saigon, More Important, was the rapidly in.
C-onsideration was given to moving the Armor and creasting requirement for Junior officers within the
Infantry Schools to the old American birse camp South Vietnamese A-niy. To meet this need, officer
at IBearcat, but it terlouu delay was cauued by a candidate classes were rescheduled so that there
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would be five clauses in session concurrontlly, Re- the RVNAF inventory. It also assisted the Chief
alignment of instructor and cadre personnel was of Armor Engineering by Instructing basic and ad.
necessary to handle this increase in workload. In vanced unit training as required for newly activated
addition, surveys were made to determine the teas. ARVN armor units before their going into the field
ibility of expanding the physical capacity of the as operational forces, and it conducted troop re-
school through the use of tents for billets, messing, fresher training for deployed armor units as re.
ar~d ad•,inistrative areas, Additional personnel were quired,.10

scheduled to arrive at the achool before the end of (U) In 1972 the Armor School shared with the
the year, Infantry School the problems associated with the

(C) The Infantry School reacted well to the delayed move to new facilities at Bearcat, How.
crisis posed by the requirements to meet the enemy ever, they fared better in the use of a rangs because
offensive. Training management on the part of the they were able to use with some limitations the new
school was especially encouraging, Most of the tank gunnery range at Long Thanh near Bear Cat,
problems cL.*sed by the expansion and subseqeunt In 19'72 unit training for twenty troops and seven
rescheduling were anticipated and the appropriate Regional Force platoons was scheduledl however, this
support was requested promptly. Although the re- program was disrupted by the enemy offensive,
quests from the Infantry School could not be met (U) Prior to the opening of the enemy offensive,
in all cases, the commanders and staff maintained the Armor School waq able to conduct the first
a positive, minsion-oriented attitude, The Joint 90mm tank gunnery training with their new M-48AR
General Staff failed to assign the additional in. tanks at the Long Hal Range. This training was
structors and tactical officers as they had promised disrupted by the alert requirements imposed upon
earlier; this had a serious impact on the quality the Armor School by the Joint General Staff in the
of training and supervision provided to the officer wake of the enemy NGUYEN HUE Offensive.
candidates, However, the instructor workload was (U) Before the enemy offensive began, the school
increased and unit commianders also served as staff and faculty made continuous efforts to provide
platoon tactical officers in order to alleviate the tank-infantry team combined arms training to local
overload requirements, This condition existed until infantry units, By the end of March two airborne
the end of the crisis, at which time tho require- battalions, two marine battalions, and recruits at
mient for junior officers decreased and the number the Marine and Van Kiep Training Centers had
of experienced officers and non-commissioned offi. received this training, It was a timely effort: this
ccre availabs, for cadre duty correspondingly in. training was useful to these,units when they were
i croased,°4 deployed to Military Region 1 to blunt the enemy

(U) Major problems which continued to mtri offensive,
the attention of the field advisory element were the (U) In addition to having its course of initruc.
need to place emphasis on quality graduates by tion disrupted by the enemy offensive, the Armor
improving standards, the assignment of quality offi. School was heavily committed operationally during

"" cork as instructors and tactical officers, stabilization the period of greatest crisis during April and May
and improvement of various programs of instruction, and in subsequent months was involved in dispatch.
and incorporation of concurrent and Integrated ing mobile training teams to conduct training for
training, particularly tactics classes. units in the field, In thm third quarter of calendar

Armor School year 1972 when the danger from the enemy offen-
sive began to lessen significantly, the highest

(U) The Armor School was first established by priority for the school became the training of two
ithe French at the Vietnames Military Academy M-48A3 tank battalions., MACV's agreement to
to in Dalap in 1950; in late 1952 the school was moved permit use of the Longr Thanh range for 90mm gun.
,to Its present location and beqame part of the Thu fire training in October facilitated the training of
Due Reserve Officers School, In Februa ry 1955 these two new battalions,10 6
the armor portion of the officers school wt s estab-
lished as a separate school with increased training Artillery School
facilities and was reorganized under the newly (U) The Artillery School was originally the
formed Thu Due Military School Center. When the French Army's Artillery Training Center of Indo-
other schools of the training center were moved to china and was located in Phu Hoa in South Viet-
new locations in October 1901, the Armor School be- narm. In 1955, after the signing of the Geneva Ac-
came a separate entity under the Armor Command. cords, the Training Center was turned over to the

(U) The mission of the school was to train RVNAF and was redesignatAd the RVNAF Artillery
armored personnel in the use and tactics of all School, After several shifts Lhe school moved In
armored vehicles and related equipment found in July 1961 to its present location in Due My where

%
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it was again reorg-nised as a separate administra. maintenance, and other proflessional courses. 10

tive and logistic unit, It continued its mission of (U) The Engineer School in 1972 was relatively
training artillery officers and non-commiuieioned untouched by the war, although fierce small unit

officers in the operation and maintenance of all fighting raged in the vicinity at year end, The most

artillery equipment in the PVNAV inventory and important project at the Engineer School was its

also conducted basic and advanced unit training for receipt of the responsibility for the cadre and

the various ARVN artillery battasions that, were be. faci.ties of the Vunir Tau generator school, former.

ing activated in the RVNAFP.10 ly under contract by Pacific Architects and Engi-

(C) The Artillery School tqpeared relatively un. neers,110

disrupted by the NOUYEN HUE Offensive, As had (U) The Engineer School had become a highly
the other combat arms service schools before the efficient and professionally administered operation
offensive began, It was conducting the routine by the end of 1972, It was able to absorb signifi.
training required to maintain a trained artillery cant unprogrammed courses of instruction such as
force, When the offensive began, the commanding the training of fifteen FANK engineer companies
general of the Artillery Command immediately es. during 1972, Even during periods when the school
tablished a pool of recent graduates of the Artillery was in various degrees of alert status and signifi.
School to replace the personnel osses sustained cant portions of students and cadre were detailed
during the fighting, to combat action nearby, the start and completion

(U) For the most part, however, the school con. dates nf courses needed only slight adjustment to

tinued +* complete projects as defined and scheduled aceommedate needed instruction,"'

in its 1972 training improvement plan, A training Command and Staff College
program improvement system was developed through (U) Although the combat arms schools trained
the application of the Central Training Command both officers and enlisted men, there were other
Instructional System Devolopment procedures, The schools which officers could attend, These were the
largest problem for the ichool was in providing srvice colleges, At the Intermediate level, tore.
adequate instruction on new' equipmjent that was sponding to its equivalent in the American armed

issued to the troops in the field but not to the school. forces, was the Command t nd Staff CollAeie in

The school was particularly concerned that the only force, The Command and Staff Colle ge had itn

traininow which the Vietnamese Army received on beginning in Hanoi in 1952 when the French Ex-
pthes new weaponsdhs 1Du mm gun, the q 0 .4b self. peditionary Corps established the Tactical Instruc.
,propelled 40mm Duster, the quad ,50 caliber machine tion Center with the mission of training the com.
gun, the AN/MPQ4A countermorta" radar, and the manders of mobilu groupa, battalions, and companies,
electronic ballistic meteorological set for the 175mm After the Geneva Accords of 1954 the collage moved
gun.-was on.the-job training. A revised table of from Hanoi to Saigon, and in 1961 it was moved to
"authorization and equipment for the school, which Dalat, where by 1967 it had evolved and expanded
included the new items of equipment and support into the present Command and Staff College,

, personnel, was submitted to the Central Training
Command; approval wai still pending In early (U) This institution was the senior tactical school

1978.10 In the Republic of Vietnam and was the only other
Institution besides the National Defense College

", Engineer School that offered the education and prestige vital to the
(U) The Engineer S,hool had its earliest begin. RVNAF, The Command and Staff College had a

nings as a training center near Haiphong, North fivefold missioni
Vietnam, where until 1951 the French maintained an -To train selected ARVN field grade officers
engineer center charged with the responsiblity of in. for duty as regimental commanders or province
structing and training Vietnamese, engineer soldiers, chiefs or higher, or as staff officers at division
After successive moves to Thu Loc, Bien Hoe, and level or higher,
Vung Tau, the school was moved to its present -- To train selected ARVN majors and captains
location at Phu Cuong in Binh Duong Province in for duty as battalion commanders, district chiefs,
19061, The school had since been conducting its or staff officers at battalion and regimental level.
mission of training officers, officer candidates, non- -As a joint service institution, to provide a
commissioned officers, and enlisted per! innel of the limited number of Vietnamese Air Force, Navy,
RVNAF Corps of Engineers in the techniques, pro- and Marine officers with a sound knowledge of
cedures, and methods of military engineering, The the operations of the armed forces in order to
"training mission was centered on the concept of foster a high degree of cooperation and coordi.

"." training combat engineers through courses on engi. nation between Joint forces.
neer equipment operation, first and second echelon -To conduct an extension course for nonresident
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active duty officers in the grades of first lieutenant College in the Vietnamese military establishment
to major, was equivalent to that of the American National

-To organize such special courses as the Joint Wai College or the other senior service war colleges
General Staff might direct,l11 I- the United States,

(U) During the first quarter of 1972 the school (U) The Vietnamese National Defense College
continued to function routinely. As Vietnamization was given a two-fold mission:
progressed, the position of the US academic ad. -Ta educate outstanding high ranking military
visor was deleted, and career government civilians to become better

(U) Work toward improvement and modernization qualified to perform important functions relevant
of the academic studies at the college proceeded to the national security.
also, A new program of instruction was published -- To study, plan, and develop national defense
in 1972. The areas that were emphasized and policy,
strengthened were combined operations (in accord. (U) The overall curriculum of the college consisted
ance with the attention given to this matter by of an orientation, an individual research project,
GEN Abrams and GEN Vien), pacification and ten courses, and seven seminars, The courses and
development, sector operations, and staff proce. seminars fell within the three major categories of
dures; in addition, command and management prac. International affairs, national resources, and na-
tical exercises were Increased and lectures decreased tional defense strategy,""
by 25 percent, Planning was begun to introduce an (U) In 1972 the National Dofense College con-
electives program into the curriculum, The com. tinued its innovative and progressive educational
mandant of the staff college approved this concept, program employing student trips, guest seminars,
A graduated approach was chosen to culminate in and case studies. During the third quarter of 1972
the formal introduction of the program in 19738118 the faculty initiated studies with regard to intro.

(U) Before the new program of instruction could ducing electives into the core curriculum, Prellmi-
be placed into effect, the enemy, offensive struck, nary discussions Included the possibility of offering
To pr'ovlde more officers to the combat units who International Relations in the Twentieth Century,
were trained by the staff college, the Joint General Internal Defense and Development, Economics of
Staff directed a 'reduction in the length of the Underkdeveloped Nations, and International Law,''
senior officer's course from 22 to 16 weeks. At the (U) A study concerning the utilization of gradu-
same time the Joint General Staff directed the ates from the National Defense College was
staff college to develop and establish a group prepared by the advisoty detachment, Significant
command and staff course for the Regional Forces. conclusions were:
The college reacted well to all of these require. -That less than half of the students of the
mints, and the first class of Regional Force officers college were assigned at the time of graduation
was graduated in June. to positions of increased responsibility and trust

(U) As the crisis lessened, the school began to commensurate with their potential in relation to
"plan for the establishment of a Joint Command their former assignment.
and General Staff Officers' Course lasting 36 to -That less than one third of the army students

* 40 weeks, In addition, plans were initiated to move identified as being in the upper quartile of gradu.
* the school from its inadequate facilities at Dalat. ating students (in potential) were assigned to

"The Chief of the Army Advisory Group recoi- positions of increased responsibility and trust in
mended to the head of the Central Training Com- rulation to their former assignment.
Smaud that the Command and Staff College move to -- The better educated students (graduate and
the former American base at Long Binh in Bien undergraduate level) received favorable assignments.
Hon Province, where the facilities were more ade- (U) There existed a discernible reluctance on the
(luate.111 In October 1972 the Chief of the Joint part of RVNAF general officers to accept invita-

, General Staff approved the move, which was ache- tions to lecture at the college, especially on military
duled to take place prior to 1 April 197311ln matters t 1

National Defense College Political Warfare College
(U) The National Defense College, located in (U) The Political Warfare College began as a

Saigon, was the highest level military educational psychological warfare training center that was
Institution in the Republic of Vietnam, One of the established near Saigon in 1956, After several
newest Vietnamese armed forces schools, it was intermediate moves, and with the establishment of
established by national decree in 1907, and the first a General Political Warfare Directorate at the
class convened in May 1968 for the one year courmv Joint General Staff level, the training center was
of instruction, The position of the National Defense redesignated the Political Warfare School and moved
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to its present location in Dalat, The institution was (U) By 1972 the withdrawal of American and
also upgraded to a service college and given the Free World Military Assistance Forces had begun
mission of providing a two year college level course to affect the Signal School, The composition, mis.
to train profem.ainal political warfare officers, sion, and future emphasis of the American signal

(U) Other missions of the college included pro. advisory team was reviewed in January 1972, Be.
viding political warfare branch training for Viet. cause tactical communications branches within the

school had reached a high level of competency, ad-namese officirs and organiing and directing visor strength was reduced, In the area of strategic
political warfare specialist training as required, communications the recommendation was to retain
By the 1970s, as a result of the college and its three advisors, because strategic communications
training, the Vietnamese armed forces possessed would became an important part of the school
political warfare officers in the field,110 when the lot US Signal Brigade training facility

(U) In 1972 the college continued to work on was turned over to the Vietnamese, For the most
improvement an4 modernisation, while accomplish- part, these recommendations were approved and
ing Its mission of training students in cadet classes, effected. The offensive necessitated the retention
officer classes, and allied personnel courses in an ex. of an additional American as a staff advisor by
ceptionally fine manner, The planned move to the August 1972, All Signal Schbol advisors were with.
present Command and General Stoff College area in drawn as part of Operation COUNTDOWN on 31
1973 would provide additional facilities to improve January 1978,19s
the overall effectiveness of training, Ordnance School

(U) During the fourth quarter of 1972 there (UO The Ordnance School was forlt established
were several proposals discussed regarding the in 1952 as the Material Training Center at Thu
pnfuture status of the POLWAR College as an inde. Duo, In 1961 the school moved to its present loca.
pendent institution, In a sense, the POLWAR College tion in Saigon, where it continued many and varied•"was in ecomyetition with the Vietnamese Military cussi t odc ftann o h it

•'Academy, Thu Due (Infantry School), and Junior courses in its conduct of training for the Viet-
namese armed forces,.12 The routine of the Ordnance

military academies to provide officers, Of the School in the condupt of its program of instructiop
several proposals discussed, the idea of making the cuntinued relatively undisturbed in 1972, doespite the
POLWAR College a graduate school for newly com- NGUYEN HUE Offensive in the spring.
missioned officers desiring to specialise in Political
"Warfare appeared to be potentially the best pro. (C) As the American withdrawal proceeded, US
posal,1 0  Army teams from the Tank.Automotive Commands nd the Weapons Command initiated training in(U) Supporting the efforts of the combat arms September for Ordnance School instructors on new
schools and the senior service schools was the equipment, This effort was made to prepare the
group of schools for the technical services, They Ordnance School to train Vietnamese specialists on
were in the Central Training Command and were equipment that was arriving under Project EN.
also a part of the American advisory effort, HANCE.1"4

Signal School Transportation School

(U) The Signal School was originally the Coin- (U) The Transportation School had its beginnings
munications Training Center of the French Army in 1954 when a highway transport officers' basic
I in Indochins and was located in Gia Dinh. In 1984, course was organized and conducted at the Thu Duc
it became the ARVN Signal Communications Train. Reserve Officers Training Center. In 1958 it was
"ing Center and consisted of two separate centers: moved to its present location at the Quang Trung
The Signal School in Thu Due, which had the Training Center, The school's mission remained
primary mission of training signal officers for essentially the same as when the school was formed
the ARVN and enlisted men of all services in signal and had an annual training capacity of 700 stu.
equipment repair, and the Signal Training Center dentselm
in Vung Tau which had the primary mission of (U) During 1972 the Transportation School con-
training enlisted men of the RVNAF in techniques tinued to expand to meet the increased demands

-d of operating all types of communications equipment, placed upon it by Vietnamization of the war effort,
(C) In October 1961 the Thu Due portion of the An additional training facility was established at Go

school was transferred to and consolidated with Vap to conduct second echelon vehicle maintenance
the Vung Tau portion in their present location, The traininglvu
"consolidated portion was designated the RVNAF
Signal School and given the combined mission that Medical School
both centers previously hadisi (U) The Medical School was first established in
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1951 in Hanoi to provide the Vietnamese Medical in the service school system, In March the two
Battalion under French command with its first Vietnamese junior military schools located at Vunlg
formal medical training capability. It was moved to Tau and Pleiku requested and received assistance
Saigon and officially renamed the Military Medical from the Armed Forces Language School with th91.
School in 1901. Shortly thereafter, planning was English language programs,
instituted to construct a modern facility which would (U) As Vietnamisation of the schook proceeded
enable the school to meet the increasing medical re.
quirements of the expanding RVNAF, This facility, through the year, there was some concern over the
constructed in Saigoni was completed and operational great reduction in the number of American instruc-
in April 1904, Its mission was to train regular tore. The school feared that this decrease would
medical officers, pharmacists, dentists, enlisteu affect the ability of the school to consistently
medics, and non-commissioned medical specialistsgIC produce graduates above the 65 English comprehen-

(U) In 1972 the Military Medical School continued sion level that their subsequent training would re-
its program of improvement and mndernisation. In quire, Steps were taken to monitor that potentir.l
the third quarter of calendar year 1972 the schoul problem very closely. In August the school eam--
completed the program of instruction for a basic mandant ag~reed to the assignment of the remaining
course for preventive medicine officers,.1 2 Due to American Defense Language Institute staff members
the excellent operation of the Military Medical to individual Vietnamese staff evaluators in order I
School during 1972 the advisory effort was reduced that they might daily coordinate their efforts to
gradually to encourage even greater self-sufficiency, maintain high academic standards,.18 During the
During November a total review and revision of the fourth quarter Vietnamese instructors temporarily
program of instruction was begun at the school, the replaced departed US military Instructors until US
first total review in several years. Primary emphasis civilian (Defense Langtiage Institute) instrueturl
of the review was the change from a preponderance arrived, As of I December 1972 all US military en.
of lectures to a greater emphasis of hands-on train. listed personnel assigned to the field advisory ale.
Ing and less on theory, A further objective was to mont had been withdrawn,255

Integrate management training as much as pos. offshore Training Program
sible,|'* (U) A related effor,. to improve the educational

Language School level of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam
(U) The Vietnamese Armed Forces Language was the Offshore Training Program, Participants

School was opened in Saigon in June 1956 with the in this program were sent to the United States
"mission of teaching English to Vietnamese who for training in American service schools and civilian
were programmed to attend offshore schooling in universities, Upon their return they utillsed their
the United States, At that time its student capacity acquired skills while serving in the ARVN, During
was 1,000, In July 1967, at the height of the Amerl. calendar year 1972 the program progressed a_
can buildup in Vietnam, the school doubled its scheduled, A summary of the FY 72/78 Offshore
student strength by Increasing its facilities and Training Program as of January 1978 follows:'5M

operating in two shifts, Because the American Y P72 FY 7A
presence was so great and the knowledge needed A1
to use the American equipment and books given to Approved ............. .......... 847 418

the Vietnamese was primarily contained in works Completed .................... 81 (96.2 46 (11.01/f
written in the English language, the mission of the In Progress .......... 32 1 2 (4)5.9%)
school was expanded to include the training of Total ..... ............. 847 (100,0';;) 238 (15.9%;4
Vietnamese translators for requirements within the
Republic of Vietnam, As the Vietnamese armed tU) Throughout calendar year 1972 several points
forces expanded and the requirement for offshore emnerged as a result of the experience of the Viet.
training in the United States became greater, the namese service school system. In the iirst place,
scwool expanded its facilities until it had a capacity it was flexible and responsive to the national
for 5,000 students at the end of 1968.V11) emergency following the opening days of the enemy

(U Inh 10)2 Vletnamization of the Armed Forces offensive, .t the same time the essential continuity
"Langnage bchool progressed rapidly, In January, was maintained for the resumption of smooth func-
for the first time in the history of the school, the tioning when the crisis subsided. In the second

* number of Vietnamese instructors in the classroom place, at no school was the course of instruction
. exceeded the number of American Instructors, By entirely disrupted, In the case of some, training

the end of the month, nearly two-thirds of the was intensified, particularly at the Infantry School
instructor strength was Vietnamese, The language and the Command and Staff Collage where courses
school also provided support to other institutions were accelerated in order to put more trained offi-
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vers into the combat unite, more quickly. Finally, last of the regional infantry groups that were
the ability to react to the situation in this manner programmed for training In PY 72. By the end of
Indicated that the Vietnam~ese military service the quarter, five more YANK battalion. had de-
school system was viable and fully capable of operat. ployed to the Khtner Republic, one of which had not
ing In a self-sufficient manner upon completion of completed its training, The total number of Khmer
the American advisory' effort In early 1973, battalions that had completed their training through

YANK TRAINING, IMP'ROVEMENT, the end of the second quarter of calendar year 1972
AND) MODERNIZATION stood at 68, In May the number of battalions still In

(C) Another major taskt performed by the MACV training had dropped to fourl this rose to nine by
Tranig irctrae ndits successor, the Army the and of June, and training levels In general were

AdioyGopTa h raining ofirectoratesand back to normal for the remainder of the year. In
Advisoryerroupubwas the trainingsoprothamforceseo conjunction with the cease-fire in Viestnam, the train.
the ihmer Rpubarlc (aNt Thaiisg proteram washi a- Ing of YANK personnel was terminated by both the

South Vietnam, Begunl In 1970, this training programUSndPN on8Jaur19.
had considerable success. In 1971, 811 Khmer hat. (C) YANK support by US forces was conceit-

talins eretraied n Vetna an reurne tothe trated on the training of mobile combat battalions
Khmer Republic, in addition to several hundred in- at. he ie:Ln aPucTy n ogE
dividual specialIsts, The program for YANK train. Thin Training Clinters. Eighty-five battalions were

~~ lo~~Ig from the beginning included Instruction in com- rie rm17 hogh17,TeLn a n
mand and leadership, combined arms, security, Phuoc Tuy YANK training sites were closed and
intelligence, and weapons, in addition to plilot, techni- turned over to ARVN at the end of November,
cal specialist, naval, air force, and basic army unit Twelve battalions were programmed to be trained
training.'14  at Dong Be Thin during 1978. The first three bat-

(U) To accomplish the necessary training, the taon weeudrigtanng tth tie f
WANK Training Command wasl organized with a the cease-fire, Under this program the US trained

%dquarters and support element at Bien Hoa. approximately 40,000 Individuals.
nrce individual training battaliors were organlied, (C) YANK support by RVNAP' was concentrated

one' in Military Region 2 and two in Military Region on the training of infantry companies at Liam Son
3.13Ai and engineer companies at Phu Cuong. Two armored

(C) This wasl not completely an American opera- caviary troops, 250 Infantry companies, and 16 engi-
Ittion, however; the Vietnamoge Army and Navy were fleer companies were trained from 1070 to 1972; 50

also Involved in training Khmer forces, The Army infantry and ten enegincer aompanies were prog-
concentrated onl training regional Infantry cam- rammed to be trained in 1973l Eight Infantry comn-
palnies while the Navy worked with the prospective panics had completed training by 28 January 107:3.
crews for boats destinedu for riverine operations, ARYVN also trained five infantry battalions and
Varions other Amei~rcan alid Vietnamese agencies one eongineer battalion in 1072. Under this unit
were involvedi with cu-rtain typ~os or sitecialist train- training program ARtVN trained approximately
Ing its well.'11 " 17,000 Indivldualltir

(C) American and Vititnaimeme training of the (C) YANK specialist training in Vietnam was,
forces of tho Khmer Repiublic was dislrupted by the for the momt part, conducted by US and RVNAF
NGUtYEN hUIE Offtresve- and the ensuing opera- trainers, A total of 8,145 Individual specialists
tional requirenments for YPANK forvem in the Khtneri were trained from 11)70 through 1972, The US and
Republic, Six battallons uiiuier this FY 712 programn RVNAF had planned to train 1,188 specialists dur-
completed training iii April and returned to the log 107:3. As of January 1973, 24:3 specialists had
Khmer Republic fat' cirombat dieploiyment. Two other comlpleted training and 563 were in training, The
baittaloions 'orv Called hitch to tilt Khinc., Rtepublic, total niumber of YANK trained ail of 28 January
beforet t heir trai, iin g %Va.' vcip) k bn ci i' ar os of tilt!i 1073 was 84,0)04, Annex 10 disc'uilsees other aspects
hattieftield e'nw irge ney, thu ic. Then redvL loy in nt haiit- Of a ill eailicile toI thea KIiin ci' Iteu u bli i

lohalt tht, vnemy iadvavo,ne By tht. enl (if Aprill Otily IlKCMHl'AM COMN1)
fivc, h'ttitllonm ri',*nuitiieu In t'alidnii. On 10 April, W0 (11) iBeforci the reorgnttization of the atrmy adl
SA NX 11-00110 i LI11~ta it Y ru1111in pu ut 0eu1toin lc uu thIn' iiv iso y atfort onl 15 MIay J 972 the adv isor y tWamls

Itriilng lit l,11ii Moun Natunnitl Traihinlg Ceitter, for the Armor', Artiller y, andi Ranger Commands
'I I'llimi',' troops ww'1 u't'plau'u'u by othlti rv',gluui. Infrau- reported dilrectly to thw NIA('.V Dlirector of Train.

'"y 1111t wiuuuse tialitiig wam siliuhcujui-tikey emlipiketd log. [lThe r'eorganizi'ation placead anl Intermediate point
.1tout'. Tiheciy wert- 'up iii ed by WIII urti' voul Pipalm udofs coiltact, he tween the mi andi thea new Chief, Ar my
the salim' month, This filial Iuucreuenat wail the Advisory Group. T1his was tile Comblined Airis hDirev
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torate, a part of A.AG headquarters. There wits no degree of combat readiness by the end of the
*change In mis~ifon for the advisory teami, however. yealr.t 4 1

The advisory team for the Airborne Division was Artillery Command
also brought under the control of the Combined (C) The Vietnaniese Artillery Command and its

* Ams iretorteAmerican advisory detachment were concerned pri-
*Armor Command manlly with the activation and 'training of new artil.

(C) The personnel of the Armor Command ad- lery units during the first quarter of calendar year
visory detachment spent much of their time making 19'72.149
Inspection, coordination, and orientation visits to (C) During the second quarter emphasis was
Vietnamese armor units and their American ad. placed on'completing the training of these newly
visors throughout the Republic of Vietnam. Their activated 'units for whose equipage, training, and
concerns were primarily training, operations, ad- manning, the Artillery Command was responsible,
ministration, and logistics. After the 1972 offensive A new focus was the reconstitution of those Viet,

theywer invlve in rojct EHANE fo ~. nAmese artillery units that had suffered heavilytheywer inolve InProectENHACE or ile during the first weeks of the enemy offensive,
Vietames aror frces15 ~particularly in Military Region 1. Reconstitution

(C) As a result of the Intense fighting in April, of personnel was accomplished by reassigning ex-
logistics became a key area for the Armor Coln- perienced personnel from other units and drawing
mand and its American advisors. The most critical officers and non-commissioned officers from a pool
area was the lack of timely reports from the field of new graduates of the Artillery School. Unit
on personnel and equipment losses, This weakness materiel was replaced with equipment from ARVN

4was present In both advisor and Vietnamese chan. assets and airlift of critical Items from outside
nels. By the end of April the reporting of equip- Vietnam,
ment losses had Improved so that the time lag was (C) Nine US Army targeting assistance teams
reduced from five to two days, Repor'tingf Of Per.- arrived In Vietnam in May, with the mission of tn.1'
sonnel losses remained poor- through April.114 Ing the Vietnamese in the exploitation of tart

(C) In May the efforts of the Armor Command data from all sources and to establish counter-
and its American advisors were primarily directed inortur/huttery information centers (CBics), Th
toward refitting and retratining of b~attered Viet. toams condiucted crater &haYnlyis Classes10 At VArious
nam se armor units, In June the retraining and sites throughout Vietnam; acceptance by the Viet-
refit~ting emphasis of the Armor Command con. nrimnese and their American advisors was generally
tinueci, The training of specialists in the areas of favorable,
maintenance, comimunications, mediicine, and ad- (C) An American artillery school survey team
ministration was slow wid unrestponsive to the arrived in Vietnam In Julie to conduct a survey of

-urgent replacement requirementK. T1heme unmet thle Vietnamese Artillery School inl order to Improve ,

need%, coupled wvith thle shortage of non-oomnmis- the mchool and 'dotormine it the US Field Artillery
sioned officers, created serious problenis in restoring School coutld fur-ther arsist its Vietnamese counlter-
armor units to combat effectiveness, part,'4 5

-(C) Tank gun ammunition remained In short (C) During the third quarter of 1972, the Artil-
supp~ly In some units but was not critical, Logistical lery Command continued to focus on training new
Auplport-hicluding mupply, maintenaince, and trans- artillery units, Reconstitution of shattered bat-
portation---conltlnued to Improve in dulie as the talions was completed alid they were roedeployed
momentum of thc enemy offensive slowed.5 '" for combat operationsim

(C) In the third quarter or rnalr,,thr veatr 11P72 langer Command
* retr-aining of armllor wifltm progreowile well, A mevet.

lng betWeenl re~~rttsOf NI Al v and tile (C) The personnel of the Rtanlrer Command
Joint Uonleral Staff inl July resultetuillI thle artiva- ad,' Aory detachment and their 'Vietnamese cuun-
tIon of two now ta1n k reginion nts , tit Imt an to rpart-i were Inovol ved Il nmakin g Itis p tion , coordi-
l2d, Tlraining hewan Onl I Augomit. 'l'o two units nation, and orientation visits to the varioust ranger
were eqiuippedI undertl' Poject l"NIIANCK,, B lirev. units 5V&LtttIOei throughout Vietnam. After thle of-
tIn, or' the ioint (envilrl 8tiff. tilt! A mnnr Coln-. fenisi%'c begun, thvy %wort conceurned with retraining -

nilnid wast tasked(! wIth thlt rospo'HMihility for furlinlg, iii.iIttii2io lis etlnm hthi on
tequ~iilping, and1( traInlIng thu meuw regmolt-Is'11 thilt! bint (if tile fIghtingK, -

((1I ItVcoNstltt~dlo Of persumWIne l mi t4JU111i'mnut (C) Onl 0 Jamuar)y 19)72 GEl'N Vien, the Chief of
JoKL-N sulltalinedl Inl thlt tWO pmeVIrOU Iinterl'Wý lr0- the 'Joint (leneral Staff, approved a1 plan f orl
Kulted ill aill operational battalions avililiving it high reurganulli.atiolm of tilt Itilange ('umnanild. Th 1tin k lop

K: tj~m" ~lV
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thrust of the reorganization was the standardi- borne Division, to include transport and armed hell.
zation of ranger group headquarters and battalions copters, tactical aircraft, and medical evacuation
and activation, inactivation, and conversion of other helicopters, 141
units.14 4  (C) At the time of the reorgakisation of MACV

(C) The brigade concept, approved by the Joint Training Directorate into the Army Advisory Group
General Staff and then suspended from Implemen. in the middle of May the Airborne Division was
tation, was superseded by, a study recommending a committed with its 2d and 3(, Brigades in counter.
complete reorganization of the Ranger Command, offensive operations In northern Military Region 1.
The reorganization would increase the number of T e divis ionre in comtedn Military Region
groups from seven to 15, eliminatc five tactical com. Tha division remained committed in Military Region

mend posts, reduce the number of battalions from 54 1 for the remainder of the year.147

to 45, add a reconnaissance company to each group, (C) Use of American equipment within the
and standardize the organization of the ranger division was generally good. In some instances all
battalions, The entire reorganization would be ac- available weapons were not employed, Progress
complished with all assets and resources available was made to overcome outdated concepts of tactical
to the Ranger Command. The study remained under operations in an era of the war when unlimited
consideration by JGS, helicopter, tactical aircraft, and B-62 support were

"(C) Also under consideration was the organiza- no longer available, The American advisory team,
tion of a 165-man ARVN Stra'Logic Tactical Do- however, observed that the maintenance effort
tachment which would greatly enhance the ranger within the division continued to be a problem, par.
ability to obtain intelligence about the enemy, J7 ticularly after blarch, when the division was
(Special Security Technical Branch) Nvas given a deployed from Saigon.
draft proposal of how this unit should be organized (C) The combat operations conducted by the
to fit the ranger organization. Approval for the dividion were primarily offensive in nature, While
formation of this unit was ultimately expected from casualties decreased considerably from what they
JGS.14h had been, the level of combat continued to keep

Airborne Division the combat maneuver units operating at approxi.

(C) On 15 May 1972 the responsibility for the mately two-thirds strength despite a steady stream

advisory effort with the Vietnamese Army's Air- of replacements, Experienced combat leadership in

borne Division was transferred to the Combined the officer and non-commissioned officer ranks con.

Arms Directorate of the Army Advisory Group when tinued to be a probiem. 14 H

the latter organization was formally esthblished. The (C) Under consideration was the organization of

relationship of the Airborne Division Assistance a 165-man ARVN Strategic Tactical Detachment,

Team (ADAT) and the Army Advisory Group was similar to that proposed for the Ranger Command,

similar to the one between the advisory elements which would greatly enhance the airborne capability

to the combat arme commandsl however, the ADAT in obtaining intelligence about the enemy. Approval

' had the additional responsibility of coordinating and for the formation of this unit was ultimately ex-

directing American air assets supporting the Alit- potted from JOS.

"NAVAL ADVISORY GROUP

(U) During 1972, the US Navy removed the last NAG, which continued its drawdown until the

of its In-country personnel from an operational strength at the end of January 1973 was approxi.

* combat role, As US sailors relinquished their com- mately 775 men.1411

bat roles, they became advisnrs, teachers, and tech- (U) From its inception in April 1961, the Viet-
nicians. With the exception of -the Seventh Fleet namese Navy grew from a small patrol and pars-

"* 'Ioffshore and some miscellaneous support units military junk force to a navy of over 1,700 ships
located in Vietnam, almost all the remaining US and craft and more than 41,000 personnel, During
Navy personnel in Vietnam were attached to the 1971 and 10372 the VNN assumed full responsibility
Naval Advisory Group (NAG), Charged with the for conducting the riverine and coastal patrol
mission of training and advising the Vietnamese operations formerly conducted by the US Navy.
Navy (VNN), the NAG began the year with a This rapid growth in personnel and equipment was
strength of over 2,800 men under the command of accompanied by some unavoidable growing pains.
RADM Robert S, Salzer, By 30 June, when he was The Vietnamese Navy was supplied with higihly
succeeded by RADM Arthur W, Price, the NAG sophisticated military equipment and introduced to
had been reduced to about 1,400 men, On 25 August complicated procedures for preventive and opera-
RADM James B, Wilson assumed command of the tional maintenance. In addition, a new and complex
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logistics support network was created, It wai vital teams at various locations throughout Vietnam.
for the VNN to continue to receive the help and The overall structure of the advisory Nroup is
support of the Naval Advisoey Group until it could shown In Figuros C.12 and 0.13, Together, these
adjust to these changes and integrate the new sys. organizational structures were used to control the
tems into an effecti'de wianisatlon. Moreover, the niaval advistory effort In South Vietnam.'1' At the
US Navy also continued to brar a responsibility end of January 1973, The Rach Gia teaa. was dri.
for ensuring that Lho vast amount of American established.tflu
materiel turned over to the Vietnamese was pro- VIHTNAMESE NAVY (VNN) ORGANIZATION
perly used and adequately maintainedAV0

(U) The Naval Advisory Group experienced the (0) The Vietnamese Chief of Naval Operations,
same manpower problems encountered by other RtADM Tran Van Chon, oxercised operational con.

MACV elements during the di'awdown, As a result, trol of the VNN through two principal deputiaos
the advisor found more and more responsibilities the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Be&
thrust upon him while the need to tearh, Instruct, Operations and the Deputy Commander for TRAN
and assist continued undiminished, HUNG DAO (IUVERINE) Campaigns, IEach of

these deputies, in turn, exercised operational con.
NAG ORGANIZATION trol over those fot-ces made available to coastal

(U) Subordinate to the Chief of the Naval Ad. surveillance and riverine operational commanders
visory Group were a total of nirne naval advisory by the various Administrative commanders (Fig,
units, one advisory element, and eight adviscry C-14,)

NAVAL ADVISORY GROUP ORGANIZATION
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NAVAL. ADVISORY GROUP-FIELD ORGANIZATION
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(C) The Deputy Chief of tNavel Operations for strength was at 89 percent of the authorized officer
Sea Operations, Commodore Nguyen Huu Chi, ceiling and NCO strength was at 82 percent of Its
located in Saigon, exercised operational command ceiling, Overall personnel strengrth had climbed to

*of the coahtal surveillance effort through his five 105 percent of the authorized FY 73 force level of
*coastal sons commands, Task Forces 2i11 through 39,7R5 but was being reduced through normal attn-.

235, which covered the coast In Military Regions 1 tion at the average rate of 125 men per month,
thrnugh 4. (9) Officer strength was expected to attain the

(C) The Deputy Commander for TRtAN HUNG FY 711 authorization by December 1974, and NCO
DAO Campaigns, Commodore Dinh Manh Hung, strength was expected to be attained during 1978,
located at Binh Thuy, exercised operational corn- The principal personnel problem wase the lack of

A ~mand of all riverine operations in Military R~egions middle and upper level managemnent personnel in -

II3 and 4 and controlled the campaigns through nine both the NCO and the officer ranks, Four-fifths
subordinate commanders. 168 of the officers were concentrated In the grades 02

(C) Figure C-16 shows the types of ships and and below, whbreas the allowance valled for about
craft included in the Vietnamese Navy inventory half to be In these grades, Further, most of these
as of 31 January 1973, officers had loss than three years of experience, Thu

additional experience and training required would
BACKGROUND take time,

(8) The VNN grew from approximately 19,000 (8) Compared to other RVNAF e~lements, the
personnel in late 19t38 Lo slightly more than 41,000 VNN record for unauthorized absence and desertion
an of 1 December 1972. At that time, the officer was favorable. A factor that boei heavily in reduc-
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CONF ID-N4PAL
VIETNAMESE NAVY ORGANIZATION

CHIE OF AVALUPtNMT IONS
COMMNDER TRAN HUNG DAO CAMPAIGNS

DEPUTY CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS DEPUTY COMMANDER TRAN HUNG DAD

,FOR SEA OPERATIONS CAMPAIGNS IRIVERINE)

44IIII III JI I I~ I,;COASTAL IV AMPHIBIOUS RIVER PATROLFLEET COMMAND SURVEILLANCE FORCE FORCE

FORCE

Soitrce: NAG Figure: C-14

IVNN 8111P A CRAFT

"* TOTAL IUILT PAOOFN "

"7YPI TURNED OVIR PR-ACTOV$ ACTOV* FRINCH VNN HAND

"CouNtal Surveillance
& O uter B arrier ...................................................... 23 12 11 18

Inner B arrier .............................................................. 488 25 187 326 398

'4Harbor Defense................................... .... 126 1 101 25 110
Riverine ......................................... 840 185 597 40 6 745

Logistic Support
",R p ir ....................................... .......................... 17 8 14 1'
L ongr L ift .............................................................. 27 20 7 24 •

Short L ift ........................................................... 100 70 90 127

U tility ................................................................... 73 9 60 4 69

M iscellaneous ...................................................... 27 22 5 20

* TOTAL ...................................... 1781 840 1022 75 332 1529

,ACTOV=AcI.aiteId tumnover of assts to .he VNN

Source: NAVADVGRP Figure: C.15
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ing the desertion rate was the VNN's increasing planned for inclusion at a rate of two per year
ability to provide for the welfare of its men through until all eight PCEs were replaced on a one-for-one
the dependent shelter proprarm. basis, While the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)

had not completed final action on the programming
D)EPENDENT SHELTER PROGRAM of the PFs, approval was anticipated. Since a two-

(U) The COMNAVFORV sponsored dependent year procurement lead time existed, actual delivery
shelter wrogram began in January 1970 and was of PFs to VNN was not expected to begin prior
funded at 3.b million dollars, When completed, it to FY 76.
would provide 5,184 units of dependent shelters and (S) A desired force of 100 fast patrol craft (PCF)
85 community facilities such as schools and market for the inner barrier was projected for both the in-
places, About 1,000 shelters were assigned to the termediate and post.hostility periods, Commencing
Vietnamese Marine Corps at Thu Due with the re- in FY 78, two PCF were programmed each year as
mainder allotted to the VNN at 39 sites, A total attrition replacements. It was proposed that the
of 4,419 dependent shelters and 27 schools and CNO approve that part of the FY 75 MASF Program
community facilituds were completed by 1978, and which provided for acquisition of these craft at a
458 units were under construction. The program cost of US $200,000 each.
wis scheduled to be completed by November 1970,IA4 (B) In view of the possible shift from MASF to

FORCE STRUCTURE MAP funding, it was decided tr, Iwive open the in.
(8) The VNN intermediate force structure plan country ferrocement coastal rtider building prog.

was developed to counter the anticipated enemy ram, The program, to be comploted in FY 75, had
threat in coastal and riverine areas during the five the ceiling for the craft increasud from 60 to 150,
year period FY 74 to FeY '78, During this period While these raiders were originaily planned as an
coastal forces were expected to include 17 outer attrition replacement for the Yabu,a and command
baerier ships and an inner barrier fleet s.veraging Junks, it was also found desirable to use the
L114 patrol and surveillance craft. Riverine and coastal raider to replace the aging harbor defense
logistics assets would be allowed to decline through picket boats, The ferrocement boat had a distinct
attrition, advantage as an attrition replacement because it

(B) The primary goals of the mid-range plan could be constructed in.country, There were no

were to provide stabilization of VNN strength in plans to replace riverine ckaft, Most of these units

the blue water and coastal surveillance areas and were to be transferred to the maritime police or

to develop the requisite logistic support capability, Territorial Forces, along with the rivorine security
It was anticipated that the -riverine forces would mission,•l'

be absorbed into Territorial Forces or the maritime COASTAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
units of the National Police. (S/NF) The mission of the Coastal Surveillance

(S) Consistent with the mid-range plan, there Farce was to interdict seaborne infiltration and
was proposed a long-rasnge, post.hostilIties plan coastal transhipment of enemy personnel and

thaL emphasized coastal surveillance and blue water material into South Vietnam ,nd to support ground

assets, The riverine force was to be severely re- forces with transportation and naval gunfire sup-

duced on the assumption that riverine duties would

be assumed by Territorial and National Police port,

Forces, The token riverine force retained within the (S/NF) The coastal surveillance system was an

VNN after hostilities would serve nutinly as a re- integrated complex of coastal surveillance centers,

serve or reaction force to be used in the event the coastal radar stations, ships, craft, VARS aircraft,

guerrilla movement exceeded the control capability and headquarters elements, The system was com.

of police forces, posed of six coastal surveillance centers, 16 coastal

(S) VNN manpower would decline slightly in radar stations, 17 assigned blue water ships, and

the mid-range plan primarily because of riverine 379 patrol craft and coastal Junks, The Deputy

craft attrition, The post hostility manpower level Chief of Naval Operations, Sea Operations Coin-

would decline to 28,500, including a 5,000 man VNN mand, exercised operational control of the system

reserve force, from the Naval Operations Center, Saigon through

(S) The outlook for attrition replacement of VNN his five coastal zone commanders, The coastal zone

craft was very austere, The PF.107 class patrol commander exercised command and control over his

frigate (PF) was identified as a replacement craft assets through the coastal surveillance center, The

for the aging VNN blue water patrol craft (PCE), coastal surveillance system consisted of three bar-

Two of the PFs were Included in the FY 74 MASF riers, ,%

Program approved by CINCPAC at a cost of US (S/NF) The air barrier, the outermost of the
$11 million per ship. Additliaial construction was three barriers, wits manned by US Seventh Fleet
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coast was that of infiltration and coastal transship. sented a new tactic by the enemy. During the 1972
mnset of enemy materiel and personnel into South offensive the enemy successfully supplied his main
Vietnam, Trawler infiltration posed a formidable and guerrilla forces, While there was no indication
threat in that relatively large amounts of suppliem that coastal Infiltration or transshipment constituted
could be landed at one time by any of the 25 steel- principaj sonire. of such supplies, such means re.
hulled trawlers estimated to be in the North Viet- malnied within the enemy capability. The potential
namese Inventory, The tactic demonstrated by the for coastal transshipment, the movement of small
enemy during the period December 1971 to April amounts of supplies along the coast between enemy
1972 was that of dispatching trawlers in clusters, controlled coastal areas, continued to exist as long
probably in an attempt to saturate the Coastal Sur- as the enemy controlled coastal areas of the RVN.
veillance System, This was attempted in April 1972 (S/NF) Under Article 7 of the cease-fire agree.
whin four trawlers were dispatched simultaneously. ment, armaments, munitions, and other war ma-
All four were detected ',L US maritime aircraft- terien could be brought into South Vietnam through
three aborted and the fourth was destroyed by the controlied points of entry. Since trawlers could
VNN, There have been no known trawler infiltra. move materiel quickly, inexpensively, and, under
tion attempts since April, but there were numerous the terms of the cease-fire, safely, trawler ac.
reports of 20-ton wooden hulled Thai sty'le boats tivity south of the 17th parallel was expected to
infiltrating into the Delta, Although no Thai style increase, North Vietnamese trawlers were expected
trawlers were apprehended, this might have repre. to test the effectiveness of the inspections at the
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legal entry points, It remained to be seen whether 1972 showed that the VNN affected successful in-

the legal entry points would be sufficient to satisfy ter(-pt on 87 percent of all exercise infiltrators.
NVA/VC resupply needs. The North was also likely (S/NF) Blue water ships had an operational
to test the effectiveness of the Coastal Surveillance readiness rate of 87 per cent, and coastal patrol
"'ystem by attempting to land supplies where not craft had an operational readiness rate of 86 per.

expected, to include armaments, munitions, and cent. Based on past performance the VNN had the
other war materiel, The discovery of the first land- capability to maintain this state of readiness, The

ing of civilian supplies by trawlers was expected VNN demonstrated 1ta ability to prevent overt,

to create a situation Involving protests, negotia- major resupply efforts ky the enemy from the sea,
tions, and claims concerning territorial water rights However, the lower level of Infiltration and trans-

off PRG-held areas of the South Vietnamese coast, shipment that reportedly ocicurred undetected by

After a few enemy suvcesses it was anticipated the naval barrier forces rupresented a deficiency

that trawler infiltration of materiel which could in VNN capability, The planned curtailment of

not be justified on the basis of one-for-one replace. US P-3 aircraft would degrade the detection phase

ment would then commence. In that event a logical of infiltration interdiction, Except for maritime air,

NVN resupply/infiltration tactic would be to load the VNN had the capability to provide and deploy

a trawler with selected war materiel which could forces as neeessary to contain the infiltration and

be brought into a designated entry point legally transshipment threat within levels recently experi.

but to direct it to attempt to infiltrate. If the enced, The threat posed by a growing North Viet.

trawler was intercepted during an attempt to land namese Navy could be successfully. countered by

in an illegal area, it might abort to a legal entry the development of combined VNN and VNAF qo-

point, ordinated t.ctics,

(S/NF) The recent addition of Komar Class PTGs (C) In November 1972 after the last USN sur-

to the North Vietnamese Navy added a new dimen- veillance flight was flown, VNAF aircraft took

sicn to the threat, highlighting the ability of the over the mission. However, because of limited

enemy to increase his naval strength. The continued assets and the low priority assigned to this mission,

Increase of North Vietnam's naval capability created the desire~l degree of support, was not achieved,

a potential for at-sea engagements not considered although the number of VNAF VARS flights did

likely in the past because of the (IS naval presence increase in November after. direct intervention by

in the South China Sea and Gulf of Tonkin. the VNN CN(J.

(S/NF) This overall appraisal of the VNN (C) The number of areas covered by US maritime
Coastal surveillance capability wae based upon the air patrols in 1972 varied from a maximum of five

result of the formal studies, evaluations summarized to a minimum of two in areas EAS and DG1 shown
below, and an analysis of operational data, Major in Figure C-16, The flight paths shown in this
shortfalls and problem areas requiring corrective figure were designed go that a trawler attempting
action are discussed below, to cross the area at a speed of 15 knots could not

(S/NF) Since April 1972 there had been no de- avoid being swept at least once by the searching

tections of steel hulled trawlers by the Coastal aircraft, The search area was sufficiently wide

Surveillance System, none detected -by US maritime so that it required only one sweep per day to

air patrols covering the South China Sea, and no obtain the desired early detection, Identification,

intelligence reports of infiltration by steel hulled and tracking of infiltrating trawlers.

trawlers into South Vietnam, In this respect the (S) VNAF was tasked to develop the capability

system was very efficient, Exercise data included to fly these maritime air patrols and subsequently

in the second operational evaluation (if the Coastal to assume responsibility for the offshore air

"Radar System published 19 Octobei 1972, specifi- barrier, Although aircraft for this mission were

cally Lhe FILTER KING Exercise results, showed in country, they required modification as well as

* that between 1 March 1972 and 15 July 1972 the trained pilots and navigators to be useful for flying

coordination of the radar, Coastal Surveillance maritime air patrols, Problems and delays caused

Centers, and inner barrier ships was' such that 68 the planned activation date of mid-1.974 to slp by

percent of the exercise infiltrators were intercepted at least 20 months to early 1976.

and identified, The postulated effectiveness of this (C) In April 19)72 a North Vietnamese trawler

portion of the sy*Atm, based tn a mathematical was detected offshore by US forces, tracked for 11

model developed before the system became fully days, and finally sunk by VNN blue water ships.

operational, was 77 percent, FILTER KING Ex- There were no known instances of successful infil-

erclses conducted after July 1972 showed that this tration by trawlers during 1972.1fi11

portion of the systurn was operating even better (S) On 27 January, in the flurry of activity that

than anticipated, Exercise results for December preceded the cease-fire, Coastal Radar Station 201
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at Degi was overrun by enemy forces. It was re- NOTIFICATION LINE
captured on 5 February; however, the radar had (S) After Seventh Fleet aircraft mined ports and

been extensively damaged and wad expected to be coastal waters of North Vietnam, a notification
out of operation for 6 to 8 weeks. To compensate line operation commenced, It used dedicated ships

for the gap thu. created in the coastal rr..di&. en- to inform merchantmen enroute to North Viet-
velope, additional blue water patrol units were nAmess ports of the presence of mines, On 14 May
maintained in the Degi-Sa Huynh arma, ard Seventh the first VNN ship began independent notification
Fleet maritime air patrols were shifted northward line operations in the southern portion of the Gulf
by 120 miles. of Tonkin. On 18 May a joint USN/VNN notifica.

tion line was established with VNN ships partial.
pating for a total of 114 days from 14 May until 12

(C) During the period from 1 March to 1 July, September.
an operational evaluation of the Coastal Radar
Surveillance System was conducted, The object of GUNFIRE SUPPORT
this study was to appraise the ability of the (C) Units of the VNN also participated in naval
Coastal Radar System to detect, track, and report gunfire support (NGPS) from the start of the
auspicious contacts and conduct an intercept with NGUYEN HUE Offensive, Due to the limited
coastal surveillance craft against infiltrating and capability of the gunfire control systems installed
transiting trawler contacts. Although the study re- in VNN ships, NGFS provided by the VNN was
vealed that a suspicious contact had a high prob. either harassment and interdiction (H&I) or direct
ability of being intercepted by friendly forces, the fire missions. In a typical mission, Vietnamese
overall system appeared to have lower initial de. patrol craft assisted USN destroyers in providing
tection ranges than those predicted. This caused gunfire support in defense of the Naval Base at
concern that the system might be falling short of Cua Viet in aarly April, Complete gun damage as-
ith designed objectives to provide continuous cover. sessment (GDA) was not available; however, dur.
age along the coast of Vietnam. As. a result of this ing tite spring offensive, GDA credited to the VNN
finding, a joint USN/VNN team studied the Da included: 654 KIA, 22 houses and 85 huts destroyed,
Nang radar site in November. Analysis disclosed 17 rice storage dumps destroyed, 167 foxholes and.
that the problem was not in the design or equip. 190 meters of trench destroyed,15"
ment, but rather a result of operating procedures
in use at the radar site and at the Coastal Surveil. ADVISONIY EMPHASIS
lance Center. In concert with these *valuations of (C) Prior to April 1972, the Fleet Command

the Coastal Radar System, Operation KIBITZER Advisory Unit devoted most of its efforts to the
was conducted during the month of September to areas of gunnery, Operation MARKET TIME pro.
evaluate the VNN's effectiveness in interdicting sea- týedures, operations, general seamanship, and ship.
borne ikifiltration and coastal transshipment in the handlirng to insure that the VNN fleet met its
Delta. KIBITZER showed that marked improvement expanding wartime commitments. As those capabili.
in counter-infiltration efforts by the VNN was re- ties were achieved, the advisory emphasis shifted
quired in order to accomplish the mission of coastal to the goal of instilling pride and professionalism
patrol forces. It was further determined that the and improving internal maintenance and logistical
desired results could be obtained with the assets procedures that would enable Fleet Command
already available to the VNN by the application of units to conduct efficient and effective operations
better patrol techniques and greater aggressiveness i: the future.160

on the part of VNN personnel. 1M7  PROBLEM AREAS FACED BY

DEEP WATER OPERATIONS ADVISORS AT FLEET COMMAND

(S) In blue water operations, several significant (C) The following problem areas were addressed
events occurred. On 30 June 1972, operational cou. by advisors in 1972:
trol of the outer barrier in the Third Coastal Zone -The absence of an operational employment
was transferred to the VNN, thus completing the schedule prevented advance planning for overhauls
turnover of all Operation MARKET TIME areas. and availabilities, As a result, ships were on patrol
Two US Navy ships remained in support of the for indeterminate periods of time, resulting in a
coastal surveillance operation until 15 December, On consequent reduction of morale. Due to excessive
that date the last two US Navy surface units at. breakdowns, lack of routine self.nmaintenance, and
tached to Task Force 115 departed Vietnamese a non-availability of repair parts in deployment
waters, terminating one of the longest continual US areas, the fleet experienced an operational avail-
Navy operations of the Vietnam war,151 ability rate of less than 50 percent.
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-An employment schedule that included 67 of 81 -There were insufficiently trained supply person.

ships of the blue water fleet was implemented in nel on board all 81 Fleet Command ships. This
September 1972. With a firm schedule, ships pre- necessitated an increase in the on-board supply
pared work packages for overhauls and availabilli personnel allowance for each ship and the establish-
ti.e, all in advance, and effective planning and ment of a joint training and reinspection team. By
budgeting by yard and fleet commanders became year end all but nine of 81 ships had reached the
possible. Ships, experiencing timely relief during revised personnel allowance, Reinspectlon of ship-
the patrol cycle, gained improved morale, conducted board supply departments resulted in four percent
self-maintenance on a regular basis, and obtained rated excellent, 25 percent good, 39 percent satis-
improved availability of spare parts, The opera- factory, and 32 percent unsatisfactory. By compari.tional readiness rate averaged 71 percent for fourth son, earlier inspections had resulted in unanimously
quarter, 1972 r unsatisfactory ratings.

quar te fterl 9t n-Inadequate repair part support aboard Fleet
r-In the field of technical management, no fiscal Command ships necessitated a supply overhaul

resp~onsiblity for overhauls and repairs had been assistance program, All blue water ships transfer.
assigned the Vietnamese Fleet Commander. Late in red to the VNN were given an equipment valida.
1972 after he was assigned fund control respon. tion, new consolidated allowance list, and updated
sibility, the Fleet Commander established a budget
allocating funds for overhaul and repair, The im. package of repair parts,
mediate effect was a more timely submission of -Finally, the lack of efficient shipboard supply
work requests and an improved advance planning management, marked by the improper us of funds
capability, and the absence of reporting procedures, led to the

-Proper engineering practices were not being establishment of an Intensive management train-
used, resulting in unnecessary equipment failure. ing program, a screening process for all documents,
Accordingly, resoundnin eering pratipmer, awere em- and, the use of routine reports and graphs to moni-
Accordingly,tor logistics efforts, Requisition input rose from 20phasized throughout the advisory organization, to 178 er fort, and uIsitiof i ght-fold In.
Joint VNN/USN assistance and repeikýteams visited to 173 per day, and in spite of this eightufold in-
each ship when it returned to port and the specific crease in requisition, total expenditures dropped
results of poor engineering practices were identified by 85 percent,161

to all levels of command, Operational avaliability RIVERINE WARFARE
and endurance of Fleet Command ships increased (C) The US Navy began to transfer brown water
significantly as the operators began to appreciate assets to the VNN in July 1968. By July 1970 a
the benefits available from following good engineer. total of 850 river combatant vessels of a dozen
ing practices, basic configurations were under the operational

--The VNN had an extremely limited ship's re- control of the VNN and manned by VNN crews,
pair capability, After joint training/repair astis- The turnover was accomplished by progressively
tance teams were established and began to visit phasing VNN crewmembera into individual USN
Fleet Command ships, a noticeable increase in crews until the last USN crewmember was re-
ship's repair capability occurred, This improvement lieved and the craft was turned over, In addition to
was evidenced by a decrease in the number of work craft, all riverine logistics bases and command and
requests submitted for repair of facilities, an in- control facilities were transferred to VNN control,
crease in the number of repair parts requisitioned (C) Riverine operations were o-ganized into a
by Fleet Command ship&, and by an increase in the series of campaigns designated by the term TRAN
operational readiness of Fleet Command ships, HUNG DAO (THD) followed by a sequential

-Poor damage control practices were observed number, each of which related to a specific geo-
on board Fleet Command ships. Joint USN/VNN graphic area, Overall riverine operations were
damage control assistance teams were established commanded by the Deputy Commander, TRAN
to inspect and instruct ship's force personnel in HUNG DAO Campaigns (Riverine),
correct procedures and to aid them in requisitioning (C) Past experience, reinforced by the events of
replacements for deficient equipment. Seventy-five the NGUYEN HUE Offensive, substantiated the
ships of the fleet were inspected and trained, and essential interdependency of Army and Navy units
many were visited for a second and third time, A operating in the riverine environment, In large por.
noticeable increase in damage control awareness tions of Military Regions 3 and 4 the inland water.
was evidenced by improved performance in damage ways provided the only reliable routes for trans- %
control drills and an increase in the number of porting men and materiel required to maintain milt-
requisitions submitted to remedy equipment de. tary superiority. Control of these lines of communi-
ficiencies. cation was essential to the support of Government
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Vtesill of the, vietnam#11 brown water "nvy.

of Vietnalm hitsLe and to the successful expansion waterways not assigned to the national police or
oif the area over which the South Vietnamese ex. customs agencies. The sole exception to this pro-
orcised Cifotltive Control. clamiation warn on the Mekong River from Gal Be to

Wi) Ilivei- craft were extremely vulnerable to Donit Tam where the VNN was allowed to stop and
aualll,111 41ou19 the riverB and canals, most of which Pearch boats to prevent the movement, of men and
weroe relatively unarrow with heavily overgrown material from Dinh Tuong Province (Base Area
banLks, Alan~,' wautewinys, especially. in the dry season, 470) to Kien Hoa Province, Otherwise, the VNN
halvtu Very' hligh bunksv that mignificuntly reduced craft wast prohibited from interfering with craft on

* CPlf-diefwlll ctiptiIlifiitit. and permitted the oenemy to pacified waterways for the purpose of search or
('1IWIlge IIhll hiuntiuig with impunity, seizure unleag: (1) they received fire from the

(8)S Jlnoo tilt V'N N depended onl ground troops craft, (2) they had previous intelligence about a
to iiovim h~i semruzity In support of waterway specific craft or area, or (S ) there was a maritinic
iiitt-idILtioii and watei-borne guard post operations, policeman Ill the VNN craft,
then. was potential foil mu tual support between (C) Year end planning envisioned the progrresdive
VNN and AltVN/HF/Plr forces throughout the attrition of the VNN's brown water assetsl and the
riverinc tircuit of operation. The VNN forces as- phased assumption of security responsibilities onl
61signed inl thruic, aream were capable of contributing all Inland waterways by the National Maritime
miwignlfnnt niotzlity and firepower to joint operak- Police, Am the maritime police were organized,
fions, particu~lII'1y when the special capabilities of however, the term 'inational" is something of athese riverine craft were exploited in liatic opera- misname,', In point of fact, the eassentially au-
tional planning. (Oi a countrywideL basis, this potenl- tonomous control exercised by individua. province
tial was4 seldom fully employed, chiefs over assig9ned police forces and the lack

(C) Under the, provisions or' an HVNAF 1971 of juris9diction of eitch force outslide its own pro-
proclamation andl the Combined Campaign Plan, the vince argued against the effective liroseention of
VNN was rwsizounisie for control and security of any national task by this orgrunization.l(1

ell
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LIEN DOI NHOUI self-sufficient in the type of work for which it was
NHIA (LDNN) FORCES trained: salvage operations of 100 tons or less in

(C) The Vietnamese Navy included an elite or- 90 feet of water, US Navy efforts were limited to
ganization known as LDNN that exercised technical advising the salvage company at Cat Lai when re-
and operational skills in three broad areas: BEAL quested by VNN personnel, No US Navy advisors
operations, salvage operations, and EOD opera- participated in field salvage operations, Advisors
tions,l1,1 concentrated on completin'g construction of the

VNN diving school, a self-help program.
SEAL Forces (C) Of the 95 craft sunk since 30 March, 59 (62

(C) The LDNN SEAL mission was to conduct percent) were salvaged, a commendable record, Of
unconventional warfare, counter-guerilla operations, the remaining craft, 18 were unsalvageable and
and clandestine operations in maritime areas and 18 (19 percent) were pending determination at year
riverine environments. SEAL teams were employed end, The number of craft salvaged was reduced by
in operations to undermine the morale, and the mili. futile attempts to salvage the LSIL HQ 327, an
tary, economic, psychological, and political strengths effort which diverted a sizeable portion of both
of the enemy, From 1968 until 1971 LDNN person. equipment and personnel beginning in July, This
nel trained with operating USN SEAL teams, As problem was eliminated by the December decision
the number of trained VNN personnel increased, to abandon salvage of this craft, Lack of security
LDNN organized the SEAL division and established in the U Minh Forest also reduced the percent of

4 training centers at Cat Lai and Cam Ranh Bay. craft salvaged. Eleven craft were sunk there and
The training curriculum was patterned after USN the VNN did not intend to send elements of the
UDT/SEAL training program, salvage company to that area until the military

(C) The LDNN SEALs were organised in situation improved,lI's
platoons composed of two officers and 12 enlisted
men. Each p'atoon included specialists in intelli. EOD Operations
gence collection, communications, medical aid, de. (C) VNN EOD teams were an integral part of

molition, and boat engineering. Opefttlonal strength harbor defense operations, They were responsible

of the division was 22 officers and 80 enlisted men, for the deactivation or disposal of explosives found
(C) Prior to the spring offensive, SEAL operat. on ships and in the water. There were 12 EOD

ing platoons were deployed to Hae An in Military teams with an allowance- of one officer and four

Region 1 and at Cat Lai, Tuyen Nhon and Phuoc enlisted men on each team. These teams were

Xuyen in Military Regions 3 and 4, They were tasked located throughout the country, Basic EOD train-

wvith gathering intelligence, conducting riverine in- ing was received at the Joint RVNAF EOD school

terdiction operations, ambushes, defensive patrols, at Go Vap, Underwater training was accomplished

emplacement of sfrnsors, and reacting to sensor ac- at the LDNN UDT/SEAL school at Cam Ranh

tivations, Shortly after the beginning of the Bay,
NGUYEN HUE Offensive the I Corps Commander HARBOR DEFENSE
requested that SEALs be deployed in Military
Region 1, where they were assigned to four points (C) Harbor defense in the major ports of the

along the coastline. In Military Regions 3 and 4 Republic of Vietnam was the responsibility of
;A[.M wce retained only at C~at l~al and Naln VNN Harbor Defense Units (HDU), Each HDU

Can, was under the operational control of n naval base

(C) One of the missions assigned to the SEALs commander and dependent upon the navwl base for

was hydrographic reconnaissance and beach survey support, The harbor defense forces safeguarded a

preparatory to emplacement of the causeway at water area to protect shipping against:

Wunder Beach which wns used to support thc coup- -Attack by surface or submarine craft,
teroffensive. SEALs also conducted hydrographic -Enemy mining operations,
reconnaissance of beaches north of the Cue Viet Lo -Attack by swimmers,

select a site for a possible amphibious landing, The primary emphasis was placed on detecting and

(C) The platoon at Thuan An was primarily used deterring the swimmer sapper.

to conduct insertions north and south of the Cue (C) Tht harbor defense mission was accomplished

Viet river to gather intelligence on enemy movement, by conducting continuous harbor patrol and stir-
resupply, and troop concentrations, The remaining veillance operations, There were 91 craft assigned

platoons conducted riverine and coastal interdiction to the various HDUs, The LDNN EOD teams in the
operations and collected intelligencea key role )n the protection of shipping

by conductinig nightly ship and pier checks to de-
Salvage tect and dispose of swimnmer sapper emplaced mines,

(C) The VNN salvage company was essentially As a result of the VNN having assumed USN har-
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bor defense and EOD responsibilities with limited (C) No US or US interest ships were sunk dur.
personnel and material support, a steady deteriora- ing the NGUYEN HUE Offensive, Three were
tion of performance was noted in 1)71, culminating lightly damaged by swimmer sapper attack, but
in several successful enemy minings of ships in there was no effect on operations, Sixteen swim-
Military Region 2 harbors. mer sapper attacks were thwarted by alert harbor

(C) During 1972 there were intensivef oforts to defense forces, Thirteen swimmer sappers were kill.
redistribute personnel, increase boat crew allow- od, Ten ship minings were prevented by LDNN
onces, and Improve FOD performance. Installation EOD personnel who discovered mines attached to the
of preventive maintenance schedules, upgrading the underwater hull and disarmed them prior to do-
priority of repair and overhaul, and increased em- tonation,
phasis on routine care and maintenance improved (C) The Long Tau channel was transited daily
the operational readiness of harbor defense craft, by 18 to 20 ships and was the only channel by
VNN officer training programs were revised to in- which deep draft ships transited to and from the
(lude harbor defense training, Saigon port complex, As such it warranted a high.

(C) During the enemy offensive every HDU arid priority security effort to prevent successful at-SEOD team demonstrated its capability to increase tack on spacial interest ships and sinkings which
its tempo of operations to meet an increased threat. coldd block the channel, The Long Tau was within
Craft availability and employment increased by an the Rung Sat Special Zone and it was the Rung
average of 15 percent, The number of detainees Sat commander's responsibility to protect shipping
apprehended quarterly Increased 20 percent; an on the channel, Security from Nha Be to the Sal.
indication that patrols were being conducted more gon area port facilities was provided by naval units
aggegsively and effeetively, of the Capital Military District,.1 %j
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LOGISTICS tested and proven USN for-ms, formats, procedures,
(C) Until the program for accelerated tiarnover programs, and spast were used, The system wast

of logistics (ACTOVLOG) to the Vietnamese began fully compatible with th US supiply system, as well
in 1968, the VNN supply effort was limited to sup- "s with customer actiities in-tesuntry. No part of
port of shipya Ird repairs. Under ACTOVLOG, field th yse was smoiesuse complicated and no
supply wast transferred to the VNN bit was actu- part was beyond dho ability at the VNN to com-
ally run by US advisors drawing material from the probhn, manale, or maitatalii, inuluding data pro-
U SN supply depot at Newport. The VNN supply ceasing imanagement and pregimm&

sysem as isogatizd ad iefectve.Durn C) The system -o designed fair ultimiatet VNN
sysem as dis rga iz d a d nefectve Duin operation without UM I ad iseis or cemn wti et er is

July to September 1971 the USN undertook the job *it-p ueanpu S.stm
of restructuring the entire VNN supply system. proved its value. Modkuý I -e* , the desired
By December 1972 the VNN had assumed full logs- gol une VNN of~a -n management, with
tic support responsibility. USN personnel spaling bn -sai- b ain advisoery role

(C) Dy late 1IM the expected withdrawal of since October of 13M3 Advilears, esinemmtrated on
military advisors caused certain programs to take document and matauid eiautral and em processing and
on a new urgency. Establishing an accurate base- accuracy. Thes WWNmeAsred by quality assurance
line record of on-board equipment and comparing it techniques. Standards were being met. Data wast re-
to authorizations was one such project. The VNN viewed in detail at weekly Joint VNNiUSN manage
used RVNAF tables (of organization and equipment Ment meetings te movi~n esmery corrective
(TO&R) to reflect requirements for personnel and action in teeis of Weloag, reoeked procedures, or
equipment. In July 1972 it was found that the larger samples hee a-a. eMwsue21a purpoteee
majority of the approximately 100 VNN TO&Es did (C) AUl blow aftu ships, transferred to the
not accurately reflect the VNN's personnel and VNN were given an equipament validtion, 8a"ne
equipment requirements. This was a result of a cosoiatei allewance list, and an updated package
'-ombination of rapid change in the VNN authorized of repair parts. Seseuty ships werst involved between

sonnel strength and the accelerated turnover of October 1971 sou Demobor 197L. Line item do-
.ps, craft, and bases to VNN. Because the TO&EL. ficiencies totaling IMAN were foundl, and materiel

were invalid, it was impossible to generate an ordered was sitored bau1 - after supply depart-
accurate program upon which to base the level of meats were oran.o an" sbose oposs trained in
Au~ilort that would be provided to the VNN. noC supply prooedursa.
tided for a definitive VNN equipment baseItne and CThsplyeohnath egte oitc
current, valid TO&Es was evident. 'ni Aujr mot W,~2. base w~asupl alopevude ou "N rh eeednes Plogiti
NAG and VNN embarked on a ccmmprehe-cccve- is- bae wsalociil oVNrdns.Fed
view of all 'cNN TO&Es and a countrywide ine-n- supply effectivenes imsproved markmedly and patral.
tory of major items (ie., $1,000 and over and~or leled VNNSC effeetieenews
mission essential items), By Itecembiler this task inspections
had been completed and the VNIN XASF program ()C c.~ h eg.demnaln
wan being upidated t~o reflect revised authorizations an imitti ati l a steanded field supply aye-
aP4 inventory quantities."47 teontUN NUfe sppyaltnctem

(C) The Vietnamese Navy Supply (enter 4VN- were organised to peefesmý detile Inspection$ of
NSCI was the heart of the supply system. All cus- each supply departmente. as well as to retrain and
turner req~uisitions (less thuse from certain inter- coo'rdinate requiredl improevement octions. These
vos-diati, nuplcort bastet in the fieldo -wtie- Aulpmotte-d teamst concentrated es adherence to procedures,
dii..t-it, Lto the VNNSC on SdILXTICII' reciuilticent. ievords, and materiell loatioes acetaracy, manage-
,kii I 4iNl'S insteiial for the- 'NN we. rtweivv4. at fee-vet of materiel en ordter. and overall support,
thi, %*N.NS from-ici't Naval Sutcl~l) Ce-tovr, I I4eklan-ci, The innisgc.ctonn *a-er very thorvugh and an im.
turtiel iover to the VcN N. aml. )elacsd ii uw..k ,r ;erecvenent in grsdes ins the last quarlce'r of 19D72, i
.li-tril-titec froem the %*N NS( toe cci clicmv Ad~ioi c-c ocmcparc-d with the same ;eefluoJ in 19i71, illustrated
%,t Ihe' % N NC e-xe-rconed vwart, *.vv-r f mi~t~f' the ncwreatiuce ability cef the VN N tit oeesrate the'
%cNN *eceeneary itelee reqcuire'cewctit *Ihv ovcte't 'As% '-ie The VNN achiov4id re-vcrds and materiel
therefore a central enutlolcrt I-pint tl acdectrnsrl ccint Nweati-ii accuracy rangoingt from 941 to 96 percent
I rcl ieitnt. Afilhout aclvicpor presenceo.

(C) 'hrh 'upply %ý votfe %*". cle.1gow-I. to. I'd a. 10 Sule-teetkal ameewiat' of ntorh were ishippvd
cc.11111. is. Iccj'sitldr, It wa,- IFA 'i aid wirt ich.., 1,44 bwe k toi C(IINU th~ Iirs" 19i72. Hocwever, with Owe

lmrir~o ,-ccf nil *lcec-ue.erct p.cil-ninii- ' t.rcml c.%i,e'imi a-1.e1ceability uif twelve months. usager data recoirdeud
ravoidve wan peerformned bcy a eceeetlutevt Tee.. ue,.le'c the rneeheaised teventar; cetroal system, a
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reasonable base was avaidablei on which to identify of supply managers adequaste to the needs of the
excesses. At year end the VNN had less thsan VNN.
$100,000 of excess material remaining. Excesses -Arranged for allocation of land contiguous to
were also determined at major field supply ac- the VNN Newport facilities for cousttruction of
tivities.' additional warehouse* and censolidation of supply

Supply Funding emimw

(C) Availability of MASF funds in supply was VNN SRIPYARV
not a limiting factor. However, there was a need (C) The. goal of the US advisory unit at the VNN
to be able to define projected requirements with shipyard was to assist the shipyard in attaining self-
more precision than in the postL Accordingly, ad- sufficiency by the end of 1973. Self-sufficiency was
visors programmed a stritification report to Waeiesa-h biiyt vehu ndmiti
tify projected requiretmenti or the basis of pest allne aN s blue wabltey tops ovehaludindh majorain
usage, materiel on hand, on order or boackorder, l eqimet with blu w eow bepsncuing theoirse majo
and materiel in supply which could be made avail- th ient with bp all, reurigs kt b ein a ssignis ed a
able to satiafy future requirements. to W shipyerda eenhan ag encie tob ossignoed

(C) The VNN piaster budget was underfunded Conr faiiis
for consumable materiel. Although the VietnameseeC)nlae10teVN sipadws ae- ,
Navy had increased insize by afactor of four (C Inlt 96doVNsiyr wsIsd- #
sincei 1116, the purchasing power of the piaster not posees the isndutriaal e aipment and facilities
budget remained virtually unchanged. The VNN reuie to -o its workoad desns Sine*
requested funding increases each year for son -eome IM0 the VNM shipyard advisory unit
%umable materiel. 7hem requests were reviewed by hsad been engaged in the inteonsive, accelerated of-
the VNN CNO, JGb, and the Ministry of Nationial fort to aid the shipyard in meeting blue water fleet
Defense. Each review resulted in reductions to the mnainteinance and overhaul requirements. in early
original request. To avoid impairing the mainten- 1970 the advisory unit comimened a major failit'
:nee, repair, and operational capability of the VNN. oensto rga cnitn f3 ea
advisors funded crhitcsl mzaeruel support deficiencies MILC'ON projects at a coot of almost US$ 8 millioes..
with HASP funds. Dtaring the same year the advisory forces at the

Supl Problem shipyard Was increased from s 1 to 93 persornnel.
(C)Prolem afectng sef-sffiien suply These personael Coneentrated on organising and

syste werbem ffew ingnmbr a u self-suffcetsupl directing the activities of the production shops. BY
syTehwee few didno humber b aut detho late tol1 facilities modernization was neanrng corn- t`
-oithcsexperidnc amnot hav ier ad ndua enliste plertion. and VNN personnel began to assume con-

le ogtc enperienhe cmongiue offccers and tenlisted trul of the productien shops. The advisory for"e

mensto nuem th otnedsceso tesplas decreased to 42 personnel, and the advisory
system.effort began to shift toward nimprovemient of man-

-The VNN staff members knew how to operate agement systems while increasing skilled manning
the system, but they could not plan or accommodate levels. Major programa were Initiated to clean up
change, and there were no ti ainar pesrsuneiel avail- the shipyard, refine Its management and produc-
able for rotation. tion technlquee, and increase its skilled work forte

-- The VNNSC was located within the shipyard through accelierated recruitment and training Prog-
complex in Saigon, and storage facilities were in- ramse.
adequate. Both the shipyard and the supply center W) By April 19M the facilities modernization
re-auirerd expansion uf facilitiesl to complelte Viet- program w~as completed, an aggressive cleanup
namization. anti the mhip~ aid ~PsrAVo11, rs..uir.ei liroram was in portogress, and an extensive training
.- siattinif %tructurarx 4X.ccule.I lov !he -pi #,nt*,i lot-.rairi was underway. Military adivisaors continued

iC, Toa offset the abo~ve v 'i itn,0. a~lv.urs t-. 1w phas.,d out as US civilian shipyard slw-cialists '

*-Heawroto the e-ntire %enlooteal xioraka-erpar turni- werea brougcht in to effect specific trainingl. man-
inig curriculuni minli r-.tsi.I.h.-,t a new JI.slekeapp4. atcigs-atnt, sold prowi*-tloit improvements. In rebru-
Onaa* A -tchool at Eat Lai, atey 11,07 the shipyard posewsite the number of

IEncouraged the reatslblitholni af is supply offa. Viva~nanies employees required; to meet its work- *

ier school to start in l'.-trusr) tor Molarh of lIW73, Junad demands, bout these personnel required add.
Ii,.r esa'. .,f -ot u-t u.ii , at I ui plii-aln i t-chnie ai .lkills ti aininig to lrsc..,oa full~y #.-f

faa iitie. festiac. Training programs were ca*,shls. of meeitingt
116%m.ai,,nearAl.' I,, th.- %'%N 1 N4) I *.irlsahoeitnt shi. need.
a supply vulaps (.0 t. Itt.v'l a p' of.-I'..all W1is' While production facilitials were &4a-lv.a.
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additional industrial Pier space was required. Pier (C) To eliminate these skill shortfalls, develop-.
,pav:' was to be ekpanded from 1.510 to 1.930 mont of a specific skills training program comn-
ilnear feet by connecting the two major existing menced in December 1971. The training program
piers. Engineering studies for this expansion were .ztarted at the Vietnamese naval shipyard in early
completed. It was "aticipated that construction April 1972 The program employed a training saii
would be completed in roughly IS months. compisned of civilian coasultants with extensive

(C)Fro 198 utileary 172 imied umbrs saiipyarts experience Vietnasmese, bilingual rzans-
ociviia F erom1o8ntl weareeprrly 197 ssiitednuerst latoriinstrueters with technological backgtounds.

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ciilaiprsielwretepuaall - VNNSY shop personnel. The prog-
the VNN shipyard sdvisory unit to provide specific ram utilised VNNSY shop facilities and naval t"ai-
slupyard technical skills and guidance which could igcne ai ehia col tNaTagt
not be readily pirovided by US Navy personnel. support the trainig effort. The programn consisted
Civilianixation of advisory billets at the VNN ship- of two broad groups of trainees:
yard commenced in March 1972 with civilian per- -Selventeen-year-old hires received basis instruc-
sonnel filling 25 authorized billets at the VNN tion in eigh primary shipyard skills. Somse 700
shipyard as of February 1973. The personnesl trainees wr.as of February 1973, on hoard, sand
*tructure was crgnnized so that actual production the program war approxinmately 65 percent com-
as~sistance was Provided solely by US civilian con- plots. The success of this training was mnessured
sultan ts. During the 60-day withdrawal period by the fact that after fou~r months trainees were
following the January ceasef ire agreesmet. US more skilled than graduates of the former Viet-
military advisory peromnnl concentrated their unams* teeo-year apprentice program.
efforts toward the upgrading of 'usnagemest -Ztblse ship personnel and apprentice school
functions and the turnover of all administirative func- grauate$ who received more advanced inswtrcion
tions and reporting requiremnents to the various in fourteen specialized skills. Aheut 300 Vietnamese
consultants. The US civilian consultant team was were in this program.
comprised of US civil service personnel with a wide (C) for middle-management and first-line super-
range of experience in US shipyard trades. These visory personnel courses wore also being conducted
consultants were placed in key positions through- in shop managemient, instruction techniques, and
out the shipyard organization to monitor shipyard work sciseduhlr. Vietnamesee shipyard instructors
progress and to ensure that established programs would he conducting virtually all classroom training
continued to grew. by April 197M

(C) In late February 1973 a mvised shipyard (c) From Iwo ur~ ntol late 19 ineanca manage-
*elf-sufficiency master plan (S8N?) was completed. went of VNM skipyard funding was handled directly
The 5BHP highlighted those areas of the shipyard by US adviser" personnel. Development of coet
operation that required continued support and assis- -iccuinulation programs began is December 1971,
tance to ensure achievement of sq'lf-sufficiency by and would ultimately provide the Vietnamese with
J!'v shipyard before the phaseout of US consultants. the management data bae" required fer effective
The 3BHP established dates for the accomplishment financial planaing and control. Two majer coat ag-
of established objectives and milestones concurrent cumulation program, wor n es4ffect sInce February
with the planned phase-out of the US consultants. l91u and provided deallaled feedback Information
This plan enhanced the future monitoring of actual on:
proorress versus planned progress toward the various -Materiel caee aceumulation for repairs Ond main.
pus-established goals and highlighted areas that tenance by ship and work Item.
mnight reqluire attention. The plan had the concur- -Production workload distribution aMd produc-
reiwe of the D~irector, Vietnamese Naval Shipyard. tion shop manning. Reports generated by these sys-

10t The chronic shcrtagfes of mechanically skilled tern. made it possible te identify the material and
personnul in the Saigon labor market, coul-led with manpower costs expendeod for each job order.
the inability of the VNN shipyard to offer corn- Wi US financial control was exercised over VNN
lpetitive wages*, in past years prevented the shopyarI shipyard MASFP expenditures through a quarterly
fitmi increasing its industrial capacity and capalbsli- operating target 4OPTANI authorization. which
ties at a rate consistent with Increasing technoiog. limited obligfatton authority for ordering materials
ical requirements. The problems encountered in the based on forecasted repair and maintenance re.
repair of various shipboard equipment and the addi- tquiremes.ts. USl consultants assigned to the planning
tion of increasingly sophisticated ship systems in and supply departments reviewed all materiel i'e-
the WIIE's icutterst and I)EC idestroyer euwortoi iquiromento for validity sand applicability to OP-
tinphasized the critical need to acquire greater pr.,vad work requests to ensure illit the shipyard
numbers of technically skilled personnel. operated within ceiling eenstramnidw
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W;, In Ocitober 1972 administrative control of Lave the mainpower mad technical knowledge to
MASF funds directly chargeable to b~ue water fleet match its facilities, enabling all out-of-country, over-
repair and minantenance was shifted from the VNN hauls to be ternsinate in June 1973, 6 montths ahead

,bipyard to VNN Fleet Command. In effect, this of schedule.
ihift of admninastrativc control placed furuiaswueao.. IC) The early tearmainato of the oet-of-counti7
,inancial mantagement responsibilities an the cus- program was dvo to a re-evaluation of the shipyard's
Lomer. providing the catalyst requir.-d to improve capability by the shipyard director, with the sub-
liiasson between tide shipyard and Fleet Command sequent assaguasent of the last two out-of-country
in managing MASF funds. Prior to the shift th overhauls, a D9R and a WHEC, to the shipyard.
VXN shipyard was accountable to no one other This was a major step by the VNN toward full sel-
than US advisory personnel for the expenditure sufficiency.
3f )4ASI- funds for blue water fleet repair and Ci More than 50 overhauls were scheduled at
maintenance. VNNSY during calenoasr year 1973. This number

(C) s %.NN hipard ersnnelconinue to represented the average overhaul level that needed
gain Asnancia shipyareen epersonel cothinouh in- to be maitntasimd by tW shipyard to be considered

gain financial mccagumentoexperiencethrdughHal- self-sufficient. As stated previously, the goal of the
plenentd .st ccumlaton rogamsandas ai- US advisory unit at the VNN shipyard was to aissist

90on between the shipyard and fleet command the shipyard in attaining selif-sufficienery by the end
continued to improve, effective financial manage- 173
ment was* to be achieved by the end of 1973. of~ 19 te73.eai opexcnise e

W1i The ferrocement program was initiated in only af the VNN shipyard but also of seven logistic .
19701 in order to providie ceastal patrol craft of the support booes tLIMel and tee intermediate support
VN'N. Ferrocement craft--low cost, simple to con- besi (111* as well, the overalil capability at theess
struct, and easy to nuiajtasib-were weall-suited to bane" was an imipcritant mneesure of Visitaamization.
the Vietnam enviivonment sad were within Visit- The VNN shipyard was a VNN activity, while the
namoee construction capabilities at the naval ship- IS m B.bgna ~oeae aiiis
yard. An initial order of outfitting materials begnnng in 1960, VNN personnel were integrated
provided USN support for 11,0 coastal raidr craft. inito these activities and given on the job training.
An evaluation of operational requirnimcnts by the Form~al bae. turnover to the VNN starte with the J
VN determined a need for a total of approximately turivwer of LAS Cat Lo in April 1971 and was
110 coastal raiders for which USN support was completed with the turnover of LI2DaLi Nang in
programmed. April 19M2

oCi In the early stages of the program US ad- (C) The first craft ansd junk overhaul program
'risurs participated actively in the management of was imnplem-ented by the VNN for 1072. Approxi-
the project, but by Januo-y 19172 the Vietnamese mately 91 percent of the scheduled overhauls were
demonstrated self-sufficiency in this projet and completed. The difference between the schedu"e
active advisor participat'on was terunirated. and actual comipletion was attributable to a comn-

IC, Jy June 19172 ovei fo~ty of thmese craft were bination of factor, existing at 1D& sand LSD.:
on patrol. By the end of 11073 the coastal raider -Repair department manning was only "5 per-
%ass to be the primary patrol vessel of the coastal cent of TO&Z shoawnees. (The overhaul schedule :
force. Fifty-tright of 160 craft scheduled for con- was developed assuming IO0 percent manning. i
xtruction were delivered as of February 11173. In -Lack of skilled p'-rsonne, aggravated by a high
late 19611, the ski'pyord was capable of only ridi- ruts of turnoverrof military personnel at the base,
nientaty repair work on mao~o, ships, and its produc- required a continuous tr-aining efort.
ltvw effort was concentrated on the overhaul of --ineffective middle management, including in-
small craft Bly late 19171 the VNN shipyard had &'ffvcti~r upe of available personnel.
capably overhauled some .10 major blue water ships. I*S ssi~neefforts wore beenj concentrated in
A rapidi!. goowing, skilled work force and greatly twair arras. and the ongoing improvement plans
improved facilities enabled the VNN shipyard to hi&ýhlisghted simple management techniques. Many
successfully accomnplish major overhauls on every woei undertaten to improve VNN. ISII. and
blue water ship type with the stiception of the 1,88 utilisstion and inaunesnent, including estabs-
WHIIF DER (lass. The shipyard had limited major li-hirnnt if standardised worit packages and prore.
repair capabilities of this WIIEC DJER vlass but duls-i.. development of an alteration control program
had thes copsiity for somes major work such as h- 38 (I' the VNN*, workload end asset utilisation studies
regunning and main engine replacement. I1S consul- 4 assist the V%* to etettsrmine the best ways to
tenis were iiniiintrating (on developing Vietnamese -1 d tnrii &%st. Ik I assets. and finall) s tudie-ý andi
tocnnical ktiowi-ho for WHIE' lDER peculiar equip. nmmirw proirsam- to vi$n~tify and provide- training
nieni.i A J to, isiid I¶73. the VN N st'iloyaril as@ it.. Mn .-'. INo OePar techniquesJ. With the 90111i 'If resluc-
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OA0 1WA
rplail- vourkloaoi by improving the quality of the vember 1XC8 included a new three-story surgical

0ýa, r'omph~shed. and dependent care unit, ant obstetrical and nursing

.EVENriVE MAINTENANCE 81STEMI7 " service, and an intensive care unit.

X) A previor!". m~aintenance systein (P1(S) pro- TRAINING
t office was es',Abli-thed by COMNAVFORV in (C) Training was another vital element of VNN
iy 19 1 to direct the translation, production. and readiness. The VNN Underway Training Group
tribution of PMS material to the VNN. This (UTG), located at Cam Ranh Bay, was established
'iceo developed major programs for installation of in January L9"2. The UTG mission was to provide
IS hi the brown andl blue water navies and refresher training for VNN fleet ships upon cose-
jieratelI secondary programs t., support P1(8 for pletion of overhaul and at interim periods as

!coast~al radiii rryitem, communication system, directed by the flee-t commander. The first ship
d ti'ainir-g programs at the naval training centers. completed refresher training in April 1972. Sub-
rumencing with *he initial installations in Novem- seqeuntly, four WHECs. twe PCEs. one LSSL. and
r1971, a total of 98 percent of the more than 1.16W one PG1( comnplelted retfrosther training. Skiuaa pre-

;N ships and craft were fitted with P115. To viously turned over to the VNN .r'elvie. training
,tieve lIMP percent installation, 29 craft remained at USN fleet training groups, but by late 1912
be inriaded in the system. training @4 VNN fleret ships was conducted by the

(C) An overall isiessment of "Pale" was assigned VNN Underaray T!raining Group.
the state of PNIS in the VNN. This evaluation (C) VNN training centers (NTC) were located at

ia based onl a study of the inspection reports sub- N ha Triaig. Cam Ranh Bay, Saigon, and Cat Lai.
tied by USN, VNN P1(8 advisoms The trend of NTC Nba Trasig. was an approximate output cape-
4S performance followed a sawtooth, yet upward, bility ef 2A10 students, annually, provided I mo- I
th. The same trend was noted in the blue water tary and intermediate level functional training for
vy, as well as shore installations, a phenomenon clectricibs. s, enginesmein, radarmen, radiomoili, an
it was directly attributable to inspectiun and electronic technicians and was the home of the Viet-
initoring team visits. The appearance of these namese Naval Academy. NTC Cam Ranth Say had
imm lisually increased latigingr interest in P115 an approximate output capability of 3,400 studeants
d wait designed to counter the largest remaining annually anc provided elementairy and intermediate
.,blem with the program-that of getting VNN levoul functiotal training for ytiemomii gunnver's mates,
rsonnel to believe in and follow tbe* principles of quartermnasteis. boatswain mnsatll, and damage "oa-

trolmen. ilec. uit training was also conducted at
W1' Programs planned for 1073 included assistitg (Cam kash Bay. Officer training stood advanced level
IWN with the installation of P1(8 aboard their functional training was administered at NTC Wa-
itercraft. continuation of P118 development for x n, aNch could train appr..%iniate~y 70(1 students
luritrial plant equipment, and developing V*'N .,nnma' ..oi. NTC Cat Lai provided slosmelitary and
palil)Wty for P115 documentation. pruductiusn, sold intermediate level supply training, with a nmaxi-
,Lributioii. Self-sufficiencey for the VNN I118 mum student load of approximately 900 students
togian wasl anticipated by Decenmber 1973. annually.

EWC(AL FACILITIES ICI Where in 1909 too 1971 it was me yto
train a largo number of people qumck.'y, reerialting

?Mleicalsliad dental programs wore completely requitlreouenta were stabilised In 1972 and emphasis
etnainized by the end of 1972. All VNN Jts- shifted to hith quality training. The letrooductiom
nest ",i--'sd hospitals, were undler the 4dngss ~ moire stophisticatod shipbuard sensors and weapons
e arid tý-chnjcal control orf the. VNN $'ias4? )%~I ~ trmot dictstrd a net-it for increased technical
ýnvial Sioite th- beginning of the medics; tuil"- training which ooass lari'cet met in 11172. During
vi p4i (qion in 7 rmtcr I .Elti. the PGJi' iiv 7'.erial o-ritical insvnt-r udist level enlisted
(Ihiri". l'aVe 6emrin r.,4n4VrrVrt t. the Y'NN Surig.'orr 4urooes acreo uiAIra-Ieri and adioan,-ed level ccurses
'nitrol in' - nýipi'd .(- (hat prric'.inu- %,atirevii could he iv-
,---NN llrospital, l~ar-h Datain, rated .t IWO~ hooI. tur-nedl to, ttining croents' four nwori sophistestsole
--Tao, f oat ing f-I-vi.p,rivxre, I.NAnl H .4'41 stood I ai miing. ( ou r i un rt A i h the e vnspon of rurrie a,
M1 -4.4n1 IOUtpanlienr' 4a10i. 'i1aisnatu improvement was. rnoad' in training facrth-
-'. NN shipyard dispensary, rated at 141 tied. tive, --peimrallý ot *ha To ling where rommunications-

Dixpensamileao rated a. 20 Woods 'osated at terl .iosctronk's-o and rooter esloo. wore Installed. lis 11172 the
m'so throughout the country. problemf tof a arkcl .- evisdle manaigmrcrotot osaills wo.
or VN '. hupspltti limd it allm~v-stag it patien-lt rrnsus, mist) arldrossiol fihrogt. the developmenlt of the

I .,! 1 '5. iit v' rssL c oinpigoe~d itooo No. tw'".NN rrtnoanI sa s t afft sitimn arid the inr'lummisi
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of five weeks of military and leadership training to contain the infiltration and transshipment threat
with intermediate level functional skill training, at levels experienced uluring the first quarter 1973,

(C) Through FYs 70 and 71 the VNN was heavily (TS) The growing threat of the North Vietnamese

involved in the training of new personnel to operate Navy could be countered within the capabilities

and maintain the assets turned over to them, During existing in March 1W)73, provided the VNN and

those two years many people were sent off-shore VNAF coordinated tactics, However, the loss of

to attend short duration courses. Starting in FY 72, some blue water ships was likely in this event,

the training needs shifted from the elementary level (TS) Riverine forces were adequate in number,

to more advanced courses, to technical courses, and disposition, and readiness, The required strengths

to managerial training. Figure C-17 depicts FY 7N were predicted at 260 river patrol craft and 460

off-shore training, officer training accounted for riverine assault craft with an operational readiness
ofv-ehor0 trcening offtie programwinthg ounthed emp rate of at least 80 percent required. Deploymento•ver (I0 percent of the lirogtran, with the emphasis to high threat areas andi oaganiaation to support

•'on advanced education and on the job functional t ihtra ra n iaiaint upr
tnaadian pedtidulatio urand o n ateob ntiona and operationally complement deployed ground
training, particularly resources management, En. forces were also required,
listed personnel continued to be sent off-shore for (TS) In summary, the VNN was felt to be or-
highly technical training not available in-country. ganized, trained, and effective in combat to fulfill
The number of students trained off-shore in the it missions and counter the postulated threat, Att|-
future should continue to decline, particularly for tion rates of equipment were expected to be auffi-
enlisted training, as in-country training facilities ciently low so that the missions could be carried out,
expand to meet the technical training requirements, Adequate repair and salvage capability existed to

SUMMARY maintain craft readiness at acceptable levels to. SUMMARYmaintain an adequate combat capability,,' 1'

ITS) As of the end of March 1973 a coastal sur-

veillance system was in being, At that time the LIS MARINE ADVISORY EFFORT
operational readiness rate of VNN blue water ships (U) The Marine Advisory Unit operated to pro-
and coastal patrol craft was 87 percent and 80 vide advice and assistance to the Vietnamese Marine
percent respectively, It was felt that the VNN could Corps, Much of the bloody combat of the struggle
mtintain this rate and could prevent overt major for Quang Tri Province, Including the recapture of
enemy resupply efforts from tihe sea, However, the the Quang Tri Citadel and the defense of Hue,
level of infiltration and transshipment that report. fell upon the Vietnamese marine units, Marine ad.
tcdly had occurred undetected by the naval barrier visors at all levels provided important assistance,
o'rces represented a deficiency in VNN capability, During the early days of the offensive, when things
'The withdrawal of UISN P-3 aircraft from the were not going well, the Marine advisors provided

coastal survVillazce system further degraded infil. an example of steadfastness and professionalism
tration interdiction, The VNN was felt to have the which did much to calm the fears of the Vietnamese
capability to provide and deploy forces as necessary marines,

NAVY AND MARINE CORIPS OFFSHORE TIRAINING PROGRAM
(FY 1973)

1r

S E N IO R O F F IC E R ............................................................................................................... ..... f O F F IC E R S - $ 3 7,000
PHD /M ASTER DEGREE PROG RAM S ................................................................................. H OFFICERS - $117,000

BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS ........................................ . OFFICERS - $ 74,000

FUN CTIO NA L TRAIN IN G & -O JT ........................................................................................ 112 O FFICE RS - $207,000

E N L IST E D P R O G R A M S ........................................................................................................... 51 E N LIST E D - $162,000

M E D IC A L P R O G R A M .................................................................................................................. 6 O F F IC E R S/ $ 43,000
13 ENLISTED

M ARIN E COR PS PROG RA M S ................................................................................. .......... 3 4 OF FICE RS/ $122,000
15 ENLISTED

M ISC E LL A N E O U S SU P PO R T E X P E N S E S ........................................................................................................... $311,000

T O T A L ............................................. ..................... ................... ................................... ...... 2. 28 4 PE R SO N N E L - $801,000

Source: NAVADVGRP Figure: C-17
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"(C ) The Marit e Advi: ory Unit functioned as a them along with other American advisory and
part of tht, Naval Advisory Group, Advisors were support personnel in air liaison (USAF), communi-
provided to the VNMC Division Staff, to the cations (USA), intelligence (USMC), and naval
technical services, to training activities, and to field gunfire liaison (ANGLICO), They were present
units at the brigade and battalion level. Figure wit.h the *'NMC throughout the worst of the fight-
C.18 illustrates command relations within the tnj,'V,
Marine Advisory Unit.171 W') The rapid buildup of forces in response to

(U) The mission of the Marine Advisory Unit thed enemy offensive also caused an acceleration of
was to provide advice and assistance to the Viet. VNMC training requirements. This was especially

Sunmese Marine Corps in all matters pertaining to true in recruit training, The Marine advisors with
conmanid, administration, training, tactical opera. the recruit traiunig unit provided both technical ad-
tions, logistics, and combat readiness with the viev, and ecquipinuet and were inmtrumental in helping
objective of establishing a Vietnamese Marine Corps the VNMC through a very difficult period,
"capable of conducting amphibious, riverine, hell- (C) Special programs were established to assist
copterborne, and ground combat operations without the VNMC in proper utilization of available US
US assistanceJl•l support, For example, a four-day course was given

(U) The Vietnamese Marine Corps contained over to Vietnamese officers from the marine battalions
14,000 officers and men organized into a Marine in close air support and naval gunfire spotting Y
Corps Headquarters and one division consisting of techniques, These were followed by extended prac-
three brigade headquarters, nine infantry battalions, tical application periods under the supervision of N

three artillery battalions, five combat support bat- battalion advisors, This program was so successful
talions, a marine corps base camp, and a training that training was conducted in January 1073 which
eenter,174 extended NGFS procedures to all VNMC artillery

(C) From its inception the marine advisory con- forward observers, Special classes were also con.
cept has emphasited extremely close teamwork, ducted during September 1972 to train the VNMC
coordination, and the sharing of comnmon dangerm. personnel in Loran Targeting (LTGAP) procedures
When VNMC units were deployed from Saigon to fur radar controlled air strikes dur;ng inclement
Qtuang- Tr Province, their advisors acconmpanied weather, This added an extremely significant all

MARINE ADVISORY UNIT

SENIOR MARINE
ADVISOR

G- 2 GG-4

ADMIN BASE CMD fAMPHIBIOUS ARTY AD'! MED ADV BRIGADE ADV
ELEMENT ADVISOR SUP SN ADV ELEMENT ELEMENT TEAMEAM

Source: Marine Advitory Unit Figure: C-18
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weather support capability to VNMC operations mate resupply requirements and were thus able to
which m-riously hampered the enemy ability to set the supply system in motion before formal loss

exploit periods of bad weather,17t  reports were compiled by the VNMC, The result

(C) Marine artillery advisors were also instru- was that within six days of the initial combat loss

mental in imp.'i, VNMC ability to fire counter- report, aircraft were landing at Da Nang AB with

battery. Emphasis was placed on crater analysis emergency shipments of replacement items. This

and pro'npt ra-porting techniques as well as the enabled VNMC units which had lost their equip.

creation of effective fire plans and allocations of ment to become rapidly combat ready and reenter
assets. The VNMC wes trained in the use of the the fight.17,
WinnsetTes rifle whih treplaed inthe se orthe- (C) In addition to their role In the defensive

ol~nm recoiless rifle which replaced the ,7mm re- effort the marine advisors also provided technical
coiless rifle, expertise in amphibious and vertical envelopment

(C) Under Project ENHANCE PLUS the VNMC operations, As an example, the amphibious opera.
received LCVP amphibious tractors. Marine person- tion executed against Wunder Beach on 24 May
nel wrote training programs and conducted famili- 1972 was planned and carried out within a 40-hour
arization on this equipment, thus giving the VNMC period. The advisors also played a key supporting
the ability to launch and recover small amphibious role in the recapture of the Quang Tri Citadel.
forces.,'" (U) Marine advisors suffered 14 men wounded

(C) When the enemy struck with his massive In action during 1972.171, This was in addition to
offensive, much of the VNMC equipment was lost. the US marine casualties earlier mentioned under
Because of their first hand knowledge of the situa- the ANGLICO section of the NGFS operation
tion the Marine advisors were able to quickly esti. (Annex B).

US AIR FORCE ADVISORY GROUP
INTilRODUCTION celerated the logistics effort and increased VNAF

(U) The activities of the USAF' Advisory Group capabilities, particularly in airlift and air defense.

during 1972 and first quarter of 1973 reflected two The aquisition of these new capabilities required new

"major goals. First and foremost of these was Viet- training programs, which in turn cut into the per-

namization, the continuing effort to create within centage of effort available for operational sorties,

the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) the self-suffl- The VNAF's remarkable capacity to continue to

ciency required for sustained operations without perform their combat role during the NVA effen-r

the direct assistance of US military personnel, The sive and through the completion of Projects EN-

seeond goal was a corollary to the first in that tile HANCE and ENHANCE PLUS spoke well for Viet-

continuing withdraw of US forces caused a turn- namization of the air effort,

over of increased responsibilities to VNAF for the MISSION
air defense andi air support role within the Re-
public. During the first quarter 1972 excellent (U) The mission of the US Air Force Advisory

progress was made toward both goals. However, Gro1p was to:

the initiation by the enemy of the NGUYEN HUE -Advise and assist the Vietnamese Air Force

' Offensive in late March 1972 created a sudden (VNAF) to achieve a state of combat readiness

, demand for air assets which the VNAF was unable through the application of logistics, engineering,
to deliver without temporarily increased assistance maintenance, communications, planning, and operat-

from the USAF, For example, Direct Air Support Ing procedures.

Centers, responsible for air control within each of -Act in an advisory capacity to the COMUS-
the military regions of South Vietnam, had been MACV and the Commander, 7th AF on all matters
taken over by Vietnamese operators with only a pertaining to VNAF operations, requirements, sup-
small US team of advisors. The vastly increased port and force objectives,'NO
requirement for experienced controllers generated
by the offensive necessitated that US personnel ORGANIZATION

step in to fill the gap, As the ground situation (U) The Air Forcev Advisory Group (AFGP) was

stabilized, control functions were gradually peas- assigned to Headquarters, MACV. AFGP received

suned by VNAF. As a part of Project ENHANCE, common items support from USARV/MACV SUP-

which accelerated logistic support of the RVNAF, COM and USAF peculiar item support from 7th

VNAF was able to replace losses incurred during AF. AFGP also received logistic support from the

the enemy offensive and to increase their defensive VNAF to the extent of its ability to provide such

capability, Project ENHANCE PLUS further ac- support.
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UNCLASSIFIED

AIR FORCE ADVISORY GROUP (AFGP)
(1972)

MACV

CHIEF AFGPý

OFIEOF OFFICE OF OFIEO FIEO
SAFETY I ADMINISTRATION THE INSPECTOR THE SURGEON

DIR OF DIR OF DIR OF DIR OF
PERSONNEL OPERATIONS COMM & ELEC LOGISTICS

ADIR OF DIR OF DIR OF DIR OF
CIVIL ENGR PLANS & PROG COMPTROLLER TRAINING

,AFAT-1 AFAT-2 AFAT.3 AFAT-5 AFAr AFAT.ALC
DA NANG NHA TRANG BIEN HOA TAN SON NHUT PLEIKU DIEN HOA

DET 2 AFAT-11 DFT 2
PHAN RANG BINH THUY PHU CAT

Source: AFGP Figure: C.19

(U) In addition to the normal staff organization ItELATIONS WITH VNAF
the Chief, AFGP was represented in the field by (U) The Air Force Advisory Group training con-
a series of Air Force Advisory Tenms (AFAT) LeIt has ieen one of vose cooperation with VNAF,
located where required for their function. Figure At each level of command VNAF members worked
('-Ili illustrates the organizution of the AFGP dur- with an opposite number (a person of the same

ing 1)972. specialty code) in the AFGP. This began at the

(U) On 16 October 1972 the 7th Air Force Liai- highest echelon with the Chief of VNAF, LTG Tran
son Officer (ALO) advisors in Military Regions 1, Van Minh, working very closely in cooperation with r

4, and 3 became part of Air Force Advisory Teams his American counterpart, MG J. H, Watkins (after
(AI'AT) 1. 2, and 3 respectively, In addition, an 16 May 1072, MG J. J. Jumper), This continued
ALO advisor position was established in AFAT-4 down through all key staff positions to the squad-
(Military Region 4), where previously the position ron level, IIQ VNAF was thus supported by the
(lid not exist. ALO advisors in AFATs 1, 2, and HQ AF(i]', and VNAF air divisions, wing, and
:1 continued in their assigned duties as corps and squadrons similarly werk assisted by members of
division level advisors but worked directly for the the respective Air Force Advisory Teams (AFATs).
AFAT chief, The Vietnamese general reserve force's For both officer and enlisted personnel of VNAF,
ALO advisors remained under the command and direct training was given only as required; the
control of AFGP's Director of Operations. The focus was constantly on Vietnamizatlon, Every

mamalganmation of USAF advisors in the field was effort was made to develop VNAF into a totally
to insure effective advisory effort within each mill- self-sufficient force prior to the US withdrawal,
tary region.,1 1  The ability of VNAF to make major alterations in
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HICRET
it., struvture while at the same time carrying a full come airborne. The VNAF F-5s completed the air

combat operations load spoke well of the profti defense training on 31 March 1972 and later as-
ciency and adaptability of the Vietnamese person- suned the air defense responsibilty for the Re.
nel as well as the success of their AFGP advisors, public of Vietnam during daylight hours, Since the

5F-5 •i-•v-" was not an all-weather interceptor, the
OPERATIONS USAF continued to have the night and all-weather
Fighter Activity air defense responsibility for the Republic of Viet.

(C) On 29 January 1972, VNAF A-37s of the nam,
4th Air Division struck Viet Cong positions at night
utilizing flares dropped from US Navy Sea Wolf Fighters Ireeived Under
helicopters, This was the first night operation of Project ENHANCE PLUS
this type conducted by VNAF A-37s. Another mile. (S) Between 1 and 18 November 1972, 118 F-Ss

stone was achieved on 6 March 1912 when VNAF were delivered to the Republic of Vietnam under

F-.S based at Da Nang AB were scrambled against Project ENHANCE PLUS, (Note: ENHANCE
an unidentified aircraft. This action marked the IPLUS is discussed more fully in Annex E-Logis.a uidt ified%' F aicat.ve Tirdefense actons mared thetics.) By 25 November 1972 the VNAF, assisted
irsdtea Action.scramble, intercepe aresponsen in, by AFGP Directorate of Operations (AFGP/DO),
ing detection, scramble, intercept, and identification, gained approval of a plan to activate an additional

(C0 On 30 September 1971 all nine VNAF fighter five F-5 squadrons for 4 total of six squadrons.
squadrons were declared operationally ready, In This plan called for a temporary reduction of F-5
April 1972 the unit equipment for the 516th and combat sorties as A.37 pilots were transitioned
the 528th Tactical Fighter Squadrons was increased to the F-5. It established a crew manning ratio of
from 18 to 24 aircraft per squadron, Before the 1,25 with 24 aircraft per new squadron, The flying
NGUYEN HUE Offensive, the fighter fragmen. hour utilization rate was established at 25 hourstary order varied slightly from day to day, but per aircraft per month, By 31 December 1972 the

normally averaged approximately 150 strike sor- first six A-37 pilots had completed upgrade train.
ties per day. After the onset of the offensive the ing into the F-5. Fourteen additional pilots were in
fighters managed to establish new records for day the upgrade program,
attack nperations despite heavy combat losses that (S) Between I and 15 November 1972, 90 A-87
amounted to one-third of the operating A-1 fleet. aircraft were delivered to the Republic of Vietnam
On 20 April 1972, 221 sorties were flown, an out- under Project ENHANCE PLUS, By 25 November
standing accomplishment compared to the previous 1972 the V.NAF, assisted by AFGP/DO, had de-
month's average of 124 sorties per day, After a veloped a plan to activate three additional A-37
steady buildup from an average of 857 strike sorties squadrons in May 1973 for a total of 10. This plan
per week in March, the fighters established an all was approved for all but the last squadron and
time high of 1,382 strike sorties during the week called for a temporary reduction of A-.7 sorties as
of 16 to 22 May 1972, As a result of the increasing 0-1 and transport pilots were transitioned to the
daily sortie rate, a new monthly record of 5,433 A-37. It established a crew ratio of 1.25 with 24
sorties was established during May 1972, This of- aircraft per squadron, The flying hour program
fort resulted in a quarterly record for the months was established at 25 hours per aircraft per month
of April, May, and June 1912 of 14,768 strike sorties. and was to increase to 40 hours in FY 75, The first
During this period the daily frag rate was steadily clans of 10 0-1 pilots began ground training at
increased to 170 fragged sorties per day, The higher Binh Thuy AB on 18 December 1972, A class of
numbers of sorties on somo days was attributable six transport pilots was scheduled to begin ground
to "add on" missions. While maintaining a 30 per- school at Nha Trang on 26 December 1972; however,
cent surge factor, the VNAF successfully deployed four of the pilots did not report to Nha Trang asu
fighters to various areas of the country. These de- scheduled, Therefore only two transport pilots began V
ployments were made from one military region to ground school on 29 December 1972, three days later
another with very few difficulties, This Indicated than originally scheduled,
that the VNAF was a much more cohesive and tl
centralized force than it had been in the past, VNAF Support of Cambodian Convoys 182

(C) On 4 January 1972 procedure briefings were (S) As the USAF and US Army air coverage
conducted by members of the 360th Tactical Fignter of Cambodian resupply convoys was phased down,
Wing and "Panama," the local ground-controlled the VNAF assumed the responsibility for tactical
intercept control, Two F-Ss were placed on five- air support under coordinated agreements with the
minute alert status on the morning of 5 January Khmer Republic. The VNAF was requested to pro-
1972. A scramble order was given; it took but four vide continuous daylight airborne coverage of con.
and one-half minutes for the first scramble to be- voys with helicopter hirlht fire teams. This was not
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Prolect ENHANCE PLUS increasid the number of F-S squadrom from one to a total of six.

feugibl, because of limited VNAF assetm anti the requiremients., A C-I S(11,18111'01 WILS ittVittid Oil I
high level of confIlict wi thini Vi etnam, Ho0wever, Marich 11172 oni Icc a nv ope' ttti oon idy ready only 31
\'NAF placed eight A-37 fighters on ground alert dlays later,
in Mlilitury Region 4 for convoy es5cort response, (C) A iHlgnificant. milestone was established by
Those aircraft were reserved on ground aljrt for the N'NAF .airlift force on 4 anti 5 March 11072,
tin average of about three hours if not required As it tvst of one part of as TVNAF contingency
for convey' protection. In addition, the 7N All pro- movvement plan, the VNAF 6t~h Air Division air-
vided three 11-17 forward air control aircraft for lifted an A RVN airborne brigadle from Tan Sont
datylight mlission itupport, two AC-I 19G; gunmhipst
for night convoy cover. and one helicoit .er light Nhut to Pileiku, Ulsing 2:1 C-123 aircraft. on the first
fire team (two gunships and one comminand and con day anti 15 on the second dlay, a total of 160 sorties
trel ship) on ground alert lin the Khmer Rtepublic a1irlifteui 1,96l troops, li0 jeeps, 12 trucks, 15 trail-

hal fwiti Nit W(til the Vietnallnvse hordier 1111 Phnomi ers, Ilt 105trnn guns, anti 105,000 pounds of rations
l'enh.18:1 andi ammunition. Control and marshalling during

the offload operation at Pleiku was provided by the
Millitary Airlift deployment of a 5th Ali, Division combat control

(C) The VNAF airlift fleet inade tremnendoust element fromt 'ran Son Nhut. With planned close-
progre~ss Prior to the NGUYEN Iii E Offensive out times of 10001( and] 17001 hours on the respective
the V NA F transplorts were a iri ifthi iin ver So per- daymv, effiieinot turlitt oo nd taind gron ' lp roceduireI4
cent of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forcesi allowed each dlay's operation to lit concluded at
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Pleiku by approximately 1400 hours. The effi. The 27 percent nonrecovery was caused by high

ciency and precision with which this VNAF opera- opening parachutes, failure of chutes to dereef, and

tion was planned and executed was a tribute to the troops in contact unable to reach drop zones. The

professional competence of airlift managers, air- majority of unrecovered loads were destroyed by

crews, and maintenance personnel, airstrikes, The VNAF did not have the eapabilit)

(C) The VNAF activated its first C-7A Caribou to perform airdrop missions above 10,000 fect due

unit, the 427th Transport Squadron, at Phu Cat AB to inactive oxygen systems, 'rhi' AFOP Ini,.iated

on I March 1972, In the period of I to 31 March action encouraging the VNAF to activate the oxygen

1972 the 427th squadron achieved several enviable systems on their airlift fleet,

accomplishments. The day after activation the (C) On 15 Ocotber 1072 a wel;.pfhr ned optration
squadron commenced flying two daily line logistic involving 11 VNAF C-L;'.s -irlifted 1,10) ARVN

missions, end on 5 March 1972 the missions were rangers with equipment from .atg Ngai ni Pleiku,

increased to five daily logistic lines, Seven were Backhaul of army and air force persot.nel and
flown on 15 March 1972, and the flight level re- dependents from Pleiku to Quang Ngai provided

mained at that number for the remainder of the exceptionally efficient utilization uf VNAF airlift

month. Training missions flown were in addition to resources.
the logistics mission. The squadron was declared (C) VNAF transports flow 11,692 sorties and
operationally ready on 31 March 1972, logged 19,175 hours. A total of 8,879 tons of cargo

(C) On 1 July 1972 another C-7 squadron, the and 127,708 passengers were airlifted by the trans.

431st Transport Sqaudron, was activated at Phu port squadrons, During November 1972, the VNAF

Cat AB, On 23 August 1972, the 310th Combat Crew Airlift Command Center, with the cooperation of

Training Squadron completed the last VNAF crew- the USAF Tan Son Nhut Airlift Command Center,
member training class and began turning over the trained 12 VNAF personnel in center operatlons,.,0
remaining C-7 aircraft to the VNAF. On 15 August
1972 the USAF C-123 squadron at Tan Son Nhut Helicopter Activity

creased operations, and the VNAF received addi- (C) In early 1972 the VNAF activated four addi-

tional aircraft to replace the aircraft lost between tional UH-IH squadrons, which Increased the fleet

I April and 30 June 1972, By the end of September to a total of 10 squadrons, all of which were opera-

1972 all VNAF transport squadrons were equipped tionally ready, The four new squadrons became

with 100 percent of their unit equipment aircraft,i 4  operationally ready as much as three months ahead

tU) On 1 November 1972 VNAF C-7s, on tem- of schedule, The new squadrons activated were the

porary duty from Phu Cat AB, began scheduled 219th and 239th at Da Nang, 243d at Phu Cat,

airlift service from Binh Thuy AB in Military Re- and the 245th at Bien Hoa, In addition, one CH-47

trion 4, Four to six missions daily were flown in squadron was activated on 1 May 1972 at Phu Cat
support of the US Delta Regional Assirtance Coin- AB, That brought the total of helicopter squadrons

mond from Monday through Saturday. The C-7B to 18: 16 11H-1H and 2 CH-47 units,

served many small airfields in the Delta not acces- (U) The UH-IH squadrons increased their in-

sible to larger aircraft, This mission was previously struments and night capabilities by conducting

handled by USAF and Air America C-Ts, During the special training programs for their pilots. This

first week of operation only minor delays were en- movement in instrument and night proficiency

countered and these were largely associated with the greatly enhanced the VNAF air base perimeter

transfer of responsibility; however, all scheduled re- security and medical evacuation effectiveness.

q•irements were met, (C) Helicopter improvements such as the

,C) During the week of 8 October 1972 VNAF addition of the LAU 61, infrared suppression kits,

transport airlifted 70 percent of the total Republic and increased unit oquipment (UE) contributed

of Vietnam Armed Forces fixed wing aircraft re- to the overall capabilly of the VNAF, The LAU 61,

quirements. This was the highest weekly percentage a 1) tube rocket bod, more than doubled the

since the beginning of the NGUYEN HUE offen- firepower of the helicopter gunships, The installs-

sive, The VNAF transports airlifted 11,487 pas- tion of the infrared suppression kits improved heli.

sengers and 663 tons of cargo. In addition, transport copter survivability in SA-7 high threat areas. The

aircraft dropped 880 illumination flares in support unit equipment for each helicopter squadron was

of base defense, Aerial resupply continued at a raised from 31 to 33, which increased the number

high level during that week with airdrops being of gunships.

made at Ba To, Due Co, and Minh Thanh, A total (S) The 3d Air Division was tasked by the

of 142,000 pounds of ammunition, food, and other Joint General Staff to provide two helicopter

supplies were air-dropped with 90,000 pounds re- gunships with crews and maintenanve personnel to

covered, constituting a 63 percent recovery rate, operate from Nha He for the purpose of providing
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gunship cover for shipping in the deep water chan- as well as security assistance and cost training
nel between Saigon and Vung Tau, The VNAF programs, USAF advisors assisted with course
assumed the mission on I April 1972. The "Night development, planning, and curriculum development
Hawk" team consisted of one UH-1H troop trans- and coordinated with other agencies on training
port helicopter equipped with a specially designed matters.
light set and one or two UH-1H gunsh'ps. The (U) The constant concern of the training direc-
UH-1I light ship, flying from 100 to 400 feet above torate was to accelerate the pace to produce a
ground level at approximately 40 knots, surveyed self-sufficient and self-sustaining training capability
suspected enemy locations, The gunships flew in within the VNAF. The USAF involvement in train-
close proximity to the light ship so as to always ing was reduced as VNAF training capabilities im-
be in position to immediately engage targets, The proved. Many of the basic maintenance training
light ship was also the command and control air- fields became self-sufficient. However, when the
craft with a ground officer aboard who authorized VNAF assumed responsibility for two additional
immediate clearance to engage ground targets. The bases, training of support personnel increased. Even

Night Hawk was in contact with the Saigon artil- though great strides were made in maintenance
lery conmmandi post and could request immediate training in-country, the introduction of several new

illumination or supporting fires from local artillery and sophisticated weapons systems required more
or other aircraft, CONUS training,

(U) The training directorate hoped to have the
UH-1H Helicopters Received Under revised undergraduate pilot CONUS training
Project ENHANCE PLUS program ready to begin on 1 July 1972; however,

(C) The VNAF received a UE increase of 28a the VNAF directed a one-year postponement. The
helicopters through Project ENHANCE PLUS, program was revised to use the T-37 instead of
AFGP/DO, together with the VNAF, developed a the A-37 aircraft, and planning continued for the
plan to employ the additional heloopters in the new program's Inception on I July 1973, Additional
following manner: CONUS undergraduate helicopter training was

-Activiate three new squadrons of 38 UE each. scheduled to commence July 1974,

-Increase the UE of the 16 existing squadrons (U) With the exception of training for pilots,
from 33 to 38, professional skills, and some categories of instruc.

--Activate a MEDEVAC/SAR force of 108 air. tore, every training requirement proposed for the
rft. FY 73 to FY '78 VNAF Security Assistance

Program offshore was scrutinized to determine if
The V'NAF/DO developed a plan to adjust the there was any way to meet the requirements in-
SVNAF pilot strength in the existing squadrons to country, This produced dividends as the FY 73 to
allow for the increase of assigned aircraft. AFGP/ FY 78 program cost $6 million less than the FY
DO Provided continuous advice anti assistance to 72 to FY 77 program.
the VNAFIDCS operations as these plans were de- (U) As a result of the effort to move training

*,, veloped, in-country and develop more self-sufficiency in

(11-47 Helicopter Program Accelerated the VNAF training program, over 12,000 men com.r
*Under ENHANCE PLUS pleted training in-country and only 814 offshore

(S) Two CH-47 helicopter squadron activations during FY 72, The training directorate also con.

were accelerated under ENHANCE PLUS, These vinced the VNAF to change a long-standing policy

activations were originally planned for the first that those eliminated from pilot training in

qu'rte:, of FY 74, The VNAF, assisted by AFGP/ CONUS would immediately return home unless

DO, developed an accelerated plan which called for there was a navigator or weapons controller space
the first squadron to be activated on i15 January available. However, if the trainee had a Vietnamese
Ip7Tl at Da Nang AB, The second squadron was education equivalent to US high school completion,

planned for activation on I April 1973 at Binh Thuy he wau scheduled into a nonflying technical train-

AB,.041 ing space if recommended by USAF Air Training
Command personnel and the Vietnamese Liaison

TRAINING Officer, This policy change saved US dollars and
(U) The AFGP Directorate of Training (AFGP/ also increased the effectiveness of the training

PT) provided assistance to the VNAF Deputy program. It also helped in filling training spaces
Chief of Staff for Training. The directorate ad- that might have been lost due to a lack of qualified
ministered and assisted the AFATs for training candidates.
matters and administered mobile training teams (S) When the last class graduated on 20 June
(MTT) and mobile training detachments (MTD) 1972, 1,476 undergraduate helicopter pilots had com-
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pploedI t'idiiohii with the ITS Army in ('ONUIS. Since (U) The FY '72 Military Assistance Training
A.ugust 191110, 1,809 VNAF officers and cadetp had Programl was plagued by a series of short notice
entered the (N)NI.TS poi'arain. The end of this prio. eancellations whivh caused the Air Training Corn.

li'ai rpreseinted it signifivant milestone In VNAF' nand considerable difficulty in trying to utilize
:inient. 'ihe helicopter pilot output represented vacated training spaces. Because of this, AFGP

lpprlo~iniate'lly 42 percent of the V14AF pilot force, inipleniented at new procedure so, that at least C00
(Si The C-.7 combat vrow training squaldron iiu- days notice was given when cancelling training.

country training programn, which began at Plutn Under this proceuiure, AFGP no longer got in-
Ijing All on 111 October 1071, was completed on :10 valved in trying to push through a last mninute
O)ctobler 10)2. Dur'ing that timne nine VNAF pilot., processing of training candidates. Difficulties were
%verv selected mid qualified as ('-7 Instructor pilots, uncovered far enough in advance of class starting
They administered tiontinuiation training to combat dats to give the VNAF time to go through its
crew training squadron graduateA as they Joined the
nactivated squadrons."' . own channels to solve problems, These revised pro.

(U) urin FY 2 te Enlimhlanuagetraiing cvdures helped -make the VNAF almost totally self.
(U)~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o urnFT2teEnlslagaerainin sufficient in administering offshore training and

effort lin support of VNAF training went fioin
alm~lost eiitii'ely USAF effort to an almost entirely gave the advisors a chance to assist the VNAFl in
VNAF ef fort. The NVNAF experienced a major prob. refining the procedures.
lem in getting technicians who wer-e language quali. (U) A VNAF communications and electronics
fled to attend pirograninieui training in the CONUS, (CE) school was established at Bien Hon AB in
rinert, continuvtd to he a critical shortage Of qualified May 1972 with 1,300 students programmed to be
technicians In the VNAF to perform operational trained there over tht next year. Conaidderable
functions. Therefore, it. was extremely difficult to effort wall expandod by both the AFG1' Directorate
pull it technivian off the Job to place him into Ian- of Training and the Directorate of Communications.
gouge9 schOol foi- anl extendled period of time. In Electronics In establishing the school. The AFGP

add~ition, it was difficutlt to ninintain a high level Training Directorate worked closely with the VNAF
of nintivatlon with those students -in language school Training Plans and Curriculum Division in an effort
j)elocui8(! utf finaniilal difficulties. The students re- to programn and schedule classes for the VNAF CE
veivedi no ad~ditional pay while in school, yet they school. As a result, 17 courses were establishedI~li
boinl o manintain themselves away fromn their (Ui) Excellent progress has been made by VNAF
Ijiii1illecs, Tlhey Wetre unlable to do, this oil their ill onl the job training (03T), The OJT program has
Aahiry,' VNAP' did very little to solves this problemi mnaintained well over 1,200 personnel in training
sietiiinjjlgl~ unci-n'c'ineui above having to cancel train- per mnonth since July 11171, Prior to this the program
Illug S).a1ces for techinicians. \'NAF' conslidered piutting was fortunate to have 6100 trainees participating
hrlraoch liniigulage schools at the various basmem so that during a given month, OJT has progressed to the
ailoiliiites could aitttlid lntiguage school, work part point that VNAF has the capability to effectively

* Li ni, aiii live lt hoime, I lowtive, tio positive action train its personnel in practically all enlisted career
mpoitiiilti.gs. 0.1'] courses ranged fromn commrrunications

it The VN Al al.40 continuced to have a prloblem and eilectronics to personnel and administration,
%vitli c' ii vIl-i o litIi E-oi ord Iii Lion aot iii) Ocio IOnlication, 8i nvc, July 11)71 over 3,000 V NA F personnel have
Foru ce:iin pie, V NA I. logistielt pecrsonniel wanted to conipleted either famiiliarization or upgrade OJT.
eleteLA theist' 'tu1ltor trainling portio3n of tile supply The statistics ciontinued to be favorable as VN AF

011I~,IIHmi s Off icy r ou 's V c'V, but V NAF 1"train) ni o ffi- huied' inc.iicreasinogly gel f-suffiicent.
toil. :lt Ra'c, ther than gvt together' atd &esmolve (C) As at result of various mobile training team

* l~ii iisagriccuieiit, the lirerturate~s tried to Ret the (MTT) efforts, the VN.AP developsd maintenance
*A I'll I advisor. to metdiate at unififed position, trianing capabilititcs for the C'.130 aircraft, Seek

AF.i ItI tiai ninw personnel attun iited throuich subtle Point System, and T-3711 aircraft. The AC-i IVK
StIggVst i, 111SM90anLmd letittr coordination, and NlT']' statrted crs riigAC-119tG and C-1196G
wrilten niiin cmo to gret 'N AVI to rely onl Its own co- ai rcrews andi iiuuinteulanve piersonnel into the AC-
''1 11i111it'l In whililnistvi'iiua its tricuinig plograni.l Hill< during D~ecember' 10)2, The first VNAF C.

* 12Ll With ihe rev~erlioi of (Ikinawic to Jupaptn ili I 3A Instructor ali~ciew took its finial check rile
* ~ ~ hlLy 17.tialliii ir for V NA F at U S installationls o00 28 IDciidnibei' 1972.

1111 okii nwi v ter miinated, silv Jc 1apan dliii not permlit ( C The V N A u lso began to tra nsition 0-1 and
* ~~~~in in iii g'Of t hIl i'd-co Untr i'y nati 0011) s Oiili h ell W Ito iry. tin llsai l't qui llfi ed pilJots into the A -87 airccraft
*'Illis traininig ri'euili'llmiiit waUSsuhliseqtiui.tiy mett Ill doling lDecemnber 19)72, and VNAF A-37 pilots began

voutiltry through thet use of a nioblie tr'ainliig trnlil to, transition into the F-5A aircraft. during, the Ssairi

progrinniii d I y tilt- Ar'niy Adv iso ry G roup. period. T he V NA F emti ni teci hayvlng 126 qua~lifled

.'XYIFI ~ C-78 .
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Mechasici replace a worm engine exhaust on *it A-17 let attack brniber,

pilots und four additional F-5 squadrons by June Notable We~aknestsem in Training Programs
(U) Lack of English language qualified candi.

*(U) Ad a result of Project ENHANCE PLUS dautes wiAs the limiting factor in the capability of
uotc new aircraft dysterm the C-130A, wag introduced the VNAI. to provide students for CONUS training,
hito the VNAF inventory, and the delivery of the Seventy-four students in the first quarter of FY' 78
AC-l11I}K was gru-itly accelerated, involving at new were~ either rescheduled or cancelled because of

* ~training concept, MTTs, consisting of USFlanguage deLficiencies. The laick of qualified candi.
*CONUIS-based and PACAF personnel, started VNAF (lates at this time was the result of a failure to

uircrew and maintenance pertionnel croism-tralning recruit into the VNAF between August 19'71 and
into the new systems immediately after the aircraft May 19172.

* re~inytantto ?ienam Therapd iflu ofthe(U) In rpite of renewed recruiting activities, in-
new materials necessitatedi a maximum Joint effort country language training presented a problem~
by AFG11 and VNAF training directorates to start that directly affected the ability of the VNAF to
the training programs within the time frames rvlqaifecnddtsometONSrin
dictated by political decisions. poieculfe addtst etCNStan

(Si AFGP1 and the VNAF developed the basic ing quotas,. The V'NAF English Language School,
plan by which VNAF C-123 aircrews and main- located at Nha Trang AB. was near its 350 student
teniance personnel trunsitionecl into the C-130A air- capacity. The majority of the 381 students awaiting
craft. Tan Son Nhut All was chosen as the train- entry into the mchool had English language coum-
hng site, AFGPI VNAP' planning resulted in at prehension IEC14 scores of 26 or less, The pressure
similaru request for immediate transition into the on the Nlia Trang school could have been lessened
AC-illiK aOrcraft by existing AC-119(, and 0-1101 had the Jloint (General Staff acted favorably on at
al rerewvi. recommendation to lower the mandatory ECL score
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to less than 25 for entry inwo ahe Armed Forces ensure victory in conventional warfare, tactical air

T.anvuage School in Saigon was required in large amounts to support ground
forces. The VNAF Tactical Air Control Center de-

VNAF Squadron Activations ployed half a squadron of A-Is from III Corps and

Cýi VNAF activated two A-37 squadrons in 1972; made other adjustments in fixed wing gunship and
The 532d Squadron at Phu Cat AB on I October helicopter operations. AFGP advisors were forced
and the ).;4th Squadron at Phan Rang Ali on 1 into an operational role as the VNAF air space
Nvei.il!r. Each of these squadrons was authorized became saturated with the rapid and overwhelming
,ý'; pilots and 24 aircraft. However, upon activation increase of US and VNAF air activity. Seventh Air
each squadron had only 15 pilots and 10 aircraft. Force tactical air control personnel were rushed to
VNAF later increased the number of aircraft in forward areas to cope with this problem. Several
each squadron to the authorized level. In addition, interesting aspects arose out of the increase of
NVNAF, in coordination with AFGP. programmed US assets. Serious coordination problems occurred
additional students for CONUS to bring the squad- between Seventh Air Force and VNAF Tactical
r•ons to authorized pilot strength. By 31 December Air Control Centers because both VNAF and USAF
1972 the 5"32d Squadron had 17 pilots and the 534th aircraft were striking targets in the same areas
Squadron had 26 pilots. Both of these fledgling and at the same time. Therefore, necessary coordi-
.quadrons maintained good readiness rates with nation was immediately developed between the two
aircrew manning being the limiting factor. In air forces, dividing Vietnam into areas of respon-
December 1972 the assets of the 5?2d Squadron sibility with each air force augmenting the other

(F RF-5) were split and the 536th Squadron was during moments of tactical air shortages. VNAF
activated at Bipn Hoa AB. Both squadrons were sunged to 210 fighter sorties per day while the
programmed to operate using pooled aircraft and Seventh Air Frce provided from 300 to 600 sorties
to comprise the training cadre for ENHANCE per day.
PIAUS expansion requirements. Each squadron had (S) AFGP representatives attended the VNAF
been assigned 14 former A-37 pilots for transition Air Operations Command daiiy briefings held at
and upgrade training in the F-5. Throughoct the the Tactical Air Control Center after 15 June 1972.
quarter 17 percent of all fighter activity was de- The briefings covered activities in intelligence,
voted to aircrew training.'1" tactical air, observation, helicopters, transports, air

liaison, and air defense. Standards of performance
I'ACTICAL AIR CONTROL. in each of the above areas were thoroughly dis-

iSi Since .lanuary 19721 increased flexibility was cussed. The presence of the AFGP representative
demnonstrated throughout the VNAF Tactical Air was helpful in gaining early recognition of potential
Control S. s•tem (TACSi by deploying aircraft to the problem areas and assisting in their resolution. By
military region where the tactical situation war- 30 June 1972 the VNAF had made great strides
ranted. The TACS division of the AFGP Operations in achieving self-sufficiency in the tactical air con-
Directorate was the only AFGP organization with trol system. Military Region 4 was completely self-
advisors depli.yed with ground combat units through- sufficient and Military Region 3 was considered to
out South Vietnam. Prior to the NGUYEN HUE Of- be capable ofl operating without advisory assis-
fense steady progrcss had been mace toward the tance. Military Region 2 air liaison officers had
g..-il 4f tal VNAF ass.imiption of clhse air support n.ade great progress, and the respect of the Army
it,•,onsibilitity in-countr'y. One of CSAF fighter of the Republic of Vietnam commanders for VNAF
soluadio, \was stationed at Hien Hr.a (Military Re- capabilities increased to the point where VNAF
vion 31 and ono- at Da Nang (Military Region I). airpower was increasingly preferred to US aircraft
I S.AF Frward Air Controllers were graduilly with- for ciose air support. Military Region I initially
dra%%n country-wide into a greatly decreased area of had the most serious problems concerning air lisai-"
operations which cer,tered at these two bases. The son officer experience and performance. However,
L'S Tactical Air' Control Party and Direct Air Sup- the quality of VNAF air support in Military Region
olt ('entenr personnel were progressively reduced to 1 was outstanding, and the Tactical Air Control

skeleton operations. VNAF fighter sorties were System started to make visible progress with the
averaging approximately 1.55 close air support influx of more qualified personnel and increased
-orties daily. This amount of tactical air was suffi- advisory efforts. Continued advisory assistance was
,i.nt under the low level of activity existing prior considered necessary in Military Region 1 until
to the invasion. March 1973.1•1

,S) With the onset of the offensive in Military (C) Realizing the need for VNAF Forward Air
Region 1, the entire nature of the war changed. Controllers (FAC) capable of directing US air
Thc \'NAV was tcaught unprepared and ill eqluipped strikes, AFGP had long advocated initiation of a
to repel the enemy mass of armor and artillery. To program to qualify these FACS, which was finally
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approved in November 1972. AFGP was given au- 2.5 to implant sensors; however, an A-17 certification

thority, to designate as Victor FACs those VNAF program was underway. Navigation equipment limi-
FAC• qualified to direct US air strikes, and a tations also impeded th, ability of these aircraft
qualification program, begun on :30 November, was to implant sensors. Sensor runs would have to be
completed on 18 December 1972. At completion, 62 made using visual reference for the drop, as sophis-
VNAF FACs had qualified as Victor FACs and ticated navigation equipment was not available to
were located as follows: 12 in Military Region 1. control the implant drop. A camera capability did J,

nine in Military Region 2, 18 in Military Region exist to photograph the drop area to determine
3, and 23 in Military Region 4. AFGP urged maxi- sensor location after drop.1 4 Ultimately the sensor
mum utilization of the Victor FACs in directing prograii was terminated in favor of .tiher priority

L S airstrikes to maintain and enhance their profi- VNAF requirements.

ciencyv',. LOGISTICS

INTELLIGENCE (C) VNAF agreed in principle to assume full

W) The last two sensor specialists assigned to responsibility for servicing USAF and US-designated

the AFGP departed on 4 October 1972. During the aircraft throughout the Republic of Vietnam effec-

:91 Aays they advised the Army of the Republic of tive 30 days after a cease-fire agreement. A formal %
Vietnam sensor program, numerous activities were Lgreement between VNAF and USAF had been
pursued to make the program more viable. Four completed and was coordinated with all affected

trips were made to Da Nang AB to provide on-the- agencies during Novembe' IM This agreement,
spot advice to the ARVN and VNAF in estahlishing which served as one censlildted agueement for

effective techniques for using !he sensor equipment. all VNAF bases, outlined fuel and oil servicing

Two VNAF sensor ex.•rt.4 were asiigned by the responsibilities that VNAF would pro-.,ide USAF S
Joint General Staff to establish a training program and incorporated VNAF furnished support at Da
in sensor operation and terminology, palletized air- Nang and Bieri Hoa ABa which had been USAF

borne relay, plotter utilization, and related sub- supported. VNAF assumption of this support was
Sjects.•• contingent upon reduced USAF requirements at the

W)r The specialists discovered several problems time specified in the agreement, transfer of in-
associated with the sensor operation other than the place hydrant systems and associated equipment at

need for specialized training. The C-47 being used Da Nang AB, training of VNAF fuels personnel

for the sensor relay platform had experienced main- b:, USAF on operation of the Da Nang At hydrant
tenarce aborts, weather aborts, and orbit pattern system, and capability of VNAF to handle the

additional workload. To facilitate and minimizeproblem., that prevented complete coverage of the fulspotrqiens.almjrc mnd
.- n,,or field. Four VNAF C'-47s were assigned to fuel support requirents, all major commands
fly two sorties per night to provide relay capability, were being requested to schedule flights to keep

Initial problems with covering the o.bit were fuel loading requirements within the Republic of

corrected with the result that usable information Vietnam to an absolute minimum. One bse not

was attained from the system over an eight hour affected was Tan Son Nhut, where contract cover-

1)erjod each night. The orbit supported by this age to fuel planes remained. Final signing and

mission was called RED ORBIT. This orbit was publication of the VNAF.USAF agreement waswithin the capability of the VNAF to support with effected by the middle of November.)', The supply
a retay capability. The other orbit within the range and fuels training contract program was begun

of VNAF capability was called BLUE ORBIT. How- early at some bases and *.u fully operational be- I" ~fore the end of November 1972.
ever, it was not considered feasible for the VNAF
to suppo't BLUE ORBIT for relay purposes be- (i A total of 1.103 vehicles were transferred
cause of the C-47. The 10,000 feet altitude restric- to the VNAF by the USAF on 7 November 1972.
tion on the C-47 made it too vulnerable to operate This transfer involved both vehicles presently in-
in high threat areas. There was also a question country avnd those due in from outside sources.
of whether terrain masking would render the relay i('C Hospital equipment, both medical and non-
aircraft ineffective because of the limited altitude. medical, %,as transferred to the VNAF by the 13th
The USAF provided coverage by flying C-i30s at Air Force Medical Equipment Managnement Office.
an altitude of 2'2,000 feet. Equipment was located -i facilities operated by the

iC) An additional problem of VNAF support for 3,77th USAF Hospital at Tan Son Nhut AB and the
sensor implant continued to persist. Two aircraft, i251st USAF Dispensary at Dim Nos AB.
the RF-5 and the A.37. were proposed for VNAF Wi( On 7 November 1972 the US Army Ist
use in orbit missions. By 7 October 1972 these air- Aviation Brigade transferred to the VNAF the
craft had not been certified to use a modified SI'- shop sets, tool kits, special toola, and ground sup-
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port equipnment required to support UH-1H and crash and battle damage repair, the RAM teams
CH-47 helicopters. This equipment was transferred provided valuable assistance to the VNAF logistics
at Da Nang, Nha Trang, Pls.iku, Binh Thuy, and system. Primary work was on the U11-Is, hut assts.
Tan Son Nhut ABs, tance was provided on the A-is, A.37m, and the other

(C) The VNAF in-country cargo backlog in- VNAF first line aircraft,
creased steadily from approximately 100,000 pounds (S) All US facilities were itle transferred to
to :100,0oo pounds for all destinations by 10 Novem- the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces in Novem-
ber 1972, This was primarily the result of shipping ber 1972, Bien Hoeo and Da Nang ABs and Monkey
orders for the movement of vehicles, ammunition, Mountain radar site were transferred as single en-
and other high priority cargo. This figure was ex- tities from MACV to the Republic of Vietnam
pected to remain at a high level, perhaps rising as Armed Forces on 6 Nov er 1972, Facility and
high as 600,000 pounds, This backlog, although con- equipment inventory ins. tions were issued by

siderably greater than had previously been experi- the component services to ,e base civil engineers,
enced, was handled well. Special mission aircraft and the inventory was completed within 50 days.
were arran'ged for the delivery of a majority of the Title transfer of Tan Son Nhut AB was held in
cargo, abeyance pending a decision on retention of US

(U) By the end of December 197k several changes ownership of certain areas, Nha Trang, Binh Thuy,
to weapons systems programs had begun to have an Pleiku, and Phan Rang ABs were also transferred;
impact on cargo aircraft weapons systems manage- however, only a small number of USAF facilities
sent. The introduction of the 0-180A to the VNAF remained at each of these bases, and completion
inventory had a significant impact on the non. of inventory was accomplished by the end of Novet-
operational repair and supply (NORS) area. NORS bar 1972. Transfer actions were previously comn-
conditions had begun to occur, and repair cycle pleted at Soc Trang and Phu Cat ABs under the
assets had been generated, The C-130A Initial spares Consolidated Republic of Vietnam Improvement and
support list was received and logistics support Modernization Program, and no further transfer
planning began, U-type inquiries were submitted actions were required. The Joint General Staff
in order to berin follow-up actions on C-130A NORS directed that the VNAF accept all the facilities on
items, Resupply actions and repair activities were the bases regardless of condition, A letter of agree-
carefully managed until the VNAF logistics system ment between the governments of the US and the
could fuily accommodate the C-180A. Republic of Vietnam provided for occupancy of

(U) With the introduction of the C-130A, au. facilities by US military and civilian personnel until

thority was obtained to provide these aircraft with no longer required,

an aerial fuel delivery capability. Two C-130A Bulk (S) Perhaps one of the most effective weapons
Aerial Fuel Delivery Systems were authorized. These of the entire war was the CBU-56, a fuel aerosol
systems were similar to the ones VNAF used with bomb introduced for VNAF use in 1972, The weapon
the C-128 aircraft; however, they had two tanks consisted of three parachute retarded bomblets that
with a storage capacity of 6,000 gallon, three dispensed ethylene oxide in a cloud which penetrated
times that of the C-123.11111 into bunkers and other hiding places. Delayed igni-

tC) Prior to the cease-fire the VNAF aircraft tion created high overpressure which exploded light
inventory was greatly increased. By November 1972 ndino, destroyed light fortifications, and eliminated
the VNAF had received 286 UH.1Hs, 90 A-87s, personnel. Although four VNAF bases received a
"N.'lI.47s, 23 EC.47s, 82 C.130s, 28 AI-II/Rs, 118 supply of the bombs, Da Nang and Bien 1ioa ABs

F.5s, 4 C-7s, 22 AC-119Ks, and I C-123. In Novem- were the first to expend the ammunition when the
ber, 781 percent of the fighters, 01 percent of the NGUYEN HUE Offensive began in Quang Tri

hielicoptcra, 59 percent of the transports, 83 percent Province. By the middle of April, Seventh Air

of the liaison aircraft, and 72 percent of the gun. Force hod provided the VNAF with 654 CBU-55
ships were in operationall, ready status for an bombs, Unofficial reports of the effectiveness of
overall VNAF fleet rate of 639 percent, The number the 76 CBU-55s expended by 17 April 1972 in-
of uircraft in the VNAF inventory totaled 2,105 dicated outstanding results had been achieved
in November 1972,197 against massed enemy troops. Reports reachinR the

AFGP indicated that on one particular mission a
Maintenance Support concentration of 400 enemy personnel were killed

(C) Air Force Logistics Command Rapid Area by CBU-55s. After the VNAF pilots had expended
Maintenance (RAM) teams N:erc iept busy through, the bombs, AFGP debriefed them to determine if
out thi Republic of Vietnam in spite of the in- the ammunition was released in the proper para.
creased VNAF repair efforts, Along with assisting meters ag"inst a valid target in order to assess the
the VNAF's growing self-sufficiency in aircraft overall effectiveness. Accurate bomb damage assess-
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ment reports were not always available because replacement for VNAF A-Is, From the outset,
most of the target areas were behind enemy lines, PACAF, 7th AF, and AFGP objected to the intro.
However, when enemy troops were caught in the duction of another counterinsurgency aircraft, a
open and could be seen by forwerd air controller point emphasized by the 7th AF messages, and
aircraft, excellent bomb damage assessment was strongly recommended an aircraft of the F-4/A-4/
obtained.198  A-? class. A Combat Required Operational Capa-

bility was submitted for consideration at air staff
EVALUATION level, Shortly thereafter, under a program which

"(S) In an effort to achieve Vietnamization as later became known as Project ENHANCE, the
rapidly as possible, US ngencies exerted constant Joint General Staff requested MACV proposals to
pressure to accelerate programmed aftivations and enhance the capabilities of the Republic of Viet-
VNAF assimilation of new units within the shortest nam Armed Forces. This permitted AFGP to pro.
possible time, For units of the Consolidated Re- pose such additional modernization actions as re-
public of Vietnam Armed Forces Irmaprovement and placement of transport aircraft (C-7s excluded)
Modernization Program (CRIMP), where there had with C-130s, replacement of the 0-1 with a forward
been two years of advanced planning and lead time, air control aircraft of greater capability, providing
this was acceptable and the VNAF did accelerate an aerial refueling capability to the VNAF, and
the activation of six squadrons in 1972, However, conversion of the programmed C.119C Maritime
a hard look at the problems inherent in completing Air Patrol aircraft to C-180s. Combat Required
a program of this magnitude with the lack of Operational Capabilities were either submitted or
middle management resources within the VNAF, in the process of preparation for most of the re-
the long lead tirres required for training, and the commendations by July 1972.200
problems encountered in recruitment led to deter- (S/NF) As a measure of VNAF capabilities,
nrination that no further accelerations should be actions in reposturing the VNAF force to utilize
attempted, In February 1972 the Chief, AFGP dis. the newly acquired bases of Phu Cat and Phan
tributed a message to all concerned, USAF com- Rang serve as the best examples. There were a
nmanders outlining the difficulties facing the VNAF number of factors which made the acceptance of

and recommending that any further attempts to these bases and the attendant reposturing a diffi.
accelerate the programs be discontinued, However, cult task. First, the acceleration of the drawdown
subsequent individual actions such as a USAF of the US forces made the turnover date for Phu
"decision to accelerate production of the F-BE air- Cat a tenuous one, However, when the decision was
craft for the second and third VNAF squadrons, made, the VNAF planners took all the actions neces-

* the US Army's insistence that more CH-47 squad- sary to provide a cadre for receipt of supplies and
rons were required, the urgent need for an increased facilities and for base security, Secondly, the man.

* in-country undergraduate pilot training program, power authorizations required to operate Phu
and Project ENHANCE, which increased the unit Cat were not addressed until the force utructure
equipment of the F-SA and UH-1 squadrons, all review forced the VNAF to divert personnel from
tended to circumvent his plea, As a result of these other bases and missions to man Phu Cat at a time
actions the VNAF developed a priority system for when the VNAF was accelerating the Consolidated
activation of units, deferring the activation of some Republic of Vietnam Improvement and Moderniza.
and degrading the capabilities of others in order to tion Program and activating units at the rate ofprovide personnel for those units which they con- one per month. This was done without AFGP
sidered rated a higher priority.11'0  planning support. The pattern for acceptance of

(S) In January 1972 it became apparent that the Phan Rang AB four months later was identical, The
_VNAF, which had been structured for counterin- factors which placed constraints upon the VNAF
ourgency warfare, did not possess the typeb of to take timely and complete programming actions

Saircraft which could be employed in thc antlair- stemmed from placing the classification of TOP
craft defense environment encountered by tie USAF SECRET and other restrictive classifications such
when interdicting the North Vietnamese lines of as NOFORN and SPECAT on US planning actions
communications in Laos, The demonstrated mobility affecting the VNAF, This effectively precluded
of the North Vietnamese antiaircraft forces rein- VNAF participation until almost all US planning
"forced the fact that consideration must be given actions were completed and for the most part
to modernization of the VN.,F if there was to be Irreversible, This showed an apparent lack of ap.
containment of the North Vietnamese after the preciation in both US and RVNAF channels of the
withdrawal of US forces, The first opportunity to long lead times required for activation and attain-
l)1promote modernization came in February 1972 inent of operational readiness of flying units. An
when USAF' proposed a light strike aircraft as a example of the US lack of awareness was ex.

-two
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emplified by the Vietnamisation of the Interdiction and culture which was geared to gradual change.
Program in which the VNAF was to activate five VNAF simply did not have time to develop the
short wtkeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft squad- necessary middle management and logistical sys.-
rons for participation in the 1972-78 dry season tem and gain experience to make full utilisation
operations (Project CREDIBLE CHASE), Fortu- of their newly acquired technical skills. Also, there

nately, delays in the testing of the aircraft and was the language barrier, which required that
other events led to an indefinite postponement of VNAF personnel learn English to use technical

the STOL operation. Had the program proceeded orders, training outlines, or even to order parts.

on schedule, the VNAF would have been required Efforts were initiated to translate these required

to activate the squadrons between November 1972 materials into Vietnamese; however, the results
and January 1978. There was no planning for ad. were extremely limited wwol
vanced procurement of personnel to complement the (U) The VNAF cause was progreslng well dis-
squadrons nor for the beddown of the 200 aircraft pits all the deficiencies mentioned, Considering the
involved, The VNAF would have been required to rapid expansion of the VNAF and the unusual

enter a crash training program and redirect person- demands placed upon it as a result of the invasion,
nel from existing units, No consideration was given it is a credit to its professional ability that it has
to the impact of this type action on the mission manned and maintained itself in such an effective
of the remaining force. While this was the most manner.
graphic case there were other exurnples of similar SUMMARY
US unilateral planning, (TS) At the end of March 1978 VNAF was

(S) RVNAF was handicapped by their almost programmed to achieve a force level of 64,900 per.
rigid insistence that no action could be taken prior sonnel with 66 squadrons consisting of 1,099 fixed
to final approval of a plan, regardless of the cir. and 1,098 rotary wing aircraft, This fores level
cumstances involved, In the case of the RVNAF was designed to permit operations at the pre.-197
Force Structure Review for FY 78, the MACV ap. level of intensity. The forces were generally dis.
proved proposal indicated that an iricrease of over tributed to the mlitkary regions according to the
14,000 personnel for the VNAF in FY 78 was ap. threat but were capable of being shifted quivklly
proprhets. Despite VNAF pleas for permission to between regions, There was sufficient airlift
recruit some of the proposed 14,000 in advance of, capacity to meet combat support requirements iro-
DOD approval to soften the impact of up to two vided the airlift could be properly managed tnd
years of training lead time for aircrews, the Joint supported logistically.1UO Reconnaissance capability
General Staff insisted no action could be taken was vested in seven RFI'A aircraft plus 12 RC-47s
until final approval of the Force Structure Review and the thousand plus helicopter force distributed
for FY 73, It required two letters from COMUS. throughout the four military regions, The VNAF
MACV to the Chairman of the Joint General Staff poiseseed some air defense capability in their F-hA
and vigorous prompting through MACV staff than., aircraft and was projected to gain increased
nels before the Joint General Staff acceded to re. capability with the introduction of the F-SE air.
cruitment of some 2,000 personnel in advance of craft, All VNAF squadrons were scheduled to be
FY 73, This recruitment suthority' effective on I operationally ready by July 1974. A standardization
May 1972, was in reality a small concession, As a program for the monitoring and testing of opera.
result of this type of delay the attainment of the tional capabilities was under development, Force
VNAF FY 73 program objectives would not be structure and equipment on hand were considered
realized until late FY 74. A lack of urgency on the adequate to support RVNAF operations; however,
part of the VNAF headquarters staff to con'sider training was needed to get newly activated units
long range planning continued, operational. It was noted that VNAF capability

(C/NF) The most critical problem the VNAF might rapidly degrade after US withdrawal if
faced war. lack of time, The VNAF was being forced logistics support was not continued on a high
to develop at an accelerated pace with a system priority basis or its management did not Improve,'0 8

FREE WORLD MILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCES
(U) In April 1964 President Johnson publicly from US Government agencies in planning require-

requested that other nations of the Free World ments the Government of Vietnam in July 1964
contribute military assistance to the Republic of formally requested assistance from 36 free world
Vietnaim. Prior to the request only the United nations, By January 1966 at least 26 nations had
Stater and Australia had supported the Republic suzsqyvely reitonded to the request,
with military assistance, After receiving assistance
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S'ii t,'T h €-ntrlui~dtr.'o'p, to
what was collectively known as Free World Mili.tary Assistance Forces (FWMAF) concluded mili-
ta ch workun t arrangements with COMUSMACVt

wased on oxtensions of the Penltlateral Agreement

of 1950 which governed US military assistance to
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and the French Union in
lndo•htina, the arrangement specified command and

control relationships, logistical responsibllities, and
the rights, privileges, and exemptions to be accorded
to the FWMAF personnel. While the exception of
Rare&, each country exercised command of Its own
troops, while operational control was generally ex-
ercised by OOMUSMACV. The relationship between
COMUSMACV and Republic of Korea Forces,
(ROKFV) was one of coordination and cooperation,
Coordination and control of FWMA.F actions was
the task of policy councils consisting of the Chief
of the RVNAF Joint General Staff, COMUSMACV,

I.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
,(U) Throughout their stay in the Republic of

Vietnam, Australian and New Zealand forces under
the operational control of COMUSMACV worked
closely together. The first Australian contingent
arrived in Vietnam in 1962; by 1967 it had grown
into the lst Australian Task Force (ATF), which
included not only army units, but also five Royal
Australian Air Force squadrons and ]Royal Aus-
tralian Navy destroyers which operated one at a
time with the US 7th Fleet in the South China Seaand Gulf of Tonkin. Royal Australian Army units
were engaged in combat operations and civic atdin
projects in Phuoc Tuy Province.w("I

(U) The first New Zealand unit, an army engi.
neer team which assisted the Government of Viet.
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TIII ALANI) medical team stationed at the Thu Due Health

(U) The Royal Thai Goverment first dispatched Center in Gia Dinh Province on the outskirts of
military assistance to the Republic of Vietnam in Saigon,.211
September 1964, By late 1967 Thai forces, which (U) The redeployment of Thai forces began in
had initially consisted of a small Royal Thai Air July 1071 with the last combat units withdrawing
Force training team, had been expanded to include on 1 May 1972, leaving a small liaison element in
an infantry divaton and naval units consisting of Saigon. This element remained in Vietnam until
one LST and one patrol gunboat medium (FGM), after the signing of the cease-fire, departing on 2
The infantry division, officially designated the March 1978,'4
Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force (RTAVF), was
based at Camp Bearcat northeast of Saigon and THE PHILIPPINES
conducted operations in Long Thanh District, Bien (U) Philippine humanitarian aid to the people
Hor Province and the western part of Xuan Loc of Vietnam began before the signing of the 1954
District, Long Khanh Province, Its mission was to Geneva Accords, In 1953 a privately sponsored
conduct combat operations in the above irea of volunteer group of doctors, nurses, and psychologi.
operations, providing protection to the southern cal operations personnel known as Operation Broth.
flank of Long Thanh North Airfield and keeping erhood was formed, Arriving in Vietnam in early
Highway 15 between Vung Tau and Long Binh 1954, it was divided into small teams which pro.
open to friendly traffic. In addition to their combat vided medical assistance, engaged in civic action
role, Thai forces engaged in numerous civic action projects, and conducted psychological operations in
projects. Of particular note were Thai mobile aid an attempt to win the support of the people for
and medical units that visited remote areas and a the Government of Vietnam,

ylow

Thai soldiers distrlbute CepNrPd VC fice neer Camp learcoa,
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ment signed on 20 July 1960, PHILCAGV missions Government of Vietnam with military assistance
were determined by the Free World Military Assis. in the form of a political warfare training team in
tane Policy Council with command and control October 1904, According to Military Working Ar-
vested in the Commanding General, PHILCAGV, rangements signed by the Comnmander, Republic of
PHILCAGV actIte',., 'vere grouped into four China, Military Assistance Group Vietnam (COM-
programs: Engineering Civic Action (ECAP), ROCMAGV) and the MACV Chief of Staff
Medical an', Dental Civic Action (MEI)CAP), in 1965 and 1968, command of all ROC units and
Miscellaneous Environmental Imprnvement (MEIP), personnel assigned to ROCMAGV was vested in
and the PHII.CAGV to People Program (Ppp),.'r, COMROCMAGV, guidance on general concept of

(U) In 110(9 the presence of the PHILCAGV in employment was furnished by the Free World
the Republic of Vietnam became a public and poll. Military Assistance Policy Council, and the Govern.
tical issue, As a result, the Government of the ment of Vietnam Ministry of Health exercised
Philippines withdrew the PHILCAGV in December operational control of the Republic of China pro.
196)92. In its place a reoonstituted PHILCONV total- vincial health assistance teams in coordination with
limg approximately 48 personnel was deployed to USAID,
Vietnam. The PHILCONV undertook surgical, medi- (U) From 1904 to March 1973 the ROCMAGV
cal, dental, and rural health activities in Tay Ninh, continuously provided political warfare advice to
Binh Duong, Dinh Tuong, and Hau Nghia Provinces, RVNAF, Consisting of 81 personnel, it had teams
Between 1 January and 31 December 1972 it pro- assigned to the Ministry of Defense and Naval
viided the mervices given in Figure C-20, and Air Force Headquarters in Saigon, the POLWAR

On 2 March 1D73 following the signing of the College in Dalat, and at the headquarters of each
cease-fire, the PHILCONV returned to the Philip. military region, The ROCMAGV did not begin to
pines Nt" redeploy its personnel until after the conclusion

of the cease-fire, Of the 31 personnel, 26 departed
REPUBLIC OF CHINA on 12 March and the remainder departed on 26

(U) The Republic of China began to support the March 1973,91?

PIlILCONV ACTIVITIES
(1972)

M0I1CAL SUROICAL DINTAL X.ltAY

TIAM CASIS CASEn CANE| EXAMS IVAC

Tay Ninh Surgical and Dental Team ...................... 6 10,995 11,553 4,071 129
Binh Duong Surgical Team .......................................... 0 15,582 0 8,000 241
Dinh Tuong Surgical Team ............................................ 42,451 18,089 0 7,986 124
Huu Nghla Rural Health Team ............. ........................ 2 ,1140 742 13,424 0 245

TOTAL ......................... . ,8397 45,408 24,977 20,057 789

Source: PHILCONY Figure; C-20
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO THE RVNAF-ANNEX C
S1. MACV Command History, 1970, Vol 11 (S/NF), 72, Subj: RVNAF Force Structure Review, FY

p VII-1, Gp.1, 73 (U), Gp-4.
* 2, Ibid., pp VII.l, VII-2, 37, Wbid.
S3. Plan (5), MACV, JGS/RVNAF, 7 Nov 71, Subj: 38. Mag (TS), JCS to CINCPAC, 201703Z Mar

Combined Strategic Objectives Plan (U), pp 72, Subj: RVNAF Force Structure Review, PY
1.2, 1-5, 1-7, Op-Not Stated. 73 (U), Op-4.

4. Same as #3, p 1-1, 39. Mag (TS), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV,
6. MACV Command History, 1971, Vol I (SNF), 170019Z May 772, SubJ: RVNAF Force Structure

p II.1, Gp-i. Review, FY 73 (U), Gp-4,
6, Dir (S), MACV, 3 Aug 72, Subj: Directive 40, Meg (TS), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,

Number 10-11 : Organization and Functions (U), 191007Z Jun 73, Subj: RVNAF Force Structure
p 2, Gp-4, Review FY 78 (U), GDS-82.

7, Ibid., pp 2-3. 41. Mug (TS), JCS to COMUSMACV, 031752Z Jul
S, Ibid., pp 8-4, 72, SubJ: RVN Armed Forces Force Structure

Review, FY 73 (U), GDSM-B.
9. Ibid., p 4. 42, Mug (TS), COMUSMACV to CJCS, at al,

10. Ibid., pp 4-6, 280524Z Jul 72, Subj: RVNAF Force Structure
11. Plan (C), GVN Central Pacification and De- Review, FY 73 (U), GDS-82,

velopment Council, undtd, Subji Four Year 43, ,tr (TS), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 27 Jan
Community Defense and Local Development 73, Subij FY 74 RVNAF Force Structure Re.
Plan (1972-1975) (U), Op-Not Stated. view (U), GDS-83.

"" 12, Same as #6, p 6. 44. Ltr (8), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 30 Apr
"13, Ibid. 72, Subj! Long Range RVNAF Force Structure

"" d Plan (U), GP-4,15),i., MACV, 2 Jun 72, Subj: COMUS 458 Mg (8), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 210116Z
5 AP V (P5 AN .4), MApY, 2Jun '72, GS .DeCOMUM, Jun 72, Subj: Long Range RVNAF Force

MACV OPLAN J-214 (U), p IV, GDS9-Dec 90. Structure Plan (U), GDS-80,
Ia, Same as #6, pp 7-8. 46, Rrt (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, et al, 7
17, Ibid., p 10. Feb 72, SubJ: Selected RVNAF Personnel Data,
19, Ibid., pp 10-11, (U), Gp-Not Stated! Rpt (C), COMUSMACV
19. Same as #5, pp 11.20, 11-21, to CINCPAC, et a&, 5 Mar 78, Subj: Selected
20, Same as #6, pp 12-18, RVNAF Personnel Data (U), GDS-Not stated.

21. Ibid., p 17, 47. Ibid.
-, 48. Ibid.22. Ibid., pp 13-14 .Ibd

23. Ibid., pp 14.15. ,9 bd50. DF (U), MACDP to MACC/S, 11 Aug 72, Subj:
24. Ibid., p 15. Revision of General Mobilization Centpr Order
"25, Ltr (U), MACJ3-03, 25 Dee 71, Subj: Activa-

tion of MACV Special Troops, 51. DF (C), MACDP to MACC/S, Subj: MOND/
S20. Same as #6, P 16. MACV Committee on Mobilization (U), 17 Oct
27. Ibid. 72, GDS-Not Stated,
28. Ibid., p 17. 52. Talking Paper (TS), MACDO.35, 10 Jan 78,
2D, Ibid. Subj: RVNAF Force Structure (U), GDS-Not
30, Ibid., pp 17-18. Stated..t~i 53. same as # 48. .
"Jl1. Same as #5, p 11-22. 54. Same as #52,.
32, Same as #6, pp 18-19. 54. Saim as#2
1;1, taLt Book (TS), MACV. 8 Dev 71, SubiJ SEA. 6 IBi a#

CORD Meeting (U), Tab D-2, Gp-Not Stated. 5 Same as #43.
34, Rpt (S), MACV, 1 Jul 71, Subj: RVNAF Force 57, Mug (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 211250Z

Structure List, FY 71-73 Plan (U), p 7, Gp-4, Aug 72, SubJ: Increase of Amphibious Opera-
"35. Mug (TS), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, tional Capability (U), GDS-80.

23055OZ Oct 71, Subj: Force Structure Review 58. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 180545Z
FY 73 (U), Gp-4, Dec 72, SubJ: RVNAF Force Structure Change

JO, Ltr (TS), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 12 Jan Proposals (U), GDS-.2.
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659, Same as #43. Jan 73, Separate reports were rendered for the
(00. Same at #52, periods 1.14 May 72 and 15-31 May 72.
(11, Same as #46. 70. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 17 Mar 72, p 11-2 to
(2, Memo (C), JGS/J3 to MACDO, 1:1 May 72, 80. Rp-4, F, Sarong, Sub.: Survey of

Sub);Transormaton o RF Goups o But 80.Rpt (U), ij(zv V. P aog uj uvyoSubJ: Transformation of RF' Groups to at- Motivation in the NVAiVC Forces and RVNAF,
tallons, Increacm of STCPs (U), Gp.l. Saigon, May 72.

41:1. Ltr (C), COMUSMACV to Chief, ,IGS, II Jun 81. Same as #77, p 11.2; Same as #78, Rpt (C), 17
72, No Subject, GDS-78, Mar 72, p 11-4; Same as #78, Rpt (C), 18 Apr

(4, Same as #43. 72, p 11-2; Same as #73, pp 11.2 to 11.3; Same
(15 Same as #5, pp VIII.28 to Vi11-25, as #78, Rpt (C), 11) Oct 72, p )11-0.
60, Same as #40, 82. Memo (U), AAGPP-R, undtd, SubJ: Meeting of
07. Bpt (TS), MACDO, 19 Feb 73, SubJ; DO His- JGS/CTC Morale Motivation Committee, 16 Aug

torical Summary for January 1973 (U), pp 41. 72; Rpt (C), # Same as #78, 19 Oct 72.

43, GDS-Not Stated, 83, Same as #73; Same as #78.

08, Ibid. p 48. 84. Rpt (C), Same as #78, 19 Jan 73,

(9. Salle as #43, 85, Same as #78; Ltr (U), GEN Abrams to GEN

70, Mag (5) COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 240900Z Vien, 29 May 72, loci i to See. I1,

Jun 72, Subj: Assessment of ARVN Personnel 8(. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 17 Mar 72, p 111-2;
Status and RVNAF Leadership (U), ODS-80, Same as #73, p 111.3,

11, Rpt (C), MACDP.ADV, 19 Feb 78, Suba: Offi- 87, Same as #77, p 11.31 JTD (U), Aug 72, Subj:
car and NCO Promotion (U), GDS-Not Stated, AAG Joint Table of Distribution, Vol I, Mili.

72, DF (C) MACDP.ADV, 22 Jan 73, SubJ: RVNAF tary and DOD Civilian Strengths, pp 1-47, 50,
Desertion and Desertion Control Programs (U), 67, 03.9
GD0-79, 88, Same as #77, p 111.0; Same as #78, Rpt (C),

73., Rpt (C), AAGPP-R, 11 Jun 72, SubjI Final His. 15 Jul 72, p V.7; Interview (U), MAJ Heldstab,
torical Summary (U), pp 1-u to 1.5bI IDSF Not AAGP-R, by MAJ Walter S, Dillard, MACV
Starte. SMHB, 8 Nov 72, Saigon,
Stated S,89, See, for example, TCS Newsletter #13, 'Janu.,

74, Memo (C), MACC/S, 8 May 72, Sub): s. ary 1072 and Rpt (C), MACT.PP, 14 Feb 72,
tablishment of the Army Advisory Group (U), Subj: Monthly Historical Summary (U), See
Up-Not Stated; Same as #78. Il and loci 1, These newsletters were unclassl.

75, Rpt (C), AAGPP.R 15 Jul 72, Subj: Monthly fled materials, Other examples were attached
Historical Summary (U), pp 11-2 to 11.3, GDS- as inclosures to other reports previously cited
Not Stated; Memo, Same as #74. in this section.

70. Same as #73, Sec 1, pp 5.12, 90. Same as #77, p 111.3; Same as #78, Rpt (C),
77, Rpt (C), MACT.PP, 14 Feb 72, SubJ: Monthly 17 Mar 72, pp 111.4, 111.5,

Historical Summary (13), p 11I1, Op-Not Stated, 91, Same as #78, Rpts (C), 18 Apr 72, & 18 May
"" 78, Ibid., 3) 11-2; Rpt (C), MACT-PP, 17 Mar 72, 72, Sec III,

SubJ: Monthly Historical Report (U), p 11.4, 112, Same as #77, p 111-3; Same as #78, Rpt (C),
•GI)S-Not Stated; Rpt (C), MACT-PP, 18 Apr 18 Apr 72, p 111.3,
72, Subj: Monthly Hlistorical Summary (U), 11, . Same as #78.
p 11.2, GDS-Not Stated; Rpt (C), AAG-PPSA, 94, Sale as #78, Rpt WC), 193 Jan 73, pp V-16,
18 May 72, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary V-10,
(U), GDS-Not Stated; Same us #73, p 11-2; 95. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 18 May 72, p 111-3,
SSame as #75, Rpt (C), p. 11-2; Rpt (C)
AAGPP-R 19 Jun 72, Subj: Monthly Historical 9(I, Same as #73, p 111.4; Same as #78, apt (C),
Summary (U), p 11.2, GD8.Not Stated; Rpt 97. aet 72, p V-.),
(C), AAGPP-R, 19 Oct 72, Subj: Quarterly His- 97. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 10,
torical Summary (U), GDS-Not Stated; Rpt 98, Same as #78, Rpts (C), 19 OQt 72, pp V-10-11,
(C), AAGPP-R, 19 Jan 73, Subji Quarterly & 11) Jail 73, p V-15,
Historical Summary (U), pp IV-5 to IV-0, GDS. 91). Ibid., pp VII-1 to VII-4,
"79, Note: The Army Advisor Group submission 100, Handbook (U), DA, Apr 70, Subj: DA PAM
changed from a monthly to a quarterly report {50-55, Area Handbook for South Vietnam,
"In July 1072. The last monthly report was for p 44:3.
June 72, dated 15 Jul 72, Thereafter quarterly 1lU. Same as #73, p IV.2; Same as #77, p IV-4,
reports were submitted dated 1 Oct 72 and 11) IV-5; Same au #78, Ipt (C), 17 Mar 72, p IV-4,
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& 18 May 72, p TV-3, & 19 Oct 72, pp V.8, V-9, 1,10, Same as #105, p 22.
& i) i•in 7:1, lip V.11, V-12, 111, Same as #77, Ij [V.1; Same as #78, Rpts (C),

102. Same as #100, Same as #8B, Interview (U). 18 Apr 72, p IV-1 & 18 May 72, pp TV-I, IV-2
103, Same as #78, Rpt (C), 18 Apr 72, p V-3, 1 "- & 19 Oct 72, p V-1.

(U), MG 0. H. Woodward, MACV Chief of 132, Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 78, p V.1,
Staff of LTG Nruyen Van Mar,'%. Chief of 1:33, Ibid., p 11.5.
Staff, Joint General Staff, 24 Oat 72. 134, Same as #5, Vol I, pp 1.7 to 1.10,

104.1 Same as *77, p IV.3; Same as #78, Rpts (C), 105, Same as #87, JTD (U), pp 47-70.
18 Apr 72, p IV.3, & 1 Jun 72, p V.2, & 19
Oct 72, pp V.3, V.4, & 18 May 72. pp IV.2, 1,10. Same a #77, pp 1.1, 11.2; game as *78, Ppts
IV-3; Same as #73, Rpt (C), p V.2; Same as (0), 17 Mar 72, p II.1, & 1B Apr 72, p 11-1,

#75, Rpt (C), p V-2. 137, Same as #77, pp VI-1, VI-2.
105, MS (U), Yves J Melanion, CPT USAF, MACV 138, Same as #78, Rpt (C), 18 May 72, pp VI.14,

MHB, 1 Aug 69, "A Brief History of the Acad- 139, Same as #75, pp VI-1 to VI-4,
emies, Collegeti, and Schools of the Central 140. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Oct 72, pp VI-4 to
Training Command, RVNAF," pp 14-15. VI-7,

100. Same as #77, p IV.2; Same as #78, Rpts (C), 141. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 78, pp VI.I,
18 Apr 72, pp IV-1, IV.2, & 18 May 72, p IV.2, VI-2,
& 11 Jun 72, p V-i, & 19 Oct 72, pp V-1, V.21
Same as #78, p IV-1. 142, Sare is #77, pp Vii-1 to VII.3; Same as #78,

107, Same as #106, p 14, Rpts (C), 17 Mar 72, pp VH.1, VII.2, & 19 Apr

108, Same as #78, Rpts (C), 18 May 72 & 19 Oct 72, pp VI[-I to VII-3,

72, pp V.3, V.4 & 19 Jan 73, pp V-1 to V.83 143. Same as #78, Rpts (C), 18 May 72, pp VIII-I,
Same an #73, pp V-1, V-2. VIIH-2, & 19 Jun 72, pp VI-8 to VI.4; Same as
100Same as #75, pp 1V-17.2 #78, pp VIIMI, VII-2; Same as #75, pp VI.4

109, Same as #105, pp 16-17, t I5

110, Same as #78, Rpt (C). 19 Oct 72, p V-3, to VV-I,

111, Same as #78, Rpt (0), 19 Jan 73, pp V.4, V.5, 144. Same as #77, pp V[[I-1 to V1I.6,

112 Saone as # 108, pp 8.10. 145. Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 73, pp VI-.),

113. Same as #77, pp [V.2, V-;11 Same as #78, Rpts 140. Same as #73, p [-11.
(C), 17 Mar 72, p IV-3, & 18 Apr 72, pp IV-2, 147. Some as #78 Same am #75, Rpt (C); Same as
IV-,3, & 18 May 72, p IV-2,

114. Same as #73, pp V.1.2; Same as #75, p V.2; #78, liptm (C), III Jun 72, & 8 Oct 72, & 19

Saini as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Oct 72, pp V.6 and Jan 73.

V.7, 148, Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 73, See VI, pp
115, Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 78, p V.4. V[.12 to VI-1B.

110. Same as # 106, pp 7-8. 149. Rpt (U), CHNAVADVORP, undtd, Subj: US

117. Same am #78, p V.2; Same as #78, Rpt (C), Naval Forces Vietnam (U), pp 1-2,

19 Jun 72,, p V-2, 150, Rpt (t)), CIINAVADVGRP, undtd, Subj:
118, Same an #78, Rpt (Cj, 11) Jan 73, p V-8. Special Thr-ev Part Profile of NAG,

'1 119. Same as #105, Pp 10-11, 151, Chart (U), CHNAVADVGRP, 28 Sep 72, SubJ:
120. Same an #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 73, pp V-9, V-10. Naval Advisory Group Field Organiatiun.
11. S6me u #105, p 15. 152. Rpt (S), CHNAVADVGRP, 28 Feb 78, SubJ:
"1 Sa Command History Input Update (U), p 2, GDS-

, 122, Same as #77, p IV-4; Same am #87, pp 1.24, Not Stated.
1-25. 153. Briefing (5), CHNAVADVGRP, 21 Dec 72,

123. Same as #105, p 20. SubJi End of Year Report on the Status of the
124. Siame am #78, Rpts (C), 11) Jun 72, p V.2, & 19 Vietnamese Navy 1072 (U), pp 1.2, GDS-80,

Oct 72, pp V.4, V-6, 154. Rpt (S), CHNAVADVGRP, 10 Oct 72, Subj:
12•. Same as #105, pp 18-19. NAG Input to MACV Command History (U),
126, Same as #78, Rpts (C), 17 Mai, 72, p VI-3, & pp 7-8, GDS-Not Stated.

18 Apr 72, p IV.4, 155, Same as #153, pp :1.11,
127, Same am #105, p 19. 1111, Same as #154, pp 10-14.
1)8. Same as #78, Rpts (C), 17 Mar 72, p IV-2, & 167. llriefing (C), COMNAVFOIIV, 22 Nov 72, Subj:

a IS May 72, 1) IV-3l, & 19 Oct 72, p V-4, Coimmancders WVI lIJ.Olperation KIlh'rZER1 Wu),
129, Same as #78, Rpt (C), 19 Jan 73, pp 7.8. I1i, 1-11, G()S-7H.
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188. Rpt (U), CHNAVADVGRP, undtd, Subj: Navy 194, Ibid.

Public Affairs Release #305-72, Operation 1115. Same as #185.
MARKET TIME Relieved on Station, pp 1.2. 160. Same as # 181, 4-10 Nov 72.

11). Same as #153, pp 17-18. 107. Ibid,
160. Same as #154, P 15, 198, Rpt (S/NF), AFGP, undtd, SubJ: AFGP His-
161, Ibid., pp 15-18. tory, April-June 1972, (U), GDS-81,
102, Salie as #152, pp 20-33. 199. Rpt (S), AFGP, 14 Jul 72, Subji Project
161. Same as # 153, pp 28-34. CORONA HARVEST End of Tour Report
164. Same as #154, pp 22423. AFGP/XR (U), GDS-Not Stated,

160, Same as # 153, pp 60-68. 200, Ibid.

166. Ibid., pp 37-42, 201, Rpt (C/NF), 7AF, Sop 72, Sub,): Special Survey
(U), Gp-.4

167. Same as #154, pp 25.27, 20(2 , Ibd .
108, Same as # 152, pp 31-32. 203. Ibid.
169, Rpt (C), CHNAVADVORP, 27 Feb 701, SubJ: 204, Sabid as #5, Vol 11, p G-; MACV Command

NNSY Command History Input Update () History, 1909, Vol 1 (TS/NF), p IV-28, Gp-1,
0pp 1-13, GDS-Not Stated, 205, Same as #$5, Vol II, p G.1.

170, Same as #153, pp 69-76, 206, Ibid., p IV-42, p G-9,
171. Msg iTS), COMUSMACV to cJCS, et al, 20,Ii. L V4,P091701, (T) . C SMar 7, • o Assesmet ot RVNAF 207, History 1969, Same as #204, p IV-28 Rpt (C),070930Z Mai, 73, Sub: Assessment JUSMAG-Korea, 10 Jan 73, SubJi ROK MND/

S(U), GDS.8. JCS Highlightp (U), ODS-Dee '79,
172, Rpt (C), Office of the Senior Marine Advisor, 208, Same as #3 p 0.9; Mig (5), COMUSMACV
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ANNEX D

REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM DEVELOPMENT
i U) The year 1972 saw the Republic of 'Vietnam ment at the village and hamlet level were put into

continue to assume more and more responsibility effect during the latter halt of 1972, Finally, land
for the affairs of the country, both in terms of reform and other significant economic programs
national economic planning and in implementation to better the material well-being of the average
iof national policy for security and political and South Vietnamese citizen. In addition to these efforts
economic development at the local level. Although by the Directors of CORDS, MACV also assisted the
the enemy offensive caused setbacks to the pacifi. South Vietnamese at the national level through the
cation efforts, particularly in the areas hardest hit Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Economic Af-
by hostilities, and funds had to be diverted from fairs (MACEA), which Insured that DOD Would
peacetime projects for repair of war damages, the made maximum contribution to the solution of Viet.
Government of South Vietnam continued political namese economic and financial problems, particularly
and economic reforms designed to fulfill the aspira. those with military implications, As the United
tions of the people and win their support. Many State military presence faded after the cease-fire in
long-standing programs, such as the Territorial January 1978, Vietnam was to continue to receive
Forces and the National Police, gained maturity as American economic support but would gain more
their strengths reached authorized levels, Political complete control over the destiny of their national
reforms designed to simplify and streamline govern, development,

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
(U) Although the primary responsibility for US with those described below will demonstrate these

policy and operations in the economy of South Viet- shifts and reflections, An example was the shift
man lies with the Embassy and USAID, MACV had away from diverse and detailed economic analyses 10
the responsibility to support these policies and opera- of the Vietnamese economy and commercial activi.
tions, especially in those areas where military ac- ties toward increased advisory involvement with .
tivities had a direct impact on economic matters the MOND and the Joint General Staff (JGS). This
and where US military presence, programs, and change assured that Vietnamese military activities
assets could contribute to economic stability and not only were consistent with national economic
development, The Department of Defense (DOD) objectives but also made the maximum contribution
was directly involved in four major economic sup- to the matching of Vietnamese economic and
port programs: piaster purchases, which had been financial needs to capabilities,
a primary contributor to Republic of Vietnam (U) At the end of 1971 MACEA consisted of
foreign exchange balances, the provision of mill- the Deputy Chief of Staff, the Asesitant Deputy
tary assistance service funded (MASF) material Chief of Staff, an enlisted office staff, and three
to the Ministry of National Defenge (MOND) the branches: Procurement and Construction, Resources,

construction of the transportation and communica- and Combined Analysis. By mid-1972, as MACVs

ticn infrastructure; and in-country procurement of strength declined, MACEA reorganized into two
goods and services, The Office of the Deputy branches: DOD Programs and GVN Resources and

Combined Analysis, However, as the year progressed,Chief of Staff for Economic Affairs (MACEA) was it became obvious that the Programs and Resources

established to Insure the success of these efforts Branch had developed two distinct functions: DOD
and to provide economic analyses, program coordi- programs and MOND/JGS advisory activities, The
nation, advice, end liaison with US and Vietnamese office assumed the structure of three teams, inter-
agencies, both military and civilian,' acting, but with the following primary activities:

. U) Since Its establishment, the focus of MACEA monitoring, analysing, and reporting to DOD the
activities shifted in response to the missions of the general economic conditions of the Republic; nioni-

f. Department of Defense, the reduction in strength toring, influencing, and reporting to DOD the results
of MACV, and the demands of the economic en- of the five major DOD economic support programs;
vironeient of Vietnam, A comparison of the activi- and monitoring, influencing, and advising MOND
ties described in the 1Y71 MACV Command Histury and JOS on military economic affairs.
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REVIEW OF THE ECONOMY OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, 1972
(t) In broad outline, the 1972 economic situation a long range stimulus to foreign investment in

was dominated by three major events: the business South Vietnam. In brief, this investment law pro-
rece ssion which began in the first quarter, the vided new incentives and broad guarantees far
effocr's of the NVA invasion in the second quarter, eligible investing firms.
aRd the uncertainties surrounding the cease-fire (U) While there were many signs of investment
ntgotiations of the fourth quarter, Before business interest during the year, most investors waited for
activity could respond fully to the November 1971 discernible improvemnts in the security situation,
reforms and changes in legal exchange rate ceilings, Exceptions were exporters, benefiting from the
the NVA invasion had disrupted much of the normal government promotioki campaign, and those firms
economic activity of the country. As a result at engaged in MACV local procurement efforts, Conr-
year's end the economy was still in a depressed con- tinued interest in longer term investment was evi.
dition, with the investor and consumer awaiting out- denced by the large number of loan applications
comes of the cease-fire negotiations, made to the Government's National Economic Do.

RtEPU'iiLIC OF VIETNAM ECONOMIC velopment Fund (NEDF), The NEDF, established
PRIOGRAM AND POLICIES in March with a $VN 10 billion grant of US coun-

terpart funds, approved approximately $VN 3.8

WU) Despite the uncertainty of the future, South. billion In loan commitments covering a wide range
Vietnamese programs and policies continued to ea- of agricultural and industrial projects. However,
ahasize four objectives: development to increase only a fraction of these agreemetnts had been ex.
domestic production so that the nation could sustain ercised and the investments consummated by early
an adequate standard of living, a reasonable level 1973,
of government expenditures, and a reduction in
diependence on US aid; reduction of government MONETARY STABILITY

expenditures to levels supportable by domestic pro- (C) Until 1071, when the rate of retail price V
drction; increase in domestic revenue s to support re- Increases fell to 14 percent, inflation consistently
uluired public programs; and provision of an economic remained above 10 percent per year, The rate for
climate ir, foster economic stability and growth. 1972 was approximately 22 percent as reflected by

(U) The Ministry of National Planning and De- the USAID Saigon Retail Price Index, However,
velopml'.e -completed its four year plan covering the analysis shows that, contrary to the experience
period 1117:3 to 1976, Since the planners were unable of previous years where the inflationary pressure
to conside• the effects of the invasion, much of the was due to Government of Vietnam budgetary de-
ilan needed revision, Limitation in available re- ficits and substantive US expenditures, the price
.&curces also cauniod the 1973 budget to omit many increases were caused in large measure by disrup.
proposed develnpment programs. However, the plan- tions of supply conditions resulting from the NVA
ning process provided the South Vietnamese experl, invasion, deliberate national economic policies such
once for future economic coordination, as exchange rate changes, and the late summer

(IU) During the year the government began a drought,
initJor tr.K reform pro'rrm, with emphasis on equity, (C) Much of the 6 percent increase in price level
simplification, anti increased revenue. Six new tax in the first quarter was attributed to the impact
deecree lawq, including the value-added tax, were of higher exchange rates, increased taxes, and

iromiulktepd, •c•ni the Ministry of Finance substanti- efforts to rationalize price structure by eliminating
!tlly chitinged the excise taxes, In addition, there subsidies, The second quarter saw a pronounced
were efforts to reform and strengthen the adminis- slowing in the rate of inflation with the index
trativc apparatus of the tax system and to im- rising only 1 percent for the period, a pattern
prove the efficiency and integrity nf tax collection which reflected the consumer caution and generally
wid enforcement, stagnant business conditions and followed the in-

IU) One oif the most progressive of the economic vasion. Beginning about the end of June, demand
policies was export promotion, The exchange rate began to pick up, concentrated on foodstuffs, cloth-
for export earned dollars was set a premium above ing, beer, soft drinks, and cigarettes, rather than
the importing exchange rate, In addition, the durables or investment goods, During, the third
government moved vigorously to promote exports quarter, the index rose 11 percent primarily due to
through its new Export Development Center and increases In the price of rice and protein items.
liberalized market risvplopment incentives. In June The fourth quarter had smaller price increases,
the government promulgated a liberal investment predominantly brought about by the interdiction
law to encourage domestic investment and provide of siome of the principal supply routes into Saigon.
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The rise in rice prii-s-, ZI piercent over the year. purchanes,. affected both by the military withdrawal
* was~ dlue to the above factors pulus increased prices and the exchange rate changes, were $US 229 million
*for imported fertilizesr andi insecticides and other as eumaqmsedt to SUS 403 million lit 1971. An extra-

higher produt-tiofl costs. Through 12. February 1973 ordi~sarily high level of personal speniding by service-
prices iincreased (;,r pwerent duie labrgelY to seasonat mien renisaisinx ia-country lestimated at $US 104
*lei incresises, million durning the year or $100 per man per month)

sC ]in adilitioul. the. go)vrnnkviit continued ito and a vmgoirim MACV program to stimulate local
ruts a buisketairy ulefirit. Its expendlitures were esti- priocur~emet of giollda far the RVN'AF (which were
,nitril itL $%N 365, billion for the year, an increase previously offahorelp alim helped to cushion the de-
oif -,%N 14'ts billion o- ci 1917] exiueiditureb. Military C-line in Us8 piaster pairchavss.

* c~~~xpenditturte accountedl for $'N :.110 billion of which U ti)IEPJIC FVETA
*\'N 1-. billion sues direutlv related top the iliva.ioii. MALANC1 EPBC OF PAYENS. q1

and civilian e x ieruidit ure- 'accounted for $%'N 155 (SI'SC OF PAIoMENS 17

hi Ilion,. of whichi -V N !- billin,, was direct ly related sNiim)

to thl: inun-~ion. Although domestic revenues con- Eprs2 mot 4
tinue-1 to cover uiiiy a sinall portion of the total Lprt 2 Ipot 4

nuemphusis wats placed on increas- Invisibies ..... 80 A I D Freight 26
mg s-Ivniuch s neele.Dilsi aes cu-t . h Piaster Purchases 222 Invisibles ... 70

D irectorate (;eiieil of( Taxation anioulteul tos SVN

.75billicmia and other donte.tic revenues totalled TOTAL 332 TOTAL 349
owv *VN ý'1billion. Changes in Reservea iilhceipta - Expenditures): -17
Wo Tototl cxpqaiosioiaryv u~flueiicvpA such asý South Rteserves. Year End

Vietnam mand U$~ eslpvnsituivs and expourts aiouiitetd (Gild aml Ferawa Exchangei: 222
*s A%*.\ 5Vt211 billio.n in 13072. while cootractioatury is,",ie

- fait..r. such us impo.'rts, taxes. andl hanlk 0eposits Ssopoe: Mfi Fqgae:D- I
equialleii $VN 4?C; billion. This mionetary gap of $'tN OIt' The pilightnesa of the 197 drop ($US 17
::- billion was a 11.1 percent increase over last year'ý nillioal in foreign exchange repsserves was viewed

va.a measIure oif the inflationary pressures caused as a amajss, achievement in light 4. the sieveret fall
h.% excessive public and private spending. On the in piaster purchases and was a~tributed to a re-

sthvis hand. ex~pansion of the money suplply fell (Ic~ input level brought about by the rvecesion.
t-, 12 pecrcent fmr the year. compared to 20 percent imrsve ia neptawhhdobdnIa
for 1:17 1 The sliar, decl~ine in dlemand for rredits, in Imressivtga ins finaneia ortr.afers doubed, maind ta
lare. ineasui c muii'son influencedl. resulted in cons- reuto fncilrasie 'kdmilyo

u-svial busiii, vividit tfallit by $VN 5 billion it the the plasiler diepreriatiemax. The doubling of exports

cht third and fo-urth quarters to a total level of to $US 23 million occurred deitpite the loss of moat
* s\*N Ms~ Iillion. mbInk saving)s and time dipuosit.. of the year's rubber production as a result of the

* sireae~lby VN s. milicuto leel f S'N LI fighting in the rubber producing areas. Frozen
11ill-sion Thy Si*ins\ 3? ffec111toilel of these moveent shrimp and logo werv leading export items. ac-

* s. llion to e reoo bis' effectI: blof fren e micltovemeut- countingp for half of the total.
mii! the oucroiil half if (V 72. tC, US economic a&d played a major role in main-

F~iIl-:l.N ?E('r114taiiing a sufficien level of expenditures for non.
defense parpesaea whileo there was an increasing

('p lit the- foreigi, sector, tht Republic of Vilet- allocation of reesource, to security requirementsp.
* timit hail sustainied sto enorntioup. trade dteficit foi Although thes gross nationtal product increased at

iiseaily a d4c-ade, While inipurt.s increased to lito. a 3.6 percent rate per year over the decade. popu-
vile it-oucevs ftor sustaining real income..-, the lation increased at 2.9 percent per year. and govern.
traditional export basev of rice and rubber had ment expenditures; increased over 400 percent. a
silsinost Lieen erasil--. Thu. large import lesvel had been large pertion of which was for defense. UR foresign
fisuinced prim i.iuliay by) the US aid progirani and assistance came primarily front the following

*piupst.r surirha~eý. With the reduction t.d US sources: US aid programs such as the Commercial
S j'pivcseli the South Vietnamese cither would have to Import Program (CMP. the Food for Peace Program
* i~crvapis rxpm.Iýitso suffer a large aeidut-tion of iii. I l'Liaiov. and project aid; IX~)D plastor purchases
* ~ports in orider to sivsold a serious balance of pay- in the Reptiblic of V'ietnamii the Military Assistance

misents, priblilns. Dturimin 11,172 the balanes.- of p~aym~ent- Service Funded Progranm (MASFI, which provided
-stuatiun %%Mps i'eaowblsvl favorable dv~piltv a sharp RVINAI' with military material directly from the
dfecline in pia-ster purchasesit by the 1,S pspirtor. The 178 servirpes: and Third Country Aid.
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1,(ONOMIC ASmWrTANC1. ('Yw 1971 and 1972 growing season dealt a substantial setback to
($WS Millions) prospects for self-sufficlency. Moreover, while there

1 6S7a was a significant increase in rice production, the
CIP Imports ........................... 288 286 rice corp estimates of recent years were overstated,
PL480 Imports ...................... ... ..... 81 132 PL480 rice imports were some 285,000 metric tons
Project Aid ..................................... 90 72 and preliminary estimates for CY 73 Indicate a
DOD Expenditures ................ I......... 403 222 requirement for 410,000 tons, In the fourth quar.
MASF ................................................. 1,717 1,874 ter, reserve stocks were less than one month's

- - supply, and even that level was heavily dependent
Total Commercial upon the timely arrival of scheduled imports and

and Military Aid .......... 2,165 2,rse the uninterrupted flow of domestic rice from the
Source: MACIA Figure: 0.2 Delta, These elements put a continued strain on

rice prices during the year. Nevertheless, the situa-
AGRIICULTUIRAL SECTO(I tion was manageable, and the government had

(C) Agricultural production was clown during the sufficient flexibility to arrange a short term loea
year. This drop was most evident in the production of 10,000 metric tons of rice from its PL480 stocks
of rice, where a combination of intensified hos. when the Khmer Republic faced a severe rice crisis
tilities and erratic rainfall during much of the in September.

DOD SUPPORT PROGRAMS
(C) As a result of National Security Decision the Government of Vietnam economy woee: source

Memorandum 154 (NSDM 15'4) of 17 February 1972, of foreign exchange, experience for the business
which directed that TIS agrencies provide $US 650 community in quality content and specification
million In foreign exchange support to South Viet. standards of the world market, Investments for
nuan, the Department of . Defense (DOD) was re- future conversion to civil use, and utilization of
quired to increase its in-country spending by SUS idle industrial capacity,
(60 million during FY 73. To implement this program
DOD tasked MACV on 2 March to analyte options (C) On 8 January 1972, the off*e of the Ansis-

and provide recommendations regarding which of tant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logis.
the options could be employed to meet the goalv4  tics) authorized the Commanding Officer, US Army
A comprehensive analysis of the possible options Procurement Agency, Vietnam (USAPAV) to pro.
was completed by MACN' and an interim report cure MASF' items from Vietnamese contractors at a
provided on 25 March,:, premium of 25 percent above US delivered prices

" (C) On 2 May, the Secretary of Defense (US price + transportation), MACV had re-
(SECDEP) approved a program to convey the SUS quested such authority as part of the Viet.
(10 million, Termed the Vietnamese Economic Study nam Developmental Propurement Propram (VDPP)
(VES), It consisted of the following elements:" submitted in late CY 71, Subsequently, purchase

OPTION SUN5 MILLION requests for dehydrated rice, dry cell batteries,
Additional In-Country Procurement chambray and denim cloth, itniforms, and field

(ICP) or Goods ............................. 13,0 jackets were advertised for bid, and contracts
Additional In-Country Procurement totalling $US 1.39 million were awarded to Viet.

(ICP) of Services .................. ... 9,0 namese contractors prior to June 30, Purchase re-
MASF/'illitary Construction quests for over SUS 31 million were submitted to

(MILCON ) .......... ........................... .... 8,1 competitive bid and by mid-February 1973 contract
Transfer of Asslstance-in-Kind to awards for such items as dehydrated rice, canned

O&M Funding ........................... 5,2 goods, paint, barbed wire, sandbags, and reinforce-
Direct budget supnrt to the ment bars totalled over $US 201 million, In addi.

0 MOND budget ........................ 114 tions, MACV estimated that a significant potential
Trunsfer of iierap to the existed for additional purchases of dehydrated rice,

(iovcrnmcnt of Vietnam ............ 1313 batteries, pharmaceuticals and textiles,
A(C) ICI' of Services: In order that an additional

TOTAL .......... 60,0 $SUS 0.0 million in service contracts called for in
Source: MACIA Figure: 0.3 the Vietnamese Economic Study (VES) could be

(U) ICP of Goods: The in-country procurement of awurdc'd, OASD (I&L) authorized the USAPAV to
goods program was expanded to nwttt the NSDM sward contracts to Vietnamese firms at prices up
IN4 goals, Among the benefits of this program tno to 26 percent abuve those previously paid uion-Viet.
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namese firms for the same or similar services, The supplemental budget request was reduced by $US 4.84
authority was interpreted to allow the restriction million, thus maximizing the economic benefit of
of solicitations to Vietnamese sources provided a the program. By mid.February, about SUS 3.10
local capability existed, By mid.February contracts million hi funded AIK program had been convw-t-,

totalling SUS 7.5 million had been awarded to local to O&M,
firms for such services as maintenance of facilities, (C) Direct Budget Support: MACV iddntified line
stevedoring, utilities, and aircraft maintenance. items procured by the RVNAF Purchasing and Con.
Because of the cease-fire this represented the maxi. tracting Department (PCD) and with assistance of
mum level of contracts that would be awarded for the Vietnamese designed procedures for carrying
services, out the program. At year end implementation of

(C) MASF/MILCON: The VES provided for an these procedures had not been directed by DOD,
additional $US 8,1 million to be conveyed via MIL. In late January 1973, however, DOD directed that
CON projects in support of the RVNAF, MACV direct budget support not be implemented,
identified projects already under design or in the (C) Scrap Transfer: The VES called for the trans.
planning stares, with an estimated contract value fur of $US 13.3 million in scrap from the US Army
of $US 14,8 million, to satisfy this requirement, Property Disposal Agency, Vietnam (USAPDAVI
By mid-February ten projects conveying approxi. to the Government of Vietnam for support of the
mately $US 4,4 million had been approved and one MOND budgfet, Subsequently, the Prime Minister
contract conveying SUS .023 million had been tasked the Central Logistics Agency (CLA) with
awarded, Additionally, three contracts for the Delta responsibility for handling the disposal operation.
Rock Agency were awarded in early January 1973, A country-to-country agreement was signed on 14
Totalling $US 1,06 million, the contracts were for December 1972,. USAPDAV estimated that over
rock and rock transportation, 80,000 short tons of scrap would be transferred by

(C) Transfer of Association-in-Kind (AIK) to the end of June 1973, with new generation erti.
Operations and Maintenance (O&M: The original mated to be 5,000 short tons per month, Unre.
goal of SUS 5,2 million was reduced to $US 4.8 covered scrap ammunition brass located throughout
million In order to permit continued AIK support of the country was included in the scrap to be trans.
Korean forces, Additionally, the CY 72 Vietnamese ferred.

MILITARY-ECONOMIC INTERRELATIONSHIPS
(U) MACV advisory efforts to the Ministry of sources were to be used for military purposes only,

National Defense (MOND) and the Joint General Commercial activities such as the trading, Indus.

Staff (JGS) relating to the economic interface trial production, transportation, or storage of goods

between the military and civil economic sectors for profit were strictly prohibited unless authorized

Increased during 1972 with a number of significant by competent officials. In addition, the RVNAF
policy decisions promulgated, was required to support national economic develop-

ment efforts through maximum procurement of
N)NONPARTICIPATION BY THE local products through open bids; suspension of
MILITARY IN COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES efforts to produce commodities which private on.

(U) Thu decision by the South Vietnamese Cabinet terprises are capable of providing; and prohibition

on 23 Mlarch 1972 that the military would not parti. of the use of RVNAF facilities for commercial

cipate in commercial activities led to the formation purposes,

of a joint RVNAF/MACV committee on 4 May 1972 RVNAF COMMISSARY SYSTEM
to draft a MOND directive constraining these activi- (U) A joint RVNAF/MACV committee was
ties, Both the Vietnamese Government and the US established in February 1)72 to develop a RVNAF
Mission were concerned because the RVNAF was Commissary/Exchange Department Operating Policy
participating in a number or business activities Statement (1972-1076).1' The draft statement was
such as the Soldiers' Mutual Aid and Savings Fund completed on 28 February 1972 and was subse-
which had the potential for making an adverse quently coordinated with the JGS/MOND and the
impact on the growth of private enterprise in the US Mission. This statement delineated pricing poli-

0 Republic of Vietnam, After a series of meetings cies, patron eligibility, scope of operations, and
by this committee, a MOND directive to the JGS management and control procedures. After review
was issued on 24 August 1972., and extensive coordination, the statement was issued ,;

iUj This directive affirmed the principle that the by the MOND as a directive to the JGS on 26
RVNAF's manpower, material, and financial re- October 10)72, Since the RVNAF Commissiary/Ex-
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change Department was the largest business In Cummittee felt that the best means of distributing
Vietnam with approximately one-fourth of the the funds would be through a percentage increase
Vietnamese people either authorized patrons or de- in base pay rather than a lump sum Increase for
pendents, its economic impact was considerable, all personnel an had hoen done in the past. A
MACV? expected that the statement would assist percentage Increase distributes the funds proper-

*the Commissary/Exchange Department in fulfilling tionally to re-ponsilbility thereby increasing the In-
an Important role in economic development, centive for promotioi., The first interim report was

I(VN~ FAR PRORAMsubmitted to the Minister of National Defense,'51
l(VNl~ 'AR l'lO(,(AM(U) The Committee also recommended that a Na-

tUi RVNAF farmis were established on n con- tional Salary Pay Board be established to review
traiiaed management basis In 1968 to provide sup- and adjust military and civil service pay annually
pleniental foods to serviceimen and their depend, to Insure that the s torcandrd of living keeps pace
ents anti t~o provide vocational training, The scope with economic growth,
of the farm programand 51its potential impact on JU) On 11 September 1972 the Prime Minister,
private sevtor agricultural development elicited un- Republic of Vietnam, Issued a decree prepared on thefavorable comment front the US Mission, which basis of the Committee's recommendation for a 52
believed that the domestic marketing system would percent Increase in base pay to bolster performance
be enhanced ft the military eistablished procurement and motivation incentiver.,11 This Incretase, eff ec*

stadadsfo te ocl aret ad ssstd n he tive I Spebr12,raised RVNAF pay ap-
development ofthese markets. Two events in par,. proximnately $VN 20 billion annually,
ticular stimulated an In-depth examination of (U) Phase 11 of the Committee's work involved
this progtramr, Th'e 2:3 March 1972 decision of the investigating various means of Improving andViotinunivst, Cabinet that the military should nrot simplifying the RVNAF Pay and Allowances Sys-
partieipate In business activities established the tent to make it logical, comp~rehensive, and equit-
prinviclirC that large scale, centrally managed form. able, and to help promote professionalism within
hing acitivities wvrt, Inappropriate, Further, the NVA the RVNAF, On 2:3 November the second interim
invasiti of 10ii72 brough ta reialization that militarv report wats submitted with a number of recoin-
nmanpowvr shokild be used to accomplish militarv mendationg which were designed to accohplish the
'rhject~ives rntho, than to farm, Committee's goals, Among the Important recoin-

ill) After Liti- Combined Committee oni HVNAF mendlationst were revision of the regular and Terri..
PamticipaHtlor I Ill sns 11LKIIK bitotrpriseA suggested that tonial Force base paty schedule, to include member
these activitik-s vouiI be eliminated, MOND decreed vomponent of the cost of living allowance In base
that liquidation hr- completed not later thanm :11 De- pray at the low cost of living rate, and making
cenbiber 11172, Althougth plIans mid actions were hii promotion Increases equal to or greater than iou.
progres-s towardlt meetinw. this taLrget, teechnical proh. gevity iticivntiase In addition. dependents' allowances
lems linvoilvd- it, auc-tioning some of the properties were consolidated to incorporate the various allow-
required the final tornrirration dlate ito be postponed ances Into a simple payment schedule. Finally, it
to :11 March 1117:1.11' was r-ecomnmended that the dependents' allowances
COMBlINED) coMwl'l"Fl ON be paid for, at maximum of four children for each 0,
IlVNAF PAY I'IROt'EhINTS moldier effective 1 January 11176,1 ;1

(U) The third and final task of the Committee l
(U) In May 10372 a Combined Committee onl was to investigate in kind rations and the retire-

HVN'AF Pay Improvements was suggested by the ment system. After a study of how the soldier in '
Minister of National Defense and concurred with garrison was fed the Committee recommended that

* by ('OMUSMACV in June 11)72, for the purpose of the Republic of Vietnam discontinue the rice allow-
dmeveloping. a ctomprehentive pay' proprosal to assure ance and replace It with a money allowance ad-
ounstant purchasing power for the Republic of Viet- jointed quarterly to prevent erosion of the allowance
nam Armed Forces (IIVNAFt by periodic pray In. by Inflation. Further, It wats recommended that the
creases. The Combined Committee as z'ornied in- typti of ration allowances be simplified and that
ioledw reprosintatives froni tht- MONDI, thed - IGS, the tresh food ration allowance be inereasoed to
mmmd 71ACV.~1 i miore adequately ineat the nutritional needs of the

*W ( U lmrc the (;oviernmarrt of Victitum could niot soldier, In its recommendations for a revised retire-
secuire suffivient funds to rostore full purchasing miert pay system, the committee felt that the bonus

*power, the pimoblem was4 to determine just how annuity systemi was at disincentive for a profes-
much was uvailabiLe for an, HVN AF pay Increasle, slonal armly anld too expens~ive: In its place a
ainI thenr how it shouitld blw distributed. Onred It was graduatord retirement iystemi was recommendled
rvecledv that $\'N (lo. billion was available, the which would reward longer service with proportion-
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ally greater retired pay. In addition, the reeommen- Study Committee, the MACV Mobilization Study

dation was made to allow reserve and regular Committee, the Combined MOND/MACV Manpower
personnel to retire under the same rules., On 16 Mobilization Committee, and the MACV Mid-
February GEN Weyand concurred with the recom- range Forces Structure Committee reflect this new
mendationa of Phase III and the MOND drafted a focus,
decree to implement the recommendations. Signing (U) The MACV Demobilization Study Commit-
of the decree was expected In March 1973, tee was organized at the direction of COMUSMACV

(U) In September 1972 a combined MOND/JGS/ on 5 March 1972 to develop alternative RVNAF
MAC.V committee was constituted in tesponse to a demobilization concepts In outline form; analyze
request by the Mininter of National Defense. economic implications including employment, price
MACEA wad given MACV staff responsibility. The stabilization, fiscal policy, and supporting assistance;
combined committee was tasked with establishment and identify specific areas for further planning, The
of a National Defense Planning System (NDPS), Committee, chaired by MACEA, included representa.
development of planning guidance for the MOND tires from MACDP, MACDO, MACCORDS, AAG,
Four Year Plan (MFYP), and design of a Program and MACCO.
Management System. It held Its first meeting on (U) The need for such a study wast prompted

(U) During October, the committee held several because demobilization involved complex issues with

full tessiono, initially to review and evaluate present potentially significant impact on national security,
national defense plunning and budgeting procedures political cohesion, and economic stability as well

and documents. By late October the combined com. as development opportunities. Important considera.

mittee had developed a methodology for accomplish. tions included fiscal constraints, ability to imple.

ing its assigned tasks. The committee established ment effective programs when the need arose,
a set of specific desirable improvements, Includingi utilization of human resources to foster economic

development of a comprehensive four year plan and development, and the need to assure servicemen,
annual planning update cycle; selection of military veterans, and dependents that the Government of
goals, strategy and force structure design; and de- Vietnam could phase into a prosperous peace in an
velopment of specific MOND/JGS military, man. orderly fashion with a minimum of personal hard.
agement, and developmental objectives and programs ship,

11 for relating plans to budgets, These Improvements (U) The final report was approved by COMUS.
included adoption of characteristics of the US MACV on 11 July 1972, An abbreviated version of
planning, programming, and budgeting system the study was approved by the US Embassy on 17
(PPBS), particularly the comprehensive PPBS cycle, August 1972 and forwarded by MACV to JGS on

'- expanded comptroller organizations, the addition 28 August 1972,111

"of programming capabilities, and a complete output (U) MACV Mobilization Study Committee: On
oriented program budget structure and fiscal code, 30 May the Ambassador requested that a commit-

(U) By November the committee had broken into tee be formed with MACV, USAID, and US Embassy
msma!ler working subcommittees to design the NDPS ,,,presentatives to get the relevant information and
"PPBS cycle, the initial MFYP, and a CY 74 program to address issues concerning mobilization, student

"* budget, In December the committee finalized Its deferments, and the status of universities, The
., report which by the end of the month had been following day COMUSMACV indicated that the

staffed through the major MACV staff agencies study should include information concerning man.
preparatory to presentation to COMUSMACV, power requirements, procurement, distribution, and
-MOND and JGS staffing and presentation to the training capabilities. On 7 June COMUSMACV was
Prime Minister occurred during January 1973,1', briefed on the final study t1

(U) Although this report was originally intended (U) The study concluded that:
"to be an interim report, the combined committee -There was an adequate manpower and training

* was dissolved with its publication, NDPS and base for Vietnam's mi]itary manpower requirements.
MlF'YP activity continued under MOND and JOS -aA new, comprehensive mobilizatiow law was

supervision with active advice and monitoring by needed,

US agencies.
-Major chenges In higher education policies and

MILITARY MANPOWER student deferments were required,

(U) During the year military manpower issues -- Increased effo't.4 were necessary to insure that
became a major focus of MACEA efforts, The draft criteria and mobilization quotas were strictly
activities and reports of the MACV Demobilization and impartially enforced.
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(U) In August In response to r'commendations r(ONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE RVNAF

by the MACV Mobilization Study Com'mittee, a r',m. MIDRANGE FORCE STRUCTURE STUDY'"
bined MOND/MACV Manpower Mobilization 0om. (U) By the end of July after eight months' ex.
mittee Directive established a MOND/MACV perience with the MACV/JG8 RVNAP Force Struc-
Manpower Mobilization Committee for the primary ture Review for 1973, it became clear that the
purposc of developing a new mobilisation law. The MOND and JGS lacked plans for demobilization,
Combined Committee held its first meeting on 7 lacked a rationalization of the mobilized force strue.
September, On 13 October the entire committee was tare, and lacked an adequate appreciation of the
briefed in the final proposed law, and on 21 Decem. effects of RVNAF force levels and MOND budget
ber the law was promulgated by the President of vostR on the national budget (necessitating deletion
Vietnam,1 or cutback of many desirable programs). Partially

(U) The mobilization law, although it established in consequence of MACV perception of these prob.
the service obligation for all males of the Republic, lema, a MACV study group was created to devise
pertained specifically to those brought IDLU the an optimal RVNAF force level and structure for
service by conscription and replaced the several the FY 74.78 period which would deal adequately
lawn and decrees then In effect which had restricted with the threat by balancing military requirements
applicability, Further, it rationalized the service against other national resources needs, allowing
obligation to include definition of mobilization modest economic development objectives to be met,
statuo, and provided for terms of service, a reserve At the least, it was realized that real per capita
force, and realistic draft age vulnerability, as well an output must increase slightly over the period,
rest.ructutped deferment categrories to meet mobill. MACEA performed a detailed economic analysis of
zation StAtu., twelve scenarios, each involving a hypothetical

W)(U However, the task of studying demobilization, trace of force levels and composition through time,
,icluded in the diruective establishing the committee, with appropriate national expenditures and US aid
had not been addressed and the personnel manage- inputs. Economic effects for each scenario were
ment aspects of a release from service program for gauged and compared, It was concluded that a
all mervicennnii remained to be studied, Therefore, significant reduction In RVNAF strength was
the committee continued to meet to study these needed to a&sist in maintaining the Republic's mal.
Kubjects, The plan was for the study to be com. vency and national economic viability, and that the
pleted by the end of February 1973, at which time creation of a ready reserve of citizen-soldiers would
it would he staffod through other Vietnamese give a rapid response capability in meeting renewed
ministries, hostilities, at a much lower budget cost.

"OTHER MACEA ACTIVITIES
""('ONTIHLITrlION IND)UST'iIY I)EVELOPMENT MONITORING THE VIETNAMESE ECONOMY

(17) The efforts of the Joint MACViUSAID/(iVN WU Taxation: MACEA monitored South Viet.
* Committee for the Development of the Industry of nar's efforts to increase domestic tax revenues and

Construction (CDIC) begun in April 1971 bore fru- stimulated efforts on the part of the US Mission
Ition during the fit-st six months of 1972, Three fully and the Ministry of Finance to conduct a major
operational industrial sites (Da Nang, Sumpco, and overhaul of the domestic tax program. A study
Blnh Thuy) were transferred to the Vietnam Engi- of existing and proposed taxes and a consideration
neering and Construction Company (VECCO), In of their current and future potential in increaming
"addition, following extensive study and coordination, domestic revenues was prepared by MACEA and

. a CDIC developed plan for transfer and use of the used by the US Embassy and USAID in advising the
"Saigon lidand Depot facility was approved by the Ministries of Finance, Economy, and Interior on tax
Vietnamese Cabinet, COMUSMACV, and the Direc- improvement, The continuing monitorship of present
tor, USAID. The northern portion, consisting of and proposed tax measures by MACEA economists
maintenance and rebuild shops, a power plant, repair served to keep OSD informed on this subject and an-
parts, a storage area, and headquarters building, msitd in the vitalization of Government of Vietnam
was transferred to VECCO, VECCO also received measures to increase the tax base, improve collec-

. over 1,000 pieces of equipment ancillary to the in. tion efficiency, reduce corruption and tax evasion,
dustrial sites and Saigon Island as well as 850 pieces and increase the yield of the total tax package,
of major construction equipment for an equipment Partly as a result of these efforts, tax revenues
rental pool. for 1972 were :17 percent greater than in 1971. Most
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signifivant was tilt poitsags. under Preslidential foreign exchange requirements alid the performance
E~mergency Powers of six new decree laws; revised of other parameters In the economy and were belied
Income tacx, rural antd urban property tax, vehicle on a macroeconomic model of the Vietnamese econ.
eirvulation tax, hushineti license tax, registration orny designed by MAE.1

4tax, and value-addled tax, all promulgated ill Lice (U) Critical to the success of DOD's In-country
fourth quacrter. Trhe Mincister of Finance modified procurement program and to the longer term
vxcist tax regulationm to place all excises an an ad economic development In Vietnam wait an efficient
valorem bahis, The foregoing taxes, together with monetary system. Consequently, MACICA under.
strengtthene~d vifor-illennt, planned inereaiesl Ill took an extensive unalymIN of Vietnamn's monetary
staffing, and Improved tax censust would assist the systemi and made recommendations to streamline
R iepublic (fVietnam to reach the 19)75 goal of banking regulations, to channel credit to productive

fianin 6 preii, fgovernment expenditures sectors of the economy, and to effect a more favor.
from domestic' tax revenues, able balance of payments environment. These

G011CHNNENT F VITNAMproposed reforms provided a government working
A~~I~ND NIJCNI BUDG~ETrA committee with the initial basis for discussions

ANI)MONI BUIGETconcerning Republic of Vietnam monetary reforms.
4 (C) MACKIA nionitortod thc' Republic' and Minis.

try of Defense' budget growth, allocationi, and] 011tlt'YFis REPiORtT
deficit oti a volitinuilig basis, for thlt following (U) In order that, the US Army might contribute
purpioest: to Inform Sl~~IJ~I nid (CONUSMACV to the university level educational system In South
of slgiidifcvact ti~erti' tu Influence the Budget, Vietnam, Dr, Lot S. Dreyfua, President of the 'Uni.
sc-retening Iluard'it deliberations on use of counter. versity of Wisconsin at Stevens Point, accompanied
11411. fundlls ful- budget suplport; t14 uvaihinlit th4' in1. the Secetastry of the Army on his trip to Vietnam
plicaltliuns and effects of cdefellse expenditures on in January, During his visit he was briefed by
G~overnment of Vietnam resource availabilities MACV, USAID, and South Vietnamese officials. In
and the Vietnamllese evonom¶yt und to- advise the addition, he met with university officials through.
Governiment of Vietnam (in financial control, cost out thie country and toured US military facilities
1-tifuctiol:, and ecollnoic 8tabililiation. In the longer considered suitable for transfer to educational In.
VAnge, progratm budget and controi tuehnilques of stitutions,. Following his visit a Joint MACV/US.

tihe Vietnamesivie Nlfensoe Planning System and the ARV/USAID ad hot committee on higher education
denloblilizaton and reserve force planning efforts was established to study and implement, where
were expected to assist In future budget reductions, feasible, the recommendations made by Dir. Dreyfus

PltOl~C'ED OI(E~iN ll)following his visit, Subsequently, ovaer $US I million11ROECTE FORIGN ll)in e~coei nmilitary equipment wait transferred to
(U) In blay and ,Junc, of I11)72 MAC'IA ocfficers institutions such as the Vietnamese Agricultural

participatted In preparing long range projection of Center at Thu Duc, the National Technical Center-
the grrowth of the Viuttnaamese economy. These pro. In Saigon, and the Universities of Saigon, Hue, and
Jectiotsc prepared for use In the rY74 USAID Coon. Canl Thy. In addition, a US facility, Comp Doesema,
try Field Submission, were designed to measure the wast transferred to the University of Hue.

SUMMARY
(1-1 As the year ended the Vlietnatmese evoniomy the private business sector, DOD programs aided

hat: survived the initial effects of the NVA Iin. ili stabilizing and develophin the economy, and the
*vaslton, Its resilience uncler the impact of this blow US drawdown progressed without economic crisis

Indicated the strength of the busiv ecollnly dlespite or unacceptable labor dislocatlon, With the draw.
vontinuiing retcessiion, considerable Inflation, and the clown of US8 military presence MACKA not only
uncertainties or the cease-fire, Reducing reliance on continued to monitor alid advise on the impact of
UiS atid and] the denmandis of econlomic dev-elopmenplt military actions onl the Vietnamese economy, but
renlildin'dl its nifjor challenges, Vit'Linai,.atioul of also worked towardsi transfe rrintil its functions to
tile economy had taken gtreat stridv~ since MACEA other agencies of the Republic in continuance of the
JoinedI the ecolonomic eum uunity Iin late 1 1170, Tax, US Vietnialilzationl policy.N

'4investment, exchange riate, andi other reformis were (U1) With the signing of a cease-fire the functions
implemented. The military learned to consider of MACEA were tratnsferred to the Plans and Co.
the economic and fitiancitil ccuusequencen of Ito ordination office of the Defense Attache Office
policies and was desisting Iin its vompetition with and MACEA ceased operationm onl lt February 19)78.
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COM~tL1ITYDEFENSL .4NI) LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
W) Am the. Anierle' t hool withdrawal continued for rtrengthenlng the existing constitutional strue.

throughout 1972U, thi.t, (oorwnmtnt of Vietnamn moved turns, especially basic local government Institutionls,
towurd~ gleuwv.ii IýLf .'ulvency In Military strength, muid improving local administ~ration, Constitutional
ptoliticali stithility, end gucial and economic develop. institutions from national to local levels were to
nientM.' Sv irty IIn Vietnam improved; th gven be Inmproved inI ordler to encourage those citizeiia

unuit tKAsuintiv an Incrmeased share of the' security having' a lmtfltl of responsibility, a belief in donio.
aiid development rolesi that they, had formerly clitVai', and at Wood educational background to run too-
tilitrud w~th the Unmite.d States, Decreasing Amern. ifliwtion or to atiup~t appointments to woveitiment
vant munliowur levvls ucmi urnigd this movement, agencies, The Giovernment of Vietnamji sought to
Eachm vvnr since 11)(111 thy Vietnamese haid imicreaseti develop inI every citizen a se~nse of responsibility
their contribution to the priepatration of the annual and respect for the law, am well as it Rettae of do-
Commnunity Defense' and Local Developmient Plan, moc-racy, in order to create a mound democracy Iii
Bly 19171 the plaim shifted the major emphasis from South Vietnami and at the samme time to develop

* sec4UrIIIty tolleiUtioits to tIIIIlstling And ImprOovingI poll. stability andi piomote prosperity. AdministratIve
tieal wmil ttwontbild dit'velopmnl~it. Although security procedures were to be simplified as much as pop,
rymuiiwd 111t inIII11tortnt parnt of thlt pacification sible, and the moral and intellectual ciualltium of
effort, prugrogis III this itrea permitted the changle government cacre were to be emphanlizd. The
of foeosM national government also desired that a sense of

U i Theum eautioii of the 1917 plan created a political democracy and an antitcom1MUhist sPpirt
ft'umdintiom for ftirthea ploprvm~ In Piteificaiton. A be developed among the people so that they inight
manjor ite~p lam lung tL'tii pmlanninlg was achieved conduct an effective political struggle against the
wihi the creationui of the first conmprehetnsive multi. Communists, The Saigon administration also warned

* yvati plan for iliveloinnent, the Four Year Commu. uif the need'to develop greater national unity against
itity lIefnse. aind Locil iDc'velopmemt. Plan (CtD)L the Communists by concentrating the will and ac.

*for the yvmni, 11172 through 1105. The plan was tiono; of the people at all levels for the purpose of
designedl to create vowimitiolis under which a real and attaining national security and economic develop.
lasting pence could be uehieveti, with freedow and meat.

* ipuLsiwriIy for t; pmeople. A lied at coiisolidiitiuig IC) Through local Relf-development, the Itepublic
Seicuittre 41Us4 Witll liiomotiflg local development III of Vietnam sought to assure prosperity for all by'

cuter o ufucivv~' uluom naionl eonoic developing the local economy, gradually reducing
It wlogL.aS do aiai1. (it- foot yearis of the plan. It ad- dependency on foreign aid, and advancing toward
dres.-sed three Iacenks of action which reflected the self-sufficiency,' The plain noted that adequate,

*three mthjvctives tof thy progratm: local seolf-defenwy, security and a guarantee to adhere strictly to all
locidl self.woveritm~ent, and locail melf-dovelopmuat. trade contracts and economic agreements would in-

tCI The lputlese1m of local self-defense was to spire the confidence of foreign businessmen and
conusoilthitt. siuture arutoeu andt to extend soecurity and encourage them to Increase their investnments In the

* liomtipurity to oidditional areas. The Glovernment of Republic of Vietnam, Moreover, under the plant
Vitinutim icutliyet that wheother the Vietnam will foreign anti domestic investment would be en-

* nude)vi by tinegeialotiui or died down glauluullly, the couragutd. Trie ratio of public Investment to public
A ~namiomd uful eeta effort ievedt to Insure territorial expenditures would be Increased to 15 percent by

secur-ity "Ild ploevent remmoeweui communist. aggrem- the lest year of the plan in 11075, The govornmnent
K10o1. Thy 1a1t0t1111l miefense. pirogranm, Including folvec aiso ptlannedi for the gross national product to
level daminnimug, had tio hake into accounit the war Increase by six percent In each of the finst threv

* s~~ituaitinuit ititaiatioimal cupmtbilititum The country yvers of the plan. 1972 to 11)74, and by seven pea.
needetd to nmaintamin sufficient strength to fulfill vent in the last year, 2975. The real income of each

* iitictlAU01l defenseQ requiremnents, but this strength c'itizen was planned to increase by three percent
hadl to be ma111intained on the basis of a citizen arm\- iii eacii of the firmt three years and by four percent
tu ailieviaatt tile naitionul budget burden, The plan ini the fourth year, Exports were to be developed
envimioinet thy, contlinuous Ilmpirovemilent of terini in order to Incretase earnings of foreign exehhainu
WHOi~ socurity by totatlly eliminathing thy enemy while minimizing the deficit inI the balancve of trade,
sturet zolics und bases; breakiiatg up all enemy maiin The plan celled fur the developmoont of agrivul-

* force units. regional units, and guaerrilla unitsc and tural and Industrial enterprises to increase exports
* elimInati ng tihe Viet Cong infractaucture In the teiti- and product-4 for competition with foreign goods.

ttny u~f the' Republic of Vietnam. At the samnt timte, en equitable tax structure would
((.' I The ohijective of local self-government called he established to satisfy domestic needs. Taxt re.
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venuu3 were tW be increased by striving to ensure Development Council (CPDC), having the ultimate
that all citizens made fair contributions, This would responsibility fur the implementation of the four
enable local government to obtain enough resources year plan. The President of the Republic was the
to carry out all of its developmental programs, The chairman of this council and provided leadership
domestic tax rate was scheduled to rise from 12.5 and guidance for the governmeai ial &inistrles and
percent of the gross national product of 1970 to 25 agencies involved. The regloottl and provincial
percent In 1975. Price increases were to be held Pacification and Developmeni Councils provided
to about ten percent each year.22  local officials with an expeditious invans of bring.

(U) The Government of Vietnam oet up a special Ing their problems to the attention of the President
organlsatlonal structure (Fig, D-4) to tackle this and the Prime Minister, it theme could not be solved
ambitious program. At the highest level of national by the lower councils themselves, Despite the enemy
administration was the Central Pacification and spring offensive, as 1972 wore on an increasing
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number of problems were solved at a lower level In Saigon for dealing with the ministries of the I

by coordination and cooperation between the pro. Goverment of Vietnam on policy matters,. Because
vincial administrations and the Province Pacifica. both Americans and Vietnamese realized that mili-
tion and Development Councils. tary security was the stepping stone toward further

(U) To advise and assist this Gooirnment of econvtnic -id social development, the responsibility
Vietnam structure, the United States Mission de- for CORDS operations was placed under the United
veloped a parallel advisory organization In which States military commander. On 80 June 1972 JUS-vopd aOparallel adCivisoryporgaations ind whal DePAO was dissolved and replaced by a United States
MACV'e Office of Civil Operations and Rural De . Information Service office in the US Mission, This
velopment (CORDS) was deeply involved. The entailed the termination of public affairs advisory
CORDS advisory effort focused on all levels of the functions to the Government of Vietnam and the
organization for implementing the plan, At the na- withdrawal of United States Information Agency
tional level other MACV directorsates were involved; (USIA) personnel from CORDS. The Information
the MACV Deputy Chief of Staff for Economic Af- Service maintained a presence in the four military
fairs (MACEA) was responsible for advising govern- regions, however, to carry out normal USIA func-
mental ministries and other agencies on economic tions, and CORDS advisory teams used their tech.

"I development, MACEA was primarily concerned with niMaW advice and resources for the support of
macroeconomic matters while CORDS concentrated pacification objectives.

Son local development both political and economin. (U) At the national level CORDS and USAID
S(U) In 1968 the advisory effort had been shared maintained a close relationship as partners in the

by MACV and several American civil agencies, The American effort, USAID provided the technical
prinary civil agencies were the United States Agen- advice and guidance to the national government
cy for International Development (USAID) and the for long range programs, particularly in the area
Joint United States Public Affairs Office (JUS- of development, The CORDS advisory effort focused
PAO), During the mid.1960s a lack of coordination on community oriented programs designed for im.
among these agencies resulted in conflicting advice plamentation at the province and municipal level,
and ineffective use of resources, particularly at the (U) Building upon the success of previous paci.
province level. In November 1966 all the field ele. fication plans, the Government of Vietnam began
ments of the civil agencies were brought under a efforts in 1971 to obtain the participation of the
single system of management, the Office of Civil people in local self-defense, self-government, and
Operations (OCO). Subsequently, President Johnson self-development, These three objectives were the

. directed the formation of COROS in 196', unifying main thrust of the 1972.1975 four year plan, This
the field advisory elements of American civil and plan continued the emphasis on local affairs and
military agencies in Vietnam, USAID, JUSPAO, self-help and stressed political, social, and economic
and the MACV advisory elements, however, main. efforts to consolidate government control and sup.
tained their separate Identities and separate staffs port,'

OVERVIEW
LOCAL SELF-DEFENSE possible from populated areas through the use of

(U) The first objective of the four year plan, local offensive tactics against enemy bases and by

self-defense, was to consolidate secure areas and counter-guerrilla maneuvers to prevent enemy In-
to bring currently contested areas under govern- filtration, Popular Force soldiers, operating in
ment control, Units operating sporadically in non- platoon size units, provided an active defense force
secure areas failed to provide meaningful security; to protect the people from the enemy, They pro.

Sthe units had to remain in the area, building vided security for villages and hamlets, protected
operating bases if necessary, and providing pro- lines of communication and important installations,
tection day and night, collected intelligence information, and trained the

(U) This required a heavy commitment of regular People's Self-Defense Force. The Regional and
troops, consequently hampering the war effort Popular Forces numbered over 500,000 soldiers in
afiainst enemy main force units. Therefore, the first 1972, more than half of the total military strength
element of local self-defense, territorial security, of the Republic of Vietnam,24

was provided at the province and lower levels by
the Regional Forces and Popular Forces. Regional People's Self-Defense Force
Forces, operating primarily in company size units, (U) After the Viet Cong attacks of Tet 1968,
conducted offensive operations against the enemy, thousands of Vietnamese citizens requested that the
Their mission was to keep the enemy as far as government provide them with firearm. so that they
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could form their own self.defenme groups. To enable participants. Because it was a people's organisation,
the local people to protect themslves from enemy the PSDF had a cohesive influence in the local com-
activities, the national administration established munity,
the People's Self-Defense Force (PSDF) in late (U) Even though the PSDF program was suc-
1908, Since that time over 000,000 weapons had cessful, some problems remained to be solved, One
been issued to the PSDF, Through extensive train- problem was a weakness in the area of military
ing, these unpaid civilians developed into an effec- skills, To alleviate this, the government planned
tive deteri ont to enemy activity directed at hamlets, intensified trahiing of the combat PSDP. Another

(U) The PSDF was more than a defensive force, problem common to all the South Vietnamese armed
It wai divided into two branches, combat and asup. forces and shared by the PSDF was motivation, To
port. The support branch was the larger and was solve this, plans were made to recognise achieve.composed of women, youths, and elders who worked ment and to provide political education, Weakness
with the combat members on local self-development In the area of leadership was addressed by planning
projects, as well as' assisting them in defense, comprehensilve training of team leaders,
Basically under the control of the village chiefs, (U) The Government of Vietnam had long recog.
the PSDF wal a masm orranization at the village nized that expansion of area security depended on. and hamlet level with over four million active the efficient use of the forces that were available, .

SI
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National Police deployed at village leVel 460111boted to easti detente, A Mm botbe of the People'$ kitalf.Defane 114111 of TIM6s, 061111
village III Is 11MaaN ploencoa pauses to dilcull doetent plant *1ih Nathiontle Policemen,

To Kassist in reaching; the groals of the four year villages In which a census had been completed by
plait in% thiis tirea, territorial security objectives the Ministry of Information, by the end of 1972.
were nasigned, The. first extended security into However, completion of this goal in Military Region
areas. tha~t were only\ partially controlledl the 1 was5 impossible due to the asecurity situation fol-
Liecond provided security for resettlement of valu. lowing the NGUYEN HUE Offensive,

-able land Areas that had been given up in the past; (U) As the police gradually assumed additional
and the iast objeutive esktablished contrnI of land responsibility for local security with the Territorial

*and lines of communication linking the aveas Forces, Increased emphasis was placed on urban
mentionied above with other lend areas, This was and rural patrolling with the ashistance of the
necessary to the progress of pacification.98 PSDF and the Field Police, The provision in Do.

Nalioal Poiceere* Law 120 stipulating that village polies station
Natioal Plicechiefs were to rerve concurrently ss deputy village

(UT) In addition to the Territorial Forces and chiefs for seicurity wats Implemented countrywide.
the PSD1', the government had available the primary Initial reports from the field indicated no serious
law enforcement agency In Vietnam, the National problems. The civil low enforcement role of the NP
Police (NP), numburing approximately 120,000, witt concentrated againtnt subversive Activities and
Trhe NP accomplished a directed and progressive Nodaol evils, with specific emiphasis on narcoticAt A
extension of police resporteibility for local soicurity signi1fica~nt filProvement in the quality And Scope
in conjunction with Territorial Forces, Approxi- of training and in recruiting standards wats plan-
innately 30,000 policemen were deployed at the village nced to enhance the prafessional Image and overall
level. NP stations were to be completed In all secure quality of policemen. New training courses were
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planned to provide introduction to management am well am (hetors, teachers, religious leaders, and
systems, with particular emphasis on middle level technicians, demonstrating the determination of
management and leadership training, the Viet Cong to halt the political, social, and

(U) The National Polile was the key force in economic progress of the South Vietnamese Govern.
neutralizing the Viet Cong ihata,.ructure, A major ment, Government cadre were also commonly
tactic of this infrastructure was terrorimi; the targeted because they presented a challenge to the

* Communist vadre khiled, wounded, and abducted Viet Cong organisation at the local level,
tens of thousands of Vietnamese civilians during (U) To protect the people from this criminal
the course of the war. Figure D.6 provides ai terrorism controlled by the Viet Cong infrastructure,
monthly record of the number of incidents and a high priority was given to the Phung Hoang
people victimized by the deliberate terrorist cr- Program, The mission of this program was to
tivitles of the Viet Cong. Figure D-f(, grouping build confirmed cases against known enemy in-
the victims into categories, depicts the Viet Cong frastru.ture members, capture them, and then sen-
emphasis on terror to countp., the development tenc them (FIg, D.7), This was accomplished by
programs of the Government of Vietnam, Many of i'hung Iang intelligence and operations centers
the victims were local village or hamlet officials, in which the South Vietnamese regular army

TERRORISM 1972/73
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rerritorial Forces, National Police, and other four year plan, emphasis shifted to the achievement
agencies were represented. Thesc centers were of qualitative neutralization goals, The plan called
established in every province, district, and futono, for infrastructure members to be listed by name
mous city in the country. The Phung Homng opera. at the beginning of each quarter and specifically
tCor, ,,"s renamed Protection of the People against targeted for neutralization during that perlod,514
Terrorism (POPAT), and became the responsibility
of the National Police. Neutralizstions included The Chieu Hol Program

both Viet Cong infrastructure members who rallied (U) The Chieu Hoi program was another ap-
to the Government of Vietnam of their own free proach to weakening the ranks of the enemy, but
will and those who were captured or killed as without bloodshed or criminal proceedings. This
a result of military or police operations. Under the program permitted former enemy cadre to volun.

TERRORIST 2,AVICTIMS MAO

STATISTICAL SUMMARY
VA

I JAN 66TO 31JAN 73

CATZGORY KILLED WOUNDED
* PROVINCE AND DISTRICT OFFICIALS 36 43

9 VILLAGE AND HAMLET OFFICIALS 1,890 1,073

0 GVN CIVIL FORCES AND CADRE 3,429 8,150
(National Police, RD Cadre, PSDF)

* ORDINARY CITIZENS 21,920 53,159

* TOTAL 27,275 62,425

SOURCE: MACCORDS Figure: D-6
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PROTECTION FROM TERRORISM
NEUTRALIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL VCI CADRE

# OF VCI CADRE NEUTRALIZED
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GREATER NATIONAL UNITY
(CHIEU HOI - OPEN ARMS)

MR 373 3 FEE 1073
RESULTS Thousands €ATKONIES

so
MR 1 47.023 POLITICAt

411n 400

MR •

40

MR 3

s~awe 32.661

mo-• -27,117

20.357

no -MILITARY

MR 4

63es a 64 165 66 67T 3 7 7'7 75 L /?

T', ~ ~~TOTAL TO DATE 315IB440 •\k\ 3,741 VC POW CONVERTEES IN 1971 i

SNVA YTOD a •xiL\ 10,573 VC POW CONVERTEES IN 1973 -MIR.

* SOURCE: MACCORDS Figure: 0.D

• ilIH 1 uIr (If wYr Wh11 \Ver, then permitted to re- iU) The local administration plo~rafrn concerned
Wur,1 to their horneU the functioning of the nation's nearly 13,600

LAL SHLV.GOVERNMENT separ'ate village and hamlet governments, As a
part of this program, village elections In 97 per-

(U) The second ohifetivu of the four year pilan cent of South Vietnam's villasges had been held by
wsus lucni self-government, The basic aims of thi:s 1 April 1972, Another goal at that time was to

""objective werel to consolioate government organizu, improve the quality of local government by pro-
"" tionii, to improve local adminitIration, and to strive viding training for all village and hamlet officials,

I 'ward local n atwistnient of adminiatrativo, eCono. Province mobile assistance teltms (PMAT), cow-

mi.,, ano financial affairs, While CORDS had the prised of key province staff members and service

ihniary advisory responsibility in the field for chiefs, matde a significant contribution by periodl.

. 80lf-.overlnmenit programs, USAID provided migni- cally v'litint villages in the province to supervise,

ffictnt support at the national level, particularly in assist, atnd guide viliage and hamlet officials in

public administration and local revenue improve- cCoipllshing their duties.

ment. (U) Unfortunately, as a result of the NVA
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invasion at Easter, PMAT operations were dis- In 1073, the tax an iceo lands would range from a
continued In many provinces. In others, their effec-. minimum of 1,600 aiisters per hectare to a msd.i.
tiveness declined due to preocoupation with moret mum of 4,000 piasters per hectare for premium
urgent military operations and security matters. rice land. The old rates ranged from a minimum

* At the and of 1972 and early 1978, as a cease-fire of 13 piasters per hectare to a maximum of 850
became imminent, the national government was piasters, Villages would be allowed to keep 80

* urged to renew its efforts at making personal con. preceont of thesei revenues for their village budget,
tact with the people through well-organised and with the remaining 20 percent going to the province
effective PMAT operations. budget.

(U) In order for the nation's provinces, districts, (U) To give all Vistnameee citizens an oppor-
and villages to function effectively, they needed tun~ty to join in the democratic process, the Govern.
the financial resources to support the people's needs ment of Vietnam encouraged the establishment of
and aspirations. The Government of Vietnam insti. people's organisations, By 30 November 1972 the i
tuted a local revenue improvement program aimed number of people's organizations totalled 8,678,
at upgrading the revenue collection capability of with 2,322,128 members, The primary objective of
local governments, The goal for 1072 was to have these citizens' organisations was to build social
eight provinces, five cities, and 300 villages self. interest among the people through their partici.
sufficient. Further, community defense and local pation in social and economic development within
development goals, as prescribed In the 1972.75 their communities. These organizations were sub.

4 plan, called for total self-sufficiency on the part ýsidised by the national government through 1972,
of all 44 provinces by the end of 1975, and opera. Future financial assistance would come from the
tional self-sufficiency for administrative expenses province budgets or people's oontributions.211
in 1,600 of the 2,200 villagesm These goals had a (U) A prime source of support for the Viet
good ci1ance of being achieved long before the 1975 Cong in the past was the youth of the nation.
deadline begauiel of the new tax decree, #014, that In an effort to reverse this trend and involve its
was signed into law on 21 October 1972, Beginning youth in active government programs, the national

4,4

OlI~trio Wettmatlio teems helped $spilrin s.o.rn~itnt initiatives to the people.
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Rice Production
"Millions Of Metric Tons IN SOUTH VIETNAM

INTRODUCTION OF
"MIRACLE RICE" STIAINS

0,@

US. 6,115

SOR9 MACOD Flioto 0.lI,1

v T , u h, l Ul,,ip oCtl.

II

civ. acinefrs2ots eeas novdi

S -

a dmiy~station establ dihed youth oouncls in most questions, and building their sense of rie ponaabilite a
U)villges These counilsa under the leudership of at tihiaena.2 T

youth serice shiefs, developed prowrese which I- LOCAL oELFo.DEpELOPMvNT
gluded sporet's griultural and t rae t projects, end;,civic action efforts.I Youths were also involved in (UJ) The lasit and ilarget of the objectives of th,

.,Peopnle• h elP.Defen's Forct pro grams, mhrouh four year plen in tlrml of number of progRam:.
theb e proirn ms, the government hoped to involve was local self-developTee nt The development progthe out Innaton bildng nd o cu th enmyims were designe1d to provide a 'better way

mn ot nationway hism ofe ely maknp er l for the people and to move the nltion forwar,competel frm sorceon the road toward economic self-iuffiolency;. Tb.i
(U) To insuire that the people understood tne prog•raml were formulated not only to improve th

:- igovernment's programs and their respOnsibiilties as quality of Ilug, but also to gain sUpport, for th
.,e ocitisens, the People's Information Program made local| and centrall governments. The CORDS-USAI!

•e tepb~oryo O~rmetpolii h upn irnrli llmlteien n hiIs~ iblllty of all government officusi. Radio, television, prograims, All were funded by US.AID; CORD

*motion pictUres, and newspapers were employred to provided assitar.noe, Mldvtic, and munitoreihp at tli
bring the government to the people. District Infor. local level. The economic development PrOiranl
mtiton teams traveledi extensively, mailng face-to- aimed to develop the local leonomy by raisinl

face contact with the people, answering their agricultural and Industrial production, Emphas.
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AGRICULTURE:

Development Scheme for Vietanm
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RURAL CREDIT PROGRAM

BILIO AD OU LOAN ACTIVITY
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established and supported by the ADB, Twenty.five 300,000 piasters from the government for public
private rural banks were in operation In 1972, and use and income-producing projects under the Rural
85 more were to be established by 1975. The rural Credit Program. All other villages received grants
credit program also provided capital for the village which were dependent upon their population. Villages
self.development rural development credit program, that reserved a portion of their local revenue funds
which provided small loans to individual farmers. for self-development projects qualified for addi.
Those loans, which were limited to 50,000 piasters, tional government funds. American support for this
were approved by credit committees in each village, program was scheduled to end in 1973, and Govern.
which made recommendations to the province asri. ment of Vietnam support was to be reduced progres..
cultural development bank. The bank then provided sively as more and morv villages became self-suffi-
the loan to the farmer at an average Interest rate, dent.
of 18 percent per year, Although many people still (U) The province and city self.development
continued to borrow from private sources and pay program provided money for public works projects
extremely high Interest rates, this program offered related to pacification and development objectives
the opportunity for many farmers to bhorow at In rural areas and gave province councils the where-
reasonable rates. 3' withal to be responsive to the needs of their con-

stituents. The program consisted of two primary
Vitllae Self.Developmnent Program funds, The National Fund for Local Development,

(U) The village self.development ptrogram had administered by province pacification and develop.
other means of Injecting development capital into ment councils, provided for repair and reconstruction
the rural villages of the nation. Each village which of secondary roads and bridges and Irrigation works.
attained 100 percent self-sufficiency in 1971 received The secondary roads program received about four.

LAND REPOIRM
LAND TO THE TILLSM OOAL 1,000,000 HICTARIS

- ISTRISLUTID NY
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fifths of this fund, The Province Development Fund the farmers, for they were roeured to give 96
allowed elected province councils to respond to some percent of their Pormal crop to the landlord. The
of the politically Important needs of their consti. government, recognizing this, Instituted a land.to.
tuents. Included were important local projects such the-tiller program to give ownership to the farmer
as classrooms and dispensaries. The National Fund working the land. In M~9 a land frees. d%4ree went

S. .for Local Development was phased out at the end into effect and gaannteed the farmer th, posses.
of 1912 as local governments became more self. mion of the land, with no interfernce front his
sufficientas former landlord. With land reform a great deal

Land Reform of the poUtical benefit accrued to the national
government. Yet, the actual plot surveyitg and

,(U) The land reform program offered some title Issuance under the land-to.the-tieller I&W of 1970
300,000 Vietnamese an opportunity to own their had to be moomplIshed before the local peasant
own land and better their standard of living, The could be misured of hi secure position as an
former land tenancy caused much discontent among owner.farmer. The goal was to distribute titles to

,E EDUCATION]
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1961 1972 NEW SHIFTS

IN EMPHASIS

"* EXPANSION QUALITY

"OF A IOFTEACHING

% ELIGISLE CHILDREN IN PRIMARY SCHOOL FACILITIES

CENTRALIZED DECENTRALIZATION
CUENT CRALZED OF EDUCATION
BUREAUCRAC MANAGEMENT

% ILIOIIlI. CHILDREN IN SECONDARY SCHOOL

, 2,95? CLASSIC TECHNICAL/
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one million hectares of land by Mtarch 1.•7. A decade were signi•icant. School enrollment more
further goal to distribute titles to all rice and than doubled, and the government established a
secondary crop lands (1.3 million hectares) was goal of having all eligible children in elementary
established in 1912. Di•tribution depended upon land schools by 19'75, A shortage of qualified teachers
availability in secure areas (Fig. D.-1), All land. and classroom space limited the number of children
lords who had their land distributed received Oem. attending secondary schools. To correct this, the

pensation in the form of 20 percent cash and the national administration placed Increased emphasis

remainder in government bonds which matured over in secondary level teacher training and some class.

an eight year period, paying 10 percent intereet room oonstrudtion. The decentralization of education

per rear, management and an Increase in teohnical and vodoa
t(onal education wer also among the government

Related Progrims goals (Fir. D.13).

(U) Aocomplishmento in education over the past (U) One of the most serious social consequences

WAR VETERANS
i National R~ehabilitation In7stitute

SVOCATIONAL ANO PHYSICAL REHABILITATIONp1972 13,000 PERSONS ASSISTED

1973 15,000 ASSISTED (PROJECTED)
(40% VETERANS)

Job Placement
1972 3,600 PLACEMENTS

"1973 6,000 PLACEMENTS (PROJECTED)
9* Pensions

RETIRED VETERANS 36,551 0u /14
DISABLED VETERANS 79,865 1972 9,544 UNITS CONSTRUCTED

WAR WIDOWS 121,7O9 FOR VETERANS
DEPENDENT PARENtS 125,190

"ORPHANS 153,144 197J PAYM,:.NT OF HOUSING

NATIONAL WARDS 333,692 SUBSIDY FOR 14,500

TOTAL 850,151 VETERANS (PROJECTED)

5OtQRVI: MACCODS FItgoe 0. -14
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1t MINISMTRY OF #Mlr#t MEDICAt1 PERSONNE.

PHYSICIANS 677
. NURSES 3,46S

* ASSISTANT NURSES 3,329 7 7-

MIDWIVES 1,240

RURAL MIDWIVES 3,038

PHARMACISTS 350
DENTISTS 65

TOTAL 12,164

* .4

Thousands MINISTRY OF HUALTH HOSP,
2 5 . .. , , ,

20 20,4oa

ONE HOSPITAL BED FOR

10. EVERY 800 PEOPLE BY

I - - 1975
"( _ mmmm( . . .. . .

' 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

SOUILCi MACCOSD$

of the war wam the large number of veterans and personnel and hospital bede by year, A major ob.- ,

-,j' their families dpeondent upon government pension&, Jective of the four year plan was to make more .
> Legislation pa ssoct in 191•0 st ea.dily in crueaed the efficient u se nf Vistnam 'k exititn g health re sour cesÁ '

war veterans' budget. In addition to the payment so that both military and civilian patients might

of pensions, the war veteran's program emphasised receive adequate care. Pesent facilities were to be

three main effuetsi rehabilitation, job replacement, Increased so that there would he one hospital bed
ar.1 hou•ing, Shown in'Figtiure D-14 are 19L2 accom, for every 800 people by 1916.34
lplishments and 1913 projections In these areas.

(C) Conxtructibn and maintenance of roadh was War Victims

one of the vital keys to pacifilation of'the country. (U) The NVA Invasion sharply divided even •"
side. The public works program involved the main- and accomplIshments of the 197'2 rvefses program
tenance of Vietnam's network of national and Prior to the enemy Invsl~on, all major proirrami
provincial road%, the improvement of water and for refugee aind other civilian war victims wear
electric utilities In t~he nation's cities and rural being succetssfuily implemented, At tho end o
areas, and the construction of adequate housing, March about 790,0(00 people wore receiving refulgs

(U) The public health program was aimed at the Assistance from the Government of Vietnam. Maor,
organization, management, and development of than thrwe-fourths of those had already rturnes
health facilities throughout the Aountry. Figure to their home villages where they were being givsi
0.-8 shows the number of government health food and houwfing allowances to axsist hi rebuild
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UNCLASSIFIED
Ing their lives. Almost 89,000 were In temporary 875,000 of them were still living in more than 180
status Just prior to being resettled, and about refugee camps in 22 provinceos at the and of Desom.
80,000 were being resettled, Almoet 5R,000 people bar 1972 (PFig. D-17). An estimated 400,000 of the
were paid full return.to.yvllage (RTV) benefits In total were able to return home at some time dur-
the first thras months of 1972, and about 6,000 ing the period, and the remainder were thought
received full resettlement benefits. With fewer to be living with friends or otherwise caring for
than 20,000 new refugees generated during the first themselves, In general, the Vietnamese Govern.
quarter of 1972, the RTV program was the focal ment's reaction to the refugee situation was cor.
point of refugee aesistance efforts, Then came the mendable. Emergency auistakno.-providing huge
offensive (Firg, D-16). Nearly 1,3 million people numbers of people with food, water, shelter, medical
from 28 provinces were left homeless at some time ears, and other necessities--took precedence over
during the last mine months of 1972, and over all refugee assistance and, In fact, over all other

A,/ONTMYV OVEA'R/,ON OF WW4R AI/T/I41S
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Vietnam programs with the mingle 1 xopton of exces food and property and PL.480 commodities
the war effort. Government officials and used in af* o coampel and US advisors
able Vietnamese private groups and Individuals, helped in every phase of refugee assistance, Major
religious organivations, and business groups pro- camp Improvement and refugeo employment prog-
vided a wide variety of goods and services. The rams were launched during the final few months
US Government provided more than 14 billion pias. of the year, Security continued to be the prime

ters for 1972 refugee relief through the Republic factor keeping re•ugeee In camps and away from
of Vietnam, the equivalent of US $31 million. The their homes. As security was gradually reestablished
US contributed an additional US $1.2 million in In the countryside, and the ceaste-fire was to take
direct dollar costs, Abandoned US military bases effest in 1973, the thrust of refugee aid began to
were used as refugee siltmi some 2,000 US tentl shift onee again to return to villages and resettle-.

provided temporary huusing In some treas; USARV ment,36
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS plans, and Initiation of urban self-development

Urban projects keyed to the large population centers,

(U) A special program addressed urban prob- Ethnic Minorities
lems. War in the countryside caused an influx ofpeople into the citiss so that almosit 134 percent of II-) Another Important t•onourn was the ethnic

minorities program, which brought aid to the nearly
the population in 1972 lived in the urban areas. one million members of the Highland tribes of con.
Growth of the urban areas outdistanced the develop- tral Vietnam. The military significance of the
ment of public services. Sind@ earlier development Hihadmdetelytyote oagrs
plans In Vietnam had singled nut the countryside Highlands made the loyalty of the Montanards
it the expense of the urban aresa, the govern. more important than their numbers would Indicato.
mint was obliged to place Increased emphasis on Por the Highland peoples, the Republic continued
urban problems. Some of the more important steps the Montagnard land reform program. Additional
In this critical effort were the creation of a can. steps to improve the lives of the Highlanders In.
tral urban affairs committee, formation of local eluded the National Montagnard Training Centkr
urban affairs councils, drafting of city development for Highland Cadre in Pleilku, Increased eduastional

HAMLET EVALUATION SYSTEM CHES)

A DEFINITIONS OF" HES RATINGS"
CATEOORIESl6....

SAs HAMLETS
Security fully established, etfective local
government.

0 * HAMLETS
OVN has military and adminlutrautlve control
VWet Cong harass citizens outside ot hamlet.

01 , K HAMLETS
Hamlet itself is Inrsecure, VC pollticial cadre

are active, OVN maintains some presence.

SV HAMLETS

Hamlet under Viet Cong control.

SOURCE: MACCOROS Figure: D-18
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UNCLASSIFIED
opportunities, and special development programs in precise questions each month about each of the
nearly every ministry's planw, hamlets and villages within the districts where

EUmInation of Social Evils they worked, Their responses were then analyzed
and an overall rating wu given to each hamlet.

(U) During the course of the war certain sociai These ratings took the form of letter grades (Fig.
problems, partif.ularly the use of drugs, developed D-18). By combining Individual hamlet ratings,
to an alarming degree, and the government devoted province, region, and national ratings could be ob-
considerable efforts to meet these problems. In tained. Figure D-19 shows the percent of population
July 1971 Operation VI DAN (For the. People) in each of the six "HES Rating" cat•gories.•l
was launched. Targets of this operation were
nsrcotics, smuggling, theft, vagrancy, desertion, Pacification Attitude Analysis System

"prostitutIon, and gambling. Achievementa through (U) A further analytical tool included the PatS.
1972 were enoouragrtir, but much remained to be fication Attitude Analysiw System (PAAS). PAAS
done, Consequently, the government Included a was developed with the support and approval of
program for the eradication of social evils in the the Government of Vietnam's Central Pacification
four year plan. The extent of these social evils and Development Council to provide the capability
were forecast for 50 percent reduction each year of determining trends in Vietnamese attitudes

* " . and for a return to the 1959.60 rate by the end of towards pacification and development. The basis
"" the four year plan. of this system was a survey conducted monthly by

Hamle . sy m three man teams of Vietnamese researchers guided
. Hamlet Evluation System by a questionaire covering the three principal areas

(U) One broad measure of the success of the of security, government, and economics. A cross.
- three major objectives was provided by the Hamlet section of the adult population formed the survey

Evaluation System (HES). US District Senior Ad- sample; computerized output was developed from
visors and Vistnam w RES officers answered their responses.

HIS PURCINTA0IS

HES RANG POPULATION TRENDS
31 JAN 1073
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IMPACT OF THE ENEMY INVASION
(TI) Although the four year plan was soundly funded recovery plan, nearly completed its first re-

based and well-executed during 19/72, the NVA construction increment by early 1973; preparations
invasion adversely affected progress toward paoLfi. were being made for submission of a plan covering
cation. The loss of previously secure hamlets, dis. the next six month increment.
ruption of major lines of communcation, generation LOCAL SELF-DEFENSE
of now refugees, and redirection of funds and man.
power produced severe setbacks in many programs. (U) The enemy invasion tested the viability of

(C) However, by the end of August allied forces self-defense programs, for continued progress in
realized Increasingly that the enemy offensive had development projects depended on local seourity.
been blunted; the time for reoovery efforts waa The Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) was used
at hand. The community defense and local develop. to measure the extent of government control.
ment effort began to work toward returning to the (C) During the period of the enemy offensive,
time schedule of the four year plan, The last the AB population element of the Hamlet Evalua-
quarter of the year was characterized by activity tion System (HE$) security rating for the Republic
to first recoup the losses sustained during the of Vietnam regressed 15 percent from 82.7 percent
period of the offensive and then to achieve ad. in FPbruary 1972 to 70.3 percent in August 1972.
vances toward the ultimate goals of the four year Military Region I sustained the highest regression
plan. The overall task of recovery encompassed In AB Security Rating (49.8 percent) followed by
the restoration of security, the reestablishment of Military Region 4 (11 percent), Military Region 2
governmental services, and the repair or reconstruc- (10.4 percent), and Wilitary Region 3 (4.2 percent).
tion of damaged and destroyed public facilities. The percentage of the population under enemy con-

(U) The task of reconstructing damaged facilities trol (E, V) rose from 0.5 percent in February to
was addressed seriously by the Republic, and the 3.2 percent in August, By this indicator Military
administrative machinery was set it motion in J.,.; Regions I and 2 were the most affected regions
and August. Hard hit provinces were tasked to with 7.1 percent and 9,2 percent, respectively, of
submit province recovery plans to be reviewed by their populations rated E or V in August.
the Central Pacification and Development Council (C) During the Tot offensive of 1968 the number
(CPDC), Seventeen provinceA submitted recovery of VC controlled hamlets rose from 3,786 in Dacem-
plans for consideration. These plans were reviewed ber 1967 to a high of 4,093 in March 1968. The in.
by the Interiational Reconstruction Committee; the crease In number of VC controlled hamlets (HES
government ministries and CPDC committed roughly ratings of V) from February to August 1972 is
484 million plasters In re.prograramedr funds for shown below:
accomplishment of approved recovery projects. PUS MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG

(U) CORDS and USAID advisors worked closely VC Hamlets 7 220 983 1,164 1,009 968 1,023
to monitor the release of funds and their receipt
by the provinues. Information gleaned in this Of particular interest was the increase in the num.
manner was used as a basis for advising the CPDC ber of VC controlled hamlets in August after a
on management of the effort. In addition, province- downward trend in June and July from the high
level advisors urged province officials to take timely point in May. Although the percentage change
actions such as the rapid preparation of project was much larger in 1072 than in 1968, the overall
dossiers and prompt initiation of construction. In situation at the end of August 1912 was much
December 1972 CPDC beirmn the first of series superior to that of any time during the 1968 often.
of recovory progress review meetings. At these sive, In both 1968 and 1972 the number of VC
meetings, held at approximately 10 day intervals, controlled hamlets peaked out In the second month
each approved project was reported on by the region- after the offensive began.
al reproientative until suah time as the project was (C) A region-by-region analysis of the HES
completed. Regional pacification and development security rating shows considerable variation between
councils made province visits to assist in the re- and within regions, The greatest impact of the
covery effort and reported to the CPDC any prob- offensive occurred In Military Region I where
,ems which could not be resolved at the regional Quang Tri was lost at the end of April. A portion
level. of the province, however, was recovered In heavy

(U) The Initial series of recovery plans was in. tightinsg. None of the population still In Quang Tiri
tended to encompass that amount of work which was rated secure (AB) an of 31 August. Quang
would be accomplished in a six month time frame. Nam and Quang Ngai sustained major rewressions
Phuoo Tuy, the first province with an approved and of 84.2 percent and 63.2 percent, respecti'ý,,ly, so
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that inAgs ny95preto h ouainpercent (An Xuyen) to one percent (VInh Long), Of
in Quang Namn (exclusive of Da Nang City) and the 13 provinces which sustained setbacka, six
24.8 percent of the population In Quang Ngai wore registered their lowest ratings in July or August.
rated secure. Qtaang Tin and Tbua Thien also sus. Five others slipped In August from their improved
tained serious regressions of 48,1 percent and 3'7.1 July ratings.
percent respectively, after the beginning of the (0) The Pacification Attitude Analysis System
offensive. (PAAS) Indicated that the rural villagrsn' precep.

(C) In Military Region to three of the five tion of the security situation changed after the
northern provinces sustained major or moderate re- offensive began. In January 1912, 32 percent of the
gressions (Kontum * 96 Percent, Phu Yen - 40 Per- respondents considered security to be Improving
cent, and Binh Dinh -34.8 percent), while the other while only eight percent felt that it was becoming
two provinces, Phu Don and Plaiku, sustained re. worse, In May a strong reversal of opinion was
gressions of 10.4 percent and 1.9 percent respective. noted - only six percent of the respondents felt
ly. The seven southern provinces sustained very security was Improving, while 24 percent felt it was
minor regressions (less than 8 percent) or registered getting worse, By August, however, the spread
gain@. At the end of August the percentages of the had narrowed; the percentage of respondents who
Dinh, and P~hu Yen were 3.1 percent, 26.1 percent, cent while those who thought It was getting worse
and 38.1 percent respectively. had dropped to 16 percent.31

(C) Although Military Region 8 apparently sus. (C) Hamlet Evaluation System (REI) results
tained the smallest regression of any region, the during the recovery period following the NVA in.*security ratings were biased In a favorable direc. vasion pointed toward firm gains for allied forces.
tion by the presence of the large secure populations In December a 7.2 percent Increase in AB rated
In Gia Dinh Province and Saigon (96,6 and 100 villages left 79.8 percent of the population In AS
percent AB ratings, respectively). If these popu. tts oprn aoabywt 27preti
lations are excluded from Military Region 8's February 1972, Losses In January 1978 reflected
security ratings, the February through August enemy 'efforts to consolidate gains prior to at coeas.
regression becomes 10.8 percent (vice 4,2 percent) fire accord. HiE$ AD security ratings are shown
and the percentage of the population rated AD below with changes from the Previous month In
In August becomes '76,8 percent (vice 89.7 perden . . parenthesis.3A
Within the region tive provinces sustained major or
moderate regressions (Dinh Long - 100 percent, sip mayNO%

*I Lone !Chanh -27.3 percent, Long An - 19.6 percent, 7210 (+1.7) 69.9 (-2.1) 12.4 (+2.3)
Rfau Nghla - 18.5 percent, and Phuoc Tuy - 17.6 etc Ji4percent), while six sustained regres~sions of less '79.6 (+7.2) l6l1 (-3.4)
than nine percent or registered gainu, In August four
provinces (Phuac Tuy, Hsu Nghia., LoAng An, and TrioilFre
Binh Long) pobted their lowest security ratings (C) Province advisor reports revealed that the
since the offensive begin. None of the population performance of the Territorial Forces during the
remaining in Binh Long was rated secure and offensive varied from outstanding to poor through. p
approximately 70 percent of the province was oc. out the Republic of Vietnam and In some cases '
cupied by the enemy. In Hau Nghia only 45.7 percent surpassed that of ARVNl In Quang Tri and Binh, '

of the population was rated secure (AB), Long, the Regional Forces (R?) made a determined
*(C) In Military Region 4, three provinces - stand against superior forces, but in Binh Dinh ana

Go Comg, An Glang, and Sa Deo - sustained zero Kontum, Regional and Popular Forces made little
4regression after the offensive began, maintaining effort to stop the enemy in the early days of tht

their AS security ratings at 99 perces-t or above, offensive. In Military Region 4 the Territorialt
The remaining provinces, however, all sustained were spread too thin during the Initial phase of thf
the most affected province, regressing 46.3 percent were overrun or abandoned by their understraeng*
to the point where, In August, only 27.8 percent defenders, A subsequent consolidation of bases
of the population was rated secure (AB). Four however, freed Regional Force ianits to operate ir .
other provinces sustained moderate regression: Vin), a mobile role against the enemy forces. In a num.

* Binh - 28.6 percent, Dinh Tuong - 23.3 percent, ber of provinces throughout Vietnam the Territoria. :
Kien Glang - 20 percent, and Klan Phone - 19.4 Forces were withdrawn from the countr~yside tt
percent). The remaining eight irovinces In Military protect the district and province towns. Withdraws. ,

*Rst~on 4 sustained regressions varying from 16.2 of these forces might have beet, necessary In somt
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cuses, but in most &reos, according to field reports, the Regional Forces, popular opinion improved sub-
this resulted in the surrender of the countryside to stantially. Prior to the offensive, only 48 percent
the enemy without resistance. After the initial of those surveyed considered the Regional Forces
threat had subsided, most of the forces returned to be effective, but in August 74 percent registered
to the countryside to restore security. Nationwide this opinion.40
Regional Force strength declined steadily for the
first six months from 93 percent in January to 81 Peope's Slf.Dofens. Force
percent in June, As a result of the NVA invasion, (C) Throughout the country the performance of
the recruitment program was revitallied, and RF the People's Uelf-Defonse Force (PSDF) as a village
strength was raised to 93 percent by the end of security force during the offensive was generally
October. Popular For (PF) strnghs also fill reported to be marginal with few exceptions. At.
fr'om 91 perent in January to 94 percent in May. cording to provincial and regional reports, the fail.
PF recruiting remained stable, but the deactivation ure to achieve optimum employment of the PSDF
of P platoons to provide spaces for Regional Force in support of comprehensive and effective village
units increased the percentage of assigned PF security plans remained a general weakness. The
srength to 9 percent in October (Territorial Fors mobilization of 17-year.olds for full-time military
strength figures exclude personnel in the pipeline), servico had some adverse effects on the PeDF in
Of the 45 eiotor taotioal command posts planned a number of provinces. These effect were some.
for aotivation under the Territorial Forces Upgrade what ameliorated by the initial mobilisation of

Program, 95 had boen organized by 30 September. thee paeronnae into the local Tmrtoiatl Foros

Additionally, 134 company groups had been con. as well as by the relanxation of the expanded draft

verted to mobile battalions. The additional spaces requirements, The rAAt indeeated that the vil.

required for this program were provided by deat. )&gers' opinion of the PSDF was not appreciably
tivating 8,800 spaces. altered by the offensive. Both before and after the

(C) New units organised under the upgrade pro. offensive began, about half of the rural populace
gram were partially equipped with equipment drawn surveyed considered PSDF performance to be offec.
from other Territorial Forces units. At the end of tive. At least 600,000 combat People's Self.Defense
September no equipment for this program had Force members attended the Intensified combat re-
arrived in Vietnam from off.shore sources. Materiel fresher training during October In an effort to
shortages, particularly crew.served weapons and Improve their performance.4 1

communications equipment, existed in all regions, (C) In December, the government emphasized the
and were most serious In Military Region 1, By PSDF's cease.fire role, which was primarily to
early 1973, howe-mr, equipment shortages were for combat enemy military, terrorist, and political at.
the most part in the process of being eliminated. tivity at the local level. Public media programsI (C) In Military Region 3 Territorial Forces suc. aimed at the PSDF emphasized the government
cessfully bore the brunt of enemy attack in October: position In the oese-fire negotiations and the duties
their morals romaired high. Aggressive Territorial of the PSDF both prior to and following the signing

* Forces maintained the initiative throughout the of a asme.fire agTement., In addition, the first of a
country by operating outside population centers. In planned countrywide series of rallies and seminars
late October prospects of a cease-fire dimmed morale oriented toward the political aspects of a cease-fire
somewhat and enemy land grabbing activity in. was held in the Saigon area on 31 December fir the
creased. Attempting to seize control of population PSDF, Approximately 7,000 Saigon area PSDF
centers, the enemy cut major lines of communica. members and numerous national and provincial level
tion and abducted and assassinated selected in. officials attended the rallies and seminars. 4

dividuale. In isponse, Populsar Forces (PF) pulled
into population centers in many provinces while National PoUce
Regional Forces (RF) uimul.aneously fanned out (C) Advisors reported that, generally, police per.
into the countryside to assert government Presence.3' formance was adequate during the offensive, In

. This tactic successfully halted enemy efforts and Military Regions 2 and 4 the police were particu.
from mid-November through mid-January activity larly effective in helping to prosecute the Special
on both sides remained at a low level, Anti-Viet Cong Infrastructure Campaign aimed at

(C) According to the PAAS, the, villagers' crippling the guerrillas (Fig. D-20). During the
perception in August of the performance of the period of the enemy offensive the transfer of
Popular Forces was highly favorable; 77 percent responsibility from Phung Hoeng operations from
considered their performance to be effective, This province. and district Intelligence operations centers
opinion represented a slight improvement over the to the National Police was completed throughout
opinion held prior tn the offensive. In the case of Vietnam. During the period of this transfer Phung
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Hoang results dropped noticeably, but in all regions operations and coordinating centers of police opera-
there was a subsequent recovery to previous levels tions centers (P00); all autonomous cities, Saigon,
or higher. In all region& except Military Region 3 all provinces except Quang Tri, and 230 mf 244
Phung Hoang neutralimations climbed substantially district& completed transfer of functions, 9(3 Ngfu-
during the period of the offensive, but this increase yen K~hoo Binh, head of the National Police Corn-
was caused In part by the Increased tempo of enemy mand (NPC), ordered acceleration of the rural
activity which made the V01 more vulnerable, police FM radio communications program in October

(C ihthe invasion, no ih nthe number to counter the rise In terrorism anticipated ~inca
alregions (Fig, D-11), but within regions the dis. stations in 20 provinces which did not have police

NATIONAL POLICE SPECIAL ANTI-VIZT CONG INFRASTRUCTURE CAMPAIGN
I April to 92 October 19'72 (Net changes from 30 September to 22 October 19172 are shown in parentheses) I

MR AAR1117110 RILSASID UNDERt NVUITION 111NO4ING AN 751'1 AM Title
..... .... 949 470 21 77 So1

(+40) (+40) (-19) (-2) (+21)
MR I ................... ,.......... 4,594 2,980 172 141 1,481

(+388) (+BIG)(-)(15)+14
MR . ,.,,.,,.,........ 6,810 2,759 894 339 2,715

(+9)(+414) (-47) (+190) (+148)
MR 3.1.1 ..... ......,..*......... 8,665 9,247 253 144 1,022

(+461) (+402) (+05) (+41) (+123)
MR 4-1.11,.,..,,,....,...,.. 6,575 8,992 204 157 92196

(+288) (+231) (+204) (-252) (+50)

TOA ................ 22,598 12,304 1,042 1,401 '7,241
(+11985) (+1,403) (+226) (-143). (+504)

@An TH Is s op"eil leseuifie neqng ofurnf ten mivlats hatnd ta V10t Come pesty rnwmkses

* hUresi MACCORDS Figural 0420

tribution was not uniform. Field reports showed FM radio communications. The NPC sent out ten
* that, nationwide, terrorist incidents climbed sharp. teams of police radio technicians who completed

ly from March to a high point In April, dropped off Installation of minimum FM commun1ications in f
somewhat In May, and then gradually declined to 550 of the 845 stations týy 26 Doecember.41 POPAT
a low point early in the first week of July. In the training for regional &,id provincial police cadre

* scond week of July terrorist incidents, rebounded was completed in September; all POPAT instruction
sharply to a level just below that experienced in was finished in Zooeember. All of these efforts in.
May, declined slightly towards the end of July, and creaed police efficiency against terrorism, but
then remained generally level thrrough August. Ab- terrorism continued to be a severe problem, parti- 4
ductions also followed the general trend of Incident& cularly in Military Region 1, shown as follows:
and reached new reported highs throughou~t Viet- ltCn eroitAtvte
nam. According to the FAAS, in 1971 only three sietCongar Terro bris A1t0ii2
percent of the rural villagers considered the VC1 inSetbeDg mbr12

*their village to be more effective than the year be. TOTAL1 1E - Qy NOV D11C
fore, while go percent considered the VCI to be less TOA
effective, insffective, or absent, From June through VICTIMS ................. 1,939 3,278 1,821 1,044 1
August 1912, however, an average of 20 percent of TOTAL
those surveyed considered the local VCl to be more ICDNS*,.*,. 7 ,6 ,3 8
affoative than they were the year before, while only During December terorism decreased throughout
53 percent considered the VCI to be less effective, the country as a result of enemy inactivity and

(C h ainlPlc-Poeto o epepc* es-is oa terrorist incidents declinitd
ganzedTerorsm POAT)Prora wa rer. to the lowest level since the start of the enslAY '

gnzdduring the months of recovery. In September offensive in March 1972.14

tegovernment directed transfer of counter-sub. (C) Policemen, their facilities, and equipment
vrinfunctions of province and district intelligence were targets for VC terrorism. Four hundred polio*.
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men were killed, 1,255 were wounded, and 466 were surveyed felt that the normal activities of local
missing in action from 30 March to 80 November, government officials and workers (nonmilitary) had
During the same period the National Police lost not been curtailed by the offensive, An additional
3,357 weapons, 302 radios, 94 vehicles, and one 13 percent considered the curtailment of activities
patrol boat. Much of this equipment was to be re. to be minimal,
placed from existing stocks in the pipeline.4' As (C) Regional and provincial advisor reports
of 31 December 216 police facilities had been showed that the effectiveness of the regional, pro-
damaged or destroyed since the 80 March invasion. vincial, and district governments throughout Viet.
245 facilities were evacuated, these stations were nam varied considerably during the period March
presumed destroyed." through August. In Military Region 1 those govern.

ments hardest pressed proved to be largely Iasde.
The Chico Hoe Program quate at the height of the offensive, but by June

(C) The Chieu Hol rate declined sharply In April they had begun functioning again. In Military Region
and continued to decline at a slower rate through 2 the Kontum Province government collapsed, with
May and June. In July, the Chieo Rol rate rose many of the civilian and military officials desert-
from the June low and continued rising through ing their posts during the height of the enemy
August so that the total returnees in August near. offensive, The Pteiku government performed ads.
ly equaled the total recorded in March prior to quately, but the Binh Dinh government rapidly
the invasion. The increase In the Chlou Hot rate lost control in those areas where the enemy threat
during July and August was attributed by advisors was the greatest, Throughout the remainder of
to the numerous military operations which were Military Region 2 the province governments per.
conducted to regain territory lost during the early formed adequately, In Military Region 3 the Binh
months of the Invasion. In contrast to previous Long Province government moved its civil operations
experience, the number of political Hot Chanhe had to Binh Duong, where it assisted refugees while the
exceeded the number of military returnees since province chief remained in An Loa to assist In
the beginning of the offensive. Although more Hol military operations., The governments in Long
Chanhs rallied to the Chieu Hol program In Septem. Khanh and Phuoc Toy proved weak (the province
ber, every succeeding month to the end of the year chief and a number of officials were relieved In
showed a gradual decline, Over the past six years Phuoo Tuy), but the remaining governments in
the Chliu Hot rate declined at the end of the year. Military Region 3 continued to function satisfac.
The Chiou Hot Program was signihicantly affected torily. Province and district governments in Military
by a reduction in military activity in December Region 4 generally functioned normally with a few
and by the uncertainty generated by the prolonged exceptions In those provinces that confronted the
peace negotiations. Additionally,- the pacification heaviest enemy pressure. After the start of the
objectives of the Ministry of Chlou Hlo became offensive a total of 91 province and district chiefs
more difficult to achieve when the Ministry de. nationwide were replaced, with a concomitant up.
creased the armed propaganda team fores structure grading of general effectiveness.
by 52 percent at the end of November. The reduction Revenue Improvement
lowered the number of operational personnel avail-
able to sustain the Chiou Hal rate at a higher (C) "he Local Revenue Improvement Program
level.41 (LRIP) - directed at eventually achisveing fiscal

self-sufficiency for provinces and villages - had
LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT collected 47,3 percent of Its annual goal as of 31

(C) In local government and administration, ad- August 1972, Province revenue goals for 1972 were
visors countrywide reported that hamlet and village not expected to be mot except In Military Region
governments continued to function relatively well 4. Ten provinces in the Delta instituted an agri-
during the invasion except in those areas where cultural development fee of up to $VN 2,000 per
there was heavy fighting. Of the 2,122 village hectare of rice land, and higher for orchard land,
wovernments which were In place and operational Al an interim measure pending Implementation of
prior to the offensive, 260 were no longer In place a comprehensive national property tax structure
as of 31 August. Many of these village governments Imposing higher, more realistic taxes on various
functioned, however, In refugee locations (including categories of agricultural and urban real property,
all 72 villages from Quang T$r), The PAAS tended This fee was promulgated in October 1912.
to confirm the findings that village and hamlet (U) Spread of the Ba Xuyen model agricultural

* governments continued to function with compara. development foe, developed and tried by eight
tively little change during the offensive, During provinces in the Delta, signaled significant progress
July and August, 63 percent of the rural villagers In the local revenue improvement program, In Octo.
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bar the ov binet approved, and Prtidont Thlou except the constptutionelly prohecteid villay e council
osfied, the Rut Property Tax Law, based upon members, who in turn would elect one of their
the Delta region experimentsr This law provided number to s erve as vrllagpo hief. amplementing
for a on* year transiteonl period beginning on I Instrutions had eeaablishe the gneral criteria

oJanua m 197t, which peropegtua a the existing eye. for the seletion of tillhae and hamlet officialse
Sto pc, but also intreas seirngfcantly the tax ranges The most important os thus cerng ia were comT
.n cultpvated land. When fully and properly ad. Potence, enthuniast anticommunist spirit, ethical
vminiseaed, the new tax system would provide 1i and moral personal conduct, and attendance at

nto 86 billion pilasters annually for lo esl financtnf. national and local training centors. The October
".The Goverment of Vietnam planned to train dur- ints o famile. T ese fomini b in -In Io.,,,l at SOOsme 10,000 local officials on the details isrcin mlfe hm rtrab mhszn

Region•that the rrorgpnveation of vinlage and hamlet at vert -
rOf the new tar sy s urpa.se mpthe would provide the desired results only if the

(C) At the and of November pnovincw n nation- province chin oelmeted responsible and uompetnt
pwlde arhioevd revenue oodlertion which averaned peronneal for whoee rov rtement pos i alons.

e 7 percent of their istarly f ishedlos RevenueImpoveen Prga +..Vlaesaeae (C) The Administration Reform Committee, chair-

successfploimplementationofo he, newlawl aveld by the Minister of the Intereor, approv9d two
Covr 90 percend of their goall. With respve t r publishe o nd28 November. Thed a

villag revenue, achievement approa8hed 1900 per- t lintrustwortyom a i recommendffias in theac v a pT e

Den In Military Retion 3, primarily a result of ainsd roe tHather then d p 19rom puruant tolla gthe

* Qung in rovicesas ell s Re ad Ca Th achoity gra te inthe se chan gs province chiefsbeatoid
CtisThe Long lAPovical rvenlae collections reporentd had reovedtf t ,07 hiamlestachtes (aof t sc o ners fifth)p

o48 percent of I 3 i estab plasters estalihedtary tant' familiT . The em aond, from Vcnh Binh, te-
R .' gion 4 provinces surpassedthe 100 pin c ent villages ommvndes that preoianc and cties, rather thpn
revenue mark, and four surpassed the 0 percent the yMinistr of the Interior (a OI), be allowed to

mark Thei Resspciv Property Yout ActivitiestInCotiue

Administrative Reft Porm•7 (U noo errors in veteranst pension books,uth ninc ed
( transitional form on I Jbernt 19S3V The Ministry prots ac s in the program of administrateve reform

of the Interior wan workin l on channes to take the inva in A oximael 20 yon g punder
pefce throuahout 1978 in order to Insure full and weprsentIn te nvemberst tudt• en oiretes in deo

sucsfor ex mplemroedurasiorn pnn etuat ec of the Rear la.Dce a oremrenotd patcimpaeted In alms

sunossf• imlemntaion f te ne •a. el areas, and now Door#* Laws 1S9 and 170 were
(C) At the end of 1072 collected revenue reached published on 25 November. The revident aim common

wo percent of thsm Minftey of pnrer ior's revised to all hres e was the elimination of incompetent orS local revenue g~oals of $VN• 5,441,944,000. The total untrustworthy local officials in the face of a pos.

follrmiond reporthed, cVi5e to0,19p,000, omitted stblo cease1fire situation, The tinistry of Interior
December colltions for Gr Dinh, Phude Lona, and reportled that by the end of 197e, pwssuant to the
Qusnt Ten Paovinces as well as erf and Can The authority grvnted in these chanasn, province chirer

dCities. The 19r local revenu c ollections represented had removed 2,078 hamlet plansf (about one-floth)
a (.3 billion picster or 74 psrcent Increane over the who ware gilty of corhuptSon, dieoyalet, or ldnom-

""ored.al 197D Loal of 3.1 billion p anytern established Potence. These removals had oculred in 42 of l he
In the CD aD Plan. Cities, provdigst , and vished, w 44 provinces, The Quantd Trh and Gia Dinh pro.
achieved 8 percenti¢,ru thenumberd 108 percent of vinoe chdted did not submit h rep o n pleotheir respective gsale.4 0 o t ct v t e

."Administrative Reform (e iisr ) The Diretorate General of Youth Increased

(U) In September the South Vietnamnd v iage its acompitnin dusingi the months of recovery fromof the Interior announced several administrative the Invasion. Approximately 25,000 youngr people,

trhorms hat ocut red hepe for the averale ociltsen. r Dre cntino the University Sildent Forces in D-eF, or example, procedures for opening restaurants fens# of the Rear Movement, participated in a
wore simplified; printers wore authorized to sell presentaion ceremony for President Thiou on 12
forms needed by the citizen to cope with g~overn. October 1972. Nho, TrenC heated the first of four ,

•ment formalities and to reduce delays; and village planned regional entertainment rmints with stuldents ,o
"'chefls were allowed to make various certifications from eight provinces participatingr, The'Directorate

"4 .•i".' .and to provide tre copies of documents. General also formulated plans for a Nnttonal Youth
• :' i..(U) In October more esignficant chances occur. Fair and a S&Iitch.Gis Dinh Sports Convention hold j

[% red. Decree Law 120 and its adcompanying Circular in December. The Military Region 4 Cultural Most ,•
No. 119, both dated 22 Auguslt 1972, abolished wast hold in Can The, and the Saiwon.Gla Dinh arts ,

'" •,hamlet elections, reduced the number of administra. conducted a special meet with the Young people ,
" "tive personnel at both hamlet and villagre, and au- competing in singing, dancinff, and drums, In Novom•.

: .; thortmed province chiefs to appoint all officials bet. Directorate offltoals in X111tary Region •hl
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a regional sports meet In Vung Tau with approxi- extended drought in the Delta, CORDS planners
mately 500 youths participating. The winners of estimated at the end of September that the re-
these cultural and sports competitions were eligible quirement to import rice would continue through
for the national finals, which were to be held early 1973, They noted that improved security permitting
in 1913, The National Youth Fair was held in Saigon farmers to return to their homes and that adequate
during the period 24 to 29 December. VIce President rainfall for second crop rice planting were neoes-
Tran Van Huong opened the fair, which featured sary before a major change in the rice production
display booths from most of the provinces, autono. situation was possible, During October the frozen

nmous cities, and from many trade and agricultural shrimp export business showed progress and flour-
schools and private youth organisations. The event ished in several coastal areas. Rice crop prospects
culminated a series of fairs held at the local and remained dismal, however, and the government
rqional levels earlier In the year. On 30 December accelerated arrangements for increased rice imports
a meeting of province and autonomous city youth In the months ahead. Preliminary estimates fore.
service chiefs convened in Saigon to critique the casted 6,0 million metric tons to be marketed In 1973,
1972 activities and to review plans for 107,31 compared to 6,324 million metric tons in 1972. As
People$ Information a consequence, Vietnamese officials estimated that

410,000 metric tons would have to be imported in
(C) The People's Information Program had 19'13,'

focused efforts to rally the people through psycho. (C) Local development agriculture, together with
* logical campaigns during the invasion, In September all other productive activities In Vietnam, suffered

"operations turned to the recovery effort and In markedly from the deterioration of security so.
November to the cease-fire. In late November the companying the NVA offensive. In addition to
government deployed mobile teams throughout the production losses in the areas which were overrun
country, These teams consisted of over 5,000 cadets or hard hit by the enemy, interdiction of lines of
trained In POLWAR activities, Vietnamese Informa. communication interferred with the movement of
tion and Rural Development Cadres, and Cbleu Hal produce to market in many other locations.
Armed Propaganda Teams. Teams, at times using Village Self.Development and Rural Credit
mobile sound facilities, were assigned to specific
geographical areas where they explained the govern. (C) Implementation of the Village Self-Develop.
mint position on "the national situation before, mint (VSD) Program and the VSD Rural Credit
during, and after the cease-fire" to the village and Program was delayed Initially boemuse of late
hamlet occupants. Orderly demonstrations, flag dis- approval of the overall 1972-197•5 Community Do.
plays, banners, and painted slogans on billboards fenes and Local Development (CDLD) Plan by the
were in evidence throughout the country. national government. Further delays were caused

(U) At the end of December 1972 It was apparent by the enemy offensive, which occupied the atten-
"that the government planned a massive overhauling tion of local officials during the spring and iummer
and reorganisation of its Information activities in months in many areas. By the end of August,
1973, presumably in line with anticipated develop- however, advisors reported that both the VSD
ments, the cease-fire and national elections. The Program and the VSD Rural Credit Progrum had
i1 inistry of Information was scheduled for early begun to move rapidly. Under the VSD Program,
dissolution and replacement bi a new organiza- local assemblies had approved some 4,010 new
tion working directly under the President's Office, public use projects (total for 1972 through August)
rather than as part of the cabinet under the Prime and over gVN 860,000,000 had been allocated in
Minister. In related developments, the government national fund support. This was matched by local
began the withdrawal of the several thousand contributions of over SVN 107,000,000 and 182,000
military cadets who had been working in villages man-days of labor. Construction %yas reported
to explain the government position in a possible underway on 1,232 of the projects approved, After
cease-fire situation. ?Ilns were drawn up for re- August progress was rapid, Over P. thousand
distributing manpower assets to carry on these new public use projects were approved in Septem-
early efforts. MACV anticipated a presidentially ber and by the end of December a total of 5,428
guided reorganization of the former village and projects was approved, 90 percent of which were
hamlet information cadres, the Chliu Hol Minis- completed or under construction.
try's Armed Propaganda Toaws, the JGS-POL- (U) Local self.dsvelopment programs returned
WAR Directorate's field personnel, end the Rural- to the schedule of progress envisioned by the 1972.
Development Cadre.52 1975 four yehar plan more slowly than the self.

defense and self-government proirrams, due primarily
LOCAL SELF-DEVELOPMENT to the offensive and the late arrival of monsoon rains

(C) As a result of the enemy offensive and the in the Delta, By September, however, the 1072
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located to construction of Irrigation structures. The Particularly good progress wan made In An Xuyen
"Central Pacifioation and Development Council and V.nh Binh Provinces, Active irritation projects
(CPDC) conducted the final 1973 province Nadicnal were essentially completed except In Military Region
Fund for Local Development Plan review on 21 4, where the Bo Baa Canal and Phase It of the
November, Fund allocations were expected to be Vinh Phu-Phu Nhuan Canal would probably not be
Scompleted by the end of December, The 1972 finished until May 197. In general, province do.

*program achieved 74 percent completion by the end velopment officers felt that the termination of the '
of November, up 10 percent from the preceding rvnedvlpmn udeiiatdteoesp
month. In provinces where performance was good, provine crutch men fr ovneoundcli insated that tnesp

potvecuchfrprvne concl a ha ,h

unspent funds were carried over to support a Iouncils ceased to be useful once deprived of funds
limited 1973 program, Remaining funds were to be Local revenue improvement and decentralization
allocated for rLcovery propectslnn could be a curative. Funds to be reprogrammed from

*Public Works 1972 to 1913 wore approximately $VN 13 million,
(U) Secondary road and bridge projects continued with an additional aVN 2.5 million designated for

to progress satisfactorily. E~xcept for projects which recovery.30
had to be canceled because of the security situa- (C) Public works activities continued throinghout
tion, projects were four-fifths complete at the end the offensive with the Ministry of Public Works
of December, up 0even percent from November, reprogramming funds to assist in constructing and
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ii refurbishinp refugee camps and, !n concert with percent completion of national goals by the end of
ARVN, repairingf many of the critical bridges do. November, and worl on wateir and electrical dim.-

Istrayed during the offensive. Through autumn 19'72 trihution also progressed during the recovery period,
special efforts In bridge and road reconstruction Land Reform

* under the Dhli.etor General Qf Highways (DOOH)
culminated in a survey of 169 bridges in October (C) The Land-to-the-Tiller Program remained, &ao-
adone.' Progress in Military Regiun I was Impeded cording to field reports, the single most socially and

by te scurty ituaion Th coperaionbeteen politically significant reform undertaken by the
by te scurty stuaion Thecooeraion etwen overnmen% of Vietnam, It continued to, be well

DOOR and RVNAP' engineers remained good despite received as it moved ahead. Tbe NVA offensive had
aIn Novemenr anld Dcombr DntOnR andthpove leVelI little effect on the program country-wide, although

In Nvemer ad Dcemer DOH nd te RNAF land distribution was disrupted hi the several heavily
Chied of Engineors planned redeployment and utili. contested areas. In the critical impact area of the
zaition of RVNAF engineers In the post hostilities Delta, the program was essentially on schedule.
ioriod, If approved, this plan envisioned reallaioti h oene~o ita xace ome h

prioitls, fndin, ad reponsbiltiesforthe n- arch 1913 goal of one million hectares (2.6 million
tire highway program. Additionally, the CPDC. acores) of land distributed to formerly landless
funded w...rk on railroads and bridges reached '74 farmers.

....... O
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(U) The land refnrm program surged ahead in fiom among the refugees (Fig D-21).
the recovery period. Title applications at the village (U) As part of a three month review of secondary
level Increased approximately 50 percent In Sop. school curricula, a National Curriculum Seminar
tember over the average of the previous three convened on 22 December, One hundred sixty.five
months (Fig. Dl-2). By December titles approved at educators from the provinces and 100 from Saigon
the village level attained 924,941 hectares compared met to review the efforts of the study committee.
with 801,808 In October; titles distributed to new In December a three-day conference of educators
land owners rose from 834,581 in October to 694,573 fo pri a sho ed onter compars
hectares in December. These figures refiected the from private schools focused on the comparison of
achie~ement of 92.4 percent of the million hoctaros existing national educational standards with estab-

goal with nearly three months remaini.g for further liahed goals. The key role of semi-public and private
progress before the deadline of 20 March 1973. The schools was Indicated by the fact that In 1972-72

Ministry of Land Reform, Agriculture, Fishery, and they enrolled approximately 450,000 of tho 840,000 -
Animal Husbandry Development confdently pro.dadieted that It would maet and surpass its goal on War Veterans

schedule,&' (U) Government of Vietnam support of war
Education veterans continued in the recovery period. The

(C) CORDS field advisors reported that educa. National Wards Institute in Saigon and its four
tional development continued essentially on ached. branches announced an enrollment of 6,244 students

ule, although the past school year was out short for the 1912.73 school year. This enrollment con.

in the spring when the government closed the Atltuted an Increase nf more than 1,000 students

schools erly as a result of the offensive. A num. over figures for the previous school year. The
ber of schools were destroyed by enemy action and R'ational Rehabilitation lnstitute planned to expand

others were used as temporary shelters for ref. It& services by opening ten prosthetic shops and

ugoee. However, rehabilitation of the schools in physiotherapy clinics in selected provincial hospi.

government aoutrolled territory began In July, and tale. One of the four claims processing teams crm.
by the end of August virtually all schools were pleted training In use of an automated processing
repaired and staffed, ready for the beginning of system In September. This team processed over
the fall term in September, 10,0000 claims, which represented almost half of all

(U) Elementary and secondary schools through. claims manually processed by all four teams during

out the country opened in late September, Normal the previous month,
schools opened throughout the Republic in the (U) By the end of October the Ministry of War

middle of October with attendance at average levels. Veterans' (MWV) active caseload of benefit recip. a

Universities opened on 15 November. Reports lents stood at 881,486. That total included 75,737
through November indicated that there were no disabled veterans, 120,264 widows, 119,427 deptn.
critical shortages of teachers, supplies, or school dent parents, 338,712 Warde of the Nation, 148,998
buildings, Enrollment and school construction goals orphans (non-warda), and 35,350 retired veterans.

SCHOOL STATUS, SEPTMEBER 1972

TYPU SCHOOLING AND AGE OGOUP SCHOOL Ads POPULATION SCHOOL AG1 POPUATION IN SCHOOL

Elementary Education, ages 8 to 11 ....................................... 2,920,000 2,917,271
Secondary Education, ages 12 to 18 ............................................ 3,524,o00 897,088
Higher Education, ages 18 to 24 ................................................ 2,070,000 08,849

Num ber of Elem entary Teachers ....................................................................... 58,122
Num ber of Secondary Teachers ......................................................................... 26,838
Num ber of Higher Education Professors ......................................................... 1,570

Sourcel MACCOADS Figure D-21

had been met for the first three quarters of the In addition, the members accomplished more than
calendar year. Elementary schools functioned in 150 job referrals during October, Fifty.two blind
many of the refugee centes•' throughout Vietnam, trainoee attended National Rehabilitation Institute
The Ministry of Social Welfare and various private courses In Saigon end Can Tho In October,
agencies provided school supplies, texts, tents, and (U) By the end of 1.972 the Ministry of War
other equipment. The ministry obained teachers Veterans had added more than 208,000 people to its
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active ceascload of veterans and dependento receiving In returning refugees In refugee centers to their
benefits. This resulted from a greater number of homes. The lull in military activity In December
persons qualifying for benefits because of Increased was the major factor in the low number of refugees
hostilities plus an increase In ministry efficiency generatedl, The number of people taking refuge In
in processing claims.50 war victims' site% decreased because of increased

War Vctimssecurity, allowing people from Tien Phu** District,
War VctimsQuang Tin Province, to return home, and a consoli.

(C) By the end of August almost 910,000 refugees dation and subsequent resurvey of 3Bin Dinh Pro-
had been generated by the enemy offensive, Of vines sites that returned people to their homes.50

these, seine 600,000 were In refugee camps under SEILPORM
the care of the Government of Vietnam. In general SEILPORM
the handling of the Immediate refugee problem was (U) Government of Vietnam agencies achieved
satisfactory; government officials and Innumerable progress in organisational planning and in the

*VIetnamese Rrivatte groups and Individuals, religious establishment of responsibilities and goals for the
organisations, and business groups provided food special emphasis programs during the recovery
and other commodities, shelter, and a wide variety period. The Urban Development Program progressed
of services. Although a number of refugees returned satisfactorily and the Ministry for the Development
to their villages and more were expected to return of Ethnic Minorities received significant government
In the near future, those refugees from areas recognition and support for its various programs.
occupied or constantly harassed by the enemy The Elimination of Social Evils Prognam also pro.
remained uncertain of the time of their return. Pesi0d.
According to the PAAS, public opinion of govsrn. Urban Development
ment assistance to refugees varied between the
rural and urban population. Of the rural people (Unt yompleptembern urba surveys wodcere in pher
surveyed during the months of June, July, and cn opee aduesrescnutdi h

*August only 35 percent, on the average, considered I. autonomous cities were 98 percent complete by
this assistance to be satisfactory, During the same Noveomber. During September 421 urban oadremen ~

perid, 7 pr~ot o th urbn popl cosidred from the 11 autonomous cities completed In-service
perid, 7 prcet o th urbn popl cosidredtrainingt In the urban development program,

the assistance to be satisfactory. (T.ý The COR.DS training staff completed pn
(U) The total number of refugees generated since urban training program proposal in October foi-

the beginning of the enemy offensive increased by ipeetto uigtermidro Y7.Ti
approximately 157,000 during Octaobr, to a total of imoposlemnaincue dulang thr remainder of city 78nThi
1,191,900. Heavy fighting in Quang Ngai Province pooa nlddpasfrasmnro iyad~of te 3b Dih rfuge siua. urban mayors, chiefs of local pacification and de.
&and a reussessment othDihDnreu*st&. volopment council coordinating centers, and local
tion accounted for most of the increase. The number reosucin evce hes.A ter rood
of people who took refuge In official government

war ictm stes ncrase byalmot ~~oo to training program concentrated on the familiariss-twan ofti locas Inrbane byir commttee with0 ntooa
'706800 One aain th maor ncraseoccrre in policies, toohniques, and program reqnirements,

Quang Ngai. Rico scandals in Da Nang surfaced SD sidth Ura Deeo en Poec
durig te mnthandthenatona adinitraionAgreement on 19 Octohor, which provided 250

appointed a committee to investigate why poor million plasters for use in projeot~s in the autono-
qualty ice as rovied o reuges, ous cities, On 13 October the deputy city mayors

(U) In Novemaber Joint Government of Vietnam. conducted a review of the 1972 CDLC Plan. While
US efforts resulted In the establishment of impact the Local Revenue Improvement Program (LP.IP)
teams to work in Military Regions I and 2. Funds generally achieved little progress during October,
wrpridfothste santwere eegenthe passage of the new tax law provided the Saigon
the authorfty to hlrm lahorers, purchase supplies and City Administration guidelines on which to base
equipment, approve projects, and do all else neces. future sations.01

* s~ary to improve uiondit~ions for the almost 080,000
refugees living In temporary sites. During their Health
first week of operations both teams made a number (U) The Ministry of Health continued to give *

%of positive recommendations and approved the ex. first priority to refugees and battle casualties, The ~
penditures required to Initiate these actions. ministry completed technical dossiers on a number

(U) During December the number of refugove of new facilities for construction and forwarded them
generated decreased to the lowest level since the to the Directorate General of Reconstruction and
stawt of the NVA offensive and progress was made Urban Planning for concurrence. Construction of 1~2
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inaternition and dispensaries began in November. man cadre teams would operate in each Highland

(U) The got'srrnont ordered an August gradua- Village, with larger teams In villages with greater
tion of all medical and dental students who would populations. The new plan streated Inspection, up-
normally have graduated in December, The early trading of personnel, and improvement of middle-
commencement esased the problem of medical at- Itvel leadership, MDEIvt completed the village self-
tention for military casualties, war victims, and developmenet rrogram which was to be administered
refugees. Ther6 were no epidemic outbreaks of dis.. in ethnic minority villages during 197T3. In late
ease In Vietnam during December. This lack of epi.. December the MDEM haggn a long overdue reor-
darmi. was * most encouraging sign In view of the ga~lzatiori to eliminate the poor performers and
war victim and refugee mltuatioii, especially In Da adjust to~ Its expanding role for 1973. The total
Nanges2 MDEM budget for 1078 was nearly double that of

Minorities (MDIqM) devoted most of its attention (U) Through the recovery period, goverrntoental
to he eveopmntof resettlement and return to police officials continued to emphasize the eradi-

The initrycoordinated aeveral proposed moves in some areas inhibited narcotics suppression, there

fort Plnig pormi ng n budorttal uing for gamblnganed proised d6Inscipliabry action aginst

D1e cobrstes covncerngthe of Virnenam aprograms twog oli r perone whommtolrted majo rmelin f withintei
(U)Thiemn platinalo Montagnard, rinoving loanse arpeaofredsatl ep onsbi ibl o dcieinciia

(NTenfo thermovaes. A1: 19ew program ftr the end acivity oThendestret nrcotaics pricetoesiu of oimrprel
ofra Novelomben. Have D cadea n 19700 stdnt as com- doaredc winlued that ios heofn hoeroian, triplod.
pleted trinigarn19.Th origiaxolst B ih aina oieCmadr ree

wand trainin hwvrenmacityhchacosd te plc nteSio ihae ocakdw

cent) fon 27x weebrucaryused CORe shotoodl Doring s settlimnt and preonieddstrictionaOfice acin thgaMACt
functonal MACV soenetaof elemena, tappfrriomed twooDSc persovinel wdvisolrateams stood downhAt thei

oaatheersto Attahe' frMmgidein olvingloneat& reso siplt ornspecifict setsoyhCL
ith thela cease-ire aoree.11ends of287 Jalinur Pigs- (C) Thein Asociae rbetr for TJrritoial Poiecu-ete
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this transition was being completed successfully, tance Teams, thus adding increased emphasis to
the advisory effort continued to focus on planning the upgrading of local administration; 19 village
advice by providing the Joint General Staff coneep. chiefs completed a two-week village orientation
tual support relating to future reqniremento such tour In Taiwan; and planning was completed for
as force reductions and reserve organizational the continuation of this training program through
systems. the year. Also completed was a new plan for the

(C) During January and February the public employment of Highland rural development cadre
aafpty advisory effort continued In support of them..aor objtvesor eforthe ontionaed Poicesup of ete whereby small teams (up to seven men) specially." major objectives for the National Police of asta- trained in local administration would be assigned tolishing an effective management system, increasing
"o.mand and technical training, and assuming
responsibility for local security in pacified areas, planning at the national level continued with rt-
Special advisory attention was given to the police newed emphasis, while the Saigon City Council
programs aimed at eradicating drug abuse and approved new property tax rates to increase re-,:"venues. CORDS .relinquished Advisory responsibility
eliminating criminal subversive elements. The police venu es whenuthe Adsory reponbtyadvisory effort began to drawn down following the for the activities when the Associate Directorate
announcement of the cease-fire agreement, and the for C nI Deveopen w tne d
advisory effort was terminated as of 2'1 February
1913, USAID Assumed responsibility for monitoring (C) CORDS continued to support war victims and
any future assistance. veterans programs until the transfer of the As.

(C) As of 21 February 1973 the advisory respon- sociatae Directorate for War Victims to USAID on I
uibility for the Chleu Hol Program was transferred February 1973. During January, 25,000 veterans
to SAAFO, Dnring January a total of 11,967 Hal and dependents were added to the 208,000 registered

Chanh (returnees) were registered, although of In 1972, for a total of 874,393 individuals receiving
these 10,973 were VC prisoners (Southerners) who benefits frona the Ministry of War Veterans as of
Sv:Qre converted to Hot Chanh status (Fig, D-8). 31 January 1973, An automated claims processing
The smooth administration of this conversion re- system was implemanted at the end of January
fleeted the professional management capability, with the expectation of Increasing numbers of
developed within the Chieu Hol Ministry, The re. claims to be processed In the years ahead. The In.
saining 094 returnees represented an Increase of crease in military activities which began shortly

197 over the number In December 1972, While the before the cease-fire on 28 January generated addi.
rate of returniees decreastcd during the first week tional war victims requiring relief and assistance,
of February (an annual pattern in conjunction with Within a few days over 200,000 people were die.
Teat), it rose v.Ain with the increase in military placed, although many of these were forced to
activity following the cease-fire, leave their homes for no more than several days,

(C) January 1973 saw the continuation of annual and by m10 .,7 -uary only 60,000 remained dis.
and special planning for a wide variety of ?.:el placed. Of • 15,000 were located in official
development activitiesi second Increment recovery refugee site%.. ielief efforts !or these people were
plans for 1.1i priority provinces were reviewed by continuing as USAID assumed responsibility for
the Central Pacification and Development Council; this advisory effort, and additional funds had 'en
0ongoing supporr for local construction was &.".red provided the provinces to ensure support fo•, t),
with the reprogramming of 19'72 monier in the PrT who could not return home.
vincr Development Fund for 1973 (no new funds (U) As CORDS stood down, some reporting func.
were allocated beyond Februaary 1973); annual tione were discontinued while others wore trans.

' planning for the National Fund for Local Develop- ferred to SAAFO or to the Government of Vietnam.
ment was completed successfully with monies By January, the HES reporting system had been 80
allocated for 1973; the Prime Minister directed percent Vietnarnized, and in February the Govern.
r ural development ýadre In the villages to report ment of Vietnam assumed full responsibility for
monthly on the activities of Province Mobile Assis. the field roporting systemcC
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REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM DEVELOPMENT - ANNEX D

1. Memo (U), SECDEF to Chairman, JCS, 2 Aug Force Structure Plan (U), 19 Oct 72, GDS-Not
72, SubJ: Commendation, Stated.

2. This section is based upon data found in aigs 20. Rpt (8), USAID Saigon, Subj- FY 1974 Country
(C), USAID to SECSTATE, Subj; Economic Field Submission (U), 1972, ODS-Not Stated,
Outlook (U), Economic Recession (U), and 21, MACV Command History, 1971, Vol I (S/NF),
Economic hupuct of Enemy Offensive (U), sent pp VII.1 - VII-ID, Gp-4; Briefing (U), MAC.
throughout 1972, DTO and GDS not available. CORDS, undtd, Subji 1972.75 Four Year Plan

3. Moge (C), COMUSMACV to JCS, 09115OZ Apr (U),Y L ,
72, 100910Z Jul 72, 101210Z Oct 72, and 091030 22. Rpt (C), GVN, undtd, Subj: Four Year Com.
Jan 73, Subji MACV Report on Economic munity Defense and Local Development Plan,
Aspects of Vietnamization (U), GDS-Not Stated. 1972-1975 (U), pp 1-3, Gp-i.

4. Mug (C), SECDEF to COMUSMACV, 022238Z 23. History, same as *21, pp VII.0 - VII-10.
Mar 72, Subj: Vietnam Economic Study (U), 24. Bridling, same as #21, pp 2-3,
"GDS-Not Stated,

5. DP (C), MACEA, 24 Mar 72, Subjt Vietnam 28. Ibid., p 9
Economic Study (U), ODS-Not Stated, 26, Ibld,, p 9.

6, DF (C) MASCA, 24 Mar 72, Subl: Vietnam 27. Rpt (C), MACCORDS, undtd, SubJi Progress of
Economic Study (U), GDS-Not Stated, Progress of PPacification for December 1972,

1. Country.to-Country Agreement (U), #5609/EF/ p 5, GDS-78.
ICHT, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, RVN, 14 Dec 28. Rpt (C), MACCORDS, undtd, Subj: Report on
72. Progress of Pacification for December 1972, p S,

8. Memo (U), Mond, RVN, to Chief, JGS ODS-78,
RVNAF, 24 Aug 72, SubJ: Non-participation by 29. Briefing, same as #21, p 15.
the Military in Commercial Activities, 30. Ibld., pp 16.17,

9, Commissary/Exchange Department Operating 31, Ibid., p 19,

Policy Statement (1972.1976) (U), Joint RV.

NAP/MACV Committee, 29 Feb 72, revised 4 32, IbM., p 8,
Aug 72. 33, Ibid,, p 20.

10. Decree 1968a/CP/TCTT/ND (U), Minister of
Defente, RVN, 15 Aug '72. 04, Ibid., p 21.

11, Ltr (C), MOND, RVN to COMUSMACV, 5 May 35. Ibid., p 21-22; Same as #27, p 27.
72, SubS: Increased Assistance to RVNAF Com- 38. Ibid., pp 20-23.
bat Units (U), ODS-Not Suited. 37. Rpt (C), MACCORDS, 13 Nov 72, Subi Impact

"12. DF (C), MACEA, 28 Jul 71, SubJ- Interim Re. of the Enemy Offensive on Pacification (U),

port of the Combined Committee for RVNAF pp t.1n, ODS-78c
Pay Improvements (U), ODS-Not Stated. 38.Rpt (C), MACCORDS, undd, Subj: Rport on-'

,.13. Decree :1-8LITHT/PC2 (U), 'rime Ministetr, Progress of Pacification for September 1972
RVN, 9 Sep 72. (U), p 2; Rpt (C), MACCORDS, 22 Nov 72,

14. DF (U), MACEA, 22 Nov '72, Subj! Second'Tn- SubjS Report on Progress of Pacification for
terim Report of the Combined Committee for October 1972 (U), p 2; Rpt (C), MACCORDS,
RVNAF Pay Imiarovement. 31 Dee 72, SubJ: Report on Progress of PaciSl.

15, DF (S), MACEA, 3 Jan 73, SubJ: Vietnamsse cation for November 1972 (U), p 2; Same as
Defense Planning System (U), GDS-Not Stated. #28, pp 11-12; Same as #27, p 38.

16, DF ()¾,, ,CEA, 8 Jul 72, Subj: MACV RVNAF 39. Same as #37, p 2; Same as #38, Sep POP, p
Demobilization Study (U), ODS-Not Stated; 2; Same as #138, Oct POP, p 2; Same am #38,
DF (S), MACEA, 23 Aug 72, Subj: MACV Nov POP, p 2 (Note: POP is short title for
RVNAF Demobilization Study (U), GDS-Not Progress of Pacification Report),
Statee. 40. Same as #37, p 6,

17. DF (C), MACEA, 7 Jun 72, Subj: Manpower 41, Same as #38, Oct POP, p 2.
Mobilization and Deferments (U), GDS-Not
Stated. 42. Same as 428, p 2.

18. Decree Law #31/TT/SLU (U), President, RVN, 43. Same am #38, Oct POP, pp 2-3; Some as #28,
21 Dec 72., p 3.

19. Rpt (S), MACDO, Subj: Mid-Range RVNAF 44. Same as *28, p 3.
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45. Same as #88, Nov POP, p 3. 57. Same as #38, Sep POP, p 7; Same as #38, Oct

POP, p 7i Same as #38, Nov POP, p 1 Same a48, same as #28, p a. *98, p 7,

47. Same Is #27, pp 8-4. 58. Ibid.

48, Same as #38, Sep POP, p 5, Same so #38, Oat 59, Same as #38, Sep POP, p 8; Same as #38, Oct
POP, p 5. POP, p 8; Same as #38, Nov POP, p 8; Same

49, Same as #38, Nov POP, p 4; Same as #28, p 4. as #28, p 8.
, ae s a #38, Sap POP, p ; Same As #38, O 6.OSameoa #8, SeP POP, pp 87.; Same u #88,

50. saea 3,spPPp61 samea 3,OtOct POP, pp I-8; same ILI #38, Nov POP, pp
POP, p 3; Same as #38, Nov POP, p 4; Same S 74; Same as #28, pp 7.8.
S8,p P461, Saint an #38, Sep POP, p 7; Same as #38, Oat

51. Same as #38, Oat POP, p 6; Same as #88, Nov POP, p 7.
POP, p 5; Same as #28, p 5. 62, Same as #38, Nov POP, p 8; Same As #28, p 8.

go. Same as #38, Nov POP, p 5; Same a #28, p 8. 63. Same as #38, Sep POP, pp 8.9; Same as #88,

53. Same as #88, Oat POP, p 61 Same am #38, Nov Oat POP, pp 849; Same As #88, Nov POP, pp
POP, p 6; Same as #28, p 6. 8.0; Same as #028, pp 8-9.

54. Same a #838, Sep POP, pp 5.6; Same as #38, 64. Ibid.
Oat POP, pp 5.6. 65, Rpt (C), MACCORDS, tandtd, Sub): CORDS Up.

58, Same as #38, Oct POP, p 6; Same as #38, Nov date to 1972 MACV Command History, p 2,
POP, p 6. GD8.70.

56. Same as #28, pp 6-1. 60. Ibid., pp 2.6,
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